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OVERSIGHT OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1989

U.S. HOME or REPRESENTATIVES,
CONLWITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

SURCOMMIITKE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH ANA TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met at 9:45 a.m., in room 2318, Rayburn
House Office Budding, Hon. Doug Walgren, chairman of the sub-
committee, presiding.

Present Representatives Walgren, Brown, Boehlert Slaughter,
Campbell, Schneider, Henry, Johnston, Skaggs, Nagle, and Morella.

Mr. BROV1N [presiding]. nw subcommittee will come to order.
The Chairman has been temporarily detained, and I have been

asked to start the meeting, which I am more than happy to do, and
the Chairman has an opening Oaten:tent which I will wait until he
gets here for him to deliver in As own inimitable style, and then I
will recognize our Ranking Republican Member, Mr. Boehlert, for
his opening statement.

Mr. Bowe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Of all the topic, we will discuss this year, none is as important,

none is of treater concern to the general public than the one in
which we will engage this morning, and for good reason.

Our public school system functions like the canary in the coal
mine, alerting us to grave dangers that threaten our economy and
our society.

We have convened this morning to diagnose and develop cures
for one very sick canary. The sources of that illness are numerous,
but I believe that more than anything else the canary has been
choking from the atrophying of America's teaching profession. The
future success or failure of America's schools will be determined in

part by the quality of their teachers.
r all, when each of us looks back on our own schooling, we

realize it is the outstanding teachers the made the difference, not
outstanding textbooks or lab e9ulpment or computers. Good teach-
ers have a chance of triumphing over even the worst conditions.
Bad teachers can fail even in the kindest, gentlest environment.

But where are the teachers of the future?
We can no longer depend on a once reliable source, women who

had no other opportu nities open to them.
The statistics paint a dire picture. Students declaring an interest

in teaching are among the lowest scorers on SAT exams. Schools
are finding it difficult to fill math and science teaching positions.

(1)
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Increasingly, high school math and science courses are taught by
teachers with little or no training in these fields, and the situation
is worse at the elementary level.

In New York City, for example, one in every three science teach-
ers is teaching without a specialized license. People used to ,joke
that those who can't do teach, but we are in real trouble when
those who can't teach teach or, still worse, when those who can't
learn teach.

Yesterday I introduced a bill to attract more top students into
this critical profession. The bill would offer federal scholarships of
$7,500 to college juniors and seniors majoring in science, math or
engineering if they agreed to teach two years for each year they
received the aid.

This is the type of action we need if we are to reverse the steady
deterioration of our schools. We have sat back too long as the evi-
dence of a crisis has mounted.

It seems at times that we almost took a perverse pleasure in the
issuance of each new report documenting our demise, reveling in
its familierity. We have spent too much time, in the words of one
critic, "amusing ourselves to death."

Rather than being daunted by the overwhelming nature of our
task, we need to be inspired by the optimism and idealism of an-
other time of educational challenge.

John Kennedy's words should propel us. "All this will not be fin-
ished in the first 100 days, nor will it be finished in the first 1,000
days, but lot us begin."

Our distinguished witnesses today, especially the teachers, will
help us decide how to make that beginning, but we must act.

Mr. Chairman, Th&mas Jefferson once wrote that the problem of
slavery awakened him like a fire bell in the night.

Well, education is the central question of our day just as slavery
was in Jefferson's, the issue that will determine the future struc-
ture of our society and the health of our economy.

Too many Americans decided to sleep through the alarm that
Jefferson heard so crisply, and we are still paying the price.

If we fail to respond to the growing alarm about our public
schools, the effect will be equally devastating.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I also would like to ex-
plain that because of my deep personal interest in the matter
before us today I would like to spend every single second of every
minute of every hour in this hearing, but shortly another commit-
tee upon which I serve will be coming to grips with crisis legisla-
tion dealing with the Eastern Airlines strike, and so I will have to
excuse myself shortly, but I will be back as often and for as long as
I can.

Thank you.
('The prepared opening statement of Mr. Boehlert follows:]
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HOW. SHERWOOD HOSOLEHT (R-NY)
OPENING STATENENT

SCIENCE EDUCATION HEARING
March 9. 1969

Mr. Chairman:

Of all the topics we will discuss this year, none is as

important, none is of greater concern to the general public

than the one which will engage us this morning. And far good
reason. Our public school system functions like the 'canary

in the coal mine," alerting us to grave dangers that threaten
our economy and our society.

We have convened this morning to diagnose and develop

cures for one very sick canary. The sources of that illness

are numerous, but. I believe that more than anything else, the

canary has b-en choking from the atrophying of America's

teaching profession.

The future success or failure of America's schools w4'.1

be determined in large part by the quality of their teachers.

After all, when each of us looks back on our own schooling,

we realize it's the outstanding teachers that made the

difference -- not outstanding textbooks or lab equipment or

computers. Good teachers have a chance of triumphing over

even the worst conditions; bad teachers can fail even in the

kindest, gentlest environment.

But where ate the good teachers of the future? We can

no longer depend on a once-reliable source -- women who had

no other opportunities open to them.

The statistics paint a dire picture. Students declaring
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an interest in teaching are among the lowest scorers on SAT

exams. Schools are finding it difficult to fill math and

science teaching positions. Increasingly, high school math

and science courses are taught by teachers with little or no

training in those fields, and the situation is worse at the

elementary level. In New Yotk city, for example, one in

every three science teachers is teaching without a

specialized license.

People used to joke that "those who can't do, teach."

But we're in real trouble when those who can't teach, teach.

Or still worse, when those who can't learn, teach.

Yesterday, I introduced a bill designed to attract more

top students into this triticia profession. The bill would

offer federal scholarships of $7,500 to college juniors and

seniors majoring in science, math or engineering if they

agreed to teach two years for each year they received the

aid.

This is the type of action we need if we are to reverse

the steady deterioration of our schools. We have sat back

too long as the yvidence of a crisis has mounted. It seems

at time that we athost take a perverse pleasure in the

issuance of each new report documenting our demise, reveling

in its familiarity. We have spent too much time, in the

words of one critic, "amusing ourselves to death."

Rather than being daunted by the overwhelming nature of

our task, we need to be laspired by the optimism and idealism

of another time of educational challenge. John Kennedy's

L
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words should propel us: "All this will not be finished in

the first one hundred days. Nor will it be finished in the

first one thousand days....But let us begin."

Our distinguishes' witnesses today, especially the

teachers, will help us decide how to make that beginning.

But we must act.

Mr. Chairman, Thomas Jefferson once wrote that the

problem of slavery awakened him "like a fire bell in the
night." Well, education is the central question of our day

just as slavery was in Jefferson's -- the issue that will

determine the future structure of our society and the health
of our economy.

Too many Americans decided to sleep through the alarm

that Jefferson heard so crisply, and we are still paying the
price. ff we fail to respond to the growing alarm about our

public schools, the effect will be equally devastating.

Thank you.

,3 ON.
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Mr. WALGINN [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Roehlert,
and we certainly understand.

I want to apologize for not being able to be here at the outset.
The traffic is terrible in this city and very unpredictable.

But you know I want to encourage you in every way in your in-
terest in science education along with all the other members in any
way that I can, and I look forward to this committee reporting out
legislation in this area in the very near future, and it will be in
many ways because of the very personal interest that you and
others have taken in this area.

Mr. BOICHLERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. So we look forwe rd to doing this together.
Let me ask unanimous consent that my statement be inserted in

the record at this point
[The complete opening statement of Mr. Walgren follows-1

12



OPENING STATEMENT OF THE
HONCMABLE DOUG WALGREN (0-PA)

ON
OVERSIGHT HEARING IN SCIENCE AM) MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

March 9, 1989

TIMS 'WORMING WE WILL EXPLORE WHAT IS POSSIBLY THE MOST

SERIOUS LONG-TERM PROBLEM FACING OUR NATION -- SCIENCE

EDUCATION WE WILL FOCUS ON NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATRIN

PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO IMPROVE PRECOLLEGE SCIENCE AM)

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION AND ON RECENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

FROM TWO OF MY COLLEAGUES AND MYSELF FOR UNDERGRADUATE

SCHOLARSHIPS IN SCIENCE MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING.

THE CRISIS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION IS DRIVEN HOME TO US IN AN

UNRELENTING TORRENT OF BAD NEWS:

AMERICAN FIFTH GRADERS FALL FAR BEHIND JAPANESE
STUDENTS IN SCIENCE AND MATH PROFICIENCY.

AMERICAN 13-YEAR OLDS SCORE BEHIND SPAIN AND SOUTH
KOREA IN STAIMARDIZED MATH TESTS.

NEARLY HALF OF AMERICAN 17-YEAR OLDS CANNOT PERFORM
MATH PROBLEMS NORMALLY TAUGHT M JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL.

STANDARDIZED TEST SCORES OF AMERICAN ADVANCED
PLACEMENT HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE LAST IN A 17
NATION FIELD IN BIOLOGY AND THIRD FROM LAST IN
CHEM!' TR Y

THESE DISMAL FINDINGS ARE ESPECIALLY DISTURBING AT A TIME

WHEN WE ARE NOT DOING WELL IN THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC

1

13
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COMPETITION THAT REQUIRES A TECHNOLOGICALLr LITERATE

WORKFORCE AS AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT. MOREOVER, IF TALENTED

STIKIENTS ARE NOT TURNED ON TO SCIENCE AM, MATH WHILE IN

ELEMENTARY AM, SECONDARY SCHOOL, WHAT HOPE DO WE HAVE

FOR MAINTAINING THE PIPELINE OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS THAT

IS AECESSARY TO SUSTAIN AN ADVANCED INDUSTRIALIZED NATION?

THIS MORNING, WE WILL EXPLORE THE IMPACT AM) EFFECTIVENESS

OF NSF PROGRAMS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRECOLLEGE

CURRICULAR MATERIALS FOR SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

MISTRUCTION, AS WELL AS NSF EFFORTS TO IMPROVE TEACHER

SKILLS THROUGH IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS. WE

WILL HEAR FROM A VARIETY OF EDUCATORS, TEXTBOOK

PUBLISHERS, AND SCIENTISTS. MANY OF OUR WITNESSES HAVE BEEN

SUPPORTED BY NSF TO DEVELOP AM) DISTRIBUTE NEW TEACHING

MATERIALS OR TO IMPROVE THE SKILLS OF PRACTICING TEACHERS.

ALSO, WE WILL HEAR FROM TEACHERS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN

NSF PROGRAMS AM) HAVE USED MATERIALS GENERATED BY NSF

PROGRAMS.

ANOTHER PURPOSE OF THIS HEARING IS TO OBTAIN COMMENTS FROM

INTERESTED GROUPS ON LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES WHICH WOULD

REQUIRE NSF TO ADMINISTER UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

PROGRAMS. THE BAND PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION IS

TO ATTRACT MORE STUDENTS TO CAREERS IN SCIENCE AND

2

14
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ENIGMEERING OR M SCIENCE OW MATH TEACHING. CONGRESSIONAL

SCHOLARSMPS WAIL RAISE THE PUBLIC'S ATTENTION TO THE

IliWORTANCE OF SCIENCE TO OUR NATIONAL WELL BEING IN ADDITION

TO ENCOURAGING INDIVIDUALS TO PURSUE CAREERS MI SCIENCE. WE

LOOK FORWARD TO THE DISCUSSION OF THESE EDUCATION

hWTIATIVES

OUR FIRST WITNESS IS DR. ERNEST BOYER, PRESIDENT OF THE

CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING. DR.

BOYER, A FORMER U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, IS A

DISTINGUISPED EDUCATOR WHO WILL PROVIDE US WITH AN

OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STATE OF PRECOLLEGE SCIENCE AND

MATHEMATICS CURRICULA AND ALSO THE TRAINING NEEDS OF

SCIENCE AND MATH TEACHERS.

TO OUR PANEL ON CURRICULAR MATERIALS WE WELCOME MS. BETTY

CASTOR, THE FLORIDA COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION; MR. PATRICK

DONAGHY, PRESIDENT OF THE SCHOOL GROUP AT S1VER, BURDETT

AND GMN; AND A. RONALD MALONE, PRESIDENT OF KENDALL/HUNT

PUBLISHING COMPANY, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY LOEPPKE, ASSISTANT

VICE PRESIDENT AT KENDALL/HUNT.

TO OUR PANEL ON IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING WE WELCOME DR.

JERRY BELL, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AT SIMMONS COLLEGE; MS.

MARJOME BARDEEN, PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR FRIENDS OF FERMILAB

3
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AT THE FERIA NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LABORATORY; AND DR. PAUL

SALTMAN4 PROFESSOR f** BIOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO.

TO OUR PANEL OF TEACHERS WE WELCOME MR. LORING COES, III

FROM ROCKY HILL SCHOOL IN GREENWICH, RHODE ISLAND; MS. JOANN

MOSIER FROM FAIRDALE HIGH SCHOOL IN FAIRDALE, KENTUCKY; AND

MRS. JOYCE KERANEN FROM COOPER MITERMEDIATE SCHOOL IN

MaEAN, VIRGINIA. WE CONGRATULATE MR. COES AND MS. MOSIER

ON THEN RECENT PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHING

TO OUR FINAL PANEL ON PROPOSED LEGISLATION WE WELCOME DR.

RICHARD ATKINSON, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR

THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE; PROFESSOR LYNN ARTHUR STEEN,

CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY PRESIDENTS; AND

DR. THOI ZS MALONE, PRESIDENT OF SIGMA XI, THE SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH SOCIETY.

4
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Mr. WALGREN. And can I ask if there are other members who
would like to make opening statements?

Mr. Slaughter.
Mr. Sutuoirma. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a brief

statement.
Mr. WALGREN. Certainly.
Mr. SLAUGHTZR. Mr. Chairman, I have introduced a bill, H.R.

1217, that a number of people here are familiar with, so I will not
repeat everything that I have in my statement.

First off, this is a bill, of course, to promote the study of engi-
neering, mathematics and the life and physical sciences. This legis-
lation provides scholarships for the most academically qualified,
competitive and interested college juniors. In addition to two years
of undergraduate support, these scholarships will grant two years
of graduate financial assistance to those recipients most qualified
to pursue additional poet - graduate studies.

Specifically, my legislation will provide up to $&,000, $10,000 in
federal funds and $5,000 in matching university funds, in annual
financial assistance to 1,500 college juniors and 1,500 seniors.
Scholarship recipients will be able to use their scholarships toward
undergraduate degrees in engineering, mathematics, and the life
and physical sciences.

Upon graduation from an accredited institution of higher educa-
tion, those students wishing to continue their education by pursu-
ing graduate degrees will compete for one of the 900 scholarships
available to first-year graduate students, thereby creating a bridge
for the student to cross between undergraduate and post-graduate
study.

In return for this scholarship, recipients will be called upon to
use their technological skills and knowledge for summer and post-
graduate service in a science, mathematics or engineering-related
capacity in the employ of the United States, or with an organiza-
tion performing services for the United States.

Through this program the government would invest in the aca-
demic pursuits of certain able students by providing financial in-
centives for them to continue their education in fields that are
critically important to the nation in return for this service.

I commend the Chairman for convening this oversight hearing
on National Science Foundation educational programs that strive
to fill the technological and educational gap between the darted
States and our competitors. I am pleased that we have 1,4tore us
this morning a distinguished panel of experts and witnesses to dis-
cuss the progress of existing programs under the auspices of the
National Science Foundation, as well as provide insight regarding
the merits of legislative proposals currently before this subcommit-
tee, and I look forward to hearing from them.

?hank you, Mr. Chairman.
[the prepared opening statemev.t of Mr. Slaughter follows:]

17
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RECIPIENTS unit') Ew THIS SCHALARSHIP foR ONE ATITIITIONAL YEAR or wox-

DRATIOATE slimy, IF NECESSARY.

! RETURN FAR ONE OF THESE MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS, RECIPIENTS WILL RE

CALLED APAR TO USE TME4R TENNOLOGICAL SKILLS ANTI SNOWLEpE FOR SUMMER ANA

POST-DRATRIATE SERVICE IN A SCIENCE., MATHEmATIC% AR ExIGIFIEFRING RELATED

CAPACITY IN THE EMPLOY OF THE UNITED STATES AR WITH AR ORGANITAT low

PERFORMING SERVICES FOR THE IINITEh STATER. THns, THRoonw THIS PROGRAM, THE

OOVERNMEMT MOVED INVEST IN THE ACADEMIC PHRSIIITS OF CERTAIN ARIGHT STUDENTS

NY PRAvIIING FINANCIAL INCENTIVES EAR THEM TO CONTINHE THEIR EgocATIAN Iy

FIELDS THAT ARF, CRITICALLY IMPORTANT TO THE RATION IN RETURN FOR THIS

I COmmEnn THEiCHAIRIAN FAR CONvEnInG THIS nvERSIHT HEAPIR3 ON

IIAT ?ANAL SCIENCE Foustvet 104 EnucAT [ oNAL PROGRAMS THAT STRIVE TO FILL THE

TECHNOLOGICAL ANA EnoCATIANAL GAP RETWEEN THE 1IN !TEA STATES ANA OUR

COMPETITORS. I AM PLEAsETI THAT WE HAVE REFIRE tic THIS MORNING A

DISTINGUISHED PANEL OF EXPERTS ANA WITNESSES TO nisCOSS THE PROGRESS or

EXISTING PROGRAMS URGER TWF AoSPICE.S OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOIINOATION, Ac

WELL As PAAVIIIE. INSIGHT REGARAING THE MERITS OF LEI:ISLAY LYE PROPOSALS

CoRRENTLY REFORE THIS SoPCOMmITTEE, ANA! LOOS FORwARA TO NEARINfi FROM THEM.

R 411
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Slaughter.
Are there other members who would like to make opening com-

ments?
Mr. Campbell.
Mr. Cam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also commend you for holding these hearings. I will take per-

haps 20 seconds only to say that I would be ungrateful as well as
unobservant if I did not note that in my own personal career fund-
ing from the National Science Foundation helped me get my educa-
tion and helped me as a professor, and I would like to do every-
thing I can to assist that continuation of that program.

Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN, Well, we look forward to building on that real

world experience.
Our first witness is Dr. Ernest Boyer, the President of the Carne-

gie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
Dr. Boyer is a former U.S. Commissioner ofEducation and a dis-

tinguished educator, who will provide us with an overview of the
current state of precollege science and math curricula and also the
training needs of science and mathematics teachers, and while Dr.
Boyer is taking his place at the table, let me just preview the other
two panels.

The second panel will be on curriculum materials. It will include
Betty Castor, the Florida Commissioner of Education; Dorothy
Shao, the Executive Editor at Silver, Burdett and Ginn, one of the
major ishers in this area; Ronald Malone, the President of
Ken /Hunt Publishing Com , who will be accompanied by
Larry Loeppke, who is t Vice President at that organiza-
tion.

And then we will have a .; el on in-service teacher training,
which will include Dr. Jerry : -1 Professor of Chemistry at Sim-
mons College; Marjorie Bardeen, the Program Director for the
Friends of Fermilab at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory;
and Dr. Paul Saltman, Professor of Biology at the University of
CaliforniaSan Diego.

We will follow that with a panel of teachers, including Loring
Coes, from Rocky Hill School in Greenwich, Rhode Island; Jo Ann
Mosier from Fairdale High School in Fairdale, Kentucky; Joyce
Keranen, from Cooper Intermediate School in 11dryean, Virginia,
and we particularly want to note that Mr. Coes and Ms. Mosier
have recently received Presidential Awards for Excellence in Math-
ematics and Science Teaching.

And then we will last have a panel commenting ,m a number of
pieces of the proposed legislation that are before the committee
Dr. Richard Atkinson, President of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science; Professor Lynn Arthur Steen, Chair-
man of the Council of Scientific Society Presidents; and Dr.
Thomas Malone, the President of Sigma Xi, will join us on that
panel.

Well, obviously, it is a full day and, as is our custom, I want to
say at the outset that written statements will be reproduced in full
in the manner in which these proceedings are transcribed and
printed. So full statements will be there for those who work with
these transcripts without further effort, and witnesses can feel free
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to focus on points that they would like to highlight by targetint,
them in their oral presentation if that is the way they would like
to approach it.

e need to keep our witnesses, obviously, to some time frame be-
tween five and 10 minutes, or else the hearing just goes on forever,
and the members have commitments in the noon hour and the like.
So we have to be strict with that.

So with asking your understanding on that level, I want to ex-
press our appreciation to all of you for coming and helping us in
this process, and I recognize you, Dr. Boyer, for your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. ERNEST L. BUYER, PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE
FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING, PRINCE-
TON, Nl
Dr. BOYER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful

for the opportunity to testify before this distinguished committee,
and I also commend you for assembling the hearing that you have
done on a topic that I think is of such vital importance to the
nation.

This morning I have been asked to summarize very briefly in my
formal testimony matters relating to the status of science and
mathematics teaching in the nation's public schools.

The harsh truth is that science and mathematics education in
the United States is in bad shape. The recent National Academy of
Science report, called "Everybody Counts," reached the chilling
conclusion that in a world where technological literacy is absolute-
ly crucial the majority of our students do not have the mathemati-
cal mwer they need to live productive lives.

The report also revealed the shocking shortage of qualified math-
ematics teachers, the point we just heard, and in fact there is prob-
ably a greater shortage in mathematics teachers than in any other
field and, as everyone knows, mathematics is the fundamental tool
for science and technology later on.

The recent National Assessment Report also painted a picture
that was very bleak when the math proficiency of 13-year-olds in
the United States were compared. Their proficiency was compared
with students in five other countries. Almost all 13-year-olds could
add and subtract, which is about as basic as you can get; however,
only 40 percent could do two-step problems in mathematics and
only 9 percent could understand fundamental mathematics con-
cepts. Compare that to 40 percent of the 13-year-olds in Korea.

At this point perhaps some news is in order. Last year at
the Carnegie Foundation we as 2,000 fifth graders which subject
they liked beet. I guess I have to tell you I was surprised when
mathematics came out first.

This suggests to me that the proverbial "I hate math" syndrome
is not something that students actually have as an attitude. It is in
fact something that they learn in school.

In science the picture is equally disturbing. The National Assess-
ment Report indicates that only '7 percent of the nation's 17-year-
olds have knowledge they need to perform in college level science,
and an international comparison is even more distressing. At
5 U.S. students ranked in the middle in general science knowledge
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compared to 14 other countries. At grade 9, however, they ranked
last.

And in advanced biology U.S. students were also at the bottom.
I could continue, but I do not wish to engage in the perverse

practice we have just been warned about; namely, to take delight
in describing in vivid detail the nature of our problem.

I do wish to say, however, that I believe this strikes at the heart
of the intellectual vitality of this nation, and I believe it is time for
a national strategy to be developed.

I believe, for example, that the House resolution we have just
heard about is a big step in the right direction. The Congressional
Scholarship Programyou propose would send precisely the right
signal to the nation. The number of students to be selected in this
program is of course very small, but again the signal would be very
clear, and I would hope that in the future the program to give
scholarships to students who plan to go into teaching could be ex-
panded.

Another piece of legislation pending before this committee would
provide scholarships for outstanding math and science students
during the last two years of college, about which we have just
heard. In return the student would work in a science or engineer-
ing capacity for the government for several years.

In my opinion, this legislation would develop more scientific
talent at the top while energizing great benefits for the nation, too.

In my conclusion, then, in this overview, Mr. Chairman, I should
like to give you a few prejudices of my own as to the kind of strate-
gy we need in response to the crisis that we have just defined, and
I have a six-step suggestion to submit.

First, let me say a word about the curriculum.
The hard truth is that with all the talk about better schools we

still do not have coherent math and science curriculum for the
early and middle years. We are still confused about what all stu-
dents should know and be able to do in these essential fields.

We have in the past few years in almost every state been includ-
bag another requirement in math and in science, another Carnegie
Unit, a term, incidentallly, that my foundation unhappily created
60 years ago, but the honest fact is that we are often unclear as to
what we mean by another unit in science or mathematics. So stu-
dents complete the credits, but there is no assurance that they ac-
quire knowledge.

Here I have a rather brash proposal to suggest. I suggest we con-
sider creating a kind of peacetime Manhattan project on school
curriculum, with perhaps special emphasis on science and mathe-
matics, a program that would bring together master teachers and
research scholars,

is
them time off to think with some continu-

ity about what it s we wish to be teaching and what the sequence
of the curriculum should be beginning in the early years where the
foundatioz must be laid.

The aim would be to design an appropriate course sequence in
math and science, not just for the specialist but for the non-scien-
tist as well.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I find it ironic that six years after we
decided the nation was at risk the nation still has not adequately
responded. We are still trying to figure out what students need to
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know, and I believe a national effort in this regard, funded perhaps
through the NSF, would allow us perhaps to bring together both
the practitioner and the theorist to begin to redesign a curriculum
structure for the year MOO and beyond. Simply building a curricu-
lum based on textbooks is not sufficient.

Second, I think we must give more dignity and more status to
the teacher because, as we have just heard in that splendid open-
ing statement by Mr. Boehlert, we can have excellence in educa-
tion outy+ when we understand that we need excellence in teaching,
and until we get the brightest and the best to enter teaching, until
we can attract those who routinely go into medicine, business, and
law to come into the classrooms of tiiis nation, our search far excel-
lence frankly will be only a diversion. It cannot be dictated from
the top. It cannot be legislated from on high. It has to be inspired
in the classroom by those who know their subjects and can convey
it inspirationally to their students.

Now, some of the nation's colleges offer scholarships, full scholar-
ships to outstanding high school students to agree to teach after
graduation. I think more colleges should follow these examples,
and, incidentally, I think we might give special incentives to those
who agree to teach in math and science, perhaps giving them
summer institutes in which they could work with some of the most

math and science scholars in the nation, and I wonder if the
eral government might not have a special matching scholarship

fund that would be available to those colleges that would wish to
recruit young gifted students who themselves pledge to go into
teaching after graduation.

After all, as we have just heard, we recruited the Peace Corps
young people to be in service overseas. Why not inspire young
people to go into the classrooms here in the United States?

This to me is the challenge in the decade of the '90s.
This leads me to proposition number three.
We need to rearrange the curriculum. We need to attract out-

standing teachers. But, third, I think we need programs of alterna-
tive certification, not just for the young but for older people, too.

I am convinced that we should attract outstanding math and sci-
ence teachers from those who are mid-career or even those who are
near retirement. This is a huge pool of talent that is often neglect-
ed, and one way to do it is to encourage states to develop an alter-
native certification which allows miul-career people to come into
the classroom without going into a traditional teacher training pro-

I
mgr.

I don't have to remind you that New Jersey has led the way in
this regard, and I think the record shows that in the past five years
they have attracted an outstanding pool of gifted teachers who,
based on all the data, are as effective and even more so as those
who have come up through the traditional route.

We need industry and business, then, to be partners in the proc-
ess, and I think we can find a great pool of outstanding teachers
through alternative certification.

That leads me to issue number four.
We need in-service training, too, because in the end it is the

teachers who are already in the classroom who need urgently to be
inspired, and yet the truth is that they have to stay in those class-
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rooms year after year, they are not intellectually renewed, and
somehow we expect them to keep giving out year after year.

Three decades ago. after Sputnik, President Eisenhower conclud-
ed that strengthening math and science teachers already in the
schools was the key to national security, and he secured of
the National Defense Education Act, a program whi , as you
know, provides. summer fellowships for teachers.

And, frankly, when I go around the country I am impressed that
I will still, 30 years later, hear a teacher tell with great enthusiasm
I had an liDA fellowship and it changed my life, and not only did
they get inspired, when they would go back to school they would
inspire others, too.

I think we miscalculate mightily the essential need of continuing
to renew the teachers who meet with children every single day.

I think, therefore, an NDEA type program today should be care-
fully considered because teachers who are now in school remain
our greatest resource for improving the performance of our stu-
dents. Strengthening their skills, in my judgment, should be a top
priority, especially in math and science.

This brings me to prejudice number five.
I concur entirely that great teachers can overcome even bad

equipment, but I have to pause, especially in math and science, to
talk about the condition of science and math facilities in our public
schools.

Two years ago at the Carnegie Foundation, we did a study of
urban education. We went into dozens of high schools in the ten
largest cities in this country, and all I can tell you is that the sci-
ence laboratories in most high schools in the United States is a na-
tional disgrace. You go into most of these places, you will find
broken test tubes, outdated manuals, Bunsen burners that won't
work.

I read in the New York Times the man who is trying to push his
video program in the school, and in justifying that he said that he
was in some schools or knew of schools where they used popcorn
poppers as Bunsen burners.

It is almost laughable for us to talk about becoming competitive
technologically in the twenty-first century when our future scien-
tists are working in the conditions that we provide them. I believe
that we not only have to inspire teachers, we have to give them
decency and some recognition of the basic facilities that they need
to teach basic science to our students.

I remember, Mr. Chairman, following World War U, when we
had a big push of college students and the federal government had
a Facilities Act that gave low interest loans to colleges from coast
to coast to permit them to build buildings so they cGuld accommo-
date expanding enrollments. This institution, Congress, provided
aid to colleges so they could build buildia

It occurred to me that we perhaps need a 1990 version of the Fa-
cilities Act. This would be directed toward high schools so they
could refurbish science labs.

This was a low interest loan program, and based upon the budg-
ets in most of these cities, they can hardly heat the place, let alone
refurbish the facilities for science and mathematics.
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I suggest that the federal government rrov wish to consider a low
interest loan program, making available to school districts money
to allow them to have state-of-the-art facilities in order to stimulate
state-of-the-art minds for Century 21.

Than finally, in item six, I would like to just say a passing word,
about specialty residential schools in science and mathematics,
such as the one in North Carolina.

I don't think that this approach is needed in every state, but I do
believe where resources are limited it makes sense to bring the
most gifted math and science students and teachers together to
build an elite corps of scientists that we will need in the interna-
tional high tech race in the year 2000 and beyond, when mind
power will be absolutely crucial.

It is not unthinkable that we could have federal leadership in
providing centers of mathematics instruction that would be used
perhaps for the school year, but they also could be centers for in-
service training in the summer, where we could have the brightest

. and the best come together to work together under ideal conditions
so we could prepare an elite corps of leaders in the nation.

I simply conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying we have an absolute-
ly critical problem in an area in which I believe the future of the
nation will be pivoted. I do not believe that we can achieve excel-
lence piecemeal. I think a program here and there simply will not
do the trick, and I would like to see under the leadership of this
distinguished committee a comprehensive program, one that in-
volves the curriculum, one that involves recruiting and inspiring
teachers, and one that involves facilities upgrading to help us
maintain our competitive advantage.

And, incidentally, I think NSF provides an absolutely splendid
structure fcr the leadership in this direction, and I commend them
for their work because they are focusing both on curriculum and
on teachers.

Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to appear
with you today, and I will be pleased to respond to any questions
:mu may have.

[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Boyer follows:1
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify

before this distinguished committee. Your work is crucial to the

future of the nation.

Five years ago, the Carnegie Foundation,

School, urged that all Students in the public

core curriculum, one that emphasized science,

mathematics.

in its report Righ

schools complete a

technology, and

We said that Not all students are budding science

scientists, but becoming a responsible citizen in the last decade

of the twentieth century means that everyone must become

scientifically literate.'

We also urged that "all students should expand their

capacity to think quantitatively and to make intelligent

decisions regarding measurable quantities."

Our core curriculum proposes a minimum or two years of

science and mathematics for all students, aluny with at least a

semester -long study of technology. doe students who plan to

become Scientists and engineers, more advanced courses would be

needed.

Mr. Chairman, in addition to training top mathematicians and

high level scientists, we also desperately need a well-infozsed
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citizenry, one conversant with how science and moth works.

Professor Jeremy Bernstein has put it welli

"We live in a complex, dangerous and fascinating

world. Science has played a role in creating the

dangers, and one hopes that it will aid in creating

ways of dealing with these dangers. But most of these

problems cannot be dealt with by scientist, alone. We

need all the help we can get, and this help has got to

come from a scientifically literate :Ineral public..

Ignoranee of science and technology iG becoming the

ultimate se.f-indulgent luxury."

The haruh truth is that science and mathematics education in

the nation's schools is in bad shape. The National Academy of

Sciences' Committee on Mathematical Sciences in the Year 200U on

which I serve reported that mathematics education in the United

Stetes is facing major challenges on nearly every front:

ear too many students, including a

disproportionate number f 0111 minority groups,

leave school without having acquired the

mathematical power necessary for productive lives.

When cuspated with students of other nations, U.S.

students lag tar behind in levels of mathematical

accomplishments the resulting educational deficit
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4V00Ce$ OUL ability to compete in internatiomal

areas.

The shortage of qualified mathematics teachers in

this country is MOkd setious than in any other

area of education, from elementary school to

graduate school.

At the college level. undergraduate mathematic& is

intellectually stagnant, overgrown with stale

Courses that fail to stimulate the mathematical

inteieste of today's students.

Let me add one other telling cvucrin: The cepvet concludes

that. "the least effective mode for mathematics learning is the

one that prevails in most of America's elassroome* lecturing and

listening."

Teachers will simply have to more actively engage students

in the learning process. This does not *simply apply to

mathematics alone, but across the booed. In mathematics, though,

good education means not just the recall of isolated facto. but

searching for solutions; not Just memorizing formulas, but

getting students to think creatively. And frankly, this le not

happening-today.

Turning to another source, the most recent National

Assessment of Educational Progress ($AEP) report- - Crossroads in

American Education- -also presents a dark picture of mathematics

achievement among our students (Attachment Ail
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The report reveals that moat nine, thirteen, and

seventeen-year-olds can do simple tasko, like add

and subtract. But the majority don't know how to

apply knowledge to more complex questions.

"Hy and Jaige," the report declares, "students are

learning the basics, and black and Hispanic

students are closing the historical gop in

performance with their white peers. Yet despite

these signs of progress, it iemainr. true that only

some of the nation's students oan perform

moderately difficult tasks and woefully few can

perfoom mute difficult ones."

Let se add one bit of information that offers hope. Last

year, in connection with a study the Carnegie Foundation is

preparing on the early yeatn of learning, we asked a sample of

fifth graders what subject they liked most among their courses.

CUeSS what? Mathematics came In first. with 25 percent. Among

eighth graders, 17 percent said moth was their favutite subject,

second only to physical education at 10 percent.

This survey suggests that the proveibial "I hate math" one

too often heats does not reflect the attitudes of students. What

it also suggests is that we surely must find better ways to fan

the fire of each merest and keep students twin being turned off

in Mathematics.
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In science, the crisis is equally disturbing. Again, NAEP's

most recent SelenceReport Card -Trendu and Achievement Rased on

the 19116 National Neeesaent reports that;

NOte than half of the nation's* Seventeen-year-olds

appear to be inadequately prepared either to

perform competently Jobs that require technical

skills or to benefit substantially from

specialized on-the-job training.

The thinking skills and science knowledge

..possessed by these high-school students also seem

to be inadequate for informed participation in the

nation's civic affairs.

Only 7 percent or the nation's sevent en-year-olds

have the knowledge and skills needed to perform

well in college-level science courses. since

high-school science proficiency is a good

predictor of whether or not a young person will

elect to pursue postsecondary studies in science,

the probability that many more students will

embark on future careers in science is very low.

International comparisons also are distressing. A recent

science assessment reveals that U.S. students are among the

lowest achievers of all participating countries (Attachment 13)2
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At grade five, our students tanked in the middle

in science achievement relative to Loutteer other

participating countries.

.At grade nine, they ranked next to last.

In the upper grades of secondary school, "advanced

science students" in the U.S. ranked last in

biology.

U.S. students also performed behind students from

most eountries in chemistry and physics.

stndents do not all arrive at the kindeigatten door with

equal opportunities and aspirations. Sovial and economic

realities have begun to have an impact long before thai. time, and

schooling does not serve to eradicate these inequities, Wise

emphasises.

The data show substantial disparities in science proficiency

between groups defined by race and ethnicity:

Despite recent gain., the average proficiency of

thirteen and seventeen-year old black and Hispanic

students remains at least tour years behind .hat

of their white peers.
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Only about l percent of the black And Hispanic

seventeen-year-olds in 1986 demonstrated he

ability to analyze scientific procedures and data,

compared to nearly one half of the white students

this sqe.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, the evidence Is overwhelming. The

is an absolutely crucial need in this country to strengthen

mathematics and science education fog all students. The need is

especially acute for minority youngsters who by the year 2000

will Constitute roughly 40 percent of public school enrollment:

when asey tail, the nation fails.

One way of enlarging the talent pool tit potential

mathematicians and scientists is to ensure that all students get

an equal start. Instilling basic skills for all children early

on is vital.

In this connection, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to add that those

proven effective federal programs that serve disadvantaged

students, Ouch as Head Start and Chapter One, still setve lean

than half of those eligible.

Finally, Id like to comment briefly on the legislation

pending before your comeittee that seeks to tackle the

shortcomings in math and science.

H.R. 996 is clearly a step in the tight direction. The

congressional scholarship program you propose sends precisely the

right message -- namely, that america cares about having the math

and science talent it needs to move confidently into the nest

Century.
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The number of students to be selectedtwo to a

congressional districtits limited. Still. It sends a clear

Signal that math and science teaching Is critically important and

I'd hope that as future budgets permit. this important effort

could be expanded.

I also like the idea of giving awards to students who commit

themselves to teazels math and science in the schools. Something

must be done to stop the decline in qualified math and science

teachers. This is a national problem that requires a national

response.

Some of the nation's colleges and univerntties are already

providing scholarships for outstanding high school graduates who

cCeait to teaching. A federal effort to on with such

institutions in helping to expand the number or top math and

science teachers in a strategy worth pursuing.

One last point. Three decades ago, following the Soviet's

launch of Sputnik, President Eisenhower concluded that

strengthening math and science in the schools was the key to our

national security, and he secured passage of the National Defense

Education Act. The program provided fellowships for teacher

upgrading and renewal in these critical fields on campuses across

the nation.

An NUEA-type program today would supplement and add to the

legislation under consideration in a powerfully important way.

Teachers who ate now in the schcals remain our greatest resource

for improving student performance. Strengthening their skills

mhould be a top priority, too.
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Mr. Chairman, thanks very much for the opportunity to meet

with you today. I'll be pleased to answet tiny questions you and

Other committee members may have.

99-306 0 - - 2
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WAliaRni. Thank you, Dr. Boyer, for presentation.
What has gone wro Why?
You have commented here we are six years after "A Nation at

Risk," and we are still at risk, and I guess I had the impression
that NSF has been working on curriculum ever since I came to the
Congress, and yet here we are a decade later saying we are still at
the point of; in your view, not having decided what it is we ought
to teach and how the curriculum ought to do it.

Can you share any thoughts with us about why we haven't made
more progress because certainly there have been people across the
political spectrum when it comes to education wanting to do the
right thing on all levels of government?

Dr. Boma. We are confused about who is in charge, and Ameri-
can education has grown up grass roots around local districts, and
that worked at a time when we were well-funded and had great
local school support. But it emerged very unevenly.

Slowly but surely, and especially in the last 10 to 15 years, we
have become aware that it is not 16,000 school districts that we are
talking about. It is a national strategy, and witness the labeling of
that report, "A Nation at Risk."

Now, what we have been doing in our school reform movement
and I don't dismiss it, and, incidentally, we have made great gains.
I don't want to be misunderstood and claim that it has been all a
waste, but it has not been sufficient.

We have approached it through what I guess I would call excel-
lence by . We still follow what I would call the model
school approac the elite school approach, the essential school ap-
proach, and if you read the literature it is shot full of the idea we
are going to try a model here and there, we are going to try an
illustration here and there, but we have not fotr.id a wayand
hate to use this word. I am even embarrassed to put it in the
record, but I will because it is more than two syllables and there-
fore suspectbut we have not found a way to have a systemic ap-
proach to school excellence; that is, how we can find a way for the
entire system to be improved.

We, rather, have used our monies to encourage case studies here
and there, but in the end you run out of finding examples unless
you also know that you are making available to all.

So what we don't have, frankly, is a framework and a standard
against which all schools can be held accountable, and we haven't
thought through, as I said earlier, even the curriculum expectation
toward which schools can be moving.

So I tell you, I think we are running out of steam on the reform
movement because you can only go so far by encouraging one
school in isolation to improve itself. We have 83,000 some such
schools, and I don't think that is the answer.

I think we need to approach some of these problems through
what I guess I would call a systemic approach, and I would say
statewide standards but lots of freedom at the local level to imple-
ment them and then hold them accountable.

But one of the areas, as I mentioned at the outset, where I think
we are still very much confused is to try to think through what we
believe the core curriculum should be and what we think the spe-
cific content might include, and I think that is where overall lead-
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ership is required, giving lote of freedom to the local school and
the teachers, empowering them, then, to implement toward excvl
lence against the framework that has been carefully established.

So we have encouraged, we have not found a way to bring loch!
creativity and national and statewide expectations together.

Mr. WALGREN. But you would st:ongly advocate a Manhattucx
type effort that obviously is on the national level--

Dr. Boma. Yes.
Mr. WA GUN [continuing]. To decide on goals and to develop
Dr. Bova. Yes, as models.
Mr. WALGREN [continuing]. The methods, the specific curriculum

to meet that goal?
Dr. Bowe. As illustrative models. I am not saying that we need

a curriculum that would be imposed on 16,000 districts, but I think
we need models and case studies that can be available to indicate
how those goals could be established, and I think it is expecting too
MI6 to think that each district or local teachers can themselves
inveit th'is under the harassed conditions under which they work,
but they surely should be involved in developir.g alternative models
that are quite specific as to what the teaching strategies should be
so that these could be made available to state departments of e
cation and to local districts, too.

I think it is that kind of creative leadership we need that stops
short of a national curriculum rigidly imposed or a national test
that would be mandated, but I think there is a middle ground be-
tween endless localism, in which, frankly, textbooks and tests de-
termine curriculum.

Mr. WALGREN. When you say you would stop short of a national
curriculum mandated, is the place that you would stop after the
word "national curriculum"?

Dr. BOYER. It is the "mandated" that I would stop.
Mr. WALGREN. Mandating is the problem?
Dr. Boy t.. Yes. But I think it is quite in order in this country to

fiend the middle ground between whatthe tension we have in this
country. We want local control and we want national results, and
we have never found a theoretical model to mediate between the
two.

We are slowly shifting awaywe are now less concerned about
local control, and we are more concerned about national results.
What we need now is a new way of procedure in which we give
help at the national level that is intellectually exciting, but not
take over control and authority that I think would be bureaucrati-
cally destructive, and as we have evolved in this country from local
control toward national concern, we haven't developed strategies in
which we can maintain the two in balance, and so when I stop
short is more national leadership to think through goals and to de-
scribe by example curriculum using the best minds that we have
not in government but from classrooms and from the world of
scholars, and then school districts would have before them the kind
of expectation as well as illustration that they need, but not feel
that they are going to have to answer to a Secretary of Education
down here in the building in Washington.

Incidentally, could I remind you that after Sputnik we had a
really exhilarating period of curriculum debate in this country. It
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Was spontaneous, although it got some federal monies. I mean the
Mathematics Project, the Biology Project, English Project that in-
volved scholars in the disciplines and schoolteachers that developed
some genuinely exciting curriculum framework. Than that all kind
of came crashing to a halt during the crisis and the traumas of the
'60s.

But we have had much less interest in the intellectual issues of
education in this reform movement than we did after Sputnik.
Here it has been more structural and more preoccupied with test-
ing.

Following Sputnik we had some very intellectually invigorating
efforts on the part of scholars and teachers to try to rethink what
it is we should be teaching, and we, I think, need to sorietiow
bringI guess I would callthe substance of the reform movement
into the debate.

But I don't want to just see it by continuing to give grants to iso-
lated efforts. I think we are at a dead end on that. We are going to
have to somehow work toward more coherence, but stop short of
national mandates.

Mr. WALOREN. The Chair would recognize the gentleman from
Virginia, Mr. Slaughter.

I am sorry. Mr. Henry.
Mr. 1111NRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Dr. Boyer.
Just by way of personal background, I used to be a college prof. I

come from a family of teachers. I was on the State Board of Educa-
tion in Michigan, Chair of the Education Committee in the State
Senate.

I have got to say y.- Imve said more to us coherently and in bal-
ance than anythin .ve heard in the Ed and Labor Committee
here in four years it. of packing a lot into a little.

And I guess I say that not indictively, but in sorrow. Quite frank-
ly, we have had a tremendous problem because of the political dy-
namics. And I know that if you went into my community most
people would agree enthusiastically with what you are saying, but
the political endeavor has become so politicized with an agenda of
social reform, much of which is so very meritorious, but it is as if
the issue of learning in its truest sense has been put at odds with a
social agenda of equal educational opportunity in terms of, you
know, in the '60s we went through these anguished battles, and ap-
propriately so, in equal educational opportunity for those of color,
for those who did not have advantages of wealth in terms of access
to higher education, bilingual, multi-cultural, special ed, and that
is where the focus has been.

And, at the same time, just to turn back in terms of kind of a
vengeful approach to saying now the issue is educational account-
ability doesn't quite turn the trick either.

Yesterday I had a long meeting with the current Secretary of
Education, and we do have the draft of the Administration's certifi-
cation initiative, and we are waiting for final approval on that, and
I will be sure to be in touch with you immediately. I think next
week we will have that, and we would appreciate your comments
on that
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The one thing that struck me, however, was your first point in
terms of the need for curricular reform in the early and middle

I have always had kind of a bias that we are losing them in the
late middle and high school years. You mentioned early and middle
years in terms of curricular reform.

Would you just elaborate on that one point? I would really appre-
ciate it.

Dr. BOYER. Well, in some ways the primary grades are working
better than high school in a social sense, and also I think the
teaching there is often outstanding. I think if we in thiswith all
due respect to your prior careerif we would give as much status
to first grade teachers as we give the full professors, that one act
alone might perhaps renew the nation's schools.

I think the foundation years are absolutely crucial, and I would
say that the establishment of language proficiency in the early
years is perhaps the key. If I could be assured that by fourth grade
all children were proficient in the use of English in both its written
and spoken forms, I think we would have done more for the na-
than's schools than any other intervention that I know.

But having said that, let me hurry on to respond directly to your
question. In spite of the fact that I think there are great teachers
and that students are often much better supported than in high
schools, I have to say from the experience that we have had at Car-
negieand we are doing a report on the early yearsby and large
there is enormous cuthnion, and I would say almostI will not
put for the record the word "bankruptcy"but I would say a lack
of understanding as to what the early years are trying to establish
in terms of curriculum and what we think students should know in
terms of general education.

There was an earlier design which started around the social
studies unit, where it started with the child in the family and then
a concentric circle to the neighborhood and you took trips to the
firehouse and then a concentric circle to your state, kind of moving
from the most familiar to the least familiar.

I think that that has become sterile and unuseful. It doesn't indi-
cate how the child develops a larger sense of both social and intel-
lectual connections, and I think the establishment of a core cur-
riculum design at the foundation is absolutely crucial in order for
the students then to move out into greater specialization in the
senior years and on into high school.

The core of learning and the discovery of connections it seems to
me i s e s t a b l i s h e d in the early years, and I think that is when the
child is most ready to see interdependencies and relationships and,
frankly, I think is much more intellectually excited at that
moment than we give him credit for.

I mean another modelthis is now being whimsicalwhy not
start with the universe and move in? My grandchildren talk about
galaxies. They don't talk about the firehouse.

I mean, I think we have underestimated what young children are
ready to discover in the world around them, and I think we need a
fresh and exciting rethinking of the primary school curriculum as
the foundation for further learning and specialization. That in-
cludes math and science concepts, but other disciplines as well.
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Mr. HENRY. If I may just follow on that, Mr. Chairman, I think it
is a very provoking insight. I think perhaps our bias that elementa-
ry and middle school works better than high school is kind of a
social judgment on the school rather than an academic judgment.

Dr. BOYER. And, frankly, the failures in high school are reflect-
ing on what has happened before that. It is not automatically a
failure. If you don't develop language proficiency in the early
grades, you start to find the failure later on because the demands
get greater.

Mr. HENRY. But I may follow on that
But as soon as we move into the curricular reforms and the sub-

stantive issues we get in a whole issue of cultural elitism. For ex-
ample, when Mr. Bennett came up with his high school curricu-
lum, which is in some ways what you are talking about, it becomes
culturally elitist.

If we look into the elementary, early elementaryand I am not
trying to ask a loaded question. I am asking in very good faith
what about Mr. Hirsh's issue on cultural literacy? I mean, does
that represent cultural elitism or is he really talking about the pro-
tections that make reading work to achieve what you are talking
about?

Dr. BOY ER. Yes. I am going to have to vote on these two people,
huh?

I will talk to you over lunch.
Mr. HENRY. We will do that.
Dr. BOYFX. No, let me start with Don Hirsh because I think that

is a little less volatile in this town.
I have felt for a long time that E.D. Hirsh's basic notion about

cultural literacy is sound. If I understand him, what he is saying is
we need sufficient common knowledge and sufficient common lan-
guage and sufficient understanding of common heritage even to
engage in discourse, even to argue about our differences.

Mr. HENRY. And if I understand it, he is saying
Dr. Boysa. There is no way for me to come in here this
Mr. HENRY [continuing]. In particular learning the mechanics of

reading, but it is senseless because of the lack of that. Once I put
that in I am elitist. I am im culture.

Dr. BOYER. Well, there is a nce between having an under-
standing thathow shall I say thislook, education has two goals.
One is to affirm our individuality and strengthen us and empower
us to live as independent autonomous human beings.

The other is to help us discover our connections and to help us
understand that there is an interdependency in our existence, and
the minute we pretend that there is only one of these that is the
minute we have lost the essence of education.

If we stress individuality and say that is all there is, we have
miseducated people. On the other hand, if we say that we are all
together and deny the differences, then we have also suppressed
the dignity of the individual.

All I am saying is we should not put these as tradeoffs because
we all live alone and we are all together. We are all independent,
and we are all interdependent. We all are isolated, and we are all
interconnected.
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Now, if that is the reality of life, then education should tell stu-
dents that you are an individual, we are going to empower you for
individual gain, but you are also part of a larger community and
there is no way to escape it.

So I think it is a mistake, frankly, to suggest that to talk about
common interests is to suppress the distinctiveness of individuals
or subgroups. We have to learn to know how to celebrate individ-
uality and our minorities at the same time we have to understand
how to build a sense of nationhood that includes those differences.

That is the double mission of a nation and also of education. So I
think we are in a terrible bind when to talk about our connected-
ness is to suggest that we deny differences. On the other hand, to
celebrate differences and not identify our points of interconnection
is to teach ignorance, not understanding.

Now, as to Mr. Hirsh, he is simply saying we need enough com-
monality to carry on our common discourse and even to argue
about our differences. To that extent, I think his notion of cultural
literacy is on track.

He put at the back of his book 5000 items to illustrate what we
should. know. I think that has been probably a mistake. The list I
think is wrong for two reasons. First, it has some things in it I
don't know, and, second, I know some things that aren't on the list
So I think it needs to be revised..

But the basic idea that Don Hirsh is arguing about; namely, the
fact we needI mean, the very fact that we are carrying on this
hearing is an audacious illustration of cultural literacy. I come in
here and go rambling on. I don't even define my roper nouns. I
assume, maybe correctly or incorrectly, that some is happen-
ing in your cerebrum that matt hes mine. That is upon some
assumptions of connectedness.

Every time the Washington Post goes out on the street in the
morning hundreds of proper nouns are included and they are not
defined. The assumption of cultural literacy behind getting out a
morning newspaper is absolutely stunning.

So I don't think we can deny the basic principle that we heed to
have some shared experiences, and that is what education is about.
But to do it in the that would deny differences among us or
even to acknowledge that we have sometimes great tensions is
where I think education gets off t.. ack.

I don't have time to about the Secretary.
Mr. WALGREN. We would give you time. [laughter.]
The gentleman from California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BRGWN. No questions.
Mr. WALGREN. The gentle lady from Rhode Island, Ms. Schnei-

der.
Ms. Stamsmita. Let me just add that it is not that I am not in

agreement with you that I have no questions. I will say that I have
heard more wisdom through your testimony this morning than I
have heard in a very long time.

Part of the reason that I was late, I was just returning from a
New England Board of Higher Education meeting on biotechnology
and its future, and rather than talking about regulatory reform or
opening up our competitive markets, the emphasis obviously
turned to education. Where is the skilled workforce that we are
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going to need to carry on our lead in the innovation of biotechnol-

I certainly commend you for the work that you are doing, and
I appreciate your sharing your proposals with us because, as I
think you are aware, it is not falling on deaf ears, that there are a
number of us that share your enthusiasm for the initiatives that
you have articulated, and we hope that we can work in partnership

with you.
Thank you for your input.
Dr. Bova. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. If my colleagues will permit, one thing that keeps

running through my mind is that in politics and in the political
debate we always tend to run down the past. I suppose there is
some gain for blaming and holding some near past effort up to de-

ing it as inadequate or wrongful, and yet I am always im-
pressed at how soon we come back, quite quickly, to what was done
in the past and near past because those folks weren't so dumb after
all and in fact had the best motives to boot.

And my question is if in the '60s we thought a lot about curricu-
lumthis is an area that doesn't change rapidly with human
natureisn't there value there? Are we sort of continually starting
at ground zero just because we want to churn the field again, or is
there real value out of that earlier attempts to look at curriculum
and decide what works and what ought to be taught? Are we really
at ground zero?

Dr. BOYER. No, we aren't, and that gives me an occasion, Mr.
Chairman, to explain that good work is being done. When I call for
larger, more integrative effort, we could turn to many exciting ef-
forts going on today.

I don't think it is inappropriate to say that I think California as
a state has been doing some really interesting work and good work
to think about what their curriculum K-12 should be and other
states as well. You will be hearing from Florida shortly.

We are not starting in a vacuum. We have some heritage here,
and we have some state and even local efforts. I am saying, though,
that they need to be multiplied and reinforced and where the criti-
cal mass should be created.

So I want to make that point very clear.
The other point I wished to make was perhaps to reinforce Mr.

Henry's question. I think that a lot of the issues that were raised
in the '60s were legitimate and overdue and that we had been ne-
glectful of minorities and women.

The sad fact is, though, that the schools take inordinate responsi-
bility for this that is, when this nation is in trouble we expect the
schools to be Mr. Fix It for the nation. So we almost overburden
the schools in terms of what we expect them to do in managing
social pathologies, including family pathologies and the like, and in
the process it almost overwhelms the day -today practitioner in the
school who is trying to also accomplish some absolutely essential
intellectual objectives.

But I only say I understand what you have said. Some of it was
overdue, and the schools really were almost overwhelmed with the
social responses they were asked to fulfill.
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But back to curriculum, Mr. Chairman, I would say that we have
much to learn from the past, and also we have some good examples
today.

I would add this, that there is some virtue, however, in rediscov-
ering this every generation or so; that is, a curriculum is not ster-
ile, and half the excitement and value is to rethink what it is we
are t to do. In other words, the process has a value in trying
to e xt in the new context.

In that regard, let me just add this as a footnote, not to labor
this.

I will tell you, I think the way the world is changing, becoming
more interdependent, the way in the next century our children are
going to have to be thinking about such matters as the ecology and
health and food supply, I think that we have to increasingly think
of a curriculum that is not only a reflection of the disciplines but
integrates those disciplines and then learns to apply them to some
of the essential human problems.

So I would like to see the curriculum discussion focus on the
next century, not the last, and that is why I think we can learn
from the past, look at existing models, but I would like to see us
anticipate what our children will need to know in order to live re-
sponsibly in the year 2030, and I don't think that kind of creative
question has been posed in trying to ask what is the framework of
the curriculum for the nation's schools, at least as adequately as it
should.

Mr. WALGREN. Can you comment on NSF's curriculum develop-
ment over the last five years or so? What is your greatest disap-
pointment in that program?

Dr. Born. No. I have to say to you honestly that I have not stud-
ied the particular models that they fund or the results that have
been submitted. So I think it would be unfair to generalize about
that. I certainly would if I had taken the time for that, but I have
not examined it with care and should not comment.

Mr. WALGREN. Okay.
Dr. Born. I was at a meeting at NSF about a month ago, an all

day session, in which some of their priorities were discussed, and I
was !Featly impressed by the new sense of excitement about trying
to reinvigorate the schools and direct some of NSF's money toward
precollegiate effort and around curriculum and teaching, those
principles that I felt were sound, but I hadn't looked at and do not
have data regarding the specific projects.

Mr. WALGREN. How would you balance the effort that NSF might
make in science and math education and what should be done
through the Department of Education?

Dr. Boma. Yes. My memory of the Department is that they have
had very little authorization to engage in science and mathematics;
that is, they have not had a history in curriculum, while that has
been almost the exclusive prerogative of NSF. So NSF has had the

hit71 think it is also fair to say, Mr. Chairman, that NSF has
more status. Over the years it has been identified as more, if I
might say so, an eliteI mean that in the best sensea distin-
guished enterprise, and that is not to speak disparagingly of the
Office of Education or Department, but that grew up in a much
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more modest fashion, and then as it did expand it turned its re-
sources as a strategy for equity primarily, and as you well know,
most of the monies in the Department go toward equality of oppor-
tunity, Chapter 1, at the precollegiate and the Pell grants and stu-
dent loans. You take those two together, you probably have, what,
three-fourths of all the funding in the Department.

I would say that is absolutely crucial. In fact, my view is that is
the most fundamental national priority, federal government priori-
ty, is to work toward equity, and so I don't say that is unimportant.
I am saying, however, its efforts have not been around curriculum
design generally or around science and mathematics, and they
have not had authorizations there and very little discretionary
money.

Now, as a footnote, though, it is interesting, my memory is that
after Sputnik the funding to Dr. Zacharias and others in trying to
redesign sics and curriculum and the like, those came out of
certain authorizations in the old Office of Education, not out of
NSF. So that was--I am not quite sure what pocket that was, but I
think it was an OE-funded effort, quite a bit of that.

But I would sa y. that it would be inappropriate, my bias, to some-
how say, well, this now should be redirected under the Depart-
ment, given NSF's history, its credibility, and so I think it would be
wrong for this thing to be caught up in some big jurisdictional
debate. I think that would be a turf warfare that we don't need. I
would rather see NSF move forward creatively, and if the Depart-
ment can find ways to implement through authorization, I
wouldn't discourage that. But I wouldn't think a big hassle should
be made over who is in charge here.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, let me express our appreciation to you for
your being with us this morning, and we look forward to talking
with you as a resource in the future.

Dr. Bow. Thanks very much for the time, and I congratulate
you again and respect your leadership. Thank you.

Mr. WALOREN. Thank you kindly.
Let's call then our initial panelBetty Castor, Dorothy Shao,

Ronald Malone, and Mr. Malone is accompanied by Mr. Loeppke.
Why don't we proceed in the order in which I have introduced

you to the record, and so we will start with Ms. Castor.

STATEMENT OF MS. BETTY CASTOR, FLORIDA COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION, TALLAHASSEE, FL

Ms. CA.crros. Mr. Chairman and honorable members of the sub-
committee, I am glad to have this opportunity to come before you
at a time of unprecedented concern for the achievement of Ameri-
can students in mathematics, science, and related subjects.

This topic has been a high priority for our Department. During
the past 18 months, we have developed, along with the Florida
Chamber of Commerce, a comprehensive plan to improve math, sci-
ence, and computer education. Business leaders and educators have
worked together to develop more than 100 recommendations
toward improving student performance in mathematics and sci-
ence. Our economic survival depends on it.
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I call your attention to the executive summary of this report,
which is submitted for the record.

I have been asked today to discuss the problem of the distribu-
tion and effective use of new teaching materials for science and
math. We should not forget that if we cannot reach the teacher
behind the classroom door we will not make the difference that we
want to make in education.

Several strategies to change what is taught and how it is taught,
however, can have major impact. The impact of textbooks on cur-
riculum can never be underestimated. However, we need to refocus
our textbooks so they encourage students to engage personally, to
have a hands-on experience with math and science discovery and
problem solving.

through application must be a key focus of curriculum
reform. e in Florida are working with the Southern Regional
Education Board to pilot the development of new courses in princi-
ples of technology and applied mathematics through our vocational
program. Academic and vocational teachers have joined forces to
develop these new h*h school courses designed to strengthen basic
skills through applied learning.

I understand you will hear more about new textbook develop-
ments from other panel members.

I think the National Science Foundation's strategy on involving
textbook publishers in curriculum reform is a good one. The key to
successful implementation of these new and different textbooks,
however, will be ensuring their adoption on approved textbook lists
in Florida and other law states.

We frequently hear that assessment drives the curriculum. Un-
fortunately, much assessment in our nation and our state is domi-
nated by minimum standards. It should not be surprising that our
students can compete rela'ively well in mastering basic skills on
national and international assessment. What is alarming is that
our students cannot compete in either applying these skills or
using these skills to solve problems. Yet it is these advanced skills
that will be needed in the Informational Age and for our nation's
future economic success.

We are working in Florida on this problem. The Council of Chief
State School Officers is also looking at new assessment procedures.
Modifying curriculum and assessment modes will not produce
better students withclt better teachers.

I cannot over -em' .,4.zize the importance of familiarizing teachers
with new materials. Teachers have often been an untapped re-
source in the reform movement. Efforts to enhance teacher preser-
vice and in- service education should be the basic ingredient in the
profemionalization of teachers, the nationwide movement.

One way teachers can learn about new curriculum is through
new technology. We Floridians are proud of the work of Dr. Mary
Budd Rowe at the University of Florida and her CDROM project,
"Science Helper." The CDROM provides easy access to a thousand
lesson plans developed through the National Science Foundation
for elementary science instruction.

We are using it in a number of our schools, and teachers are
very excited about the limitless possibilities to provide appropriate
hands-on lessons.
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The expansion and use of CDROMs and other instructional tech-
nologies is a high priority of mine that can have a major positive
impact on improving education.

applaud the National Science Foundation for developing such
resources and for their current initiatives in developing new ele-
mentary curricula. The NSF is right on target.

I am glad that Congress is focusing on putting resources into the
education mission of the National Science Foundation budget. I un-
derstand that education's share has grown to 10 percent, but I be-
lieve that focus should be substantially enhanced to increase the
national leadership role.

The education of our young people in math and science is a ques-
tion of the nation's capacity to compete, and we m ust have the re-
sources we need for that international competition.

I have some recommendations today for establishing closer work-
ing relationships between the National Science Foundation and
state policy groups.

First, we need to know what is in the pipeline so we can avoid
duplication in our own development efforts. It would also be help-
ful if we could regularly be informed about projects in the develop-
ment stage.

Next, communication between state policymakers and the Na-
tional Science Foundation should be more closely linked. It would
be helpful if the Foundation could take a more direct leadership
role in assisting states to reform math, science, and computer edu-
cation.

We would like to be able to turn to the National Science Founda-
tion for assistance in developing pilot efforts for our new initiative.

Next, the Foundation could most appropriately serve as or fund
a clearinghouse of information about developments nationwide to
improve math, science, and computer education.

In preparing our comprehensive plan, there was no one central
place we could go to determine the state of the art. As other states
joined the math and science reform movement, a clearinghouse
would be a valuable resource center for sharing information and
strategies among states.

Finally, teacher education remains a high priority if new cur-
riculum is to be used in our classrooms. In- service programs should
encourage the active participation of teachers as partners in rede-
signing curriculum and refocusing teaching strategies. Preservice
programs should pay close attention to developing math and sci-
ence courses designed specifically for elementary teachers.

Our state has a critical shortage of math and science teachers.
Current figures show that we will produce fewer than one-fifth of
the mathematics teachers and fewer than 10 percent of the science
teachers we need in Florida by the turn of the century.

We must do more to attract good, able young people into the
teaching profession.

I am proud that Florida initiated an extensive program of schol-
arships and loans several years ago. It has had a positive effect.

Since this is one of your areas of interest, I have attar} to my
written testimony a summary of the various programs xi( w offered
to potential teachers in critical shortage fields.
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National attention and dollars would be welcomed in providing

greater visibility to the critical shortage needs in this area.
Thank you for the opportunity to talk to you about this critical

subject.
I sin proud that Florida has produced its own comprehensive

plan to move ahead. We need the support of the federal govern-

ment on a variety of important topicscurriculum development,

development of teaching materials and resources, enhancement of

teacher preparation, funding of incentives for more teachers, and

the development of new assessment strategies.
I would be pleased to provide you with a copy of our comprehen-

sive plan once it is completed, and I would be glad to respond to

any of your questions.
Thank you.
[The complete prepared statement of Ma, Castor follows:}
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I em glad to have this opportunity to come before you at a
time of unprecedented concern for the achievements of American
students in mathematics, science, and related subjects. During
the past 18 months, this topic has been a high priority focus for
our department, working together with the Florida Chamber of
Commerce, to develop a comprehensive plan to improve math,
science, and computer education in Florida. Business leaders and
educators have worked together to develop over 100
recommendations related to improving student performance in
mathematics and science. It is viewed as economic survival; our
future depends on it. I call your attention to the executive
summary of this report which is submitted for the record.

I have been asked today to review the problem associated
with gaining widespread distribution and effective use of new
teaching materials for science and mathematics instruction. The
diffusion of new ides* and new materials in education is
difficult for a number of reasons. Education in this country is
based on a long tradition of local control and local decision
making by school boards. Where a state can establish required
courses, school boards want to reserve the right to select the
curriculum that will be used to teach those courses.

Even within school districts there is tremendous variation
in how courses are taught. Classroom instruction depends on the
experience, teaching style, and preferences of the teacher.
Education has been appropriately described as a loosely coupled
system -- because of the autonomy of local schools and teachers
in determining what is taught and how it is taught. Recent
studies of reform by the Rand Corporation (Steady Work, Elmore
and McLaughlin) and others have emphasized the importanca of the
classroom teacher in gaining acceptance of any innovation or
reform.

me should never forget that if we cannot reach the teacher
behind the classroom door, we will not be making a difference in
education.

There are several strategies related to changing what is
taught and how it is taught, however, that can have a major
impact.

HEW CURRICULUM1 The impact of textbooks on curriculum can
never be underestimated. However, what is part of the solution,
potentially, is currently part of the problem. There have been a
number of studies recently that emphasize textbooks'
preoccupation with coverage, particularly in math and
science--too many topics crammed in to accommodate everybody's
interests.
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Recent research of eighth grade math books, for example,
have documented the redundancy that exists in these books. Less
than 50 percent of the material covered is new material. In the
first half of the textbook over 70 percent of the material is a
rehash of topics already covered.

Studies of science textbooks have reported memorization as
being a primary focus. It vas called to my attention that one
major biology textbook introduced more new vocabulary words than
an introductory French textbook at the high school level.

One can only question the appropriateness of these
approaches, particularly in light of international comparisons.
We need to refocus our textbooks to promote active involvement of
students in doing math and science, experimentation, discovery
and problem solving. Learning through application needs to be a
key focus of curriculum reform. We are working with the Southern
Regional Education Board to pilot the development of new courses
in Principles of Technology and Applied Mathematics through our
vocational program. Academic and vocational teachers have joined
forces to develop these new high school courses designed to
strengthen basic skills through applied learning.

I understand that we will be hearing more about new textbook
developments from my fellow panel members. I think the National
Science Foundation's strategy of involving textbook publishers in
curriculum reform is a good one. The key to successful
implementation of these new and different textbooks, however,
will be getting them on the textbook adoption list in Florida and
other large states.

ASSESSMENT: We frequently hear that assessment drives the
curriculum. Unfortunately, much assessment in our nation and in
Florida is preoccupied with minimum standards. It should not be
surprising on the international tests that our students can
compete relatively well in mastering basic skills. What is
alarming is that our students cannot compete in eiihr applying
these skills or using these skills to solve problems. Yet, these
more advanced skills are what will be needed in the Informational
Age and for our country to succeed economically in the future.
We are working in Florida on this problem. The Council of Chief
State School Officers has been looking at new assessment
procedures in this area. There is a tremendous need for
developing assessment instruments and new technology, ouch as
simulations, to provide better assessment of the problem solving
skills that we are trying to promote in our schools.

WACKER ms's As I have already stated, if we cannot
impact on the knowledge and teaching methodoloiies of a classroom
teacher, then our efforts will have been in vain. I cannot over
emphasize the importance of educating teachers to become familiar
with new materials. Teachers, in my opinion, are an untapped
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resource in the reform movement and efforts to enhance teacher
preservice and inservice education should be compatible with the
professionalization of teachers movement nation-wide.

We are working with Or. Ken Tobin at Florida State
University, for example, in sponsoring an experimental program in
elementary schools to develop mentor teachers to improve
instruction in math and science. The results have been
impressive; the teachers have been enthusiastic partners in
working with their colleagues to make fundamental changes in how
math and science is taught. Changing elementary instruction
should be a very high priority because international tests show
that we are losing the interest of students early.

USING NEW TECHNOLOGY TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO NEW CURRICULUM;
We are proud in Florida of the vol.* that has been done by
Dr. Mary Rudd Rowe at the University of Florida in her CDROM
project, °Science Helper." This CDROM provides easy access to a
thousand lesson plans that have been developed through the
National Science Foundation for elementary science instruction.
We are using it in a number of our schools and teachers are very
excited about the limitless possibilities to provide appropriate,
hands-on lessons. The expansion and use of COROM's and other
instructional technologies is a high priority of mine and can
have a major positive impact on ir2roving education.

I would like to applaud the National Science Foundation for
developing resources such as this and for current
initiatives in developing new elementary c...ericular; they are
right on target.

I as glad that Congress is putting resources into the
education mission of the National Science Foundation budget. I

understand that it has grown to 10 percent, but I believe that
focus should be substantially ennanced to increase the national
leadership role. The education of our young people in math and
science is a question of national survival, and we must have the
resources that are necessary to wage that new 'ter.

RECOMMENDATIONS POR AK EXPANDED NSF LEADERSHIP ROLES I have
some recommendations today for establishing closer working
relationships between the National Science Foundation and state
policy groups;

(3) We need to know what Is in the pipeline. We need to
have greater access to information about what new curriculum and
other assistance we can expect, and when this will be available.
We want to avoid duplication in our own development efforts, and
it would be helpful if we could, on a regular basis, be informed
about projects that are underway.

(2) There needs to be a closer communication linkage with
state policemakers. it would be helpful if the National Science

- 3 -
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Foundation could take a more direct leadership role in assisting
states to reform math, science, and computer ucation. For
example, we have recently developed a comprehensive plan which
proposes many new initiatives. We would like to be able to turn
to the National Science Foundation for assistance in developing
some pilot efforts. Florida, the fourth largest state, together
with the support of its business leaders, seeks to become
involved in implementing major comprehensive reform initiatives.

We need help.

(3) The Foundation could moat appropriately serve as, or
fund, a clearinghouse of information about developments
nationwide to improve math, science, and computer education.
This clearinghouse could address the following areas: 1) state
policies, 2) new curriculum developed and in the pipeline,
3) assessment developments, 4) textbooks and other instructional
materials, 5) technological advances, 6) teacher enhancement
initiatives, and 7) innovative projects (what works).

In preparing our comprehensive plan there was no one central
place where we could go to determine the state of the art. As

other states join the' math and science reform movement, this
would be a valuable resource center for enabling states to share
information and strategies.

(4) Teacher education remains a high priorits if new
curriculum is to be imed in our classrooms. The focus should be
on both preservice and inservice programs. Inservice programs
should encourage the active participation of teachers as partners
in redesigning curriculum and refocusing teaching strategies.
Preservice programs need to pay close attention to developing
special math and scien:e courses designed specifically for
elementary teachers.

Our state has a critical shortage of mathematics and science
teachers. Current figures show that we will produce fewer than
one-fifth of the mathematics teachers and fewer than 10 percent
of the science teachers needed by the turn of the century. It is
imperative that we do mare to attract good, able, young people
into the teaching profession. TO this end, I am proud to say
Flerida initiated an extensive program of scholarships and loans
steral years ago, which has had a positive effect. Since this
i5 one of your areas of interest. I have attached a summary of
the various programs now offered to potential teachers in
critical shortage fields. National attention and dollars would
be welcomed in providing a greater visibility to the critical

needs in this area.

CONCLUSION: Thank you for the opportunity to talk to you
about this critical subject. I am proud to report that Florida
has produced its own comprehensive plan to move ahead. We need

the support of the Federal government on a variety of critical
topics--curriculum development, development of teaching materials

4
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and resources, enhar,ement of teacher preparation, funding of
incentives for moray teachers, and development of new assessment
strategies.

I would be pleased to provide you with a copy of our
comprehensive plan once it is completed, and I would be glad to
respond to your questions.

5
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The development of this Comprehensive Plan has been a joint project of the Florida

Chamber of Commerce aad the Department of Education to make recommendations to

improve mathematics, science and computer education.

This plan represents the consensus views of a broadly based group of individuals from

the business and education communities. It represents the best thinking of professional

educators and researchers in the field. And, it represents the goals and actions we agree are

necessary for the State of Florida in the quest to be more competitive in a world economy

increasingly dependent upon science and technology.

We defined our mission broadly and ambitiously: to prepare recommendations to make

Florida a world leader in mathematics, science and contriver education.

The stakes could not be higher. In a world increasingly dependent on the technological

skills of its workers and the scientific littracy of its citizens. Florida cannot afford to be

second best.

We quickly discovered that educators and business leaders alike share the view that we

can and must improve our current performance. Business leaders know that far too

many young people leave our school system without even the rudimentary skills they need

to survive, let alone thrive, in our increasingly technological economy. Business leaders

know that corporations will locate new operations where the best-trained labor supply can

be found. They know that great improvement is needed if Florida is to retain existing firers

and remain attractive to new enterprises.

For their part, educators are acutely aware that some existing programs are not

producing the desired results. They know that students do not receive as much meaningful

instruction as they should in mathematics and science in the early grades. They know that

the best way to interest students in mathematics and science is to make these subjects

matte, real and exciting from the start. And educators know that they need support in

providing this kind of "hands-on" learning experience that their own preparation in

6
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mathematics and science requires continual updating and that they must revisit the real

world of science and technology to keep up with lead ideas and developments.

We challenged ourselves to tackle thew big issues to develop a Conaireliensive flan

that would focus attention on high-level goals, but would also offer pragmatic suggestions

for the accomplishment of the broad objectives.

After fifteen months of meetings, discussions and drafting sessions, we have agreed on

most than 100 specific recommendations for bringing Florida schools to the forefront of

mathematics, science and the use of computers in education. The proposals contained in

this report represtnt the thoughtful and cooperative work of each ann every member of this

Task Force. They represent ideas that business leaders and educators from many different

points of view agree am essential if our goal for Florida's schools is to be realized.

The need, the direction and the priorities are clear: Florida must take the following

immediate steps to tome that its young mplc have the best opportunities to leant

mathematics, science, and the use of computer technology.

We must assure that mathematics, science and computer education are exciting to our

youngest children.

We must assure that students learn with understanding.

We must overcome a serious shortage of teachers who are prepared to teach

mathennuics, science and computer education.

We must retain our best teachers by assuring that the conditions for thew professional

growth and development ate Ma.

We must provide teachers and students with state-of-the-art technology to support and

enhance learning.

We must anticipate future labor-force needs by attracting the best students especially

those who previously have been under-represented at advanced levels -- to

mathematics, science and computer education.



We must invite a wide array of partners to help in meeting the challenge.

We must take bold but realistic steps to implement this Comprelwnsive Plan.

Tic members of the Task Force realize that publication of this Plan is only the

beginning. We have chosen to report candidly and to speak boldly. We invite you to read

this report carefully, and to consider the goals and actions that we have decided must be

pursued. We invite you at the same time to consider that being world leaders will mean

sharing a common understanding of the challenges, a common vision of the future and

common strategies for achieving our objectives.

Many partners will have to march together it our goals are to be achieved. New

alliances will need to be forged, existing ones strengthened. Indeed, the Task Force itself

was a model of the kind of collaborative consensus-building that will be required. It is in

this cooperative spirit that we call on all Floridians to join with us in helping to put into

place this Comprehensive Plan for leadership in mathematics, science and computer

education.

Bob Ailiguod, Chainran Judy Ambler Harry Baum John Bernrenter John Carmll

Cheryl Chen Tom Denmark Roderick Dickens Mary Ann DuPont Susan linglen

John Geil James Glass Sherrie Glass Julius Hobbs Tom Hopkins Bill Howden

Ron Hun Preston Jones Pat Kelly Katie Knight Kim Maher Bill Maloy

Nancy McDonald George Mosakowski Roger O'Brien George Rirkus

Mary Budd Rowe Kenneth Tobin
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FINDINGS

Florida's economic future and hence the prosperity of all its citizens -- increasingly will

depend on a "mirk force that is technically literate in mathematics, science and computer

technology. Unfortunately, there are disturbing gaps between what future Florida wotters

should know and what today's Florida students are learning. Fittingly for a tepart on this

subject, much of the story can be told with numbers.

Demand: The Emerging Economy

Among the qualities required of future Florida workers, none will be more

important than flexibility, adaptability and the desire to continue learning. Countless jobs

that once required physical strength, manual dexterity and repetitive calculations already

inquire problem solving abilities and teamwork. These trends appear to be accelerating.

Nowhere is the need far skilled workers more apparent than in the fast-growing

high-technology sector. Florida now has I,9(X) high-tech companies employing 150,11)0

workers -- an increase of 244 percent in the past 10 years. If the trend continues. within

five years, Florida will rank fourth in high-tech jobs behind California, Texas and
Massachusetts.

Future job growth is expected to be particularly strong for medical assistants,

computer systems analysts and operators, health professionals and data processing repair
persons all requiring technical skills. The nctsl for technically skilled employeeswill be

especially acute in the health-care field.
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Even in non-"high-tech" fields, demand for more technical sophistication is needed

as the use of computers and related technology expands. Furthermore, the need for

technological and scientific literacy extends beyond employer requirements; in an age of the

"greenhouse effect", genetic engineering and the like, CitinTIS need some undemanding of

technological issues to make informed judgments.

Supply: Student Performance and Preparation

Florida businesses already report shortages of technically skilled workers. In a

recent survey, 41 percent of Florida corporations said they had imuble finding qualified

professional-technical employees, and one major high-tech firm hires 80 percent of its

professional staff From nut of state. Without significant changes in the educational system.

these shortages are likely to increase.

Only half of U.S. 17-year-olds have any "sophisticated understanding of

mathematics" and a majority of 13- year -olds are "poorly equipped for informed citizenship

and productive performance in the workplace, let alone postsecondary studies in science,"

according to the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

American students consistently rank near the bottom on international mathematics

and science tests. To the extent state data are available, Florida students tend to perform at

about the national average.

On the 1987 State Student Assessment Tests, 26 percent of 5th-graders couldn't

solve a purchase problem involving making change from $1; 23 percent of 8th guiders
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couldn't tell how much time had elapsed between two events given in days, months or

yenta.

Worse, the performance of U.S. students tends to decrease rives time. While U.S

5th-waders tanked in the middle of science achievement relative to students of 14 other

countries, U.S. 9th-graders ranked next to last. Fan of the problem is that most high-

school students fulfill their mathematics and science requinanents by the end of their Junior

year, and few take advanced courses. Only 14 percent of Florida seniors take physics, for

instance, and less than 10 percent of high school students take calculus.

Achievetnent levels for minorities and females (who along with immigrants, will

make up about 80 percent of Florida's new workers by the year 2(01) tend to be lower

than for white male students.

Although Florida has made some progress recently, it appears that we have

basically raised saxes of students at the lower end of the scale, but have done little to

improvejietformance elsewhere.

The poor student perfonnance is not surprising. Consider that:

The average U.S. elementary student spends only 20 minutes a day on science

and 44 minutes on mathematics.

Despite studies showing that hands-on. experimental learning is more effective.

84 percent of instruction in secondary school mathematics and science classes and

74 percent in elementary classes is by lecture, a national survey found.

Too truth mathematics and science education mums to rote memorization of

discrete facts and formulas, with too little attention to the integration of
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mathematical and scientific principles and processes and not enoughemphasis on

learning for understanding.

Too many textbooks are repetitive, One study found that 70 percent of the

material in an 8th-grade textbook had been coveted in previous grades.

-- Despite recent improvements, not enough Florida students and teachers have

adequate access to computers and other instructional technology.

Supply: Shortages of Qualified Teachers

Between 1986 and 2(XX), Florida is expected to produce only t R percent of the

mathematics teachers and 93 percent of the science teachers it needs. Thus. Florida will

have to fill these positions by recruiting out-of-staters and non-traditional maims (such as

retired engineers and scientists) if they can find enough qualified candidates.

Too many teachers are unprepared. In 1987-1988, for instance,about one in ten

general-level mathematics and science curses are being taught by teachers not certified in

thew fields.

The lack of preparation is especially acute in the lower grades. Elementary

education majors averaged less than a single semester hour in mathematics or science

during their junior or senior year in college, and none took an upper-division science

COMIC

Despite remnt improvements. Florida teachers remain inadequately compensated.

ranking 27th overall nationwide.
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fifty percent of U.S. mathematics teachers and 60 percent of science teachers say

they arc unprepined to use computers as an instructional tool, according to a national

survey.

GOALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Comprehensive Plan advances five basic goals, acciampanied by a series of specific

meommendations, to improve mathematics, science and computer education in Rorida.

We conclude with a call to action to all Floridians.

Strengthen the Curriculum

Goal Strengthen the curriculum hi mathematics, science and computer

education to prepare students for a society demanding a high degree of

technological and scientific literacy.

At all grade levels, mole conceptual understanding should be encouraged. A curriculum

that is an inch deep and a mile wide is inadequate. So is rote mernoriwion of unconnecux1

facts and formulas. Students must understand the relationships between and among

mathematical and scientific principles and processes. And they must have a chance to

explore a subject in depth, learn to reason scientifically, e.riperiman and test for alternative

solutions and reject hypotheses that cannot be supported by the evidence.

Furthermore, it is not just a question of bringing all students up to some universally

acceptable minimum level of performance. We must =ate the opportunity for higher

levels of achievement. Specific recommendations include:

l3
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Initiate fundamental curricular reform in elementary school

Teach mathematics and science nn a daily basis integrating computer technology

when appropriate.

Expand and integrate topics covered in elementary mathematics and science

using an active, problem-solving approach.

Build on successful elementary curricula now being used in Florida schools.

Give elementary teachers support and assistance in preparing to teach

mathematics, science. and computer education.

Reform middle school curricula

Expand new mathematics concepts coveted in middle school mathematics r.

include algebra, geometry, estimation, probability, ratio and proportion, and logic.

Ensure science courses include concepts in physical. life and earth/space

sciences. and science, technology and society.

Emphasise the use of computer technology in all areas of the curriculum.

Emphasize "hands-on," problem-centered learning.

Strengthen secondary curriculum

Maintain the high school requirement for dime credits in both mathematics and

science.

Require masts in biological, earth/space and physical science; cover topics in

science, technology and society and the history of scientific thought in each course.

Redesign the mathematics curriculum to include coverage of topics in

probability, statistics, algebra, geometry, trigononztry and calculus.

Provide a financial incentive to districts with .2 FIE funding for each student

who takes a fourth year of mathematics or science from a specified list of courses.
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Provide student incentives such as weighted (WA points for studying fourth year

mathematics or science.

Review all textbooks, software, and instructional materials to assure support for

the goals of the Comprehensive Plan.

Revitalize Learning

Goat 2: Make mathematics. science and computer education more exciting.

The most effective way to improve academic performance is to make mathematics, science

and computer instruction more stimulating. Students should be exposed early and often to

the thrill of discovery. to the adventures of observation and to the broader insights into

scientific principles that govern their world. Specific recommendations include:

Expand the real-world application of mathematics and science concepts. Encourage

such activities as coopaative ednottion, community-service projects and internships.

Expoxl motional content in academic courses and academic content in vocational courses.

:, .P te active experimentation, teamwork, cooperative learning and critical

thinking tinough "spirit of science" approaches. Among top priorities, teachers should

devoie sufficient time to "hands-on/minds-on" learning through laboratory work. field hips

to science museums and similar activities.

Establish a business/education matching-grant partnership program that provides

funds to elementary and middle schools for enhancing the teaching of mathematics and

science and the instructional use of computers.

I 5
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Provide incentives to testimony schools and school systems to strengthen learning

for undemanding, and to shine suoxsaful models and practice&

Expand summer in-seivice institutes fm elementary and seconds), teaches&

Expand summer school offerings to include advanced as well as remedial

mathematics, science, and cornpmer ethication.

Resume construction, renovation, and remodeling of laboratory facilities.

biome the availability and use of state-of-the-an instructional technology.

Provide students and teachers with greater cess to mom hardware, appmpriate

software, phone line s/MODEMs and mom networking.

Expand long-distance learning through SUNSTAR.

Use the Model School Conscatiurn to help demonstrate successful uses of

instructional technology.

Prepare More Qualified Teachers

Goal 3: Expand the umber of qualified mathematics, science and computer

teachers.

The success of the Comprehensive Plan depends fundamentally on the quality of our

teachers. If we want our students to benefit from a more stimulating, demanding and

integrated approach to mathematics, science and computer education, we must begin by

1b
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preparing, recruiting and retaining the best instructors possible. Specific recommendations

in hide:

Identify and recruit highluality students to teaching careers through such programs

as Future Educators of America.

Expand existing recruitment, loan and grant programs to recruit and retail., qualified

teacher candidates.

Expand efforts to recruit and educate teachers with non-traditional teaching

backpounds, such as mind civilian and military scientists, engineers and technician&

Expand the capacity of Florida universities and community colleges to produce one-

third of the state's needed mathematics, science and computer education teachers within

five years.

Improve Fe- and in-service programs to ensure duo elementary teachers are

properly impared to teach mathematics, science and utilize computers in all areas; establish

tvrtification standards that mquire preparation in these fields.

Continue efforts to improve the compensation (salaries and benefits) of all teachers.

And consider special incentives (such as 11 or 12 month contracts) to remit and retain

good teachers in subject areas with critical shortages such as mathematics, science and

computer education.
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(fie a more professiorud work envizonment for teachers, Give teachers nave

decision-making authority in the schools, mere rewards for innovations, and moor

appommic:.. to exchange ideas and successful practices.

Make available expanded inofessional-development oppornmides. Specific

suggestions include:

Establish an Institute for the Advancement of Teaching for use by teacher reams

during the stunner.

Expand mid target summer in-service institutes to update elanentary teachers'

knowledge and skills in MaihallatiCS, SCiCSICC, ant the use of ccnnputers as a

teaching tort

Particle incentives and resources for exemplary teachers to serve as manor and

resource teachers.

Expand opportunides for .eadvs to find summer work in business, industry,

govermimn agencies or r ..ioutions through implant. .ation of a new

TeacheriQueg program,

Reach Out To Students With Special Needs

Goal 4: Increase motivation, incentives, and opportunities for minority,

female, at-risk, disabled and gifted students to pursue programs and

careers In mathematics, science and computer education.

Given that 80 percent of Florida's new workers by the year 2.000 are projected to be

minorities, immigrants and women, and that these routs traditionally have been under-

mmesental in scientific and technical fields, special steps must be taken to encourage their

1S
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development. The keys appear to be early and sustained interventions to stimulate student

interest and boost pesfannance. Specific recommendations include:

Support exemplary efforts such as magnet programs and centers for academically

talented students, develop alternatives to the tracking system, and provide greater access to

positive Me models.

Teachers and parents should overcome stereotypes, provide early intervention and

counseliog, and stress technology-related career oppommities.

Encourage active panicipation by parents and communities in mathematics, science,

and programs using computer technology to increase participation by under-regret ented

groups.

Colleges and universities should use the College Reach-Out Program, dual

entailment advanced placement and financial -aid awards to target under-tepraented

stoups for mathematics. science and tedmical guars.

Get Results

Goal 5: implement and refine the Consitrrhensire Plan as necessary to make

substantial, measurable Improvements in n3athensatits, scbmatt and

hater education by 1999. And re-esamine and adjust statewide and

classroom tests, as needed, to support the goals of the Plea

Implemets the Comprelentive Plan in three lighthouse districts" to learn what it

will take to suoxed statewide.
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Establish a rematch advisory commission of educators, businessexecutives,

scientists, state government d'ficials and others to oversee the Plan's evolution and

implementation. The commission's top pricsides should be la

Conduct at thorough mexamination of curricuhun and assessment goals in all

mathernatics, science and computer education courses.

Establish and refine measures of success.

Work with the three lighthouse districts and others in implaneting the

Comprehensive Plan and recommend future revisions.

And. waking with the Department of Education snd the Callas ofExcellence

in Mathermuics. Science and Computer Education, expend the identification.

dissarination and implementation of exemplary Programs.

Encourage districts to develop a distrka plan for implementing the Comprehensive

Plan in the schools by making them eligible to tea 'ye additional funding for

mathensatks, science, and computer education.

Initiate father planning at the Postsecondary Education Plann'ng Commission

(PEW) to align programs at coontumity colleges and universities with changes in

mats, science and comptner education in grades K-12.

Classmate' and statewide tests accomplish several objectives. They drive curriculum, send

a powerful message about priorities, help ensure acamatability for results and facilitate the

expansion of model props= to other communities. To ens= that tarsappropriately

mann the goals establishal by the Plan, several steps arc necessary:

20
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Review the statewide assessment program to assure consistency of testing with

pals of the Comorehensive Plan ; emphasize understanding, application of knowledge,

critical thinkhig, and probkmsolving skills.

Supplement paper-and-pencil tests by developing practical assessment to evaluate

s.ch skills as problem- solving, critical thinking, reasoning, cooperative learning,

teamwork and the application of knowledge,

Permit greater use of calculators dating teas to ensure that students do not spend a

disproportionate amount of time on ooncutational operations,

Utilize computer sytenn for alternative and individualized assessnent . analysis,

planning, and reporting.

A Final Word

The goal of improving mathematics, science and computer education is not just for

teachers, students and policymakers. It is a challenge shared by all Floridians: parents,

business executives, community leaders and others. We know that our future economic

prosperity and societal well-being depends on well-educated people We know, too, that in

an age ever more reliant on technology, effective education must incur&increased levels of

technological and scientific literacy.

The majority of Floridians not directly involved in the educational enterprise nevertheless

can make a number important contributions. Excellent performance begins with groat

expectations, anti the Comprehensive Plan has set its sights high. We want our students to

be die best to master difficult subjects, to think creatively, to reason persuasively,
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To perform to these high standards, Florida students need the endunia' stic support of the

entire cornmunit' y. We have seen time and again how the encouragement of a parent, the

aithusiasen of a science museum volunteer, and the personal involvementof a business

executive can make a tangible difference in a student's performance. Such mutually

reinforcing panne:ships should become the rule, not the exception. In this regard, the Task

Force makes two recommendations:

Increase expectations and reward achievement. Having demanded excellence, we

also must be sure to reward outstanding achievement. Among the more promising

approaches, we encourage conununities to reward achieve/rem in mathematics, science and

the use of computers as energetivilly as they now honor athletes, performers and artists.

Expand the Productive coll:,boration of educators with parents, community

resources, business and industry. Programs such as the Education and Industry Coalition

of the Florida Chamber of Commerce have played a leadership role in developing new

partnerships with industry. Many more such alliances are needed.

Working together, all of Florida will benefit from a technically skilled work force and

scieinifically lirrate citizenry that can lead the state into a new century of pirsluctivity and

ProsPeritY-

22
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Ms. Castor.
And we will turn to Mrs. Shao.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY J. SHAO, EXECUTIVE EDITOR OF
SCIENCE, SILVER, BURDETT AND GINN

Mrs. SHAO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee.

I was invited to provide testimony on ow' of the NSF-funded pro-
grams for developing curricular materials. Silver, Burdett and
Ginn and the Houston Museum of Natural. Science are recipients of
a National Science Foundation grant to develop a new elementary
science program, and I was asked to provide more information
about that project.

The name of our project is the Science Connection. It is a supple-
men program for grades 1 through 6. The program will have a

t of 1.993 and will be available in printed form by the
summer and fall of next year.

The goals of the Science Connection project It is a supplementa-
ry program, and our intention is to develop, to field test, and
market an elementary science curriculum that students will want
to learn and that teachers will be able to teach within their exist-

teaching skills.
Science Connection consists of three parts. The basis is what

we call a Science Discovery Reader, which has appealing student
characters that discover how to solve science problems in the real
world, and through this familiar reader format elementary teach-
ers can present science concepts in the context of student experi-
ences.

Another component is the Interdisciplinary Science Connection
Workbook, in which student activities blend science content with
mathematics, l age arts, social studies, and the fine arts.

The unmistak ble message here is that science is not an isolated
content area, that students and teachers must see science as an in-
tegral and interrelated component of what is taught in the elemen-
tary grades, and interdisciplinary activities also appwl to children
whose strengths are in other learning areas, and fmally this ap-
proach dram upon the teachers' training in teaching other areas
of the elementary curriculum.

The last component are Science Discovery Kits, which utilize
very appealing manipulatives in hands-on science activities. Re-
search shows that children learn by doing, and these kits provide
science investigations that students can do by themselves or in
small groups.

These kits may also focus on adults in science-related careers
who do similar activities as a part of their jobs.

So the message for students is clear. If you like these science ex-
periences, you should consider a science career, and both technical
and professional science careers are featured.

Funding from the National Science Foundation is available to
support the development and extensive field testing required for
these new curriculum products. Each component is reviewed by
content experts, both in science and in other disciplines addressed
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by the product. Components are also reviewed for their utilization
of appropriate science process skills in problem solving situations.

At each grade level 90 teachers will field test all three compo-
nents in their classroom, and an additional 50 teachers and educa-
tors will review the materials for applicability in the classroom.

This review process is occurring in 10 states, spread geographi-
cally acmes the nation, and the Baylor College of Medicine Re-
search Department is coordinating the evaluation effort.

The Science Connection curriculum will be correct and will work
in the classroom before it is marketed.

The Houston Museum of Natural Science, our partner in this
project, is coordinating curriculum development. A successful sci-
ence mueeum has the expertise needed to develop curriculum ma-
terials that students will like and that will relate to science in the
real world.

The last partner, Silver, Bit lied and Ginn, we are a major pub-
lisher of elementary science tuthooks, and we have been extreme-
ly successful in the elementary science market. Our current Basal
Elementary project is one of the best selling in the country.

For example, in the last two years our elementary science pro-
gram was adopted by over 90 percent of schools in West Virginia,
over 70 percent in Florida, and over 90 percent in Indiana.

We have a proven reputation as a leader and promoter of quality
acm education materials. We bring to this project our expen-
ence in developing and marketing education materials for the ele-
mentary market, and we are working closely with the Houston
Museum of Natural Science to produce a marketable supplementa-
ry science program that is directly correlated to most, if not all, el-
ementary science programs.

Our sales force consists; of over 150 sales representatives and con-
sultants, who will present the Science Connection program along
with our Basal Elementary program to every state in this country,
and one proposal under consideration is to provide a sample of the
Science Connection program when schools purchase the Basel Ele-
mentary Science program.

When a basal program text is purchased, it is a standard practice
to provide each teacher with a teacher edition and set of teacher
resource materials for every class set of student books. The teacher
resource materials provide additional activities and ideas that help
teachers customize the teaching of science to meet individual stu-
dent needs.

So now these teacher resource materials would include a gratis
copy of the Interdisciplinary Connection component of the Science
Connection. A sample package of the Science Connection will also
be developed to distribute to interested customers.

Brochures such as the one I provided and ournal ads and com-
mercial workshops at professional sciences e

jducation
meetings are

other ways that will be used to promote the program.
The Science Connection project has been developed to have the

broadest appeal to the non-science trained elementary schoolteach-
er, and since the ma** of the elementary schoolteachers empha-
size the teaching of reading, the use of a science based reader will
raise the comfort level of teaches and minimize any concerns they
may have about the lack of in-service training.
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The terms of the NSF grant allow for setting aside a portion of
profits for in-service training. This fund will be managed by Silver,
Runt and Ginn, and with the approval of NSF, the company will
add its own monies to broaden and enhance the in-service program.
Therefore, the more successful the program, the more funds avail-
able for in-service training.

In summary, we anticipate no unusual prow ems in promoting
and distributing the program. In fact, because of the in-service
funds by sales of the program, we expect that the Sci-
ence Connection will be even more widely used than most pro-
grams of this nature.

So we applaud the National Science Foundation for sponsoring
this ant, without which programs such as the Science Connection
could not be develwed. By providing seed money for the research
and development of the program and by building in provisions for
the funding of in- service NSF has created incentives to
the business community for eveloping, promoting, and improving
the teaching of science in this country.

Thank you.
[The complete prepared statement of Mrs. Shao follows:)
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To: The U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Subczannsittee on Science, Research, and Technology

Statement prepared by Dorothy J. Shao
Executive Editor of Science
Silver, Burdett & Ginn Inc.
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

THE SCIENCE CONNECTION
A project Amded by the National Science Foundation and produced by Silver,
Burdett & Ginn Inc. and the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

Project Goals

THE SCIENCE CONNECTION is a three-part supplementary science curriculum
(Grades 1-6) with the following goals:

1: To create an interesting student-oriented narrative reader that
supplements and expands the science textbook while appealing to the
"reading-based" elementary teacher. This component is called The Science
Dircavery Reader.

2: To design a series of related interactive hands-on activities packaged in
the most nonthreatening and facilitating way possible. This component is
call The Science Shoebox fat

3: To extend this science curriculum into other content areas and into the
community through stimulating activities and projects, each one packaged
to appeal to the non-science- oriented student and teacher. These
activities are called The Interdisciplinary Connection.

Cumulative Goal: To produce a state-of-the-art science curriculum supplementthat
will give the "science-shy" elementary school teacher innovative materials to extend
science teaching beyond the textbook.

PreOeet Scope

Each component of THE SCIENCE CONNECTION has its own interactive
approach and strengths and can be used independently of the other two
component&

In The Science Discovery Reader, concepts are introduced within the context of
student experiences, rather than being presented as definitions to be memorized.
The informal narratives show science concepts as they are applied and are fun for
students to reed. Critical thinking questions that ask students to apply their
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knowledge (thereby showing an understanding of the concepts being taught) are
interwoven regularly throughout the narrative text Stories are carefully composed,
considering student reeding levels and psge-leyout guidelines for readers at each
grade level. The Science Discovery Reader depicts students. and occasionally
teachers, utilizing the inquiry approach in problem solving. Student characters
serve as role models fir the readers. Lesson notes in the Teacher Edition contain
practical information to help teaches* in their roles as lecilitators. An audio tape
that dramatizes each story is also provided withThe Science Discovery Reader.

The Science Shoebox Sate provide teachers with plans and appropriate
manipulative. fir selkontainecl, hands -en activities. packaged in ahoehoaes or
equivalent lontainers. These kite will mike "doing science" convenient and will
thcilhtate individualisation. Each Science Shoebos contains objectives, instructions,
a materials list, manipulative., and student activity sheets. An introductory
section ear teachers provides suggestions for effectively using each Science Shoebox.
The Shoetree activities coordinate with the plot and action of stories in The Science

Discovery Reader.

The Interdisciplinary Connection relates the concepts developed in the textbook
series and in The Science Discovery Reader to other school disciplines and to the
students' out-of-school envimment. This component provides the following

intezdisciplinarY Product:

1. The Mathematics Connection (mathematics act Ivities keyed to
grade level and designed to involve quantification of
concepts);

2. The Social Studies Connection (social studies activities
involving geography, history, and societal roles);

3. The Language Arts Connection (language arts activities
including grammatical constructions and writing skills);

4. The Fine Arts Connection (fine arts activities relating
science concepts to art and music); and

5. The Comm Jolty Connection (multidisciplinary activities
involving science in the community). A videotape accompanies
this Connection.

THE SCIENCE CONNECTION is an interdisciplinary program. The narrative in
The Science Mac:over, Reader is formatted like a reading activity. Its discussion
questions are also language arts activities. The Interdisciplinary Connection
provide, mathematics, social studies, fine arts, language arts, and community
activities that correlate with each science unit. These interdisciplinary activities
are developed at the appropriateacademic level. Teachers are encouraged to use
the science-related activities to provide a more cohesive academic experience for
students. The Science Shoebox Kits ferns on the recess skills that are components
of any problem solving curriculum.

8
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program would be received by every user of our basal elementary science program.

A sample package of THE SCIENCE CONNECTION will also be developed to
distribute to interested creamers. Brochures, such as the one attached, journal
ads, and commercial workshops at .professional science education meetings are
other ways that will be used to promote the program.

THE SCIENCE CONNECTION prefect has been developed to have the broadest
appeal to the non-science-trained elementary school teacher. Since the majority of
elementary school teachers emphasize the teaching of reading, the use of a science-
based reader will raise the comfort level of teachers and minimize any concerns
they may have about the lack of inaervice training.

At present, ninety teachers are field-teeing the fifth-grade materials. The
materials are explained to the teacher, and should it be needed, further clarification
can be obtained by calling the field-test site coordinator. The teachers are free to
use the materials as they see fit.

Preliminary response shows that teachers have used the materials in a variety of
clasaroom settings with little or no inservice. They report that the materials do
indeed work with students and are easy to use and understand. Similar field tests
will be condected firr all grades, 1-6.

The results of the field teats will be used to revise the materials to make them even
more appealing and usable by teachers and students.

The terms of the NSF grant allow for setting aside a portion of profits for inservice
training. This fund will be managed by Silver Burdett & Ginn. With the approval
of NSF, the company will add its own monies to broaden and enhance the inservice
Program.
The more successful the program, the more funds available for inservice training.

In summary, we anticipate no unusual problems in promoting and distributing the
program. In het, because tithe inservice funds generated by sales of the program,
we expect that THE SCIENCE CONNECTION will be even more widely used than
most programs of this nature.

Reports of the pour performance of United States students in math and science have
been widely publicized. We applaud the National Science Foundation for
smearing this great, without which programs such as THE SCIENCE
CONNECTION, could not be developed. By providing seed money for tiNe research
and development of the programs and by building in provisions for the funding of
inservice programs, NSF has created incentives to the business community for
developing, promoting, and improving the teaching of science in this country.
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Biographical Sketch of Dorothy J. Shaw

Mrs. Shao is the Executive Editor of Science at Salver, Burdett & GU= Inc.. a
subsidiary of Simon & Schuster Inc. Prior to joining the company five years ago,
eke worked in the development of science texts at Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc.
She was a middle school s4isce teacher for four years befbre entering the field of
publishing. Mrs. Shao has an Ed.M. degree from Harvard University and a B,S.
from Cornell University. She resides in Chatham. New Jersey, with her husband,
William, and two children, Julia and Andrew.

Mrs. Mao is responsible for the development dell science 7coduct, kindergarten
through junior high school from the idea stage through bound book. Silver. Burdett
& Ginn Inc. currently publishes a highly suocessful elementary science program
and two junior high programs.
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Mr. %twins. Thank you, Mrs. Shao.
We will go on then with Mr. Malone and Mr. Loeppke as well.

STATEMENT OF RONALD IL MALONE, PRESIDENT, KENDALL/
HUNT PUBLISHING CO., DUBUQUE, IA; ACCOMPANIED BY
LARRY D. LOEPPKE, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, ELEPLENTA.
RY/HIGH SCHOOL DIVISION, KENDALL/HUNT PUBLISHING CO.
Mr. Low. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Malone has requested that

make these comments to the committee as the person in charge of
the F2ementary/Hig h School Division of the company.

Mr. WALows. Fine.
Mr. LOWY= Thank you for the opportunity to spa . to youabout Kendall /Hunt Publishing Company's efforts to seh and im-

plement science education materials developed with National Sci-
ence Foundation support.

I am going to focus my comments on our experience with the
new high school chemistry textbook, ChemCom, developed by the
American Chemical Society with NSF support and publishW, by
Kendall /Hunt in January 1988.

You should also know, however, that Kendall/Hunt is the pub-lisher for several other textbooks which have their origins in NSF
funding or are currently being funded by NSF in their developmen-
tal stages.

Two prokes of relevance to this discussion are the science, tech-nology, s ad society curricula being written for elementary school
and. middle scol by the BSCS in Colorado Springs. These twoarc' which we expect to have on the market in 1991 and 1993,

face a market environment similar to the one that ChemCom
does today.

Although I am going to mention some barriers to product imple-
mentation, we are excited about the market's response to Chem-Com so far. We cce the signs of positive change in science educe-'ion, and I would refer you to the article which appears in the cur-rent March /April issue of Science Books and the reviewjournal of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence, if you are interested in some of our ideas on that further.

The barriers to implementation of a new curriculum like Chem-
Corn fall into two general categories: structural, which has to dowith the basic organizational structure of the curriculum in ourhigh schools, and procedural, which has to do with the pedagogical
method and style modeled for and used by teachers, the tests used
to measure academic success, and the wdy in which colleges aretraining new teachers.

From a structural point of view, high schools do not have a readymade curriculum home for a course such as ChemCom. While
ChemCom's target audience is the 90 percent of the student popula-tion not committed to a career in science, current high school
chemistry courses are, by and large, prevocational in nature; that
is, they are intended to prepare students for a college chemistry
course, which is then intended to prepare students for a career in ascience-related field.

Where ChemCom is being successfully implemented, a newcourse in the curriculum has been created which does not replace,
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11 4' is an alternative to the traditional prevocational chemistry.
T typically requires that the entire school district administra-
ti.,a be involved in the decision to teach Chem Com, and as a result,
a very different marketing strategy is required on the part of the
publisher.

After one year on the, market, I am happy to report to u that
more than 400 school districts are and
experimenting in some way with this ci in their curriculum
design. This is not only a result of Kendall Hunt's sales and mar-
keting efforts but also a direct result of the five-year writing and
field testing process coordinated by the American Chemical Society
and funded by NSF.

I would mention parenthetically that current NSF funding of the
two BSCS projects mentioned previously is for only three years. In
order to keep within NSF budget guidelines, MM. found it neces-
sary to cut back on the length and number of field tests that were
originally planned, and this is unfortunate, since both BSCS and
Kendall/Hunt believe this will compromise the product in the first
edition.

Also from a structural point of viewback to ChemComstate
curriculum guidelines are built on the current prevocational sci-
ence education model. If a state adoption committee adheres close-
ly to its guidelines, any science textbook that places an emphasis
on teaching science in a personally and socially relevant context
will be seen as deficient in content. There is only so much time and
space in a year-long chemistry course in high school. In fact, the
better the evaluation instrument usedtake Virginia's, for exam-
plethe more of a barrier to the implementation of new science
curriculum it is simply because it evaluates the new science mate-
rial against the old science curriculum.

It is quite clear that in order to provide a relevant context,
which learning research shows is the key to long -term memory,
some hard choices have to be made about what science facts nut to
teach. The authors of ChemCom have done this job admirably.

I think most of us would agree that all of our interests would be
better served by citizens taking into the voting booth an under-
standing of chetry in the environment rather than the remem-
brance of who first thwrized atomic structure.

Now, from a procedural point of view, new science curricula like
ChemCom requires a pedagogical style with which the majority of
teachers are not comfortable. With ChemCom, and most other Ken-
dall/Hunt science materials, teachers are asked to be facilitators of
student inquiry rather than purveyors of truth. A teacher must be
able to operate in this kind of cooperative learning environment al-
ready or else be taught how to do so.

In response to this challenge, Kendall/Hunt has fostered a net-
work of part-time consultants drawn from those people who origi-
nally helped write and test ChemCom, as well as from teachers
who have &seri trained in two-week summer workshops ilinded by
NSF and conducted by the American Chemical Society.

Ai schools request CliemCum presentations and teacher training
from Kendall/Hunt, we fill these requests using this ever-growing
network of part-time consultants. In the last year, 1,746 teachers
and administrators have attended a Kendall /Hunt - sponsored
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Chem Com event, ranging from brief presentations to two-week
training sessions in university and school district settings, and this
number does not include those that have gone through the NSF-
funded and ACS run workshops that they have been doing.

Additionally, what teachers teach in the United States and,
therefore, what publishers put in textbooks has become increasing-
ly driven by standardized achievement testa. The anticipated stu-
dent outcomes from the successful completion of a ChemCom
course are not the same as a traditional chemistry course.

As a result, the ACS is now funding the development of an
achievement test which appropriately measures student achieve-
ment in a ChemCom course. This same test development piece
must accompany any curriculum development project which at-
tempts to move in this new direction for science education.

In concluding, I would like to say that at Kendall/Hunt we be-
lieve the curriculum development and implementation model pio-
neered with ChemCom is the best possible route to an improved
school curriculum with correspondingly improved support materi-
als. ChemCom has been produced and is being implemented with
the combined and coordinated resources of three parties: the Na-
tional Science Foundation, the American Chemical Society, and the
I'Lendall/Hunt Publishing Company.

The individual best interests of these three partiesthe first, to
foster the best possible science education for the citizenry of the
United States; the second, to promote chemical education and the
development of a labor pool of capable chemists; and the third, to
produce and sell and implement to as much of the market as possi-
ble a profitable educational producthave been combined to yield
some very exciting educational change.

Thank you for the time that you have allowed for us to appear
before the committee, and I would welcome any of your questions.

[The complete prepared statement of Mr. Loeppke follows:]
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COMMENTS TO THE U.S. HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNO,LOGY

SUBCCUMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

Larry D. Loeppks

Assistant Vice Preside At

Elementary-High School Division

Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company

Chairman Walgren, Congressman Boehlert, and Members of the

Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology, thank you for

the opportunity to speak to you about Kendall /Hunt Publishing

Company's efforts to sell science education materials developed

with National Science Foundation support.

I will focus my comments on our experience with the new high

school chemistry textbook, ChemCom, developed by the American

Chemical Society with NSF support and published by Kendall /Hunt

in January, 19GS. You should also know, however, that

Kendall/Hunt is the publisher for several other textbooks which

have their origins in NSF funding or are currently being funded

by NSF in their developmental stages. Two projects of relevance

to this discussion are the science, technology, and society

1
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Larry D. Loeppke
Wendall/Munt Publishing Company
March 9, 1989

curricula being written for elementary school and middle school

by the BSCS (Biological Sciences Curriculum Study) in Coorado

Springs. These two projects, which we expect '-co have on the

market in 1991 and 1993, will face a market environmint similar

to the one that ChemCom does today.

Although 1 am going to mention some barriers to product

implementation, we are excited about the market's response to

ChemCom so far. We see the signs of positive change in science

education, and I would refer you to the article which appears in
the current March/April issue of SCIENCE BOOMS JIM FILMS, the

magazine of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science,

if you are interested in some of our ideas on that.

The barriers to implementation of a new curriculum like

ChesCom fall into two general categories: structural (which has

to do with the basic organizational structure of the curriculum

in our high schools) and procedural (which has to do with the

pedagogical method and style modeled for and used by teachers,

the tests used to measure academic success, and the way in which

colleges are training new teachers).

From a structural point of view, high schools do not have a

ready-made "curriculum home" for a course such as ChemCom. While

Cbemcom's target audience is the ninety percent of the student

population not committed to a career in science, current high-

school chemistry courses are "pre-vocational" in nature. That

2
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is, they are intended to prepare students for a college chemistry

course Which is then intended to prepare students for a career in

a science related field.

Where Chaise= is being successfully inplemented, a new

course in the curriculum has been created which does not replace,

but is an alternative to, the traditional pre-vocational

chesistry. This typically requires that the entire school

district administration be involved in the decision to teach

ChsmCom. As a result, a different marketing strategy is required

on the part of the publisher.

After one year on the market, I am happy to report to you

that more than 400 school districts are using ChamCoe and

therefore experimenting in some way with this change in their

curriculum design. This is not only a result of Kendall/Hunt's

sales and marketing efforts, but also a direct result of the

five-year writing and field testing process coordinated by ..tie

American Chemical Society and funded by NSF.

I would mention parenthetically that current NSF funding of

the two BSCS projects mentioned above is for only three years.

In order to keep within NSF budget guidelines, BSCS found it

necessary to cut beck on the length and number of field tests

originally planned. This is unfortunate since both BSCS and

Kendall/Hunt believe this will compromise the product in its

first edition.

3
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Also from a structural point of view, state curriculum

guidelines are built on the current pre-vocational science

education nodal. If a state adoption committee adheres closely

to their guidelines, any science textbook that places an emphasis

on teaching science in a personally and socially relevant context

will be seen as deficient in content- -there is only so much time

and apace in a year long chemistry course! In fact, the "better"

the evaluation instrument used (take Virginia's, for example),

the more of a barrier to the implementation of new Bassin*

curriculum it is simply because it evaluates the new science

material against the old science curriculum.

it is quite clear that in order to provide a relevant

context (which learning research shows is the key to long term

memory), some hard choices have to be made about whet science

facts pot to teach. The authors of ChemCom have done this job

admirably. I think most of us would agree that all of our

interests would be better served by citizens taking into the

voting booth an understanding of chemistry In the environment

rather than the remembrance of who first theorized atomic

structure.

Now from a procedural point of view, new science curricula

like ChemCom requires a pedagogical style with which the majority

of teachers are not comfortable. With ChemCom, and most other

Kendall/Hunt science materials, teachers are asked to be
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facilitators of student inquiry rather than purveyors of truth.

A teacher must be able to operate in this kind of cooperative

learning environment already --or else be taught how to do so.

In response to this challenge, Kendall/Runt has fostered a

rutty** of parttiee consultants drawn from chose people who

originally helped write and test ChamCom, as well as teachers who

have bean trained in two-week summer workshops funded by N8P and

conducted by the American Chemical Society. As schools request

ChwaCom presentations and teacher training from Kendall/Hunt, we

fill these requests using this ever-growing network of parttime

consultants. In the last year, 1,746 teachers and administrators

have attended a Kendall/Hunt sponsored ChemCam event ranging from

brief presentations to two-week training sessions in university

and school district settings.

Additionally, what teachers teach in the United States and,

therefore, what publishers put in textbooks has become

increasingly driven by standardized achievement tests. The

anticipated student outcomes from the successful completion of a

ChemOmm course are not the same as a traditional chemistry

course. As a result, the ACS is now funding the development of

an achievement test which appropriately measures student

achievement in a CheaCom course. This same "test-development"

piece must accompany any curriculum development project which

attempts to moves in this new direction for science education.

5
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In concluding, I would like to say that at Kendall/Hunt we

believe the curriculum development and implementation model

pioneered with Chem:Com is the beat possible route to an improved

school curriculum with correspondingly improved aupport

materials. ChemCom has been produced and is being ieplemented

with the combined and coordinated resources of three parties:

the National Science Foundation, the American Chemical Society.

and Kendall /blunt Publishing Company.

The individual best interests of these three parties --the

first, to roster the best possible science education for the

citizenry of the united States; the second, to promote chemical

education and the development of labor pool of capable chemists;

and the third, to produce and sell to as much of the market as

possible a profitable educational producthave been combined to

yield some exciting educational change.

I thank you for the time you have allowed for us to appear

before this committee and would welcome your questions.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much for that testimony.
One common thread among the several of you is this importance

of in-service training and teacher work with the materials so that
they can be used to best advantage and successfully in the class-
room.

Can you tell me a little bit about how we might strengthen the
presence of that in the system?

Now, NSF is working with that particular materials and appar-
ently encouraged in the Silver, Burdett situation some component
of in-service training that was required in the system.

Could you describe that a little bit in detail, Mrs. Shao?
Mrs. &Dux One of the terms of the grant is that the

when it name fromin this case the Houston Museum of Natural
Sciencethe Houston Museum had to find a sponsoring publisher,
and in order for us to make a decision as a company as to whether
or not we would support such a proposal, one of the terms of the
grant is that we must set aside a proportion of the investment.

NSF contributes money, the publisher contributes a certain por-
tion of money. When this program is published and is sold, a per-
centage of profits is set aside that must be used exclusively for in-
service training, and according to what NSF has told us, since the

nli
t of those in-service funds can be handled by us as apuri"we do this as a regular course. In dealing with our cus-

tomers, we provide in-service for purchases of our programs. So we
know how to do that, and now we have an additional source of
funds that we can effectively continue in-service of this new pro-
gram, and NSF has been very, very clear in telling us that we
would be able to control the money as to as we account to them
how much actually has been set aside for the funding.

So I think it is an excellent way to mote the teaching of sci-
ence through in-service training of weeds, which according to ev-
erything that we have ever done in our discussion with the custom-
ers, in surveys, and so on, that is the greatest need, in-service

The lack of in-service training is the major problem in sci-
ence education at the elementary levet

Mr. WaLciaxiv. Ms. Castor, could we be doing more with in-serv-
ice training from the national level? Is there something that per-
haps we should be thinking about through the NSF to provide
greater commitment in that area?

Ms. CASTOR. I don't think there is any doubt about that. I think
many of the States, especially in our own State, we have committed
large sums of dollars to in- service training of teachers. But this is a
shortage area, and oftentimes the in-service funds are directed to-
wards helping teachers acquire the necessary university kind of
courses that they need to be certified.

I don't think we have used those dollars broadly enough and di-
rected them towards elementary teachers, who need to get some
in addition to the course work, need some hands-on experience in
bow to teach young children the fundamentals of science and
math, and that is that the National Science Foundation
could do. They could models- They could provide training
for trainers in the States. It would be very helpful.

Mr. Wes. Can that be done in the context of in-service, or is
that not a problem?
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As I understand in-service, you are pulling a teacher from his or
her paid period of time and--

Ms. essroa. Not necessarily. A great deal of that is done in the
summer in intensive summer workshops.

Mr. WALOREN. Is that a sufficient place for it, in the summer
workshops?

Ms. CASTOR. Well, it is a good place for it, but we need to direct
so much more attention to this entire area. It ought to be done in
the preservice program. It ought to be done during the course of
the school year, and it ought to be done in summer workshops, and
we are going to need to use all of those strategies if we want to
become more successful in this area, which we do.

Mr. WALGREN. Do you know how many of your teachers are
reached by NSF-sponsored summer workshops?

Ms. Csgroa. No, I am sorry. I can't answer that.
Mr. WALOREN. Any idea of a ballpark figure at all?
Ma CAproa. No, I am sorry.
Mr. WALGRIDT. What role does the State textbook approval proc-

ess play in enabling these materials to get into the schools?
Me. laffroa. Well, in our State they play a major role because

school &bids must purchase the majority of their materials from
a State approved list. Our statutory requirement is at least 50 per-
cent. However, the reality is that the school districts purchase be-
tween 85 and 90 percent of their teaching materialsof their text-
books from a State approved list.

So the State does have a major role.
Mr. WALGENN. How do these new materials break, through that?

Are they brought through State approval processes without that
being a barrier in your experience?

Ms. Canoe. Well, because of the cost of new textbooks and new
materials, most States are on a five or six-year cycle where text-
books are reviewed at six-year intervals. So here is, number one, a
problem with that.

Second, they can be offered at that time when the evaluation
comes up.

However, school districts still by and large have the flexibility to
deal directly with the purchaser, but it has been something that I
think more often than not, especially in the large States, has been
left to State textbook evaluation committees.

There is a problem with local districts not knowing about the
availability of what is out there as far as the development of new
materials.

Mr. WALGIUM. Would all the school districts know about the
Memeoin course? Has that been brought to their attention some-
how by State level officials?

Mr. LOEPPICE. Not in States where the chemistry adoption is not
in cycle. In other words, the book has only been out for a year, and
various States have different cycles in which they will adopt chem-

For instance, in Florida there is not going to be much of the sci-
ence community, the educational community in science that knows
about it simply because it has not been a marketing priority for us
because it is not worth spending money there until the State has
on its list that it is going to adopt chemistry textbooks.

";/
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Mr. WALG1RN. I see.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. No questions.
Mr. WALGRRN. Mr. Johnston from Florida.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, if I could just make a brief obser-

vation.
I was fortunate enough to be the Preaident of the Florida Senate

when Ms. Castor was the President Pro Tern, the first woman to
ever hold that position and the first woman to ever hold a cabinet
position in the State of Florida, and a lot of the reforms that we
address today were initiated by her when she was in the State
Senate, and she is one of the top educators in the country and I am
very proud of her.

MS. CASTOR. Thank you.
Mr. WALGRRN. Well, let me express my admiration. I wish we

had had that as background when we started this today. We would
have put you before Mr. Boyer. [Laughter.]

Mr. Skaggs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have any questions either, but just a personal comment

really directed toward Mrs. Shao, in that Silver, Burdett Company
put bread on the table at our home during the '50s and '60s while
my father was Art Director there over a long period of time. So I
have a great personal affinity fur your company and hope you will
extend my greetings and that of my father to your colleagues back
in Morristown.

Mrs. &Iwo. Happy to do so.
Mr. WALGRRN. Let me ask what it took to get your companies as

publishers involved i n publishing and trying to distribute these
new kinds of materials.

Was the NSF the key to making that happen, or would this
happen without the NSF's involvement?

Mr. Maumx. I will answer that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Yes, Mr. Malone.
Mr. MALONE. We have a bit of a unique situation. We are a pri-

vately held company and have been a college textbook publisher
for some 45 years. We from many standpoints wanted to be in-
volved in the elementary /high school publishing arena. So we en-
tered in with some advantages that in my perspective a publicly
held company probably would not do. It allowed us to not just look
at it as a commercial venture.

We are very proud that we have a true interestas you have ex-
pressed and your colleagues have expressed, we have a true inter-
est in bettering education, and we believe it needs a strong push in
that K through 8 area.

I, too, have a daughter that is nine years old, and I heard your
first witness this morning say that they had a poll or a survey and
the students said they liked math. My daughterI am proud of
her, and she is a very bright young galshe doesn't like science.
The reason science is kind of fit in where it can be fit in. It is a
language art approach.

So to get back to the direct approach, we wanted to be involved
in better education. To that end, we could look long term. If I had
to make one assessment, whether it is your institution here in gov-
ernment or NSF or the publishing industry, it is much too short
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term thinking. Change takes a long time. Good curriculum takes a
time. Good materials take a ion* time, and people have not
that focus, in our opinion, especially in the elementary and
school area
we chose to get into that, recogni-ing what we do well. What

we don't do as well and should not be doing as well, and that is the
development of the content of the book or the curricula. There are
people that have far more expertise than us in that area. Thus, we
look very hard to align ourselves, to bring our expertise in a coop-
erative venture with someone of high expertise, such as the Ameri-
can Chemical Society, such as the Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study, and others as well.

And, quite frankly, we are involved in Ms. Castor's state in a dif-
ferent discipline, but very, very progressive state, where the state
developed their frameworks and curriculum and had mandates in
the fitness area, of which we publish the best selling fitness book
for the high school area in Florida that followed the exact state
mandates. We ized where the expertise was. We want torecogn
publish for the needs that have been developed and described, that
the experts say are those needs.

So our approach has been a bit different than perhaps others
Mr. WALGREN. Let me understand a little bit more about how

NSF does this.
You are the publisher, but am I understanding that NSF essen-

tially for the development of the content through the
American ical Society of perhaps through the various re-
sources they can bring to bear? Are they the ones that are substan-
tially fund th development of the content at that point, or are
you as uber? What is the share?

Mr. My answer to that would be that, no, NSF is not
fundingor not doing the development. They are providing monies
for those people that I referred to, that have the expertise to write
the content within the parameters.

Mr. WALGREN. So they are pa for the writing of the content?
Mr. Marozix. They are monies for the development of

that.
Mr. WALGREN. And thur far you as a company have not provided

monies to write the content yet, and then I guess my qt. motion is if
they pay for the writing of the content, how is it worked out what
they have a right to ask for that?

Olyviously, there is a social contribution being made to a private
entity.

What did they ask back from you at that point after they paid
for the conzent?

Mrs. BRAG. I can answer some of those questions, Mr. Chairman.
The NSF is ying for the writing of the content. Our role in this

particular projectsroject, the Science Connection, is to advise the Houston
/...useum, and they are very much an educational institution them-
selves. They have experts that understand children and the teach-
ing of science, and it is our role to advise them to make sure that
whatever they develop is going to be marketable and accepted by
students and teachers. Our role is to publish this.

NSF has granted the Houston Museum of Natural Science the
sum ofI believe it is $1.6 million to write the content, and Silver,
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Burdett and Ginn in turn is contributing $2.2 million to publish all
of these materials.

Mr. WALGREN. You said that the terms of the NSF grant allowed
for the setting aside for in-service monies.

Did it require the letting aside?
Mrs. SHAO. It requires it yes. That is a requirement of the grant.
Mr. WALGREN. How much? What is the proportion?
Mrs. &Lao. The wording of the grant has been vague, and we

have been advised about how best to handle that, and a contract is
being developed whereby the Houston Museum of Natural Science,
Silver, Burdett and Ginn, and the National Science Foundation
will be the signers of this contract, and we are recommending that
a portion of profits --we have for most other productsproduct
lines that we havewe set aside a portion if the royalties for that,
are set aside and go to authors to reinibt se for their role on the
Project.

In a sense, a percertage of profits like off the royalties will be set
aside for in-service. It will probably be equivalent to what authors
normally make on a project.

Mr. Watoszrt. I would like to recognize the gentleman from Vir-
ginia for any questions.

Mr. SLAUGHTER. No questions.
Mr. WALGREN. And we have been joined by the gentleman from

Iowa, Mr. Nagle.
Mr. Miami. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Well, I find it a fascinating area. Let me ask one

other question, and I apologize to my: colleagues.
Any thoughts on the role of television in the teaching of science

at this point in your school systems?
We are of split minds in some ways. Some of us are very enam-

ored of the power of television and ability to replicate and that sort
of thing. On the other hand, there is a certain passivity that some
people feel is inherent in television that may work against what we
are trying to do.

Any comments on TV as you see it in your school systems?
Ms. CASTOR. Well, we have in our state a large system of educa-

tional TV. I t: ink it has to be used as a supplemental tool in the
teaching of science and math.

We are also developing a satellite network, which I think holds
great promise for the delivery of science and math lessons as well.

Mr. NVALGRIEN. So you are pretty serious about it if you are devel-
oping a satellite network?

Ms. CASTOR. Absolutely.
Mr. WALGREN. What kinds of things would be supplemented?

When you say you use it as a supplement, what do you look to it
for?

Ms. Caere*. Well, some basic lessons can certainly be delivered
over instructional TV or through our system now of using the sat-
ellite network. Then teachers in the classroom have to take that
basic lesson that has been delivered and work with it in a hands.on
situation with the students.

Mr. WALGREN. How are we going to develop materials for the tel-
evision?
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Ms. Gieroa. Well, that is the difficulty. That is the problem. We
don't have anyone today working on the development of lessons in
this area.

Mr. WALORKPI. We would like to ask you some questions in writ-
ing, if we could, afterwards, and we want to express our apprecia-
tion to you all for coming and being here today.

Ms. sirm. Thank you.
Mr. WALL/MIN. So thank you very much.
Let me call the next panelDr. Jerry BeBardeell,the Department of

Chemistry, from Simmons College; Marjorie n, the Program
Director for Friends of Fermi lab; and Dr. Paul Saltman, Depart-
ment of Biology, University of CaliforniaSan Diego.

Welcome to our process, folks, and we are glad you are here.
Let me invite you to give your testimony in the order in which I

just went down the line, and so let's start with Dr. Bell.

STATEMENT OF DR. JERRY A. BELL, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY,
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, SIMMONS COLLEGE, BOSTON, MA

Dr. BMA" Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, besides
in), role as Professor of Chemistry, I also since 1986 have held the
Directorship of the Institute for Chemical Education, which is at
the University of Wisconsin.

The Institute was established in 1983, with the aim of revitaliz-
ing the teaching of chemistry at all educational levels, and since
1984 we have been fortunate to receive about $5 million in funding
from the National Science Foundation.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to present my views on the
vital leadership role that NSF must play to continue to reverse the
dismal situation we have already heard about.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee and staff know
that I had the privilege of serving as Director of the NSF Division
of Teacher Preparation and Enhancement from 1984 to 1986, and I
recall with deep appreciation the interest that you, Mr. W
and your colleagues have es.pressed in science education at NNSSF.

Without the help of this subcommittee and the Congressional com-
mittees on appropriation, the NSF budget for science, engineering
and mathematics education would still be very small.

I have not yet been able to understand why the Administration
is not forthcoming in asking for funds to provide the vital federal
leadership role at a level commensurate with the task that faces
the nation.

In '81-'82, the Directorate for Science Education was zeroed out
In 1 , the Congress directed NSF to reestablish the science edu-
cation activities and provided funds. The Foundation dragged its
feet, both in terms

by_
of putting a staff together and in using the

funds appropriated _Congress.
When 1 came to NSF in 1984, 1 was quickly engaged in budget

and activities. At that time numerous reports, including
the Natioraal Science Board Precollege Commission Report, called
on NSF to quickly reestablish its unique role in science and mathe-
matics education.

The NSB report called for an investment of $175 million for pre-
college programs. Instead of heeding a clear call from this Presi-
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dentially appointed body which oversees the Foundation, the Ad-
ministration asked for a deferral of $81.5 million.

Since 1985, the Administration's requests for science education
funding have displayA a dismal lack of leadership and abdication
of clear] stated statutory responsibility.

In 1 ' , the Congress enacted a five- r authorization bill that
would double the NSF budget, and the t signed it into law,
yet the fiscal 1990 NSF request for the Science Education Director,
ate is only $190 million, considerably below that which Congress
authorized nd the President signed into law.

I am wondering whether mathematical illiteracy has reached its
highest pinnacle. My mathematics indicates that at the rate of in-
crease now suggested we will fall well short of doubling the SEE

in five Tears.
is an irresponsible budget action that will not help the

nation solve its problems.
I want to hasten to point out one thing. These remarks are di-

rected to the top management of the Foundation, the policies
which the Director develops with OMB. I have the highest admira-
tion for my colleagues, overworked and underfunded, in the Direc-
torate for Science and Engineering Education.

I continue to hear about the large number of high quality propos-
als that SEE receives, both in precollege and undergraduate areas,
which they cannot support because of insufficient funds.

I continue to hear about the very small SEE staff and about
their efforts to get the job done.

Those were normal condhions when I was at the NSF, when the
directorate was being reestablished. I am surprised to see that the
size of the stair has not increased to match the added fiscal and
programmatic responsibilities which SEE has been given by you.

I urge you, Mr. Chairman, and your colleagues to examine and
remedy this situation very quickly.

I know I have been invited here today to speak particularly
about NSF-funded precollege teacher enhancement projects I have
been engaged in, and I shall do so. However, the entire education
enterprise from advanced graduate study on up through the pri-
mary grades is interconnected, and its leadership at the federal
level should be interrelated.

As an example, I understand that the Administration proposes
that the Presidential Scholars Program announced by President
Bush be housed in the Department of Education. That is a mistake.

I understand that your version of this program, Mr. Walgren,
puts this program where it belongs, at the National Science Foun-
dation.

One of my frustrations in working at the Foundation a few years
ago was our inability, due to the lack of funding, to develop a com-
prehensive set of programs that would provide incentives for all
levels of the educational system to 'help solve our problems.

The growth of the science education budget, for which you should
take great credit, has enabled SEE to begin developing a broader
set of programs. Yet a great deal remains to be done, especially in
the area of undergraduate programs, where the initial promise has
been frustrated by NSF management decisions that I believe must
be changed. I will return to that in a moment.
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As far as the precollege teacher pro rams are concerned, I don't
have to rehearse for you the statistics you have already heard
about the shortage of qualified teachers or under-prepared stu-
dents.

NSF has a role. Has the nation the will to do anything about the
disaitrous situation you have heard about?

In the town I come from we pay a professional baseball player
more in one year than any teacher earns in a lifetime or a Con-

earns in a lifetime of service. Where is the leadership
Catellanhelp turn this around? [Laughter.]

In science and mathematics education leadership must come
from the National Science Foundation.

For about a dozen years in the post -Sputnik era NSF funded a
substantial program of summer and academic year institutes we all
know about. Approximately, $600 million was spent on these insti-
tutes, and by some estimates about 50 percent of all eligible teach-
ers participated.

It was a time of great ferment. New curricula, new teaching
methods were tried. The moraleand that is the important point
the morale among teachers was very high. There was a sense that
someone cared about what they were doing end wanted to help
them do it the best possible way.

That someone was the National Science Foundation, exerting its
leadership, not dragging its feet.

When NSF funding waned and academic budgets got tight, the
institutes disappeared. With the establishment of S= again six
years ago, there came an opportunity to recapture this vitality that
was so apparent during the old institute period and so missing by
1980.

However, the new programs are not simply a rehashing of the
good old days. The old institutes were top/down operations. Teach-
er enhancement projects by contrast are partnerships among teach-
ing colleagues at a levels. Appropriate precollege teachers are in-
volved in all phases of the projects.

For example, the Assistant Director of the Institute for Chemical
Education is a high school teacher.

A further change from the past is the emphasis on follow-up ac-
tivities for and by teacher participants in teacher enhancement
pp:Ejects. The objective is to foster networking among teachers and
to encourage teachers to share what they have learned with other
teachers.

The teachers teaching teachers model is at the center of the NSF
for exerting leadership and multiplying the effect of its

funds. Such activities were unknown in the old NSF insti-
tute projects.

Do these strategies work?
I listen to a lot of teachers say morale is ins wing and, based

upon. ideas from teacher enhancement projects, teachers are recon-
Waring and reshaping what is taught and how.

Since 1101, for example, about 1,500 teachers have participated
in our Institute for Chemical Education two and six-week work-

Follow-up evaluations show that satisfaction with workshops
their content increases after teachers leave and start to use

the material they gained.

i11,,
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Statistically, our average participant carries out the equivalentof a full day workshop for eigb to ten other teachers each year.Anecdotally, we know of lots of more sustained activity.
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation has since1982 administered a series of four-week summer institutes for highschool chemistry, mathematics, and physics teachers, which Ihappen to know something about.. To date, about 650 teachers haveparticipated in these workspa, some of whom are in this room.Since 1984, four-member teams of participants from these work-shops have given a series of one-week mini-institutes at severalsites around the country. Through last summer 133 of these mini-institutes have been given, with a total enrollment of almost 3,700teachers. For this coming summer 83 of the mini-institutes will beoffered.
One outstanding teacher from this program says it kept him inteaching when he was considering become a full-time General Elec-

tric repairman. He and his high school students now work with ele-mentary teachers and do more than 100 elementary school science

P=each year in his school district.
Ini:r enhancement projects are bearing fruit in a largenumber of ways. It is too early, however, to assess the effects ofteacher enhancement projects on student performance, but it isclear that the more excited and active the teacher, the better thestudents reepond. Within the next five years we will begin to seethe effects of NSF leadership on student performance at all levels.It is a long-term process.

We are not out of the woods yet by any manner or mean until
some fundamental changes in the nation's priorities occur and edu-cation takes its place with defense and baseball. As essential to thewell-be' e : of every citizen, the NSF role must be maintained.

T h e 1 ' : NSB Precollege Commission recommended an expendi-ture of $175 million to provide this leadership. An authorization
and appropriation of that kind of money today would be just in thenick of time. NSF SFE has a well-formulated plan for allocatingthis amount among its

Mr. Chairman and mperi=asise.f the subcommittee, I urge you toexamine the SEE plan carefully and continue the course you havetaken in the past few years toward getting our priorities in order.At the undergraduate level, undergraduate science, mathematics,and a sneering education has been largely overlooked in the edu-cationW pipeline for the technological workforce in the U.S. despiteits central position in the pipeline.
Further, it plays the most important role in the preparation ofthe country's future leaders. We have heard about some of thosethis morning, not only as scientists, but as lawyers, business

people, and, yes, the politicians that we heard from.
There have been several recent national reports about under.graduate education as a whole. These reports have raised a numberof concerns, including the quality of undergraduate education,over-emphasis and over-specialization, decreased faculty attentionto undergraduate programs, courses, and students.
In the -emaining couple of minutes, I have two purposes, to urgeyou to elevate undergraduate education to a coequal level of con-cern and importance with your appropriate level for precollege
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education at the National Science Foundation and to urge an ap-
consolidation within the National Science Foundation of

Directorate of Undergraduate Instructional Programs.
What happened to NSF leadership in undergraduate education?

there was an t NSF graduate funding, or graduate educa-
tion activity had never been eliminated in 1981, and you put back
precollege activities, but not undergraduate activities because there
was no great public outcry as there had been at the precollege
level. The result is that we have a pipeline with a gaping hole.

Two bus ago there were definite signs that NSF was going to
make a major positive move to reassert its leadership and concern
ior the health of undergraduate education much as it had earlier.
Under the leadership of Homer Neal, the National Science Board
produced this report, Report on Undergraduate Science, Enifineer-
mg and Mathematics Education, that called for major initiatives in
NSF, and we were at first encouraged with all the rhetoric an-

NSrs plans for undergraduate education.
11°Burarosel analysis has turned the hope to disappointment and
finally to dismay.

The Neal report called for a strong central management unit
within SEE to develop and administer a comprehensive set of par

Initially, we saw such a unit established, the Division of
tr;rrgraduate Science, Engineering and Mathematics Education
and a logical, reasonable beginning set of programs was promptly
and clearly announced. But now something has 'one wrong.

Inexplicably, the SEE undergraduate budget is not being signifi-
cantly increase4, and the Foundation has announced that the ma-
jority of undergraduate effort will take place in the research direc-
torate&

These distributed programs are mostly a great mistake. Responsi-
bility for undergraduate programs distributed among the research
directorates is diffuse and uneven. With all the good will in the
worldand this good will is not always apparentthe research di-
rectorates are not organized or to support undergraduate in-
structional activities.

Not surprisingly, the ingior thrust in the distributed activities is
for the research, not the educational improvement or instructional
development called for by virtually all reports on undergraduate
education.

NW needs a strong central unit for undergraduate education
that is clearl y visible anc has adequate resources for the job. SEE's
Division of Un&r... uate Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
Education is the candidate for this leadership role.

A single division provides a focused, responsive point of contact
for undergraduate activities of the Foundation.

A single division provides an effective, unified, edible, and at-
tentive voice about undergraduate activities to others parts of NSF
and other federal agencies, the states, the colleges and universities.

A single division provides the ability easily to handle broadly dis-
ci

argued that it is difficult for Ngreals.earch directorates toci proposals and interdisciplinary

be effective in p. programs designed to help resolve the
problems of 4 " .4 4uate education. Simile' rly, it would be a seri-
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ow mistake if NSF efforts to help resolve these problems werevested in an organizational unit that had no ongoing relationshipand input from the scientific community with art active interest inresearch.
Recruiting members of this community as rotating staff in theDivision of Undergraduate Education will help avoid this error.Further, there ak auld be strong interaction between the undergrad-uate division and the research directorates along the lines that Ihave outlined in my prepared statement.
Theee suggestions define for the Division of Undergraduate Edu-cation a clear leadership role, the primary responsibility and theauthority for NSF programs in undergraduate education with asecondary but vital responsibility vested in the research director-ates.
The Neal report carefully considered a balanced set of programs.That set is only partially implemented, and in addition, the com-mitment to double the NSF budget has changed considerably theassumptions in the Neal report that there was going to be nogrowth in the Foundation.
Thus, conditions have changed somewhat, so that additional ef-forts should be possible.
The moist important programmatic response to the Neal reportshould ba establishing programs wlich set up a reward structurefor faculty who do the most creative work in furthering undergrad-uate activities in the sciences.
The aim should be to attract good people who work in creativeand productiw ways over the long term and in ways which will notsap their creativity or their scientific currency.At present these programs are woefully underfunded and, as mywritten statement outlines, very unbalanced when compared to theNeal report.
So far I have focused on internal NSF matters related to under-graduate education. Of even greater importance is the manner inwhich NSF efforts to improve undergraduate education are repre-sented to the un;verwities, colleges, associations, foundations, andothers to whom undergraduate education is a significant concci n.Some way must be found to aseure that undergraduate programsrecei vo both time and attention from faculty. The NSF leadershiprole it the community is exertei through the programs it developsand the projects supported by them. To make its leadership credi-ble, it is crucial that the unit responsible for undergraduate educe-titm programs at NSF be seen to have undergraduate education inscience, engineering, mathematics as its dominant responsibilityand priority.

The depth and longevity of problems experienced by undergradu-ate education argues strongly that we need long-term, sustainedcommitment to undergraduate education. Past actions of this sub-committee convince me that you, too, recognize this need and arewilling to help provide the resources to meet it.Thank you for this opportunity to bring these concerns to yourattention.
[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Bell follows:)
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lataitimilli A se

Sr. Chairman and ambers of the Smbcossittes no Science, Peeeerch, end
Tilaeol*OF, or rasa 1- Jassy A. Sell. 1 an Professor of Chemistry at
Singes College in Swam. Sesaschesette and, since 1916, I hove also bald
an oppoistmeot es Visiting Professor et the University of Vlsoposia-
Nedisra where I serve es the Director of the Institute for Meisel
Sducetios. The fratitote for Chemical Education was eatablinhed in 1983 at
the Dalversity of Wiscoesin with the sin of revitalising the teaching of
chemistry at 1111 educational levels. Since 1964 the Institute has receivedgrants from the Rational Science Foundation for teacher and other related
pro sewing totaling sore than eS million. The Institute continues to
develop progress for precollege teachers and. this year. Progress forcollegiate faculty.

I as plowed to have this opportunity to present sy views an the status of
science education in the United States and on the ell-important leadership
role toot the rational Science Foundation most continue to play to reverse
the 'Usual situation ve find ourselves so.

S r. Cheitaul, as you end welshers of this Subcommittee and its staff know,
bed tte privilege of serving as Director of the IDIF Division of Teacher
Preparation sad Inhencesent Eros 1964 to 1966. 1 recoil with deep
appreciation the great interest that you, Nr. Delves, and your colleagues
expressed is NSF'e education elision. I mere you that without the help
of this Sobcoesittee and that of the Congressional Countess on
Appropriations, the OF budget for science, engineering, and sathemetics
education would still be very small. The sos of all the EMMDMMDI,
laminator the NSF Directorate for Science sad Segiaserimg Education
'Once 1966 boa been only 5S4 Billion. The Nation is grateful for the
foresight at the Congress which has provided 5120 million in Sew
Obligatieral Authority to SEE Xe Ovation to tho new fending which the
Adaisistration requested for Fiscal Tams 1966.

While at the Foradetiue tend before and since), 2 could not understand why
the Administration wan not forthcoming is asking for fusda to provide the
vital fedoral leadership role In senora education at a level cosneaseritswith the tank *Ira feces the Patios. fb IOC the Directorate for ScienceSderation at 157 vas Inwood out; the diaostoblisheent was incespreheseible
and a terrible mistake. In 1963, an enlightened Congress directed NSF to
reestablish its science education activities and provided funds for Chetpurpose. The foundation dragged SRS fast both is terse of putting staff
together and in seine the fends appropriated by the Crain** and signed
into law by the President.

I via recruited to asr in the swam of 1964 and was quickly au/merged intobudget and program planning activities. Sy that time sonorous reports,
ineloding A Nation at Niak and kaignaigjaangaipAjaijjallotainara,
the National Science Board Precollege COS0114100 Report, had nulled on NW
to quickly reestablish its unique role in science and matheratica
adoration. The Notional Science Board Report celled for as Investaaat of
glTS million for precollege progress. Instead of heading the clear

-1-
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direatives of the Naticoal Science Dowdy which is the Presideetially-

'repainted pellormetting body for the National Scieece Fousdatioe, the
Administrative abed for a Warlike( funds In the newt of 0214
minim, seine all arts of emceeing to malty this action. Since HOS the
Adltielatretleals requests for soiesoe adecatice fondle, have displayed
dismal lab of leadership and en abdication of clearly stated statutory

respensibility.

Let no emplele this point. The 02, Act of 19$0 clearly states. *The
Peundetioo is authoriesdood directed to Initiate and 'apart heels
research and progress to strengthen melestina reeesveh potential end
science education prmgrams at all levels." In the post4petelk ere, 02F

lived up to its statutory authority both in research end in education. Is

the 1110's the apart for research grew while the Support for elastics

declined.

In Ma the Ceegras enacted 6 -year "etherization bill that would double

the UP budget and the President signed it into law. Tot, the Fiscal Tar
1210 NSF request for SZI is only 51I0 million -- considerably bola whet
the Congress authorised end the Prasidat signed into law. I suet tell you

that this irresponsible budget request atlas of the Admisistretim (X27
and. of aura, 031) will not help this Nation solve its Problem An
Selena and eathesetiee education ow evert further crises.

I suet hasten to asks one point very clear. Op previews remarks are
directed at the top menageeent of the Foundation end the policies which the
Director develops with On. I have the hihat admiretlea for my
0011esevis An the Directorate for Salad and Loglearieg Ideation. They

continue to provide excellent national leedaship despite Ignited resources
and despite their heavy work overload. I continuo to hear about the large
number of high quality propassle that DIE receives. In bath the precollege
hod TidellTedeste eras, which comet be apperted bemuse of issaffloient

funds. And I continue to hoer shout the very smell 24X staff and sheet

their Tallest efforts to get the rib dome. These ware "normal" =editions
daring the early period of reestablishment. when I was at the needettoes
I as very surprised that the size of the staff bee net inormesed to "stab
the added flail end gocassatin responsibilities which SIX bee been gins
by the Congress. I ergs you, Pr. Chairs's., and veer colleagues to enemies

end moody this situation very quickly.

Or. Chairs's. I know that I have been lasted today to speak pertialerly
about the NW-funded precollege towbar enhaneesset promote I have beige
engaged in and I shell do so. (beaver, the entire edmatios eaterpria,
free the primary grades through advanced grednete study, is interosseeeted
and fussing attention exclusively on one level, or me group of people
within it, neglects these important eraneaticos. One of se frustrations in

working Is science education at NSF a few years ago was our Lability. due
to lack of funding, to develop a comprehensive net of programs that would
provide in isolative for ALL levels of the educational spites to help solve
the probless the Nation feces. The growth of the senanseducation budget,
for which you should take treat credit, has enabled SU to begin *missies

broader eat of prep-sae, sueompssing all ode:ottani levels. Tat, a

-2-
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West deal roasts* to be dons, especially in the area of undergreduate
programs where the initial prods, hew bean frustrated by ASP senagesent
declaims that I believe should he changed.

ILIFItsstatisbiLingzausig22/0ra
The Contort., I is ours it la unnecessary to rehearse for yea, is detail,,
all of the dismal news we hove heard about precollege ocialice sodsetbesatios education. There is a shortage of qualified tsechere, eany ofthe teachers new in our rlesaroosa have beam imadequetely prepared fortheir teak. The present codas of teachers is fast approaching retirement
sad there are too few well-prepared young sea sad wawa -homing to teach.Ca national easeassente. students shoo a poor grasp of 1.1.-eatiflo sod
sethesatics1 concepts end reasoning shills. lot aerprialagly. therefore.
the *dolt populace also exhibits a degree of scientific illiteracy that isshoching sad frightening for so advesced teehmelegicel society that evokeeves a ocepetitive, such less

a preeminent, position is the modern world.40d, oe NSF- supported international
cooparleana, we ere disgraced to fledthat aven our Ism students fall is the lower half whom compared to

students Free Several other Wasters Europium sod Asian crusetries.

'UAW IegegalaiLleit gee the Nation the will to 46 anything *bout thisdisastrous situation? What does it say about our priorities when
professional baseball player is paid sore in one year than a teacher. orCongressman, is paid fora lifetise of service Where As the leedsreltipthat cos help turn things arouse la science sod *athematic* adoration,leadership eget coma Isms the NSF. NSF leadership was certainly envisionedis the MSY Act of 1950, cited shove. NSF leadership was at the heart ofthe SO Precollege Commission Report that recosseeded, ate years ego, aninvestsent of $175 million An precollege progress. NSF's leadership rolewe underscored owe *gels in the Congressiosally-sandeted study of SIMprogress and sesagessat cospleted by SRI In 1117. Row can NSF exercise
this leadership in the area of precollege science end sethemeticaeducation?

pp TememerProarees. I as hers to 'Amine specifically the wee of
4414444141 Professional deaelopeent for teachers. For about doze* years,is the isseedlate post - Sputnik ere, NSF feuded a substantial program ofRisser aid Academic Vier Institutes for precollege teachers to up-grade orup-date their contest heavies:lee is salaam sad mathematics. Aperosisatelteillias wee spent on theme lestitetesp by ease estimate, sheet Wsof all the eligible teachers

participated is gee or sore of theseInstitutes. reproving the preparation of their teachers played a part inincreasing the cumbers of well-prepared to sass and eases choosing
Careers in science. matheastics,

and eoginsering. but there was such soreto the So/Motes than these numbers comvOrp It 444 4 ti.. of gristfairest' as new curricula were introduced and new teaching method* tried.RUSIILAsong teachers was vary highs, there was a sense that Neosseonecared" shout whet they ware doing end wanted to help than do it in the hostpossible way. The "someone was the NSF exerting its leadership, valuingteachers, aid encouraging the system to do the ass*.

-3-
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For all Of their escallent 'militias, the old Institutes were cut fros vary

conventional geodesic cloth. They were developed by college end university

faculty end focussed elsost exclusively on incressing the teachers' store

of context ksowledge of science end asthmatics through special course sod

laboratory work. This acs4401c eodel tended to be tressferred to the

precollege clasarou sod laboratory, where it is not always appropriate.

It works well to prepare able and coesitted students for technical careers.

but is counterproductive to producing a scientifically literate citizenry.

or eves one that appreciates our enormous present-day dependence on

teehoology.

SiMeo they were `odd -ona" to other collegiate progress, when NSF funding

waned end ocediele budgets got tight. the Institutes disappeared, with the

establieheast of SEE and !he creation of the new Teacher Inissocart....

progress at the NSF sir years ago, there calf en opportunity to receptors

the vitality so apparent during the old Institute period sad so sinning by

ISSO. Sowever, Informed by both the strength. sod weaknesses of the old

Institute progress, the new progress are not simply rateableg of the

"good old dors." The old Institutes were "top dowse operattoes. Teacher

Ishanossest projects are, by contrast, partserships 42,001 teaching

colleagues stela levels, Appropriate precollege teachers ere involved is

planning the projects, in writing the funding requests, end es pert of the

instreetionel and follow-up activities staff. For esseple, the Assistant

Director of the Isstituts for Chemical Education is a high school teacher.

Another contrast between the old end new models for oestinuieg prolessilosel

developeent ectivitiee Is that say orgenisetioo es institution with so

edgestionel sissies is eligible to seek Teacher Enhancement funds. is

oddities to colleges end universities, museums, profeselosel societies.

school systems, youth organizations. and foudetless, aeon, others. ars

carrying out successful projects, Broadening the eligibility for project

developeast sends a mug. to the education casualty that science end

smith/notice should be gads accessible to sad understandable by all, not

only these beaded far technical careers. lon-traditionel mourn** and

rumour:0o for teacher professional development can help teachers focus on

this wilier responsibility end ways to cope with it.

A further ohmage fros the pest is the sophists os follow-up activities for

and by teacher participants in Teacher Inhencement prowts. Tbo objective

is to foster networking *song the teachers tend staff) is ardor to

reinforce what hoe bees done in the gore isteasirs phase at the project, to

sepport introduction of sew contest and methods the timbers bees learned,

and to encourage the teachers to store whet they have learned with other

teachers. This teachers-teschisg-teschers sodel is et the center of the

strategy for exerting leadership end ssitiplying the effect of its

limited funds. Such activities were unknown in the old Institute projects.

Menu De these strategies war i I attend salty gatherings of science

tuckers; sisost always, several, thee will hove been to workshops sr other
preseetetions by teachers who have been participants in NSF-tended Teacher
Eglisseisent projects, if they thesselvas have not. Souls is increasing
end, hued upon ideas fros Teacher Eshencesest projects they or a colleague

-4-
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hers pertielpeted In. teachers are reconsidering end reshaping what lataught end how. Since 1984, about 1500 teachers have participated in our
SW-funded Institute for Chemical Sducetian two- end six-week workshops.
Follow-up evaluations. by telephone interviews. shwa that satisfaction withthe workshops end their content increase. after the teachers leave and
*tart to use their new knowledge end present it to othera. Statistically.
our average participant carries out the equivalent of a full -dry workshop
for I to 10 other teachers each year. Anecdotally. we know of several
participants who have set up achool-systes-wide continuing workshop* foralleaatery teachers, many others who have applied for and received funding.some from NSF, to do extensive statewide

or regional workshops for their
pears, others who have developed kits of

locally-available eaterials for
teachers to use in their classrooms, end still others who are publishingthe result, of teaching ideas developed from their participation. Theserepresent aubstential multiplier effects.

The Woodrow Wilson National taliausalp eaunnation nee. since 1982.
sticausteree a series or sour-weal susses" Agatitutea for high school
chosistry, oethemetica, and physics teaohere. These have bean funded bymerge variety at sources, incauoing tne ext. A wee tee ACidexic Director
for the first two years of the chemistry proves end ears *Oilaaaa it eversince. To °eta. spout boy teacners have participated. from the begsnoing,oedema Landing has been avaiislaa to tee participants to carry out iucal.&tote. regionsi, one notionei out:seen activities. turtbar, sioca 1984,four-somber tease of participants

bare gives a aeries of one -week mini
institutes at seversi sites erouna tne country. Through lest seamier, 133of these mini-institutes had been given, wits a total enroliment or alsost3700 teachers. tor true cooing summer, en at toe alai-institutes will heOffered. One of the chemistry teachers

who instructs in the ashen used toSpend his sunsets as house painter to sea* enough money to support hisfamily. Even tbcugh he now makes lees money, ha gays he will never paint
another house: the *ens. of professionsl pride in serving his collsegues
is 14r toe great to give up. Another outatand!ng teacher from this progreasays it kept his in teaching when he was considering beconing a full -tiesGeneral Electric repairmen. Xs and his high school students work with theelementary teachers and do nose than 100 elementary school science progresstech year is their school district.

Teacher Enhancement prolects provide opportunities to keep up to date, to
seat colleagues, end to create the networks that are so essential to
sintainieg the vitality and vigor of the profession, at ell levels. Theyare bearing fruit is the large amount of teacher interaction that iagoingon, as evidenced by increasing attendance and participation in professionalsettings; at the Manama Science Teachers

Association annual seating next**nth, sore than three do2en presentations and workshops will be given by
former pertiCipento in the Institute for Chesicel Education and Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation proprese. It is too early to assess'the effect& of Teacher Enhancement protects on student performance. but itis *Lear that the sore excited and active the teacher, the batter thestudents respond. Within the next fives years we will begin to site the
offsets of this NSF leadership on student perforeance at all levels.

'5'
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Reftereft Required. But we are not out of the woc4.7. yet. by say means.

Until sone fundamental chine* is *the_ _ prioritlee occurs and

education takes its place with defense tend baseball/ es essential to the

eell-being end *misty of every citizen. the NSV leadership role must be

sal4tsined. In 1963, the NS$ Precollege Comaission racoseended in
eepeediture of 0171 alllion to provide this leadership. An authorization

sod appropriation of 0160 million for precollege provess for fiscal Year

1990 would be ;vet adequate end 3ust is the nick of tie.. The SIN

Directorate hoe well-formulated plan for allocating these funds among its
precolIege progress. including the teacher Enhancement progress that

directly ionict eons end indirectly musty sore tetchers. Kr. Chairman end

where of the Subcommittee. I urge you to examine the SEE plea carefully

and continue the mores you have taken in the peat few years toward getting

our priorities in order.

PSF tInd0I0r0doote Sciengp EqucatineProarees

Undergraduate science, a,hosatics. and engineering education hes bean the
largely Overlooked lin% An the educational pipeline for the technological
workforce in the U.S.. despite :v.s central position in the pipeline.
Further. it Playa a moat Aaportont role in the preparation of the country's
future leaders, not only as scientists, but ear lawyers, business people,

and, yes. politician*. The college years ars for soot of us the beat end
last opportunity to opt into science careers, or gain &utile set
understanding to vote wisely end live productively in our increasingly

technological society.

There have been severel recent national reports rout undergraduate
education ea a whole. These reports have raised a number of concerns

including: the quality of underwraduain education, over-esphasis on
epacialitation and profeseiteuelly-orient,d progress, end decreased faculty

attention to undergraduate programs. courses, and students. Several of the

reports express deep concern about the doesnance of reeeerch interest* over

undergraduate Interests. I hasten to add that what is needed is a sharply
increased emphasis and support for undergraduate education, not a decrease
in the level of emphasis and support for research. Tbs reports also affirm

this view.

4 interrelated purposes in the remainder of this statement are twofold:

O to urge you to elevate undergraduate education to a coequal level of
concern and importance with your appropriate level for precollege

education, and

O to urge an approach, consolidatioe of NSF undergraduate instructional
Progress within SEE, that I believe is esnential, if the agency is to
succeed in long tern strengthening of undergraduate education.

vv. 11:moVto Link,. Why has college level science education tended to be
overlooked -- indeed "neglected" according to several mayor studies,
incldlng the University of California study coepleted in 1967? The reseon

-s.
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is that undergraduate education canes in second oa elmoet everyone's list

of concerns.

Consider. first. the scientific community. Their focus is clearly on
research and graduate education, the essence of the acadeeic r operch
enterprise. WO only need to look at 'SF's budget over the years to see
that the iasediate interests of the research community are, understandably,
their own research grants, not the educational system that at some tie. in
Ne future produces new scientists and enlightened citizens. The Congress,

particularly this dcmeittne. hes in past veers bad the foresight to counter
(not always successfully/ this short - sighted tendency.

Consider, second, the public (and therefore the Congress). After the NSF
education progress were abrlimhoe in 1981 -- en :mcredible error -- an
emotions and appropriate notional concern developed for our elementary end
secondary educstiom system. Congress had the wisdom to order reinetatount
of the Science and Engineering Cducation program at 1Sr. but there was en
oversight. NSF graduate education activity was not eliminated in 1941 end
in reinstating the SEE program. only precollege activities were returned.
Under, duets activities were overlooked. become. there was no greet public
outcry as there was at the precollege level. Again. undergraduate
education was SOce:id on everybody's list.

The reauat is that we have a pipeline with a gaping hole is the middle.
NSF typifies end exemplifies this situation nationally. graduate education
continues to be carefully and appropriately attended to by powerful
interests. NOW precollege education at MST and, hopefully in the Nation,
is beginning to turn the corner, thanks in significant meesnre to th:a
enemata.. jut undergraduate education needs serious. long-ter attention
that parallels the liSr leadership now in preool/ege education. It's a
disgrace that our best high school students compere poorly with student.
from other countries. Rut, even 'ore disturbing to me, is the loss of
potential science, atheistic*, and engineering students in their freshman
sad sophoenre years in college. Precious fee American citizen, intend to
manor in science in ogling.. Worse, in their first two yews of collage,
we lose about 40* of that highly selected group who left high school
intending to major in science.

Two years ego there were definite signs that NSF was going to make a sii)Or
positive move to reassert its leadership and concern for the health of
undernreduate education, much ae it had in the middle 1960'.. Under the
leadership of Romer Neal, the National Science Board produced the RePP/1ea
Pederereduete Selenea. Enginemeine. and SethealeticmAduceiton that called
for ns2op initistivos at NSF. Last year we leaned ttth haps as the
Division of Undergraduste Education was astabliabed within SEE. And WO
Ware, at first, encouraged by all the rhetoric announcing N5F's plena for
undergradusta education. But closer analysis has turned the hop. to
disappointment and finally to dismay.

Thlgauzgiristpiltk5tratpriv, The Seal Report celled for a strong,
central senegement unit within SEE to develop end adeinister a
comprehensive sot of programs. Initially, we saw such a unit established,
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the Division of Undergraduate Science, Ft-ineering, and Atithematica

Eduostion (USENE). end logical. reasonable beginning set of progress wee

promptly end clearly announced. In general. the currant progress in USENE

*sea well run, although there have been times when *toff is spread too

thin, end there is the challenge to retain a tight interdisciplinary group

as the staff gets bigger and more diverse. The Division should have a

e m'or role in isplementing the NSF response to the Niel report in the

future. Establishing USENE was consistent with a beginning NSF response

to the concerns raised in the Neel Report, and. I believe, gave many of us

hope that NSF was on track.

But now sosething hes gone awry. Inexplicably, the SEE undergraduate

budget is not being significantly in.:reseed and the Foundation has
announced thet the aajority of undergraduate **fort will take place in the

research directorates. This ao-called "cross-directorate" atrstegy is
likely to be useful ler some research support -- tie it was originally

intended. Nowever, responsibility far the undergraduate progress
distributed among the research directosites is diffuse and uneven; in s,,1

C4444 they seem n:t to be of high priority. The remelt for the total

Undergraduate elf irt is a die3ointed array of claims for activity
throughout the NSF, which is confusing, even eysterious, to the national
academic cassunity. Not surprisingly, the asp): thrust in the distributed
activities is the support of research. not the educational improvement or
instructional development celled for by virtually all reports on

undergraduate education.

IlAtugg4coatui Farce _for lindergredoete Frograia. needs a strong,

central unit for undergraduate education that is clearly visible an0 that

has adequate resources for the lob. SU** Division of Undergraduate
Science, Engineering, and &athematic* Education is the obvious candidate

for this leadership role. The concept of distributed aanagement is a

failure. The research directorates' prlaary interest is and always will to

is support of research. They are good at that and should continue to do
it and be given increased resources for that purpose. They will not and
are not giving undergraduate education top priority and the attention It

needs. Their distraction with undergraduate education may even be

detrimental to their research eiselon.

That Ctiri the single Division do better?

O The single Division provides a focussed, responsive point of contact far
Undergraduate activities at the Foundation. Undergraduate activities

can be fo:rusead only if they are the (trot priority for those who do

then. The Division can be responsive only if ref programs and budget

authority to do thirsis. It can attract grad staff only if they know

they will have authority, responsibility, and resources to accomplish
something.

O The single :.v1aion provide& an effective, unified. credible, and
attentive voice *bout undergraduates activitive to other parte of $51 end

other federal Agencies. the &tate*, and collases In0 universities, It

is unified because a single group vbich works closely tngether can nor.

ts-
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easily develop unified and consistent policy and practice. Yet, with
es3or disciplines represented in the Division. it can also take into

account desirable disciplinary vsa.ations. It is credible cad attentive
because undergraduate activities are its first priority. it can trovids
a better staff who tee more familiar with undergraduate institution, and
with undergraduate activioles in universities. Research staff are often
woefully ignorant of whet goes an at the undergraduate level. The

undergreduate Division will have more experienced staff because they
wore es these activities full ties.

O rh. slag'. Civiaion provide. the ability easily to handle broadly
disciplinary proposals ca.g., chemistry at the introductory level
spanning physical, organic. analytical, and escrodeleculer chemistry)

and interdisciplinary proposals. Particularly at the introductory
level, almost all work is broadly disciplinary, and some of the sost
interesting an be interdisciplinary. especially for students not
intending a :areas in the sciences'. These are areas that present frOOt
difficulty for the research divl.ions. whose focus ie appropriately
narrow. An iaterdisciplinery group which works together and knows whoa
to talk with in the research divisions. when necelisary, is such more
appropriate.

I hovel argued that it is uifficult for the )SF research directorates to be
effective in managing programs designed to help resolve the problems of
undergraduate education in science. mateematica, sod englaserial.
Similarly, it would be a serious aisteke if the NSF efforts' to help resolve
thee* problems were 'Slated in an organizational unit that hod no ongoing
relationship end input from the scientific community with en active
interest in research. Recrustieg seems os this community ea rotating
staff in USENE will help avoid this error. Further, there should be strong
interaction between USENE and the research directorates, along the
following lines:

o Oversight for NSF progreaa in undergraduate education should be the
responsibility of USENE and Seclude the authority appropriate tO skeet
these responsibilities. USENE should have responsibility for Imaging
undergraduate education progress that do not have a discipline-oriented
research thrust. The research directorates should have defined
responsibility and authority in the eras of undergraduate aducetlea1
some of this is described in the point, that follow.

O The research directorate* should have the responsibility for programs
that sre discipline-oriented research or are an interval part of such
research progress. These include programa such as undergraduate
research CREU), research in predominantly undergraduate Institutises
CRUZ), and researet opportunities for faculty teaching undergraduates
CROAT.

* Where research progress include a component for undergraduate education,
the program should be 'Reneged and funded through the research
directorate.

-9-
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* The reeloarch directorates should provide guidance. advice and evaluation

of the undergraduate education Woes through en advisory cosaittee of

NSF progres officers from appropriate directorates for each disciplinary

area, participation in the selection of reviewers for proposals received

by NSF for undergraduate education, and participation in the review and

evaluation of NSF progress in undergraduate education.

* USENE staff should participate in the evaluation of undergraduate

programs aenaged by a research directorate, e.g.. the USENE staff

should participets in the evaluation of the undergraduate education

component of research progress.

These summations define for USENE a clear leadership role, the primary

responsibility. and the authority For NSF preemie in undergraduate
education, with a secondary, but vital, responsibility vested is the

research direotorate*. Wherever USENE menage* a previa', the appropriate
research directorate(*) would have an advisory and evaluative role.

Conversely. wherever a reeeerch directorate menages program. USENE would

hove an advisory and evaluative role. In addition. USENE would have the
responsibility for oversight and coordination of toe total NSF effort in

the undergraduate education area.

Underoreduate_Frograms.. The Neal report carefully considered a balanced

set of progrems. That net le only partially implemented. end, in addition.

the coanitsant to double the NSF budget has changed considerably the
assuaptions of no growth explicit in the Neel report. Thus, condition*

hove changed somewhat, en that additional efforts should be passable.

The spat important programmatic reaponee to the Neal report is to continue
and establish programs which ant up a reward structure for faculty who do

the most creative work in furthering undergraduate activities in the

sciences. The *la should be to attract good people who work in creative
end productive ways. over tie long term. and in ways which will not sap

their creativity or their scientific currency.

in looking at the array of activities considered soot important in the Neal
report, I an .truck by the unbalanced response and the holes which still

exist. The Lnfirmiusa program is funded but Mould be broadened to
meet a less limited set of needs, particularly et the introductory level.
It should be coupled with an aggressive laboratory dovelopsont program
which has boon neglected. Curriculum devekmegnO is now narrowly focuened
in calculus and engineering: it shoald be broadened to include all aspects
in all science*, operated by an interdisciplinary grow, of people with
strong disciplinary identification, end targeted to the east pressing

probless es they erica from the comsunity. The prows* moat be strartured
ao that it involves prominent scientists without imposing an unattractive
administrative burden on then. These three programs ore interrelated, and
it is here that the establishment of a reward structure is soot likely.

program In faov.ey OUL'oelonek enOencesentneeds to provide more non-
research opportunities far faculty. The vast ma)ority of science faculty
in the 'Plated States do nut have reararch as their primary function, 4n4

IC-
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seat of then do not do such research, egfas response to faculty
enhancement has been largely through encouraging research. This is fine

far those for where it is appropriate. but programa suet alas serve faculty
who teach east of the undergraduates. An expansion and extension of the
current narrowly-focussed and anemically-funded Faculty Enhoncewit progrea
is needed.

RED site grants for underere4este re/Aar-eh ere roughly adequate end in the
spirit of the Neal report. The lentification of supplements to standard
research grants as a separate activity end counted as an undergraduate
program is questionable. They are part of regular research support and
have always been so. In any case. they are not part of the Neal report
program suggestions.

Programs for OrlarWAIL are funded somewhat above the level recomeeeded in
the Neel report. but it is clear that that even this level is Inadequate.
Progress, and the level support. need to be rethought.

There still needs to be a consistent plan for long-range inforeettgm end
data collection, and someone who will devote a substantial amount of time
to Its design and operation. I know of nothing which has been done here
except some vague dlacuaelOne, although the need identified In the report
Is aunt as avrere now as when the report wee written.

psr Leadersiljp in Underargguate EdecetIon. The preceding paragraphs have
focused on how the USE office and the reasarch-oriented directorates
should interact with one another on undergraduate education progress. Of
even greater Importance is the Renner in which the NSF efforts to improve
undergraduate education ere represented to the universities, colleges.
associations, foundation, and other groups to whom undergraduate education
in science, engineering, and nathematica is significant concern. The
Concerns about undergraduate education scrolls the nation indicate Clearly
that. an many campuses, the undergraduate enterprise needs such more
attention and support than it is now receiving.

Some way aunt be found to assure that undergraduate progress -- teaching
end advising undergraduate students, developing end revising courses,
laboratory experiments. end curricula, and presenting the excites-ant of
leerntng and discovery to undergraduate students -- receive both ties and
attention from the faculty. Experience indicates this will not happen on
compeer/14 with vieerbus progress of grimiest, study and research tulles* the
faculty Understand that colleagues as well as departmental and
Inetitetione1 edeiniatretiosa expect this to occur. To convey these
expectations and to assure that the understanding does eot diminish with
time requires that someone. et each of the various levels of
administration, consider the undergraduate progress to be of first
importance.

The aveilebilty of funds to support creative war* in undergraduate science,
engineering, and mathematics education is a powerful incentive to academic
administrator'. The NSF leadership role is exerted through the progress it
develops end the protects supported by them. To sake its leadership
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credible, it is crucial that the unit responsible for undergraduate
educetion program at NSF MESE/ be been to have undergradunts education
in science. eng!neering, end eatheestice as its dominant reapoesibility and
cancers. This is needed if those in the colleges sad universities are to
understand that undergraduate education at NSF has a priority compareble to
that accorded reaearch at NSF. It is also necsasary that MIR have the
primary rest for presentation of the undergraduate education
programs to this coasunity. if a clear signal that undergraduate education
is important to the orT Is to be given.

The depth and longevity of the prablexe experienced by undergraduate
education in general and in the technical disciplines in particular argue
strongly against the vise that one -tine -oily efforts are required. Nether,
it to necessary that change& be made in the way undergraduate education is
viewed by faculty ind their institutions and by those autsids who provide
the resources and affect the statue of undergraduate education. Me suet
renovate that new kinds of long-term consiteentis to andergredunte
educating ere needed. Peat actions of this Subcoseittee convince as that
you toe recognize this kind of need and are willing to provide the
resources to *set it.

Thank you for this opportunity to bring these concerns to your attention.

12o
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Curriculum Vito*

Ideretioe

A.S. and Ph.D. ;Harvard University. 1958 and 19621 to Chenetry.
Research Aesociateehips at Brendeis University in 1961-64. 1979-74. and

1980-81.

ELREILISARDALIERWASte
University of California-Riverside. Assistant Profeemior of Chemietry

(1962-471.

Simmorm College, Boston.
of Chenetry (1972-preeent3.

California State College,
in chealre' *duration (1970.

NA. Associate Art/magas (1967-72) gad pre/smear
Chairman of the Deportment. 1969-72.

Bakerafield, Visiting Professor and Consultant

Sumner Institute for Nigh School Chenatry Teacher*. Acedeeic Director
(1912, 1942. and 19471 for this program at Princeton, 112, funded by the
C011111,1 and Reny Dreyfus Foundation and the NSF.

Rational Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Education
Directorate. Director (1944-46). Dividatan of Teacher Preparation and
Enhancement and, for the lest 9 months, Acting Read. Office of Studies and
Pro's's Aaaeamagat.

Institute for Chemical Educating. Program Development Fellow (1943-84)
end Director (1936- eremitic). Responsible for overall progress and policies
el the Institute, for fund raising. and for reporting on the institute's
progress.

American Chemical Society (1965-present1. Council member (1975-63);
Council Committee on Meeting* sad Expositions (1975-80); Society Committee
00 Educetioe (1981-45); Tang Force to Study the State of Chemical Educet
(1982-119); Petroleua Research Fund Advisory Committee (1982-44).

ACS Division of Chemical Eduction (1965- present). Progree Committee
(1971-74; Chair. 1979); Secretary/Councilor (1974-49; as officio member of
Executive Counties end Board of Publication of the Journal of CheeiCal
istaseljal); Board mi Publication (eppoleted, 1980-661; Clealetry
Commitsete Service Adviaory Board (1983 - present; Chair. 1986-promeent);
Division Chair (1988).

ACS /Corti/OS.4AV MiStA9S C1267-propeat)* Bawd Otractara (147
Selection Committee. James Flack Norris Summer Research Scholarships (1978 -80) Chaisson); Selection Coemittee 341110! Flack Norris Award in Chemical
Education (1941-84m Chairman, 1963),

Sem England Association of Chemistry Teachers (19$7 - present).

National Science rem-hera Imeeriaticn (1973-preau4,t).
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danaugatlawli
Ilanufacturing Chemists Association Catalyst Award to honor outstanding

teachers of chteistry tt977).

Visiting Sciontiat Award, ACS Vestorn Connecticut Section, to honor

eacellenca in *basics' education (1979).

John A. Timis Award, New England Association of Cheaistry Teachers, in
recognition of distingulabed contribution* to Chemical Education (19016).

Prize for Neat Instructional Computer Program, 7th Sionniel Co' irence on

Chemical Education (1082),
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Bell. I appreciate the directness of
that testimony, and it is certainly right on the points that we have
to respond to.

Ms. Fardeen.

STATEMENT OF MARJORIE G. BARDEEN, PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
FRIENDS OF FERMILAB, FERMI NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LAB-
ORATORY, BATAVIA, IL

Ms. BARDEEN. Mr. Chairman, I was asked to come today to share
our experiences at Fermi lab with teacher institutes.

Before I begin, the teachers that I represent asked that I give
you this so that you can see that we are talking about rea: people.

Mr. WALGREN. Somebody will bring that up here.
Mrs. SNAG. See, I used to be a teacher, too.
Quarks and leptons, the Big Bang, the SSC. These topic are an

exciting frontier in modern science, one that holds the potential of
capturing the interest of young students. Yet few of them have any
exposure to today's science before dropping out of the pipeline.

How can our schools provide an experience of science that, one,
demonstrates the excitement of science; two, broadens and enriches
attitudes; and, three, develops an appreciation for scienctic

Children need to spend less time memorizing seemingly unrelat-
ed facts, formulas, and rules and more time investigating the world
around them. They need teachers who are enthusiastic about and
deeply involved in the teaching they do.

Sustained efforts are required to give teachers both a more solid
background in their subject and better teaching tools.

NSF-sponsored teacher institutes are an essential element of this
effort. They work, and in four minutes I am supposed to tell youhow.

Institutes work at Fermilab because it is not business as usual.
Teachers come to a world class research laboratory for a unique op-
portunity to witness science being conducted at the frontier of
human understanding. Teachers spend four weeks learning with
leading research scientists like Leon Lederman, Fermilab Director
and 1988 Nobel Laureate in Physics. Equally important, teachers
learn how to share this knowledge 'tit their students.

I would like to share with you one of my favorite quotes from
one of our participants.

"Do you recall the Toyota commercial"sorry it is an import
car, but maybe the ad is made in America. [Laughter.]

"Do you recall the Toyota commercial where the people yelled
`Oh, What a Feeling! *,' as they jumped three feet into the air?That fairly well describes my feelings about my experience of the
past month at the summer institute for science teachers Fermilab.
I am actually anticipating my return to school this fall where I can
try out some of my newly acquired knowledge on my unsuspectilig
students."

There are some other quotes in the yellow page of my testimony
from other teachers.

I believe the NSF teacher institutes have an impact far beyond
the programs themselves. They are catalysts that leverage local
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effort and support. The multiplier effect is demonstrated by con-
tinuing activities that develop directly from Fermi lab institutes.

Our graduates, armed with new teaching strategies and class-
room materials, have organized three local sharing networks for
over 500 teachers, who meet monthly during the school year. Our
graduates have invigorated professional organizations with new
leadership and with exciting hands-on presentations at local, state,
and national meetings.

They have organized a countywide annual program for junior
high and high school science teachers. They have developed train-
ing programs for their colleagues in the elementary and junior
high school levels and we expect some 5,000 teacherb this year will
benefit from these presentations. They are in the process of orga-
nizing a regional training program in physics.

Teacher institutes cannot he conducted without federal support.
Through Friends of Fermi lab, a not-for-profit corporation, the pre-
college educations at Fermi lab receive funds fram private founda-
tions and individuals, and school disixicts do support their partici-
pants. However, it has been our experience that the amount of
money needed for a significant program like a teacher institute
cannot be raised locally on a sustained basis.

All seven institutes at Fermi lab were funded in large part by the
Office of Energy Research at the Department of Energy and/or
NSF, and on the blue sheet in my testimony you can see the per-
centage of funds that we have been able to get from private and
federal sources.

Today most of the best precollege science teachers received ad-
vanced training in NSF proje-t science summer courses of the '60s,
but now it is time to train a new generation of teachers.

Congress can help schools by providing programs that rttract
people to teaching and retain them once attracted. Six specific pro-
gram suggestions are included on page 4 and 5 of my written testi-
mony.

In addition to increased support for NSF teacher programs, legis-
lation could consider increasing funds for precollege science and
math education in federal agencies such as the Department of
Energy funding regional centers to work with school systems at
out-of-school facilities, like national laboratories and museums, and
promoting cooperation between NSF and other federal agencies in-
volved in precollege science and math education.

We cannot expect the schools to raise the science literacy of the
nation all alone. Many outside partners can and must contribute.
We can double and triple our efibrts by creating innovative part-
nerships between the education community and national laborato-
ries, museums, and businesses between formal and informal science
programs. With your continued support, schools and teachers can
provide exciting science experience.

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to share our expe-
riences at Fermi lab and for your past support, and I am happy to
invite you to come to Fermi lab so you can see what the excitement
is all about.

[The complete prepared statement of Ms. Bardeen follows:]
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Testimony of Marione G. Bardeen
Program Director. Friends of Fermi lab
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Committee on Science, Space and Technology
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
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Quarks, photons, gluons and Ws, the Big Bang, the SSC. These high energy

physics topics are an exciting frontier in modem science, one that holds the potential

of capturing the interest of young students and creating young scientists. Yet, few of

our students have any exposure to today's science before they have dropped out at

the pipeline. Can we present exciting science classes that demonstrate sound

scientific process and present content in line with current scientific knowledge?

Teachers who are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with science teach by the book,

and their students memorize seemingly unrelated facts, rules and formulas. Children

need to spend less time memorizing and more time investigating the world around

them. They need teachers who are enthusiastic and excited about and deeply

involved in the teaching they do. Sustained efforts are required to give teachers both

a more solid background in their subject and better teaching tools.

NSF sponsored teacher institutes are an essential element of this effort; they

work, Institutes work at Fermi lab because it is nsd business as usual. Teachers come

to a world class high energy physics research laboratory for a unique opportunity to

witness science conducted at the frontier of human understanding. Teachers gain

invaluable experience learning for four weeks from leading research scientists like

Leon Lederman, Fermitab Director and 1988 Nobel Laureate in Physics.. Equally

important, teachers learn from their peers how to share this knowledge with their

students,

.PROUBAMIEZEW

Friends of Fermi lab, a not-for-profit corporation that develops and conducts

precollege education programs at Fermitab, has received three NSF grants in support

of two teacher institute programs. the Summer Institute for Science and Mathematics

Teachers and Topics in Modem Physics.

The Summer Institute tar Science and Mathematics Teachers tinstitutel. The
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overall goal of the Institute is to encourage talented young people to pursue careers in

science by improving instruction in the high school classroom. Specific goals include

enhancing teachers' backgrounds in basic subject matter, targeting successful and

lively teaching strategies and exposing teachers to current developments in research.

Over six years this intensive fouweek summer program has given 300 high

school biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics teachers an opportunity to

enhance their professional competence. Morning lecture programs with Fe:milnb

scientists and university professors strengthen the teachers' backgrounds in basic

subje .1 matter and exposes participants to exciting new ways of approaching topics

already taught. In plenary sessions eminent scientists present special topics on

current scientific research and societal problems related to science. The afternoon

laboratory program supervised by master high school teachers is devoted to current

methods of computer application in data collection and analysis and to successful

teaching techniques for laboratory and problem solving. Sharing successful

experiments and d monstrations by the participants is a key part of the laboratory

program. Teachers continue their association with Fermilab and stay on track ay

attending quarterly follow-up sessions during the school year.

Topics jn Modem Physics (TMPI: The overall goal of TMP is to upoate high

school physics courses by introducing current topics such as the three 'supers" the

Superconducting Super Collider, supernovae and superconductivity - into the

curriculum. The program enhances the professional competence of secondary

physics teachers by demonstrating successful teaching techniques for discussion,

laboratory and problem solving, and by strengthening teachers' background in

modem physics topics. Prior to the institute, the Topics in Modern Physics Teachers

Resource Book (TMP Resource Book) was prepared by six high school teachers and

Fermilab physicists. This activity brought together instructional materials from three

major Fermilab programs in a format readily usable by the classroom teacher.

This three-week institute for master phys,cs teachers was conducted in the

summer of 1988. Twenty teachers were trained as inservice leaders in modern

physics topics. Instruction took three forms: background lectures given by f'errni!at)

physicists, presentations and activities from the 1MP Resource Book led by nigh
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school teachers; and instruction in the preparation and execution of teacher training

programs. During the 1988-89 school year the participants are expected to conduct

two programs for their colleagues. The twenty-six teachers involved In the program

are working together to develop a post-workshop plan for a continuing regional
training program for physics teachers. The mainstay of follow-up support comes from

three established teacher networks that hold monthly meeting during the school year.

In addition, quarterly follow-up meetings are being held during the 1988.89 school

year
When we began, it was not at all clear that a research laboratory was an

appropriate setting for major teacher institutes. Teachers have given us the answer,

"Yesr Appendix A includes sample teacher comments, our most important discovery

is that a Department of Energy national laboratory like Fermilab can make a significant

contribution to the enhancement of science and mathematics education. Second, our

experience has shown that although our laboratory is a single purpose institution,

teachers from all disciplines can enjoy and benefit from science and mathematics

programs held here. In fact, teachers have recognized the advantages of being in an

interdisciplinary program. Third, we have shown that teachers respond positively to

being treated as professionals and peers by researchers. All were honored to be

im °Wad in a program at Fermilabl

MULTIPLIER EFFECT AND PROGRAM IMPACT

It is our experience that NSF toacher institutes have an impact tar beyond the

programs themselves. They are catalysts that leverage local effort and support. The

multipter effect is demonstrated by activities that develop directly from Fermilab

institutes. Our graduates, armed with new teaching strategies and classsroom
materials, have organized three focal sharing networks for over 500 teachers who

meet monthly during the school year; our graduates have invigorated pr-itessional

organizations with new leadership and exciting hands-on presentations at state, local

and national meetings; they have organized a countywide inservice day for junior

high and high school science teachers; they have developed inservice programs for

their colleagues in elementary and junior high schools - some 5000 teachers will

benefit from these presentations in 1989; they are organizing a regional training

1 2 ti
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program in physics. Appendix 13 includes presentations from and acknowledgements

of NSF grant # TEI 8470531 which funded years rime. sour and five of the Summer

Institute.

FUNDINQ

Teacher institutes cannot be conducted without federal support. Through Friends

of Fermi lab precollege education programs at Fermi lab receive funds from private

foundations and individuals. School districts do provide some support for participants.

But, it has been our experience that the amount of money needed for a significant

program such as a teachers' institute cannot be raised locally on a sustained basis.

All seven institutes at Fermitah were funded in large pan by the Department of Enemy

Office of Energy Research and/or NSF. Without the continued support of NSF and the

Department of Enegy. Fermi lab precollege education programs which ;rave grown

from two in FY 80 to some twenty-six in FY 89 would have died. Appendix C reviews

the funding of our teacher institutes.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Many of today's best precollege science teachers received advanced training

in NSF "prole* science" summer courses of the 60's. Now, it is necessary io train a

new generation of teachers. A variety of programs are needed to support equal and

sustained efforts that reach underprepared. average and excellent teachers The

following suggestions for teacher enhancement programs are a summary of

recommendations from my colleagues who conduct teacher institutes at other

Department of Energy laboratories and from teachers who are staff members for

Fermi lab institutes. In general, they comment that Congress can he p schools by

RISEMIX12.91:141LeMSialciklaghinganfindainnigagEnr&Aincled.
Aggressive funding is needed for Blame -eery school teachers and for school districts

with large minority enrollments. Issues of gender fairness and high expectations

independent of socio-econc.mic status should be included in NSF sponsored

programs.

Programs to attract teachers should provide soholamhips for students planning to

teach arrd otter inlarnstiips to give them practical experience with activity-based

learning and an understanding of how modem science is conductdd. Such
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programs could be sponsored by partnerships between colleges and universities

and institutions such as national laboratories and hands-on museums and funded

by federal, state and private sources.

Programs for younger secondary teachers should atzateasfarsArgLeas in

science or mathematics over a period of mayoral summers. This is particularly

important if major changes In mathematics curriculum and instruction are to be

implemented. Even If new textbooks follow the NCTM standards. extensive training

must be provided to current teachers to help them change the methods by which

they teach mathematics.

Programs for more experienced teachers should provide refresher courses where

teachers can update their background in their basic subject area and learn new

teaching strategies. Besearclutogialments at universities and national

laboratories for outstanding teachers are a mechanism not only to reward

excellence in teaching but also to keep teachers in touch with science as currently

practiced.

Jnaglatbaanagtramai that develop different strategies and may have different

expectations should be pursued for underprepared teachers.

Isttercesciptinary silence-technology-soriety programs shoild be encouraged and

should permit supacnitzlicotaLisdanceisecbsol as well as science teachers.

NSF programs should be igexted as long as they remain ,riatikt ratner than for one

two or three years as is the current practice. in order to change cultic:ilium and

Instruction in a major way, an entire generation of teachers must be exposed to

rigourous content and effective Imam:tonal techniques. The benefits will be

passed on to an entire generation of students.

In addition to increased support for NSF teacher training programs, iPrfisiatrve

initiatives could:

framtecogoarglfga between NSF and other federal agencies involved in

precollege science and mathematics education.

IfIZEROUL11,11XIS fc r precollege science and mathematics education in federal

agencies such as the Department at Energy.

Fund to work with school systems at out-ofschool facilities such
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as national laboratories and museums.

latiALREMMES
We cannot expect the schools to raise the literacy of the nation all alone. Many

outside partners can and must contibutc, We can double and triple our efforts by

creating innovative partnerships between the education community and national

laboratories, museums, and businesses, between informal and formal science

programs. Your continued support is needed to help us turn kids on to science by

tapping the tremendous resources that exist at facilities like Fermilab.

I would hke to that... you for this opportunity to speak about Fermitab programs and

for your past support. 1 am happy to invite you to visit the laboratory to see for

yourselves what the excitement is all about.
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Comments from POrticIpanh In Teacher Institutes at Fermi lab

'Do you recall the Toyota commercial of the past few years where the people
yelled 'Oh. What a Feelingl...,' as they jumped thrao feet into the air? That fairly
well describes my feelings about my experience of the past month at the
Summer Institute fax Science Teachers at Fermilab. I am actually anticipating
my return to school this tali where I can try out some of my newly acquired
knowledge on my tkeuspectirj seidents,"

"Before I coma to the Institute, I felt I knew most of the answers. As time
progressed, I realized just how much had transpired since I was lost a student.
and at times I didn't even understand the questions. This has been a richly
rewarding and stimulating experience for mo.."

'My students have noticed my Interjections of the work at Fermilab as they now
come to me more often asking about Superconductors. Super Colliders, quarks,
etc. They enjoy beIng able to find these topics in the news. wh,Jther they read
them or hear them."

The SIST (Summer Institute) experience was just wonderful for me! As

areentering, retraining' teacher It was orocily what I needed.' Programs like
this and the support groups which are formed after them are the best things
that can happen to science teaching.'

'Excitement has been Infused into fifteen classrooms and into hundreds of
young people studying physics fax the fast time. These students ore getting on
exceptional education. otter all, they would tell you..,"My teacher spent the
summer at Fermilabr
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'Science Teachers Gather at Fenvii lab for institute,' fatnliatiXta. June 27.1985.

Bardeen. Marjorie, The 1985 Summer institute for Science Teachers," Fermi=
Bowl. September. 1985.

Swedier, James, -The Standard Model of Elementary Particles. What Every Science
Teacher Should Know," a workshop, Aurora, Illinois. January. February, March, 1986.

Mani*, Lae, "Chemistry Demonstration's," at Southeastern Alliance of
Chemistry/Physics Taachere, University of Wisconsin, Parfait's, WL Januar/0986.
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Ruebush. James and Dr. James Swindler, "Quark Game," ilbnara lower AAPT Joint
Section Meeting, Aupstana College, Rock Island, Illinois, October 31
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California, January 22. 1987.
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Convention. Washington. D.C., March 26-28, 1987.

Conway, Bill, "Elementary Particles," AAPT PTRA Training Session, Montana State
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Javanovic, ;..rues, "Form flab Sponsors a Mini-Course in Atexicci City on the Teaching
at Modem Ripka," Fermi lab Report, pp. 2-6, July - August, 1987.

Ambush, Jim and Walt Schauer, "Physics Networks,' Networks in Physics Education,
Oax1.900. Mexico, July 20, 1987.

Ruebush, Jim and Walt Schearer, "Modern & Not-So-Modem Physics Demos,"
Nor hem Illinois University Physics Department Seminar, De Kalb, Minos, October 2.
1987.
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Has,eltost, Ward. 'Resistor Symmetry," Jr14nt Meeting-ISPP/Physice West - Physics
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Schermer, Walt, -Square/Triangle Furze: Joint Meeting-ISPP/Phystie West - Physics
NW, Elmhurst College, Elmhurst, Illinois, January 12, 1958.
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Fluabuan. Jim and Watt Scheirer, `TaPiCtI in Modem Physics Project.' 1988
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Man*, Lee, "Chemistry Demonstrations.* 10th Biennial National Chemistry
Conte:sacs on Education, Purdue, Indians, February, 1988.

Mantic. Lee, 'Chemistry Demonstrations." Appleton County Teachers Workshop.
Appleton, Wisconsin, February, 1988

Laktester, Pat, Jim Ruebush and Waft Schearer, "TMP Workshop Plans' DuPage
Science Instant, Villa Park, Minds. March 4. 1988.

Zahrobsky, George. "Video Disc In Science," DuPaga County Science Seminar
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Funding for Teacher Institutes at Fermilab

Source '83 $82,500 '84 $102,650 '85 $122,500 '86 $100,350 '87 $115,150 '88 $204,044

NSF 78% 65% 94%

DOE 61% 51% 12%

Private 39% 49% 18% 17% 6%

State of
Illinois 6%

Topics in Modem Physics

Source '88-89 $197,400

NSF 98%

P' 2%
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much. Maybe there is a way we
can take you up on that. It would be a very valuable experience.

Ms. BARDEEN. The plane leaves at 4:00 o'clock this afternoon.
[Laughter. ]

Mr. WAGGREN. Dr. Saltman.

STATEMENT OF DR, PAUL SALTMAN, PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY (IF CALIFORNIA-SAN
DIEGO, LA JOLLA. CA

Dr. SALTMAN. Thank you very much for inviting me here. I did
prepare and send to you a written statement, and the more I
thought about that statement, the less personal it became and less
meaningful I thought it would be to you.

So I am going to take a few minutesand I mean a few min-
utesand first tell you who I am. I am a Professor of Biology.
have been one for 22 years at UC-San Diego, but I must confess to
you that I am really a school junkic. I have been in school for 57
years.

It began in the Los Angeles Public Schools, and I wended my
way through Cal Tech to a Bachelor's Degree and a doctorate and
then spent 14 years on the faculty at the University of Southern
California preaching and teaching biochemistry to the medical stu-
dents and then came to UCSD in 1968'67, where I served not
only as a Professor but as a Provost of one of the colleges and as a
Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs.

I am a scientist. I am a researcher. Over 200 publications, three
books. I have gnts from the National Science Foundation and the
NIH. I am deeply involved at this very minute in what I think are
very exciting, wonderful breakthroughs in science.

I am also a teacher. I have always taught large classes of under-
graduates and graduates, even when I was a Provost and a Vice
Chancellor. I taught because I love to teach. It is very exciting.

I reached out to a national audience by writing a popular course
in nutrition. It was a couple of books. We did a course by newspa-
per that was nationally distributed when I was Vice Chancellor,
and I have done many programs for national educational TV be-
cause I do believe that all media must be used.

I have served as a Visiting Professor in Paris, in Copenhagen, in
Perth, Australia, and in Jerusalem, Israel and in that capacity
have seen a lot of different educational systems at work and par-
ticipated in them.

I am not going to reiterate the crisis we have in mathematic:,
and science literacy. Everyone has told you that and belabored you
with it, and I have known it for a long time. I teach the kids who
come out of the high schools,

So I thought it was time to stop wringing one's hands and to go
do something about it, and one of the things I decided to do about
it was to plunge into it

Having served on the Advisory Board of the Science and Engi-
neering Education Br'ard of the NSF, I asked for a small grant and,
with the cooperation of several colleagues, I taught two summer
programs, with continuing education through the year, the so-
called crossover junior high school and high school teachers.
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These are teachers educated in shop, educated in physical educa-
tion, educated in home economics who suddenly are asked to do bi-
ology, chemistry, and physics and their guts tighten up. And I can
understand that. So I thought we would do something to help
them.

So I brought together a group of our most distinguished faculty
from UC-San Diego and, reaching out to the San Diego City and
County, did two summer programs of 50 teachers each summer,
and it was successful. We did chemistry, physics, biology, and geolo-
gy for them. Terrific lecturers.

But at the end of the summer and at the end of the year when
we had had these continuing programs for them, I was frustrated
because there was no continuity. There was no amplification. Fur-
thermore, I kind of felt that it was not reaching into the right level
of things to really make change come about in our own community.

So I put together an elementary school program for elementary
school teachers to enrich their lives and their science power so that
they could come into that classroom and do something, and I am
going to talk about that program in terms of its structure and func-
tion. Being a biochemist, those two elements of structure and func-
tion are absolutely invaluable in understanding mechanisms.

The first thing I have to tell you is the free energy for this pro-
gram comes in the form of dollars. The National Science Founda-
tion Education Division provided them to us. Without those
monies, we could have never gotten those teachers to come and
enter our program.

Let me now talk about the structure of the program.
I have nine senior faculty from the UCSD, faculty not only in the

School of Medicine and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
but our own program on the general campus as well. We have 21
guest lecturers signed up to do this program. It is carried out, thus,
with the top faculty of our institution.

It is carried out under the aegis of the University of California-
San Diego Extension Program. Therefore, we have a structure that
has to be an institutional structure. I, as a Professor in biology,
could never run this program. What they care about in the Depart-
ment of Biology is what have I published lately. I understand that.
Or what do I teach for biology on campus. They don't care about
what I do for the elementary school teachers, but we had to have a
structure that allowed the function to take place. University exten-
sion was ideal.

Then I realized that I don't know anything about elementary
school education. I made it through Melrose Elementary School
and Third Street, but what do I know about elementary education.

So we went out and we got two absolutely first class, professional
pedagogical educators who had spent. time in the San Diego City
and County School System, two professors, now retired, the doctors'
dean.

And at last, but not least, in this structural system was the com-
mitment of the school systems themselves in the City of San Diego
and in the county, their commitment to see that if their teachers
came in and were provided with the richness and power of this,
knowing that they would be provided release time to go out and
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teach their fellow teachers that which they learned from us and to
integrate them within this entire effort.

Okay. So then what is the missing link? The missing link are
who are the teachers.

We decided we were going to go for 100 teachers in the City and
County of San Diego. We went out and recruited the 100 best, most
willing volunteers to come into this program, K through 6.

I will never forget the first day I met with them, and that was
this last summer, and it was in July, and I went into this class-
room and I asked would you please do me a favor, how many of
you have had one year of college science in the course of your cre-
dentialing. And I counted the hands. Nine hands went up. Less
than 10 percent of those teachers had serious science. Not how do
you teach science to elementary school teachers, but really felt em-
powered with any of the sciences.

So right away there was this fear and loathing of science that I
could smell and taste and feel in that classroom that I had to deal
with.

But I must tell you something. By the end of that first five
weeksand, by the way, I taught all but two lectures in that first
five-week period, five days a week, two and a half hours every
morning. I was ire that classroom with those faculty, and I will talk
more about that later. But the notion was I could see that ,here
teachers became empowered with knowing.

What is the function of this program? How does it work?
Three summers. I told you about the first summer. Modern biol-

ogy and nutrition, taught to those teachers not in the language of
an elementary school student or a teacher, but taught in the lan-
guage that I would walk in and teach to any major in biology so
that they felt that they knew the same biology that any person
going on into biology would know or go on into nutrition would
know. Nothing watered down. Nothingno, you know, thin gruel.
It was heavy stuff.

So in the morning they were taught the formal lectur and in
the afternoon then they would be given the opportunity to break
off into groups, K through 2 and then 3 and 4 and 5 and 6, and all
of that information that we had imparted, all of the visual materi-
al that we had presented th-rra, all of the use of the college level
textbooks that they were tok, to learn, because I amyou know, I
am kind of like the godfather. When a kid comes into my class
and I don't care whether it is a K through 6 teacher or a fresh-
mana deal goes down. They are going to learn the material, and
I am p'oing to teach tire material, and it works every time, provid-
ing everyone understands that that was the deal, and the deal was
they were going to learn biology and nutrition, and they did.

And then they did that important step in the afternoon, working
with science professionals at the elementary level. They took that
material into laboratories at UCSD and translated it into projects,
experiments, curricular developments, use of textbooks, integration
with the California science guidelines, so that that which they had
in the morning became a reality for their classroom that afternoon
or soon after.

That is the program that we ran this last summer. Next summer
will be geology, oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy. The
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summer after that is going to be the chemistry and physics of ev-
eryday life.

Those teachers are empowered now. Every month they come
back onto campus. I give them the most intense and wonderful fac-
ulty to speak to them Last Saturday Marty Chrisfields, one of the
great plant molecular biologists, lectured to them about gene jock-
eying in plants in the future, and these teachers understood it. He
didn t give a watered down, mushy seminar. He gave them hard
core stuff, and they ate it up. It was beautiful.

It develops in this structural relationship a network among these
teachers. Those 100 teachers have a brotherhood and a sisterhood
the likes of which I think is rare that I have seen among the public
school teachers in our community, and they have also developed
the network so that they feel comfortable with me and the other
faculty members with whom they interact.

I get telephone calls day and night. They have my home phone.
They have my office phone. They call me. Hey, a kid asked me a
problem about this. Who do I go see? Boom, it is theirs.

They are empowered. They don't have to be frightened any
longer.

Then the question was asked, you know, well, is it working, is
there any amplification of this thing?

We have a deal that is part of the Mafia contract of them signing
on. Every one of you is committed to teach a minimum of ten of
your fellow teachers in your school or in your district or you are
out of here. That program is already in place, and I can tell you at
the present time, at the last count we made, 693 teachers are being
taught, and that is only by a handful of about ten of our best facul-
ty, and the rest are going into that program the coming summer to
do it.

The amplification is working. I feel very good about that. I am
not frustrated anymore.

You say does it help the teachers; how do you know that? I keep
getting questions that were sent to me by your committee. How do
you know they know anything?

We test them at T-zero. We tested them at the end of five weeks.
I would love to show you their exams.

Can you imagine third grade teachers who didn't even know
there was a science of thermodynamics can explain the first and
second laws now in languages that I can understand and their kids
can understand? They understand about how DNA begets RNA
begets protein, and they can talk about it and do experiments
about it.

That is in the examination. That is in the knowledge that they
have acquired.

They have developed new curriculum. I have seen it. I have been
in the schools. The deans go into their schoolrooms every day to
monitor the progress, to serve as resource people.

It is working.
One of the teacherswe did a questionnaire. We said, how much

time do you spend teRching science per week in your classroom?
You know, the high numbers were 20 minutes. And you know what
they are saying now? Every day I teach 15, 20 minutes of science. I
bring in the morning newspaper. We talk about public events and
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how it relates to science and what is the science meaning of these
various activities of the ozone layer, of splicing genes, of cancer, of
AIDS, whatever it is. Those teachers now feel they can walk in and
do kind of a Mort Sahl number out of the morning paper and bring
the science in with the laughter.

That is not trivial.
We have monitored the in-service training. We are on top of it

all the time, aild I got to tell you another piece of it, which is kind
of wild, and that is the faculty that I had to cash in my markers to
get to come into this program because my faculty colleagues don't
do this for money. They do it because I break their arm, and I said,
you know, come on, you got to do this, it is God's will, you got to
teach these teachers, and they kind of looked at me like I was
crazy, but that is certifiably true.

But what happened to those faculty on our faculty are wonder-
ful. They fell in love with those teachers. They have continued
their relationship with those teachers on an ongoing basis, have
gone from the university into the classrooms of the teachers, have
brought classrooms of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth grade
kids into their own laboratories to show them. That is an act of
love. Nobody pays them to do this, and certainly the academic
senate doesn't reward it in promotions.

An epilogue. I got to tell you something, true confessions. This
has been the most passionate and joyous teaching that I have had
the pleasure of doing. I have done a lot of teaching. I have won a
lot of awards for teaching. This has been really a remarkable, emo-
tional experience for me.

And as I say that, I say to you also it is only through the NSF
that this program could have come about. I don't know anyone else
who is doing this, who would have funded it, would have allowed
this kind of a powerful academic institution to interact with the
school system and those teachers to make good things happen.

People have talked a lot about curricular development in TV and
this and that. Mr. Chairman, it is the strength and the power and
the knowledge of the teacher in the classroom that makes the dif-
ference in the learning experience. You can have all of the great
textbooks in the world, and if you don't have a teacher as a catalyt-
ic agent to make that change come about, who feels a sense of com-
fort with that science, science and math education will never come
about.

And we cannot wait for Godot. I feel like I am living in a Beckett
play. I am going crazy waiting for Godot, and the only way I
cannot wait any longer is to not wait for the training of the future
teachers. We have men and women in our classrooms now. We
must empower them with knowledge. That is where the catalytic
process begins. That is where enormous efforts must be taken.

I think that your committee is so important in the sense that the
appropriations that you give to the NSF to carry through these
programs, not only on the precollegiate levels but in the collegiate
levels as well, which I deeply appreciate because I am a part of
that enterprise. That is my life's blood. Protect it and extend it.

And the other thing I would say to you is that I think that the
NSF really deserves the full support of the Congress for both edu-
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cation and research. I thinI teaching and learning are the yen and
yang. They cannot be separated.

Thank you.
[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Saltman
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STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL SAITMAN,
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO

BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUnE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

WASHINGTON. D.C., MARCH 9, 1989

Members of the Research and Technology Subcommittee:

I AM Paul Saltman, a Professor of. BiologY at the University
of California - an Diego. I come before you today to lay out my
views on the state of science and engineering education in the
United States and to offer some suggestions for Improving its
quality.

Study after study over the past decade or no has confirmed
the worst fears of many educators and scientists. We are in a
crisis: that requires prompt and effective action. I do not need
to elaborate for this subcommittee the results of recent surveys
that rank American pre-college students far below their
contemporaries in other countries in their understanding of the
natural sciences and mathematics. There in a general turning
away. on the part of young people, from careers in those fields
of learning.

By the year 2000, nearly half a million jobs requiring
bachelor of science degrees will be unfilled for want of
qualWed candidates. The young men and women who should be
receiving those degrees at commencement exercises just 11 years
from now are already in the fifth grade. and those who should be
receiving doctorate degrees at those same ceremonies are high
school sophomores today.

I mention high school Fophomores for a very cogent reason.
For over a decade, we have been tracking a cohort of Americans
who were tenth gradershigh school eophomores--in 1977, when the
study began. This cohort graduated -or, more likelY, did not
graduate--as the college class of 1984. This stedy's aim was to
fellew changes in the cohort's science and engineering interests
over a 15 year peried ending in 1992.

Let me briefly review what we have learned thus far and what
we cen confidently predict for the remainder of the study.

There were 4 million sophomores in American secondary
sceeels when the study began in 1e77. They were initially polled
about their interest in the sciences and engineering. Some three
quarters of a million- -about 19 per cent of the total--expressed
!,011.1L interest. The other side of the coin, of course, is that
mere than SO per cent of the hioh nrhooi sophomores of 1977 were
e2ready lost te seeence and engineering before the study began.

The iunior and senior years of high eehool are the perioe
when students with some interest in science get Turned on or off
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by what they experience in class. It is sad to note that the

750,000 interested sophomores had dwindled to 340,000 by the time
that they were asked again as matriculating college freshmen what

their intentions were. And it is even sadder to note that forty

per cent of these science-oriented freshman either changed their

major or dropped out of college by the time graduation day rolled

round for the class of 1984. Of 4 million students total, three-
quarters of a million of whom had some interest in science, only
204,000 students graduated with a scientific or technical degree.

I could go on and talk about further pipeline leakage

through graduate school to the master's and Ph.). levels, but I

won't. I wish to concentrate on what we need to do to stanch the

hemorrhagic losses in our science-education pipeline where they

are greatest, namely at the pre-college and collegiate

undergraduate levels.

Pre-college first. The National Science Foundation, through

its directorate of Science and Engineering Education, is working

closely with colleges, universities, and professional societies.

36 well as with state educational offices and local school

district;; to improve the quality of instruction in this area at

the elementary, middle and secondary school levels. This is a

fairly recent effort, most of it having taken place since fiscal

198-S, when funding for pre-collegiate education was virtually

zeroed out. Much is being done--for instance, by SEE's Division

of Teacher Preparation and Enhancement--much more could be done

given greater resources and support from the topmost levels of

government.

Some of the most prceising activities are being done in

collaboration with sciereitic societies. Let me give you an

example. The American Institute of Physics has been awarded an

SEE grant for a project called 'Operation Physics," which brings
together middle school teachers for summer workshops at San Diego

State University with the financial, administrative and

programmatic support of their own schools- The objective is to

improve the quality of middle-school science. Let me give you

anoteer: ChemCom, a protect of the American Chemical Society,

also supported by an SEE grant, aimed at developing alternatives
to the traditional chemistry curricula in secondary schools.

Not to over-elaborate my message, I would lust like to

mention SEeee Teacher Enhancement Program. which was able to weed

Lnly about one-fourth of. the 400 proposals it received each

year. Not (-,1 the pro:osals received are worthy of support, but

fully hal! of them are. These unfunded support-worthy proposals

represent a lot of good ideas gone to waste. What does the

Teacher Enhancement Program do? Well it enables colleges and

universities large and small to offer teachers additional
training in scientific subjects in which they may be weak, and to

give teache:e wise ale strc -n; in science additional training in

the use of instrumentation and teaching aids that will increase

their clascrools effectiveness.
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I could go on, but won't, turn ; now to the need to improve
science education beyond high hchool. The best of our
collegiate, and particularly our graduate, science education is
unparalleled in the world. But not all post-secondary
instruction is of the highest. Quality.

There is, I believe, a fundamental difference in the way NSF
discharges its obligations at the pre-college and college levels,
and in my view the difference is an organizational one that could
easily and quickly be chaaged, with highly beneficial effects.

Pre-collegiate educational activities within NSF are
centralized in the Directorate of Science and Engineering
Education CSEE;, which is entirely education-oriented, whereas
much of the college level instructional support is provided by
the NSF directorates, which are largely research- oriented. This
is understandable, and I do not offer this observation in
criticism of the other directorates, whose activities in aid of
higher education have yielded rich returns for the United States.
But it is certainly obvious that when research is the primary
interest of an agency, non-research programs perforce will be the
first to feel the pinch of shrinking budgets. I strongly urge
that all science-education activities be consolidated in a single
office at the National Science Foundation to enhance the teaching
function which NSF is charged with fostering.

Two brief, final thoughts in a statement already overlong:

First, recall that the pipeline begins halfway through high
school and ends 15 years later at the Ph.D. level. As appalling
as the total picture I have drawn may be, it is worse when
segments of it are examined. I refer to the losses of females
and of minority students of both sexes from the pipeline. More
emphasis must be placed on attracting and retaining women and
minorities in the scientific enterprise, because these are the
people we are going to depend on for most of our brainpower in
the year 2000 and beyond. Think of this, members of the
subsomeittee: 85 per cent of the job vacancies that will exist
at the turn of the century- -only 11 years from now - -must be
filled by workers other than the white males who up to now have
been the backbone of our labor force.

And finally, it is not enough to talk of science education
just for the relative few who will became working scientists and
engineers. We live in a complex scientific and technological age
that can only become more complex as years go by. In order to
have an effective and functional democracy, we must move
forcefully to bring everyone to an appropriate level of
scientific literacy--scientists and cutting-edge technologists,
industrial and business managers, civilian and military public
servants. the labor force: in short. everyone.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Saitman. That is strong.
Let me recognize the gentleman from California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. I think this panel is a good illustration of the kind

of approach that we need to make to improve this teaching of sci-
ence and mathematics.

My question is how can we expand on this?
I see here represented a concept of the wholeness of the educa-

tional process, the utilization of all the resources to the communi-
ty, in the federal laboratory, an outstanding university. You have
even brought in teacher training institutions to provide a supple-
ment to it, and almost every community has resources of this sort.
There are laboratories, there are teacher training institutions,
there are research-oriented institutions of higher education. They
need to work ae partners, as teams, with a little inspiration.

I sense that inspiration, Dr. Saltman, in you as an excellent
teacher, but you are not the only excellent teacher in the world, I
hope, and we probably have some in every community.

How do we get them to working together? How do we get them
to replicating this process so that it spreads throughout the socie-
ty? Loes it require additional funding to NSF or does it require a
leadership role that isn't being played? Does it require some inspi-
ration that we haven't figured out how to create yet?

Dr. SALTMAN. I will try to respond a little bit.
I don't think you have to reinvent the wheel every day, and what

I am doing now is working with my colleagues in the Los Angeles
area from USC and Cal Tech and from Stanford in the Bay Area
and with Berkeley and with our friendR at UC-Irvine, and what we
would like to doand againis to make this happen everywhere.

Mr. BROWN. Everywhere.
Dr. SALTMAN. Now, I am a realist. I can'tyou know, I played

basketball for Cal Tech. I know what it means to lose, so that the
issue of trying to take on an opponent you cannot win, I won't play
in those games anymore. I want a 50/50 chance.

I feel I can make change. I have made change happen with my
colleagues' help and all of the infrastructure I talked about in San
Diego. That will continue. We want to export that throughout the
state.

I think that our state is particularly blessed with a concern to
see that this happens and a science curriculum that it can be done.
I am trying to subvert Michigan. I have secret agents at this very
moment working to get Michigan to move in sinlilar directions, but
using their faculty, using their institutions, using their infrastruc-
tures coherent with the problems that they face in that state.

You talked earlier, Mr. Chairman, about a national mandate. I
get very nervous. I don't want the chairman of my department to
mandate my curriculum in biology when I teach it. That is my ar-

Itrce.it on the other hand, I have to be responsible to let that cur-
riculum show and be judged by anyone who cares to do so.

So when you say do you need money to do this, yes. These are
not freebies. It costs money to do education just like it costs money
to do research. If we didn't have approximately a million dollars
from the NSF, our program would die a-borning. There would be
no teachers.
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Mr. WALGREN. If the gentleman would yield, let me just add, if Imight, where that NSF money was detailed in this program. Yousaid at one point that it was necessary for that to be there to bringthe teachers in.
How was the NSF money usedbring the elementary teachers

in.
Dr. SALTMAN. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. How was the NSF money used in this program?

Who got it?
Dr. SALTMAN. We subsidized every teacher $2,000 per summer to

come to that institute because they need the money. They can't dothis on their own
Mr. WALGREN. $2,000?
Dr. SALTMAN. Yes, and it was $2,000 a year, for which they had

the commitment to come to the classes, to attend, to take theexams, to do the studying, to do the afternoon work, to do the Sat-urdays, to do thewhat do they call itin-service training, evenlearning the vocabulary.
Mr. WALGREN. And how long was the program in weeks?
Dr. SALTMAN. Pardon?
Mr. WALGREN. How long was the program in weeks?
Dr. SALTMAN. Five weeks in the summer and all year-round.
Mr. WALGREN. Okay, thank you. I appreciate the gentleman's

yielding.
Dr. SALTMAN. But it does take those resources and, yes, we didgive an honoraria to the people who gave lectures, but that wassmall. It was who were the secretaries who had to do the communi-cation, who paid Bob and Melanie Dean to go out to the schools ona daily basis to be the expert witnesses, to be the expert coaches

and teachers to keep that level of excitement up.
That doesn't come for free.
Mr. BROWN. Well, what you are causing me to do is think

through what could be done in my own Congressional district, for
example, where we have a number of good institutions, including abranch of the University of California, a good teacher training in-stitution in San Bernardino State University, a lot of leadership in
the local school community, but they don't get together to interacton these kinds of things, and this ;s the thing that I would like tosee promoted.

Dr. SALTMAN. Well, Congressman Brown, I want to see it, too,and I am perfectly prepared to bring my troop of tap dancers upinto your region if they will welcome us and try to, in effect, in-seminate this program.
I must say one thing. The whole thing hinges on one or more

small cabala almost of faculty members on those first class univer-
sities who are willing to take the leadership role. Without that itwill never come about. It cannot be mandated by a chancellor. Itcannot be mandated by a superintendent of schools.

Dr. BF.LL. May I also respond, Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Dr. BELL. It does require that amount of funding. You heard Dr.Saltman say he wouldn't have done it without the NSF.
Those out there in the field that you would like to catalyze to dothese sorts of things are many and varied across the country, and a
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lot of them already put together ideas, and so forth, and put them
before the National Science Foundation, by my old division in NSF
could only fund between 20 and 25 percent of those proposals.
About 50 percent we judged as being really fundable, but we didn't
have the resources to do anything about it.

I have heard this morning that the numbers are even increasing,
but if the percentage return on the investment of time by people
like Dr. Saltman continues to be so low, there will be no continu-
ation of that effort.

Ms. BARDEEn. if I might add something, too.
I think we feel in a little different situation because we are not a

part of the regular education community, and in our situation we
have this tremendous resource, but some of us at the grass roots
level feel that what we need is some leadership from Washington;
for example, from the new Secretary, to say to scientists, yes, this
is important and you will receive reward, not necessarily in terms
of money but at least we are not going to slap your hand if we find
out you spent the morning at a school.

So when we talk about collaboration and cooperation, perhaps
there are ways that NSF and people here in Washington in federal
agencies and representatives of universities can get together to em-
power their own staff to do this kind of thing and to say that the
importance is such that we are all going to work together.

It will only succeed if you have people at the grass roots level to
make it succeed, but they need the encouragement from above to
try.

Mr. BROWN. I have no further questions.
Mr. WATAMEN. The Chair recognizes the gentle lady from Mary-

land, and at some point here I have got to come to grips with the
fact that we have six more witnesses and 45 n' lutes in which to
dispose of them, and I apologize for saying that 'oecause I wanted to
recognize you first.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Also, I have another
meeting in this very room at 1:30.

So this is the kind of thing that goes on in Congress, as you un-
derstand.

I couldn't, agree more with what you have said, and indeed I
have already scanned the testimony of the teachers that are going
to be following yeu, too, as an educator myself.

I just wanted to ask Dr. Saltman, when, did you get these teach-
ers from? Are you working with the creme de hi creme of teachers
to begin with, or -you know, I think that is

Dr. SALTMAN. Do you want me to be honest with you?
Mrs. MORELLA. I want you to be honest because I think it is criti-

cal to where we go.
Dr. SALTMAN. We went out on an announcement to every ele-

mentary school principal, every elementary school superintendent
and district in San Diego City and County, and we said we are
looking for 100 terrific teachers, and you know how many applied?
102. And we took them all.

Are we creme de la creme? We gave no competitive exam, no
SAT scores, no grades, no curriculum, no essays. You want to conic
play, you come play.

Its
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I wish I could say that every teacher in San Diego wanted to he a
part of that. They didn't at T-zero. I will tell you, we have a couple
hundred more who want it now. They said, why didn't you tell me
it was going to be so terrific?

Mrs. MORELIA. Well, if you can get the multiplier effect to work,
that is fine.

Dr. SALTMAN. It is going to happen.
Mrs. MORELLA. But you see your difficulty is you are starting off

with those people who already have the enthusiasm and under-
stand what teaching is all about and that some of the others that
are involved in the classroom that really do

Dr. SALTMAN. I wish I could agree with you.
Mrs. MORELLA. Really?
Dr. SALTMAN. And you know what, they cared, and caring is not

enough. I am an animal. You got to know and care.
Mrs. MORELLA. Right, right.
Dr. SALTMAN. So I had a lot of caring people in that room on day

one, but now I have got a lot of caring and knowing people, and
they are going to get more knowledgeable and more caring.

Mrs. Mos ELLA. Sure, but you start off with an attitude, an atti-
tude to develop to.

Dr. SALTMAN. That is right. They were willing to come in and
play.

Mrs. MORELLA. Absolutely. So yoL, are going to have to also con-
sider moving into getting the other teachers who have our kids in
the classroom to be so injected with this kind of enthusiasm for ex-
cellence.

Dr. SALTMAN. Give me five more years. I will have 60 percent of
the teachers in San Diego in hand.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Nagle.
Mr. NAGLE. I appreciate the experience you had with the basket-

ball team. I sit here in constant dread that the University of Iowa
is going to issue a recall on my degree, and they will if I don't go to
lunch with them downstairs.

But, Dr. Bell, I was curious about your testimony, you know,
from a couple of aspects. On page 7, you said "Last year we looked
with hope as the Division of Undergraduate Education was estab-
lished within the SEE, and we were at first encouraged by the
rhetoric announcing NSF's plans for undergraduate education, but
a closer analysis has turned the hope to disappointment and finally
to dismay."

Do you feel that there is a lack of emphasis in NSF on the types
of programs that we are talking about here today?

Dr. BELL. Yes.
Mr. NAG LE. And tell me why that attitude over there. You have

obviously had a very frustrating experience with them. I think I
gather that from your testimony.

Dr. BELL. Well, I had a frustrating experience in some ways, and
it was a very rewarding experience in others. It was rewarding be-
cause we did put together programs at the precollege level which
are still intact and with the kind of focus which we have heard
about here this morning.
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I am frustrated because I have a vested interest in the collegiate
level. I am a collegiate level professor myself, as Dr. Saltman is,
and we have an interest in seeing that he problems at our level
are also addressed,

The Neal report basically lays outand this is the programmatic
partlays out a very reasoned approach with resources allocated
to a whole series of programs, types of programs that will revitalize
undergraduate education in science, engineering, and mathematics.

The Foundation has not put into effect. most of those recommen-
dations. There is an instrumentation program, but it is ill-funded.
There is a faculty enhancement program, but it is funded at about.
20 percent of what it should be actually to have any effect.

Mr. NAGLE. Now, is it a question of good programs chasing too
little money, or is it a case-

Dr. BELL In some cases the programs have simply not been al-
lowed to develop.

Mr. NAGLE. The question I have is why?
Dr. BELL. I believe that that is a management decision by the Di-

rector, which I don't agree with, that has taken the responsibility
and the authority out of the SEE directorate and distributed it
among the research directorates that simply ill-equipped to handle
the burden.

I think in fact it is undermining their legitim.$e and appropriate
role, which is to fund research.

Mr. NAGLE. Let me ask you to step on the other side of the table
and imagine that you were the Director. What would his rationale
be for justification for those decisions, and why would his rationale
be in error and lay out the arguments for me?

Dr. BELL. I am not exactly sure what his rationale is. I think the
rationale is that you have an organization, the National Science
Foundation, that knows something about how research is carried
out and it has an expertise in that area, and that that expertise
can somehow be translated into effective programs also to effect
the undergraduate curriculum for the undergraduate education,
and I think that that is a justifiable argument when you are talk-
ing about research, especially when you are talking about things
like undergraduate research and research at undergraduate insti-
tutions, which are funded and are funded through the research di-
rectorates. I think that is an appropriate role for the research di-
rectorates.

It is when they come to thinking about curriculum and instruc-
tion that their expertise simply isn't there, and they have not put
together programs in those areas.

Mr. NAGLE. I don't even know if I would agree with the under-
graduate research funding. I think we saw some studies in this
committee room two years ago that indicated that it was in fact
one of the impediments to undergraduate progression, progressing
to the BA or the MA or the PhD level, was the fact that under-
graduate research had been cut rather dramatically.

Dr. BELL. Well, that is certainly true. The undergraduate re-
search was cut of course to zero for several years. It is now back in
some form. I don't agree with the form necessarily. The form tends
to favor the very large research institution as a carrier of these
programs rather thanand I rne.::4. now to a prejudicethe
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relatively set, sier undergraduate colleges like my own, where avery large a , 'ount of that research used to go on, but now we arein a very uncompetitive situation because the demands for those
grantsI mean, the demands for the projects are so large that wecan't carry those kinds of programs out.

Mr. NAGLE. And yet if I remember that testimony from a coupleof years agoand this is kind of as an asidebut if I remember
the testimony from a couple of years ago, you have got a better
chance of advancing to the PhD level if you are in a smaller school
than you do if you are in the ones that are on TV on Saturdayafternoon.

Dr. BELL That is right. The statistics are all in favor of the
smaller colleges; that is, the percentage of their graduates going onto getting advanced degrees is larger than at the major large insti-
tutions. That is certainly true. It has been true for decades now.Mr. NAGLE. Let me advance, if I can, then because the Chair-
man's time is exceptionally limited here and he has been very kindto me, but let me advance a hypothesis if I could, using one of the
few scientific terms that I know.

Dr. BELL. "Advance"?
Mr. NAGLE. "Hypothesis."
Dr. BELL. Oh, "hypothesis." [Laughter. I

Mr. NAGLE. I don t know. I will have to look up "advance," but
"hypothesis" I think I remember.

But let me ask you this.
It seems to me that the direction and emphasis of the NSF in

recent years has been on quick turnaround research, research that
will lead directly in the applied areas as opposed to seminal, and
that we are looking immediately for products as quickly as we pos-sibly can find them that will make American industries more com-petitive and, going to that end of the scientific research schedule,
we are neglecting a whole host of other identifiable needs.

Would you agree with that hypothesis?
Dr. BEIA.. Yes.
Mr. NAGLE. Okay. The second aspect of it is please explain to meif you can- -and this may not be answerablebut not only have

you lost the battle at NSF; you seem to haveall of you seem to
have drastically lost the battle with the Administration on theirbudget submissions for this year.

The thing that concerns me is that I read, for example, your
predecessor panel's testimony about our rank in math, science, en-
gineering achievement of high school students, et cetera, our needfor science and math teachers, the absence of the numbers coming
out of the universities. Public opinion will drive Congress and will
drive Administrations.

Do you have any thoughts about how we change public opinion
to recognize some of the problems that you are identifying here?

This goes to a very, very essential area, the survival of our econo-my and our nation.
Dr. BELL. You are right, and i don't have any quick fixes. I thinkthat is another one of those long termI mean, it is the long-term

aspect of research as well. You don't expect to get return tomorrow
on your investment in fundamental research. You don't expect to
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get return tomorrow on your investment in science or any educa-
tion. You expect that to be long term.

My liberal prejudice is that over the long term better educelion
will in fact make a difference, but in the short term somebody has
to take the leadership role and make sure that the appropriate
kinds of education take place, and I think in science, mathematics,
and engineering education that leadership role is the NSF's. They
are the ones who have to catalyze that kind of change.

With the educational system being hundreds of billions of dollars
and the NSF role in that being a couple of hundred million, it can't
have an enormous effect overnight. It has got to be on a long-term
basis. It has got to be sustained.

That is why I am so pleased that this committee and Appropria-
tions have over the years made sure that that kind of sustained
funding is there.

Mr. WALGREN. Let me ask if the gentleman might pursue further
in writing or something. I apologize because I am staring to not
treat the other witnesses fairly that are yet to come.

I want to express my appreciation to all of you and call the next
panel. Thanks for coming. We look forward to talking with you in
the future.

Loring Coes, Jo Ann Mosier, .nd Kathryn Keranen, if you would
come join us, and I want to invite you to give us some thoughts in
the seven-minute range, I think. I apologize to you. You are the
folks who deserve the apology because if we had saved some time
earlier we would have more now.

But there is a follow-on hearing in this room that is going to
create a problem for us in a little while.

So let me ask you to give us a good seven minutes, and then let's
see where we are.

Let's start with Mr. Coes.

STATEMENT OF LORING t'OES III, MATHEMATICS CHAIRMAN,
ROCKY HILL SCHOOL. GREENWICH, RI

Mr. o Es. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me
here today.

My teacherly instincts remind that we are near lunch and that
in order to preserve the audience we have I am going to hit one
point very, very hard and remind everybody that I hive made a
couple of other points in my written statement.

The issue I would like to talk about is the state of elementary
mathematics and science education. This is an area of great con-
cern to me and to many other educators. We have many elementa-
ry teachers in this country who are uncomfortable with mathemat-
ics and science, who have relatively little training in those areas
and often don't like teaching those subjects.

That is a serious problem for us, and we need to address that
right now and produce some refJrms that help us correct the situa-
tion. We need to identify leading teachers at the elementary level
and have them help others become better.

We also need to investigate the possibility of turning much of sci-
ence and mathematics education at the elementary level over to
experts; in other words, to get away a bit from the single teacher
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classroom that we have grown accustomed to and to perhaps break
up the elementary day more than we have in order to get more ex-
pertise into math and science.

That is a reform that is popular among educators. It has received
a good amount of attention in the literature, and it is something
that we need to try. It is something, also, that. the National Science
Foundation can support, and it would be a good idea to work on
this very idea.

This whole problem is compounded by the state of curricular ma-
terials at the elementary level. There was a study published in the
Arithmetic Teacher in September of 1987 that showed that the four
most popular textbooks used in this country are about 70 percent
review at grades 4, 5, 6, and 7. In other words, kids at that level
very rarely see new material, new challenging material, things
that might interest them.

And this 70 percent figure is very conservative. A page was con
sidered new in a textbook if it had any idea or any scale or any
term or any pictusc that was new and had not been seen before. So
the 70 percent figure is quite conservative.

In other words, we spend the early years of mathematics educa-
tion reviewing, practicing mechanical skills over and over again,
and we do not in any way promote the kind of critical thinking
that we need to have students develop, and this is a critical issue.
We absolutely need to change this pattern.

Now, these two problems that I have mentioned are related. In
order to get teachers away from these repetitive textbooks, we need
to have teachers who are comfortable teaching real mathematics
and real science, of course, ant that is important. If we don't do
that, if we don't win this battle, we will not win any others. If we
can start to produce elementary school students who like science
and like mathematics and like it with enthusiasm and want to
pursue it then we will start winning some battles at the upper
levels.

Too often we have found that kids by the junior high level have
already formed their negative opinions about math and science,
and it is very, very difficult to change their attitudes at that point.

Let me shift a bit and talk about two programs, two NSF pro-
grams, that I have been familiar with and I think deserve contin-
ued attention.

One is the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation Program in
Science and Mathematics. I was a participant at Princeton Univ,n,
sity two years ago in the institute there, and other participants and
I have since then gone on to offer workshops to other teachers
around the country, and it has been a very, very productive experi-
ence for me. It has allowed me to fight the staleness that can af-
flict teachers.

It is very, very easy for people in my profession to go stale, to get
bored, burn out, and so forth, and it is important for everybody in
my kind of a job to do something different once in a while to get
recharged, and that is essential. We can't economize on that pant.

The Woodrow Wilson Foundation has grown. It has great respect,
is afforded great respect throughout the educational community. It
needs to be funded by NSF and by private industry. That is essen-
tial. We must continue this.
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The other NSF project that is very good is now a series of bejk-
lets that I use in my school, It is called the Quantitative Literacy
Series. It is a series of booklets on probability in statistics that
brings real world mathematics, real data into the classroom and
allows kids to see what mathematics can really do.

Too often in our high school mathematics curriculum we are in a
race to get kids to calculus as fast as posnible and in pursuing this
goal so quickly we often drop out meth material that is of great
interest to kids, and we need to stop this because we are losing
many, many students along the way.

We have produced generations of people in this country who
don't like mathematics, who fail to see any utility in mathematics,
and the quick trip to calculus is part of the reason for that, and we
need to get real data, real analysis into the everyday classroom of
all of our students.

And that goes hand in hand with our need to get technology into
the c assrooms. Students need to be conversant with computers and
calculators. They need to be able to handle these things in a busi-
ne2slike fashion. We must do this.

I am confident that we have the ability to solve our problems.
Our students have as much ability as anybody else in the world.
We have lots and lots of teacher talent out there. We need to tap
it. We need to encourage it.

We also need to be happy with the idea that education is a long-
term investment. If we improve the education of our students
today, it will not be measurable in the economy for years to come.
We have to accept that and be happy with that. That is the way it
is. But we must not ignore it. If we do ignore it, our problems as we
know them so well will continue to grow, and that cannot happen.
We must accept the idea that we need to invest time and effort and
political power and whatever other power, whatever other zeal we
can find into this deep problem.

Thank you.
[The complete prepared statement of Mr. toes follows:j
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Thank you for the opportunity to speak here today.

I would also like to thank my colleagues at Rocky Hill School and in the
Rhode Island Mathematics Teachers Association for sharing their thoughts
about what should be done to improve mathematics and science education.

The National Science Foundation has played a prominent role in the
current reform of high school science and mathematics. NSF has provided
some excellent teacher training and teacher enhancement programs, and has
helped to develop some highly productive curricular materials.

I will not summarize the reports that prove the need for reform. The
Mathematics Report Card and The gime Report Card both give ample
evidence that we have failed to teach the skills of math and science very
well, and that we have also failed to nurture the curiosity, the spiritof
discovery, and the love of learning that are essential to the healthy growth
of science, The National Research Council's recent report, Everybody Counts
also provides excellent commen'ary on our failures in mathematics
education. The picture is bleak.

We need to change our goals and our teaching methods. The
traditional high school mathematics curriculum is designed to get the
brightest students to calculus as quickly as possible, because calculus is the
language of science and engineering. In doing so, however, we have
stripped away from early high school math a great deal of material that
would capture the interest of students and that would allow mathematics to
make bettor sense. To get to calculus by the senior year of high school,
students must master a large body of abstract skills whose real value is
rarely apparent To the Algebra I student we can only say, need this
skill in Algebra II: and to the Algebra II student we say, "Toull need this in
pre-calculus," and in pre-calculus we say, loll need this neat year" The
beWildered student who asks, When am I ever going to use this?" Is aqtring

a very good question. Some bright., hard-working students who like puzzles
thrive in this kind of system, but there are plenty of bright people for whom
this system seems a dead end. When and if a student does get to calculus,
there are many interesting, real-world problems to solve, but we lose far too
many students along the way.

For our average students across the country we have offered a slowed
down and watered down version of the same program. Although they may
not take calculus, we still get them ready for it. These students will also
have to wait for the next course or for a career in engineering to see the
value of what they study.

1
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For the nation's non-college bound students, we offer twelve years of
arithmetic. From my co, 'n observations, a shocking number of our high
school seniors, if they nave not dropped mathematics already, are at thisvery minute practicing addition, subtraction, multiplication and division ofwhole numbers with paper and pencil. Their experience with math is one ofmind-numbing repetition. They are doing so because of their ongoing failureto get any better at these skills, and despite clear evidence that this policy isunproductive.

Rarely in these traditional courses do students see math in its real
context, where is is a powerful tool to solve real problems. We teach and
preach mechanical skill at the expense of critical thinking. And we teacherslose sight of the fact that though students might master the skills for thechapter tests, there is relatively little understanding of whore the skill mightbe used. We have trained our students to expect quick, clean answers to
textbook problems, and this leaves them frustrated when forced to deal withreal problems requiring clear thinking through many steps.

We need to turn our emphasis to solving real problems that have clearvalue and interest to students. In that real context we can motivate the skillsthat lead to calculus and beyond. This makes good pedagogical sense. Welearn better if ideas can be made tangible, and real problems promote
critical and creative thinking by doing just that

We also need to reform our teaching methods. Traditionally the mathclassroom sees a teacher at the chalkboard explaining new ideas, and doing
examples while students watch and hopefully remember. The teacher is theexplainer; the student the repeater. It is dear to me that this strategy,
while productive in moderation, must be mixed with lessons where studentsare actively involved in the process of doing mathematics, looking forpatterns, of apertmentation, and finding profit and understanding in their
errors. That is the way mathematics really operates

I amid like to tell you about two NW projects that have helped me to
implement some of these reform measures in my own work. I attended the
Woodrow Wilson Institute on High School Mathematics in the summer of1987 at Princeton University. (While my institute was evidently fundedlargely by private industry, the sister institutes in chemistry and physics
were funded by NSF.) It was the most stimulating prof tonal experience Ihave ever bad. The institute brought bright and ireier teachers together and
allowed U9 to work with prominent mathematicians and educators. The
result was a ollertion of nay curricular material designed to bring the

2
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freshness of the real world into our classrooms. We developed material on
the mathematics of sports, of highway traffic, of selling pizza, and of many
other subjects. It is important to understand that, in providing real
problems like these, we are not making the mathematics tekrxiv or less
sophisticated. The mathematics in these lessons was as complex and
challenging as any in any traditional program

Perhaps the best thing about the Woodrow Wilson Institutes is that
they do not stop. Participants in the Princeton summer programs are
charged and funded to go out and teach other teachers what they have
learned. It is a productive way to get the message to many people. It is
essential to develop a new tradition in which teachers learn new skills and
renew their own commitment to teaching. Teaching is a profession where it
is very easy to go stale, and the NSF institutes have played a fine role in
countering this problem. They must continue, and we must try to expand
these efforts to reach more people.

My school has just ad "pted The Qnantitative Literacy Series, a set of

four booklets for high school students on probability and statistics first
developed through an NSF grant We have woven this material into our
average college-bound algebra program at Rocky Hill. The statistox material
motivates the algebra, and the algebra supports the investigations into
statistics. It has proved to be a productive and interesting experience for
our students and for our teachers. We plan to continue to use this material
and to experiment with the particular techniques we use to teach it.

Implementing changes like these on a broad scale is difficult Plenty of
teachers are reluctant to change and to experiment Many teachers are
discouraged from reform and experimentation by rigid curricular guidelines.
It has been painfully slow, for example, for this country to get available
technology into the classroom, although it is crystalclear that technology
must be in the classroom. It is mental for school administrators to be key
agents of change. And all teachers and administrators are aware of testing
results and must, in some way, answer to them. And so it is clear that
reform in schools will require reform in the whole process of assessment It
is vital that NSF and every one in a position of leadership actively promote
the reform of testing. Our world is changing rapidly, and education, always
slow to respond to any change, must try to do a better job in promoting
what our citizens really need to know. The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NOW) has for years advocated the use of calculators, and
calculators are ubiquitous in business and industry, %Owe is not one
major test I know of involving these machines. By far the best, Most far-
reaching set of guidelines for us to use is contained in Qutoluniand

3
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afillIffigallltanalaillaaMahlattlealtlfa, an overview of which
accompanies this document The =Mil to be published in April by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, make up a refreshing document
driven by the need to make better thinkers of our students, to show the
value of mathematics, and to bring mathematics education in line with the
technological nature of our modern world. The Standatsis already enjoy the
broad support of most teachers who have seen the draft versions, a situation
unlike the reception given New Math many years ago. The Madera
represent a grass roots reform movement of mathematics teachers and
education researchers, and they deserve the support of political and
industrial leaders.

One major problem we must address is the state of elementary science
and matirmatics education. Many elementary school teachers nave only
minimal training in mathematics and science, and plenty of Meese people
would rather not teach these subjects if given a choice. Tet our system
demands that all elementary teachers cover all the subjects in addition to
giving the extra personal attention that all young children need.
Compounding this problem is the fact that the content of traditiowl
elementary textbooksand hence the defect° curriculumis dull, boring,
unchallenglag, and only marginally awes. of technology. Thelingliang
leasikeL of September, 1987 reported that in the upper elementary grades
the most popular textbooks were 70% review. (In this study, a page was
considered new if it contained nap new topic, skill, or vocabtilary. The 70S
figure is oxiservative., Only rarely do young students see new ideas, and
most of their time is spent practising old mechanical skills. The first years in
mathematics - -the most important ones for most peopleare not good ones.
Negative attitudes about mathematics and science are spawned here, and
Mew attitudes are tenacious. I want to note it clear tint my criticism is of
the educational systea; not of the teachers. Momentary teachers are simply
expected to master too much. Specialists in math and science, people with
skill and enthusiasm for these subjects, would help the problem a great deal.
We will perhaps have to sacrifice some of the emotional bonding in the
single-teacher classroom, but I believe ft is necessary to do so.

Teachers at that level are pulled in many different directions. Pew of
them belong to tions like the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematic% and hence they are hard to reach with messages of reform.
N has funded some elementary *.t:* 'whops and research projects, but here
is an area where I believe the effort really must be increased. If we do not
win this battle, we will not win sr st others. At the end of my summer at
Princeton, the participants were aiked what topic should be treated for the

4
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next summer. Some of us suggested middle school mathematics, and we
were told that it was difficult to get funding for projects dealing with young
students. Evidently it is relatively easy to find funding for university
projects, less so for secondary, and downright difficult for elementary
projects. This must be changed. We must reach students in their formative
years. We must accept and be happy with the idea that education is a long-
term affair where positive results can only be obtained after many years of
effort. There are no quick answers, and I think we all know that this is
true.

Can we solve our problems? I am optimistic about our ability to do so.
We need to show that we have the national will to do so. I know that our
students have as much raw talent as any students in the world. I also know
that we have enough teaching talent to make the changes we need to make.
We need to have the government's help, through NSF and other agencies, in
showing our teachers and schools that there can be useful reform. It is
important that teachers be empowered to experiment about better ways of
doing their jobs. School administrators must make this happen. This is
essential to the self-esteem of any professional and to the battle against
staleness that all teachers face.

It is essential for us to remember one more point Tour support of
mathematics and science is vital, but we cannot neglect the English teachers,
the history teacher s, the language teachers, and all the other specialists in
my profession. The Presidential Award which has brought resogrces and
distinction to me aLso should be started for other specialties. None of us
works in a vacuum. My students need to read and write well to learn in
order to learn mathematics well. History students need mathematics to
understand the economic forces in the world. While the most obvious
solution to our technological deficit is to pump support into math and science
education, the best solution, and the most lasting one, will be to support all
elements of the educational community with, all the resources and all the
zeal we can find.

Thank you.

160
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INTROIRICTION

Background

These standards are one facet of the mathemark, education community's
response to the all for reform in the teaching and learning of mathematics*
They reflect, and are an extension of, the community's responses to those
demands for change.* Inherent in this document is a consensus that all
students need to learn more, and often different, mathematics and that
instruction in mathematics must be significantly revised.

As* function of NCTM's leadership in current efforts to reform school
mathematics, the Commission on Standards for School Mathematics was
established by the Board of Directors and charged with two tasks-

Orate a coherent vision of what it means to be mathematically literate
in a world that relies on calculators and computers to carry out
mathematical procedures, and in a world where mathematics is vapidly
growing and is extensively being applied in diverse fields,

2. Create a set of standards to guide revision of school mathematics
curriculum and associated evaluation toward this vision.

the Working Groups of the Commission prepared the Standards in response to
this charge

Key terms used in the development of this document include:

Currirsdunt. A curriculum is an operatinnal plan for instruction that
details: what mathematics students need to know, how students ate to
achieve th.s identified curricular goals, what teacher!: are to do to help
students develop their mathematical knowledge, and the contest in which
learning and teaching occurs. In this context, the term describes what
many would label as the "intended curriculum,' or the "plan for a
curriculum."
Eruhaartors. Standards have been articulated for evaluating both student
performance and curricular programs, with sa emphasis on the role of
evaluative measures in gathering information "pon which teachers can base
subsequent instruction. The standards also acanowledge the value of
gathering information about student growth and achievement for research
and administrative purposes.

See A Nation as Risk (i:ational Commission on Excellence in Education,
1983), or Educating Arnericani far the 21st Century (National Science Board
Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology.
1983).

2 What is Fundamental and What as Not (Conference Board of the
Mathematical Sciences, 19113a); New Goals for MatOwinatical Sciences Education
(Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, t9111h1; and School
Mathematics: Optioni for the 1990's (Romberg, 1944).

1 6
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Standard. A standard is a state io en can be used to judge the quality
of a mathematics curriculum or r" ods of evaluation. Thus, standards are
statements about what is valued

The Need for Standards for School Mathematics

For NCTM the development of standards as statements of criteria for excelleore
in order to produce change was our focus. Schools, and in particular, school
mathematics, must reflect the important consequences of the current reform
movement if our students are to be adequately prepared to live in the 21st
century. The standards should be viewed as facilitators of reform.

The Need For New Goals

Our vision of mathematical literacy it based on a reexamination of
educational goals. Historically, societies have established schools to

transmit aspects of the culture to the young, and

-- direct students toward and provide them with an
opportunity for self-fulfillment

Thus, the goals all schools try to achieve ate both a reflection of the needs of
society and the needs of students.

Cells for reform in school mathematics suggest that new goals are needed. All
industrialized countries have experienced a shift from an industrial to an
information society, a shift that has transformed both the aspects of
mathematics that need to he transmitted to students and the concenn and
procedures they must mast-e if they are to be self-fulfilled, productive citizens
in the neat century.

The Information Society. This social and economic shift can be attributed, at
least in part, to the availability of low-cost calculators, computers, and other

chnology. The use of this technology has dramatically changed the nature of
. physical, life, and social sciences,. business; industry; and government.

v, the pace of economic change is being accelerated by continued
ration in communications and computer technology.

r:ew Societal Goals. The educational system of the industrial age does not meet
the economic needs of today. New social goals for education include: (1)
mathematically literate workers. (2) lifelong learning, (3) opportunity for ail,
and (4) an informed electorate. Implicit in these goals is a school system
organized to serve as an important resource for all citizens throughout their
live".

Mathematically literate workers. Businesses no longer seek workers with
strong backs, clever hands, and'shopkeepze arithmetic skills. In fact, it is
claimed that the most significant growth in new jobs between now and the
year 2000 will he in fields requiring the most education' (Lewis, 1988, p. 468),
Henry Pollak (1987), a noted industrial mathematician, recently summarized the
mathematical expectations for new employees in industry:

-- the ability to set up problems with the appropriate operations;
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knowledge of a variety of techniques to approach and work on

problems;
understanding of the underlying mathematical features or a problem;
the ability to work with others on problenag
the ability to see the applicability of mathematical ideas to common

and complex problemq
preparation for open problem situations. since most real problems are
not well formulated; and
belief in the utility sod value of mathematics.

Notice the difference between the skills and training inherent in these
expe.:dations and those acquired by students working independently to solve

explicit sets of drill and practice exe-4nes. While mathematics is not taught in
schools solely so students can get jobs, we are convinced that in-school
experiences reflect to some extent those of today's workplace.

Lifelong lemmas. Employment counselors, cognizant of the rapid
changes in technology and employment patterns, are claiming that, on average,
wasters will change jobs at least four to five times during the next 25 years,
and that each job will require retraining in communication skills. Thus, a
flexible workforce capable of lifelong learning is required; this implies that
school mathematics must emphasize a dynamic form of literacy. Problem
solvingwhich includes the ways in which problems are represented, the

meanings of the language of mathematics. and the ways in which one
conjectures and reasons --must be central to schooling so that students can
explore, create, accommodate to changed conditions, and actively create new
knowledge over the course of their lives.

Opportunity for all. The social injustices of past schooling practices can

no longer be tolerated. Current statistics indicate that those who study
advanced mathematics are most often white males. Women and most minorities

study less mathematics and are seriously underrepresented in careers utilizing
science and technology. Creating a just society in which women and various

ethnic groups enjoy equal opportunities and equitable treatment is no longer an
issue. Mathematics has become a critical filter for employment and full
participation in our society. We cannot afford to have the majority of our
population mathematically illiterate: Equity has become an economic necessity.

Informed electorate. In a democratic country in which political and

social decisions involve increasingly complex technical issues. en educated,
informed electorate is critical. Current issues--such as environmental
protection, nuclear energy, defense spending, space exploration, and taxation- -

involve many interrelated questions. Their thoughtful resolution requires
technological knowledge and understanding. In particular, citizens must be able

to read and interpret complex, and sometimes conflicting. information.

In summary, today's society expects schools to insure that all students have au
opportunity to become mathematically literate. are capable of extending their
learning, have an equal opportunity to learn, and become informed citizens
capable of understarding issues in a technological society. As society changes,

so must its schools.

New Goals for Students. Educational goals for students must reflect the
importance of mathematical literacy. Toward this end, the Standards. K-I2.

166
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articulate five general gaals for all students. (I) that they learn to salue
mathematics. (2) that they become confident in their ability to do mathematics.
(1) that they become mathematical problem solvers, (4) that they learn to
communicate mathematically, and (S) that they learn to reason mathematically.
The curriculum should be permeated with these goals and experiences such that
they become commonplace in the lives of students. We are convinced that if
students are exposed to the kinds of experiences outlined in the Standards. they
will gain mathematical power. This term denotes an individual's abilities to
explore, conjecture, and reason logically, as well as the ability to use a variety
of mathematical methods effectively to solve nonroutine problems. This notion
is based on recognition of mathematics as more than a collection of concepts
and skills to be mastered; it includes methods of investivating and reasoning,
means of communication, and notions of context. In addition, for each
individual, mathematical power involves the development of personal self-
confidence.

Learning to value mathematics. Students should have numerous and
varied experiences related to the cultural, historical, and scientific evolution of
mathematics so that they can appreciate the role of mathematics in the
development of our contemporary society, and explore relationships among
mathematics and the disciplines it serves: the physical and life sciences, the
social sciences. and the humanities.

Becoming confident in oni.'5 own ahilitv. As a result of studying
mathematics, students need to view themselves as capable of using their growirg
mathematical power to make sense of new problem situations in the world
around them. To some extent, everybody is a mathematician and does
mathematics consciously To buy at the market, to measure a strip of wallpaper
or to decorate a ceramic pot with a regular pattern is doing mathematics.
School mathematics must endow all students with a realization that doing
mathematics is a common human activity. Having numerous and varied
experiences allows students to trust their own mathematical thinking.

Becoming a niaihernatteal problem solver. Development of each student's
ability to solve problems is essential if he or she is to he a productive citizen.
We strongly endorse the first recommendation of An Agenda for Action
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1980). 'Problem solving must be
the focus of school mathematics' (p. 2). To develop such abilities, students
need to work on problems that may take hours, days and even weeks to solve.
Although some may be relatively simple exercises to be accomplished
independently, others should involve small groups or an entire class working
cooperatively. Some problems also should he open-ended with no right answer,
or nerd to be formulated

'Awning to communicate rnatlwmatically Development of a student's
power to use mathematics involves learning the signs, symbols, and terms of
mathematics. This is best accomplished in problem situations in which students
have an opportunity to read, write, and discuss ideas in which the use of the
language of mathematics becomes natural. As students communicate their ideas,
they learn to clarify, refine, and consolidate their thinking,

learning to reolrm mathematically. Making conjectures, gathering
evidence, and building an argument to support such notions are fundamental to
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doing mathematics. In fact, demonstration of good reasoning should he
rewarded even more than students' ability to find correct answers.

In summary, the intent of these goals is that students will become
mathematically literate. This term denotes an individual's ability to explore, to
conjecture, and to reason logically, as well as to use a variety of mathematical
methods effectively to solve problems. by becoming literate, their mathematical
power should develop.

An Overview of the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards

There are 54 standards divided among four categories: grades K-4, 5-S, 9-12,
and evaluation. The four categories are arbitrary in that they are not intended
to reflect school structure; in fact, we encour.ge readers to consider these as
K -12 standards. In addition, we believe that similar standards need to be
developed for both pre-school programs awl those beyond high school.

It was our task to prepare the curriculum aud evaluation standards that reflect
our vision of how the societal and student goals already articulated here could
be met. These standards should be seen as an initial step in the lengthy
process of bringing about reform in school mathematics.

The Evaluation Standards. The evaluation standards are Presented separately
not because evaluation s!.ould to separated from the curriculum, but because
planning for the gat). 're sidence about student and program outcomes is
different.

Challenge

Such are the background, the general focus, and the intent of our efforts. It
is aiiv kft to each of you is concerned with the teaching and learning of
mathematics to read the Standards, to share them with colleagues, and to
reflect on their vision. Consider what needs to be done and what you can do,
and collaborate with others to plan and implement the Standards for the benefit
of students, as well as for our social and economic future.

1.6s
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K -4 STANDARDS

STANDARD MATHEMATICS AS PROBLEM SOLVING
In grades K-4, the study of mathematics should emphasize problem solving so
that students can
- use problem-solving approaches to investigate and understand mathematical

content;
- formulate problems from everyday and mathematical situations;
- develop and apply strategies to solve a wide variety of problems;
- verify and interpret results with respect to the original problem;
- acquire confidence in using mathematics meaningfully.

STANDARD 2: MATHEMATICS AS COMMUNICATION
In grades K-4, the study of mathematics should include numerous opportunities
for communication so that students can:
- relate physical materials, pictures and diagrams to mathematical ideas,.
- reflect upon and clarify I' .nking about mathematical ideas and

situations;
- relate their everyday language to mathematical language and symbols;
- realize that representing, discussing, listening, writing, and trading

mathematics are a vital part of learning and using mathematics.

STANDARD 3: MAT HEMATICS AS REASONING
In grades K-4, the study of mathematics should emphasize reasoning so that
students can:
- draw logical conclusions about mathematics;
- use models, known facts, properties, and relationships to explain their

thinking;
- justify their answers and solution processes;
- use patterns and relationships to analyze mathematical situations;
- believe that mathematics makes sense.

STANDARD 4: MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS
Ir grades K-4, the study of mathematics should include opportunities to make
connections so that students can:

link conceptual and procedural knowledge;
relate various representations of concepts or procedures to one another,
recognize relationships among different topics in mathematics;
use mathematics in other curriculum areas;
use mathematics in their daily lives.

STANDARD 5: ESTIMATION
In grades K-4, the curriculum should include estimation so students can:

explore estimation strategies;
recognize when an estimate is appropriate;
use estimation to determine reasonableness of results;
apply estimation in working with quantities, measurement, cmputation. and
problem solving.

STANDARD 6: NUMBER SENSE AND NUMERATION
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include whole number
concepts and skills so that students can:
- construct number meanings through real - world experiences and the use of

physical maw r 411i;
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- understand our numeration system by relating counting, grouping, and place-
value concepts;

- develop number sense;
- interpret the multiple uses of numbers encountered in the real world.

STANDARD 7: CONCEPTS OF WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include concepts of addition,
subtraction, multiplicroion, and division of whole numbers so that students can

- develop meaning for the operations by modeling and discussing a rich variety
of problem situations;

- relate the mathematical language and symbolism of operations to problem
situations sod informal language;

- recognize that a wide variety of problem structures can be reptesented by a
single operation;

- develop operation sense.

STANDARD g: WHOLE NUMBER COMPUTATION
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should develop whole number
computation so that students can:
- model, explain, and develop reasonable proficiency with basic facts and

algorithms;
- me a variety of mental computation and estimation techniques;
- use calculators in appropriate computational situations;
- select and use computation techniques appropriate to specific problem

situations and determine whether the result is reasonable.

STANDARD 4: GEOMETRY AND SPATIA,.. SENSE
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include two- and three-
dimensional geometry so that students can:
- describe, model, draw, and classify shapes;
- investigate and predict results of combining, subdividing, and changing shape
- develop spatial sense.
- relate geometric ideas to number and measurement ideas;

recognize and appreciate geometry in their work!.

STANDARD 10: MEASUREMENT
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include measurement so that

students can.
- understand the attributes of length, capacity, weight, area, volume, time,

temperature, and angle;
- develop the process of measuring and concepts related in units of

measurement;
make and use estimates of measurement;

- make and use measurements in problem and everyday situations.

STANDARD 11: STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include experiences with data
analysis and probability so that students can:

coLect, organize, and describe data;
- construct, read, and interpret displays of data,
- formulate and solve problems that involve collecting and analyzing data
- explore concepts of chance
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STANDARD 12: FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include fractions and decimals
so that students can:
- di velop concepts of fractions, mixed numbers and decimals,
- develop number sense for fractions and decimals;
- use models to relate fractions to decimals and to find equialent fractions;
- use models to explore operations on fractions and decimals:
- apply fractions and decimals in problem situations.

STANDARD 13: PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS
In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include patterns and
relationships so that students can:
- recognize, extend, describe, and create a wide variety of patterns,
- represent and describe mathematical relationships,
- explore the use of variables and open sentences to express relationships.

1 7 1
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5-8 STANDARDS

STANDARD I: MATHEMATICS AS PROBLEM SOLVING
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include numerous and varied
experiences with problem solving as a method inquiry and application so that
students can:
- use problem-solving approaches to investigate and understand mathematical

content;
- formulate problems from situations within and outside mathematics;
- develop and apply a variety of strategies to solve problems, with emphasis

on multi-step and nonroutine problems;
- verify and interpret results with respect to the original problem situation;
- generalize solutions and strategies to new problem situations.
- acquire confidence in using mathematics meaningfully.

STANDARD 2: MATHEMATICS AS COMMUNICATION
In grades 5-8, the study of mathematics should include opportunities to

communicate so that students can:
model situations using oroi written. concrete. pictorial, graphical. and
algebraic methods;

- reflect upon and clarify their own thinking about mathematicfil ideas and
situations;

- develop common understandir Els of mathematical ideas, including the role of
definitions:

- use the skills of reading, listening, and viewing to interpret and evaluate
mathematical ideas;

- discuss mathematical ;was and make conjectures and convincing arguments;
appreciate tie value of mathematical notation and its role in the development

mathematical ideas.

STANDARD 3: MATHEMATICS AS REASONING
In grades 5-8, reasonin7 shall permeate the mathematics curriculum so that
students can:
- recognize and apply deductive and inductive reasoning;
- understand and apply reasoning processes, with special attention to spatial

rea.ining and reasoning with proportions and graphs;
- make and evaluate mathematical conjectures and arguments;
- validate their own thinking,
- appreciate the pervasive use and power of reasoning as a part of mathematics

STANDARD 4: MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS
In grades 5-8. the mathematics curriculum should include investigation of
mathematical connections so that students can:
- see mathematics as an integrated whole;

explore problems and describe results using graphical, numerical, physical.
algebraic, and verbal mathematical models or representations;
use a mathematical idea to further their understanding of other mathematical
ideas;

- apply mathematical thinking and modeling to solve problems that arise in
other disciplines, such as art, music, psychology, science, and business;

- value the role of mathematics in our culture and society.

17-4
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STANDARD 5: NUMBER AND NUMBER RE. ATIONSHIPS
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include the coot rived
development of number and number relationships so that students cart:
- understand, represent, and use numbers in a variety of equivalent forms

(integer, fraction, decimal, percent, exponential, and scientific notation) in
real-world and mathematical problem situations;

- develop number sense for whole numbers, fractions. decimals, integers, and
rational numbers;

- understand and apply ratios, proportions, and per. cnts in a wide variety of
situations;

- investigate relationships among fractions, decini.ils, and percents;
- represent numerical relatemships in one- and two - dimensional graphs.

STANDARD 6: NUMBER SYSTEMS AND NUMBER THEORY
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include the study of number
systems and number theory so that students can
- understand and appreciate the need for numbers beyond the whole numbers,
- develop and us: order relations for whole numbers, fractir,ns, decimals,

integers, and rational numbers,
- extend their understanding of whole number operations to fractions, decimals,

integers, and rational numbers.
- understand how the basic arithmetic operations are related to one another;
- develop and apply number theory concepts (such as primes, factors, and

multiples) in real-world and mathematical problem situations.

STANDARD 7; COMPUTATION AND ESTIMATION
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include development of the
concepts underlying computation and estimation in various contexts so that
students can:

compute with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, integers, and rational
numbers;
develop, analyze, and explain procedures for computation and techniques fur
estimation;

- develop, analyze, and explain methods for solving proportions;
- select and use an appropriate method for computing from among ental

arithmetic, paper-and-pencil, calculator, and computer methods;
use computation, estimation, and proportions to solve problems;

- use estimation to check the reason leness of results.

STANDARD 8: PATTERNS AND FUNCTIONS
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include explorations of
patterns and functions so that students can:
- describe, extend, analyze, and create a wide variety of patterns;
- describe and represent relationships using tables, graphs, and rules,
- analyze functional relationships to explain how change in one quantity

affects change in another,
- use patterns and functions to represent and solve problems.

STANDARD 4 ALGEBRA
In grades 5-8. the mathematics curriculum should include explorations of
algebraic concepts and processes so that students can:

understand the concepts of variable, expression, and equation;
- represent situations and number patterns with tables, graphs, vernal rules,

and equations, and explore the interrelationships of these representations,

3
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- analyze tables and grapht to identify properties and relationships;
- develop confidence. in solving linear equations using concrete, informal, and

formal methods;
- investigate inequalities and nonlinear equations informally;
- apply algebraic methods to solve a variety of real-world and mathematical

problems.

STANDARD le STATISTICS
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include explorations of
statistics in real-world situations so that students can
- systematically collect. organize, and describe data;
- construct, read, and interpret tables. charts, and graphs;
- make inferences and convincing arguments based on data analysis;

evaluate arguments based on data analysis;
- develop an appreciation for statistical methods as powerful means for decision

making.

STANDARD I I; PROBABILITY
In grades 5-1, the mathematics curriculum should include explorations of
probability in real world situations so that students can:
- model situations by devising and carrying out experiments or simulations to

determine probabilities;
- model situations by constructing a sample space to determine probabilities;
- appreciate the power of using a probability model through comparison of

experimental mutts with mathematical expectations;
- make predictions based on experimental or mathematical probabilities;

develop an appreciation for the pervasive use of probability in the real world.

STANDARD 12: GEOMETRY
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include the study of the
geometry of one, two, and three dimensions in a variety of situations so that
students can:

identify, describe, comrv"e, and classify geometric figures;
- visualize and represent geometric figures with special attention to

developing spatial sense;
explore transformations of geometric figures;

- represent and solve problems using geometric models;
- understand and apply geometric properties and relationships;
- develop an appreciation of geometry as a means of describing the physical

world.

STANDARD I): MEASUREMENT
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include extensive concrete
experiences using measurement so that students can:
- extend their understanding of the process of measurement;
- estimate, make, and use measurements to describe and compare phenomena;
- select appropriate units and to measure to the level of accuracy

required in a particular situation,
- understand the structure and use of systems of measuremea.,

extend their understanding of the concepts of perimeter. area, volume, angle
measure, capacity, and weight/mass;
develop the concepts of rates arid other derived and indirect measurements;

- develop former and procedures for determining measures to solve problems.

174
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9-12 STANDARDS

STANDARD 1: MATHEMATICS AS PROBLEM SOLVING
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should incl. .3e the refinement and
extension of methods of mathematical problem solving so that all students can:

use, with increasing confidence, problem-solving 5,, ,caches to investigate and
understand mathematical contea;
apply integrated mathematical problem - solving strategies to solve problems
from within and outside of mathematics;
recognize and formulate Problems from situations within and outside of
mathematics;
apply the process of mathematical modeling to real-world problem situations.

STANDARD 2: MATHEMATICS AS COMMUNICATION
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the continued
development of language and symbolom to communicate mathematical ideas so
that all students can:
- reflect upon and clarify their thinking about mathematical ideas and

relationships;
- formulate mathematical definitions and express generalizations (potential

theorems) discovered through investigations;
- express mathematical ideas orally and in writing;
- read written presentations of mathematics with understanding;
- ask clarifying and extending questions related to mathematics they have read

or heard about;
- appreciate the power, elegance, and economy of mathematical notation and its

role in the development of mathematical ideas.

STANDARD 3: MATHEMATICS AS REASONiNG
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include numerous and varied
experiences that reinforce and extend logical reasoning skills so that all
students can:
- make and test conjectures;
- formulate counterexamples,
- follow logical arguments;
- judge the validity of arguments;

construct simple valid arguments;
and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:
- construct proofs for mathematical assertions, including indirect proofs and

Proofs by mathematical induction.

STANDARD 4: MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include investigation of the
connections and interplay among various mathematical topics and their
application so that all students can:
- recognize equivalent representations of the same concept;
- relate procedures in one representation to procedures in an equivalent

representation;
- utilize and value the connections among mathematical topiCs;
- utilize and value the connections between mathematics and other disciplines.

STANDARD 5: ALGEBRA
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the continued study
of algebraic concepts and methods so that all students can:

1.7
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represent Situations that involve variable quantities with expressions,
equations, inequalities, and matrices,

- use tables and graphs in tools to interpret expressions, equations, and
inequalities;

- operate on expressions and matrices, and solve equations and inequalities,
- appreciate the power of mathematical abstraction and symbolism;
and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:

use matrices to solve linter systems;
- demonstrate technical facility with algebraic transformations, including

techniques based on the theory of equations,

STANDARD 6: FUNCTIONS
In grades 9-12. the mathematics curriculum should include the continued study
of functions so that all students can
- model real-world phenomena with a variety of functions;

represent and analyze relationships using tables, odes, and graphs;
translate among tabular, symbolic, and graphical representations of
functions,
recognize that a variety of problem situations can be modeled by the same
type of function;

- analyze the effects of parameter changes on the graphs of functions;
and so that, in addition, college-intending students can.
- understand operations on, and the general properties and behavior of,

classes of functions.

STANDARD 7 GEOMETRY FROM A SYNTHETIC PERSPECTIVE
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the continued study
of the geometry of two and three dimensions so that all students can:
- interpret and draw three-dimensional objects;
- represent problem situations with geometric models and apply properties of

figures;
- classify figures in terms 'f congruence and similarity and apply these

relationships;
- deduce properties of, and relationships between, figures from given

assumptions;
and so that, in addition, college interding students can

develop an understanding of an axiomatic system through investigating and
comparing various geometries.

STANDARD 8: GEOMETRY FROM AN ALGEBRAIC PERSPECTIVE
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the study of the
geometry of two and three dimensions from an algebraic point of view so that
all students can
- mandate between synthetic and coordinate representations;
- deduce properties of figures using transformations and rising coordinates;
- identify congruent and similar figures using transformations;
- analyze properties of Euclidean transformations and relate translations to

vectors;
and so that. in edd:tion, college-intending students can

deduce properties of figures using vectors;
- apply transformations, coordinates, and vectors in problem solving.

1 6
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STANDARD 9: TRIGONOMETRY
In grades 9-17, the mathematics curriculum should include the study of
trigonometry so that all students can:
- apply trigonometry to problem situations involving triangles,

explore periodic real-world phenomena using the sine .,.d cosine functions,
and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:
- understand the connection between trigonometric and citcular functions,
- use circular functions to model periodic real-world phenomena,.
- apply general graphing techniques to trigonometric functions;
- solve trigonometric equations and verify trigonometric identities;
- understand the connections between timonometric functions and polar

coordinates, complex numbers, and series.

STANDARD 10. STATISTICS
In grades 9-12. the mathematics curriculum should include the continued study
of data analysis and statistics so that all students can:

construct and draw inferences from charts, tables, and graphs that
summarize data from real-worm situations,
use curve-fitting to predict from data;

- understand and apply measures of central tendency, variability, and
correlation;
understand sampling and recognize its role in statistical claims;
design a statistical experiment to study a problem, conduct the experiment,
and interpret and communicate the outcomes,
analyze the effects of data transformations on measures of central tendency
and variability;

and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:
- transform data to aid in data interpretation and prediction;
- test hypotheses using appropriate statistics.

STANDARI) II: PROBABILITY
In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the continued study
of probability so that all students can:

use experimental or theoretical probability, as appropriate, to represent and
solve problems involving uncertainty;

- use simulations to estimate probabiti ins;
- understand the concept of random variable;
- create and interpret discrete probability distributions;

describe, in general terms, the normal curve and use its properties to
answer questions about sets of data that are assumed to he normally
distributed;

and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:
- apply the concept of random variable to generate and interpret probability

distributions including binomial, uniform, normal, and chi square

STANDARD 12: DISCRETE. MATHEMATICS
In grades 9 -12, the mathematics curriculum should include topics from discrete
mathematics so that all students can:
- represent problem situations using discrete structures such as finite graphs,

matrices, sequences, and recurrence relations;
- represent and analyze finite graphs using matrices;
- develop and analyze algorithms.,
- solve enumeration and finite probability problems:
and so that, in addition, college-intending students can'
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- represent and solve problems using linear programming and difference

equations;
- investigate problem situations that arise in connection with computer

validation end *Indication of algorithms.

STANDARD 13: CONCEPTUAL UNDERPINNINGS OF CALCULUS

In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the informal
exploration of cakalus ca septa front both a graphical and numerical perspective

so that all students can
- determine maximum and minimum points of * graph and interpret the results

in problem situations;
- investigate !Unitise processes by examining infinite sequences and mries and

areas under curves;
and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:

understand the conceptual foundations of limit, area under a curve, rate of
change, and slope of a tangent line, and their applications in other

disciplines;
- analyze the graphs of polynomial, rational, radical, and transcendental

functions.

STANDARD 14: MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE
In rucks 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the study of
mathematical structure twi that all students can
- compare and contrast the real number system and its various subsystems in

terms of structural characteristics;
- understand the logic of algebraic procedures;
- appreciate that seemingly different mathematical systems may be essentially

the same; .

and so that, in addition, college-intending students can:
develop the complex number system and demonstrate facility with its

operations;
- prove elementary theorems within various mathematical structures, such as

groups and fields;
- develop an understanding of the nature and purpose of axiomatic systems.
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EVALUATION STANDARDS

STANDARD I: ALIGNMENT
In assessing students' learning, assessment methods and tasks should be aligned
with the curriculum in terms of:
- its goals, objectives, and mathematical content;
- the relative emphases it gives to various topics and processes and their

relationships;
its instructional approaches and activities, including the use of calculators,
computers, and manipulatives.

STANDARD2: MULTIPLE SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Decisions concerning students' learning should be based on the convergence of
information obtened from a variety of sources. These sources should embody
tasks that
- demand different kinds of mathematical thinking;
- present the same mathematics. concept or procedure in different contexts,

formats, and problem situations.

STANDARD 3: APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT METHODS AND USES
Assessment methods and instruments should be selected on the basis of:

the type of information sought;
the use to which the information will be put;
the developmental level and maturity of the student.

Use of assessment data for purposes other than those intended is inappropriate.

STANDARD 4: MATHLMA":1CAL POWER
The assessment of students' mathematical knowledge should seek .nformation
about their:
- ability to apply their knowledge to solve problems within

mathematics and in other disciplines;
- ability to use mathematical language to communicateideas;
- ability to reason and analyze;
- knowledge and understanding of concepts and procedures;

reposition towards matNernatics;
to,derstanding of the nature of mathematics;

and the extent to which these aspects of students' mathematical knowledge are
integrated.

STANDARD 5 PROBLEM SOT VING
The assessment of students' ability to solve problems should provide evidence
that they can:
- formulate problems;
- apply a variety of strategies to solve problems,
- solve problems;
- verify and interpret results;
- generalize solutions,

STANDARD 6: COMMUNICATION
Assessment of students' ability to communicate mathematics should provide
evidence that they can
- express mathematical ideas by speaking, writing, demonstrating, and

depicting them visually;

1 7
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understand, interpret, and evaluate mathematical ideas that are presented in
written, oral or visual form;
use mathematical vocabulary, notation, and structure to represent ideas,
describe relationships, end model situations.

STANDARD 7: REASONING
The assessment of students' ability to reason mathematically should provide
evident, that they can:
- use inductive reasoning to recognize patterns and form conjectures;
- use to develop plausible arguments for mathematical statements;

Use proportional and spatial reasoning to solve problems;
- use deductive reasoning to verify conclusions, judge the validity of

arguments, and construct valid arguments;
analyze situations to determine common properties and structures,
appreciate the axiomatic nature of mathematics.

STANDARD 8: MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS
Assessment of students' knowledge and understanding of mathematical concepts
should provide evidence that they can.
- label, verbalize, and define concepts;
- identify and generate examples end nonearimples;
- use models, diagrams, and symbols to represent concepts;
- translate from one mode of representation to another;
- recognize the various meaniross and interpretations of concepts;
- identify properties of a given concept and recognize conditions that

determine a particular concept;
- compare and contrast concepts with other related concepts,
In addition, assessment should provide evidence of the extent to which students
have integrated their knowledge of various concepts.

STANDARD Sr. MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURES
The assessment of students' knowledge of procedures should provide evidence
that they can:

recognize when it is appropriate to use a procedure;
- give reasons for the steps In a procedure;
- reliably and efficiently execute procedures;
- verify results of procedures empirically (e.g., using models) or analyt catty,

recognize correct and incorrect procedures;
generate new procedures and extend or modify familiar ones;
appreciate the nature and role of procedures in mathematics.

STANDARD 10: MATHEMATICAL. DISPOSITION
The assessment of students' mathematical disposition should seek information

about their
- confidence in using mathematics to solve problems, to communicate ideas,

and to reason;
- flexibility in exploring mathematical ideas and trying alternative methods n

solving problems;
- willingness to persevere at mathematical tasks;

- interest, curiosity and inventiveness in doing mathematics,
inclination to monitor and reflect upon their own thinking and performance,

- appreciation of the role of mathematics in Our culture and its value as a
tool and as a language

1 Sti
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STANDARD tL INDICATORS FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION
When evaluating a mathematics program is consistency with the NCTM
Standards, indicators of the program's match to the Standards should be
collected on
- student outcomes;
- program expectations and support;

equity for all students;
- curriculum review and change.
In addition, indicators of the program's match to the Standards should be
collected on curriculum and instructional resources sal instruction. These are
discussed explicitly in Evaluation Standards 12 and 13.

STANDARD 14: CURRICULAR AND INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
When evaluating a mathematics program's consistency with the NCTM
Curriculum Standards, examination of curricular and instructional resources
should focus on

goals. objectives, and mathematical content;
- relative emphases of various topics and processes and their relationships;
- instructional approaches and activities;
- articulation across grades;
- assessment methods and instruments;
- availability of technological tools and support materials

STANDARD 13: INSTRUCTION
When evaluating a mathematics program's consistency with the NC l hi
Curriculum Standards, instruction and the environment in which it takes place
should be examined, with special attention to:
- mathematical content and its treatment;
- relative emphases assigned to various topics and processes and the

relationships among them;
- opportunity to le rn;
- instructional resources and classroom climate;
- assessment methods and instruments used;
- articulation of instruction across grades.

STANDARD 14: EVALUATION TEAM
Program evaluation should be planned and conducted with the involvement of:
- individuals with expertise and training in mathematics education;

individuals with expertise and traiaing in program evaluation,
decision makers for the mathematics program,

- users of the information from the evaluation
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AN EXAMPLE OF A CURRICULUM STANDARD

STANDARD 10: STATISTICS

In grades 5-11, the mathematics curriculum should include the exploration of
statistics in real-world situations so that students can:

systematically collect, organize, and describe data,

construct, read, and interpret tables. charts, and graphs;

make inferences and convincing arguments based on data analysis;

evaluate arguments based on Cate analysis;

develop an appreciation for statistical methods as powerful meals for
decision making

Focus

In this age of information and technology, there is an ever-increasing need to
understand how information is processed and translated into usable knowledge.
Because of society's expanding use of data in prediction and decision making, it
is important that students develop an understanding of the concepts and
processes used in analyzing data. Knowledge of statistics is necessary for
students to become intelligent consumers who can rake informed and critical
decisions,

In grades K -4, students begin to explore elementary ideas of statistics by
gathering data appropriate to their grade level. organizing it in charts or
graphs, and reading information from their displays. These concepts should be
continued and expanded in the middle grades. Students in grades 5-8 have a
keen interest in trends in music, movies, fashion, and sports. Investigation of
how such trends are developed and cornunicated is an excellent motivator for
..he study of statistics. Students need to be actively involved in each of the
steps that comprise statistics, from the process of gathering information to the
communication of findings and statistical results.

Identifying the range or average of a data set, constructing simple graphs, and
reading data points ; answers to specific questions are important activities, but
they reflect only a very narrow aspect of statistics. Instead, instruction in
statistics should focus on the active involvement of students in the entire
process: formulating key questions; collecting and organizing data; representing
the data using graphs, tables, frequency distributions, and summary statistics;
analyzing the data; making conjectures; and communicating information in a
convincing way. Students' understanding of statistics also is enhanced by
opportunities to evaluate others` arguments. This exercise is of particular
importance to all students, as so much advertising, forecasting, and public
policy development is based on data analysis.
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Middle-school students' curiosity about themselves, their peers, and their
si.,:iinulings can motivate the study of statistics. The data to be gathered,
organized, and studied shoold be interesting and relevant, their interest in self
and peers, for er ample. can motivate students to investigate the "average
student' in the class or school. First, students must formulate questions as to
what determines their concept of an *average student" - -age, height, eye color.
favorite music or TV show, number of people in family, pets at home, etc.
While numerous categories are possible, some discussion will help students to
develop a survey instrument that will provide appropriate data. Sarnplit -
procedures are a critical issue in data collection. Which students should
surveyed to determine Mr. or Ms. Average? Must every student be questioned'
If not, how can randomness in the sampling be assured and how many samples
are needed to provide enough data to describe the average student?

Random samples, bias in sampling procedures, and limited samples all are
important considerations. For instance, would collecting data from the men's
and women's basketball teams provide good information to determine the
average height of a college student? Will a larger sample reveal a more
accurate picture of the percentage of students with brown hair? The following
graph illustrates the results of increasing the ample
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Figure 10.1: Graph of brown-haired students
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Frgurr 10.2: lists table

Data presentation can take various forms: charts, rahtes, plots (including :rem
and leaf, box and whiskers, and scatter), and graphs (such as bar. circle, or
lint) Each offers its own unique visual presentation of the data Ea,711
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wields a different impact on the picture of the information being presented. and
each conveys a different perspective. The choice of form depends on the
questions that are to be answered. Using the same data, graphs can be
developed usirz several different scales to show how the change of scale can
dramatically alter the visual message that is communicao-d.

Computer software can greatly enhance the organization and representation of
data. Data-base programs can provide information for students investigation
and can record data, sort it quickly by various categories, and organize it in a
variety of ways. Other programs can be used to construct plots and graphs for
data display. Scale changes can be made to compare different pictures of the
:ame information. This technological tool frees students to spend more time
exploring the essence of statistic& analyzing data from many viewpoints.
drawing inferences, and constructing and evaluating arguments.

A particular point to be raised with students concerns 'average" as it relates to
numerical and nonnumeris:al data. While there are several measures of central
tendency, atudt are generally exposed only to the mean or median, yet the
mode may be t'.e best "average" for a set of non-numerical data.

Students also should explore the concepts of cover and dsiper.stort of data.
The following activity includes all of the important elements presented in this
standard and illustrates the use of hoand-whisker plots as an effective means
of describing data and showing variation

A class Is divided Into two large groups, and then subditided into pairs.
One stacleat la earn pair estimates when one minute has passed while the
ether watches the clock and records the actual time. All of the students
is one grout conceulrate on the timing task, while half of the students in

the second exert constant efforts to district their partners. The box plots
show that the median times for the two groups were about the same, but
the times for the distracted group have greater variation. Note that ht the
distracted group, one data point Is far enough removed from the others to
be as collier.

2 1 ,i, i -I I 1 1 i

Seconds 'Ml 40 so 60 70 80 90 100 110

Nundistracted group I. --- 1, L.

Distracted group I' .-----i -r

Figure 10.3: Time estimates
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Sports statistics and other real data provide students with settings in which
they can generate new data and investigate a variety of conjectures. The table
below contains information from a NBA championship series game between Los
Angeles and Boson.

Player Min FG-A Bela Asst. Pls.

Worthy 37 8-19 8 5 20Johnson 34 8-14 1 12 19Bird 31 8-14 6 9 19
Mc Hale 32 10-16 9 0 26

Figure 10.4: NBA championship series

From this table, students can be asked to generate such new information
points/minute, rebounds/minute, points/field goals attempted. Who is he best
percentage shooter? What is the height of each player? Determine rebounds/
inch of height; points/inch of height.

A problem such as this is ideally suited to the curious nature of mindle-school
students and opens up a world of questions and investigations to them.

formulating key questions, interpreting graphs and chi, 1%, and solving problems
are important goats in the study of statistics. Statistics i.an help answer
questions that do not lend themselves to direct measurement Once data is
collected and organized, questions such as the following can guide students in
interpreting the data

What appears most often?
What trends appear in the data?
What is the significance of outliers?
What interpretations can we draw from these data, and can we use the
interpretations to make predictions?
What difficulties might be encountered when extending the interpretations or
wedietions to eitl.tr, related problems?
What additional data could we collect in order to verify or disprove the ideas
developed from these data?

All forms of media are full of graphical representations of data and different
kinds of statistical claims, all of which can be used to motivate discussion of
tt.e message being conveyed and the arguments being presented in the data

1
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Deciding on the content for school mathematics is an initial step in the needed
change process. So that the next steps proceed in harmony with the Standards,
both the nature of the needed changes and the implied strategy for change
should be understood, We are convinced. given the overwhelmingly positive
response to the Working Draft of the Standards. that there are hundreds of
teachers and other mathematics educators eager to bring about changes in
school mathematics. In fact, we are optimistic that such changes can and will
be accomplished.

Needed Next Steps

Curric4lurn Development. The Standards are a framework for curriculum
development. However, there is no scope and sequence chart, riot is there a
listing of topics by specific grade level. Although a coherent network of
relationships exists among the identified content topics, multiple paths are
available throughout this network. What we have done is to identify the key
elements, or nodes, of th._ network to be included in a quality c.athematics
curriculum.

Textbook% and Other ,Marcrials. While we are aware that the curriculum
program in many schools is geared to their textbooks, we expet t the .Standards
to be used as criteria for treasuring text content

Tests. Tests have an influence on what actually gets taught in a classroom.
especially in urban areas where teachers know that the test re:ele, will be
used, rightly or wrongly, as an evaluation of them. New tests loco! be
developed to assess problem solving, reasoning, etc.. in a valid way to ensure
that these topics are taught in all classrooms.

instruction. The spirit and vision of the Standards cannot be achieved if
instruction is in.:consistent with the undrrtying philosophy they encompass.
When specifying the content for a quality mathematics program, it is impossible.
not to address the accompanying instructional conditions. Thus, the elaboration
of each standard deliberately contains implications fo.- instruction and includes
expectations about teacher actions such as the use of a variety of sequences,
grouping procedures, instructional strategies, and techniques for evaluation.

Teacher Irtservice. While we are confident that many teachers are no.v
prepared and ready to teach the kind of mathematics program outlines in the
Standards. many other teachers will need and demand additional training or
refresher courses 't hese programs need to be developed in collaboration with
the tracheas.

Teacher Educal wiz Prospective teachers must he taught in a manner similar to
how they are tai teach- .eaplore, conjecture, communicate, reason, and so forth
Colkgcs of ed..catiaz anit .aarhematized ._croon. department! .thould ree.onsidet
their teacher preparat.',a programs in light of these euirieulani and evaluation
criteria.
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Technology. Throughout each standard, we have assumed that appropriate
technology would be available for use in classroom instruction. Calculators.
computers, courseware, and manipulative materials are necessary for good
mathematics instruction; the teacher can no longer rely solely un a blackboard,
chalk. Met. pencils, and* teat.

Differential Student Ability. The consequences of deal. g with students with
different talents, achievements, and interests has led to such practices as
grouping, tracking, and special programs for gifted or handicapped students who
need and deserve special attention. However, we believe that all students can
benefit from an opportunity to study the core curriculum arecified in the
Standards.

Equity. As a pluralistic, democratic society, we cannot continue to discourage
women and minority students front the study of mathematics. We believe that
current tracking procedures often are inequitable and we challenge all to
change current practice by developing i istructional activities and programs to
directly address this issue.

Working Conditians. In too many schools, teachers will find it difficult to
teach the mathematical topics or create the instructional environments
envisioned in these Standards because of local constraints such as directives
about chapters or pages to cover, time for instruction, and tests. In particular,
in many grades too little time is spent on mathematics instruction. Teachers
and students should spend an hour a day on mathematics at all grades, as well
as take advantage of the many opportunities to connect mathematics with other
school subjects.

Research. The Siondoeds are based on a set of values (philosophical positions)
about mathematics for students, and the way instruction should proceed. These
values not only are consistent with current research findings but also establish
a new research agenda. In the redesign of school mathematics, much careful
research is needed.

Summary

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has create a vision about:

mathematical power for all in a technological society;
mathematics as something one doessolve problems, communicate, meson;
a curriculum for all which includes a broad range of content, a variety
of contexts. and deliberate connections;
the learning of mathematics as an active. constructive process;
instruction based on problem situations;
evaluation as a means of improving instruction, learning, and programs.

Keeping these points in mind, collectively we have a rare opportunity to pm. ide
the kind of leadership that will make real, substantive changes in school
mathematics. These changes will ensure that all students possess both a
suitable and a suffici,....t mathematical background to be productive citizens in
the neat century.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Coes. We appreciate
that.

We will turn to Ms. Mosier.

STATEMENT OF JO ANN MOSIER, FAIRDALE 111C11 SCHOOL,
FA1RDALE, KY

Ms. MOSIER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we
very much appreciate this opportunity to listen to the people that I
feel very strongly can make meaningful and lasting change hi
today's schools.

We can talk about all the peripheral groups. There has been a
decade of research and reports about what needs to be done in
mathematics and science edcation, and, people, it is time for us to
move, and we are the ones that are going to have to do it.

We have heard today three main strains in every one of the re-
ports that have addressed your committee. They have talked about
content. Teachers need to be updated in content.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics have standards
that will be published in final draft form this spring that aderess a
K through 12 curriculum in mathematics that is extremely perti-
nent to the needs of today's technology of the twenty-first century.

NSF can help with these kinds of endeavors through software,
through training, through technology, data projection panels for all
mathematics and science teachers, and we need training, and as we
are trained we must continue to network with these people to sup-
port teachers as they design, as they implement, as they evaluate
because the school that I come fromand we call our school a real
school, and I bet not too many people here know where Fai-dale,
Kentucky is, and I want you to know. I am going to gi re you a
landmark, and it is the Kentucky Derby. We are five miles from
Churchill Downs, and we deal in our school with what we call real
kids.

Fifty-eight percent of our population is at risk and, defined by
our school district, which is Jefferson County Public Schools, that
means that one to twothat they are one to two years behind
mathematics and reading at their level, and we service at our
school inner city students to rural settings, and we have all the
stuff in between. So what we must dowhat works for Mr. Coes
might not work for our students at Fairdale High School. But I
teach in an environmentand this is another strain we have heard
todaywhere we are empowered to design curricula to meet the
needs of our students.

If you look at my testimony that I wrote, we are working with
general math students thatthis is abhorrent, but I want you to
know that there is a third grade level of mathematics that can
barely do anything in mathematics, much less do any applications
or do any high powered thinking. But we are working with a pro-
gram from Michigan State University where we do a lot of model-
ing, language development, and game playing, and we develop the
concepts that way, and we have had remarkable success. But we
would not have that success if we didn't, have the training, if we
didn't have the networking, and that is so important and that is
critical to what we are about today.

1s
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You must support teachers as they go about this design of a new
curriculum, and we have had the training, we have had the
networking, and we have had some remarkable successes. But our
administration supports us in what we do. We have a principal
that is an instructional facilitator. She says you are the ones that
know what needs to be done in the classroom, what can we do to
help.

So we must empower teachers, but I truly believe that as we em-
power teachers, we empower students. I have this list on my class-
room. It is called "Mathematical Empowerment. Can you listen?
Can you read with comprehension? Can you talk to me about
mathematics? Do you have an attitude about mathematics it is ex-
tremely important?"

And all of those strains come from what the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics is talking about, and I think, Mr. Coes,
did you not say that they have a copy of those standards?

Mr. Co. ES Yes, it has been attached to my testimony.
Ms. MOSIER. Okay.
And then the third strain that we have heard today, too, is peda-

mv. It is difficult in the mathematics classroom to measure how
effective have I been with what I do today. Lots of times I won't see
the rewards of what I have done until 10 years down the line.

In fact, the other day I was in the drugstore and this pharmacist
stuck his head over the counter and in a very loud voice said, "I
know you, I had you in mathematics way back when, you made a
difference in my life."

We are not like the surgeon that takes out the tumor in a per-
son's stomach and I know immediately that person is going to be
cured. That is not true. But I don't know if I am going to have im-
mediate success.

But through the Woodrow Wilson Institute that I attended this
past summer, where we learned about applied mathematics and
technology, I have done some attitudinal change in my students.
Those are the kinds of things I can perceive and evaluate immedi-
ately: That is attitudinal changes.

It is difficult when you go into a classroom and you tell parents
and teachers that we are going to read and we are going to write in
the mathematics classroom. Oh, no, not in mathematics. We have
got to do some connecting. Mathematics does not stand alone, and
teachers must be trained in km to integrate all of the fields into
our discipline, and we do a lot of interdisciplinary units at our
school and we do some cooperative learning, but we need training.

But what I am driving at is that research clearly states that no
longer can the teacher stand at the board, be the imparter of
knowledge, and have the students to imitate what we have done
and to continue to think that they have developed and they are de-
veloping their own knowledge base. It is not working. But we need
training on those pedagogies, and we need help.

No longer can we do that. What we are going to have to do is we
have to ask probing questions. What if?

area
if I did it this way?

Tell me another way to do it. And my students had a really tough
with that. In fact, to quote one of my seniors in the fall in a pre-cal
class, he said, "You know, Mrs. Mosier, if you would just stop what
you are doing and tell me the answer, we could get this lesson on."
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We can't do that any longer, and when so many of the teachers
in the classroom do it, we become the flag bearers and the pio-
neers.

We need help. We need help from textbook people. We need help
from NSF. Give us money. Train us. Let us go out and train other
teachers.

I have established for myself my own comfort zone, I know what
works for me. I can take the stuff from Michigan State, I can take
the stuff from NSF and Woodrow Wilson, but no matter what, I
have to work through it myself, and that takes time, it takes
energy, and there aren't many rewards in our profession that tells
me that I use three hours every day researching and developing
new curricula. I don't have a lot of perks other than my own sense
of inner pride.

Just like Dr. Saltman, I love to teach, but please help me.
This October, when we were given the awards for the Presiden-

tial Awards, I have never felt so important in my life. I really
didn't believe that this happened to real teachers.

One recommendation I give to this committee, don't stop with
those awards.

I felt so energized when I came back. I thought, you know, I
really am important, I really am making a difference., but I would
like to see awards given to elementary and middle school teachers
in the area of math and science. Encourage those people. Let them
know that math and science can be real and fun and exciting.

One more thing I would like to share with you about one of our
big old football players that said before a national telecasthe
says, "If you have a message to send to the nation, to all the math-
ematics teachers in the nation, what would you send there?" He
said, "Tell those teachers not to stand at the blackboard any more
and tell me all the answers. Give me credibility. I am smart. Let
me try to figure out the answers myself."

But we need help. We need training. We need support. We need
network. We need computers. We need technology.

I went out with grant money and bought graphic calculators.
They are the most wonderful $60 instruments you have ever seen
in your life. In a matter of split seconds, we can graph any function
you give me, and the kids go, ooh, ah, what is happening? What
would happen if I changed this? What would happen if I did that?

But. we need the money to buy it. Help us.
The complete prepared statement of Ms. Mosier follows:1

1Do
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I. HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE CURRENT MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM THAT YOU
USE AND WHAT PROBLEMS ARISE IN INTRODUCING NEW CURRICULA?

* * *

Innovative curriculum can be Successfully implemented at a local
school if focused training is available to the teachers. It must

be valued, designed, and nourished by both local teachers and ad-

ministrators as well as appropriate district personnel and the
board of education. The training/implementation must value the
teachers as professionals allowing time in their busy schedules
to receive the training and to become responsible for their own
professional commitment to the process and product. The
following narrative of the success story at Fairdale High School
(FRS) seeks to explain how innovation has helped restructure and
refocus the curricula at FHS. Through a series of diverse
activities described in this narrative, MS has been able to make

exciting progress.

Current mathematics curricula at FHS seem to be adequate for some
students; however, we have continued as a staff to develop
programs and curricula that best suit the needs of more of the

students. Since 1986, FHS has been in a massive restructuring
effort to design curricula that develc'ns self - confidence and
success for students as well as foster academic achievement. FHS

has a diverse student population that comes from both rural and
inner city settings. Fifty-eight percent of the student body is
described a, being "at risk" because they are one to two years
below grade. level in reading and mathematics.*
One of the major efforts at FHS has been in the teaching of

general mathematics. In Fundamental Mathematics (9th and 10th
graders below grade level), we have been using materials that
were developed through Michigan State University, titled the
MIDDLE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS PROJECTS. The materials were
researched and tested in the classroom by middle and high school

teachers. Our focused training involved four teachers from FHS,

along with eleven other Jefferson County Public School (JCPS)
teachers and was funded by Title II funds. In this program, the
..mphasis is on concept development through modeling, language,
and game playieg.

The first year we used the materials, we saw an average gain of
proficiency skills of 2.6 years with a range of 1.6 to 4.6

years. The increase in Kentucky Essential Skills Test (KEST)
percentiles was equally impressive. The average percentile gain
of reported scorns was 21 with a range of negative 4 to positive

48. Our school was recognized by JCPS as having excellent
achievement on the KEST in the area of -Grade 9 Math" for 1987.

A significant variable in the clans detign was low class sire,
and we truly believe that it was a cont'ibut.ing factor to the

large gains.

(a.
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This is an issue on which not all administrators are willing to
cooperate. This ambivalence about class size combined with
staffing constraints often leads to unwieldy class size, Now we
are in the third year of using the materials and we continue to
report steady gains. This year, two of the teachers team with a
special education teacher which provide us with a wider range of
trained professionals in using the materials to foster confidence
and mathematical achievement,

FNS knows the program is effective. However, the time and
:materials needed to implement the teaching strategies can be
overwhelming. For this reason, many teachers in the training
have stopped usiog the strategies. it is much easier to open the
book, talk a little bit and say to the students,

"Turn to page 93, and work the first 30 problems.
Be quiet - do not make noise.-

This is disturbing when contrasted to the following quote from
the recent report EVERYBODY COUNTS, it is stated that . .

-Research on learning shows that moat students cannot
learn mathematics effectively by only listening and
imitating: most teachers teach mathematics just that way."

Society does not usually reward teachers for innovative
curriculum and working three hours extra each day to coordinate
and researach a new program. The perks come from student
success, peer assistance, administrators who encourage and
support, and each teacher's own sense of inner pride.

Thus, the reasons for success at FHS are summarized as follows:

1) A support system of compatible trained teachers
2) A supportive local administration
3) District-wide training opportunities. The ..leiPS

system is committed to "maximizing student success
in a supportive environment."

4) A sensitive, creative mathematics specialist who
searches for effective, innovative curricula for
teachers to value aid implement

5) Small class size (between 10 and 20)

Because of our newly developed expertise, we have already trained
ten middle and ten elementary teachers and plan to train more
again this summer. The significance of this training is that it
is done by teachers who have used the materials with "real stu-
dents" and they can relate to others what is effective and what
produces maximum success.

2
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We continue to encourage our school system to retrain more middle
school teachers to use these materials and strategies because
this will allow high schools to teach more students who are on
grade level. FHS would ultimately like to retire from the reme-
diation, retraining operation.

.11,*

Another curriculum endeavor that we introduced at FHS is a Mathe-
matics/English Seminar which started four year.. ago at 7 o'clock
each morning as a college entrance exam prep session for volun-
teer students. Today, this effort is designed as a seminar for
seniors and a computer literacy course for juniors for first
semester. For second semester, the groups are interchanged. In
the seminar, test taking skills are reviewed and applied to
entrance exams in the area of mathematics and English. I team
teach this course with an English specialist and next year we
will incorporate a reading specialist. The computer course is
taught by the business department where word processing, data
base, and spread sheets are taught. In defiance of research,
students have reported not only increased scores on the ACT, but
some have doubled their scores in mathematics or English.

Again - a proven success story and problems arose with the state
and school district over credit, titlee, and population served.
A supportive administration and counseling staff werked through
the semantics and with sound teaching objectives, ve have
designed, implemented, and improved curricula to best meet the
needs of students.

There was no formal training in this endeavor - only the
experience of one teacher whose voice was heard concerning low
ACT scores that did not match their high G.F.A.'s.

It is our hope to train more of PHs's staff with some of the
strategies we use to better enable all our students to retain and
to construct their own knowledge base. The areas of
concentration will be spiral learning, study &tills, reading
comprehension, and writing skills.

We continue to experience that students are best served in an
environment where the teaching professionals are empowered to
design curricula to best fit the needs of the students they
serve. This empowerment of teachers will in tern empower
students with self-confidence and their own knowledge base.

3
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Another retraining experience for me was participating in a
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation Institute (WWNFFI)
on Technology and the Mathematics Curriculum. The content was
primarily at the precalculus level. The sessions in this
training were stimulating and valuable, again because the
training was given by teachers who had tried the techniques with
"real students." The point is that curricular endeavors can only
be successful when they are researched, designed, implemented,
and evaluated by teachers in the classroom through a collabora-
tive effort many times with univervities and/or businesses.

In the institute, we were introduced to strategies on
incorporating technology (computers, graphic calculators) into
the precalculus curriculum. Communications (written and oral),
problem solving, and real world applications were stressed. Thenetworking with other teachers was also valuable and support has
been present the whole year. The University of Louisville (U of
L) tapported the training in collaboration with JCPS, offering
both university credit or inservice training in addition to a
stipend. These kinds of incentives are extremely attractive to
the classroom teacher and certainly invite participation.

The problems in implementing the new strategies have been;

1.) Convincing parents and students that reading with
comprehension and ors' and written communication are en
integral part of a mathematics course.

2) Developing self-confidence iv students as the focus
of instruction changes from tplanation and examples
given via teacher" to disco.:ety techniques where the
student in asked, "Why? Tell me another way. What if..?
Can you estimate a reasenable answer? You cerrect it.
Take a riski" The etuo it becomes the worker, and he is
responsible for his/her own learning. (Ideas, from Ted
nicer'; Coalition of Essential Schools).

(A student's frustration was so appropriately expressed
at the beginning of the year when he said, "if you would
only tell me the answer - we could go on.")

3) Encouraging faculty members to incorporate scientific
and graphic calculators, computers, and data projection
panels into their instructional plan. We must continue
to allow all students to experience mathematics as it
emerges from, and is applied to the real world. What
a tool the technology is to permit all the investiga-
tion to oc...urtt It is no longer appropriate or sound
pedagogy to complete pages of irrelevant computation.
Research is stating that students will not become ex-
perts through explanations or readily solved examples.

4
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The student must investigate, ponder, and conquer the knowledge

for him/herself (Biala). EVERYBODY COUNTS reports that

"A mathematics curriculuz. that emphasizes computation and
rules is like a writing curriculum that emphasizes grammar

and spelling; emphasis on mechanics of mathematics not only
inhibits learning, but also leads to widespread misconcep-

tions among the public concerning strengths and limitations

of mathematical methods."

To investigate mathematics via technology requires a financial
commitment from local school districts. Again, the JCPS system
supports the use of technology and the training of teachers in

the use of that technology. Through a collaborative effort with
parents and business groups, all schools in the JCPS system have
a computer lab.

Me hew the following computer labs: Tandy's for the mathematics
department, IBM's for the business department, Ma..-:Intoah's for

writing across the curriculum, and Apple IIWit in a mathematics

classroom to enhance instruction. To assure optimal usage of
these labs requires a coordinator with training and software

knowledge.

In conclusion, innovative curricular and mathematics/ reform will

not occur, no matter how much research and planning the peri-
pheral groups support, unless the mathematics teacher is commit-

ted to the need and the process. The only person that can bring
meaningful and lasting change is the teacher.

5
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II, HAVE YOU USED ANY NEW CURRICULhR MATERIALS DEVELOPED
THROUGH NSF SUPPORT?

The new curricular materials that I have used through NSF support
area

COMAP - The Newsletter, of the Consortium for !lathe-
matica and Its Applications

Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation -
National Science and Mathematics Leadership Program
Materials

Workshops and materials so generously donated through
the Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics
and Science Teaching ( PAEMST), 1908.

Introduction to College Mathematics, developed by the
Mathematics Department of the North Carolina School of
Science and Mathematics. The materials are funded by
the Carnegie Corporation and are in response to resorts
by the NSF to begin preparing students for their lives
in the 21st centery. The course emphasizes a mathematics
of real-world application with integrated technology.

III. IN WHAT WAYS DID YOUR PARTICIPATION IN A TEACHER TRAINING
INSTITUTE CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR EFFECTIVENESS AS A TEACHER?

The NSF teacher training institutes that. I have attended have
greatly increased my repertoire of knowledge, provided a network
of collegial support, and revived my teaching spirit, not to
discount the opportunity to earn college credit and to receive a
stipend at the same time. The institutes also give me an
opportunity to thin.: through my teaching approaches, and I
continually review better ways to do things.

In the mid 60's, I was trained in advanced techniques of algebra
and geometry, and in the early 70's, we pioneered the teaching of
high school computer programming. We had one computer terminal
per JCPS (in a closet), Ind we coupled into the U of L via tele-
phone. Many of the first students I trained went into computer
programming and engineering as a career. We all know that tech-
nology has certainly come a long way, but the frightening aspect
of that group of trained teachers is that most have retired orwill within the next decade.

This summer I participated in the WWNFFI that is partially funded
by NSF. We are using t 3 materials from the institute through
technology, applications, and writing.

This fall I had the great pleasure of being selected the PAEMST
for Kentucky. The accolades, collegial support, and workshops
provided to us through NSF have been encouraging and far beyond
my wildest dreams. The training and rewarding or mathematics and
science educators must be a continued toeus rod priority of NSF.

6
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IV. WERE YOU ABLE TO TRANSFER NEW TEACHING SKILLS OR CURRICULAR
MATERIALS ACQUIRED PROW THE INSTITUTE TO YOUR COLLEAGUES
IN YOUR SCHOOL?

The transfer of new teaching skills or curricular materials from
the institute is shared with colleagues in my school and other
schools. It is always rewarding to learn new techniques, develop
them with my students within my own comfort acme, and then to
share them with my colleagues. New experiences and techniques
can be shared in JCPS through inservice opportunities where
teachers are invited to share with other teachers.

Kentucky Educational Television (KET) recently filmed a lesson on
"slope" at FHS to exemplify teaching strategies that correlate
with the NCTli Standards. The lesson, from the Mathematics
Teacher, used the discovery approach bviore the algorithm was
presented. Computers and graphic calculators were used to
facilitate the discovery. The communication that occurred
amongst the students as they pondered and established their own
knowledge base on to what the slope of a line" means, was
totally exemplary of "students at work, doing mathematics." The
lesson is part of a documentary that will be offered to school
districts nationwide. it will be presented in Orlando this
spring at the NCTM conference. The strategies and approaches,
software and technology ware curricular suggestions that were
presented at WWNFFI.

7
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WHAT APE YOUR VIEWS ON HOW TO IMPROVE SCIENCE AND MATHE-
MATICS INSTRUCTION IN THE NATION'S SCHOOLS?

As we view improvements in matlematics and science instruction in
the nation's schools, we must all realise there are no quick
fixes or answers." Various groups have been studying mathematics
and science reform for nearly a decade, and it is time for
action. The following issues are points of consideration.

** Increase teacher training opportunities which:
a) update mathematics and science teachers in mathematical

and science content. The NSF academic yearly
institutes of the sixties may need to be revived.

b) train teachers in the effective use of technology in
the classroom (graphic and scientific calculators,
computers, and data display panels). Every mathematics
and science teacher should have at least one computer
and a data projection panel for their classroom. This
is in addition to the programming lab.

c) develop and support research based of
methodologies such as modeling, communication (oral and
written), problem solving, and the active involvement
of students "doing mathematics.'

** Collaborate with the universities concerning pretemcher
training to provide i.;cholarehips to capable atudents willing
to major in mathematics or science educatior.

** Assiut universities and local school districts to collabora-
tively develop effective programs that train mathematics and
science specialists for elementary and middle schools. Con-
cept development and positive attitudes would increase while
mathematics anxiety should decrease.

We must promote number sense in cur youngsters and allow them
to explore the 'magic" of mathematics at an early age. Allow
them to experience mathematics as a tool to solve real world
phenomena. The only way students can establish a comfortable
knowledge base with respect to mathematics and science is to
have knowledgeable and experienced teachers leading the in-
struction, thus the need for elementary and middle school
mathematics and science majors.

** Encourage local schools to create an environment, where tea-
chers are empowered to design curricula that best fits the
needs of their student population. The learning environment
should he an atmosphere of academic achievement with self-
confident, successful students in a teacher controlled in-
structional process. eawmakere and local school districts
can facilitate this autonomy of local schools through sup-
port of principals who act as instructional leaders!
facilitators.

8
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e) Reward school-based efforts by creative and successful
science and mathematics teachers and set up fellowships
for them to work with other teachers for one year to foster
and spread their success.

b) Have lead mathematics and science teachers in each school who
teach part of the day and consult with other teachers for the

remainder of the day. They should be responsible for orga-
nizing departmental reforms, coordinating research and tech-
nology, and aiding colleagues in effective pedagogics. All
professionals need to stop protecting "turf" and allow true
reforw to occur that has student success and academic
achievement as the optimum measure.

c) Allow schools flexibility in acheduline the school day/year.
Allow students time for independent, long range projects, in-
terdisciplinary study, and to establish their own knowledge
bane.
Teachers also need more time - lengthen the school year to
allow for research, curricular 4evelopment, training, goal
setting, parent/student conferences, collegial sharing and
observations.

Interaction between the experts serving on various
huarda/task forces who have been researching mathematics and
science educational reform and local school districts/
teachers should occur to facilitate and advise any re-
structuring efforts. Investigate pedagogies and currit.ula
that best meet the needs of the students in that area
School boards must commit per diem monies to fund thin en-
deavor.

** The program of mathematical and science study needs to be a
continuous (K-12) curricula that is demanding but supportive,
and meets the needs and demands of today's technological
world. The mathematics and science must be rigorous and
substantial.

In this rigor, number sense for our youngs:,ers must be
d3veloped. The literacy of numbers is critical to the 21st
century and leads to problem solving, higher order thinking
skills, vedeling, and decision making. Today's society
continues to bombard us with a proliferation of data.
Mathematical curricular reforms must be sensitive to teaching
students how to organize, manipulate, discuss, and make
inferences from that data. To develop these skills, the MCTM
standards purport an emphasis on probability .nd statistics
and discrete mathematics. Obviously, technology is
invaluable in storing and manipulating the data. There is a
need for training and materials in light of this curricular
emphasis.

0 LI
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Mathematics textbook publishers must write textbooks to
reflect the changes in content and emphases in K-12
mathematics, supported in the NCTM Standards. Kentucky has
delayed mathematics textbook adoptione for one year in hopea
that the publishers will provide texts that enhance the
pedagogiett and curricula recommended in the Standards. The
delay occurred because of recommendations by mathematics
teachers, supervisors, and administrators.

Begin an intensive national Pro-Education campaign aimed at
all populations (Ashland Oils efforts are exemplary).
Massive education of parents to lessen mathematical anxiety
and to increase problem solving skills in the home is
necessary. The PTA is a perfect forum. Successful
mathematics and science teachers/parents could lend practical
advice to the audiences. The time of, "I was never any good
at ne.th' should no longer be worthy of a "merit badge."

** Continue to fund the PAEMST but expaud the awards to
etwompass the elementary and middle school levels in
mathematics and science. Do not allow the President, to skip
the awards ceremony to honor the Los Angeles Dodgers or othersuch sports heroes. Create a system to authentically honoreducation heroes.

** Mathematics and science teachers must be an integral part of
any improvement efforts. It Is our professional obligation
to continue to .-ead, discuss, and act on research that
address mathematical educational needs. Our pedagogical
approaches must be redesigned to increase understanding and
retention of mathematical concepts and processes. The
mathematics that we teach must be updated to address the
needs of the 21st century. Changer in content and emphases
is critical (NCTM Standards). As stated before, only the
teacher can bring meaningful and lasting change.

10
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Mr. WALGREN. Well, thank you very much, both of you, for being
what you are, and the awards that you rece'ved from t he Presiden-
tial level certainly were well-deserved, and we hope we can createthat kind of enthusiasm elsewhere as well.

Mrs. Keranen.

STATEMENT 010 KATHRYN KERANEN, COOPER INTERMEDIATE
SCHOOL, McLEAN, VA

Mrs. KERANEN. I took a course last year at the University of
Maryland that was sponsored by the National Science Foundation,
and it was on microcomputer-based laboratories, and 1 would just
like to take a couple of minutes to tell you what effect this had onmy teaching.

I went over there and I started this course, and by the first day Iknew I was in a situation that I hadn't been in in about 23 years,and twit was i was taking a course that was going to be about sci-
ence. I had had to take so many courses that had nothing to do
with science that I thought science was something I hallucinated
about in college. [Laughter.]

I mean, I thought this man, he knows what he is talking about,
he is excited. He was a specialist in his field. As most physics
teachers, he was all excited about this heat energy, and as I lis-tened to him, something about it inspired me. I came back to myclassroom, and I wasn't worried about color-coordinated bulletinboards and ;Ring the children in groups and looking to the right
and looking to the left. I thought, I am suppose4 to be teaching sci-
ence.

I came back to Fairfax County, and they allowed us like twoweeks to use what we had learned and develop new curriculum justfor Fairfax County. After we did this, I submitted that book tothe people at the University of Maryland, and they must have
taken :,ours because they went over each lab and gave us technical
assistance.

I don't know if any of you know it or not, but in the classroom ifyou don't know something and you ask the teacher next door and
they don't know it, you just go, well, I am not going to teach thatbecause I don't know it. And that is what happens.

But these people we ~e giving us technical assistance about stuff
that we didn't know, and they were saying, well, you should revisethis and do it this way and do it this way.

Plus the fact Fairfax County had given us a lot of new equip-ment, and I mean that sounds wonderful, but you take a 45-year-
old woman and you set her in the room with eight computers andthen you give her eight new pieces of software and they have light
sensors and pH meters, and then you say, now you get all this to
work. That is hard, and I have called these people up time andtime again, and they have come to my aid to fix this equipment.

After we wrote this curriculum for Fairfax County, we gave sev-
eral in-services with people in the county which involved them inthe project. The National Science Foundation instructors came toall these in-services, or most of them.

The summer workshop dealt mostly with heat and temperttureprobes. But the little bit of training I got there enabled me to go
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on. I mean, I have done voltmeters, pH meters, sound sensors. I am
now involved with this strain gauge. It opened a whole new world
for me.

I went back to my school. I set up a computer lab. Everything
that they taught me every teacher in my school knows now, and all
the children in my school are going through this lab. So you have
to say this kind of has a ricochet effect.

I have been reading in the paper and I know science and math
have come under a lot of criticism, and I truly believe that the way
education is going today we are going to raise a generation of chil-
dren. They are going to feel wonderful about themselves. They are
not going to know anything, but they are going to feel really good.
You know, I just keep thinking something is not right here.

So the last part of my testimony probably has to do not only with
motivation, but enthusiasm, because the one thing you can give to
a teacherI don't care what else you giveif you are excited about
something you can get your children excited, and that is what this
summer did for me. The people that taught this was excited. It got
me excited, and I in turn have got my school and my county excit-
ed about the curriculum.

[The complete prepared statement of Mrs. Keranen follows:]
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Testimony; Kathryn Keranen
Committee on Science. Space, and Technology

Purpose: To review National Science Foundation programs
that support development of curricular materials
for precollege science and mathematics
Instructions and programs that provide in-
service teacher training.

During the summer of 1986. under a middle school

probeware project supported by a grant from NSF, TPE

8751744. and taught by Dr. John Layman and Dr. Joe KrLijc k.

training workshops using HRM's Heat and Temperature

Microcomputer Based Laboratories (MBL) were conducted.

These workshops providea selected eighth grade teachers with

knowledge and experience using microcomputers In sc.:J1re

laboratories, The following testimony Is my experience

gained from participating in this program and the resulting

Impact on my individual school and my school system.

Before I participated in the MBL workshop. my

experience with computers and interfaces had been three

days' inservice training by Fairfax County Public Schools

and individual experimentation. My participation in the MBL

workshop provided me with an opportunity that I had not had

in my twenty three years of teaching. It was. first of all,

one of the few courses in pure science in which I had been
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Involved. Teachers are reiulred to tat,:e numerous courses

that have little or nothing to co with science. Science is

such an ever-changing field that it is Important to focus on

new developments as well as to refocus on the basic

commitment to the scientific method. This MBL course was

taught by a competent professor and specialist in the field

of MBL. I went back to my classroom with increased

scientific knowledge and not educational jargon on group

work. and color coordinated bulletin boards. My teacning of

science itself became revitalized, and my content was

suddenly not stagnant.

After participating In the MBL course, Fairfax County

gave the participating teachers time to develop labs using

MBL that fit our specific curriculum in Fairfax County. The

handbook we devised was read and corrections were made by

the NSF professor. Technical assistance of this type is

indispensable.

After writing a MBL lab book for Fairfax County

teachers, my colleagues and I gave three inservices

explaining MBL and helping teachers use them. Many of these

workshops were attended by the NSF sponsor.

2
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The summer workshop dea!t mainly with URM heat and

temperature probes. However. the training I received with

this probeware allowed me to be confident enough to explore

other probeware and develop curricula to support the use of

light sensors, sound meters. pH and voltmeters. I am

currently investigating the use of strain gages with the

voltmeter.

Upon returning to my own particular school, I

established a science computer lab where experiments are

done with the computer used to collect data. Support from

Fairfax County Office of Instructional Technclogy and my own

school administration enabled this to be accomplished. The

five other teachers in my department also use the computer

lab and my training has been transmitted to all of them.

Science and math have been under criticism lately

because of the failure to produce superior test scores. I

do not find this hard to believe and contribute this partly

to a let down of pure science being required by both

teachers and students. I hope in the trend to make all

students "feel good about themselves' we don't raise a

veneration of children that do not know basic science.
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The last part of my testimony has to do with the

teacher as a motivator :o learning, If I am to be the

motivator for my students, I occasionally need to be

motivated as well. Many teachers hear the same mundane

things year after year after year...state your objective,

conclude the lesson, group the children. vary your style.

All of this is fine, but science in Itself can be much more

exciting If the teacher has a broad background of scientific

knowledge. There has always been the debate about content

versus teaching skills. An ideal situation Is a good
Or'

teacher with adequate content knowledge, while an

unacceptable situation is a good teacher with little content

knowledge. Many teachers do not have any further scientific

training after they leave college. Though It may be true

that teachers of eighth grade physical science do not need

graudate courses in science to teach that curriculum they

do, however, need updated and correct scientific

Information.

The National Science Foundation grant enabled me to

gain new science knowledge, use my expertise to develop new

curricula, and to introduce that curricula in my classroom,

my school, and my county.
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Mr. WALGREN. Well, thank ru very much for sharing those feel-
ings with us, and I wish time would permit us to go further with it,
but I think I have to turn to the last panel.

My reaction is, gee, I don't want to do this any more, I want togo do that, and so there is something that is very infectious aboutthe way you are approaching these areas and the subject matteritself and what it means for people and how it fits in with what wewant to do with life.
So I hope we can play a real role in giving you the resources tospread that as far as you possibly can. So thank you very much for

being a resource to us.
Let me call then the last panelDr. Richard Atkinson, who youfolks know is President of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science and also the Chancellor at the University of
California-San Diego.

Is that Dr. Saitman's place?
Dr. ATKINSON. That is the same place.
Mr. WALGREN. Same place, okay.
Dr. ATKINSON. Re is a member of the faculty.
Mr. WALGREN. Professor Lynn Arthur Steen, the Chairman of

the Council of Scientific Society Presidents; Jana Dr. Thomas
Malone, the President of Sigma Xi.

Welcome, all, and I guess I don't feel quite as bad as some other
hearings when people have had to sit through it and wait until the
end because I have felt that all these witnesses have really ener-gized us more than drained us. But I do apologize that we have
gone on so long.

But in any event, we have time for you, and I would like toinvite you to give your testimony in the order in which I intro-
duced you to the record.

So please, Dr. Atkinson. It is good to see you again, and we arevery pleased you are here.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD C. ATKINSON, PRESIDENT, AMERI-
('AN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, AND
CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO, SAN
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Dr. ATKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I am going to be very brief. Let mesay that when I saw the list of witnesses this morning I knew that
we would be running late, and I actually thought about not show-ing up. [Laughter.]

But I really came this raarning because I wanted to hear the
other witnesses, and I was well-rewarded. It was a very exciting
morning in terms of the sorts of comments and remarks that weremade.

I am submitting for the record some remarks, rather detailed re-marks on the three bills that are being considered, and I think
those will be useful to the con mittee in reexamining those bills.

I would just make one remark that I have become something of
an expert in the last few months on the whole issue of the shortfall
in Ph.D.'s that we are going to be confronting as a nation, and onesees the numbers on that That is another side to this whole prob-lem that I think needs to be considered, the pipeline, the general
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issues of the quality of education for K through 12, but the impact
that the shortage of PhD'a will, have by the tern of century is
really quite dramatic.

Le; me just say one thing then about the legislation that is being
considered today, =3 I really want to focus just on your bill, Mr.
Chairman.

As you knob, I am extremely enthusiastic about this bill. My
own particular view it that there is no solution to the prnblems we
face. There i3 r. whole range of things that have to be done, but one
thing that has to be done is call attAmtic a to these matters, and
what I like 'bout your bill is the idea of the excitement, the identi-
fication of the scholars that would be given these awards.

The only comments I would want to add on your bill would be
that would like to see some name given to these fellows that
would really give it national visibility. I don't know what that
name should beCongressional Fellows. I am not sure Walgren
Fellows is quite the right nowbut something that would give real
national

k.likriTtLN [continuing]. Would give real national visibility to
these fellows, and I want to be sureI like the geographic distribu-
tion of two per district, but I want to be sure that these fellows are

among themselves on a national basis. So I think you
need things like newsletters, subscriptions to Science, or the like,
to tie these fellows together so that they will recognize the impor-
tance of what they are doing and will stay with the whole process.

I might really question whetner NSF is the right group. I think
NSF is the right place to fund this program, but I am not sure if
NSF is the right agency to run the program. I think it might be
much better if it were run outside of the government by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences or even by an organization like the
AAAS because I think there is some care and feeding over time of
fellows in the program that needs to be attended to.

The only last remark I will make is that I would hope this com-
mittee would use its relations with the various oversight commit-
tees that relate to the Office of Education to try to encourage a
much broader base of activity in this area, and I think the legisla-
tion being proposed here, if rt could be brought to the attention of
some at the members of the House related to the Office of Educa-
tion, it might work to broaden the base of the discussion that is

on, and I think that NSF plays an important role here but I
think it is a mistake to believe that over the long haul NSF can do
the job by itself that needs to be done. The Office of Education has
to be involved in a very active way, and I would hope this commit-
tee might be a way of instigating some activity on that side ofthe

Mr. WALGREN. it is always hard for us jurisdictionally in the
Congress, and particularly since this committee really has never
had legislative authority in areas that affected the Department of
Education, and we are somewhat limited.

I realize that the Department of Educationwell, that the prob-
lem is so big that certainly they have to make a real contribution
in where we want our whole educational system to go. I guess the
question is whether this program, if it could be startedand think-
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ing of the Congressional science and math scholars--even the
President, to our real surprise but delight, singled that concept out,
and it makes me feel that it is something that can be realistically
talked about in this Congress, with the thc,ught of actually imple-
menting, and at that point then the question really comes whetherthe NSF is the right agency. Some agency, or some entity has to
have the governmental responsibility, and perhaps in executing it,
it could go beyond itself and incorporate broader societies that
might be able to provide local people that would then be reinforc-
ing of the track we hope these people will stay on..

Well, we can come back and talk about it.
Dr. ATKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I only memit with regard to these

three bills I think this is the right committee and NSF is the right
agency.

Mr. WALGREN. Yes.
Dr. ATKINSON. I really meant with regard to the range of activi-

ties that are being discussed we should draw the Department of
Education into that discussion.

[The complete prepared statement Dr. Atkinson follows:}
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for your invitation to testify at this timely

hearing on the crisis 'n science and mathematics education and to

comment on several bills under consideration by your

subcommittee.

I am Ric'Ird Atkinson, Chancellor, the University of

California at. San Diego. However, today I an appearing as

President of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science (AAAS).

The AAAS in an organization of 113,000 scientists and

engineers, and has 295 affiliates representing over 5 million

members in varioun ecientitic, engineering and profession 1

societies. AAAS publishes the journal 5.virncr, as 1 71 a!; pnliL4

documents addressing ethical, educational, economic and technical

issues facing science and its related professions.

Underlying your consideration ^f science and mathematies

education issues is a %.ell-founded concern tar the future tit the

human resource base for science and engineering. This is an

issue of major concern within the AAAS, and indeed within the

science and engineering communities as a whole. many in these

communities .4ould say that the human infrastructure is the most

serious science and technology policy issue we face tod.ty.

The long term prospects are dismal indeed. tywer American

youth are choosing careers in :science and engineering. This

1
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but one manifestation of what has become to be known as the

"pipeline" problem. Lack-luster education in science and

mathematics dampens interest and retards achievement. The

effects axe particularly devastating for young people from

populations under-represented in the science and engineering

professions. Among the consequences are:

consistently low enrollments in high school physical

sciences and advanced mathematics;

declining numbers of college freshman majoring in

technical subjects;

and poor retention among those who begin college

cfaicentrating in a natural science.

TIM PIMENSIONS 9f THE PROLEM

The pipeline has massive leaks; Too few technically

talented young people make it from "grade school to grad school."

The threat is real as the following statistics demonstrate.

In 1987 only 42 percent of U.S.-granted Ph.D.'s in

engineering were awarded to U.S. citizens.

In 1985, only 5 percent of doctoral degrees in the

physical sciences (physics, mathematics, and computer science)

went to non -Asian minorities.

By 1995 about 30 percent of the engineering faculty in

U.S. Aniversitieo will I ve retired and have to be ?placed.

In 1988 60 percent of American universities reported

faculty shortages in computer science.

2
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In 1973, 11.5 percent of college freshman reported plans

to major in the sciences; in 1988 that proportion had dropped to

5.6 percent of a smaller demographic cohort.

An international comparison of mathematics and science

achievement shows American youth lagging far behind their

counterparts. Only 40 percent of American 13-year olds have the

mathematical skills to solve two-step problems, this

compared with 78 percent of their counterparts in Korea.

Similarly, only 10 percent of American youth understand

mea:airement and geometry, this compared with 40 percent of

their counterparts in Korea.

in 1985, the National Science Board reported that

relatively large numbers of teachers were not certified to

teach in the fields to which they were assigned.

A 1966 National Science Teachers Association survey found

that just 68 percent of science teachers in grades 7-9 met. the

ant;ociatInn's science preparation standards . In grades 10-1;1.

percent cif the teachers net asrociation standards.

in an NSF-funded study of the American public's knowledue

of science, Jon Miller found that only fi percent of Americans are

scientifically literate. For example, less than half of the

people surveyed knew that the earth revolves around the sun once

a yeal.

The Mathematical Sciences Education Board in its zeport,

fyerypolly fount.;;, issued in January, urges a radicd1 overhaul in
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the way mathematics is taught in the United States (kindergarten

through college). The report also calls for closing the gap in

mathematical achievement that separates the futures of a white,

technologically-astute elite and a largely minority underclass

that finds `economic and political power beyond reach."

The importance of mathematics to many careers, not just

science and engineering, must be underscored. Noting that every

year roughly half of the country's ninth graders leave the

mathematical pipeline, the report states that "mathematics must

become a pump rather than a filter in the pipeline of American

education."

Two weeks ago AAAS issued its report, ficlenoe for

Americans. The report proposes sweeping changes in the goals,

content, and methods of science education and calls for an

unprecedented level of collaboration among scientists and

educators as well as government, business, labor, and community

leaders in an effort to effectively reform these crucial areas of

education. It defines the common core of learning that all

students should acquire as they proceed from kindergarten through

high school to become scientifically literate adults.

Last fall the Task Force on Women, hir,rities and the

Handicapped in Science and Technology, which was established by

Congress in Public Law 99-383, issued its interim report,

Changing America; The New, pace of 5plence and Engineering. The

report points out the importance of women, minorities and the

4
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disabled groups in the face of a shrinking number of college age

students and the changing make-up of the reservoir of technical

talent.

A message common to all of these reports is the need for

fundamental restructuring of science and mathematics education, a

focus on the entire educational system, and the articulation of

national goals.

I want to commend the Congress, and especially this

Subcommittee, for the leadership it has shown in recognizing and

addressing some serious science and education pipeline issues.

It must be noted, however, that the policy response in the

legislation we are considering today addresses only a small part

of our total pipeline concerns. I want to offer some comments as

to how these proposed pieces of legislation might be strengthened

and how opportunities might be found to broaden their impact.

LEgINIATIDN UNDER ERNPIDEBIATIoN

N.R. 996

Let me first comment on H.R. 996, "Congressional

Scholarships for Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Act of

1989." Under this proposal the National Science Foundation is

directed to establish a program for an annaol, merit-based

competition for selecting two students from each congressional

district to receive four-year scholarships to study mathematics,

sci'.nce, or engineering.

Its specification of a female and male student from each
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district underscores the importance of bringing more talented

young women into science and engineering. It further emphasizes

that technical talent can be found in all of our communities.

I do hope these awards carry with them the prestige associated

with an appoirtment to a military academy -- sending the message

that scientific talent is as important to our nation's strength

as military compatibility. These scholarships are an important

symbolic gesture to focus the attention of Members of Congress on

the national importance of ensuring a steady flow of our most

able young men and women to science and engineering careers.

These scholarships also could serve to highlight and

underscore the larger challenges of financial support for higher

education. We need to know how the shift from grant to loan-

based support during the past decade has affected college

attendance among disadvantaged minority students.

In order to broaden the pool of recipients and avoid having

the scholarships awarded to those students who would receive many

other awards, serious thought should be given to the selection

process. The idea of basing the awards on potential and

motivation is indeed a well-directed intention. Great care must

be given to assure that this intent is carried out.

Under Section 3:

Nominating Committees should include parents and business

persons. They should also specifically include science and

mathematics teachers in determining criteria for selection,

22i
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including the applicant's potential and motivation. Further, the

regional nominating committees should determine the criteria

and process for deciding the applicant's potential and

motivation, not the Director of NSF. A part of the process

might include personal interviews of the applicants by members of

the nominating committee.

with respect to Eligibility and Maintaining Eligibility,

admission and enrollment should be at institutions whose science,

mathematics, o. engineering programs are accredited, and where

demonstrated and ongoing programs exist consistent with the goal

of retaining a diverse population of students for science and

engineering.

Under "Maintaining Eligibility," as you consider this

bill and similar legislation, you may also wish to give some

thought to ways in which these scholarships might be used to

leverage, for instance to encourage industry and institutions of

higher learning to match the federal effort for these programs.

For example, they might put up money for additional scholarships

in each district, or at the state level, that would ve

incorporated into the same selection process, perhap. with some

sort of tax incentives to the donors.

MR. SLAUGHTER'S SILL

The bill proposed by Mr. Slaughter establishes a "Science,

Mathematics, and Research Technologies ScholaLzhip Program." it

is responsive to the OTA Report, "From Grade School to Grad

7
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School," which suggests, as a short-term solution for addressing

immediate needs within the pipeline, supporting students who have

already demonstrated an interest and competence in science,

mathematics, and engineering.

The bill also addresses the concept of leveraging federal

dollars by requiring that scholarship monies be tied to public

service, specifically service in the federal government or an

associated organization. Special consideration should be given to

service in organizations whose activities focus on education and

the needs of under-represented youth. We would suggest that

scholarship-for-service monies could be leveraged further to

affect the pre-college end of the pipeline by including, as a

service option, work with disadvantaged student populations.

Such work could include, for example, teaching in pre-college

math and science programs or cross-age tutoring. Of course,

full-time mathematics or science teaching should fully satisfy

the service requirement of the award.

A further comment on the service section of this bill

relates to section 7(b) and the requirement that the Director of

the NSF assist scholarship recipients to find employment. We

suggest that this requirement might put an enormous burden on the
NSF. Rather, it might be possible for tne NSF to develop a list

of federal agencies interested in attracting these young people,

providing this information to the award recipients and

encouraging them to explore these opportunities on their own.

8
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MR. DOPERLEXT$0 DILL

Turning now to the bill proposed by Mr. Boehiert, "National

Awards for Mathematics and Science Teaching Act of 1989," let me

note that awards for undergraduates studying mathematics and

science teaching have a track record of success in attracting top

quality students to enter careers in teaching. Students from

similar programs in the past have stayed on in the classroom far

beyond their obligated terms of service, or have gone on to

become leaders in mathematics and science education.

In response to the changing needs of a modern society, many

vocational programs have become highly technical, offering

curricula that provide a pathway into scientific and engineering

careers for many students. Excellent technology teachers are

needed for these new directions. For this reason, we recommend

that the proposed bill be broadened and the wording throughout he

changed to include mathematics, science, and technology teaching.

Other suggestions include:

(1) Under Section 3, Eligibility, enrollment should be at

an institution whose science, mathematics, technology, or teachei

education programs are accredited.

(2) A Section an Maintaining Eligibility should be added

with wording that includes academic performance and course load.

(3) Under Section 4, Criteria for Selection, we suggest

that a committee appointed at the college or university,

consisting of mathematics, science. and technology

9
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educators, and mathematicians and scientists, select the

recipients.

(4) Under Section 5, Amount of Award, raise the amount to

$5,000. Up to three awards should be available; the third award

can be for work in a fifth year program for teacher

certification.

(5) Replace Section 6 with the following: Service

Obligation -- For every year of service, 25 percent of the total

award will, be forgiven. For every year in which the teacher

serves as a Chapter 1 teac.ier, or as a teacher in a school in

which at least half of the students qualify for the federal

school lunch program, 50 percent of the total award will be
forgiven. Each year following completion of certification, the

Director must be notified that the teacher has completed a year

of full-time teaching, until the complete award has been

forgiven.

We suggest that the service in Chapter 1 programs should be
part of ar. undergraduate

teacher education program, which will

help to draw faculty in teacher education institute= into the

equation. You may also want to consider expanding the teaching

requirement to "teaching at any level."

(6) Replace Section 7 with the following: It the

individual is dismissed, withdraws, or -- with the exception of

full-time graduate work, military duty, voluntary service, or

other allowable circumstance -- if the individual does not enter

10
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teaching within one year or leaves teaching, the recipient will

have one year to repay the total balance of the award, plus

interest.

CONCLUSION*

Mr. Chairman, let me conclude my remarks by again expressing

our appreciation to the Subcommittee for your deep concern about

the state of U.S. science and mathematics education and its

consequences for our country; for your continued support f.Jr

science and mathematics education programs; and for your

willingness to tackle the system's problems through your

attention and legislative proposals.

We look forward to responding to your future proposals on

other issues related to the pipeline. Please feel tree to call

on the HAAS if we can provide you with additional information,

assist your work on other segments of the system, or further

support your efforts to strengthen the human resource base of

U.S. science and engineering and the education framework that

shapes it.

11
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FOl EMHEDIAIE RELEASE

Contact; Kathleen Johnston
(a02) J26-6454

SASS JOUNAL ISSUES REMIT COMO

OM HIGH SCHOOL SCIEXCE IEITHOOKS

WASHINGTON. D.C. -- A new report card on high school science textbooks is

now available for teachers, school
district administrators' and state

education authorities involved in textbook selection and adoption.

Science Books & Films, the critl;cal review journal published by the

American Association for the Advancement of Science. has released its 4th

annual report card on science textbooks. The journal's March/April Issue

evaluates 19 new and current high school
science texts, including 4 just-

released (1989 copyright)
introductory biology texts and one just-released

introductory chemistry text.

The 1 new biology texts, which will be among those considered foe state-

wide adoption in such key States as Texas and Californi. are: Modern

IiiLalogyed. (Holt, Rinehart and Winston), which is the market leader

in introductory high school biology texts; Biology (Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich); Heath Biology, 2nd ed. (D.C. Heath); and DiolosylThe Liyint

World, 2nd ed. (Prentice Hall).

Which .extbooks are the best? Inc criteria used by the Science_Books

22'
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Fllaa evaluators include content accuracy, currency, and scope;

organization and coherence; comprehensibility to students; practicality and

comprehensibility of labs; and treatment of the interrelatedness of

science, technology. and society. *The textbooks that do the best job of

providing quality In these areas -- as judged by SB&F evaluators (including

high school teachers) -- are the best," stated Kathleen Johnston, SW' Editor.

"Saa remains the only periodical published by scientific organization

that oonalatently evaluates high School science texts," said Johnston, who

initiated the project with special evaluations of biology texts in the

May /June 1985 issue. Since then, S8&F has dedicated special issues to

chemistry texts (May/June 1986) and physics tests (September/October

Ii.416). An update on the texts in all three fields was issued in

Kern/April 1988.

The carren. (March /April 1989) issue contains the most recent report card

on texts, and it includes an index of the texts evaluated previously.

Science Books kfilma regularly evaluates science trade books and

educational films for children, junior and senior high school students,

college. -.Wants, teachers, science professionals, and lay adult audiences.

Subscriptions (5 issues) are $32 per year; copies of um) March/April issue,

sa well as the earlier textbook issues, are available for 57.00 each (plus

$1,50 postage 4 handling per order) from; HAAS Marketing, 133J H Street,

KW, Washington, DC 20005.

MOTION EMUS; Please feel free to call Kathleen Johnston at 202-326 -
645A for a review copy of the March/April issue.
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Mr. WALGREN. I see.
We will come back in a second, but we will turn then to Profes-

sor Steen.

STATEMENT OF PROF. LYNN ARTHUR STEEN. CHAIRMAN, COUN-
CIL OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY PRESIDENTS, DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATICS, ST. OLAF COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MI
Professor SMSN. Thank you for the opportunity to appear, Mr.

Chairman.
I am hear to represent the Council of Scientific Society Presi-

dents. I am a Professor of Mathematics at St. Olaf College in Min-
nesota.

What I first would like to say very strongly on behalf of the
Council of Scientific Society Presidents is that we give our unquali-
fied endorsement to the legislation, H.R. 996, that you have submit-
ted. We believe that that is a balanced and equitable and highly
visible bill that will send a good signal to encourage students to
study ncience and engineering and mathematics.

I w ould like to stress particularly, as many of the previous speak-
ers have, the importance for the United States that we draw our
scientific leadership from all parts of our population, and that is
one of the attractive features, I believe, in RR,. 996, is that by pro-
viding awards in each Congressional district, one to a man and one
to a woman, it will spread the visibility of science in an equitable
manner across the entire nation.

The Council also particularly appreciates the fact that this bill aswell all of them that are under consideration now before this com-
mittee are centered in the National Science Foundation. Several of
the other speakers earlier testified eloquently to the benefit that
comes when you have active research scientists engaged in dealing
with issues in the schools, and the National Science Foundation is
the proper and appropriate governmental agency to carry that out.

I think it would be entirely appropriate for the NSF' to work
with other organizations to help spread the basis for it, and indeed
the members of the Council of Scientific society Presidents, which
consist of 50 scientific societies whose membership base exceeds
one million, are already prepared to assist in doing some of the
promotional activities that Dr. Atkinson just mentioned.

I would like just briefly to mention a few issues of particulars
that differ among the three bills that are being considered. I have
submitted written testimony that goes into this in more detail, but
there are quite a range of ideas on the agenda of the committee in
terms of the bills that were 1,)rovided to me.

One particular issue is the leverage. The national visibility that
comes from a Congressional science award is almost certain to
draw additional money and recognition out of the private sector,
from colleges themselves, from private donors that provide scholar-
ships for colleges, and I think the legislation would be enhanced if
everything possible could be done to provide for that leverage.

Publicity is one way to do it. It might even be possible that it
would be appropriate to have more awards, perhaps of a lower
value if necessary, in the hopes that you would get more students
funded with a mixture of government and private funding.
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The important thing that the legislation provit.... national rec-
ognition and visibility.

The second issue concerns the technicalities of the way colleges
and universities administer student aid. Virtually all schools
manage their financial aid programs on the basis of need. So a stu-
dent who receives a scholarship will in many cases, if they also
hzve financial need, will discover that the award that they receive
from the college will be reduced by the amount of their scholar.
ship.

I think it would be very helpful if the legislation could be written
in such a way that would guarantee that the students who receive
these awards actually benefit directly from them.

My third point of concern that I want you to look at carefully as
you consider the three different bills has to do with the service re-
quirements that were innot in Congressman Walgren's bill, but
in the other ones.

Science is a very serendipitous activity, and as students go
through their undergraduate years especially, and frequently in
the junior and senior year, when they suddenly wake up to their
potential to issues raid interests, it is very common, and I think
very healthy, that they have a chance to shape their own profes-
sional future with a certain amount of flexibility, and I would hate
to see a program that was too restrictive in one particular direction
or another. I think that both science and education would thrive on
maintaining flexibility.

So in summary, I would like to just reiterate that the Council of
Scientific Society Presidents provides its unequivocal support to
H.R. 996. We believe it represents a sound and equitable approach
to a pressing national need.

And thank you very much for the opportunity to appear.
[The complete prepared statement of Professor Steen follows:]
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Council of Scientific Society Presidents

Proposed Congressional Scholarship Initiatives

Statement before the
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology
House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology

2318 Rayburn House Office Building
Thursday, March 9, 1989

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. My name is Lynn Arthur Steen. I am
Chairman of the Council of Scient;fic Society Presidents (CSSP), former President of
the Mathematical Association of America, and Professor of Mathematics at St. Olaf
College in Notthidd, Minnesota.

The Council of Scientific Society Presidents is made up of the presidents and
other senior officers of 48 scientific organizations with a cumulative membership of
well over 1 million. The Council membership spans the full spectrum of the physical,
mathematical, and life sciences.

It is an honor and a pleasure for me to appear before you today in support of
the new initiation proposing scholarship programs in science, mathematics, and engi-
neering, These initiatives are timely, appropriate, and necessary to ensure continued
strength of scientific research in the United States.

Science Education
I hardly need to remind you . the ample recent evidence of weakness in math-

ematics and science education in the United States. In international comparisons of
school science and mathematics, our average scores are always well below interna-
tional norms. Moreover, declining interest among U.S. students in mathematics and
science threatens a serious shortage of scientific and engineering professionals before
the beginning of the next century.

Weakness in mathematics and science education is especially disturbing for mem-
bers of minority groups in our society, since their economic future is jeopardized
by their extraordinarily high drop-out rates from school mathematics and science
courses. The United States cannot sustain strength in science with leadership drawn
only from one third of our peoplewhite males. We need to attract the most talented
students from all parts of society to careers in mathematics, science, and engineering.

Chairman Walgren forcefully summarised these concerns in his Congressional
Record statement of February 9, 1989. I could cite many additional examples that
have come to my attention through my service on the Advisory Committee for the
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Mathematical Sciences of the National Science Foundation, and on the Mathematical
Sciences Education Board at the National Research Council. (For your information,
I have attached one of my recent articles, *Out from Underachievement," which
appeared recently in issues in Science and Technology.)

Science Scholarships

Several bills have been proposed to establish scholarships for college students
intending to pursue careers in science, mathematics, and engineering. The Council
of Scientific Society Presidents entlmsiastically supports the objectives of these bills.
At its meeting of December 3, 1986, the Council unanimously adopted the following
resolution:

CSSP recognizes the urgent need to attract talented youth to careers in
science, mathematics, and engineering. Congress should take steps to en-
able colleges and universities to offer high-quality scientific instruction to
their most able students, and should encourage programs through which out-
standing undergraduate students in science, mathematics, and engineering
can receive scholarships to support their studies.

The full text of this statement is appended, as are related CSSP statements calling
for new or improved initiatives in science and mathematics education. As you will see
from these statements, CSSF has consistently supported efforts to strengthen the role
of mathematics and science education at the National Science Foundation, especially
to ensure appropriate and sufficient programs at all educational levels.

More specifically, I am here today to CXpreSE the Council's unqualified endorse-
ment of the CASE legislation H.R. 996, the "Congressional Scholarships for Science,
Mathematics, and Engineering Act." This bill seeks to improve science, mathemat-
ics, and esigineerias education through a Congressional scholarship program that is
balanced, equitable, and highly visible.. It will send a good signal to the youth of our
nation.

H.R. 996 gives equal opportunity to men and women striving for excellence in
scientific fields that are critically important for our nation's future. By providing
two scholarships each yearone for a man, one for a womanin every Congressional
d;strict, it assures both equitable access and uniform visibility for these awards.

All three bills under discussion todaythose of Congressmen Boehlert, Slaugh-
ter, and Walgrenbuild on the established record of achievement of the National
Science Foundation. They are founded on the strength and integrity of a merit-based
review and selection process. They would strengthen the vertical integration of learn-
ing from school science through research by ensuring active participation of scientists
and engineers in the identification, selection, and encouragement of scholarship candi-
dates. They help complete a broad portfolio of progr i z t will enable the National
Science Foundation to fulfill its mission.
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I am delighted, on behalf of the Council of Scientific Society Presidents, to com-

mend you on this legislatim, which reflects many of the priorities expressed by CSSP

in recent years.

Important Issues
Whereas Congressman Walgren's bill proposes scholarship awards to high school

seniors, the two proposed bit:. by Congressmen Boehlert and Slaughter would es-

tablish awards for college juniors .:errors who intend to enter certain careers in
science. One bill stresses the need for science teachers, the other is more broad. Both
of the undergraduate scholarship bills require appropriate service as a condition of the

award. As you consider these different bills, I urge you to examine carefully certain
provisions that will have great bearing on the extent to which the programs fulfill

their intended objectives:
LEVERAGE. In many ways, the visibility attached to a Congressional Science

Award is at least as beneficial as is the monetary award. A Congressional Science
Award makes science visible to parents, teachers, school boards, and students.
The attendant publicity surrounding the competition will help retain the interest
and hard work of able students. Colleges and universities will compete with each
other to recruit students who receive these awards, as well as those who merit
honorable mention. Scholarship funds provided by colleges and universities to
those identified during the search process may well exceed those provided by
Congress; indeed, it is quite likely that alumni and private donors will be eager to
provide scholarship support to colleges and universities to enable them to make
competitive offers to these award-winning students.

To ensure the widest possible impact of the program, it might, therefore, be
preferable to provide more awards of a smaller nature. Compare, for instance,

the effect on our national need for scientists of having ten awards in each Con-
gressional District, even if it meant that the annual monetary award were only

$1000. In such a case, every high school in the nation could realistically aspire to
having a senior receive this award, at least once every few years.

NEED. Since most colleges base financial aid awards on need, many students
who receive a science scholarship will find their financial aid award reduced dollar

for dollar by the amount of their scholarship. Only those from families that are
sufficiently wealthy to not qualify for aid may receive full financial benefit from
the scholarship. It would be good if the legislation could be written in a way to

ensure that all students who received an award will benefit equally. This could
be done, for instance, by requiring that only the self-help part of the financial
aid package (loans and campus work assignments) be reduced for a student who

holds a Congressional Science Award.

LOANS. Scholarships 1:ii'xs:d to future jobssuch as teaching school science or

mathematic., or o.1 ' in the employ of the United States"necessarily

2 3
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quire stringent conditions about repayment in case the recipient fails to complete
the service obligation. The tone and language of such conditions conveys the
impression of default or irresponsibility, which may not be warranted in the le-
gitimate (and common) case of a prospective school teacher who may decide,
for instance, to pursue graduate study for a career in medical research It is an
important function of education to expand students' horizons and open oppor-
tunities for use of each student's talents in ways that cannot easily be foreseen.
Moreover, science thrives in response to the unexpectedwitness superconduc-
tivity, AIDS, and ozone depletionso effective programs must provide maximum
flexibility for talented young scientists to pursue science itself, unencumbered by
prior commitments made while in high school or college.

If awards must be tied to future jobs, it probably would be better to structure
them as forgivable loansmuch as was done with the National Defense Education
Act (ND EA) loans three decades ago. In such a program the individual can freely
choose, without prejudice, either to take a position under the terms of the loan,
or to take a different job. In the former case, the loan would be forgiven; in the
latter, the awardee would be responsible for repaying the loan. Such a mechanism
would provide flexibility for Congress to establish incentives for areas of national
needfor example, nursing, science teaching, or rural doctors. A loan program of
this type could support more students on the same budget (because some portion
of the loans would be repaid) and also provide flexibility for regular Congressional
review to ensure that subsidized careers continue to reflect national priorities.

TEACHING. The bill introduced by Congressman Boehlcrt is narrower in scope
than the other two in that it focuses on the special need to recruit science and
mathematics teachers. The nation needs bath science majors and science teach-
ers. It also needs a scientifically literate population. Insofar as all three bills call
attention to the importance of science and engineering for our nation's future,
they serve an important purpose. Insofar as they provide financial awards as in-
ducements for students, priority should be given to the areas where both financial
and national need is greatest. Science teaching is surely one of these areas.

TIMING. R.R. 996 proposes scholarships to I r awarded to high school students
after they have been admitted to an accredit. d institution of higher education.
That restriction on timingwhich places the awards late in the student's senior
yearmay not provide the best leverage to encourage talented students to enter
careers in science. Much of the agonizing about potential career choice takes
place in the fal. when students first think about applying to college- Wouldn't
it provide more encouragement to attract those who are not . 'ready committed
to science by letting students know at the beginning of their senior year in high
school that they will have a Congressional Science Award if they decide to choose
a science program in college?

3
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Grass Roots Support
A favorable attribute of H.R. 996and of any science scholarship program whose

administration is structured at the local levelis that it promises significant leverage
for a modest annual investment of federal funds. When CSSP voted to endorse this
legislation, the Council expressed its commitment to assist with support activities
such as . . . encouraging our societies and society members to support the program at
the local level."

Programs such as H.R. 998 provide a vehicle for the scientific community
individuah and organisations aliketo become involved in local (as well as national)
discussions about science education. Many professional scientific societies are devel-
oping plans to actively support a science scholarship program if it is enacted, and to
introduce the awarders to the disciplinary profession(s) of their choice. CSSP has re-
cently received outlines of these kinds of efforts from several of our member societies.
Copies of some of these plans are provided for the Committee as attar -meats to this
statement.

A process of selection and award of scholarships determined by Congressional
districts will have the beneficial effect of introducing members of Congress and their
staffs to scientists in their districtsto members of the scientific professional societies
who are, in many cues, more active locally than nationally. These contacts should
lead to better understanding of issues pertaining not only to science education, but
also to environment, health, and scientific research. Second order effects such as these
are important benefits of this type of legislation.

Conclusion
In summary, Mr. Chairman, the Council of Scientific Society Presidents finds

that a national program of awards for undergraduate mathematics, science, and en-
gineering students is timely and important for our nation. It is appropriate that
such awards by administered by the National Science Foundation, both to ensure
merit-based scientific review as well as to enable NSF to fulfill its mission in science
education. The CASE scholarships proposed in H.R. 996, in particular, represent a
sound and equitable approach to this national need.

Nationally visible science scholarships represent a worthwhile investment of re-
sources toward solving one of our nation's most pressing long-term problem: declin-
ing interest and competence among our youth in science, mathematics, and engineer-
ing. Unless reversed by special programs such as H.R. 996, continued widespread
ignorance of science and its societal implications will constitute a serious threat to
the health and welfare of our Nation.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these remarks; I would be pleased to
respond to any comments or questions that you might have.
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tial to consir.ict snahemauts appropriate !ct char
fives, Ohm expenenced elementary leathers more
op to middle pada Manua of imbalance to moil-
WNW without eve lamas any mom mathematics.
It is profiles net aa thesenot umvetsrl. IV not a aB
anconsoloodiat wood tbouttotful mole to thy
din enough is tom*

It is time that vie educated a cadre of elentenzary
maltanatica monallsee well preened to teach young
clokben histh inahannica and goer= in an im-
pala. disommy-bated en*PDS1110.1. To buns this
atoms. salmi must d% candlcattoo rommensents to
enantrear eiTective use of sail =them For example.
enathamenee much= can be paged with leaguer
aria tad= in the munary grades. ithernauvtly. a
enaltheience theadiel could lead ;acuity develop.
meat in an enure whet mew** unman=
mast implematt nevi mabernatam COW= WW1 m-
imeo= who MB =pun proopeame school teachers
togrow with confidtax

Straggles ler Agog
ft is act encash to say abet education a our number
one Waft or the we gm emphasise UM= and
embalm= so improve our susernatonal comma-
ovine*. thle need awn= passes and programs for
implemerning a brood new mathemaues agenda We
some avoid ancenital appitaches and deer mama*
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We must modify
e_xpectations, testing,
learning, r.eaching,

and teacher
education all at the

same time.

and teacher education all at the
same time.

That may sound like a pre-
scription for a revolution. But
can be achieved, far more efret-
may by punctuated evolution.
Because mathematics education
involves nsilhons of potpie. the sr -
tem cannot change quickly In-
vend. sham= for change must be
orchestrated to that everyone
moves in the saute dinette% at the
same tune. Abase all. we mum
avoid die temptation of quick fists

or simpima solutions.
Coorinnaung a nationwide plan to improve

mathematics education is ammo challenge to patw-
ca. leaders. Scientists and mathematicians. for mull.
pl r. can set standards for their cluciplmes and
illuminate productive pathways for tDUCIDIDISAl
palms. but they =rely know how to overt an the
odentronal arena Educates geoterady know bow to
change various pieces of the puzzle. but they rarely
ham whir the perspective or the power to glrat larpe-
sale :haw

Lendaship to improve mathemaues education
must theaters move beyond academe to the broader
sienna of Took peN+4, tinIVINiD4 such kadt11141
informed by tiered dastandirtg of the as The
agenda should include the Wowing

* Promote high expentoons of school teasberriar
as based on new =dal* rather than old -ba-
sics."
Disavow mantic propos= and mindless com-
parisons of an scores.
Requue that official asemament instruments
match cozen curricular damn vet.
Fund summer pram= for Waned youth to
nunum a taw 'enemata of teachers and KUM-
DSD1.

* Eta:outage widespread me of calcultium oral
computers as tools for calculation ani mem-
ants of discovery.

II. UMW mato= for unman= to mop= qual-
ity undergraduate madams as strongly as quality
nesearCh.
Require that all new teachers meet current stan-
dards for professional emend= .

mum ni scams AND TICW,A00,
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(0101(10193MIC SOCIIT PRISM
Resolution adopted by the

Council of Scientific Society Presidents

December 3, 1%06

SCH3LARSHIPS TO OUTSTANDING
UNDERGRADUATE STMENTS IN SCIENCE,

MATHEMATICS, AND ENGINEERING

The Council of Scientific Society
Presidents recognizes the urgent needto attract talented youth to careers in science, mathematics, and engineering.We urge therefore that Congress take steps to enable colleges an universitiesto offer high-quality scientific

instruction to their most able students, andto encourage programs through which
outstanding undergraduate students in

science, mathematics, and engineering can receive special scholarships tosupport their studies.

Our national welfare, technological
competitiveness, and national

security depend on our scientific and technical competence. The cost of
providing technical education for our most able students might be shared byindustrial, state, and federal sources.

An example of a program which would strengthen our national cepability inscience and technology is found in the report entitled "A Renewed Partnership"
prepared by the White House Science Council Panel on the Health of U.S.
Colleges and Universities, cochaired by Dr. David Packard and Professor D.Allan Bromley:

"A substPntial program of merit-based, portable scholarships
should be established by the federal government at the under-
graduate level. Parallel programs should be established by all
industries having significant dependence upon university research
and education. The national goal should be for the most able
1 percent of the undergraduate students in mathematics, engineer-
ing, and the natural sciences entering colleges or universities
each year to be supported under these programs. This program is,
recommended as an addition to, not a substitution for, existing
need-based federal assistance prognosis." (Section V. The Environ-
ment for Academic Research and Education, Subsection 9, Recommen-
dation 5, page Z9 & 30)

2 4 '
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COUNCIL OF WORM SOCIETY PRESIDENTS

Council of Scientific Society Presidents
Statement on, indergraduate Education

December 4, 1985

The Council of Scientific Society Presidents endorses the initative

of the National Science Board in undertaking a study of undergraduate

science, mathematics, and engineering education. The undergradu-

ate years are a crucial period in the education of all who are

headed for careers in mathematics, science, or technology. As was

well-documented by earlier testimony to the Board, signs of weakness

abound in science and mathematics programs at the undergraduate level.

Because of severely inadequate funding levels for undergraduate educa-

tion, the National Science Foundation has been unable to provide

national leadership and resources to help bring about necessary improve-

ments. Therefore, we strongly urge the National Science Board and the

National Science Foundation to restore strong support for collegiate

science, mathematics, and engineering education.
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CONG. Of SCIDITINC SOCIFIT REMITS

RESOLUTION ON NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD'S
UNDERGRADUATE REPORT

MAY 14. 1986

The Council of Scientific Society
Presidents (CSSP) warmly endorses theefforts of the National Science Board (NW to focus attention on the manypressing needs of undergraduate eaucation in science, mathematics, andengineering. We applaud the N58 Tis4k Committee on Undergraduate Science and

Engineering Education for the t'....-.roughness anti timeliness of the recently
released report to the Science Board IN511 86 -100). We are pleased that theBoard has accepted the leadership role defined by the Task Committee in the
emotion of excellence in undergraduate teaching and learning.

CSSP appreciates that, not only NSF. but also other agencies -- colleges.
universities. states,private foundations, and federal agencies --must respondwith vision to avert serious potential crises In the ccIlegiatt infrastructureof science and technology.

CSSP, while very supportive of the Foundation's much needed efforts to
improve the quality of science, mathematics, and engineering education in thenation's elementary and secondary schools, has been concerned for sometime
that comparable efforts have not been undertaken at the undergraduate level.
We appreciate the need of the Foundation, given the economic exigencies underwhich it must operate, to support only 'leveraged' activities. We urge NSF toinitiate clearly defined programs of national scope that will help marshallboth public and private resources to improve the quality of undergraduateinstruction in science, mathematics. and technology.

Thus, CSSP supports the level of funding for undergraduate program asindicated in NSB 86-100 as the minimum required to accomplish the task athand. We would caution that these funds not be diverted from precollege
educational activities, which still are in critical need of support from theFoundation. We trust that each research division of NSF activelycooperate with the Directorate for Science and Engineering Education indeveloping undergraduate programs appropriate to the various disciplines.

This country cannot maintain its leadership position in the field ofscientific and engineering
research unless the foundations for this research- -vital imaginative, comprehensive, and appropriate undergraduate education inscience, mathematics, and engineering--are firmly in for all ourstudents.
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manOF SOD1111% scour PRESIDENTS

February 25, 1987

The Honorable Rooert A. Roe
Chairman
Comities: on Science, Space,

1 Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, Q.C. 20515

Dear Representative Roe;

The Council of Scientific Society Presidents (CSSP). an organiza-
tion masie up of the presidents of more tnan 30 scientific societies
with a combined membership in excess of 80U,000, reviewed The 62
recOmmendations offered by Mr. Fuqua upon his retirement from
Congress, ant the CSS? Executive board has approved for your con-
sideration tee following observations. (In the text that follows, the
numbers in parentheses refer to the corresponding recommendation.)

In his farewell message to the House Science and Technology
Committee, Chafrain Don Fuqua called tar increased federal support for
science *...even in times of deficit reduction (1)." The Executive
Basra agrees with this call, but would replace *even" with
"especially." Strong support for science Is essential not only to the
quality of life through its applications in technological development
but also because it represents a national comatitsrent to the ethos of
open inquiry designed to provide deeper insights into the nature of
the universe in which we live. Mr. Fuqua's recommendations are com-
prehensive aixl constructive. We commend him not only for the thought-
fulness of the rermerendations in his farewell address but also for
his mare substantial contributions to science over his years of serv-
ice as a Hefner of Congress.

In sapporting his recommendation that basic science 'eceive at
least IS of the federal budget (1), we urge particular attention to
his recomeeneatIon that a careful distinction be made between basic
research and development (25) and that they be budgeted separately
with better Overall planning, to be sure that no important basic
research is being neglected. The littages between research ild
development are necessarily close, but, without a distinction for the
purposes of resource allocation, support for basic research can be
diverted inadvertently to serve short-term nese% in the absence of the
basic knowledge required for stand development (33). This distinction
would DO of considerable value In assessing the decline of support for
basic research in the military R 3 0 (23).

1155 161h St.. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 CZ= 117'241452
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The P$unoraole Robert A. Roe - 2 - February 25. 1987

The need for a significant increase in support levels for basic
researcn is evident in several ways ogyond me decline of Such support from
military R 6 0. Research programs recommended for support on the oasis of
quality far exceed tne funds available for them. In aodition, even a
conservative long-range international policy regarding support of large-
scale science (18, 19, 20. 21, 22) will threaten "small" science in the
absence of additional base levels of support (21). Mr. Fuqua's commitment
to support for individuals, and primarily for young investigators (33)
M ies additional support, particularly in view of the many excellent
researcn proposals whicn are rejected strictly for lack of funaing. There
may be "marginal" researchers for umom support should be reauceo (33), out
merit review, high levels of competition, and oovious funding snortages
assure that support for marginal research is minimal.

Mr. Fuqua's support for science and mathematics eaucation is most
welcome to the CSSP. The quality and quantity of future science will De
determined directly by today's education.

There is a pressing need for reliable and valid data regarding educa-
tion (42). Such information mist incluae matters of quality as well as
quantity, and must be sufficiently specific to identify, for example, a
shortage of qualified mathematics or chemistry teachers even if there
happens to tie a sufficient supply of certified biology teachers.
Continuous collection, analysis and publication of such information is
certainly a principal unfulfilled responsibility of the federal government.

Even with the limited data now available. tnere can be little doubt
that the scientific enterprise will be strengthened with more support for
excellent students (41), greater scientific literacy among the population
at large (42), and universal access to calculators and computers in our
schools (47).

We welcome Mr. Fuqua's strong Support for improving the quality andquantity of precollege mathematics and science instructors (40), but thesteps employed to increase tne quantity of instructors must avoid damaging
quality. "Unconventional solutions" (40), will certainly tie neened, but
no simple competency test is likely to enhance or even maintain quality.
Nothing snort of excellent educational programs and enhanced support for
those in the teaching profession will solve what is now recognized as a
crisis in science and mathematics education at the primary and secondarylevels.

We have serious reservations about the proposal to move responsibility
for science ono mathematics education from the National Science Foundation
to the Department of Education (4U). We believe firmly that science eauca-
tion should be lie* ea with science and scientists and that the role of the
National Science Foundation in fostering science and mathematics education
should be expanded. It is important, too, tnat pecagogical research be
Onducted with the direct involvement of individuals from the physical,
niological, mathematical, behavioral, and cognitive sciences as well as
from the pedagogical disciplines.
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We believe the long term quality of scientific research at 04r
nation's universities is in jeopardy if capital facilities are not main-
tained and ennancea. Mr. Fuqua's proposals (4.5,6) are innovative and
constructive, out support for capital facilities cannot oe craw from me
existing science support oase witricut serious jeopardy to the overall
scientific enterprise and, in particular, to the young investigators whose
development is essential to the definition of the science of the 21st
century. We support Mr. Fuqua's call for long range planning and annual
budgeting for infrastructure out note that this cannot be done solely Dy
tne universities. National recnanisms for maintaining support facilities
are needed.

We can agree that *total freedom* in science and technology is
unrealistic (15) -- indeed we douot that any serious scientist even suggests
mat it is either wise or possible in the contemporary world--and recognize
that both ethical responsibility and social concerns play a role in vir-
tually all research. To address these issues appropriately requires the
involvement of broad segments of vie intellectual community as part of the
continuing congressional inquiry suggested by Mr. Fuqua. The National
*team" of Sciences, in particular. could play an important role here.

For purvoses of developing national policy on support for science, it
would De particularly useful for any inquiry to focus. in part, on the
extent to which national technological needs not only determine which areas
of science should gain support advantages but which areas of science would
suffer as a consequence because they are not perceived as isameciately
necessary for economic, technological, or security interests. This issue
is of special importance in any proposed working relationsnip between NSF
and 000 (23). With Mr. Fuqua (24), we strongly urge disavowing the
Mansfield kienctient.

Mr. Fuqua's recoasnendations for mooels of oasic science support 15, 6,
7) writ careful consideration. We heartily support his proposal (5) mat
institutions receive a fixea Percentage of all direct research costs for
purposes of long-term infrastructure support. It may also be worth con-
sidering estaolishing a policy of indirect costs being paid as a fixeo
percentage of direct costs, that percentage toeing the same for all academic
institutions. Present policies result in Offering allocations for vie
same research independent of Quality, and can lead to disadvantages for
some scientists.

While tnere may De some justification to providing formula grant sup-
port for science in a way wich parallels that for agriculture i61 in
general tnis is a 2E00 *filch can work for snorter-term, mission oriented,
or developmental research Out is not likely to work well for basic science.
Theory- and idea-driven science does not lend itself to direct cost
formulas.

2r
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Tne Honoraole Robert A. Roe - 4 - February 25, 1987

There nay be, as Mr. Fuqua suggests (7), need for additional research
universities. However, it is not evident th:t the targeted approach
described will tort. Research universities nave emerged gradually through
the years, and very strong areas of emphasis exist at some universities notnow designated "research" universities. This was made possible througn
local amication in [winging first-class talent to campuses and this, in
turn, produced the federal support needed for aoditional areas of
excellence. Targeting institutions wnere tne traaition of, and investment
in, excellence does not exist is likely to be counterproductive.

Mr. Fuqua is to oe commence* for opposing restrictive legislation in
biotechnology and for encouraging the emergence of a strong and competitivebiotechnology inaustry (34). CSSP believes that we do not need new legis-
lation along these lines. We favor the 0151P proposal and existing protec-tive statutes. We strongly oppose restrictive legislation which will
impede development of well defined products, such as vitamin C and humaninsulin. We also oppose unnecessary controls on university research. Weoust not place 92 many restraints on this promising new technology that wedrive it offshore.

Science is important to the economic well - acing, security, and tech-nology of the nation. However, at nose it is an intellectual enterprise
aspiring to provide an understanding of our universe. This aspiration can
be met only through quality merit review of ideas whether tney appear in
grant proposals or the scientific literature. The astonishing developments
of the ZOth century are a result of this process at both informal andformal levels. without a set of guiding heuristics to differentiate thequality of competing ideas, such advances could not have occurred. To be
sure, this means that on occasion an ultimately excellent idea or aevelop-
vent will be set aside for the short term, :put not to have these guiding
heuristics, or ortnodoxies, would prevent any substantive differentiation.
However slowly it may occur, the self -correcting nature of inquiry belies
any beliefs either tflat cronyism (51) or scientific orthodoxy per se (52)pie any mare than a small, and self -limit4ng, role in our attempts to
support the imaginative work necessary for a healthy science. Similarly, ascience will not remain healthy if geographic vsriables (54) or perceived
technological priorities (45) rather that creative 'Webs play a large rolein defining scientific directions.

We endorse lir. Fuqua's recommendation of a careful review of sciencepolicy with emphasis on technology policy (61) and suggest that the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Acutely of Engineering be
employed as part of his proposed continuing assessment pursuant to the
Science Policy Task Force's final report (62).
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The Honorable Robert A. Roe - 5 - February 25, 1987

1 and my colleagues on the Council woul0 be most pteaseo to respond
to any questions or comments that you or your staff might nave on the above
DOServations.

Attachment

Cc: CSSP Executive Boars
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Resolution of tne
Executive poem of the

Council of Scientific Society PresidentsRegarding the hoministrationef
Nammettes aim Science Education

Janeary 14, 1117

The Executive Some of the Council of Scientific
Society Presidents noteswith regret the retirement from Cantrell of Om Fenn. Oaring his 24 seers inCongress and *limper's

is Chairman of the Committee an Science andTecepology he het made maw substantial contributions
to the health of sciencein Use United States.

The entire anise eas mime to be grateful.

Tee forthcoming report of the congressional tad
*me on science policythat Nr. Fuqua healed will

undoubtedly be another positive
contribution toscience in this country. If the Chairman's farewell

message to the NovoScience and Technology, Committee ism indication, the report will bethompitftl, provocative, assn onerously eseful in
them:mantis' planning ofthe country's future semen for Iciest*, "the keystone of our nation'sprogress ana the UMW* of our mAlltery secority.*

After the final documentis available ims full
Council will comment on spectfle issues that lee report&egresses.

In the meantime, homer, as of an members fate
exception to the lasttuo mamma of Mr. Fidem's

Iscommendatim lea 40.

'...the amities an Science and Technology should
hold bearingsto determine whether the pre-college 'Wootton reeponsibilitiesof K, flee National Science

Fosnaationl amid not he transferredto the Deferment of Education, bearing in Wad the Mysmal recordof the NSF in this area. It may well be that Vie PreD1441 of Pm-college science education 14 the nation is better handled by aesca-tors than by research scientists..

Wen the magnitude of the problem end the federal resounems ementedto solve It. iqa NSF record
is not ahysmel in mathematke and scienceede04100. As we hare said before, we mold like to see a greater maims,*on the part of the Adana Goverommet

and the Namdershi of NSF, hot tressfer-ring methammtics and Wears edscallon from *SF Is the t of Martianis not likely to Om a smithy elms& to WINO the distinction betason.odscasors* and reesarcP scieetists' is a film diceotomy. The people whoadminister federal funds to improve
mathematics and science adecation shouldbe compotont in both the anent sod the profession. and should be committedto both.

Recently we received
a report that there are fin if Nor persons with spacegrome in sethematics education,

science sdocatIon, mathematics, srWhims who are associated
wite administering Department

of Educations fundsfor improving meihmatics and science education.

Given the present positions and pommel of the to agencies, we Wimpsseller still and science mlucation
011 be better sermon at NS' than at theDepartment of flotation, Out me encourage hot Compass and the leadership ofNSF to put still greeter effort

into alleviating Use shortage of comietentinstructors of malheettics and scions at the pre-college levels.
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CONG. of SCUM SOW' PRISMS
Resolutions Adopted by the

Council of Scientific Society Presidents
in Support of

Mathematics and Science Education

May 13, 19147

RESOLUTION A

The Council of Scientific Society Presidents supports increased
Federal appropriations to expand summer programs for secondary and elemen-
tary mathematics and science teachers.

The objective is to serve a diverse population of Leachers, who
would become note effective by acquiring further knowledge of content and
pedagogy.

Casements

Mathematics and science are becoming more important in understand-
ing and salving the world's problems and in maintaining and improving the
competitive position of the United States. Mathematics and science are
changing and expanding rapidly. Standard pre-certification reacht.-
preparation programs cannot possibly include all the content and pedagogy
needed by teachers today. Teachers who were prepared 10, 20. 30 or even
40 years ago are likely to be inadequately prepared to teach mathematics
and science today.

Evidence exists that the NSF institute* of the 1950's ate, 60's had.
substantial positive influence on mathematics and science education. Most-

Presidential Award winners who were teaching at the time institutes were
widely available attended one or more, and give very positive evaluations
of the*.

We believe that programs modified in light of changing circumstan-
ces a what we have learned from past institutes provide an economical and
effective means of helping mathematics and science teachers attempt to stay
abreast of recent developments.

RESOLUTION S

The Federal Sovernment should conduct an annual state-by-state
assessment of precollege mathematics and science education. This assess-

ment would obtain information pectainiug to teaubst salaries. qaalifica-
clone and loads; graduation requirements. teaching and laboratory
equipment. instructional time and student performance.
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RESOLuTION C

Because public support and encouragement are essential components
for improving science and sathesatics education.

CSSP amber societies and their regional sections are encouraged
to use their good offices in recognizing and publicizing award-winning
science and mathematics teachers, such me those honored in the PresidentialAwards Program.

RESOLUTION D

If the United States is to increase its technological
cospetitivenese. it is imperative that science and mathematics education be
extended to the increasing number of students who have been historically atrisk. The CSSP recommends that a program. similar to the Presidential
Awards Program for Science and Mathematics Teachers, be created to identify
and recognize educators who have had exceptional success in teaching and
motivating students who have been historically at risk in mathematics andscience.

RESOLUTION E

The CSSP encourages its member societies to bring the knowledge and
beauty of science and mathematics to R-12 students, to make them realize
the importance of science and mathematics in their daily lives, and to
ensure a scientifically and mathematically literate citizenry.

1p
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COUNCIL OF SCIINTIM SOCIETT PRESIDENTS

Council of Scientific Society Presidents

RESOLUTION

Minority Participation in the Scientific Professions

The current level of minority participation in the scientific profes-

sion is inadquate. The Council of Scientific Society Presidents believes

it should be increased and encourages its supporting societies to work on

increasing the number of minority participants by:

1. increasing efforts to recruit underrepresented minority

students into graduate programs in mathematics and the

sciences;

2. increasing efforts to recruit underrepresented minority

students into undergraduate programs in mathematics

and the sciences; and

3. encouraging greater participation by minorities in

mathematics and science education at the precollege

level.

CSSP/hmf
11/30/87

1155 161h St.. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 872.4452

whowe esposseal QV ameer0 la MO
witmegeOft 000101.M010 10 101001100 golplIgml1010.
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RESOLUTION

The Council of Scientific Society Presidents supports
in principle the concept of the scholarship program as
proposed by Congressman Walgren:

"This bill (H.R. 5518) would create Congressional
awards for science and engineering (CASE), modeled inpart on the Congressional appointments of young men
and women to our military academies. The awards would
be 4-year fellowships, based on merit and a competi-
tive selection process, for study in science and
engineering at a U.S. undergraduate institution of the
student's choice. Two such awards would be made every
year in each Congressional district--one to a young
man, the other to a young woman--ensuring opportunity
to bright students from all corners of the country."
(Congressional Record E 3404, October 12, 1988)

The CSSP would also be willing to assist with support
activities such as cooperating as needed with the National
Science Foundation, providing advice regarding the
administration of the program, and in encouraging our
societies and society members to support the program at the
local level.

CSSP/hmf
12/7/88

99- 3060 -89 -9
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president's letter
Enceareging the Good/Disccaagft the Bad

The 101st United States Congress
faces two proposals of considerable
interest to all scientists. One pro-
posal will encourage the best of our
secondary school students to pursue
higher education in science and
engineetiog. This proposal is very
good. The other proposal could
severely restrict the amount of
money this ACM and other =en-
title societies are willing to spend on
Munson ke this. which will crimp
the flow rd information to scientists
all over the world. This proposal is
very bed t want to encrairage you
to hap promote what is good foe
science and to disc:mann* whirr

bed.
Congressman Doug Waimea of

Penn: yivania a the author of a bill
(H.R. SSW which would create a
scholarship program called C.osegnis-
shunt Awanis for Science and Engi-
neering (CASE). The CASE program
would award two mbohnhips us
each congtwionai district. one to a
nuts end one if, 3 female student.
he higher education in science and
environs% 'I . amid be
four-yen! iellowst re.. 'mut
$.5.0U0 per rest - 7 . -wood
be based on mit, ' -ennui
9401303a procesp,
matriculate at iii. S. Ma-
me institution of their I.., but
would be obligated to 4 one a
dews in samme Or inginewing.
This row= would be admizo-
temd in much the time way as
mingnissional appointments to the
U.S. military academies.

The CASE concept was endorsed
by the Council of Scientific Society
President, ICSSP) at its December
meeting in Washington. I hope that
you will also support this beginning
step in encouraging the most pima-
ising young people in thi United

Fernery I%19 Maar .Q !Vomiter I

States to pursue careers in science
and enguntentig.

Represootative lake Pickle of
Texas. Chairman of the House

Ways and Mews Conisuttee's Sub-
committee on Oversight introduced
a set of proposals (request for cam.
menu 53 DER C-S. 4/1 /OM to
change the rules concerning Unre-
lated Business biome Tax (UBM
for oat - for -fit organisations, such
as ACM. Untamed business income
is defined as income not derived
from activities suistantially related
to BS organization's exempt purpose.
The new runs maimed by Repre-
sennative Pickle cover mate than
two pages ^tr..' contain only fifteen
words that would signsficantly earl
ACM. The section reedy

1. Apply UHT? to advertising
Inetlint and allow deductions
from WET only for direct Wear-
tieing costs."

Publbhine Coinetairtiourom costs
almon e2.11 million per year Other
than the amount of your dues allo-
cated to Coinnisocarsen revenues
are $1,7 million per year. 111.1 mil-
lion from advertising, and 11300.000
hem other soma (principally non-
member subscriptiousl. The differ-
once between total cost' and :VW
WM is made up by your member-
ship dues-41.1 mutton each year.
ACM is committed to using the
increasing advertising revenues of
Commieurettoru to improve the qual-
ity of this publication. if the OBIT
proposal is enacted into law, about
$550.000 (advertising menus* less
direct expenses of the ativertiong)
would become taxable. For the first
time. there would be a tax of about
$223.000 on a Murnal that doesn't
mike money. This tax would mock

the wpm of the income tax, which
is supposed it, match the tax burden
with the ability to pay. Just to main-
tain the current level of quality
under the new rules, membership
dues would have to increase by
riesitly S41

U membership dues were
increased. our membership would
surely fall( fewer computer scientists
would reed this Murnal and other
ACM publications. if quality or con-
tent are cut to make up the differ-
ence. IXOnputer scientists will be
able to sham lees information: signif-
icant work may go unpublished and
unknown. Any way you look at it. if
the rules are changed, the sum total
of computer science knowledge
ciecrasses. Demising the total of
scientific knowledge in the United
States cannot be good for the nation.
Thn proposal works directly against
the Intent of the CASE proposal.

Your help is needed to make
something good happen mei AO keep
something bad from happening to
science end englasering. Support of
H.R. 5518 will give a boost to sci-
ence and technology education.
Opposition to the UBIT edam:tang
revenue channels will prevent mane
harm to the primary channel for
communicating =entitle and tech-
nical knowledge.

On December 7, I visited my con-
gmseman's dace in Washington.
D.C. and apprised him of my inter -
est in them noses land section 1704

urge you to write to your repre-
sentative and. in your own

words, eincounfla your member of
coogress to support Doug Walgrans
CASE (A.R. 351111) and to oppose lake
Pickle's proposed change to UBIT on
advertising revenue (request (or
comments 53 DEB CZ, 4 /1 /881.

Ccounsuar gown of tho ACM At
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American Chemical Society
liss sucrEENTN STREET NW
NValiNGION, 0 C 20036

A "COMMent" submitted by Monte C. Throdahl, Chairman of the American Chemical
Society Joint Board-Council Committee on Chemistry ar.d Public Affairs. to
Chemical A Engineering News for anticipated publication in the March 20, 1989
issue.

A rare opportunity has arisen for ACS members to contributc
effectively to consideration of a p'opoaed and potentially very
valuable new federal irrogras for education in science,
sathematio, and engineering,

On Fab 9th Congresesam Doug Valgren (D-PA) announced that he has
eubmitted RI 996. Under this bill,

1/... the National Science Foundation would establish an annual
serit.base4 coepetition for selecting one young can and one
young woman from Saab Congresaional district to receive a four
year scholarship to pursue undergraduate education' in science,
mathematics or engineering. NSF would establish broad-based
local Oommittees of eduoatore, scientists, mathematicians and
engineers to subait nominee!' for these national awards.
Students would be selected on the basis of their potential to
excel, and their motivation to pursue a career in acienco,
matbematics or engineering fields, Sebolarships would be up
to $5000 per Year, and would be used for tuition, fees, and
room and board expenses,'

As of filing time, at least 35 other Members of Congress had joined
in cosponsoring the Walgren bill, and several others are expected
to do the same, Concurrently, Senator John Glenn (D-OH) nos
sponsored identical legislation (S-134) in the Senate.

The Executive Board of the Council of Scientific Society Presidents
has gone on record in support or this legislation, and ban
suggested that its member organisations inform their individual
scientist-menbers of its merlin. Each individual scientist Will
then be in a position to provide information and assistance to her
or his Representative and Senators, if they deeire it. Then, the
lawmaker soy be interested in oczpuneoring thin legislation.

Having studied the Valgren-Glenn leg:lsletion, and having disousned
it with Congressional experts and ACS officers, Vs convinced that
the program it proposes would be great value to our oountry.
President Bush endoreed the concept in his recant address to the
Congress, and received hearty :Applause.

Moreover, the cost -- A5 billiOn dollars the first year and Szo
million a year after four years -- would be a pittance when
compared to the benefit of having hundreds of additional young U.S.
con and women earning baccalaureate degrees in science, mathematic:*
and engineering.
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that is threatening our nation. We are In desperate need of suet
initiatives, and members of the American Chemical Society oan help
In alike this one a reality.

I think that aesieting one/3 Representative or Senators In
nAPrneIeting the merits of the Walgren-Glenn legislation is a
ClUilsi0 example of an exercise in responsible and meaningful public
eeryioe in which scientists all too eeldom have an opportunity to
participate.

t
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ihe Honorable Robert Torricelli
117 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 205I5

Dear Congrey an Torricelli:

The Federation of Behavioral. Psychological and Cognitive Sciences :s
an organization of fourteen scientific SCIOTAPN and more than 100
university departments and research centers. 1 am writing on behalf of
the Federation to let you know of its strong endorsement of H.R. 996.
the 'Congressional Scholarships for Science, Mathematics, and
Engineering Act.' It is challenging to prepare wisely for future
requirements when pressure to fulfill current demands is intense.
Chairman Walciren's bill is a welcome example of farsightedness. 6(4

contest that advances in science and technology a-e building blocis of
national prosperity. It is. therefore. in the rational interest to
assure an adequate supply of scientists, mathetaticians and engineers.
We are especially pleased with Congressman Waleren's approach to
meeting this need, His bill provides an avenue. by which members at
Congress and other leaders in Congressional districts can participate
directly In improving the knowledge base of the country. Modelled
after the service academies nomination process, H_R. 996 would permit
worthy district candidates to pursue undergraduate majors in a field of
science or engineering. The decline of applicants for graduate Iuay
in some areas of science suggests 'hat this is the right time to make a
special investment in the undergraduate education of potential
scientists and engineers: The investment will help return graduate
spplicakions to needed level;.

The March issue of Fede will introduce the bill to
Federation members. T' is approximately one third of the
graduate departments jy v4 the country directly. Through

the fourteen scientifi. es of time Federation, it also reaches

many other educators am ...webers.

We are heaetened that more than half the members of the Science, Space
and Technology Committee joined Congressman Walgren as original
cosponsors of the bill. Our hope is that all members V the Committee
will cosponsor the bill and will recommend it for passage to the full
House as early as possible in the 101st Congress.

Sincerely

biN"J
David John , Ph.D.

Executive D ector

Amo= eSoosormai Rama* Amman Amoroso Nobollional Amami:of* Ammo. ProoKriolima 503,M, CAMP* S. mi.. S...11

Wirmaxml Smarr? for Dromforoomorl Prochaboologi fisfoorl arobarr 'a Haan" Nyrfacrnotrsc Sam ofo - Parb000frefo Stow?

Soravy for Coromoof w Pryotoology Snarly for lodonoro sod Ilmoroo Maims ..Socatiy tan Motboorf oaf Ps, hu4say

Perehoperfoirfoow -0 Rrac,estt Sot Ally ha Fts.un,A an (1.14 Perri.c.c. No.., .1 .414,6...r c.
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Mr. WALGREN. Dr. Malone.

STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS F. MALONE, PRESIDENT, SIGMA XL
THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY AND SCHOLAR IN RIM-
DENCE, ST. JOSEPH COLLEGE, WEST HARTFORD, CT
Dr. MALONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In view of the time, I will stand on my prepared statement,

which sought to set out the reason this venerable honor society is
mobilizing its 110,000 scientists, engineers, and mathematicians in
500 chapters and clubs to get behind the step wt.' you have so
credulously set forth.

I tried to spell out the stark statistics which undt,rgird that con-
cern, that the flow of creative young minds into scieh,:e and mathe-
matics that undergird our economic well-being is drying up.

I made recommendations. I sketched out some of the larger pic-
ture, described some of the things that we in Sigma Xi are doing
with our own funds to complement and extend your efforts.

It seems to me that this exciting hearing this morning focuses in
on three problems that I think are uppermost in your mind.

One is what can you and the NSF do on curriculum develop-
ment, on teachingthat is, cloning the Dr. Saltman. I thought he
was just tremendousand, third, the issue that Dr. Boyer raised
about a Manhattan project. I yield to no one in my admiration for
Dr. Boyer, but I am not certain that a Manhattan project is the
best way to go.

I would simply invite your attention to Attachment D in my pre-
pared testimony, which is a set of pie charts portraying the waxing
and waning of the allocation within the National Science Founda-
tion for their Science and Engineering Education Directorate, and
it is that chat t that I believe should receive the very thoughtful at-
tention as you prepare a response to the issues that have been
raised here this morning.

It is not, in my opinion, a Manhattan project, but a sustained
program which goes over many, many years that will get at the
fundamental problems brought forth in the superb testimony this
morning.

This may be an historic moment. As I look around this room, I
have beer privileged over a quarter of a century to testify before
each one of these chairmen. I couldn't help but thinking this morn-
ing that what you are about here may be the first step analogous
to the far-sighted and courageous move our nation made in what
was perhaps its darkest hour, the initiation of the Land Grant Col-
lege

Program
back in the 1860s.

am not saying it is the same. I am saying they were addressing
a national problem. You are addressing a national problem, too,
and I think you have taken a very important step, and the other
billP -,re supportive of that.

I old simply encourage you to think of what was done 125
yea, .go and see if you can build on this important step and ac-
comptian in the long run what has been accomplished over the last
125 years.

Finally, since Dr. Atkinson raised the question, I think some des-
ignation would be helpful. May I venture the thought that Jeffer-

2 6 Li
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son Scholars might be appropriate? I yield to no one in the idea of
Walgren Fellows, but I know how modest you are, Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter.]

And I am prompted to do that by a remark that President Ken-
nedy made one time when he had a bunch of National Academy
people together, and he said, this is the greatest assemblage of
minds since Thomas Jefferson (tined alone in the White House.

The name "Jefferson" might help to convey the excellence which
should be the hallmark of this program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Malone follows:]

266
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SUMMARY TESTIMONY

by

Thomas F. Malone
President, Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society

Scholar in Residence, St. Joseph College. West Hartford. CT

before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

during Oversight Hearings on the

National Science Foundation

March 9. 1989

Room 2118, Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC

Our grass-roots Honor Society with 511 Chapters and Clubs in every State of

the Union (Attachment A) and 108,000iictive members from the natural sciences,

engineering. mathematics and the social sciences (Attachment B) -- elected in

recognition of their research accomplishments -- strongly supports H.R. 996,

Congressional Scholarships for Science, Mathematics and Engineering.

Our Centennial Observance in 1986 focussed the attention of Sigma Xi on

scientific and technological opportunities and contemporary issues of science

and society. Among our major concerns is a continuing flow of gifted young men

and women into teaching and research in order to assure a scientifically literate

public and a vigorous and productive research enterprise. We are persuaded chat

our nation faces a crisis in both of these areas for which we have same shared

responsibility. I speak for an overwhelming number of members in stating

categorically that H.R. 996 is a uniquely positive step necessary to respond to

this crisis. Its importance transcends the self interest of the research

enterprise and bears directly on our nation's social and economic wellbeing.
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SMUT TESTIMONY 3/9/89
Thomas F. Malone
Fege Two

While therm are many dimensions to the problem of attracting gifted young people

into Science and technology, Sigma Xi has focussed on the role of the

undergraduate Educational experience of our young men and women. At a meeting

of a National Advisory Group on this topic. we convened in Racine. Wisconsin,

in January. Kenneth C. Green, Associate Director of the Higher Education Research

Institute at UCLA shared with us some ominous figures mostly developed under the

auspices of the American Council fcr Education. Of special importance were the

following=

From 1966 to 1989 freshmen interest in fundamental undergraduate

science and mathematics declined by almost 50 per cent; in

physics, the drop was mote than 50 cent; in mathematics,

it was 80 per cent; interest in biolo :y remained relatively

stable.

+ Freshmen interest in ttAhnologiral careers declined by 25 per

cent between 1982 and 0986.

Freshmen planning careers as computer professionals declined by

71 per cent between im and 1986.

+ More than one-half of the academically ably students entering

college and planning to pursue science majors changed to non-

Science fields; nearly 40 per cent of first-year college

students with science and engineering interests ultimately

take degrees in other fields (Attachment C).

Today very few aspiring science and mathematics majors plan to

pursue careers in high schuni teaching.

26
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SUMMARY TESTINJNY 3/9/114

Thomas F. Malone
Page Three

These figures are ominous. They literally cry out for actio:.. No single step

will suffice. H.R. 996 will be an important and tangible manifestation of the

value our nation places on a solid core of creative young men and women prepared

to develop and apply the knowledge that is crucial as we approach the Third

Millennium. The interest of President Bush in this issue is bv,:tening.

With respect to H.R. 496, I recommend:

NSF is the most appropriate hone in the federal government for

this activity.

This and related activities should be coneulidated it the Directorate

for Science and Engineering education a% proposed by the National

Science Hoard Tack tommittee on Underecaduate Science and Lugineering

Education in March. 1986

The authorisation of S5.5 million for the fiscal year 1990 as

recommended in H.R. 946 should consist of "new" folds, rather

than being provided by a reallocation of. funding within the total

NSF Budget.

4. The FY 90 request for $190 million for the SEE Directorate should

be increased at least to the S205 million proposed by the NSF

Authorization Act :A 1998.

For its part, Sigma ) is planning to expand its ptogtam of Grants-in-Aid

of Research which currently provides over $400,000 annually to more than ono

thousand young men and women at the preductoral level interested in research

careers. Much of this support comes from membership dues. We are cooperating

with the NSF in National Science and Technology Week and ere collaborating

4,
6 ,)
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SUMMARY TESTIMONY 3/9199
Thomas F. Malone
Page Four

through our chapters and clubs w'th the AMS in their joint program with Science

MuMattma. We work with the Boston Museum of Science in their Science-by-1 ill

Program.

In In effort to stimulate popular interest in these matters. we arranged

an International Symposium in Orlando. Florida, last October, addressed to

Public Understandtm_nt Science and lechnpldgy. We have activated our 511

chapters and clubs to exercise their influence at the local level in improving

the sad state of affairs that presently exists in this matter.

W. have underway other steps. The report of the meeting our our National

Advisory Group to explote the nature and quality of Undergraduate Education in

Science. Mathematics and Engineering will soon he available. Among the oche'

recommendations. it will urge:

Penetrating discussion and evaluation of the factors that

make the reward iy,,teu for excellence undergraduate

education noncompetitive with other professional activities

of sciences, mathematicians and engineers,

scholarly research related to education at the undergraduate

level,

the development of more appropriate entry level undergraduate

courses .n science. mathematics and engineering for those

professionally or:cored in those subjects and also. as

separate stream, Inc those who nerd a more general orientation

in those topics,

development of procesfi oriented laboratories for all students

at all levels in science. mathematics and engineering,

270
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SUMMARY TESTIMOMY 3/9/89
Thome' F. Malone
as Five

participation of majors in science, mathematics and engineering

in student research,

facilitation of the entry and sustained professional develc,nment

of women. Minorities and disabled rn science, mathemotico and

engineering,

the exchange of information among those developing innovative

undergraduate CUtTICUla.

These action items complement and support th4 oblvtles cf H H. 99e. They

suggest that it may he timely to restore, at least .n part. the emph

science and education within SM. (Attachment Dl.

NIB 01,vvrdvil

Finally, I can Nay that our Society 3.:$ prepared to tat enthusiasm of

members for soluntei act;vatv to assist the National Stiene Foondataon in
fAftAchnwnt I)

implementing the imaginative prugram proposed H.k, 94tAThe wrest editnria:

b) Congressman Walsren in the September-October 148H issue of the AmerJc.inScic.,1

(Attachment F) in whit he desexibed the initiative now embodied in H.R. 99e

generated an rncireote amount of enthusiasm among our members.

Biographical Note --

Reared in South Dakota, 1Ji. Malone holds a baccalaureate degree and an honorary
Director of kngineering from the South Dakota School at Mines and Technology.

Me has held tenured academic appnintme7.ts at M.I.T. (when he received hie earned
doctorate) and at the Univerccry of Connecticut (where he was also Dean of the
Graduate School). He is Director Emeritus of the Holcomb Research Institute of
Butler University, Indianapolis, IN. A member of the National Academy of Skle1,4,S,
he served as its Foreign Secretary. 147R-02. He is a past President of both the
American Geophysical Union and the American Meteorological Society. He holds
the position of Executive Scientist in the Cunnerrarut Academy of Science and
Engineering.
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ATIM IIMENT 11

DISCIPLINARY APFILIATION OP SIGMA. XI SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Membership in Sigma Xi, when considered by field of science, as
reported in the 1988 Surrey of Scientists, approximates the
"Employed Doctoral Scientists and Engineers by Fieldr 1977 -1987"
as shown in the National Science Foundation dihtribution,
"Selected Updated Charts and Tables for Science and Technology
Resources Chartbook. This seems reasonable because nearly four-
fifths of the Sigma Xi members have either a Ph.D. or an MD, and
nearly nine-tenths reported they are employed. The remainder
reported they are retired. The 1988 Survey of Scientists
recorded 3.4% "No Answer"; these are distributed proportionally
across the field categories.

FIELD SIGMA XI MEMBERSHIP NSF CHARTBODKI, DIF
Survey Actual Survey/Charthoek

Physical
Sciences 25.0% 26.8% 20.6% +5.4%

Biological
Sciences 25.1% 25.3 14.8% +10.3%

Engineers 21.6% 21.3 16.2% +5.4%

Socia)
Scientists 7.6% 6.7 29.2% -21.6%

Medical
Sciences 7.3% 7.7 7.1% +0.2%

Agricultural
Sciences 7.0% 7.2 8.0% -0.2%

Math i Com-
puter Sciences 5.4% 5.0 8.4% -3.0%

Sums to 10U%, probably due to rounding.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Malone.
Well, he is also connected to the fire bell in the night, is that

right, which may be just as important in terms of ringing the
alarm.

What can be said about linking this thing to teaching payback?
iProfessor Steen, you indicated that you feel that there is a value

in allowing these paths to develop quite without restriction. On the
other hand, there certainly is a value involving people in teaching.

I guess my question would be if we really get the brightest, if we
go through a merit selection process and really get the brightest,
would that be who you would want for the teachers?

Not that the teachers shouldn't be the brightest, but if you really
got one or two or four people out of a population of 540,000, does it
then become more important to allow them the freedom of that
track rather than ask nose four to go back and teach, or is there
some way that perhaps we can pick up a teaching component of
this, too?

And, you know, I am trying to figure out how Sherry and I can
really get together on this and have one package that accomplishes
both our objectives.

Dr. ATKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I like the service concept. When
you look at the pipeline and particularly the issue of training
Ph.D.'s in the natural sciences and engineering, you don't want to
divert talented people who may go on to graduate programs and on
to research off into, say, just two years of teaching as a payback. I
think you have got to have some sort of fleLible concept of service,
and that might mean eventually becoming a faculty member in a
university, but it

Mr. WALGREN. If we were to think that, number one, we don't
know whether these people will go on to graduate school. Some
would and some would not, but perhaps if they went on to gradu-
ate school that might fill some of Mr. Boehlert's values that he is
looking for on the teaching side.

Dr. ATKINSON. But I think even service while they are in college
in a tutoring role or services graduate students in some type of tu-
toring role or going on 131 accept a faculty position.

There are a number .,f things that could be worked out, and I am
not sure you should try to work them out. You might rely on a
committee from NSF to really lay out what would make sense in
terms of a service requirement.

Dr. MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I believe that if the program is even
modestly successful the payback to the country in terms of in-
creased productivity will more than pay back the money, and I
think that is a better way than trying to pinpoint it.

Mr. WALGREN. Professor Steen.
Professor STEEN. Let me just add, also, that as you have heard

from other testimony, if your intent is to make a significant impact
on the teaching needs of the nation, you would have to have many,
many more than just a thousand a year,

Dr. ArgrNsoN. But this will cascade, just the image associated
with the public recognition, and that is why I want this not to be
something where you hand a fellowship to a person and forget
about it, but that somehow the person carries that fellowship and
the pride of having won it right through, and so that there might
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be summer meetings of these fellows gathering in a region of the
country. So there is an esprit de corps associated with that, and
that will bring lots of other people along.

And then I think again it is clear that we all agree this is just
one thing that should be done, but we are very enthusiastic about
this one item.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, I am just sort of fishing for flexible ways to
pursue the teaching value that Mr. Boehlert is looking right at and
yet not confine the path these people take absolutely.

Do we have any experience with penalties, as such?
Mr. Boehlert's proposal envisions an actual penalty if the indi-

vidual fails to fill the teaching commitment over and above the
amount of the loan, in truth.

Do we have any experience with anything like that?
We have had forgivable loans, I gather, so that you earn your

way out of an obligation, but what about penalties per se?
Professor STEEN. Well, as I suggest in my written testimony, Ithink the imageif you are going to structure it that way, theimage of the forgivable loan seems to be a better metaphor and abetter structure than the image of a penalty for somebody who for

perfectly good reasons may have changed their career plans. It is
not something that one should consider to be a wrong that they
have done. It may be very good for the country that they discov-
ered that they could do tremendous good as a research biochemist
rather than as a schoolteacher, and we shouldn't impugn their in-
tegrity for havi'lg done that.

Mr. WALGR What can be said about the role that these nomi-
nating committees might play in regions in which they are located?

Dr. Atkinson, you suggested that they might be involvedI
think it was your testimonywhere they might be involved in gen-
erating some funds from a matching basis or from a community
basis. There is a lot of potential in a committee that would actually
work on these problems.

Dr. ATKINSON. Tremendous potential. I mean, you draw together
important people from the educational sector, from the public
sector, from the private sector to make these decisions.

The committee might continue, with changing membership yearto year. It would just draw a great deal of recognition to the issue,
and that is why, in a way, I would like to have the Congressman
from the district in some sense involved.

I don't want the Congressman to make the decision, but I also
don't want the Congressman isolated from the decision.

So a representative of the Congressman or Congresswoman onthe committee might be worthwhile, but I think again it is another
part of this picture. It is an image. It is attention to these matters
that is drawing people in the community to focus on it that will
pay back in great dividends.

Mr. WALGRKN. It is interesting to think that something veryflexible and creative could come from pulling together people to
focus on these problems in their own communities.

Dr, ATKINSON, Mr. Chairman, there I would want the Congres-
sional member to issue the invitations to the committee, almost
more so than some isolated inuividual in NSF.
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I wo' '1 like it to be a feeling that this is a vtry important thing
that gof in in the individual's district and gets the appropriate
sort of publicity in the newspapers and the like.

That is good for the Congressperson, but it is good for the stu-
dents and teachers, and the like, who are concerned.

Dr. MAtomt. There is a very powerful multiplying effect, yes.
Mr. WALGREN. Of course, it is also true that some Congress

people would not be interested in this area. I mean, Congress
people come from all walks of life and focus. I wonder whether we
have to have some kind of fallback for this kind of program to go
on on a nationwide basis, even if the individual Congressman may
not want to give time to it or great personal effort.

Dr. ATKINSON. Well, obviously, if an organization like NSF ran
this, it would operate with or without the Congressional person,
but I would hope that NSF or whoever was running it would be so
heavily biased that they would try to draw in the Congressperson
and significant figures in the community so this has great visibili-
ty.

Mr. WALGRF.N. It is true that, the highest military award is the
Congressional Medal of Honor, and that historically, as I under-
stand it, is the standing that Congressional awards can be meas-
ured by.

There is no military award given by the President of the United
States. An award is given on behalf of what the Congress repre-
sents, which is the closest embodiment of the people as a whole.

So there is real reason for us to be pursuing Congressional
awards in this area I would think.

Dr. ATKINSON. Yes. Mr. Chairman, I like those remarks, and I
guess I want to associate myself with my colleague here on the
right.

I also like the service component in a way for many fellowships,
and the like, but I see these as so specialized and hitting on such a
unique group of people that I am not really quite that we
have tc worry about insisting on a service component to them.

I like the concept for the broad range of fellowships and pro-
grams that I think are going to have to be put in place, but I still
see these Congressional fellows as so unique and so special that I
might not worry too much about the service component.

But I think you have got some colleagues who may want you to
worry about it.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, there might be a way to build some real in-
centives in to do the teaching component as well or perhaps make
it flexible enough that that value could be satisfied regardless of
what direct path people took.

What about the transition from undergraduate to graduate
school for these people?

If they are properly selected, they will be the kind of person who
will be doing graduRtc work.

The NSF of rJurse has a program of graduate fellowships, and
they are making a pretty good cut, as I understand it, picking the

have the greatest potential evaluated at that point in
tune.

Mr. Slaughter suggests a program that would move the picking
point of graduate support back a little bit, as I understand it, into
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the junior year, and one concern would be if you want to keep
these monies targeted on the most meritorious at each point how
do you mesh the NSF's graduate fellowship program with a pro-
gram that would have a geographical distribution based on a junior
year evaluation?

Professor STEEN. It is very difficult to assess a student's scientific
or mathematical potential that early in their college career except
in a few cases of very, very outstanding students.

But the first two years of undergraduate preparation are pretty
broad and general, and the experience of being involved in under-
graduate research and getting a sense as to whether students have
the potential and interest to go on usually emerges in the junior
and senior year.

Now, that doesn't mean one can't have programs at all levels.
I mean, there is very good benefit at the high school level and in

the middle of the college career and at the beginning of the gradu-
ate career to have programs, but I would hate to see one replace
the other.

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Dr. MA LONR. It seems to me the most critical time is the transi-

tion between the high school and the college. Only one out of three
high school seniors interested in science and engineering go on to
get their baccalaureate. If you build up that corps, you have provid-
ed a broadened base for the selection on Ph.D.'s, and if you have to
causer. e your resources, it seems to us that it is at the critical first
year college level.

In our study of Wing Spread in January, we underscored the im-
portance of new entry courses into science and engineering at the
college level, first year. That is when they are turned on or turned
off.

Mr. %maim Well, all right, we are under some real pressure
for the next committee that has to use this room, and I appreciate
how far you have all come and that you have given us of your
time, and perhaps we can develop some of these thoughts with you
informally and get some good guidance from you after the hearing.

Thanks very much. We appreciate your being a resource to us.
[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
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OVERSIGHT OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBI:VMMITME ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, De

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:31 am., in room2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. WALGEEN. Let me call us to order.
We begin our process of oversight hearings on the National Sci-

ence Foundation's programs this morning.
Today's oversight hearing on the National Science Foundation

will focus on three specific research programs of the Foundation,
the first being research in the behavioral and social sciences; the
second being research and facilities needs in astronomy; and third,
research and support for research and environmental protection
issues involved in the U.S. Antarctic program.

A previous oversight hearing of our committee on March 9 con-
ceutrated on NSF's pre-college science and mathematics education
efforts, and on March 16 will we have NSF witnesses describing
their plans and priorities as revealed in the proposed fiscal year1990 budget.

The first two panels this morning on the behavioral and social
sciences and on astronomy will talk about the issue of adeq ofsupport for research in their respective fields. Despite bu tgrowth at NSF over the past several years, research programs in
each of these two fields have grown little or at all, and we will be
interested in hearing arguments in support of greater efforts for
funding for research in these areas, including ways that that re-search contributes to the advancement of other fields of science
and bow it benefits and applies to each of us in our everyday lives.

We also want to invite the views of the behavioral Lnd social sci-
ences panel on whether curre -it NSF programs are consistent withthe ntial for research, e research opportunities that werehighlighted in the recent report of the National Academy of Sci-ences.

We want to invite the views of those on the astronomy panel onthe priorities of new astronomical research facilities and, in par-ti:alar, the priority that should be assigned to replacing the capa-bilities that were lost recently in the collapse of the radiotelescope
in West Virginia.
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The third panel this morning will address aspects of NSF's re-
search and support for research in the Antarctic. Of particular in-
terest is NSF's proposed initiative for fiscal year 1990 on the envi-
ronment, health, and safety with respect to activities in the U.S.
Antarctic program. We want to gather comments from the panel
on the content and the resources allotted and the time scale that
this plan encompasses.

We would also like to have the views of the panel on the objec-
tives of NSF-sponsored research in the Antarctic and on the ade-
quacy of the support that is provided for that effort.

On our first panel this morning on behavioral and social sci-
ences, I want to express a particular welcome to Dr. Herbert
Simon, professor of psychology at Carnegie Mellon University. I
come from Pittsburgh, as many people know, and Dr. Simon has
been such a wonderful part of our community, both at large and in
our educational community, and it is a particular honor to have
you come and share in our process today, Dr. Simon.

I also want to welcome to this panel Charles Schultze, the Direc-
tor of the Economic Studies Program at Brookings Institution, who
has been such a pillar of Washington comment over the years, and
Mr. William Gorham, the President of the Urban Institute. We
welcome you both and are glad you are here.

The next panel on astronomyand I will introduce them just
brieflyconsists of Dr. Arthur Walker, the chairman of the Na-
tional Science Foundation's Advisory Committee for Astronomical
Sciences; Dr. Paul Vanden Bout, the Director of the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory; Dr. Sidney Wolff, Director of the National
Optical Astronomy Observatories; and Dr. Tor Hagfors, Director of
the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center.

Then on our last panel we will have, dealing with the U.S. Ant-
arctic program, Mr. Robert Craig, the President of the Keystone
Center; Bruce Manheim, representing the Environmental Defense
Fund; and Dr. Rutford, the President of the University of Texas at
Dallas, who was unableI am sorryto be with us this morning
because of legislative commitments in his State, but he has submit-
ted written testimony for the record, and that will be helpful to us.

Well, with that, let me recognize other members for opening
thoughts that they would like to share with the committee, and, in
the order of their appearance, let me recognize Mr. Brown of Cali-
fornia first.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement, but I
am pleased to welcome the distinguished witnesses we have this
m I think we will benefit a great deal from their testimony.

Mr. ALOREN. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Price?
Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you for having these hearings on NSF over-

sight. Given recent studies that have shown significant problems in
our Nation's educational system, I believe these hearings are both
necessary and timely.

My own background in teaching and research is in political sci-
ence, so I am especially pleased t' tat you have decided to devote
some of our time this morning to examination of NSF funding for
the social and behavioral sciences.
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These disciplines, just as much as the so-called harder sciences,
are vital to our development as a society. They provide us the basic
tools needed to grapple with, and prompt us to think more critical-
ly about, many of our current social problems. Certainly they de-
serve adequate levels of Federal funding.

Mr. Chairman, I welcome these hearings and look forward to the
testimony of our witnesses today.

Mr. WM.nREN. Thank you, Mr. Price.
The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Slaughter?
Mr. SIAUGHTER. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wifizaxx. Well, with that, let's begin.
I would only add that one of the first things that struck me in

the 1980s was that the President of General Motors, on one of the
national shows, and it was right in the throes of us essentially evis-
cerating and turning the coldest of shoulders on the behavioral sci-
ences in the NSF, and I remember that the panelists on Meet the
Press or something like that wanted to get him to comment on how
burdensome all the regulations were and how much he looked for-
ward and what his hopes were for the deregulation emphasis of
what was at that time the new Reagan Administration.

His comment was, "You know, if I could get my people just to
come to work half of the time that they now don't, all my problems
would be solved." It struck me that there was something belmvior-
al in that, and that certainly the forces that we deal with in the
behavioral and the social sciences are so broad-spread in our socie-
ty and so central to what we want to happen that the potential to
make tremendous contributions to the well-being of the American
venture are so strong in this area.

So we want to welcome you all here to talk about this part of the
science agenda and underscore its importance at the same time.
Let's start, and we will go through the panel in the order that I
introduced you to the record, and we will start with Dr. Simon.

STATEMENT OF DR. HERBERT A. SIMON, PROFESSOR OF
PSYCHOLOGY, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

Dr. SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Walgren.
It is a very welcome privilege to testify ',ere about NSF support

for the behavioral and social sciences; from now on, I guess I will
just call them the "social sciences" in the interest of brevity.

I have been involved for 50 years now in research in these fields,
but that really is not my reason for thinking the Federal Govern-
ment should support it. I want to say what kind of research is
needed and why it is needed.

Basic science, of course, is aimed at finding out what the world is
all about: what elementary matter is; the "big bang" and the ori-
gins of the universe; what life is, and its processes; how a brain can
have thoughts; bow our human societies work or do not work. The
excitement of these big questions fuels the scientist and rouses the
wonder and interest of all of us.

But, most important, science addresses the big problems we must
deal with to survive and prosper in our world today: how to meet
our needs for energy and other resources while preserving the envi-
ronment of our planet; how to live in liberty, pumping our happi-
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ness as individuals, and seeking peace in relation to other people
and other nations.

We apply this term "science" to all kinds of inquiries, whether
physical, biological, or social, because they all have the same foun-
dation: a commitment to finding out, carefully and objectively, how
things are and how they work. Science tries to replace guesses by
fact. However varied their methods, the sciences are one in their
commitment to the discipline of objective inquiry. And we need
that inquiry as urgently in dealing with our social as with physical
and biological facts.

The question is sometimes asked whether social science is possi-
ble. Well, it must be because it exists. If we don't always succeed in
fine-tuning the economyor, for that matter, our carwe still
have vast knowledge of how an economy operates, and I think
some of our other witnesses are going to have something to say
about it. The economy, perhaps, is like meteorology: it is easier to
understand the machinery of the weather than to forecast it or to
change it.

We have much kr owledge today of how the human mini thinks
and learns, knowledge that helps us design, for example, our huge
military personnel training programs, and "expert systems" that
aid managers in our companies. We have much knowledge about
the loyalties that bind people to their families, their organiza-
tionsthat bring them to work in the morning, if they dotheir
nations, about what makes organizations efficient, about how
people use transportation systems or fail to use them, about crime.

Much of the knowledge in the social sciences is common sense,
but much of it flies in the face of common sense. Social science re-
search educates our common sense, corrects it, expands it.

The research budgets for acquiring this essential knowledge have
been pitifullyy small. The total annual Federal support for social sci-
ence research, basic and applied, is about three-quarters of a billion
dollars, which is, of course, a small fraction of the cost of a single
laboratory instrument in physics, the supercollider.

The limited funding provides a wholly inadequate R&D backup
for social programs, for society's programs, whose efficiency and ef-
fectiveness it is supposed to improve. Education, for example, costs
nearly 5 percent of GNP; that is, if we do not charge any costs for
the time of our student population. Even a 3 percent R&D budget
for education would work out to nearly $5 billion a year, which is
ix times the level of support for all social sciences in the United

States today.
Now, the main mission of the NSF is to support basic research,

the rock on which applications build. Total Federal support for
basic social science research in fiscal year 1987 was a little more
than a quarter of a billion dollars. Of this, $52 million, plus or
minuswe can argue about the exact boundariesof this, $52 mil-
lion, about a fifth, came from the National Science Foundation.

How have the social sciences fared in the NSF at budget time?
Well, poorly. Severely cut in the early 1980?, as our chairman has
mentioned, they have only now regained the levels then in current
dollars. In constant dollars, they are now more than 30 percent
lower than before.
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You will see here the total budget for research in this country,
the total NSF budget, the NSF behavioral and social sciences, the
total research budget in the middle chart and the percent of behav-
ioral and social sciences in the total Federal research funding from
1971 down to the present.

In constant dollars within the NSF, they are now more than 30
percent lower than before, while in the same decade, the NSF

in constant dollars, has been increased by 30 percent.
fiscal year 1990 requbst, like all recent requests, proposes

sm iller increases, ranging from 7 to 10 percent, in all componentsof social science programs than the 14 percent average increasepre -md for NSF as a whole. Clearly,
i
the National Science Faun-

dati. A has had little vision of the important contributions the
soda. ,ciences can make to our society, or of the exciting questions
they a. answering.

The le my opportunities for valuable social science research, un-
exploited oecause of this stringency of funds, are amply document-
ed by the recent National Research Council report on the behavior-
al and social sciences. The report identified sific areas of oppor-tunity.that call for new funding at a rate of $240 million annually.
That is about one-sixth of 1 percent of our Nation's education
budget.

About $60 million of that total belongs in the NSF budget, alittle more than would be uired to restore the social sciences torequired
their 1980 share in that budget. To my mind, that is not nearly
enough to exploit the opportunities that exist, but it certainly
would be a substantial beginning and a great improvement overthe present situation.

I cannot begin to summarize the 250 es of concrete and specif-
ic examples of research needs the N C committee identified. I
trust that copies of its report have been provided to this committee.
Those needs range over cognitive development; expertise, what
makes an expert; the learning of science; reading; prevention of
substance abuse; criminal careers and the criminal justice system;
organizational evolution; bargaining and negotiation; technology,
migration, and mobility, population change; international finance
and domestic policy; superpower relations; and many others.

A few days ago I came across a simple but typical example of
what social science research can teach us. Some 300 pregnant ado-
lescents were followed up over a period of 17 years to discover how
they and their children would fare. The study, which last year won
an American Sociological Association award, contains a wealth offactsnot guesses but factsand identifies specific factors "that
distinguish adolescent mothers who suct.-c6Zully make the transi-
tion into adult responsibilities and those who do not."Now, that is not a glamorous piece of research; it does notproduce any sweeping new theories. But it does provide an invalu-
able factual background for public policies dealing with adolescent
pregnancy, which is a major and growing social problem in our so-ciety.

Another example: Right now, in a classroom in Beijing, China,
students are learning mathematics using a new method based on
modern cognitive research that was carried out in an American
university. I could tell you why the research was done in America
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and the teaching in China; that is another story. They ere learning
that mathematics in two-thirds the time required by their school-
mates who are studying by conventional methods.

However tentative the outcome, which does need further evalua-
tion, it indicates what basic research is discovering about the mind
and how close these new discoveries are to opportunities for impor-
tant social applications.

These are just two examples with which I happen to be familiar.
The NRC report which I mentioned describes hundreds of others at
least as significant as these over the whole range of the social sci-
ences.

I have focused my testimony on funding requirements and oppor-
tunities in the social sciences. I would like, in my written testimo-
ny, to append comments on three other not unrelated topics, and I
would be glad to answer questions about them:

First, the need for better representation of the social sciences in
tr e top administrative level of the National Science Foundation,
v.iiich I would identify as a source of budgeting problems of the
social sciences in that Foundation.

Secondly, the need for better social science instruction in the sec-
ondary schools.

And, third, the neei for full utilization of the social sciences in
the science education programs within the NSF.

I would also like to attach to the written record a statement
which has been endorsed by 13 of the leading social science profes-
sional organizations on how we might go about implementing the
recommendations of the NRC Committee on Behavioral and Social
Sciences in the NSF.

I would be very pleased to answer any questions that the com-
mittee may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Simon follows:]
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Testimony of
Herbert A. Simon

March 14. 1989

House Committee on Science, Space. and Technology

Sxial and Behavioral Science Programs
in the National Science Foundation

It Is a welcome privilege to testify here about the National Science Foundation's

support of basic research in the behavioral and social sciences Perhaps f should

begin with a conflict-of-interest statement. I have been engaged for more than fifty

years in social science research. (For brevity, I am going to use the phrase

science' to cover all of the social and behavioral sciences ) From time to time I

have received grants from the National Science Foundation, and it is not unlikely that

I will again be an applicant for such a grant at some future date.

It will not surprise you that I am a strong advocala of social science research.

BOOM= of its intellectual excitement and its practical value, I have invested my life

in it. it is an integral part of our great adventure into understanding the world,

including -- perhaps most important of all -- understanding ourselves.

That Is what basic science is about We want to know the secrets of

elementary matter; we want to know about the world's origins. the Big Bang and all

that; we want to know about life, its processes and its chemical foundations, we

want to Know about mind, how a brain can have thoughts, and we want to know

about our own human societies. their history and how they work

Curiosity is a major driving force of science, and a noble goal But how much

funding could science claim on grounds of curiosity atone? Beyond curiosity, it is

absolutely essential that we understand the world better in order to deal with the

grave problems it presents: how to use 11.e natural environme to meet our human

needs while living in peace and equilibrium with that environment. how to live in

health and liberty. pursuing our happiness as individuals and ,r1 our relations with

each other -- individually, as groups. and as nations

The reason why we apply the same name. science, to all kinds of inquiries.

whether physical. biological, or social. Is simple. Science means a commitment to

finding out, as carefully and obiectively as possible. how things are and how they

work. Science warns us against basing our conclusions and our actions on guess
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when we could base them on fact Although the sciences differ in the instruments
rue techniques they use they do not differ at all in their commitment to me
discipline of objective inquiry And we have at least as urgent a need or that kind

of objectively and discipline in dealing wee Social facts and jaws as we ed in dealing
with physical and biological facts and laws

The question is Wien asked. "Is social science possible?" It must be possible
because it exists We have vast knowledge and understanding about the laws of
economics, although not enough to manage a modern economy wholly dependably
and smoothi4 We also have an enormous amount of knowledge about meteorology

but not erzugh a a hundred years after Mark Twain - to do anything about it. or

even to predict the weather welt.

We have a great deal of knovvredge about hcw a human mind thinks and
learns, knowledge Ma! has already been drawn upon for evamre. in the design of
the huge and costly training programs mat our military organizidions must conduct.
and of the "expert systems' and other aids to management that our companies
require

We have a great deal of knowledge about many other social ilhenomena:

about human loyalties in different !;ealeties (to the family. to the work organizaton. to
the church}, about factors that determine organisational efficiency about the workings
of governments. about human responses to transportation systems, about crime
Some at it is "common sense." for we all live in the world and observe our fellow
human beings and ourselves But touch of it tiles in the face of common sense
because our casual observations aie fragmereary atypical and biased by our beliefs
and values. Social science research educates our common sense corrects it and

expands it

We have acquired this knowledge in the social sciences with very modest
research budgets. Total annual Federal support for social science research basic

and applied, is about threequaders of a billion dollars That stilt sounds like a lot
Of money to me a until I compare it with the funds that are provided for ether kinds
Of research le g.. for a single instrument like the SSC). or. more important. until I

compare it with the funds our society cpenes on activetes teat could be carried out
more cheaply and effectively if we understood them better

Primary and Secondary education in She United States takes nearly five per cent
of our GNP a even if we treat students time as a tree resource to be used or
wasted at will Suppose we were to decide that some funds should be devoted to
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research and development so as to increase the educational return on this enormous

expenditure (to linprove our teaching of science and mathematics. say). Suppose we

were to commit a modest three percent for this purpose. that works out to about 4.5

biltion dollars per year - six times the level of support for all social science research

in the United States today!

Let me turn specifically to the National Science Foundation Its main mission

is to support basic research -- the rock on which important applications must build

Total Federal support for social science research in fiscal 1987 was a little

more than a quarter billion dollars ($272 million approximately tr,e "downpaymentg

for the SSC in the Administration's proposed budget). 01 this total, $52 million. about

a fifth, came from the National Science Foundation (these numbers exclude

neuroscience, which Is a biological rather than a behavioral or social science).

Thus. NSF is extremely important to the health and progress of the social

itClenceS. How have they fared at budget brae? Poorly. Their budgets were

severely cut' in the early 1980s. and only now have regained the levels. in current

dollars, that they had reached in 1980. In constant dollars, they have declined more

than 30 per cent in the decade -- a promo . which the total NSF budget has

grown some 30 per cent in constant dollars. The FY 1990 request. like all recent

requests, uroposes smaller increases (ab-kit 7 to 10 per cent) in all components of

the social science programs than the 14 per cent average increase proposed for the

NSF as a whole. Clearly the National Science Foundation has little vision of the

Important contributions the social sciences can make to our society. or of the exciting

questions they are answering.

Tice many opportunities for productive research that remain unexpioitecl because

of this stringency of funds Is well documented in the recent National Flesearch

Council report on the Behavioral and Social Sciences The report identifies specific

areas of opportunity that require expanded support, primarily in basic research. and

prices out the cost of providing this addition funding at $240 million annually. Using

my previous yardstick, that is one sixth of one percent of our country s annual

budget for primary and secondary education.

The committee estimated that $60 million annually of this total could be

assigned appropriately to the NSF budget, a little more than would be required to

restore the social sciences to their 1980 shale in that budget. To my mind that is

not nearly enough to exploit the opportunities that exist, but it would be a substantial

beginning
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I can't begin to summarize here me 250 pages of concrete and specific
examples of research opportunities that the committee identified A mere recliai or
Some of the items in the table of contents is enough to show the intellectual
excitement of the field an-I its significance to our society early cognitive

development and learning. expertise and scientific education reading prevention of
substance abuse, criminal careers and the effects of the criminal justice system.
setting agendas, organizational evolution bargaining and negotiation. tecnnology.
migration and mobility, evolution of language. population change in developing
countries, the nuclear family and social change. international finance and domestic
policy, superpower relations

Let me turn from the general to the very specific Our newspapers and
periodicals are full of discussions of the problem of the adolescent unwed mother
But what do we really know about it beyond some very gross statistics 'in the
annual number of births to such mothers/ What becomes of these evils and young
women, and what becomes of their children? What factors. influence the outcome/
What are the costs to society and what are the consequences/

Some years ago. some young social scientists at the University of Pennsylvania
set out to answer these questions Their project represented the most difficult of all
research tasks -- keeping track of a sample of human beings (many of them on the
margins of society) over a period of 17 years They did it successfully. w:th 300
subjects. and their study. which last year won Tne William Goode Award of the
American Siam law& Association. contains a wealth of facts not guesses or
conjectures. but facts -- that begin to answer the questions raised at)Ow? And their
facts were lese than obvious For example. in the words of one reviewer, "the
research demonstrate:, that there are systematic, identifiable factors that

distinguish adctescent mothers who successfully make the transition into adult roles

and responsibilities from those who do not.' and describes what these lectors are
Not a glamorous piece of research No sweeping new theory has emerged

from IL but just the kinds of hard facts that we need in order to understand
adolescent pregnancy aed to address the problems that it creates for both the actors
and society. Here is a Specific example that I ran across in my rearilng a few 4".1i'}:i
ago. which illustrates the workaday world of social science Something of its

intellectual excitement, and Something of as importarce
13,4 there is also ineory m social science For example, very exceing theories

have been emerging to explain how the human mind learns, and what if contains

4
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when n has learned Right now in a high school in Beijing Chins. a CIOOmookin of

students is learning mathematics using a new method but a Maitland curriculum and

is learning in hvetrthads the time required by their schnotmetes using tne Standard

method of "Schnee and problemS The new method was derived tram a theory of

"strernerg from exam/lee" a theory that in turn had been developed and tested at

an American University by simulating Me human !earning with a computer program

This one experiment needs further careful evatuation. but however tentative the

outcome. n Indicates what we are learning about the Mind and how crone the new

learning is tO smartent opOorturefies for application

Thies are nal two examples with which nappen to be familiar The NRC

report mentioned above deStribes hundreds of examples. ai least as significant as

theme. over the whole field at the social eciences

Iwo focused my testimony on lmong requirement's and Opportunities In the

sacral sciences I Should like to append some comments on three other not

unrelated. topics It the need for better representation of the social sciences in the

top achninrettellse lens% of the National Science Foundation. (2) the need for Deem

'Octal science ineetctlOrt in the secondary schools. and t3) the importance 41

PathCfpallon of seMil scientists M the science education programs of (- I.- 1r

4 `. .1 AP P " 4 1 of a ar..I I.I: * A
4 ,

Zatien of the NSF

I have commented on the weak advocacy for funding social science research In

the National Science Foundation as reflected in budget levels Al team part of 0145

hdliOty can be understood in terms of Me NSF arganizehon The social sciences

reprelf$1,1 a (erg! part Of ine title and a srnaH part of Me budget of the Bictogicat

Sonanoral. and Soctio Sciences NeCiefele in site Foundation The ass,etset Du-ergo,

of That Directorate IS and has been a biologist as is me director of tne Dwision of

Behavioral and Neural Sciences

Thus there ate no Wolof stiontists at the Assistant Director tevei in the NSF,

end. to Me best of my knowledge only one out of Z6 Divison and Office recters

in the five drecipanary directorate& Tc anyone knowledgeable about how scarce

resource" are allocated rr organizations. these facts epee* for themselves Only

social Stientent can represent actequately the needs and opportunities of socoi

scientets And they can 'e that only d they participate in the highest levels of the

emendation. where allocations of fund' are enechvety made

5
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Thal 00011tVeluens are net a cf*Veopdo Of the atihtte$ fine efforts at !-.5

Foundation'S staff. may are a criticism of an Organtigten structure mat oreverti
tr C y

*Octet StienCif staff from Being fuity effective in at eilermery 'tole To correct MI;
organizational Mitortion calls for tin sadasation of ma Sioingicai tishaviorsi aria

Social Solana, Directorate into its hire natural pans and tne appointment Of a new
Aastsfant Director for the defieviorei and Sacs Sciences.

Secondary Education in the Soo* Sciences

Moat tatemed young peep* *no choose a Carew in :stance masa that civic*.
St tit tamathisty. wifUle still in Secondary school Ety Mei 10114- 11107 have t'Fa
oltaatinunitlee fo exposure TO SitylieCS. cnernifory. ott.logy, and mathematICS, and to Me
role of ritieiren In Mese tip. This exposure. *hare they have actually seen now
researen metes now lontridedet digitise the moaning at "sciatica' ter them

MONO of Nee ift401141ti have been imposed to tha idea that Mit 01400411 01

science can be eddied to the study at human individual and social behllintlf. Then
first COfItael wrttt Mil Idea comae from C011ege courses in the SOON sciences most
OM after they are already committed to motto in Ma phyolcol at biological
soonest The local Science' are than reduced to trying to seduce la Moir folds
*die imedente 'MC are arresdy preparing tot s different career.

Tice IntraluCTiOn Mt° OUT 141COndery schools of more gamut* social science
course that ifiegrite how the ittithoda of science can Os applied to h "art affairs
is essandal of Ittim citedipansa are to ram* ova talam that than progress rot:Prot
TIN* NIHON!, SCNInCe Foundation's kifloCe 110tiCatiOrt programs amount inciude

MINION diracead toward de pet

Science Education

PhIlial slid W0100011 111Cliftftlita Metre playact ma pririciosi mesatga in Tn. science
education programs of the Pound atom: Women* a much 'Mein rah. The
Content ham (al COPS= front the point fuel made above) is not that Mira* programs
hal" bean directed almost lectedively at improving instruction in vivito& and
biological Wanda. The concern is mat restriena Is a psychological and social
IMAM otiose organtiatien and conduct need to de 1010111114 py social science
Ithooloodea. A greet deal of ntioneni mowiso90 exists today. tocactativ in MVP,*
111:11101C11.

6
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The pOleSautniit Curricular efforts on h$F were only panty successful Marty co

their falling OW be viscid to the neglect at avOilitno vnowiedge *Dow human

lee , and the cktmination of the Curneulunt-Olittjn VOWS oy SuOlOtt-

Matte? speciefitte who tent* that discipline, very wilt Out end CO not Mari
Iner Cup grOtincliftg an contemporary cognitive science

We ovoid not Mae mat Ertl? again Cognitive psycndtogy nIS made peat

Ware Ita and hes mete MOM to COntributO today to the dolign of earning material

than it did two CIOGIROOS ASO. The stuitive education program needs Scrutiny to

detatmine *Meitner itOcial Scientists and SOC1111 science rintoarth findings are umised In

the program to the beg advantage.

Mat is sill I have to say. but in addition. I should kil, to submit for the

hearing record a thoughtful summary of the recommendations of the National

Research Council. report ("The Behavioral and Social Sciences: Achievements and

Opportunities") as well as some graphs showing the trends in support for the

behavioral and social sciences.

7
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Implementing the National Academy of &it:1CW
Recommendations

for

Behavioral and Social Science Research

at the

National Science Foundation

Orputizations support:1as the recommendations:

American Antropoiogical Association American Fxoss-Josic Amaciodoo American Fdacational Research
Association Americas ffstosical Associative Austrian Pblitical Science Association Aaseriam Psychological

Association . American Psychological Society Americas SociologicalAmocia%cm American Statisdad Association
Associathas of Americas Geographers . Association of American LawScfloob Comortions of Social Saba

Associatioss Federation of flefsaviorsd, Psychological sad Cognitive Seieores latensationol Society for
Developmeolal Psychobiology Linguistic SOciely of America National Academy of Nevropsychologists

Psychometric Society Society for Coo:paters in Psychology Society for Psyclosphysiologiral Reicirch

2 DI;
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IMPLEMENTING THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES' RECOMMENDATIONS

for

BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

at the

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Tiirr ishaWoral and Social Schwas: Achieramots and Opportmlies, a 1988 reportof the

National Academy of Sciences (NAS), should prove an important Cotipestrionsl resource in the devel-

opment of science policy. It reflects the work of over 300 distinguishedscientists who assessed the

contributions of behavioral and social science in meeting national needs -- needs like increasing workn

productivity, improving educational quality. and reducing crime and chug abuse. The report, the culmi-

nation of over five years of intensive work, maps a comprehensive bluepri..1 far the federal govern -

eset's future investment in behavioral and social science. The National Arvierny of Science concludes

that an additional $2.40 million per yur should be spent on behavioral and social serous research

government wide; $60 million more atthe National Science Foundation.

A striking finding of the tepart is a disturbing and severe imbalance -- indeed, a woody and signifi-

cant decline in federal support far bdiaviond and social science. particularly in relation to other

disciplines, Between FY 72 and FY $7. federal support for behavioral and social science declined by

23% in constant dollars: federal airman for other science increased by 36%.

Equally disturbing is that NSF has made link or no ettentpt to address the important initiatives

highlighted in die NAS rt port. a repent which NSF funded. In fact, both the NSF FY 89 spending plan

and the FY 90 budget proposal. rather than making social and behavioral science a higher priority as

recommended by the repot. contribute to the deepening void between the resources necessary and the

resources provided to makecritical advances.

h is vital that NSF provide national leadership to increase a federal comtnitmatt to behavioral and

social science. NSF provides 25% of the federal support for psychological and social science research

in colleges and universities and about 40% in the social sciences alone. Changes in die nature and level

of NSF support would have a major effect in thile areas.

What follows is a brief summary of proposals identified In the NM report for the federal govern-

ment's future investment in behavioral and social science: recommendations for NSF funding for twee

initiatives: rink In justification for them investments.
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RtNEARt "11 Ft NtlINt; RElit It ;Itt'LS

Pape

Indisidual investigator Rims-unit - The major meshantion for rolnuiving research to Fichavuti at and
ktiCI.11 kivotione to be ordIvattual tnsestlgaw rtant!,, colnisetm.ets awarded
thump ; pert rev

Proposed Additional Inscsinicut 830 notion] minks:111s

Justification

l'nhArtyett inst-snoent w rescati,11 l;7all(r is omiesi to sust.on ilJlxlu.uwe ;investments 41100
Ilt.oungc tri,i'vngation Inlis OIL it aTC:iS .LIS .01111111m. riutym rriatliw%, tngao
vtutunitti effrstiveness. neuroveence, hrhav tor dtanize, trading und LAIII;Uagt.
LICCISItil malting, grolflaph14.: ;11fonnitum vlatcros, And pt)11111:ii1 ..1S)41 ..4.1.1 ;al institution),

findings Irian they teWiah appliLablr to advances m ;unfit:oil intelligence, fighting
improso, die V ti. trade position, mate powerful demgas of computers, mote practi-

cal and moosnoc designs of robots. bullet Ig a quality vintliforce, addressalg homektsness,
fighting AIDS, preserving n. enstrontz,nt, uttd more efficient approaches to elite ttu y.

the MICI:t1 and hrhavtoral st.tinves restive nmst of thew funding hum the NSF Ilnetorate
for It tological, Iteliav lora]. and Social Sciences. But, wink the one of the di.rectncute on
Mlles panty ammig the three arras, it is nos budget parity In FY S /, the budget for behav,
;alai and iks:kat ieseatvh 4:imitated wits ;shout 2S% of dm K-00 nhition budget tot W1101044;
-r411.

Here are a ft.% tints. In FY NO, h of NSF's Research and Related Ai:twit:Iry budget was
allouteil tot behamotal and sostai Knflt:C tesearch, In I.Y 90. it is proposed tit he only

II 3 3% tickle:or Stnultul f, I Y I will provide behusiorui svience programs with an
inereave of .3 Nr; over FY filv letvls as compared to increases as high us 799E for othet HItS

'Eticie art non mated eitioripiev Tlry retlect trend toward pinged ovely greater
iloparity between tit Mantra! unit ...IX, viAcrike an ! other arras. turn though Itehatioxid and
social scalar !t fundamental ,tl solstnl! OUT nation's rtobients
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Naked Wats and Page 3
Rehadaial ad Sand Science

SCIENTIFIC HUMAN RESOURCES

Petal:Kitimat Support M cf. in man be made to attract mote wench- oriented students into gradu-
ate programs in the behavioral and social sciences and to upgrade the avenge kvel of research
Oak iintipb graduate st Nob . This can best be aciiirmt by imazasied support for pradocumil
fellowshi and eiwung grants.

Proposed Additional Westmont. S9 million annually

Justification:

II The most smear problem of podium depvtments in the behtiv"wal and social sciences
the increasing difficulty of recruiting and meaning talented students.

Between 1975 and 1%5. federal support gratkuoe Ts-search assistance fellows. and train-
es dixieased significantly. While this was true Eris all fields, the declines were steepest far
the behavioral said social sciences -- fields that weir much mutt dependent on federal sup-
port don other sciences.

An additional IOW nnefederally funded graduate pastorals disappeared during the same
years. The deckne was notable in the most prominent departments; between 1975 and 19112
the total number of full-time 'sedum students teceiv4ng any type of federal support in the
top quartile of bet ariond and social sciences departments declined by 53%. le odxr sci-
ences the wrap's** number increased by 15%.

2 9 !)
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Naigioal (kola /04
Palau 4Who forst awl Social ti.uxr

SCIENTIFIC HUMAN WWI IRCES (continued)

Postdoctoral Support An If/arave in postdoctoral support in the behavioral and social sciences
should be divided among new training pants to tnstitutton%, individual fellowships at the !unto'
level. and move advanced fellowship% The obit:nit is to add 400 full tone doctoral keel
scientists to the numbers working at the frontiers of behavkinil and social science testimh

Proposed Additional Insestment $5 million annually

Justification:

Poodoctoral training is tieconung an iris-teasingly important c:iniqxintnt in developing pits
ductive ticha% anal and vocial stlentisits This is particularly true in the :aridly advancing

dixcipltnasy fields nab US 010110Se St t.tittX, ileums:trace. aging. htiguistics, commit
nity studies, and artificial intelligence all of which require a behavitincl science perspec
tore.

lot the 5.850 new behaviotal and social licitruxs PhDs in 1986, their weir a mere 1A(10
postdoctoral research positions 'fellowships, associateships) and entry-level gibs devritcd
primarily to research amideveloprrent, about bpenings per 100 doctorates. This corn-
Nora to 66 prime research openings per 100 new doctorates in the life sciences and 59
openings per 11.K) new doctorates in the physical and engineenny sornees.

New PhDs as well Lib those early in their clams need to have access to a range of postdoc-
toral resear...11 opportunities. Teaching loads of assistant professors in the behavioral and
s(icial sciences are often heavier than in other field!. and universities generally do not pn
vide research funds or facilities for faculty in these sciences :s routinely as they are provided
for other fields Generally lower saltines -eut financial pressure on new faculty to supplement
their standard 9 month teaching haw. pay with summer teas hing. or other employment--
zninngifig on time that could instead he devoted to rerean:h
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BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIF*:Ce. EDUCATION

Page

Pre-mane and College lineation -- An incase in support for textbook and curricula develop
mem, and leacher maw* for secondary schools and colleges aimed at introducing scientifi-
cally sound behavioral and social science at the secondary school end college levels will greatly
advance the cause of an informed cid:easy,

Proposed Additional Investment $4 million annually

inedficatiosz

America is under siege by an attitude of indifference to science and sometimes c n an and-

admix Public aahtinient. This recent upsurge is to a large extent a function of throe interre-
lated Way science illiteracy, a failing science education system. and students allocating
their time to other activities.

The speed with which scientific advances are being erne increases the distance between
mayday knowledge and scientific knowledge. Science education efforts in secondary
schools and colleges are inadequately preparing studeats for critical and analytical thinking.
as well as with too miaow a view at science.

Behavioral and social science disciplines ensphasim those scientific homey skills that span
formal imapretation of scientific phenomena and informal interpretation of everyday phe-
nomena. These include critical think:mg about complex issues, statistical reasoning, mange-
bosom of pmbability, and logical nuapsetation of curare's data. Unlike SCiCISCVAI such as
chemistry, biolony, geology, and astr000my, the behavioral and social sciences ate able to
convey these Opponent principles in a context especially meaningful at the level of everyday

experience.

Rehavitnal and social science disciplines ate also intrinsically popular with students. They
maw more students relative so other disciplines, but opportunities to take pre-college courses
in the behavioral and social sciences ate not needy as prevalent as oPPortuoilies to is e Pre-
college courses in other disciplines.

The pre-college behavioral and social science COISSCS bear acre offered du mu emphasize sci-
entific methods of inquiry, the theorathal foundations of knewledge, nor do they provide
basic lawns in research methods. Changing these courses would combat the anti-science
trend by exposing a signifier at portion of the American population to inmate* inquiry and
mien/non in the behavioral and social realm. Ignoring this opportunity means losing these
students, as many will not be exposed to scientific courses in Wen disciplines.

30
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Koons' limb and Paw
licItavalad and Socal St. temc

11:(11N01.0611t :Al. AND ()B1 lt FIFSOURCES

Accesis to (be Toots of Rresearch CArmputers and other tabulators' equipment sue ail integral part of
behavioral and stx:Ial science Ecsc arch. Adequate funding mom be provided.

Proposed %dditivind Investment till militia annuu,ty

Justificition

Itec,,use tit sub/scum:41 erasion in the support tier equiptirent in the la)' decade. :here ES a
serious inipcdorient to the rate of scientific progress ui many Weis lo:al and sos. tat resench
areas

1,A;kniptsm (4 equipment int:tudr: neurominging and other eledttonts devices to tectod brain
.ictisity dunng cognitive, lantsu.,ge. emotion and mtnivation, motor, 411' perceptual talks;
audio devices tin presenting sounds in studies of bearing and artificial speeds recogrunon:
instant I processing computers to design alternative systems fur military, economic, and
sosial needs mtni and nun computers and software tor computer graphics. experiment

tipvinatins. data !WII Jai analysis m such areas is titiroat, te;aning mid mem
tn.. geography, ntacto anti nut to reonornetnes, modeling of shoal :and indivictom
.anti StachIlls

Shills Enhancement'Adsunced Training , Intenstve shun duration ;idvanted, 11.3111:y1g instmlies
ssintitt help intr,t nes% turthos low the resext h t.onnounitt,ileselop tit tesran,b,
int /cast the puliti slung ot results. and sting zescarciet s Jti diverse tore.11 up ttt 0.1tr AVIA
Ibtw t.t.n tit closely trials:kJ Irsrarcn

Peopoud Additional Ins estment. Si million 1'11

Justification:

blet.ause of t flanges 111 the mink tif funding. these activities largely hese been dtscontinued
Nt Spa' reSt. art:11 are 10 longer ..liable tot InS1,1ull.rtls 114 1111N tape art 11,
ut:.1cad, propasols fat su, h ttiumtig 11-1SMUIC5 Tt111St 24.11111/Cte titrettt UM. vat t:3+ ntvrStt
a tor propos:4s Res revs pines rawly esen Lonsider soot: rr;iimiig programs Prom

Inv.r "individual researther" funds

:S.:4111pICS ul .era. such Institatc, wnuld trc (13,:,rimsohnn
01 to lets ,ito,n, tr, siaostin s. In31141111.10, JL:ti }calliitz tie it wider bpsit rt les:art:brit; deed
on.nrW, tit erogcapts;t. speu,1,1:sss., asst cticouragcskScnt stS theznetleal kin'ttages

1,,)$.111d4f11.7,, .11 bettsren the physk, al orad sts
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Naomi Cash awl Page 7
Mina leal awl Social Science

TECHNOLOGICAL AND OTHER RESOURCES (continued)

Trawl Grants -- Thar is a aced to facilitRiz conununicatitin and collaboration anumg invesugatms
Aa irespeosive and flexible approach is to being ers together for than durations (1 'a 6
weeks) on a periodic basis.

Proposed Additional Investment! $ million annually

,Instification

Because behavioral and social science research is characterized by decentralization bow
within universities and geographically across the country, it is difficult to achieve a localized
intellectual critical mass even within academic departments because of typically small
ntanhers of' faculty present with expertise in any given specialty.

Grams for this type of activity have been drastically reduced in secant years, and when pro-
posal budgets are scrutinized, travel costs are generally the first item to be cut.

303
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Simon. We appreciate that testi-
mony.

We will go on to the others and then come back for some discus-
sion.

Mr. Schultze?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES L. SCHULTZE, DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC
STUDIES PROGRAM, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. SCHULTZE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. Thanks for asking me to testify.

As an economist, I naturally emphasize what I know at least a
little bit about, economic research.

If you turn to page 3 of my testimonyand I presume the testi-
mony itself will go in the record and I will summarizeyou will
note some numbers that simply underline in a different way what
Professor Simon has just said.

Despite budget stringency, from 1980 to 1988, the NSF budget in
total, adjusted for inflation, went up by 20 percent. The budget for
its Division of Social and Economic Science went down by 34 per-
cent.

A decision has been made in the NationI think quite rightly
to reemphasize support for NSF, to push it up even faster, and the
total NSF budget in the last several years, including the 1990
Reagan request, went up by 16 percent; the social and economic sci-
ence budget, by 5 percent.

Now, the potential contribution of economic and social research
to national well-being generally, and to policymakers specifically,
may indeed have been overstated in the 1960s and 1970s. But there
is no warrant for the current treatment of such research as reflect-
ed in the NSF budget.

My testimony gives a number of specific historical examples of
ways in which economic research has improved our understanding
of how the economy works and, through that understanding, has
contributed, I think, to better economic policy. It also suggests
some areas where further research, coupled with improved data
collection, has a good promise of improving both understanding
and policy.

In my oral summary, all I can do is highlight just a few of those
examples. Let me start with a general proposition. Economic re-
search, alone or in combination with other disciplines, can some-
times make a direct contribution to public policy by helping to
design programs and evaluating their results. But mainly the re-
sults of economic research are valuable to society in an indirect
way, to the extent that basic research provides greater insights
into how our economy or segments of it operate and how families,
workers, or business firms react to various kinds of economic stim-
uli.

Most successful research is of the type that adds its increment to
our understanding about economic behavior or corrects some
widely perceived misperceptions. There are few great discoveries or
startling new inventions waiting in the wings, and I am not going
to be able to give you any. And, indeed, you should, at least initial-
ly, be awfully skeptical when they are claimed. The gradual and
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persistent accumulation of useful knowledge is what we should
expect from economic and social research.

Let rue give you a few examples, if I might. One of the unappre-
ciated facts about the American economy over the past 40 years is
its far greater stability in terms of output income, aad empl Jy-
ment, in comparison not only with the Grest Depression but to the
entire prior history of the country.

And so, on one standard measure of stabilitythe degree to
which national output fluctuates around its long-term trendthe
period since the Second World War has been more than twice as
stable as the years between 1870 and 1914. Since World War II,
there have been no annual declines in GNP as large as 2.5 percent.
In the 70-year period to then, there were six declines larger than
2.5 percent

The major credit for that difference arises from a much greater
understanding among policymakers in the Executive Branch, the
Congress, and the Federal Reserve, and among the public general-
ly, about how monetary and fiscal policy ought to behave when the
economy is threatened by recession. And that improved under-
standing was grounded on years of economic research.

We no longer try to raise taxes or cut government spending in
recessions. And while Federal Reserve policy has been far from
perfect, monetary instability in the postwar world has not played
the major role it did in bringing on and worsening recession and
depressions and exacerbating booms in the years between the Civil
War and World War IL

Moreover, over the past 40 years, spurred by demands of re-
searchers and the results of research on economic stability, the
quantity, quality, and timeliness of the data which economic policy-
makers have at their disposal and the methods of analysis they
have available to judge the current state of the economy, while far
from perfect, have steadily improved.

Let me turn to another area, technology, R&D, and American
uctivity. Research by economists over the past three decades
I think, greatly contributed to our understanding of the impor-

tance of technological advances and of industrial R&D to the
growth of American productivity. Economic research in the 1970s
and 19As, for example, documented with increasing certainty the
fact that business firms tend to earn, on average, a much higher
return on their R&D than they do on other investments--25 per-
cent versus 10 to 12 percent on the average for other investments.

Because the knowledge from successful R&D tends to dissemi-
nate quickly throughout the economy, it provides benefits to socie-
ty over and above those reflected in higher profits and in the
originating firm. And so a number of economic resecrc studies
have convincingly found that society gets, on average, an amazing-
ly high rate of returnin the neighborhood of 50 percenton the
R.&D carried on by American business, again, on the average.

Because individual R&D projects, however successful, on average
are quite risky for the firms that undertake them, the unaided pri-
vate market bystern tends to undertake too little R&D. And partly
as a result of these economic research findings, the U.S. tax code
now provides a tax credit for private R&D, and there appears to be
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wide support for making this credit a permanent part of the tax
system.

Indeed, some very recent economic research has suggested ways
of rewriting the conditions under which the credit is granted to
make it more effective, to get more "R&D bang" for the tax buck. I
understand that legislation has been introduced to accomplish that
PurPose-

Let me turn to a quite different subject, the nature and structure
of welfare dependency, unemployment, and employee-employer re-
lationships. The NSF and other government agencies have been
supporting a good bit of research on improving the statistical tech-
niques that enable social scientists to analyze the data on welfare
and unemployment, and also employment.

Let me cite just one example of the findings of this kind of re-
search which I think fits into your comment, Mr. Chairman, about
the comment about the chairman of General Motors.

On a superficial look, the job tenure of American workers is
rather short. In a working lifetime, the average worker will have
held ten jobs. But more careful research with better data and sta-
tistical techniques has shown that this is misleading. Young work-
ers move around a lot but eventually settle into long-term jobs.
Thus, several studies have found that half of all the work done in
America is performed in jobs where the job tenure is 15 years or
longer, and if we confine our observations to adult male workers, it
is 25 years or longerhalf the work in America is done on jobs of
that kind of tenure.

Among other implications of this research, the fact emerges that
for the majority of firms and workers, long continuity of associa-
tion and relationships of trust between particular firms and par-
ticular workers is a major aspect of our industry and an important
contributor to productivity. It needs to be nurtured and improved.
In that respect, the United States is different only in degree, not in
kind, from the Japanese.

Let me turn almost at random to several other examples. Going
back to productivity and looking ahead rather than backwards and
talking about some research efforts in this area, starting in the
early 1970s, the pace of American productivity growth slowed sub-
stantially from about 2.5 percent to about 1 percent a year. With
productivity growth falling so sharply, the growth in American
family incomes, real wages, and living standards necessarily also
slowed to a crawl.

Careful economic research has done much to debunk a number of
popular but fallacious explanations for that productivity slow,lown.
But its principal causes, unfortunately, still remain a mystery.

Economic research is now shifting from an examination of broad
and macroeconomic causes to more detailed studies of the nuts and
bolts, the microeconomic determinants of productivity growth at
the firm and industry level. Some promising suggestions and leads
are being explored, whose pursuit may ultimately provide useful
information for business managers and public policymakers.

Let me just tick off a few, again almost at random: Research is
being conducted to determine what we can learn from specific ex-
amples about the relationship between productivity in the work-
place, on the one hand, and the way in which workers are compen-
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sated, on the otherregular wages, bonuses, profit-sharing, ESOPs,
and the like.

Recent research has shown that plants of some multi-national
companies often have high productivity performance regardless of
which country they are located in. Japanese auto companies in the
United States are examples, but they are not the only ones.These research fin :is that the quality of management is

critical factor ill:gills:mining the pace of productivity

Some researchers have come to the conclusion that American
firms suffer because, on average, they do not know how to borrow
or to imitate successful technological advances made in other coun-
tries. For three decades after the Second World War, the United
States was the world's technological leader, and most new technolo-
fy came from here. Now the source of new technological advances
Is much more diffuse throughout the world, but American firmshave not changed their attitudes and have not become adept at
paying from other countries.

us, in Japan, technological journals and research results fromother countries are widely available in translation. But despite
Japanese technological success, there is apparently little effort in
the United States to translate or otherwise take advantage of Japa-
nese research in technical journals. We need to learn how to
borrow more.

Finally, but in a related vein, through research studies about the
nature of R&D carried on by business firms, we know that the
United States has concentrated on developing new products, while
Japan has concentrated on producing new products more cheaply.
One study found that commercial R&D in the United States is allo-
cated about two-thirds to new ?roducts and one-third to improving
production processes. In Japan, the proportions are reversed.

Thus, the United States leads the world in developing new spe-
cialized semiconductors, whilz, the Japanese concentrate on ways to
mass-produce semiconductors cheaply and hence are steadily in-
creasing their market share in the semiconductor industry.

My only reason for inflicting on you all this highly selective reci-
tation is to make the point that some very specific research has
been getting under way which is not the traditional examination of
the broad macrodeterminants of productivity but deals with what I
said was the nuts and bolts and detailed underpinning of complira-
tive productivity performance. A many-fold intensification of this
kind of research is warranted.

To be slightly fanciful, if, as a result of such research, the rate of
American productivity growth could ultimately be unproved by
only one-tenth of 1 percent a year for 5 yearsone-tenth of 1 per-cent for 5 yearsthe annual addition to our national income and
output would pay for the entire NSF budget 15 times over.

Mr. Chairman, I have only kind of picked and, at random, tried
to give you some sense of the kinds of things that ultimately can beuseful to society if we learn better not so much magic answers toanything, but how our economy behaves and how individuals and
firms respond to economic stimuli.

I think it is terribly worthwhile. It does not generate anything
immediately and quickly, and very often you cannot ever find it
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except with a lot of research at the end because it works its way
into the very fabric of our understanding of our economy. But I
think it is worthwhile.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schultze follows ;]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for asking me to testify about the importance of
behavioral and social

science research and support of such research by
the National Science foundation. As an economist I

naturally emphasize
what I know at 1e'st

something about -- economic research.

The Decline of Support for Economic and Social Research

If this hearing had been held twenty years ago, the environment
would have been one of great support for and high expectations

about the
payoff from economic and social research. At the overall, or

*The author is Director of the Economic
Studies Program at theBrookings Institution. The views net forth here are solely those of theLuthor and do not

necessarily represent the opinions of the trustees,officers or other staff members of the Brookings Institution.
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mactattconomic level, the U.S. economy had then just come through almont

eight years of uninterrupted economic expansion and the press had given

the President's economic advisers an important (and perhaps undeserved)

share of the credit- In matters of social policy it was widely believed

that economic and social research could provide specific answers about

how to design efficient and effective government programs that would

sharply ameliorate such social ills as poverty, poor housing, atzuctural

unemployment, and inequality of educational opportunities.

Well, as we oil know, that optimism about the ability of

professional advice, hacked by economic research, to give us

uninterrapted prosperity and to find solutions to a host of specific

social Alla was far overdone. The economy in the 1970s and early 1980s

went through a time of sellout: trouble, with three major recessions, two

serious Louts of inflation, and an upward drift in unemployment.. And

our social problems turned out to be far more stubborn and less amenable

to governmental actions than earlier believed. Not surprisingly, in

reaction to the earlier excessive optimism, the pendulum swung to the

other extreme. The reputation of economists and the credibility of

economic advice tonic a steep fall, aad the very real contributions that

ecanamic research could in fact make toward managing the economy and

helping policymakers deal with specific economic and social problems

became significantly undervalued.

One consequence of this general attitude showed up in the

allocation for economic and social research in the budget of the

National Science Foundation. The table below summarizes the chances in

3 1 Li
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the overall budget for NSF. and in the tiny portion (1-1/2 percent) of

that ')udget which goes to its Division of Social and Economic Science.

Change in Inflation-Adiusted budget Authority for NSF
and its Division of Social and Economic Science

NSF, Total

(percent change)

1980 1968 15x89
to to to

1988 2989 1990 (request;

+20 +5 +10

S.E.S. Division -34 +1 +4

Despite the large budget deficits. the budget stringency and more

recently the pressure for austerity exerted by the Gram-Rudman law. the

overall NSF budget. after adjustment for inflation. managed to grow over

the past eight years, albeit quite modestly -- by some 2-1/4 percent a

year or 19 percent altogether. But the inflation-adjusted budget for

social and economic science fell precipitously, ay 34 percent over those

same years. More recently. in response to the belated recognition that

a large increase in federal support for nondefense RiD was called for,

given America's problems with low productivity growth and impaired

cLopetitiveness. the budgets for NSF have been stepped up sharply. But

social and economic science shared virtually none of this increase for

1989, and comes in for only a small increase in the 1990 request.

While I agree that the potential contribution of economic and

social research to natic. 11 well-being generally. and to policymakers

specifically, may have been overstated twenty years ago. there is no
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warrant for the current treatment of such research. as reflected in the

NSF badget. In the remainder of this testimony I want to try to

demonstrate. by way of a few specific historical examples, that past

economic research has in fact improved our understanding of how the

economy works. and through that understanding has contril'uted to better

economic policy. Then I would like to suggest some areas where further

research, coupled with improved data collection has a good promise of

improving both understanding and policy.

First. a general proposition. Economic research, alone or in

combination with other disciplines, can sometimes make a direct

contribution to public policy by helping to design programs and

evaluating their results. But mainly, the results of economic research

are valuable 'to society in an indirect way, to the extent they provide

greater insights into how our economy or segments of it operate and how

fami1ies, workers, or basiness firms react to various economic stimuli.

Most successful economic research is of the type that adds its increment

to our understanding about economic behavior or wIrrects some widely

perceived misperceptions. There are few great discoveries or startling

'new inventions," waiting in the wings, and indeed we should, at least

initially, be skeptical of when they are claimed. The gradual and

persistent accumulation of useful knowledge is what we should expect

from economic and social research.

The recent Report of the National Recearch Council, The Behavioral

and Social Sciences: Amievements and pppprtunities, contains an

extensive review of the major directions that economic research has been

taking in recent years. And I have benefitted greatly from it in
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preparing the testimony. But I know of no way to summarize briefly for

you tte past and potential future contributions of economic research and

analysis. What I can do that may be useful is to provide specific

examples in two categories: (1) some important historical contributions

that economic research has made to the formulation of public policy; and

(2) several ongoing research efforts which, especially if intensified,

have some possibility of providing a better understanding of how our

economy works, and in that way, of improving public policy. Given the

limitations of both time and my awn knowledge, I L..ve been highly

selective. and have necessarily had to neglect vast areas of economic

research. Please do not take my list of examples as comprehensive or

fully representative.

Some Historical Examples

Economic Stability. One of the unappreciated facts about the

American economy over the past forty years is its far greater stability

in terms of output. income, and employment in comparison not only to the

Great Depression but to the entire prior history of the country. Thus.

on one standard measure of stability -- the degree to which national

output fluctuated around its long-term trend -- the period since the

Second World War has been more than twice as stable as the years betveen

1870 and 1914.1 In those early years the American economy spent

1. Some recent work by a young economic historian argues that the way
in which we have reconstructed nineteenth century data exaggerates
the economic volatility of the time; GNP did fluctuate more than it
has recently, but the difference is smaller than hitherto reported.
My reading of the subsequent controversy is that the reconstructed
data do tell essentially the right message; the nineteenth century
American economy was a good bit more volatile than the economy has
been since World War II.

3 16
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55 percent of the time expanding and 45 percent deelining. In the

perici since World War II, on the other hand, the ratio of time spent in

expansion to time in decline was 4 to 1. Since World War II there have

been no annual declines in GNP as large as 2-112 percent. In the TO

years prior to then, there were six declines la,ger than 2-112 percent.

The major credit for that difference in behavior arises from s much

greater understanding among policrmakers in the Executive Branch, the

Congress, and the Ferirral Reserve, and among the public generally about

how monetary and fiscal pnliy ought to behave when the economy is

threatened by recession. Aid that improved understanding was grounded

on years of economic research. We no longer try to raise taxes or cut

government spending in recession. And Wile Federal Reserve policy has

been far from perfect, monetary instability has not played the major

role it did in bringing on and wcrsening recessions and depressions and

exacerbaing ia,oms the years between the Civil War and World War IT.

Yoreover, over the pat.t forty years, spurred by the demands of

researchers and the results of research on economic stability, the

quantity. quality, and timeliness of the data which economic

policymalccrs have at their disposal, and the methods of analysis they

have available to judge the current state of the economy. while far from

infallible, have steadily improved. A piece of evidence for this

improvement hos noen the ability of the Federal Reserve to help keep the

Inn. econorl on a: evsn keel fez the pats six years, despite

enpticedented budget and trade deficits, huge swings in exchange rates,

and a stock market. crash second only to the Great Cepression.
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Technology, R&D, and American Protictivity. Research by economists

over the past three decades has greatly contributed to our understanding

of the importance of technological advance to the growth of American

productivity. The work of Nobel Prize winner Robert Sallow in 1957,

followed by the research of Edward Denison and others in the 1960a and

1970s revolutionized the then current thinking about the underlying

sources of economic growth, and in particular stressed the very large

and critical role payed by technological advance. Later work in the

1970s and 1980s documented, with increasing certainty the fact that

business firms tend to earn on average, a much higher return on their

R&D than they do on other investments (25 percent vs. 10-12 percent).

Because the knowledge from successful R&D tends to disseminate quickly

throughout the economy, it provides benefits to society over and above

those reflected in higher profits and wages in the originating firm.

Thus, a number of economic research studies have convincingly found that

society gets, on average, an amazingly high rate of return. in the

neighborhood of 50 percent, on the R&D carried on by American business.

Because individual R&D projects are quite risky for the firms that

undertake them, however, the unaided private market system tends to

undertake too little R&D. Partly as a res 4It of these research

findings, the U.S. tax code now provides a tax credit for private R&D,

and there appears to he wide support for making this credit a permanent

part of the tax system. Indeed, some very recent economic research has

suggested ways of rewriting the conditions under which the credit is

granted to make it more effective -- to get more 'R&D' bang for the tax
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buck" -- and I understand that legislation ha: been introduced to

accomllish that purpose.

The Nature and Structure of Welfare Dependency, Unemployment, and
Employment

The NSF and other government agencies have recently been supporting

a good bit of research an improving the statistical techniques that

enable social scientists to analyze the data on welfare and

unemployment, particularly as it relates to the flow of people into and

out of welfare and unemployment. status, and the duration of their stay

on the rolls.

Before 1980, social scientists and policymakers disagreed about the

nature of welfare dependency in the United States. Some policymakers

and economieth claimed that welfare dependency was typically quite

brief. According to this view. single mothers with children received

welfare benefits for relatively short spells after losing a job or a

working male partner. but quickly went off the rolls when a new job or

marriage partner was found. Other analysts claimed the opposite:

welfare dependency could last fbr years or decades, as single mothers

became addicted to receiving public assistance.

Research over the past decade -- based on the new statistical

methods -- has shown that both these interpretations are correct to some

degree. The great majority of women receiving welfare at some point in

their lives will receive benefits only briefly -- less than two years.

In no sense will they become addicted to public assistance. On the

other hand, a majority of women receiving welfare at a given point in

time are in the middle of a very long spell of dependency -- lasting
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five. ten, or even twenty years, with only brief period, of time off the

rolls. These women account for the bulk of money *pent on public

assistance benefits.

This set of finding, has been directly reflected in recent welfare

reform efforts. The AFDC program is now recognized to serve two kinds

of populations -- one that receives benefits as a temporary source of

aid during brief spells of misfortune, and the other that receives

assistance for very long periods. Different kinds of reform are

appropriate for these two populations. The public is far more concerned

about preventing long spells of depkndency than it is about providing

assistance that will last only a few months or one or two years.

A somewhat similar set of findings has merged from detailed studies

of flows into and out of unemployment. At any moment of time most of

the unemployed in the United States have been unemployed for a

relatively short period of time -- for example, in January almost half

of unemployed Americans had been without a job for less than five weeks,

and only a tenth had been unemployed for six months or longer. (Our

experience is much different from that of European countries where

typically half of the unemployed have been out of work for six months or

longer.) Despite the high percentage of American unemployed found by

the survey to be out of work for only short periods of time, careful

research has shown that most of the total weeks of unemployment suffered

by American workers are accounted for by those who have been unemployed

for long periods of time, and that the probability of a person finding a

Job within :be next month actually declines the longer the person ha;

been unemployed.
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,inally, the same sort of pattern emerges when we examine caref..11y

the flows into and out of employment. On a superficial look the job

tenure of American workers is rather short -- in a working lifetime the

average worker will have held ten jobs. But more careful research, with

better data, has shown that this is misleading, young workers move

around is lot, but eventually settle into long-term jobs. Thus, several

studies have found that half of all the work done in America is

performed in jobs where the job tenure is fifteen years or longer, and

if we confine our observations to adult male workers, it is twenty-five

years or longer. Among other implications of this research the fact

emerges that for the majority of firms and workers long continuity of

association and relationships of trust between particular firms and

particular workers is a major aspect of our industry and an important

contributor to productivity. It needs to be nurtured and improved. In

that respect the United States is different only in degree, not in kind.

from Japan.

Social Experiments. Over the past twenty years Congress has funded

a number of 'social experiments" under which alternative public program

designs were tested in practice. Very careful economic research was

necessary bath to design and evaluate these experiments. From them, and

especially from a series of tests on alternative oesigns of welfare

programs, we have learned a great deal about how low income people

respond in terms of work effort and other economic behavior to changes

in the level of welfare benefits and earning opportunities.

Evaluating the benefits and costs of many social programs requires

very sophisticated economic and social research. Take, for example, the
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case cf a particular federal training program. To evaluate such a

progrem it is not sufficient simply to observe the earnings and

employment experience of trainees before and after training, since

earnings and employment opportunities may have also changed for those

who had not been participants in the training program. Hence. at a

minimum it is necessary to compare the earnings and employment record of

trainees with a comparison group chosen to be similar in all important

respects with the trainees. But there may be a 'selection bias' -- for

example. those who choose to enter the training program may be precisely

those with more ambition and better potential work habits, who could

have been expected to do better anyway. The only alternative then is to

evaluate the program through a social experiment In which people are

randomly assigned to training and to a control group. But social

experiments are costly to the government. time consuming, and have other

disadvantages. Recently, however, some sophisticated economic research

has been done to develop statistical criteria, whiclwrelying on

background data about the trainees and the control group. can determine

with some degree of confidence whether or not selection bias is likely

to be small enough so the usual, and less costly, evaluation techniques

can be used. By applying these criteria themselves or through

contractors, the policy evaluation staffs of executive agencies, the

00. and the GAO can more confidently design and rely upon evaluation

studies, and also identify the situations when such studies cannot be

relied upon.

32z
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The Utefulness of Research When the 'Obvious° Answer is the wrong Answer

Sometimes in economic life what appears to be an obvious cause and

effect relationship turns out to be misleading. Here is where careful

economic research and analysis can be most useful. Tracing out the

major economic effects of trade negotiations is a good example of this

situation. It seems obvious that when a country like Japan is running a

large trade surplus with the United States. negotiating restraints on

specific Japanese exports to the United States (e.g.. automobiles) or

using our bargaining leverage to overcome barriers to U.S. imports of,

say. telecommunications equipment would reduce the Japanese surplus. In

fact, however, that is not likely to be the long-run effect of such

negotiations. If we restrict Japanese imports into the United States of

commodity X. then the Japanese Japanese trade surplus way indeed, for a

time, shrink. But with a smaller trade surplus there would be a

scarcity of dollars available to Japanese investor, who want to buy

U.S. securities to take advantage of our high interest rates. And so,

the dollar will be bid up, and the yen will depr,,ciate. With a lower

yen, other Japanese exports to the United States will rise, and their

overall trade surplus will tend to return to its earlier level. To be

sure, they will sell less of commodity X to us (at a higher price), but

more of Y and I. A similar turn of events would occur as we negotiated

a greater opening of Japanese markets to, say, our exports of

telecommunications equipment. Such exports would rise.and that might

indeed be desirable, but others would fall. In short, trade

negotiations principally affect the composition of our international

323
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trade, but the pverall lave of our trade deficit is 'etermined by

macroeconomic developments here and abroad, especially t-.e levels of

national saving and budget deficit., in various countries and our

interest rates relative to those elsewhere in the world.

Enowledge of these results of economic analysis does not itself

tell us what sort of trade policies to follow, but it surely should help

tor make better decisions and avoid costly mistakes.

Some Research Efforts with Potential Future Payoffs to the Nation

Productivity Growth. Starting in the early 1970s the pace of

American productivity growth slowed substantially. from about 2-1/2 to

about 1 percent a year. Necessarily with productivity growth falling so

sharply the groWth in American family income, real wages, and living

standards of families also slowed to a crawl. Careful economic research

has done much to debunk a number of popular. but fallacious.

explanations of the productivity slowdown. But its principal causes

still remain a mystery. Economic research is now shifting from an

examination of broad macroeconomic causes to more detailed studies of

the macroeconomic determinants of productivity at the firm and industry

level. Some promising suggestions and leads are being explored. whose

pursuit may ultimately provide useful information both for business

managers and public policymakera.

Research is being conducted to determine what we can learn

from specific examples about the relationship between

productivity in the workplace and the way in which workers
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are paid -- regular wages, bonuses, profit-sharing. £S "'^,

etc.

Recent research has shown that the plants of some multi-

national companies often have high productivity

performance regardless of which country they are located

in. Japanese auto companies in the United States are good

examples, but not the only ones. These research findings

suggest that the Quality of management is a very critical

factor in determining the pace of productivity growth.

Some researchers have come to the conclusion that American

firms suffer because, on average, they do not know how to

imitate successful technological advances made,in other

countries. For three decades after the second World War

the United States was the world's technological leader,

and most new technology came from America. Nov the source

of new technological advances is much more diffused

throughout the world. but American firms have not change('

their attitudes and have not become adept at copying from

other countries. Thus, in Japan technological journals

and research results from other countries are widely

available in translation. But despite Japanese

technological success, there is apparently little effort

in the United States to translate or otherwise take

advantage of Japanese research and technical journals.

In a related vein, through research studies about the

nature of R&D carried on by business firms, we know that
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the United States has concentrated on developing new

products, while Japan has concentrated on producing new

products more cheaply. One study found that commercial

R&D in the United States is allocated about 2/3rds to new

products and 1/3rd to improving production processes; in

Japan the proportions are reversed. Thus, the United

States leads the world in developing new specialised semi-

conductors, while the Japanese concentrate on ways to mass

produce semi-conductors cheaply, and hence are steadily

increasing their market shire in the semi-conductor

industry.

A recent piece of research, using detailed data from

Japanese, American, and European auto companies has

documented that U.S. and European carmakers use more labor

and require longer lead times to develop new auto models

than do their Japanese counterparts. Moreover, the study

pinpoints the specific differences in organitaAonal

approaches and managerial techniques that appeared to

produce that result.

My only reason for inflicting on you this highly selective

recitation, is to rake the point that some very specific research is

getting underway which is net the traditional examination of the broad

determinants of productivity but deals with the ;tuts and bolts and

detailed underpinning of comparative productivity performance. A

manyfold intensification of this kind of research is warranted and has

the prospect of providing important insights into the nature of American

3 2
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productivity problems and suggestions for improvement. And here even

seemingly small improvements can yield large *layoffs. To be slightly

fanciful, if as a result of such research the rate of American

productivity growth could ultimately be improved by only one-tenth of

1 percent a year for five years. the annual addition to our national

income and output would pay for the entire NSF budget fifteen times

over.

The Noninflationary Level of Unemployment. Right now, with

unemployment still a bit over 5 percent of the labor force. we are

beginning to see some signs of an upturn in wage and price inflation --

not a sharp upturn. but a beginning. Much economic research has been

directed toward understanding better the way labor markets work. and an

important part of that research seeks to understand better why it is

that the level of unemployment at which inflation starts to rise is so

high. In the process of that research we have begun to learn much more

about the subtleties and complexities of the relationships between

employers and employees with respect to wages, job tenure, and

productivity performance. As I mentioned earlier we are also learning

more about the nature and composition of the flows into and out of

unemployment and about the process of job search. We need more

information and analysis about the extent to which the p.ovision of

better information about job availability and worker characteristics

might produce more efficient matches between unemployed people and

vacant jobs, and thereby lover the unemployment rate at which inflation

starts to rise.

3 2 t
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f:ere again, the potential payoff to improving our knowledge could

be quite high. If the nation could lower the noninflationary level of

unemployment by only 0.1 of one percent. the payoff in terms of higher

national income and output would be sufficient to cover the entire

annual budget for NSF three times over.

PtPlsinins. the U.S. Trade Deficit

Several important studies have recently tested the ability of large

scale econometric models of the international economy -- in Japan,

Europe, and the Urited States -- to predict how international trade

flows will develop given the internal developments in each country. One

major finding of this research was that most of the models did

reasonably well and gave similar results in tracing out the course of

the U.S. tra3e deficit if they were fed data on what had happened to

exchange rates. gut they did a vury poor job and differed from each

other substantially whe" were not given the exchange rates, but had

to predict them on the s of what else happened internally in each

country.

The moral of this story is that economic research has done a

reasonably decent, though far from perfect, job of enabling us to

understand and predict how international events and exchange rates

affect international trade flows. But we have a long way to go in being

able to predict how international developments and policies in various

countries affect exchange rates. Given the large and steadily growing

importance of international trade developments for the preeperity of
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modera nations and the crucial role of exchange rates, it is essential. I

think that we intensify research in this area.

Data Needs

For many years economic research relied heavily on two kinds of

data: (1) times series data which are periodic (annual, quarterly.

monthly, etc.) averages or totals of important economic variables --

GNP, interest rates, steel production, sales by industry, etc.; and (2)

cross section or 'snapshot" data which provide detailed information

across a sample of individuals or firms at a moment in time -- e.g.,

decennial census data, periodic surveys of consumers, the monthly

Current Population Survey, etc. Increasingly over the past two decades,

however, we have come to recognize and rely upon a third, and,

unfortunately quite expensive type of data collection -- longitudinal

data files. These files, based on surveys or government reco..ds,

provide various kinds of data on a continuous sample of individuals or

families, so that we can track developments over tine -- they represent,

if you will, a continuing series of snapshots of the same sample of

people, firms, etc. Thus we can trace bow firms or individuals, grouped

by various characteristics, respond over a number of years to various

kinds of economic developments.

One of the major recommendations of the National Research Council

Report on the Behavioral and Social Sciences was for the NSF to devote

substantial additional resources to the collection of such longitudinal

files, with data from workers, families, and business firms.
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A major body of highly important research depends upon the

avai:ability of such longitudinal data. Such research topics include;

the causes and consequences of changes in the distribution of jobs and

income across industry, occupation. educational and socio-economic

groups; the hiring, layoff. promotion, and wage-setting practices of

business firms; and the response of firms to changes in their domestic

and international environment.

If. as another example, we had possessed more extensive

longitudinal data on the financial and other performances of individual

firms. we would be able to trace, much better than we now can, the

subsequent fortunes of those firms which have been involved in mergers

and acquistions. and that ability would have made a substantial

contribution to the current public policy debate.

I strongly endorse the National Research Council's recommendation

that substantial additional resources be devoted to the collection and

improvement of such data files, including in some cases the use of

sample data from government files, appropriately reviewed and sanitized

to preserve the confideLtiality of individual responses.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Schultze. We appreci-
ate that testimony.

Mr. Gorham?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GORHAM, PRESIDENT, THE URBAN
INSTITUTE

Mr. GORHAM. Mr. Chairman, 1, too, appreciate the privilege and
the honor of appearing before this committee, and also especially
the pleasure of appearing with Charlie Schultze and Herb Simon.

I will focus my remarks on the research developed by NSF grant-
supported social scientists that has dramatically increased the
power of other social scientists and policy analysts to understand
the problems of our society and to assess and predict the effects of
policies aimed at changing those problems.

To echo Charlie's last statement, there is little doubt that the
budgetary cost savings and the program benefits that stem from
these advances alone have already paid many times over for the
entire social science, probably the NSF budget.

The work of that translation of basic social science into policy is
done by policy analysts. Policy analysts have become the intellectu-
al bridge between the discipline-oriented research of university cen-
ters and departments, on the one hand, and policy officials on the
other.

Public policy analysis serves the public interest in three ways: It
tends to assess and project the conditions of society and its prob-
lems; it evaluates existing efforts to lackle these problems. I might
point out that Charlie Schultze and I had the pleasure, in about
1966 or 1967, of inventing something called the 1 percent set-aside,
which was that 1 percent of all program monies appropriated
would be made available for evaluation purposes. That created an
industry. [Laughter.]

The third thing that policy analysis does, the hardest thing, is
that it appraises the relative merits of alternative future policies.

Since 1953, which is the beginning of my own career in public
policy research, the application of systematic analysis to public de-
cisions has mushroomed. The growth has not been uniform. During
the first few years of the Reagan Administration, interest in ana-
lytical information dipped sharply.

However, it is fair to say that a taste for reliable and increasing-
ly analytical information is now well established. Administrators
and legislators have come to expect and rely upon an amount and
sophistication of information that would have been difficult to
imagine in the sixties.

Policy research organizations, by and large, do not conduct basic
social science or methodological research; they are its users. They
organize their efforts around policy problems and issues, and they
aim their work at public decisionmakers or, through the media, at
the public. Thus, they are the link between basic research and the
ultimate beneficiaries of that research.

I would like to cite three very important contributions of NSrs
program to research that bear directly on policy, one in each of the
three categories of policy analysis I cited.
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The first is on assessing problems. Usually a problem is studied
after the public has observed its prevalence first-handhomeless-
ness, for exampleor after the media have brought it to light, as
has been the case in the epidemic growth in crack and crack-con-
nected crime.

Once in a while, a significant problem is brought to light by the
research community itself, as was the case in the growth of the
number of Americans who have no health insurance at all.

In the fall of 1988, my own Institute completed a study of home-
lessness. We sought to answer the obvious questions which were
not answered: How many are there? Has the number been chang-
ing? Who are they? How long have they been homeless? What re-
sources are available to them? What are their other troubles? Be-
cau ae of the currency of this particular issue, I have appended
sa...e charts (that we did from one of the committees to this state-
ment) and the article presenting the results.

This study was based on field surveys. Finding and interviewing
homeless persons is challenging. such a survey so that it
can be used to represent the uniDveetirrinfeo the American homeless
would have been impostdble but for the pioneering analytical work
carried out under NSF social science grants. Because of this semi-
nal work, researchers are now able to have reasonable confidence
in the results of their surveys and the analyses of the survey data.

In the second category, the evaluation of public p I
would like to say that only if one has not tried can one Id the
view that finding out what works is easy. It is difficult because a
policy interventionthe introduction of a program or a change in a
program level in significance, be it a service or a financial induce-
ment on behalf of some objective (for example, tax relief in ex-
change for private investment in nroblem) ridden urban areas, the
enterprise zone proposalsis not the only variable affecting the ob-
jectives. Some of the other variables are measurable; those are
sometimes manageable. The most difficult problems are posed by
the ones that are unmeasurable and unobservable.

Selection bias is a wtkularly persuasive form of the general
problem of unobservable variables. In all instances of evaluating
the effectiveness of a policy, the analysts confront the problem of
bias due to unobservable factors, and they have got to try to adjust
for it.

One example: For almost any kind of insurance, people differ
with respect to the risks that they represent. In many cases, the
true risks cannot be observed or can be easily concealed. Health in-
surance coverage for AIDS victims represents an extreme case of
such bias.

Another form of selection bias is selection by a program manag-
er, sometimes called "creaming". In this case, the person allocating
the resource tries to channel it to those most likely to succeed.
This, too, leads to the measurement difficulty of selection bias,
since the effects of the program on someone's likelihood to succeed
will be overestimated to the extent that this highly selected group
would have succeeded anyway.

Selection bias was the main reason why several very expensive
social experiments were sponsored by the Federal Government in
the period from the late sixties through the early eighties, to test
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important possible changes in income transfers, housing, housing
vouchers, and health insurance programs. I believe something in
the order of $275 million was spent for those social experiments.

The social experiments were characterized by a random assign-
ment technique which eradicated selection bias by assigning per-
sons from the same pool to either experimental, the programs, or
control groups. The two groups by definition shared the same char-
acteristics on the average except for their pry status.In the last several yam, statistical techniques have been devel-
oped, in part with NSF support, to correct for selection bias. These
have made it possible to evaluate government programs with exist-
ing program data, at a fraction of the cost of social experiments.Yet another aspect of evaluation research that has benefited
from theoretical NSF support has been process or implementation
analysis. In order to make sound recommendations for improving
government programs, it is necessary to understand organizations,
including behaviors within them, incentives and disincentives to
change. I will not describe this; Dr. Simon would be in a muchbetter position than I to.

The program implementation studies draw very heavily on the
organizational theory and behavior research that has been support-ed by NSF.

The final category is the appraising of future policy. What onewants to know when one is selecting a policy is how it will perform
relative to other possible policies. That includes doing nothing
about a problem. This prediction is the business end of policy anal-
ysis, the aspect of most relevance to public decisionmaking. And itis the hardest.

While, for the most part, policy impact prediction is still more
art than science, major advances have been made. Charlie referred
to some in econometric modeling; I would like to refer to another
in microsimulation. You will have to excuse the expression, "dy-
namic microsimulation modeling." That is what I would like to
talk about for a moment.

We have the privilege and pride of having had the most serious
effort in this field started at the Urban Institute in 1969, a yearafter we were founded. It was under the initial leadership of Guy
Orcutt, who was its pioneer, and it has come to be exceptionally
useful in assessing policy choices, especially those that have a verylong term of unfolding, such as changes in the social security
system.

The current version of the model that we developed, called DYN-
ASIM, simulates individual and family behavior in order to
produce a realistic forecast of the economic and demographic char-
acteristics of the families in the United States for some futureyear.

The model starts with a representative sample of individuals and
families. These families and persons within families evolve from
year to year, experiencing divorces, marriages, birth, dying, work-
ing, being employed, and so forth, all within the compater. Eachyear's forecast population can be analyzed and represents a F rn-
thetic sample of the U.S. population in some future year.

During its history, DYNASIM has been used for a variety of
policy applications. Many of these studies were initiated by con-
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gressional requirement Examples are on page 9 of my statement of
ones that we have been involved in.

Estimation of models that are capable of simulating behavior re-
quire a longitudinal data base, which is a data base similar to the
one that Dr. Simon referred to when he spoke of the 300 adolescent
mothers. One such data base, the Panel Study on Income Dynam-
ics, the PSII), has played a crucial role in the development of DYN-
ASIM. It would not have been possible without it. Indeed, in the
second year of that longitudinal model, they were running out of
money, and the Urban Institute contributed $100,000 to its continu-
ation. The PSID was also handed by NSF.

The advent of the PSID facilitated the initial development of
DYNASIM, as I mentioned. The PSID has been used to estimate
models capable of predicting events not only on the basis of current
individual characteristics but also on the basis of these individuals'
histories. What we have in the current PSID as of this year is a 21-
year continuous history of approximatelyI guess it started with-
9,000 families.

That concludes my examples. As with Charlie, I circulated
among my staff and got virtually 30. I selected these three as the
largest and most significant

Finally, let me say that the grist for the policy analyst's mill is
the stuff of social scientist& Politicians and administrators, when
they think about it at all, are put of by the pace of learning in
social science and the difficulty of tracking its contribution. They
have even less patience with the guarded ways in which social sci-
entists or policy analysts hedge their findings.

That is just a case of the where-you-stand-depends-on-where-you-
sit homily. It is exactly right for social scientists and policy ana-
lysts to reveal only the amount of truth they can verify. That is
what the science demands. If they did not behave that way, they
would deprive our society of the essential values of their domain
objectivity, reliability, and credibility.

This essential rigidity limits their role because policy choices
almost always involve considerations, often overriding ones, that go
beyond the limits of the legitimate terrain of the social scientists or
the capacity of the tools at their disposal.

The policy world, in contrast, is driven by the necessity to decide.
That necessity requires that they go with what tkey have by way of
enlightenment when the decisions should and must be made. Both
perspectives are essential, and I am certainly talking to the believ-
ers when I address it to this group.

It was a pleasure to make my statement to you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gorham follows:]
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Introduction

I am William Gorham. I am the President of The Urban Institute. I appreciate the

opportunity to appear before the Committee together with my distinguished colleagues.

Charley Stitutze and Herb Simon.

Because I am convinced of the merit of bringing organized intelligence to hear on the

problems of our society. it is a privilege to speak about NSF- supported research which I

know from personal experience has been of great benefit in this respect.

I will focus my remarks un a particular set of analytical techniques and data bases

developed by grant - supported !Wird scientists that hr. dramatically increased the power of

other social scientists and policy analysts to understand t :41 and economic phenomena,

and to analyse and predict the effects of policies aimed at dinning them. While I have not

done the arithmetic. I would be surprised if the budgetary cost savings and the program

benefits that stem from these advances alone have not already paid many times over for the

entire Behavioral and Social Sciences program.

Policy analysis has become the intellectual bridge between the discipline-oriented

research of university centers and derailments. on the one hand. and policy officials. on the

other. Public policy analysis is concerned with and serves the public interest by: t I t

assessing and projecting the state of society's condition and problems; (2 evaluating existinj

public land sometimes private) efforts to tackle such problems: and (3)appraising the relative

merits of alternative future strategies and policies
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In the years since 195.1 (the beginning of my own career in public policy research). the

application of systematic analysis to the public decision process has mushroomed. This

growth has paralleled comparable developments in the private sector. The evolution has not

been uniform among levels of government. The federal government has generally been

ahead of the states. which have been ahead of the cities. Not has momentum been

uninterrupted during the lint few years of the Reagan Administration interest in analytical

information dipped sharply. However. it is fair to my that a taste for reliable and

increasingly analytical information is now well established. Administrators and legislators

have come to expect and rely upon an amount and sophistication of infcmmtion that would

have seemed difficult to imagine in the late sixties.

Institutions have been created and others redirected to deliver this information. At

Congress's disposal are: the Congressional Budget Office. the General Accounting Office.

and the C.ongressional Research Service of the Library of Congress. At the disposal of the

executive branch, in addition to the traditional heavy-duty statistical agencies-the Bureau of

Labor Statistics and the Census Bureau -are a number of departmental analytical

organizations- -e.g.. the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPS)

in the Department of Health and Human Services-have been added. These statistical and

analytical agencies numerate and illuminate different aspects of our society ant 7.tpare or

contract in the private sector for evaluative and other analytical studies.

In response to this demand outside government, several major public policy research

organizations- -the Brookings Institution. the American Enterprise Institute. the Rand

Corporation. The Urban institute -- maintain staffs of social scientists and policy experts who

sift, search, and analyze primary data (some like Rand and The Urban Institute produce new

data for illuminat;on and insights on nriad sohirti, of roiii olawtittenv virmati all
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this Row of information becomes grist for the decision mill. A number of smaller

institutions and commercial research organizations do the Ratite thing on ZULITOVirt fronts.

such as manpower training. criminal iustice, child development, income transfers. public

taxation. health programs. and more.

These policy research organisations by and large do no; conduct basic social science in

methodological research. They are its users. They organize their efforts around policy

proh!ems and issues. and aim their work at public decisionniakers or. through the media. at

the public. They are, thus. the link between husk research and the ultimate beneficiaries of

that research.

Apart from six years in a policy position in the federal government DOD and KIS-

my career has been in this son of institution and thus I view the contributions of NSF"s

Behavioral and Social Sciences program from that vantage point.

I will cite three very important contributions of NSF's pogrom to research that bears

treaty on policy-one in each of the three categories of policy analysis I mentioned earlier

Examples of the Use of NSF-Supported Research in Policy_ Analysis

it) Assessing Social and Economic Proh 'ems

Usually a problem is studied after the public has observed its prevalence firsthand-

-homelessness, for example- or after the media have brought it to light. as in the case of the

epidemic growth in crack use and crack-to llintMed crtmr Orce in a nAtnle slgrillIkant
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problem is revealed by the research of a policy institute. as as the case with the growth in

the number of Arneriains with no health insurance at alt.

Whatever the initial impetus. when there is a demand to go beyond the journalistic and

the anecdotal to a scientific appraisal, policy institutes are now there to meet that demand.

Their role is to develop to the extent possiNeand make public --a balanced view of the

nature. origins, extent, and consequences of such problems. Such elaboration is a

reasonable prerequisite to determining whether or not public action for private action) is

warranted.

In the fall of MB the Institute completed a study of the homeless. We sought to

answer a number of obvious questions. How many are there" Has the number been

changing? Who are they? How long .re they been homeless? What red-arms are

available to them? What me their other troubles? Because of the currency of he issue I

have appended to this statement some chants and an snide that present the results.

This study was based on Held surveys. Finding and interviewing homeless persons is

challenging, Designing such a survey so that it can he used to represent the universe of the

American homeless would have been impossible but for the pioneering analytical work

carried out under an NSF Behavioral and Social Sciences grant. Because of this seminal

work. re' '!xititen arc now able to have reasonable confidence in the results of their surveys

and the analyses that use survey data.

Comparable studies have been conducted by the Urban Institute on the medically

uninsured. teenage mothers. very elderly women. youthful crsek dealers. to mention a kw

All these efforts owe a maim debt this arta tilvIht1,44;rical rrNeatcli

4
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Bringing intellectual honer 'Iva' to the task of understanding our society's problems has

benefits in and of itself through: dispelling socially dysfunctional myths about the problems:

placing them in perspective. thus adding light rather than heat to public and policy

discussions and debates: undermining really bad ideas about what to do about the problems:

and. sometimes. suggesting good ways to address them. Twenty-five years ago it was rare

to assess the social illnesses with care before prescribing the medicine, and when it was done

because the analytical tool chest was slim little confidence could he vested in the result.

(2) Evaluating Public Programs

Only if one has not tried can one hold the view that finding out "what works- i.e..

evaluating the performance of a gown-anent (or any other. for that matter) programis easy.

It is difficult because a "policy intervention" or "treatment"- be it a service or a financial

inducement (transfers or tax breaks) on behalf of some objective (e.g.. tax relief in exchange

for private investment in problem-ridden urban areas is not the only variable affecting the

objective. Some of these other variables are measurable. The most difficult problems are

posed by the ones that are tuuneasurable.

Selection bias is a particularly pervasive form of the general problem of unobservable

variables. In all instances of evaluating the effectiveness of a policy. except evaluations that

are based on a design that randomly assigns a pool of individuals to treatment or

nontreatment status -- impossible in many program contexts--the analyst confronts the

problem of bias due to unooservable factors. and must try to adjust for it. Selection bias

can take several forms. and also goes under several names. the form is self-selection.

sometimes called adverse selection or moral hatuid An titariple For Afros! an% kind of

5
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insurance. people differ with respect to the risk they represent. In many cases the "true

risk cannot be observed (or can he easily concealed). Health insurance coverage for AIDS

victims represents an extreme case.

There are other, more subtle forms of self-selection. For example, the wage

distribution. It is likely that at any given time the average potential wages of those not

working, were they to find a job. are less than the average actual wages of those already

working. In the abstract. this implies that a policy that increased the number of people

working (but did not change their skill level. for example) might reduce average wages.

Similarly, if a new training pmgrrm were offered on a voluntary basis, members of the

target population who volunteered lot the program would most likely be more motivated for

success than those who did not volunteer. In each example. the "true" risk, the "true

productivity, or the "true level of motivation is unobserved and a potential source of bias in

estimating the effects a given program would have on groups other than the particular group

currently participating.

Another form of selection bias is selection by a program manager. sometimes called

screaming.' In this alse, the person allocating a resource tries to channel it to those most

likely to succeed. This too leads to the measurement difficulties of selection bias. since the

effects of the program on someone's likelihood to succeed will be overestimated to the

extent that this highly selected group would have succeeded anyway.

Selection bias was the main reason why several very expensive social experiments were

sponsored by the federal government in the period of the late 1960s through the early

1980s. to test important possible changes in income transfer. housing. and health insurance

programs. The social experiment.. v.ete at-let,/v(1 h. C4141,1111 :ICCtEntile/11 leCht

fi
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whidi eradicated selection bias by assigning persons from the same pool to either

experimental (program) or control (non-program) status. The two groups by definition

shared the same characteristics on average except for program status.

In the last several years statistical techniques have been developed, in part with NSF

support. to correct for selection bias. These have made it possible to evaluate government

programs with existing program data --at a fraction of the cost of the social experiments.

While there remains some controversy about how well these techniques make up for the

absence of the much more expensive random assignment design. even if the proponents of

the statistical corrections are half right in their (-Wins. the cost-effectiveness of the

aceompli.shment is huge.

Yet another aspect of evaluation research that has benefited from theoretical NSF-

supported work has been process. or implementation analysis. In order to make

recommendations for improving programs. it is necessary to understand organizations.

including behaviors within them and bureaucratic incentives and disincentives to change.

Program implementation studies draw heavily on organizational theory and behavior

research, once again supported in part by NSF-Behavioral and Social Science. One such

study that has just begun is an Urban institute evaluation of the Washington State Family

Independence Program.

(3) Appraising Future Policy Alternatives

What one wants to know when one is selecting a policy is how it will perform relative

to other possible policies (including doing nothing). This prediction is the business end of

policy analysisthe aspect of most reievarue deticien making lite. tot the most

7
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part, policy impact prediction is still more art than science. major advanceshave been made

in econometric modeling that project the performance of the economy under a variety of

changes in economic policy. These have become very sophisticated and they are generally

helpful for macroeconomic planning.

Another development. dynamic micrusimulation modeling, begun in 1969 at the Urban

Institute under the initial leadership of Guy Orcutt. has come to be exceptionally useful in

assessing policy choices that have a very lung impact period. such as changes in the social

security system.

The current %,,rsion of that model. called DYNASIM, the Dynamic Simulation of

Income Model, simulates individual and family behavior on an annual basis in order to

produce a realistic forecast of the economic and demographic characteristics of the families

in the United Slates for some future year. The model starts with a representative sample of

individuals and families (typically from the Current Population Survey). and simulation units

(families and persons within families) evolve from year to year. experiencing divorces and

marriages, birth. dying. working. being unemployed. and so forth. Fad, year's forecasted

population can be analyzed as a synthetic sample of the U.S. representative of some future

year.

During its history DYNASIM has been used for a variety of policy applications that

require Inng-range forecasts of economic and demographic histories such as social security

or pennon programs. Many of these studies were initiated by congressional requirements

that the long-range consequences of policies in the retirement and aging area be evaluated.

Study examples include:

8
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I. Analysis of alternative social security benefit structures as part of a study to suggest

solutions to the "double indexing- program (HEW. 1976).

2. Analysis of ways that the social security system could be restructured to

accommodate the changing roles of men and women CHEW. 1979).

3. Estimation of the long-range effect of changing the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act (ADEA) to increase the legal mandatory requirement age to 70

(Depamnent of Labor. 1981).

4, Estimation of the social costs of teenage child bearing (NICHD. 1982).

5. Estimation of the long-range effects of options to revise the rules governing private

pension plans (HHS. 1984).

6. Estimation of the long-range effects of the 1983 Social Security Amendments (CDP.

1983),

7. Analyses of earnings sharing alternatives to the current social security benefit

structure (Ford Foundation. 1984. and CBO. 1986).

8. Estimation of the long-range effects of reducing pension vesting to five years. as

included in the 1986 Tax Act. and analysis of a bill proposed to require pension coverage

for more pan-time workers (Rockefeller. 1988).

3 1'k
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Most recently DYNASIM has been developed to examine issues related to long-term

care for older Americans. The Urban Institute is completing a study. for example. that

estimates the demand for long-term health and social services to the year 2030 under

alternative assumptions about mortality and health (A0A. I989). The DYNASIM

technology will soon provide a basis fax accurately aging Current Population surveys for

shorter -range forecasts and for simulating behavioral responses to changes in tat and

transfer programs.

Estimation of models that are capable of simulating behavior require a longitudinal data

base. One such data base. the Panel Study on Income Dynamics tPSID). has played a

crucial role in the development of DYNASIM The PSID was also funded in part by the

NSF-BSS program. The advent of the PSID facilitated the initial development of the

DYNASIM model in a very key way. This was the first time that a longitudinal survey was

available to analyze a wide range of behavior. All of the DYNASIM labormarket

submodels rely on the PSID. These include a simulation of labor force participation. hours

of work. unemployment. and work disabilities. The PSID has been used to estimate models

capable of predicting these events not only on the basis of current individual characteristics.

but also long-range histories of these events. This methodology significantly improves the

accuracy of long-range forecasts of demographic and economic events.

Finally, a less sophisticated but very widely used computer simulation model called

TRIM. used primarily to estimate costs and caseloads (or. the size of the affected

populations) in various as and Maurer programs. has recently been made more accurate

and reliable. thanks to new and increasingly powerful statistical and data-analytic methods

developed with support from NSF.
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Concluding Remarks

The grist for the policy analyst's mill is the stuff of social science. Politicians and

administraton when they think about it at all are put off by the pace of learning of the

social scientists: they have even less patience with the guarded way in which social scientists

or policy analysts hedge their findings. That's just another case of the where-you-stand-

depends-on-where-you-sit homily. it is exactly right for social scientists and policy analysts

to reveal only the amount of truth they can verify: that is what "science* demands. If they

didn't behave that way they would deprive our society of the essential values of their

domain -- objectivity. rs,liability. and thus credibility. This essential rigidity limits their role

and that of their works because policy choices almost always have considerationsoften

overriding onesthat ge beyond the limits of the legitimate terrain of the social scientists or

the capacity of the tools at their dispose!. ...fte policy world. in contrast. is driven by the

necessity to decide. That necessity requires that they go with what they have by way of

enlightenment. I think we can be happy about their differences.

would like to end by emphasizing again the powerful potential for improving public

decisions that longitudinal data sets offer. 'These data sets have dramatically changed the

ability of social scientists and policy analysts to contribute understanding. insight. and

occasional guidance to a wide range of momentous decisions. But we are only at the

beginning of potential. in my judgment. if we sustain the current level of investment iand

probably make selective additional investments) the rewards in terms of more effective and

efficient public policy will repay us and our heirs many. many times.
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THE HOMELESS:

THE FIRST

NATIONAL

STUDY



Study Objectives

o Assess Impact of Law

o Describe Eating Patterns

o Describe Other Characteristics

o Describe Operations of Soup
Kitchens and Shelters
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Samples We Have

o 381 Soup Kitchens and Shelters

o 1704 Homeless Adults Who Use
Soup Kitchens or Shelters

o 142 Homeless Adults Who Do Not
Use Soup Kitchens and Shelters
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The Homeless

o How Many?

o Who Are They?
004-

o Are They Hungry?



How Many Are Homeless?
March 1987

Service-Using
Homeless Adults
In Large U.S. Cities

All Homeless
Adults and Children
in Large U.S. Cities

All Homeless
Adults and Children
in The U.S

wesallomonnosommiMMOMMPANCIfr.elOarmr.nMaeommoefe0.

110,000 i 95,000 275,000

muwamr.-forawarnommawommt

2301000 330,000 4705000

1.19,01110101.MWOR.WNIIM.M.0=1011MOMIIMMISIMBIIMOOPISMUNPI

4005000 570,000 800,C30



o Homelessness Has Increased Since 1983

- 1983 HUD Study: 250,000 - 350,000
- Our 1987 Estimate: Around 600,000

o Much Less than Advocate Estimates of
About 3 Million



Who Are the Homeless?

o Demographic Characteristics

o Length of Homelessness
and Joblessness

o Financial Resc urces

o Troubles
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What Proportion are Families?

o 10% of homeless service-using adults have
one or more children with them.

o of all service-using homeless people:

15% are children

8% are adults accompanying these children



Demographic Data (2)
Percent

too -/

80

60

40

20

88

78

56

1,si With Children

Male Non-White Never Married

35

/
< High School



How Long Homeless/Jobless?

Alone With_Chilcliren)

Homeless

3 months or less 19% 39%
12 months or less 51% 73%

4 years or more 21% 6%

Without Steady Job

3 months or less 9% 11%

12 months or less 39% 38%

4 years or more 33% 33%
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Financial Resources

Alone With_Child(ren)
Cash Last Month

Mean $146 $301
Median $ 64 $300

Cash Last Month from

Working 25% 23%
AFDC 1% 33%
General Assistance 10% 33%

No Cash Last Mon: 18% 6%

Food Stamps 15% 50%
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Personal Troubles

Mental Hospitalization

Chemical Dependency
Inpatient Treatment

Jail for 5+ Days

State/Federal Prison

None of Above
Any I
Any 2
Three or All Four

Alone With Child(ren)

20% 11%

35 12

56

26

22
20

18

6



Percent
loo

80

60

40

20 -

Are They Hungry?

1Z Alone 1111 VII Children < 76% Pov. U Ail Americans

75

2 mea
or less

38 39

29

20

or more days/wk. ot enoug to eat
without eating sometimes/often
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Policy Framework

o Emergency Issues

o Transitional Issues

o Prevention
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HUNGER AND THE HOMELESS:

POOR DIETS AND DAYS WITHOUT FOOD

T he plight of Americas homeless ts
increasingls t isiNe in the street%

train stations and welfare hotels
across the couture No good a-41
motes esnt of how mans people are
ht /tireless tn the United States, but the
evidence around us suggests their
numbers may be inavasmg rublw
concern has focused on the most
noble problem of the hometets

lack of shelter Less attention n, tvp
ically given to other aspects of their
Irves

Do they go hungry? Air they mal
nourished' Are they homeless for
short or long perictcls/ I. an they cope,
or do they hate phesual. mental or

tlavlotal problems that prevent
thern from making a different kind of
Mel

To date milling substantial has
been known about whether the
homeless get enough to eat Err the
light nutrients Looai studies can tell
us something about Either character
isms of homeless persons in the
totalities studied but no nationally
representattce study has been done
that Can support generahrations
about the homeless

Survey Prrnildes First National
ricture of Nameless

This information g.Ip ts now clos-
ing In person inters tom. With the
first flat ktilaih, rpresentative sample
et hl anelrss pen+ ins wh 1, use shelters
and soup katetteris - and the first
gods, ever to tigiel! detailed Infix
mantra on what, where, and how
much the homeless eat - now pro.
vide important answers to questions
about hunger and malnoutohment
among the homeless The interview
data. will-ctn./ and anabiled by In-
stitute IrSeall', is Martha Burt and
Barbara Cube with assistance from
nutritionist ..racy Chapman, also
confi rm le, al evidence about other
characteristics of the homeless and
strongly suggest a nerd to reevaluate

the focus of programs servim, this
group

(n the good side the sursee ran
%rats that while them ate families
among the Muneless who use shel-
ter: and soup kitchens these famtile
represent only a small pert enrage of
that population Moreover, in almost
all respei ti homeless t nul les are less
destitute than ant their single home
less younteiparts

On the distressing side the home-
less is Its use shelttis and soup knch
ens suffer from crippling conditions
beyond and more extensive than tat it
of sheo Including chronic mental
illness flu-lyal depeticlencv and
long teem unemploy ment Those
who do not i.se these sets ices ate
even more bk is to have these c;mdi
tams the homeless are tin
proportionately black and linpanic,
more so than are the poor generally
raring the possibility that at least in

A-15.

the nation- larger Cita'. the Ninnies,.
form set another laser of the under
class

Programs that our money pri -
manly Ento the impost-mem it the
pht.teal plants of ViTtligenc% shelters
leave unaddressed the multiple and
long trim needs of those sr/fed and
thus do little to (Into self suftif lent s
'hi affording to Bull and Cotten.
Changing the tos us of such programs
will be dills oft tt isWW1' to g accul
public support to Mun the Miracles.
to emVINVM% Shf'her', than it is to
raise !sympathy and test AMA'S to I ma I
thy long terns petmanoit
desabilitt that can torte people into
horrifirtnne,.

As pan ot a larger studs by Burt
and Cohen on the homeless pop' e-
turn and they softiies of food and
shelter, a nationall representative
simple of about 1.700 homeless pet,
pie rehouse soup kitchens or she-ths

al

Mist brimless of* ta4n ftssott scup fete fines axiom m trIth. tle sat vet Mew 'wet' a
then Thelp sr: prtcost sprint that ttta gat tore' day ter ixrnr Fe' sirtS rivIttost mists atsitte44

TIff MAIN INSTITUTE Ado.. ve41 12r,r4n p R. oat Felt 140



was randomly selexted in 20 sit the
nahamii cities with population of
100.000 or mute For comparison, 142
persons who do not use these wry,
ken were interviewed in sites where
the homeless congregate parks, bus
or ttam stations. street comets or
alleys, and culverts and other parts of
the highway system

In interim-Ong the findings of the
survey it is important to keep in mind
that the statratcalh represntatrve
information is about the homeless
who do u.se soup kitchens and shed
tees. The patterns for this pup are.
therefore, described first
Hunger and Malnutrition
Widespread

Moo of the homeless people who
frequent soup kit. hens. shelters Or
both, do not eat three meals a day
The average number of meals eaten a
day. "Lording to respondents, is
slightly less than two. More than
third reported eating one meal a day
or less

Homeless people also go whole
days without food Thirty- six percent
repotted that they go one day r more
per wait without eating anything
About one in four said they go two
days or more without eating more
than once a month, one in Mk said
they go tux, days or MOM without
eating as often as once a week.

Not only do the homeless who use
soup kitchens and shelters, rat rela-
tively infrequently, their diets also
lack essential foots Calculations
based on descriptioos of shat borne
less people said they ate the previous
day fur example, reveal that s5 per-
cent had not consumed any milk or
ttulic produce durum that day. 43
percent had eaten no hurts or vegeta.
Mrs: 30 percent had eaten no grain
products, and 20 percent had eaten
no meat or other protein sources
More than one in three repaired that
they sometimes or often do not Net
enough to eat, compared with one in
twenty-fore for the United States as a
whole and one in five fur those in
extreme poverty with incomes at
three-quarters of the official poverty
the or below).
Homeless Plagued by Multiple
Plobleum

A range of charidenstus indicates
that the homeless are indeed an
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N meless era* safer Pon employ anthem Inlaid ant mow roomy dam tocit or
Otr.Ier, mashie/ dome mobil arm diesical dratuitemi and langorne leartselmeete

extremely disadvantaged group in
the population. with both economic
and nonecortomic problems These
futdings confirm takeout= avada
bin from many local studies.

Economic Charnravisties Service
using respondents report very tittle
cash income The average income per
person fur the 30 days preceduut the
interview was $13700 During this
sante 30day period 17 percent le,
ported no cash income. The service
using homeless have typtcally also
been without a gib for a considerable
period of tone nearly two thirds for
more than one year and one thud for
more that four years.

MOW and 1Weekel ifatille. The
homeless who use meal and shelter
serytces tend to be in relatively poor
physical and mental health A mamr-
ity (56 percent) reported at least one
health problem. Including 15 percent
with mint peobierna 1s percent with
high blood pressure. and 10 percent
with problems walking. Thirty-eight
percent said their health was fair or
poor. compared with 10 percent of
the general population ages eighteen
to sixty -four.

Mental health problems are preva-
lent. Almost 20 cats of 100 repotted a
history of mental hospitaluatean A
sunder proportion reported having
tried to commit suicide versus 3 out

3 5

of 100 for the general population and
7 out of 100 for persons ever drag.
nosed as soften % from a maim
psychiatric dhrrs4. Finally on a seek
developed by the National Institute
of Mental Health to measure current
depression and demoralisatton, 43
percent had sufficiently high psycho -
togtcat &stress to indicate the need
for Immediate treatment.

Institadirmaktatiort, lastOutional
aatron experiences are prevalent
thi -third base been patients in a
detinification or alcohol -drug tmat-
raent center Half have spent more
than 3 to 4 days in a county tail. Chse
quarter have served %mime is state
or federal prisons. And nearly one-
fifth have beet institutionalized in
three or all four types of institutions
assessed (mental hospital, detoxifica -
son or r-hernwal dependency center,
county lad, state or Wend prison).

Nome:vim Was More In Need
Are the homeless who do not use

shelters or soup kitchens &Perrot
from those who de Some have
argued that obese persons did not use
services from choice that somehow
they were MOM independent, less on
need, than the ones who sought at
least some sampan,

It is no longer possible to use that
argument Even though the sample

TWE MUM INNTVIVri Wm, are anon* *awn / kit nra



of nentrurersme-using hvernelmat was
small and not reptistentatne in a
*tie Ilitiatnagal Wipe it is 8 r181tianal
m^spie and the plow? it paints is
char A whole winery of compan
rums made possabit by the weirs,
ussissates that the linreless who 4i
net MC wts-to an even more In
need than those who du

The homiest who do no use
tersittes teported ttrimr homeless
longer hawing hero without a straih
tub hi:4r, and hattlig made' less use:
( 1,044 benefits
1h,t' mpeitied Meng k's bralth%

and having mint mental prohlms
They- also rat less. and Imes trequentle
The homeless who do not use sem
net ;thin hair pour et eating patio ns
than other &unties., on oven; meas
un- of deaf) intake This colt MU< h
mosr heanth on trash and handout,
as %mutt t's of trK.41 They- anisge Lich:
sleghtly over ow meat pet day and
tees are moth mom hkeh to go tine

nuuti days in a wee). without
eating

Firtalh they art- less Itkeli ton:pin
pitting enough to eat and quite
unlikesh, tow( ha; then want Wear
More nontools than owes dmitite
hsisistaitty of awn-Mel os too or rs

nonusers are Ie.; 'Owls to base eaton
Seth lo the tor essential 'food
Amur,
lioateirss Families Cope better

Three It-otters the hurneless
who use soup lotchtens and shares
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are tangle persons who are by them
seises The remaloing 23 mom are

fatrulies h pereent of then adults.
IS petrol the f fuldren who are with
them 1 his sites nuthim; 4*W hem
mint Mological thuldfic M'in'as

onrm . s Nom The susses did not
coliest that infottnationt it is also
noteworthy that ailhough them are
undoubtedly fannties among the
homeless whit dal not use sererms
there was not a singie one among the
hniup in The Ltritn Institutes mei
misuse Wittig sartipie The tiUt M. did
not tritervie% the children in home
less families of asst the adults cum
Dorn *hout the chtlitnen who were
with them But miormatton on the
adult, in the fanultes can tell us quite
a tut a hout the probable en sr. ton mei it
ot the hi kin%

The sass ;mitotic. or adults wIth
hthin-n wurnen to

h'anrhs adult`, who, are alt0.. thes
an Mae !Owl% to be mils. Putt, and
Luttenth 11181110, and thm hate
tarsi tiomels-o, .in averap for rnmh
shorter prtioais of rtme

Mull, in howdy% frucUres who
use shelters or soup )4 tu.hrn. ate lust
as WIltikt'l II' has... MOT i,Rvi

tUreith hat ally MOM 14.4 to he
trot n' trump, of weEtate and stn's

net ens, melte cash unotut usualls
*Font %vital.<

I hes alse rat sirtrahat hetet arr
less hose gone for whole
days without food and am more

Thr mown* of ttannriK previr to i use tok Ant kw. ear ihrbe, lee *off* sled['
Only twenty Mem prnro t a e or piste.- 'IN ar,tral 4 Mr., esfrfrt and !Mfr.?
Frain! an the ,nolltnn wire slim

Fitt LI:ILIAN k 4,4 Ntt.c.m. /O." 0P

Likely ht ['Trott their dirt at satistE.
tors hen Nirmilost adults in tam

hiisemet. host' felatin-1, pool
dm not much more than one third
haw, diets tha. macm all five tssen
hal food grips het,- phesisal and
nyintal health is better and them- am
mush less Itio-h, to base been in a
mental hospital lad eir pnsim

In lent, important dttnensson
howeser. himtlms adults with
dwn are no twitter off that. thin
counterparts who are aloile Their
SUM', Int thl:ale of tiertrwwn and
demoraitrata Is ate lust as Pugh en
ihilikatittfl that t.liw ht unless es an
estrerriel dot' silt carturristar.c. I1,

deal with un-; use of onus retual
mental to pis t,,,lowat health

Pru1rama That Prostyle ?shire Than
Shebrt Netdr+1

the lstnrhr, are mit a conlogs,
nous group 1 ku s ate not h at, eless
hs home Shelter is Its no means
gait onts need Alf h,taFrh it is,le.tlt
then nt,ert rt,ssme, and cubit' one

Pucordthc, is' hurt atui it is
now nose to th., ci4hC
tot {-dog-tarns that nuns- than god;
the hontels,s a rerni.ortly ,`
prgt4t11, that Ch. IttlgslISh
h,1,1447Vr to mats .11Mlf thiftiV at I, 4114
term nee,d'. hrns its'

s and .ut
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gorham. We appreci-
ate that, and perhaps it should be filed under the category of e-
warned is forearmed. Is thr" where that dynamic modeling will
lead us? It is like Scrooge's Christmas future. We get a good look at
what might be coming down the road, and maybe we might act
more wisely in advance.

Mr. GORHAM. Precisely.
Mr. WALGREN. The Chair would like to recognize the gentleman

from New York for a brief opening statement.
Mr. BOERLERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for my delinquency, the late arrival of my plane this

morning.
Mr. Chairman, this morning's proceedings remind me a little of

those hearings on poverty that were held in the sixties. The atti-
tude then was one of amazement that, in this affluent society, such
deprivation could exist unnoticed and unattended. That sense of
poverty amidst plenty is clearly present in the testimony to be pre-
sented to us this morning. We have already heard some of it. And
the feeling has a foundation in fact.

At a time when NSF has been growing, albeit at a rate far below
what this committee would like, the social sciences have been
unable to regain their pre-Reagan funding levels. The astronomical
sciences have withered under budgets that are anything but astro-
nomical, and the Antarctic has continued its sad descent from pris-
tine terrain to what seems more like the world's coldest superfund
site.

Admirably, NSF has developed a plan to improve health and
safety in the Antarctic, but it may be insufficient, and at any rate,
the other two discrepancies remain. These issues merit further e,,:-
ploration with Erich Bloch a Thursday's hearings.

NSF is not at a budget level that can support all worthy research
or research areas. Priorities must be set. This morning's testimony
should provoke some questions about whether precisely the proper
balance has been struck among NSF's many disciplines.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Roehlert.
Let me start off and then turn to other members.
You have really presented us good examples of the value and cer-

tainly direct testimony of the fact that the social and behavioral
sciences have not been supported at previous levels and in fact do
not seem to be participating in the rebuilding and the growth in
NSF budgets as are other areas.

I guess I would like to ask in the shortest form why that is true.
What is the problem? What kinds of resistances are we running up
against? I want to see if I can get any candid comments from all of
you on that question. Why aren't we, as they say? Can I start with
Dr. Simon?

Dr. SIMON. I think I am not revealing any secrets if I say that
there still is not a universal belief that the study of human behav-
ior can be carried on with the same objectivity that the study of
atoms or the study of beetles can be carried on, and I think that
skepticism underlies part of the difficulty. That skepticism is
found, not only in the lay public, hie is found in the scientific com-
munity itself.
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And, as I suggested in my testimony and in the annex to my tes-
timony, it is reflected in the organization of the NSF itself. The
people who can make the best case for the social sciences are social
scientists. They have to speak to an understanding audience and a
receptive audience, an audience that is willing to entertain the pos-
sibility that this kind of objective research is possible and pays off.There have not been very many voices at the top levels of the NSF
who can make that case from their own understanding, their own
knowledge, their own conviction.

It seems to me that the problem is going to persist in one way or
another until there are such voices, and in particular, I think seri-
ous consideration is needed of the possibility of dividing the present
Biological Behavior and Social Science Directorate into its two nat-
ural parts to make certain that there will be at least one assistant
director for the behavioral and social sciences who speaks for thosefields and who will be a central participant in the higher level
budget decisions of the agency.

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Schultze?
Mr. SCHULTZE. I fully subscribe to that. Let, me add several specu-lations, at least.
Hard scientists tend to look down on soft scientists as second-rate

citizens because the results of their discipline are less certain, less
immediately and obviously connected to tangible consequences. I
mean, the average citizen can read about some Nobel Prize winner
having found a neutrino or a boson, and he doesn't know what the
heck a neutrino or a boson is, but it sounds awfully important, and
he is fairly sure from the history of nuclear science that some daythat is going to lead to some major breakthroughs.

On the other hand, he tends to think of economists, for example,as on the one hand; on the other hand, you lay seven of them to-
gether and they will point in eight different directions, and so on.[Laughter.]

It is much less tangible; it is much less certain; it produces re-sults for the good of society, if you want, much more indirectly.There are not manythere are a fewresults of economic research
that you could point to and say, here was research A and, by gosh,
here is consequence B. You could do it indirectly. There is tremen-
dous indirect influence in terms of understanding the behavior of
our economy better, and as I indicated, the proof of the pudding isin the eating, and it is not by sheer chance that the U.S. economyhas performed so much better in the last 40 years than it did in
the prior 100 years.

But that connection is very, very remote and indirect. So the
tendency of the hard scientists who dominate NSF to look down onthe soft scientists because of the nature of their disciplines, and the
tendency of the public to deprecate the softness and the uncertain-
ty in the science, and finally, the difficulty of finding the connec-tion between cause and effect in the social sciences all contributeto this.

Finally, I have to say that social science was probably overrated
for a while in the late sixties. We had 8 years of continued econom-ic expansion without interruption, and economists began to take
more credit than they should have. There was a general view
around in the days of the Great Society program that if you did a
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piece of social research, you could design programs that worked.
We are finding that that was not quite as easy and quite as obvi-
ous, so there was a reflection, a reaction to this, I have to say.

Now, I think it has gone far too much the other way, and all
those four things, I think, contributed to the problems we have.

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Gorham?
Mr. GosHAst. I subscribe to everything that has been said before

me. I would elaborate just for a moment on Herb Simon's represen-
tation in the highest NSF councils by social scientists.

Basically, when you talk about the products or the benefits to so-
ciety of science versus social science, hard science, you are talking
about incommensurables; you are talking about things that have
no way of being compared. They depend on the values. They are
political decisions. Therefore, you must have political power at the
table. That should be very easy for Congress to understand, that if
you need political power, you have to be sitting at the table in
those decisions.

At the NSF, allocative decisions, if there are not at the first in-
stant when the proposals are being made, if there are not sitting at
those tables people who understand, represent, and are in favor of
social science, it is not going to receive its fair shake.

Secondly, I think we suffer in social science, much more than
hard science, from what I will call the Proxmire complaint, after
Portnoy's complaint. The Proxmire complaint is that you can go
through a list of social science projects and you can find the
damnedest things that are being studied just by the title of them.
They may be perfectly justified, but they are an object of ridicule.

Now, science, since it is not understood by the public, has a com-
parable set of things, but people do not understand the language at
all; it is not English to the average public. So Proxmire, in his good
years in Congress, did not have a list of hard science projects.

So what I am really saying is that there is a bum rap. But under-
neath that bum rap is sort of the basic fact that 90 percent of the
work that is supported is not going to yield any practical or useful
results. It may not yield any theoretical results. It is the nature of
this enterprise that a lot of it is failure; a lot of it is going down the
wrong alley. That is what you buy. You have to buy into a system
in which a great deal of it is failure, is not achieving objectives,or--

Mr. WALGREN. That is no different than the hard sciences, I am
sure, in fact.

Mr. GORHAM. No, it is not. That is comparable for both, exactly.
Mr. WALGREN. In fact maybe even more so for the hard sciences.
Mr. GORHAM. But in the hard sciences there is a traditionin

the very hard sciencesof saying, I don't know if this is ever going
to be any good to anybody, and I don't care. Social scientists don't
have the power, the hutzpa, to be able to say that. Most of them
are forced into taking what they are doing and trying to connect it
to some reality, and sometimes it is so obscure, it is not believable.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Gentlemen, I would just offer a word of caution

about your seemingly united view that the structure of the NSF is
the cause of the low budget. We may have a chicken-and-egg situa-
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tion here. Of course, I recall clearly the drastic cutbacks in funding
in the early eighties, and I suspect that when you had programs
that did not have any money, you did not need assistant directors
to run them. If you have a program that has got a lot of money,
you will get assistant directors to run them.

The question that I would really like to ask is, to what degree
can you enlighten us as to other sources of support for research in
the areas that you represent? For example, the degree to which
there is mission-related research in other areas such as Defense,
which used to have a vigorous social science research program,
Health and Human Services, law enforcement, all of which would
seem to have a legitimate demand to support certain research.

And, secondly, to what degree has there been an increase or de-
crease in research support from the private sector? Again, you can
make a strong case that relevant social science research would be
beneficial in terms of market planning, whatever other excuse you
want to use. Obviously, more enlightened policy decisions in the
private sector lead to greater profitability, and some of the changes
that we see developing in our industrial structure with regard to
productivity are fundamentally based upon a more enlightened un-
derstanding of how people work in organizations, which is, I would
think, a researchable subject. Some of the examples that you have
given point to some.

Dr. SIMON. Go ahead.
Mr. ScHULTZE. I am trying briefly to do my homework.
Let me simply note, without even trying to summarize, that

there is a useful discussion of at least some of the things you sug-
gested, Mr. Congressman, in an appendix to the National Resource
Council report on the behavioral and social sciences.

Mr. BROWN. You are motivating me very highly to read that
report myself.

Mr. SCHULTZE. That is right. Well, it might help if you started at
the end here to answer that question. [Laughter.]

Mr. BROWN. All right.
Mr. &max-re. First, what I can tell 3rou is a little bit of impres-

sionistic view of the support coming from another major source,
namely some of the large foundations who typically have supported
social science research. I do not have the numbers, but my impres-
sion is that, if you adjust for inflation, that that support, over the
past 25 years, has tended, I think, gradually down. Now, it may
have leveled off recently; I am not sure. But my impression, for ex-
ample, comparing the mid- to late 1960s with the current time,
that support is much leas generous, and there has been a major
source of support because it has less strings attached to it.

If you get outside of NSF, going to the Federal Government for
research support has some disadvantages in terms of the stringE, at-
tached to it; that the program administrators, naturally, in the
Federal Government want to specify very carefully what they want
you to do, and you have much less freedom, although maybe Bill
Gorham can speak to that better than I can.

So NSF support is tremendously important precisely because it
is, in a sense, much more general, much less tied, and partly be-
cause it is basic. So it doesn't answer your question, but it gives
you some sense.
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Dr. &mom. May I add a few words to that?
First, with respect to the foundations, I am quite sure Mr.

Schultze is right. They have turned much more to trying to affect
human affairsthat is. action programsand away from the sup-
port of basic research to a substantial extent, and I think there has
been a downward drift of support for social science research and
particularly for basic research.

As to the NSF role, NSF accounts for about a quarter or a little
more than a quarter of the total basic social science research but a
very small fraction of the applied research, 2 or 3 percent. So there
are indeed other agencies, many other agencies. With respect to
basic research, the other big supporterI don't know whether it is
surprisingly or notis the Smithsonian Institution.

Now, of other agencies one might look tofor example, at one
time NIMH was a major supporter of basic as well as applied social
science research. Its functions have oecome much narrower over
the years and much more pointed at applied problems, at immedi-
ate application of problems, and I think the same could be said of
the other end-use agencies.

So the particular need that exists today is a need for making
sure that that foundation is in place of basic research, recognizing
that in the social sciences basic research is not necessarily as far
from application as it is in many of the natural sciences.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions to ask of
this panel.

Mr. W ALGREN . Thank you, Mr. Brown.
The gentleman from New York, Mr. Boehlert.
Mr. BOEHLERT. I would like to ask all the panelists a two-part

question. NSF right now is talking about expanding its behavioral
had social sciences funding by making it a feature of Foundation-
wide initiatives like global change.

That prompts two questions: one, is this the right approach?
And, two, will this allow the behavioral and social sciences to set
the right research priorities?

Dr. SIMON. I happen to be involved in a somewhat peripheral
way at the present moment in the response of the National Acade-
my of Sciences to a request fa= this Congress for a study of the
greenhouse effect, which is part of our global change.

It is true that there is a very important social science component
to social change, namely, what are its consequences for human
beings and how do we react to those consequences; what policy op-
tions are present? Those problems are not really very addressable
until we get much farther along on the questions of what the
global changes are going to be. The evidence on that is still in an
extremely chaotic state.

I have heard the word "hard sciences" here this morning. I
prefer to use the word "natural sciences" because they are far from
hard as soon as you walk outside of a laboratory into the laborato-
ry of nature and worry about hcw you apply those hard sciences to
really complex problems like the problem of what is happening to
our atmosphere and our environment. They get exceedingly soft at
exactly that point.

For that reason, I do not think that very much of the social sci-
ence budgeting in NSF can profitably be channeled thiough these
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routes in the coming years. What we need is basic support for basic
understanding about human beings as individuals and in our socie-
ty, and that is what we have been getting too little of from the
NSF.

There are not merely soft truths in the social sciences; there are
some things we are learning, that we are learning very well and
very precisely, and which are going to get softer when we apply
them to complex social issues, just as natural science knowledge
gets softer when they try to deal with what the oceans are doing
and what the atmosphere is doing.

Mr. GORHAM. I agree with Dr. Simon on not trying to make be-
lieve that by stating important national objectives or global issues
that we divert attention from the fundamental purposes of NSF.

However, I would just point out a bit of history. Jim Shannon
made of NTH something from a peanut into a mountain, and the
way Jim Shannon did that was that he was interested in basic bio-
logical sciences. The way in which he got political support for in-
creasing basic biological science from virtually nothing to billions
of dollars was by creating institutes named after diseases.

In point of fact, the way in which money was allocated at NIH
had very little to do with those diseases, but because the packages
were named after diseases that could easily be identified, people
began to say, yes, of course, do you want to put the money for
cancer down? The money for cancer has got to go up.

But if you looked at what the Cancer Institute did, it did ar.
enormous amount of fundamental biological research. Indeed, once
the monies for the particular disease-centered institute were given,
they could then reshuffle them, and you could be placed under any
institute, if you were a recipient, which happened to have the
money.

Now, I point that out because the fact of the matter is that if
NSF began to organize their work around sort of the equivalent of
their "diseases," they might find that the public and the Congress,
following the public, would be much more willing to see very sub-
stantial increases in those budgets, because they just attach the in-
crease to the problem of concern.

Mr. BOEHLKRT. Are you suggesting, then, that perhaps the behav-
ioral and social sciences need a better marketing program?

Mr. GORHAM. That is exactly what Jim ShannonJim Shannon
was a brilliant marketer/scientist.

Mr. BOEHLERT, Mr. Schultze?
Mr. SCHULTZE. I just thought that if we had the Depression Divi-

sion at NSF, you could have both behavioral sciences. internal de-
pression, and economists working together.

Mr. GORHAM. Right, exactly. [Laughter.]
Mr. SCHULTZE. I think a Prosperity Division would be better than

a Depression Division.
Dr. SIMON. But I should point out that the NSF, which is orga-

nized primarily by scientific disciplines and not in these more mar-
ketable, as we call it, ways, has in fact gotten very strong support
from the Congress in recent years and has had a very fine increase
in its budget.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Stronger support from the authorizing committee
than the appropriating committee.
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Mr. GORHAM. Inevitably.
Dr. SIMON. That is true, I guess.
But the social sciences, organized in exactly the same way, have

not shared in that prosperity, and so I think there is more than
this marketing problem for basic science. I think there is a specific
problem of persuading you and the others who are decisionmakers
in this society that social science is good science, and it has some-
thing to offer for the society.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Well, we have come a long way. I can recall the
days before I came hereI am in my seventh year now; I was a
staff member for a number of yearsthat when NSF was on the
floor, we would always have the latest report from the Golden
Fleece Club, and there would be a lot of controversy, and there
were some diehards that would continually oppose NSF.

Now I am pleased to say, thanks in large measure to the work of
this committee, when the NSF authorization bill is on the floor,
there is near-unanimous support and appreciation for the work
that is being done in all disciplines. Obviously, some are being
short-changed, as you feel.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Boehlert.
Mrs. Morella?
Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am just curious about the NSF-funded data bases. How impor-

tant are they to the work of social scientists? And are they being
kept up?

Mr. GORHAM. They are the lifeblood of the social scientists, is
what they are. The evolution of data bases like the PSID. the
income dynamics panel, is the material from which social scientists
can understand the world. NSF support for basic data collection
and data collection methods could not be more fundamental to ad-
vancement of our understanding.

If I had one vote to cast or ten votes to cast, I would cast every
vote for increases in data base spending. It is hard to waste money,
given our current sophistication, on the kind of data that is needed.
There is a long queue of things that are needed. Almost all of it
would have very high payoff.

It me give you one example, which is, we have a cycle or pover-
ty. That means the children somehow follow the parents into pov-
erty. But we do not really understand exactly why that happens,
why some children do not and some children do. If we had a longi-
tudinal data base of children in poverty, we would be able to un-
derstand those key decision points in which some children go right
and some children go wrong and focus on those.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you.
Mr. ScatuurzE. Could I just add a little bit? I am carrying coals to

Newcastle, I am sure, but what is terribly important for both busi-
ness firms, on the one hand, and individuals and families, on the
other, are longitudinal data bases.

Now, for many years social scientists worked principally with
what we call time series. You just get data fiver time on some ag-
gregatesales, GNP, income. Secondly, snapshots, cross-sectional
data, like a census.
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But it turns out the use of either of those is subject to severe lim-
itations because what you cannot trace is the same firm or the
same individual over time and look systematically as you group
them at the responses to various developments.

Now, over the past 20 years, with important NSF support, those
are being developed, but there is a long way to go. Let me give you
two areas. One, leveraged buyouts, mergers and acquisitions. A tre-
mendous issue of public policy. If, over the years, we had had a
good longitudinal data file on firms, particularly their financial
data and their results by way of profits, sales, we could begin to
tell people much more than we now can what have been the conse-
quences for good or for ill, or some good, some ill, broken out differ-
ent ways. We make stabs at it, and we are working at it, but we
could use data there.

Secondly, while there is data, much more data of a longitudinal
nature would be helpful to deal with the following question: In the
United States, which never was a high saving country, the rate of
private saving in the last 6 yearsreally, it started down in 1975
I say collapsed, but that is a little dramaticbut has come down
very substantially, and, my gosh, combined with the Federal
budget deficit, it has made us a pitifully low saving Nation.

But the best research I know of, using mainly time series or
cross sections, has been unable to give us any kiwi of really good
insight into why that private saving rate did collapse. I can tell you
15 reasons that I have seen cited and probably knack down 15 of
them. But we could again do very practicalit is basic, on the one
hand, because you have got to know something about how the
system works, but it has tremendous fairly quick, I think, payoffs
by way of better understanding for the Congress and the Executive.

Those are two examples of where that kind of data
Mrs. MORELLA. And polling only reflects a snapshot of the

moment, then. Is that what you are saying?
Mr. ScliuurzE. I am saying--
Ars. MORELLA. Polling, to do sample polling, let's say, of savingsand
Mr. Sc ma:rm. If you only do it once. What you have to do is fol-

lowing the same sample of families or firms over many, many
years. There is, for example, one-1 am not terribly familiar with
itbut one that has followed high school graduates from 1972 on,
getting data. They have data on the rarents' income and back-
ground. They now have data on their employment record and
wages, and we are beginningI have seen some very interesting
work in terms of saying what do colleges contribute to education,
what aspects, whet majors that people take; what do their grades
do?

So when you can trace individuals over a period of time, or, con-
versely, firms, you can learn much more than you can by asking a
poll and then, 6 months later, 3 years later, asking a completely
different group a -Ksaple the same questions. It is not the same
thing.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you.
Did you want to comment, Dr. Simon, or do you just associate

yourself with their remarks?
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Dr. SIMON. Just briefly. I think every report on NSF and its re-
search, when asked what needs to be expanded, has put a very
high priority on the data bases, and for the reasons that have been
stated here.

There is one auxiliary thing. There has been concern from time
to time about the data bases and the relation to privacy in our soci-
ety. One of the important methodological advances in behavioral
sciences has been to find ways in which samples can be traced over
years without aby dangers of disclosure of information upon indi-
viduals, and cooperative systems whereby Federal sources of data
can be tapped with those assurances of privacy.

Those kinds of technical advances in the way we handle data and
the way we face the other needs of the society make it more at ac-
tive than ever to really try to build ap a data base of understand -
ing of what is happening in our society.

Mrs. MORELLA. And it makes it even more important to ade-
quately maintain and have quality assurance in it, too, and I would
imagine that you would all answer yes if I said, is that proceeding
correctly? So I will not ask it. [Laughter.)

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mrs. Morella.
The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Price.
Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am certain that all of you have heard the accusation from time

to time that Facial science pretty much amounts to organized
common sense., so, Dr. Simon, I was especially interested in your
comments and Mr. Schultze's as well, that social science findings in
fact often are counter-intuitive and often fly in the face of wiiat
passes for common sense.

It reminds me of a session I was a part of last week. As you may
know, the Library of Congress has been organizing a series of sym-
posia in honor of the Congress' 200th anniversary, and the organiz-
ing theme for those dlocussions has been "Knowledge and Power."

I was privileged to comment last week on a paper which Alan
Schick had put together on the kinds of knowledge that Congress
and policymakers in general find it useful to work with. He drew a
contrast between what he called ordinary knowledge, what I guess
is sometimes called the conventional wisdom, and policy research,
and his conclusion was that policy research often fared rather
poorly when it conflicted with the tenets of ordinary knowledge.

The conclusion that he drew was, first, that it was important to
push forward with convincing and clear policy research, but also
that it was important for those engaged in policy research to take
very seriously the task of translating that research into usable
terms, into terms that could influence policy debate. Incidentally,
Mr. Gorham, he gave the Urban Institute very high marks for
doing just that.

I wonder if you could reflect on that. How do we promote the
use, the d'ssemination, of the knowledge that btre i al scientists are
generating? Have we done a good enough job of making this policy
research accessible and usable? Could you reflect on that, because
we do face a problem here, I think, that is widely recognized.

Dr. SIMON. I might comir'nt on just one aspect of that. I think
the comment was made earlier, and I don't remember whether it
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was I `..lorham or Mr. Schultze who made it, that a great deal of
our ui of social science comes through its diffusion very broadly
througA the population and through institutions in our society. Mr.
Brown mentioned the use by private organizations of social science
information in their marketing and their other activities. I think
that is very important.

Therefore, it becomes vitally important to get a level of under-
standing of these matters in a broad slice of the population
through their own educational experiences. One of the real prob-
lems in doing that is that students are almost exposed not at all to
modern social sciences today until they reach college level. The
young person thinks he wants to become a scientist, for example;
he or she can learn all about physics, chemistry, biology, but not
about social sciences, with rare exceptions.

It seems to me that one of the things we might lock to when we
are talking about improving science education in our society is im-
proving social science education so that the findings of social sci-
ence have meaning to a wider circle of people in our society And
can enter into public discussion.

Most of the kinds of policy recommendations that social science
provides are the kinds of things that go into the political arena and
that go into legislative or regulatory discussion, and many more
people than the social scientists have to understand them.

Mr. Palm. A related question is to what degree we fir d within
the social science disciplines themselves some resistance to applied
work. I know from personal involvement in setting up a public
policy department which drew from political science and economics
and social science and other disciplines that many academics wel-
comed the addition of such a department, such a major, others re-
sisted it. It does seem to me that there has been, at least in the
past, some ambivalence within the disciplines themselves about
this translation into practical and applicable terms.

Dr. Simon, you, of course, are very properly addressing the broad
public awareness of some of these matters. I chink we are also talk-
ing about the kinds of people we are training and the kind of re-
search that they are inclined and encouraged to do.

Mr. SCHULTZE. You are exactly right. In fact I had, myself, been
worried within the economics profession, at least, of the tendency
for all of the promotion incentives at the major Departments of Ec-
onomics in the best universities to go toward publishing very tech-
nical, very abstract work, much of which is necessary at times, but
virtually all of the effort was going in that direction, if I can exag-
gerate a little bit, and people who wanted to do applied or policy
work had to worry about their own future.

That, I think, finally is turning around some. If you look at some
of the brightest younger stars in the economics profession, many of
them at an early age now are coming up and doing applied and
policy work of a vez y good type.

The America:, Economic Association has begun to publish a jour-
nal which is, in effect, a translation journal. It is called the Journal
of P..1conomic Perspectives, precisely to bridge between the highly
technical, highly abstract work and the understanding not merely
of the public but of the broad bulk of the profession, many of whom
do not specialize in some of these narrow areas.
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So I think you point to what was and still is a serious problem of
a lack of attention and a lack of promotion incentives within uni-
versities toward doing applied and policy work, but I think, also,
there are hopeful signs that that is turning around.

Mr. Gomm. Just to add a word, I think that probably we have
to satisfy ourselves that a great deal of the work that is being done
will never be interesting to the public. In my organization, which is
a policy-oriented organization, we work on problems. We talk about
the homeless and the medically uninsured. Those are things that
the man on the street would understand.

But even there, so much of the work, the product, is intermedi-
ate; it is not final. The intermediate product is not interesting to
the public. So there will always be a bulk that is going to be not
interesting no matter how talented, no matter how much, as Red
Smith says, little beads of blood come on the head when they try to
write it to be interesting.

But the point I would make, though, is that the media has
changed a lot, and the media, at least the media from the high-
quality media, is really getting' very good it tapping the policy re-
search organizations and drawing it into the public. The news mag-
azines, all of the news magazines, and some of the better television
programs really are pulling fromthese are giving a tremendous
assist to the policy work that is being done around the country.

Unfortunately, it may be a Washington phenomenon that we
thir 1; it is much better than it is. It is harder to farad in Topeka.
But programs like "All Things Considered" do cover an interesting
array of public policy, and that does go all over the country, and it
does get a good following.

Mr. PRICE. All three of you helped us considerably, I believe, by
the specificity of your testimony. All of you concentrated on specif-
ic examples of research that does feed into the policy process.

All of you have also, I am sure, been involved in reviewing NSF
applications, reviewing proposed research. I wonder if you could
give us some indication of research proposals not funded, promising
ideas that you have seen go begging because the support was not
there.

Related to that is the claim that we sometimes hear that social
scientists often do not submit proposals because they are aware of
the low levels of funding and do not feel that their efforts in draw-
ing up proposals are likely to be rewarded. Could you comment on
that?

Mr. SCHULTZE. I want to beg off because I have a conflict of inter-
est, having several eminently marvelous proposals from my institu-
tion before the NSF, si 1 think I had better not comment.

Dr. SIMON. I suppose the problem of people not making proposals
because they think there is a very low level of funding is a prob-
lem, and it is probably the greatest problem in those parts of the
NSF which have the smallest funds. But when we look at the re
tion rate, the percentage of the props 3als that can be accepted in
the NSF, I think there is no lack among the proposals routinely
being submitted to the NSF among ones which would make for
very excellent, top-notch research if the budgets were increased.

Mr. PRICE. How do the rejection rates in social sciences compare
with other areas?
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Dr. SIMON. I don't have the exact numbers before me, but I have
seen numbers in the last month or so which suggest that they are
perhaps about ten percentage points lower than the average. But if
somebody has the real figures, they had better correct me on that.
They are somewhat lower than the average.

About 10 years ago, I was involved in chairing another Academy
study or NRC study of the social and behavioral science programs
in the NSF. At that time we went through with a fine-tooth comb
and sampled the actual applications and found just very large
numbers of excellent research projects that could not be supported
at that time

Mr. ScHtrazz. I thinkI thinkthat there is a selection process
going on, that the rejection rateI believe I am rightin the eco-
nomics area is about 70 percent. Now, I think I am right on that.

But that does not mean, if the funding increased, that that rejec-
tion rate would change very much, because I do think, over the
years, people get to have some sense of what their chances are and
submit that way. So that there is a plentitude, I am convinced, of
important, rigorous research out there waiting to be done, and I
am not sure the rejection rate, even if it were lower, would tell you
a lot about how much good research is out there waiting to be
done, because people sensethey know they have one-third of a
chance; do you or do you not take it? I am not sure the :ate is a
good indicator.

Mr. GORHAM. Most of my experience is with policy-oriented work
and not with basic research. On policy-oriented work, there really
is a dichotomy. There is cheap work and expensive work. The
cheap work is work that is work on existing data bases, good ideas
in policy research on existing data bases. I have never seen a really
good idea that could not be funded on existing data bases. I have
seen many wonderful ideas, important ideas, fundamental ideas,
that required data development, and they had a great deal of diffi-
culty because they are expensive, relatively.

Mr. PRICE. That is very helpful.
Finally, let me ask about this focus on competitiveness. That is

the current buzz word around here, and of course, NSF itself justi-
fies many of its budget requests in terms of their ability to contrib-
ute to our Nation's economic competitiveness.

I wonder, first, if you could comment in general on the ways
social. and behavioral research contribute to this national priority.
Also, perhaps, comment on how comfortable you are with that cur-
rent focus as a rationale for the work we are doing in the social
end behavioral sciences. Is it a rationale that cons .riots us in ac-
ceptable or short-sighted wars?

Dr. Simon?
Dr. SIMON. I guess I would be comfortable if we tried to focus all

or even the major part of our basic social science research on a par-
ticular current hot issueproductivity, competitiveness, or what-
ever it might be We really have to ask what the issues are going to
1..:e over a longer period, and those issues change.

On the other hand, there are, of course, many very fundamental
and researchable issues involved in the productivity. Just to men-
tion one, I think the comment was made earlier that there seems
to me a little bit of evidence that a major part of the productivity
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problem has to do with managerial styles, managerial methods,
managerial skill.

Now, there are numerous opportunities in the world right now to
study what happens when you have an organization which brings
two cultures together, a Japanese management group in a Califor-
nia automobile plant, or vice versa, an American group operating
in a foreign country, where you can really see what the cultural
differences are, where you can really understand what effect they
have on the management practices.

There is remarkably little research funded today for doing that
sort of thing. I have been able to track down one careful study that
is being made of the California Toyota-General Motors joint ven-
ture. But there are numerous opportunities to substitute there
these casual opinions we have of who killed Cock Robin and why
we are not competing with a basic study of what it is that makes
an organization tick.

I do not see much of that happening, and I suspect a major
reason it is not happening is because of the difficulty of funding,
particularly, field research of that kind. It is not neat and clean in
the way that laboratory research is; it is not tidy; and it is expen-
sive.

Mr. Pitics. Mr. Schultze?
Mr. SCHULTZE. It is hard to add to that. I start with a slight dis-

advantage because I don't like the idea of competitiveness as a con-
cept, so that makes it a little hard for me to answer.

That is, if America had absolutely no foreign trade, we ought to
be worried about the fact that our productivity is not growing very
rapidly. And it doesn't make it any better or any worse that we
have more or less foreign trade than we did 15 years ago. So, wor-
rying about the problemit is important, not only but very impor-
tantly, productivity, and we ought not to be concentrating only on
our export industries.

Having said that, I think, on the one hand, there is a tremendous
amount of potential contribution that can be made toward improv-
ing productivity, but only indirectly, as we learn more and more
about the relationships in particular between firms and workers,
about organizational problems and what does and does not make a
"successful," organizational response. All of those sorts of things
are the kinds of things that will ultimately feed in and help us, bit
by bit.

I am a little worried if we, however, begin to direct our research
that much by end product, because very oft,..11 the best results come
out of things that surprise you. You learn not because you went
out to study competitiveness or productivity but bemuse something
somewhat more fundamental about, for example, the relationship
between workers and firms and how that contributes to productivi-
ty, or whatever else --it is going after those fundamental relation-
ships and concerns and organizing your research thet way rather, I
think, than directly, for basic research, at least, organizing it by
productivity or whatever the current k:nd of this year's problem is.

Mr. GORHAM. I share Charlie's concern about organizing life so
that we compete better with the Japanese or anyone else. However,
I think, in some aspects of our lives, any goal that we can use to do
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things that are worth doing for their own values should not be
thrown away lightly.

I think of education and educational performance as a case in
point. We can learn a lot, and we can do a whole lot better. You
don't have to do a study to figure that out. To use the performance
of Japanese children in schools, I have no problem with that, and
we will be very happy to attribute efforts to improve our education,
our educational systems, pointing to the need to do so because it
will help us in our productivity and in our performance economi-
cally.

Mr. Plucz. Thank you for some very helpful testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WA.LGREN. Thank you, Mr. Pri.e.
The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Slaughter.
Mr. SIAUGHTER. No questions.
Mr. WALGRRN. Well, we could go on for a long time, and I am

getting concerned about the other panels, but I want to thank you
all for being a resource to us. We know that we feel close enough to
you that we can get with you and develop other thoughts that
might make sense.

So, on behalf of the committee, thank you very much for joining
our process.

Let me call the second panel: Dr. Arthur Walker, the chairman
of the NSF Advisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences, associ-
ated with Stanford University; Dr. Paul Vanden Bout, the director
of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory; Dr. Sidney Wolff,
director of the National Optical Astronomy Observatories; and Dr.
Tor Hagfors, director of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere
Center.

Gentlemen and Dr. Wolff, thank you very much for joining us.
Do we have our names right down there? All right. We appreciate
your coming and talking with us about your various areas that you
see and concerns that you have.

Written statements will be incorporated and reproduced in our
transcript, and they will be available for the people who work with
these records, and so you don't need to reel that you have to read
the whole written script. If you want to focus in some way in your
oral testimony on points that you would pike to underscore, feel
free to do so.

Let me ask you, we will go through the group in the order in
which I introduced you to the record, so we will start with Dr.
Walker.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR B.C. WALKER, JR., CHAIRMAN, NSF
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ASTRONOMICAL SCIENCES, AND
PROFESSOR, CENTER FOR SPACE SCIENCE AND ASTROPHYS-
ICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Dr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, members of the staff.

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I
would like to try to address the issues that the chairman men-
tioned in his invitation. I would like to start out with a discussion
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of the objectives of the NSF-supported research io astronomy, and I
would like to emphasize several aspects of that research.

First I would Dike to emphasize the fundamental importance of
astronomy in the discovery of basic physical law. Often we think of
astronomy as somewhat detached from our usual concerns, but it is
important to remember, for example, that Newton was trying to
understand an astronomical problem when he discovered the laws
of gravity. Hans Bethe was trying to understand the source of
power for the sun when he investigated thermonuclear reactions.

In astronomy, it is very important because it presents us with
unique physical problems and physical situations which we cannot
reproduce in the laboratory. Astronomy has a very important role,
then, in uncovering physical law in a very basic way.

Another important role of astronomy is in technological develop-
ment. Astronomy is a very highly technical discipline in terms of
the observational techniques. There are many examples of this con-
nection between technology and astronomy, reconstruction of
images, development of radio receivers, development of techniques
for the construction of large telescopeswhich, incidentally, have
important applications in defensedevelopment of detectors and
development of techniques for x-ray and ultraviolet imaging; all of
these are areas where astronomy has made important contribu-
tions.

Then I would also like to emphasize the role of astronomy in
education, and in particular training of technical manpower. Many
aspects of technical enterprise have astronomy-trained individuals
filling important roles. One can see this just in surveying, for ex-
ample, my own students, many of whom have gone into defense-
related or high-technology-related areas.

Another important role of astronomy is in attracting young
people to scientific careers. I often teach introductory astronomy
courses at Stanford, and I am always surprised at how many of our
students have built or purchased their own telescopes and have in
fact introduced themselves to science through astronomy and have
in fact chosen scientific careers, not necessarily in astronomy but
scientific careers in physics or chemistry or engineering, because of
their initial attraction to science through astronomy.

I think that the NSF astronomy division does an outstanding job
in addressing all of these objectives But, unfortunately, the re-
sources available to them are simply aadequate to the task.

I would like to turn to a discussion of the support level first, and
I would like to do that by comparing the results of the last several
years of NSF's astronomy support with the blueprint laid down for
the 1980s in the last report of the National Academy of Sciences'
Astronomy Survey Committee, chaired by Professor George Field of
Harvard.

As you know, that report laid out a number of objectives, the
result of a very careful selection among many objectives in astrono-
my, and those objectives related to two areas: first, the develop-
ment of new facilities, and second, what the report called prerequi-
sites for research.

In the first area, development of new facilities, I would say the
record is somewhat mixed. The very large baseline array radio-
telescope is under way, although not at an optimum pace. The pro-
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posal or priority for the development of moderate-size telescopes is
now under way, with partnerships between the NSF and universi-
ties.

A millimeter wave antenna has been put into operation recently
in Hawaii. Unfortunately, perhaps the most important recommen-
dation, that for development of a large-aperture optical telescope,
has not really moved forward. In fact, due to budgetary constraints,
the National Optical Astronomy Observatories recently disbanded
its advanced development group, which was charged with the de-
velopment of a plan for this new telescope.

So, being a professor and having a penchant for grading things., I
would say that perhaps we would deserve a B-minus grade in

Nto development of new facilities.
, in regard to prerequisites for research, by which the Field

report meant, for example, the support of ongoing basic research,
the upgrading and maintenance of our research facilities, the de-
velopment of capabilities for computing, both for the analysis of
data and for theoretical research, the development of new technolo-
gy for observations, and perhaps most importantly, the support of
young people entering the discipline of astronomy, I am afraid I
would say that our record is really quite dismal.

The level of budgets for all of the physical sciences has been
level, taking inflation into account, over the last 5 or 6 years; in
astronomy; that level has actually declined. In fact, the level of
support for basic research in the astronomy centers and also at the
universities declined someplace between 15 and 20 percent in terms
of real dollars or inflation-adjusted resources.

This has been masked to some degree by the fact that the con-
struction monies for the VLBA are part of the astronomy budget,
and so it would appear that the astronomy budget has declined
only slightly in real terms, but in fact there has been a 20 percent
decline virtually across the entire discipline, and this has had dis-
astrous effects for us over the last several years.

There have been almost yearly layoffs at the National Olxserva-
tories, so that each of those observatories is now very drastically
understaffed.

Maintenance has been deferred on all of the National Observa-
tories, and there are many very serious maintenance problems.
There has been a failure to start a number of very important new
programs. The National New Technology Telescope has not been
started; the solar global oscillations network program is just barely
under way; a very important upgrade to the 1,000-tbot telescope at
Arecibo has not been undertaken

And, finally, this has had very serious consequences for universi-
ty-based research. It has resulted in a reduction of the number of
research programs and cutting of the budgets of those which have
been approved. This is a very serious problem not only for research
but also for the support of the education of graduate students.

It is particularly depressing because of the enormous opportuni-
ties available to astronomy just at this time. There are several rea-
sons for these opportunities. There has been a very important part-
nership develop between ground-based and space-based thservation-
al techniques. It has led to many new discoveries, for example, the
discovery of a very large amoult of hot gas in clusters of galaxies,
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which represents as much as half of the visible matter in the uni-
verse, and understanding of the consequences of that.

There have been new techniques developed such as the study of
the oscillations of the sun to determine the internal structure of
the sun. And it has also led to the understanding of many older
problems such as the energy source for quasars. But, unfortunate-
ly, these opportunities are not going to be available to us unless
the level of the budget is increased.

A number of new technologies have been developed, especially,
for example, the capability to develop very large mirrors. It ap-
pears as though those new technologies will be exploited not first
in this country but in fact first in Japan and Europe.

Now, I would like to turn to the question of the priorities for in-
strumentation in astronomy. I have set up my own list of priorities,
which I think many astronomers would agree with and which I
think is consistent with the Field Committee report.

I think the first priority would be to go forward with the develop-
ment of two 8-meter optical telescopes. Because we have not been
able to start the new technology 15-meter equivalent aperture tele-
scope, I think an alternative plan, which has been to develop twa 8-
meter telescopes, has been put forward, and I think it is very im-
portant for us to start on that as soon as possible.

It is also very important to go forward with the Global Oscilla-
tions Network in order to study the internal structure of the sun.
The internal structure of stars is a very fundamental theory of as-
tronomy, but it is virtually untested, and this new technique of
studying the internal structure of the sun by studying the oscilla-
tions of the solar surface is extremely important and will have very
profound effects for all of astronomy.

My next priority would be to go forward with the development of
a replacement for the :100-foot telescope which collapsed in Green
Bank, and I would link that to an upgrade for the 1,000-foot tele-
scope at Arecibo. These two facilities would make a very, very pow-
erful complementary set of facilities for study of a wide range of
problems in astronomy, galactic astronomy problems, including the
distribution of the interstellar matter, also the study of a very
large-scale structure of the universe, which has very important
consequences for our understanding of how our universe evolved.

The final priority that I would recommend to you would be the
development of millimeter wave interferometer. That is a project
which is not quite yet ready technically. There are two smaller in-
terferometers now under construction through the grants program,
but I think once those have been proven, it will be time to develop
a national facility which would complement, at the shorter wave
lengths, the very large array.

Now, each of these first three initiatives, I think, is ready to go
forward now.

I would like to close by making some comments on the link be-
tween research and education in astronomy. These are very closely
linked because graduate students in astronomy are almost entirely
supported by research funds, mostly from the NSF and from
NASA.

With the cutback of the number of grants and the size of grants
as a result of the significant decrease in the effective spending
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power of the Astronomy Division of the Foundation, many princi-
pal investigators have had to make the difficult choice between
supporting graduate students and supporting young researchers
just having received their Ph.D. entering the new profession. In
most cases the choice has been to support graduate students, but
you can see that this very difficult choice is bound to have a devas-
tating effect on trained manpower available to astronomy and
other areas of technology in the future.

So I think that I want to leave you particularly with an under-
Inding that, although we have made progress in developing im-

portant new facilities, the basic program in astronomy is a disaster.
It has been cut back severely. We have had layoffs at the National
Observatories, and many very worthy grant proposals are not being
funded, and I think, unless this is reversed immediately, it will be
many years before we are able to repair the damage currently
being done to the basic infrastructure of astronomical research in
the country.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Walker follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Honorable Members of Congress:

boxiaducticue: In my testimony before yew Subcommittee last year, I expressed
my concern that the funding available to the basic. research programs in physical
science supported by the National Science Foundation over the period 1985-1988
has been constant in inflation adjusted dollars (after a period of growth between
1982 and 1035). In my own field, astronomy, the inflation adjusted level of funding
has, in fact, declined. Unfortunately, in spite of the Congressional endorsement of
Mr. Bloch's plan to double NSF' funding over the five year period starting in 1989,
the 1989 and 1990 NSF spending plans have not significantly altered this very
alarming trend in support for the physical sciences. My remarks on the impact ofthe 1990 NSF badge, will be directed primarily to astronomy, as you have
requested, and as appropriate to my own experience and knowledge, however, I
wish to emphasize that the issues raised by insufficient support of basic research
in the physical sciences (and necessarily, therefore, insufficient support for
graduate education) transcend the problems of the individual disciplines,
(physics, astronomy, chemistry, material sciences, and mathematics).

In his letter of invitation, Chairman Walgren asked that I address sixissues:

1. The objectives of the proposed NSF research program in Astronomy

2. The adequacy of support for Astronomy by NSF in light of the
national and international research effort in Astronomy

3. Current resemeh opportunities in Astronomy

4. The ways that research in Astronomy contribute to the advancement
of other fields of science

5. Priorities for new astronomical research facilities, with emphasis on
the replacement of the 304 foot radio telescope at Green Bank

6. Research anci education programs in Astronomy.

I will briefly comment on each of these issues.

Research Cftectivets: The staff of the NSF Division of Astronomical Sciences,
with the assistance of the National Centers, and of astronomers from every area
of our discipline who serve on a variety of advisory committees, have developed an
exciting long-range plan. We are fortunate to have an excellent blueprint for the
direction of our discipline in the form of the report of the last Astronomy Survey
Committee of the National Academy of Sciences (this panel was ably chaired by
Professor George Field of Harvard).

This report has proposed a balanced program of new space-based and
ground-based initiatives, support for theoretical research, and nurturing of the
basic infrastructure of our discipline, including maintenance and upgrading of
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existing and highly productive facilities. support for students and young
astronomers entering the field, support for the development of new
instrumentation, and for computational facilities. These basic support
capabilities were called "Prerequisites for New Research Initiatives" in the Field
Committee Report. Among the primary recommendations for NSF supported
facilities were:

1. Construction of the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)

2. Design Studies leading to the costruction of a National New
Technology Telescope in the 15 meter class (NNTT)

3. Construction of a 10 meter diameter Millimeter Wave Antenna

4. The construction of new Opticalfinfrared Telescopes in the 2.5 meter
class

5. Development of t hniques and instrumentation for advanced inter-
ferometry in the ratio infrared and optical regions of the spectrum

8. Support of studies for the detection of gravitational waves from
astronomical objects.

The Division of Astronomical Sciences of the NSF has endeavored to carry
out these recommendations to the best of its ability, with some success. The VLBA
is under construction although at a less than optimal pace. A millimeter wave
antenna and two millimeter wave interferomett. are in the early stages of
operations, or in the final stages of development t )ne 3.5 meter optical/infrared
telescope is under construction with some assistance from NSF. and a second is
in an advanced planning stage. Plans have !wen put forward, within the Physics
Division of the NSF, to develop a gravitation. I wave detector array, The Congress,
and the staff of the NSF deserve credit and our thanks for this support.
Unfortunately, the single most important ground-based initiative, design studies
necessary for the development of a new large aperture national telescope, has not
received adequate level of support, which his caused optical and infrared
astronomers to modify their strategy for the development of large aperture
telescopes, as I will discuss below.

With regard to the support of the Field Committee "Prerequisites for New
Research," the record is considerably less positive, in fact, I believe that it can
reasonably be call dismal. In their testimony, I)r. Sidney Wolff, Director of the
National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO), Dr. Paul Vanden Bout,
Director of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), and I)r. Tar
Hagfors, Director of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center (NAIC),
have eloquently detailed the depressing and destructive record of continuing
budget cutbacks in basic research support, inadequate maintenance of productive
facilities, and the layoff of critical personnel at the national observatories. A
particularly significant and devastating recent example is the disbanding of the
Advanced Development Group within NOAO. the group responsible for the
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development of the design for the NNTT, as a result of the impact of the FY 1989budget. Similar examples could ne cited at each of the observatories. The situationis no better for the Grants Program, which supports research in the astronomycommunity, especially the universities. Support for theinetical research, supportfor new instrument development, support for the maintenance, upgrading andoperation of critical observational facilities, and most tragically, support for youngastronomers are all inadequate.

In summary, although a significant number of new facilities of superbquality have been built during the last decade or are currently under construction,the discipline of ground-based astronomy is literally starving to death. We havebeen forced, by the inadequate level of support for all aspects ofour discipline, toconsume our very infrastructure to find funds to continue ongoing programs of
fundamental importance, and to operate new facilities. This cannot continue, andit seems to me that FY 1990 represents a watershed hi this process. I mustemphasize that astronomers have an unique record of shutting down older andless capable facilities, as new facilities cone on line. In s recent report on thepriorities of the various radio observatories within the US for NSF support, adozen facilities that have been closed in the past two decades were cited. Theproblem is simply that the declining budgets (in inflation adjusted $'s) of the pastEve years are literally destroying the health and vigor of American Astronomy,despite the development of new facilities of the first rank. Indeed, the currentsituation in astronomy reminds me of the situation that the Rogers Commission,
of which I was a member, found had existed in the Space Shuttle program ke.fore.the Challenger Accident. NASA was literally cannibalizing the Shuttles that werescheduled to fly on future missions in order to find sp -'re parts for the Shuttlescheduled for the next flight. This policy was certainly one of the factorscontributing to the general attitude of risk taking that led to the accident. In thesame way, I fear that the current NSF funding pattern of starving the basicinfrastructure of Astronomy is inexorably leading us to a crisis which will sodisrupt the discipline of Astronomy in the United States, that years, and veryconsiderable investments, will be required to regain our current preeminent
position. The most critical element of any enterprise is its trained people, in ourcase, scientists and unique and highly talented engineers and technicians. Thetime required to train scientists, technicians, and engineers is very long, If thechain of trained individuals is broken, by losing a generation of people at anystage of their careers, but especially those near the start of their careers, it willrequire many years to reestablish our basic infrastructure.

Support Level: Tables 1-4 (pages 5-6) summarize the support level over the pastfive years, and the current (1989) and Proposed FY 90 support levels for the majorcomponents of the NSF Astronomy program. Table It shows that the threenational observatories have suffered an average cut of nearly 20% in operating
funds, after adjustment for inflation, between 1984 and 1989. The proposed 1990budget offers no relief, with decreased (in inflation adjusted $'s) funding for NAICand NRAO (not including VLBA construction funds), and an increase of less than2% for NOAO. These levels of support would be inadequate, even for a static fieldof research. Astronomy is, in fact, a very dynamic field, indeed all of the national
observatories have develiped important new capabilities. The situation is must
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Table I NSF Funding Levels for Astronomy in inflation Adjusted Vs

NSF Budget In 1988 $$

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 199 1990

NAIC 7.1 6.7 63 62 5.9 6.0 5.8

NOAO 26.9 25.3 24.9 24.3 23.3 22.6 23.0

VLBA 2.9 10.0 9.4 12.0 11.6 11.5 11.3

NRAO-vLBA 20.6 19.6 18.3 17.8 17.3 17.:1 17.1

Tot. NRAO 23.5 29.5 27.7 29.8 28.9 283 28.4

Tot. Ctr. 57.6 61.5 58.9 60.2 58.1 57.4 57.1

Grants: 32.3 302 :610 29.0 27.9 27.9 28.4
Other:

Astronomy: 89.9 91.7 87,9 89.3 86.0 85.3 8.5.6

NSF: 15345 1664.3 1670.6 1704.0 1717.0 1800.2 1955.6

De/inflator: 16.2
(percent)

10.8 96 5.0 0.0 -4.5 -9.0

Table 2 NSF Funding Levels ler Astronomy In Current Year Vs

NSF Budget In current year $4

Year 1984 19135 1986 1987 19k48 1!049 1990

NAIC 6.1 t;.1 5.7 5.9 5.9 6.3 6.4

NOAO '2.3.2 22.8 Z2.7 23.1 2.3.3 23.7 2.5.2

VIJ3A 2.5 9.0 8.6 11.4 11.6 12.0 12.4

IsTILA0-111.11A 17.8 17.7 16.7 17.0 17.3 181 18.8

Tot. NRAO 20.3 26.7 2.5.3 M.4 28.9 301 31.2

Tot. Ctr. 49.5 55.5 53.7 57.4 581 60.1 62.8

Grants: 27.8 27.2 26.5 27.7 27.9 Z9.2 31.2
Other: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Astronomy: 77.3 82.8 sO.2 45.0 86.0 89.3 94.0

NSF: 1320.3 1501.8 1523.9 1623.0 1717.0 1885.0 2149.0
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Table 3 Annual Changes in NSF Funding for Astronomy in Inflation
Adjusted $'s

NSF Budget Percent change versus prior year in FY 88 $s

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 19) 1990
NAIC NA -5.6 -6.5 -1.6 -3.9 1.9 -4.4
NOAO 10.9 -6.0 -1.6 -2.6 3.9 -2.9 1.4
\MBA NA 243.3 -6.0 27.7 -3.1 -1.2 -1 5
NFU() ,V1.11A-17.8 -5.2 -6.3 -2.6 -3.1 -0.1 -1.0
Tot. NRAO -6.3 25.4 -6.2 -7.6 -3.1 -0.5 -1.2
Tot. Ctr. 16,5 6.9 -4.3 2.3 -3.5 -1.2 -0.5
Grants: 26.2 -6.6 -3.9 -0.2 -4.0 0.0 1,9
Other:

Astronomy:19.8 2.0 -4.2 1.6 -3.7 -0.8 0.3

NSF: 16.9 8.5 0.4 2.0 0.8 4.8 8,6

Table 4 Trend of NSF Support for Astronomy in Inflation Adjusted $'s

NSF Budget Percent change vs. 1984 in FY 1988 $s

Year 1984 1985 11:46 1987 11e18 191*-) 1990
NA1C 0.0 -5.6 -11.7 -13,1 -!6.5 -14.9 48.6
NOAO 0.() -6.0 -7.5 ,.9.9 -13.4 -15.9 -14.7
V1,BA 0.0 24:1.3 222.6 311.9 299.2 294.4 288.4
lstRAO. V1,B A 0.0 -5.2 -11.2 -13.5 -16.2 -16.3 -17.1
Tot. NRAO 0.0 2.5,4 17.7 266 22.7 22.1 20.6
Tat. Ctr. 0.0 6.9 2,3 4.7 1.0 -0,2 -0.7
Grants: (1.0 -6.6- -10.3 -10,1 -13,7 -137 -12.0
Other:

Astronomy: 0.0 2.0 -2.2 .0.7 -4.3 .1 -4.8

NSF: 0.0 8.5 8.9 11.0 11.9 17.3 27.4
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dramatic for NRAO, which has put the. VIA, the world's most powerful radio
telescope, into operation luring this period, and is preparing for operations of the
VLBA, For NOAO, although no new rnasor telescopes have been built, new
detectors have greatly enhanced the power of existing telescopes, as 1/r. Wolfi
points out in her testimony. and an important new technique for probing the
interior of the Sun, helioseismology, has been exploited. At NAIC, plans for a
major upgrade have been developed which will greatly enhance the capabilities of
the 1000 foot Arecibo Radio Telescope (the world's largest radio telescope).

The problem is equally severe for the grants program, where, in spite of a
15% c'ecrease in inflation adjusted funding, a new 10 meter sub-millimeter dish,
two mm -wave interferometers, a new cosmology initiative, and substantial
detector development projects have been carried out, or are in progress.

The situation of the U.S. astronomical community is in sharp contrast to
the situation of European and Japanese astronomers, who have recently
completed several important radio and optical telescopes, and now are about to
undertake very major new optical projects which have recently been approved,
most notably, the 16 meter equivalent array planned by the European Southern
Observatory, and an 7.5 meter telescope planned by the Japanese. It is my
understanding, as a result of conversations with U.S. astronomers who have used
the facilities at. European and Japanese observatories, that the level of support for
the infrastructure of these otmervatories is significantly greater than that
available for our U.S. national observatories.

Tables 3 and 4 (page 6) emphasize the trends that are most disturbing to
U.S. astronomers. At a time when foreign governments (most notably Europe and
Japan) are making major commitments for instrumentation, and are providing
an expanding level of support for the infrastructure of astronomical science, the
U.S. commitment has decreased by nearly 20%. If these trends are not reversed,
there can be no doubt as to the outcome. U.S. astronomical research, which has
led the world since WWII, will not only lose that position of leadership, but will
become non-competitive in many areas.

Current Opportunities: Astronomy is in a unique period of opportunity, such
as comes to a science perhaps only one or twice per century. The opportunities
can, I believe, be compared to those periods such as Kepler's explanation of
planetary orbits, Galileo's invention of the telescope, or Bubble's discovery of the
expansion of the universe. Indeed. the opportunities are now much broader, and
cover virtually every area of Astronomy. There are three reasons for these
opportunities: 1) the coupling of the powerful now observational techniques
possible from space, with the analytical power of ground-based radio, optical, and
infrared observations, have led to the discovery of many new phenomena, and the
ability to probe known, but poorly understood, phenomena more deeply, 2)
progress in many fields of physics has increased our basic understanding of the
physical world to the point that we can interpret new discoveries and observations
in terms of the fundamental laws of physics, and 3) progress in many fields,
including detector technology, computing, infrared technology, etc.. has provided
astronomers with new tools that have been used to exploit our instruments and
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observational data more fully. Several examples will illustrate these new
opportunities:

1. The NTT: as Dr. Wolff points out in her testimony, detector technology has
improved the effectiveness of existing .elescopes to the point that further
improvements in telescope performance can only come from the development of
larger telescopes. New techniques for fabricating low-cost light-weight mirrors of
large aperture have led to the private funding of the segmented mirror Keck 10
meter telescope project by the Califon is Institute of Technology and the
University of' California, and the fabrication of a 3.6 meter mirror by spin casting.
The latter technology is the primary candidate for fabricating 8 meter mirrors for
two new telescopes proposed by NOAO, which are discussed more fully below.
Large new telescopes on the ground are an essential complement to the Space
Telescope, because the Space Telescope, although very powerful for the discovery
of very faint objects by virtue of the unprecedented high angular resolution it willachieve. has insufficient aperture to csrry out detailed spectroscopic
measurements of very faint objects. Measurements of this type are essential to
such fundamental problems as identifying the nature of the energy sources in
quasars, and studying star formation in very young galaxies.

2. Helioseismology: One of the most fundamental theories of modern
astronomy is the theory of stellar structure and stellar evolution. Although this
theory is highly successful in predicting the gross properties and life histories of
stars, we have had, until recently, no way to compare the predictions of the theory
on the internal structure of stars, with observations of stars. The tschnique of
helioseismology, which deduces the internal structure of the Sun from the study
of the oscillations of the Sun as revealed by the pulsations of the Sun's surface,
has allowed the first such comparisons. This new technique has also been
successfully applied to other stars. NOAO has begun the development of a
network of observing stations called the Global Oscillations Network (GONG)
which will map the Sun's internal structure and dynamics using these new
techniques. This important new program is proceeding at an unacceptably low
pace due to the current crisis in NSF Astronomy funding.

3. In the past several years, studies of the distribution of galaxies in space on
a large scale (hundreds of millions of light years) has revealed a very large scale
structure of super clusters and voids which was unanticipated. This very large
scale structure has very important implications for our model of the formation
and evolution of the universe, and provides a very severe test of recently proposed
modifications of this "Standard Big Bang" model. The Arecibo 1(00 foot radio
telescope has proven to he a very powerful tool for the study of the large scale
structure (as would be a replacement for the 300 foot telescope at Green Bank). A
major upgrade of the 1000 foot telescope feed system and other improvements.
costing approximately $20,000,000, would greatly enhance its value for the study of
large scale structure. If the NSF can supply half of the funds Lecessary for these
improvements, NASA will supply the other half. So far, the crisis in NSF funding
has not permitted this work to proceed.
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4. Cosmology: Although the standard model of the origin of the univeree in a
Mande fireball or "big bang" has been successful in explaining many of the large
scale properties of the universe. it leaves many questions unanswered. Recent
advances in our understanding of the fundamental building blocks of matter, and
of their interaction at very high energies (or temperatures) has allowed
theoretical physicists and astronomers to study the evolution of the universe in the
first one hundredth (0.01) second of its existence, and the imprint that events at
this very early time has left on the universe. This research has raised the very
exciting possibility that the questions left unanswered by our "Standard Big Bang"
model can be resolved. One of these questions is the cause of the large scale
structure mentioned in 3 above. Mother is the phenomena which lead to the
formation of galaxies. (Recent observations at ground-based telescopes using new
charge-coupled detector arrays have revealed objects that may be very young
galaxies.) Last year, the Physics and Astronomy Divisions jointly proposed an
initiative to support an increased level of research in cosmology. Although this
initiative did receive some support, the level of support does not approach the level
that is justified by the importance and excitement of the field. This is one of the
areas of astronomy and physics that is most attractive to advanced physics and
astrophysics students, support of this type of research is critical to the training of
the next generation of astrophysicists. An indiciaion of the attractiveness of this
field is the fact that a cosmology center has been selected as one of the first of the
new NSF Science and Technology Centers to be established as the result of a
highly competitive review process.

The four areas of research described above are illustrative of the oppor-
tunities that abound in Astronomy. Dr.'s Wolff, Vanden Bout and Hagfors have
mentioned others in their testimony, and the Field Ceminittee Report and its
companion volumeb provides a very readable and comprehensive summary. A
new Astronomy Survey Committee is about to begin a study leading to a report for
the decade of the 1990's. The new report will, I am corfident, identify many new
opportunities which will complement and extend those identified in the Field
Report.

Contribution of Astronomy: Astronomy is a very highly technology intensive
discipline. In his testimony, Dr. Vanden Bout has provided a detailed discussion
of how radio astronomy hes provided a variety of new technologies which have
found application elsewhere. Examples are the technique of image reconstruction
(Aperture Synthesis) which underlie the VLA and VLBA, the development of
state of the art radio receivers and the development of time and frequency
standards. The last area is an interesting case. Our fundamental time standards
(the year, ,-nonth, day, hour, and second) all have their origin in the motions of
astronomical bodies. In the last two decades, however, atomic clocks have
replaced astronomical mctions as the fundamental standard of time. The recent
discovery of pulsars with millisecond periods represent a physical system that
may well replae atomic clocks as the most accurate standard of time. Other
examples can be cited, such as the development of techniques for spin casting of
large aperture mirrors (up to 8 meters) by Dr. Roger Angel of the University of
Arizona, and the techniques for the construction of large aperture segmented
mirrors by Dr. Jerry Nelson and his colleagues at the University of California,
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Berkeley. There is considerable interest in these mirror technologies by the AirForce, and Ahem.

Although other examples can be cited, it is important to realize thatstarting widi the work of Sir Isaac Newton, who developed his Theory ofGravitation to explain the orbits of astronomical objects, and extending to theNobel prize-winning work of Dr. Hans Bettie., who developed his theory ofthermonuclear re actions to explain the source of enerff of the Sun and stars, the
extreme physical conditions, and phenomena of astronomy, have been aninspiration for the development of fundamental physical theatre. Complementaryto this, the observational requirements of astronomy have inspired a long line oftechnological developments, sterting with Galileu's development of the telescope,and continuing to the receia developments of infrared array detectors and oftechniques fur forming high resolution x-ray and extreme ultraviolet images, anarea of rosearch in which I have been active,

Priorities: There are a number of very high priority research facilities whichare essential if U.S. Astrommy is to re-min competitive. These an..
I, Completion of ft Very Long Baseline Array (V1,13Ai.

2, Completion of the Global Oscillation Network itiONGI,
1 Construction of two h men,a- aperture optical telescopes placed at sitesof high quality, one the northern hemisphere, and one in thesouthern hemisphere. This development program could lead to theeventual construction of a 15-16 meter aperture
4a, Construction au replacement. for the :1011 foot Radio Telescope at GreenBank.

4b. Completion of tin upgrade for the 1000 foot telescope at. Arecibo toimprove its sensitivity and ability to observe- objects over a wider rangeof latitudes.

1,i. Devolopment of a millimeter wave interferometer with capabilities inits wavelength range comparable to those of the. VLA at centimeterwavelengths.

These projects all deserve your strongest support, and should he started (orcompleted? as soon as possible. I have listed these facilities in their rough order ofpriority, although a rumber of other factors, including technological issues,negotiation of funding from other sources (such as NASA for the Areciboupgrade) or formation of partnerships with foreign collaborators (for the 8 meteroptical telescope projects), will determir which projects ore ready to start first.
With regard to the replacement of the , 00 foot dish, I regard this as a veryhigh priority, and 1 believe that most, if not all, radio astronomers in the U.S,would hi' willing to see the development of a millimeter wave interferometer(which is not yet technically ready l delayed in order to satiny.. the :MO foot dish
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development to premed immediately. A very strong and compelling scientific ease
for this facility has been made in the report "A Radio Telescope for the Twenty -
First Center," published by NRAO (January 1988, R.L. Brown and F.R. Schwab,
Editors). I think I speak for most astronomers when I say that I hope that an
early commitment by NSF to proceed with this important project will not impact
adversely the completion of the VLBA. and the development or the GONG, the
NOAO 8 meter telescopes, and do: initiation of the Arecibo upgrade.

Research and Education: The research supported by the. Division of
Astronomical Sciences at the National Centers and at the universities is very
closely linked to graduate education. Support for graduate students, especially in
their final years of study. conies mainly from NSF (or NASA) giants. It is
important to realize that graduate astronomy training is very broad, and highly
technical. Astronomy Ph.D.s work in a variety of situations. For example, one of
my furmer students became en astronaut, another is developing infrared
detection techniques for a DOD contractor, a third is involved in the development
of synchrotron radiation as a research tool in f andemed matter physics, and a
fourth is employed by a NASA center. Thus, t.Ne reeliced levels of funding in
astronomy will have a negative impact on our scientific manpower training, an
area in which we are seriously lagging behind our industrial competitors.

Astronomy has another very important role; that is in attracting young
people to science, and to a scientific career Several years ago, I participated in a
summer program at NOAO for students from minority groups that are under-
represented in science. One of the students who participated in the program was
a young man who subsequently applied to our Ph.D, program in Applied Physics
at Stanford, and will soon receive his Ph.D. degree in Quantum Electronics. I
believe that the opportunity he received to participate in scientific research at
NOAO had a profound influence in his decision to seek advanced scientific
training. Astronomy plays an '.1nportliet Ae in introducing university
undergraduates, and high school to the physical sciences, Many
astronomers on university facilities are heavily involved in the teaching of
undergraduates. At the level of secondary schools, astronomy's impact is felt
mainly through the activities of amateur astronomers (who constitute a very
valuable educational resource), and public facilities such as planetariums. I
believe that a more formal program of astronomy education at thi secondary
school level could play an important role in the attracting yaing people to
scientific careers,

Summary: I wish to thank Chairman Walgren, and the members of the
Subcommittee and staff for the opportunity to speak to you. We are grateful for the
support that we receive from the American public, However, it is critical for you to
understand that the present level of support for the infrastructure and research
in astronomy is inadequate, as a result of six years of declining support (support
has dropped by 20%, not including the construction monies fc r the VLBA). The
FY 1990 plan does not adds-" .s this crises, indeed, it contimes the trend. Unless
some increase in support level is incorporated into the 1990 budget, the damage to
astronomical science in the U.S. may reach a level that will require many years to
reverse.
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Arthur B.C. Walker, Jr.
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University. At Stanford, Dr. Walker has continued Ins experimental research in solar nod iliSlw-solar x-ray astrnoomyand has taught astronomy at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, ile has supervised the dissertation it:se-nth offire audio= who have riverved their PhD, degrees at Stanford. Dr. Walker is presently Professor of App l.eil Physicsat Stratford University. He also serves as Director of ihe St:inked Stadem Astioninnual Observatory.
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Scientific and National Servkv: Dr. Walker has served on or chaired a number or NASA. National Science
Foundation, and Natinnal Academy of Science Cm/miners which pietxue tocommentiations on the future course 41astronomy and astrophysis, inehiding the 191sars Mande Astronomy Survey Committee, Presently. Di. W'alkershrub the Advanced Solar Observatory Science Working Group tea NASA and chairs the. Advuany Comminer forAumnornicel Sciences of the National Science Foundation In ilthe, President Ronald Reagan appthina Dr. Walkerto the Peesidential Commissum WI the "Sparc Shuttle Challiloper &radon".

Membership lo Professionnl Associations: Pr. Walker is is member of the American Physical Society. theAmerican Astronomical Society, the Amcor-an Geophysical Union, the International Astronomical Union, theNational Society of Black Physicists, and the Society of Photo Optical instrumentation niting:cis

Civic Activities and Ao lards: De Walker served as President, University of Mims Chapter NAACP (1960). andPresident. Albuquerque, New Mexico Ch.quer NAACP 09641 He was Co Resiprent of the 1964 Human RightsAward of the Vatted Nations of Albuquerque, and Recipient of thz Award (if the Santa Clara Chapter ofthe Urban League (1987).

Major Administrative Responsibilities: Dr. Walker served as Director of the Space Astronomy Project at The
AaruspateCorporattion (1972-1974 At Stamford, be servedav Asses-saw Pratt of the Grath stir Division (19754981).
Chattenan of the Astronomy Program 11975.19R0). Director of the John Wilcox Solar Observatory (1987.. ), andAssociate ihrector of the Center for Space Science and Af.tropisytiWN(19149.

Consulting: Dr. Walker has been a consultant for The Aerospace Corponumn, the Rand e'orporation. the JetPropulsion laboratory, the Lockheed Corporation. the Harvard ('enter fox Asuophysoc s, the 1 }Rover...11y of Alabama
in Huntsville, NASA, Teledyne Rieman. Inc , and TRW, Inc

Major Scientific Projecte: Dr. Walker has served as l'olnunapill Investigator, Stelt.rr Bragg yoill Specter)
meter. NASA High Energy Autonomy Observatory (1972.1974), and Comnagrapic/XIIVIX-Ray Experimentoa the Intentational Solar Polar Mission (1979 19141) He is a Crv,1 tor the Solar Oscollations Incager two - 50110.

(7arrumt Research: Professor Walker's current tesearch is entwentr.nett on the physics at the solar corona and thedevelopment of new types of astrunonneal noartnnentation.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Walker.
Let's go in the order in which I introduced you to the record, and

that would indicate that we turn to Dr. Vanden Bout.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL A. VANDEN BOUT, DIRECTOR.
NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY

Dr. VANDEN Botrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
tee, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on issues in the NSF
Astronomy Program. Let me begin with the issue of adequacy of
support.

I can speak to the situation at NRAO. In contrast to the growth
in real dollarsthat is, after correction for inflationof 20 percent
since 1984 in the NSF budget, astronomy has taken for operation of
its existing programs a 20 percent cut.

Now, for NRAO hat means we have lost $4 million in resources
to conduct our program. What does that mean? Well, it means
that, for years, every year, we are searching for ways to continue
to present the opportunities for observations to our users, but with
less resources.

For example, you first freeze hiring and then you discover you
are forced to a layoff. You try to get by with minimum wage in-
creases and discover that you have to freeze pay scales. You defer
maintenance for a year, hoping that next year will be better, dis-
cover that it is and you are in even worse condition than you
were the year before.

You are forced to reduce equipment purchases to pathetic levels.
The amount of test equipment we buy, the investment we are
making in new instrumentation, is at a historic low for the Obsei-v-
atory now.

It moans that the level of technical development activity is at a
drastically cut level, lower than it has ever been in the history of
the Observatory. This has a real effect in two ways. New instru-
mentation is the future of the Observatory, and so that is threat-
ened. It is also threatened in that, when technical development
cannot be pursued, when the opportunity to pursue new ideas is
lost, then the best people you have are demoralized and begin to
think about leaving; in fact, some of them have left.

There is an alternative way to look at this. NRAO's budget for
operations today is what it was in 1978 after you correct for infla-
tion. That is a little over 10 years. But there is a huge difference in
the Observatory, because since 1978, the Very Large Array began
operation& This is the biggest facility we operate. And so our re-
sponsibilities have increased enormously, but our resources have
not gone up.

On top of all this, the Observatory is facing the operation of the
Very Long Baseline Array. This is a new facility that is under con-
struction; it is about half complete. In 1992 we will begin operation
of that fully. On the other hand, the VLBA can be operated partial-
ly as antennas are completed. It is an array of ten antennas, and
as each one is completed, we can contribute it to ongoing research
in very long baseline interferometry observing.

So we have had to face the operation of this new facility ear:Jr,
before the construction is complete, and have not had the funds to
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do that. What little funds have been placed into VLBA operations
have been taken from the rest of the budget, and we are at the
limit at this point, so that in the future we face the embarrassing
prospect of completing antennas and then having them mothballed
until some future date when we have funds to operate them.

It is not that we are unwilling to give up things to operate new
things. There is a tradition in radio astronomy, and in astronomy
in general, of doing that. When the VLA was finished, the interfer-
ometer in Green Bank that was the predecessor to the VLA was
closed for astronomical observing, and a number of university fa-
cilities that now do VLBI science will not do it when the VLBA is
finished.

E'it that is not enough. If you make progress, the new facility is
more advanced, it is more elaborate, it does more, and it requires
more to operate it.

So what has happened is that, after 5 years of decli.iing budgets,
I think we are at the point where serious damage will be done in
1990. That proposed budget does not alter this trend, and we are
going to be forced to sustain damage that will take years to repair.

I think it is tragic in that the National Centers in Astronomy
serve a large community, and they serve them well. They have con-
tributed a good deal to technical development, and in my written
testimony there is an attachment that outlines that for radio as-
tronomy. Many of those people are now looking elsewhere because
there is so little they can lo at the Observatory in development
work.

Even more important, I think, is the fact that the future of the
field as a whole is threatened when the Centers are threatened be-
cause there is a cadre of people who enter the field and have not
established themselves in the sense that they have grant support at
universities. It takes a while to establish yourself, and the grants
program at NSF is very tight, as well as the budgets for the Cen-
ters, and so it is only able to support very few people. So there is a
large group of people that depend on the National Centers as the
place where they can do their science and prove themselves and
some day get a grant.

We do not operate those Centers for ourselves. Our staff uses
some 10 to 15 percent of the observing time. Most of it is used by
outside observers. If that ory)rtunity is lost to these young people
who are building their careers, I think it will have very serious
consequences for the future development of the field.

Well, that is the issue of adequacy of support. The other issue I
wish to address is the replacement telescope fur the 300-foot in
Green Bank. The idea of a large-apertum fully steerable telescope
is not new. It can be found in the original plan for the observatory
when it was established in Green Bank. What was built was a
smaller aperture, fully steerable telescope, the 140-fo64, and a tran-
sit instrument, the 300-foot.

The idea of G 100-meter-class, fully steerable telesco, was con-
sidered in both of the recent decade surveys in astronomy, the one
for the seventies and the one for the eighties, and in both those
surveys there is a report that indicates the importance of such a
facility.
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On the other hand, that telescope did not receive top priority
the VIA did in one case and the VLBA in another casebecause
we had working instruments in Green Bank. The telescopes, al-
though 15 and then 25 years old, were working and productive.

Now, the collapse of the 300-foot telescope has removed a work-
ing instrument, of course, and it has given urgency to this Wan-
ning. We have worked with the community, and our obwrvai.ory
staff has worked with the community, to develop the scientific case
for a replacement telescope. We think that case is compelling.

There is a great deal of new research that can be done on pul-
sars, on mapping the structure of the universe, on studying star
formation regions and our galaxy and other galaxies, in tracirg the
evolution of galaxies, in quasars, in studying the planets with plan-
etary radar that would use both Arecibo Observatory and this new
telescope. In studying the classic radiogalaxies in jets in VLB ex-
periments, the telescope could be used in certain experiments with
the new VLBA array.

We think that case is compelling, and we also have studied the
technology and found that the technology of large telescopes has
advanced. Much better reflector panel technology has been devel-
oped now so that panels can be manufactured at the same cost but
higher performance than in past years, and if the surface figure is
maintained by active controlthat is, by a system of motorized
supports for the panelsthe high-frequency performance of the tel-
escope can be much improved over what would have been possible
Years ago.

This scientific and technical case has been presented to the Na-
tional Science Foundation, and they are now considering whether
or not they want to make this part of their program.

There are other projects, of course, in radio and optical astrono-
my that I believe are important. You will hear about them, I am
sure, from the other panelists, but very briefly, they are the up-
grade of the Arecibo Observatory, the development of the millime-
ter interferometers in California, university facilities that will lead
some day to a national millimeter facility known as the millimeter
array, and, of course, the 8-meter telescopes for optical astronomy.
But I will leave further remarks on those projects to the other pan-
elists.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Vanden Bout follows:]
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NSF ASTRONOMY PROGRAM

The opportunity to testify on the NSF research program in astronomy is

welcome. Never have there been greater or more challenging opportunities for

astronomical research. Never has the NSF astronomy program been In greater

danger of collapse.

The _crisis 111grekati9OS-B%Oget5

Let me begin with the first issue Chairman Walguen mentions in his letter

of invitation: "We would like your views on the objectives of the proposed

NSF research program in astronomy for fiscal year 1990, as well as your

comments on the adequacy of support for asttonnmy by NSF in light of both the

total national and international research effort in astronomy and also current

research opportunities in astronomy."

In sharp contrast to the average rate of growth in the Foundations's

budget of 10 percent annually since 1983, budgets for operation of the

National Astronomy Centers have steadily declined. The 1990 budget, as

proposed to Congress, is critically inadequate. Following five years of

relentless budget cutting, the proposed 1990 budget will finally cripple the

Centers and threaten their future existence.

1 can speak best to the situation at NRAO. The fact is that the NRAO

staff available to support the Observatory operations is the same today as it

was in 1978. The budget is the same as it was a decade ago, accounting for

inflation. Inlet then is the difference? Our responsibilities have increased

dramatically. The Very Large Array, the world's finest radio astronomy

facility, was not even dedicated until 1980. Now it is one of the most sought

after astronomical facilities in the world. It's success has been phenomenal.

Nevertheless, ever tightening budgets have forced staff levels to lower and

lower numbers. In every area we have uncompetitive staff compensation_

Obvious maintenance needs have been deferred. Equipment purchases are

absurdly law. At every site, staff morale is low and key people are leaving.

One of the world's finest staffs in technical development is close to

disbanding.

The recent NRAO budget history is shown in Figure 1, a graph of the

actual funds received each year for operations since 1984. A line is also

shown which indicates what those funds would have been if the 1984 budget had

been increased each year to account for the modest rate of inflation in those

years and no more, that is, no real budget growth. The Observatory has taken

a roughly 64,000,000 cut, 25 percent of its present budget, with respect, to

its 1984 budget adjusted for inflation.
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The 1990 budget planned by NSF for NRAO in its request to Congress offers
no relief but rather continues the destructive course of recent years. The
following was recently presented to the National Science Board's Committee on
Programs and Plans.
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Summary of NRAO Budget Situation for the
National Science Board Programs and Plans Committee

1989 Actual as
Reduced from
Prior Plan

1990 as
Planned to

Beet Current Needs
1990 NearTerm

Survival_ - FsIlbsek

Base Operations 16.9 19.9 18.1

vus& Operations 0.9 2.5 1.5

Equipment 0.0 1.2 0.7

VIM ConstrucJon II ii..5. ILI
29.6 36.1 32.3

NSF 1990 Request to Congress 31.2

Estimated NSF "Taxes" ALA

Available at Request Level 30.7

Shortfall
1.6M$

A reduction of about 10 percent in staff levels was forced upon us this
past year by budget constraints. An additional shortfall of 1.6M$ would
require a 20 percent cut in personnel or at least 40 employees. The
Observatory cannot survive a cut of this magnitude without closing the
Green Bank and eventually the Tucson sites.

Nineteen eighty-mine is the fifth year in a series of reduced budgets for

base operations. The 1989 budget is slightly less in actual funds received
than the budget of 1984. but the 1989 budget must cover VIM operations as
well.

NRAO has survived a 4M$ cut with respect to inflation since 1984 by
reducing staff levels, cutting other expenses to the minimum, and transferring
employees to VLBA and NASA construction projects. A total of 69 individuals
are now supported by construction projects. The NASA project will be finished

this year and VLBA will be finished in early 1992. Most of these 69 employees

are needed for VLBA operations. But unless NSF provides full funding for
operation of the VLBA, the Observatory faces an even more serious personnel
crisis.

Declining tedgets of the last several years have produced further critical
needs that must be addressed: deferred major maintenance of the VIA track and
electrical power systems accumulated; computing hardware and software needs;
equipment for new instrueentation. technical development, and testing;

inadequate graduate and postgraduate training programs.

Ultimately, the failure to address these needs will totally compromise
the ability of the Observatory to function as a world-class institution.
The consequences for individual university-based investigators, %/hie% make up
NRAD's user community, will be catastrophic. Continued inadequate/ funding

will also demoralize the already strained Observatory staff. If the core
technical team disbands, the Observatory has no future,
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E.Mirdifilep_Bud4ets.

Like budgets for operations, budgets for major construction projects are

inadequate. The Vetv Long Baseline Array (VIliA), astronomy's current major
construction ptolect, has been funded by the difference between small
increases in the NSF astronomy program's total budget and reduced budgets for
existing programs and operations. Because there is a limit to the amount of
money that, can be produced this way without suddenly desttoying existing
programs. the annual funds available for construction are ton small. This
leads Inevitably to stretched construction schedules and increased total
project costs

Forming ronstrnotron projects to he accommodated inn level total budget
also leads inexorably to a day of reckoning when the new facility must assume
full operation. Either the annual con\trurtion budget Is transformed into an
operations budget, cutting olf all iuture construction projects, or existing
operations budgets, already strained to the breaking point, must do the
impossible and absoth the new operations Because the VLdA can he brought
into operation gradually as iitlfCtIWO: are finished and outfitted. ..his crisis
has announced its presence yearly, well before the end of construction in 1992.
So far the solution imposed by NSF has, been the latter alternative squeez
existing operations still harder Figure I shows NRAO's planned Innigvt
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schedule for bringing the VLBA into operation. .uel budgets tor 1988 end

1989, A5 well as an estimate for 1990, are shown. The :.hart. tall is

significant. if the tretd continues, roughly half the VLAA artennas will he
left idle by :he end of constructicn for lack of operations funding,

inadequecy of the NSF Antrolnnts Program Witleleftpeet
to the Total_limienelleegeam

At the same time NSF astronomy, the major part of fedetally funded ground
based astronomy. is coping with declining budgets, NASA has announced plans
for an impreseler array of astronomy and astrophysics missions. Tbv
realization of even a fraction of these space plans will place major new
demands on NSF's ground facilities. The Nubble Space Telescope alone will do
this, and NASA hopes for two launches per year of astrophysics miseions fur
the rest, of the century.

The impact of apace astrophysics missions on ground-based astronomy can
easily be seen in the experience with the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS)
This mission has profoundly influenced the course of its eerch on NP10
telescopes. About 30-40 percent of all NRAO observing programs ate now besei
on, inspired by, or related to IRAS results.

If left uncorrected, the weakened ability of NRAO and the other Centers
to respond to this challenge will mean the space program results, although,
spectacular in themselves, will not be f.11y exploited for theii scientific
value.

AttrQnomY's 11)11Pet1Q.S.11 AIDA Test . 1g&y

Ler me turn to the second issue raised by Chairman Walgren: "01

particular interest are your thoughts on ways that research in astronomy
contribute to the advancement of other fields of science.'

The strong coupling between astronomy and physics is obvious. Many

practicing astronomers and astrophysicists were trained as physicists and
regard astrotemy as a branch of physics. 1 believe the direct influence of
astronomy on physics lies in the fact that astronomy provides physics with
examples of physical systems tilt' do not exist in the laboratory. The stars

are the only examples of sustained nuclear fusion processes. The binary
pulsar 1937.21 provides the only empirical evidence for the existence of
gravitational waves. Einstein's theory of general relativity meets its must
stringent tests in astronomical phenomena. The history of the early universe
is inextrieaL.e coupled to the nature of elementary ,.articles proposed by
theory and searched by experiment in accelerators. Observations of neutrinos
from supernova 1987a set limits to the masa of the neutrino. These examples

re merely indicative, certainly not exhaustive, of the linkage between
.,4ronomy and physics.

Astronomical discovery has provided impetus in chemistry as well. Only
in interstellar space is matter so rarified that highly reactive molecules,
ions, and radicals can exist for long periods of time. The discovery of these

molecular species in the interstellar matter of the Galaxy in the 1970's
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stimulated the development oi an entire new field of chemistry--
astrochemistry to account for the formation and reaction networks under space
conditions of these molecules. Laboratory spectroscopy of highly reactive
molecules was also given impetus.

Astronomical research has a long record of creating new technology.
Attachment A is an account prepared in 191'7 of the teehnelogy developments
fostered by radio astronomy It is an impressive list of contributions to the
fields of microwave receiving systems, data correlation and recording
technology, image restoration software, time and frequency standetds, and
remote sensing, navigation, and geodesy. Note recently, the performance of
NRAO-developed microwave omplifters have attracted the attentioe of the
National Security Agency.

plans for Nee_reeklilies_lleledio

Finally, let me address the last- of tde issues highlighted by Chairman
Walgren: Your views on priorities for new astronomical research facilities;
would be welcome. In particular, what priority should he assigned to
replacing the capabilities lost by the recent collapse of the radio telescopy
at Green Bank?"

Prier to the collapse of the 100-toot telescope, NeAn'e plans for the
major new facilities were centered on the Millimeter Array, an array telescope
patterned after the Very Large Array but operating at millimeter wavelengths.
At the same time a study was going on of a possible replacement for the aging
Green Sank telescopes. The loss of the 300foot telescope gave urgency to the
latter study.

Following the collapse of the 300-foot telescope on November 15, 1988. the
Observatory staff and user community worked to define the scientific
requirements and technical specifications of a replacement telescope, It is
clear that there is a compelling scientific case for a fully steerable, high
performance, large aperture radio telescope and that new technology makes it
possible to build such a telescope at reasonable cost that is superior to any
existing steerable antenna. The estimated budget for the entire project is
7514 (1989). The telescope will begin operations in late 1994/early 1995.

The scientific program for the telescope and the implied technical
requirements were discussed in a workshop held in Green Hank, December 2-3,
1988, and subsequently refined by the Observatory staff (A !Indio Telescope fur
the Twenty-First Century--Scientif4c Considerations for the Design of a
Replacement for the 300-Foot Radio Telescope). The telescope will make major
contributions to t.! study of the structure of the universe, the gaseous
content of galaxies, cola /stellar phenomena, molecular clouds and star
formation, evolution of galaxies, the solar system, the nature of radio
galaxies and quarars, fundamental catalogs, as well as applications to space
VLSI. Despite the diversity of scientific needs, a telescope design has been
specified which offers major technological advances over existing instruments'
to every relevant area of research.
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At lunges wayelenChs the new telescope will have mutt elfectlye

collecting area compared with the hat.tnet telescope, as %,ell os toll

steerability and itCcet.t.: to the galactic center. At shorter savoltivtis the
sensitivity of the new telescope will exceed by a sobstantial mar0u tlhot 01
any other fully steerable telescope in the world, In-lading the Max Planck-
Institut fur Radinastrionomie 100.meter telescope in Fffelsberg, Getaany At

wavelengths of it few m'llimeters the telescope mold exceed the pettotmance
of the Noneyama Ohnetyatlry 45-teeter telescope tf tinamic control of the pawl

setting can he achieved.

The technical issues and tradeoffs in the des;gn of the new relon,'pe
were 1,tuafcd by a group of wan engineers and scientists. Theit miler finding

is that the cost of the telescope is only weakly dependent on the high-

froquency operational limit. Refinements, in panel manufacturing te-hnIcptes

allow fur the routine assembly of panels with a runt- mean square surf:we
secnracy of ahour 10 micrometers, so that the performance of the new TV:et,t.ope

at. short wavlength- it: dependent en the settinG ut the panel:, and

compensation tor gravitational, thetmal, .ind wind deformations of the support

sttucture. By totppoiting the panels on motnitzud adinsters and tanntollinp,
the setting according to a predetermined look ,up table, the gravitational
deflections can he concelled so that the surfave root -mennsquate is. A/I6 at.

A I nun or better. Further refitam-nt of the look -up cable and the addition

of compensation tog induced detormations will eventually allow
operation at shatter wavelengih%, pethapu to VG mm,

Their report also distos!.e!, pointing .ensiderations Gud method tot

reducing ape-ture bItckage. All of the options provide improvements on
existing Le leF,r0p.sh and itt4reaasee protvet.iatt from int e tie i ersi ri - nat to I

4ul4 man-made. The hest. performance optical, it totally unblocked apertnie,
requires dotailed structural analysis to evaluate its teosihility. An

unblocked JesIgn costs moue for a given diomuCur otter: n eenventinnal

axisymmttrir design. A decision to build an unblocked denign ter the cost
estimate given below would Imply a telescope of less, than Inu.m but m"1.0 that:

10-m diameter.

Green hank, West. Virginia, is the obvious etwice ill Olte ter the new

telescope. A substantial infrastructure already exists in Gruen Bank,
together with a skilled staff that has many years of expertenc in single dish
radio astronomy. The fact that Green Bank ;s in the National kadio (Met 2ane

and enjoys protection from certain forms of radio interference is it mafor

consideration The NRW., plus minimization of blockage in the new teles:-.opr,
will make this facility the most powerful in the world for projects sensitive

to interference For VLAI applications the east coast: location complements
the large collecting area available with the VIA in the southwest and the

100M Effelsberg antenna in Europe. Finally, the site in acceptable for

observing at several millimeters wavelength. Analysts of radiosonde data (F
R. Schwab, "Analysis of Radiosonde Data from Huntington WV. Pittsburgh PA. and

Albany NY, NLSRT Memeranduz No. 52, NRAO) shows Green Bank to be equivalent
to the Flve College Radio Astronomy Observatory site. in Massachusetts, whale

there are years et experience in millimeter wavelength observing.
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There ate other construction projects in tadio ostrimplay, all te!ativelv
small compotes with «lostruction of a major new facility. The upgrade of the
Arecibo Observatory is one. Tr is a modification of the feed optic's and
receiver feeds together with installation protection against ground
radiation that would gleatl!, increase the synsitivity of th telet.c0p,. NASA
has offered to pay roughly half of the 22M$ cost if NSF will ',forced with the
project, it is important to do no, especially if a new fol"Sc.po Is built in
Croon Bank The Arecibo and 300 foot telescopes were hoth used Int many
observing programs; Arecibo providing greater sensitivity for a limited part
of the sky and the 100-foot greater sky coverage at reduced sensitivity
!Wilding the now Greets Bank tele:a:one calls for a eontomitant iocreasc in the
power and flexibility of the sister instrumytd In Arecibo to preserve the
balance in capahility.

At short wavelengths of 1.1 4 mm the pioneering U.S. taciliti,s are
fot,,tfer,,ruot yrs

. NSF' I midi; the construction and ow,rAtioli of two, h"(6 in
California, at the Pat Greek (VC, herkey) and (Nen% 7allyy kcalterh)
observatories. Thum, complementary facilities are rbe prototypes for the
Millimeter Arta., ann the results from these ltacticrometers form much of the
impetus for building the Millimeter Array. It is important that this work he
supported for the sake of thr science and to ensure that this area continues
to develop, AO that techniques, trained personnel. and scientific strategies
ate in place in the mid 1990s when o serious effort on thy Millimytcr Array
could begin.

AA 'pairs...Ili _11P. itst <, t 911mY_CPPIrni IP r.

I will end with snare hriel reaarks on an issue that has received attention
from time to time, "Is the balance among the various elements of the NSF
astronomy program appropriate?" I will foeus on radio atitrunoav, but the
remarks are generally applicable to optical , tronomy as, well

V. S. radio astronomy, whirl, Is essentially supported only by NSF, rests
on a tripod of institutional activities: the National Centets, NRAO and NAIL:
the university observatories and major university research groups. and the
individual investigotors, both with and without grant support from NSF. All
are essential elements of the entire program. The balance between these
elements has evolved with experience accumalated over many years. The
resulting rombinotion has been cost-efiet..tive ond scientifically produtive.

Each element provides something unique on which the program depends. The
centers provide large facilities which go well beyond what can be dour, with
university-srole telescopes. The university observatories provide smaller-
scale facilities that are often the prototypes of future national facilities
and are the training ground for future instrument builders, Everyone does the
science, but by far the bulk of it is accomplished by individual university-
based investigators.

The role of NRAO is illustrative and presented in somewhat more detail in
Attachment I. "A Profile of the NRA0.* Over 161 users from lil institutions.
including 121 students, used NRAO telescopes in 1988, The NRAO staff used 10

4
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percent ot the observing tines fnr which they competed on an equal
(proposals reviewed by anonymous referees) with 011 users.

The National Centers play a critical role in providing observing
facilities, for young, people establishing their .7areers More often than not
they have no grant support. if they compile Nuccosfully for time on NRAO
telescopes. they also receive assistance for travel to the tv1vNellpe and for
data reduction and support with page charge expenses when they publith their
results,. Failure to support, this group of Uherri would have profoundly serious
consequetwes for the future of astronomy.

The interest of the Subcommittee in the adequacy of funding for the NSF
astronomy program is timely in that. the 1940 budget situation is critical.
All budgets, both for the National Centers and for the Research Crants
Program. are seriously inadequi.te. Frempt attention and corrective action is
required to prevco. crippling damage to the current activities an facilities
under vonstvallon. Scientific challenges abound in astronomy and call for
tin timely consttuction of new facilities, hoth in radio and optical
astronomy.
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Attachment A

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS FOSTERED

BY RADIO ASTRONOMY

National Radio Astronomy Observatory

April 1987
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OVERVIEW

Radio astronomy is a science that is driven by the pace of
technological improvements to its research instrumentation. Although
the pioneering work in radio astronomy was conducted prior to 1940, the
infant science did not fully blossom until after World War II. ?Woe
advances in the science cam in the post-war era primarily due to the
availability of the superb radar instrumentation developed during the
war and also because of the interest of brilliant technologists who had
excelled as radar and radio engineers driven by the war effort. It was
clearly evident then, as it is today, that in order for a radio
astronomer to work at the forefront of the discipline, his instruments
needed to be at the forefront of the associated technology.

The communications industry has instrumental needs that are in
many respects similar to those of radio astronomy, with the major
exception that radio astronomers have no control over the natural radio
signal transmitters that they struggle to detect. Consequently, radio
astronomers have always been forced to develop antennas o. the highest
gain, receivers of the highest sensitivity, and in generm' instrumen-
tation that defines the state of the art in signal r,ception and
analysis. In many cases the required instrumentation was not available
in other scientific disciplines or in industry and had to be developed
specifically for radio astronomy. Oftentimes non-radio astronomy
applications were discovered later. In other cases, a more symbiotic
relation between the needs of radio astronomy and those of other sciences
or of industry led to the development of instrumentation of value for
each discipline. However, in all these circumstances the technical
requirements of radio astronomy have directly or indirectly fostered
technological innovations of wide applicability.

Engineering and software developments done principally for radio
astronomy have contributed most to the five specific areas of technology
that are described below:

Sensitive microwave receiving systems, including
high gain antennas
low noise receivers
solid state oscillators and frequency multipliers
cryogenics

- Data correlation and recording technology

Image restoratiln techniques

Time end frequency standards

Remote sensing, navigation, and geodesy
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I. SENSITIVE MICROWAVE RECEIVING SYSTEMS

A. High Gain Antennas

Radio astronomers design atej build antennas of the largest possible
size and quality because celestial signals are extremely weak. This
requirement has led to several major new technological developments that
are just beginning to find commer,ial applications.

Homology Principle

One of the major limitations to the construction of large steerable
antennas with precise reflecting surfaces is the gravitational
deformations that change au; the antenna is moved from one sky position
to another. In 1967, S. von Hoerner published his Homology Principle in
a paper addressed to astronomers and in another to structural
engineersz. An antenna with a design that incorporates homology will
deform under changing gravitational stress--but it will deform into
another paraboloid, albeit one with a different focal position and focal
length. By tracking the focus the effect of the gravitational deflection
is minimized and very large, accurate antennas are possible. in the
strictest sense only radio telescopes have made full use of the homology
principle, but nowadays all designs of large reflector antennas take
advantage of homology at least to some degree. As the commercial antenna
industry moves to ever higher frequencies, homology will become even more
important. The Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) antennas are examples of
a modern design that has replaced an old 25-m antenna design providing
a factor of four improvement in rigidity.

Holoerarthic Antenna Hetroloey

Until recently the only techniques available for verifying the
surface accuracy of an antenna were mechanical. Although radio
astronomers helped develop these mechanical techniques, their greatest
contribution to antenna metrology is the recent development of an
electrical technique. This so-called "holographic method" uses the
Fourier Transform relationship between the aperture illumination and the

' S. von Hoerner, "Design of Large Steerable Antennas," Astron. J..
vol. 72, p. 35, 1967.

2 S. von Hoerner, "Homologous Deformations of Tiltable Telescopes,"
Free. ASCE - J. *tryc, Div., vol. 93, p. 461, 1976.
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diffraction pattern of an antenna. Scott and Ryles first used this
technique to evaluate the antennas of the Cambridge 5-km array, following

a suggestion of R. Hills. Bennett et al-4 were the first to publish a
discuasicn of the technique. The University of California, Berkeley radio
astronomy group were the first to reset the surface panels of an antenna
using this technique. It has been applied to the evaluation of virtually
all major radio telescopes, and it is now part of the routine test and
acceptance program of most new telescopes.

Holography is a valuable new method for measuring the amplitude
and phase of the electric field in the aperture of an antenna and, as
antenna standards a-e tightened, the antenna industry is expected to
make increasing use of this technique. Two firms evaluate antennas
holographically as a commercial service: a group in Sheffield, England,

and Interferosetrics. Inc., of. Vienna, Virginia. NASA has adopted the
technique as the standard for evaluating the quality of the antennas used

in the Deep Space Network.

Correcting Subrefles_tors

An improved knowledge of the irregularities of the primary
reflector has suggested methods for their compensation. In 1976,
S. von Hoerner5 published a procedure to correct for such errors by
constructing a subreflector with compensating errors. Most radio
telescopes employ multiple reflecting surfaces to bring radiation to the

receiver system and Von !Werner's idea was to improve telescope
performance by dealing with a small subreflector rather than the large
primary surface. The first application was the deformable subreflector

on the NRAO 140-ft telescope which compensated for gravitational
deflection of the primary surface by bending the subreflector.6 More

recent applications have fabricated optics to correct for specific

surface errors revealed by holographically produced maps. The

3 P, F, Scott and M. Ryle, "A Rapid Method for Measuring the Figure of
a Radio Telescope Reflector," Non. Not, Roy. 6Er. Soc., vol. 178, p. 539,
1977.

J. C. Bennett, A. P. Anderson,. P. A. McInnes, A. T. Whitaker,

"Microwave Holographic Metrology of Large Reflector Antennas." IEEJ Trans.
Ant. & Prop., vol. AP-24, p. 295, 1976.

5 S. von Hoerner, The Design of Correcting Secondary Reflectors."
IEEE Trapp. Ant. & Prop.. vol. AP-24, p. 336, 1976.

6 S. von Hoerner and W-Y. Wong, "Improved Efficiency with a
Mechanically Deformable Subreflector," IEEE Trans. Ant. & Prop.,

27, 7. 720, 1979.
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California, Berkeley radio astronomy group recently reported improvements
to one of their millimeter-wave telescopes by use of an error-correcting
lens.' The University of Texas millimeter astronomy group has made
dramatic improvements in the high-frequency performance of their 5-m
telescope with error-correcting mirrors. High performance telescopes
of the future may well incorporate error-correcting optics as a standard
technique for meeting specifications.

Sigh Efficiency_ _Antenna _Feeds

In the 1960's, driven by the needs of radio astronomy, engineers
and astronomers in the U.S. and Australia independently developed feeds
which efficiently illuminate the main reflector. These circular-aperture
hybrid-mode corrugated feed horns are widely used now in the
communications industry and are essential to the operation of
communications satellites. The history of this development: has been
documented recently by Thomas". These horns are manufactured by many
companies, including Ranter, Inc., TIW, and ERA Technologies, Ltd.

B. Low-Noise Receivers

Maser amplifiers were first used in the 19504s by the
communications industry and radio astronomers for the reception of weak
signals. Early communication satellites transmitted at a comparatively
low power level due to the scarcity of on-board electrical power. (This
is less of a problem these days since the advent of higher performance
solar cells.) The interchange between techniques developed for radio
astronomy equipment and for military/commercial equipment was especially
true in the area of maser development. Following the pioneering work of
Townes at Columbia University and others, AIL (Airborne Instruments
Laboratory) built a number of maser systems for a wide range of

7 J. Hudson, abstract, URSI (National Radio Science Meeting), June 1985
Vancouver meeting.

8 H. Foltz, "Dual Subreflector Feeds," Technical Report No. 85-3, Elec.
Engr. Res. Lab., Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1985.

C. E. Mayer, "Texas 5-0 Antenna Efficiency Doubled at 230-290 CHz
with Error Correcting Secondary Optics," abstract, URSI (National Radio
Science Meeting), January 1986 Boulder meeting.

18 B. MacA. Thomas, "A Review of the Early Developments of Circular-
Aperture Hybrid-Mode Corrugated Horns," IEEE Trans- Ant. 6 Prop,. vol. AP-
34, p. 930, 1986.
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applications. Each one advanced the understanding of this new technique;
none were simply copies of previous units. Radio astronomy
instrumentation was as much of a motivating factor as the pressure for
improved satellite communications. Kamer systems installed on the Parkes
Radio Observatory antenna in Australia received data from the Giotto
satellite during its closest approach with Comet Halley". Although
maser amplifiers have been largely superseded at lower frequencies,
development is being continued by NASA/JPL for reception of weak signals
from deep space probes and also by the reale astronomy community for use
in the 20-50 GKe frequency range.

parametric Amplifiers

Strongly supported by radio astronomy, companies like NIL (Airborne
Instruments Laboratory) developed parametric amplifiers in the late
1950's. Specifically, the radio astronomy community provided a major
part of the driving force for higher sensitivity and wider bandwidth at
higher frequencies. The satellite communications industry, both
commercial and military, benefited in the 1960's and 1970's from this
earlier work. In fact, a series of companies were formed on Long Island
about this time to meet this need for high performance satellite
communication systems. The entrepreneurs who started some of these
companies (LNR, Comtech, etc.) had been actually involved at the bench
level in building parametric amplifiers for the radio astronomy
community.

GaAs FET

The push to develop GaAs FET (gallium-arsenide field effect-
transistor) amplifiers came largely from the communications industry.
These have replaced parametric amplifiers as the most commonly used low-
noise amplifier for the reception of satellite transmissions. However,
the radio astronomy community (NRAO and the University of California -
Berkeley) have pioneered the development of cryogenically-cooled GaAs FET
amplifiers for high sensitivity receiving systems. Berkshire
Technologies was formed by former radio astronomers to meet NASA and
f..:;.;.stry requirements for cryogenic GaAs FETa.

HMI

BENT's (high-electron-mobility transistors) are recently developed
semiconductor devices that have already found their way into both the
computer and communication fields. Again, the radio astronomy community

11 R. Reinhard, The Giotto Encounter with Comet Halley," Nature, vol.
321, p. 313, 1986.
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(NRAO) with help from NASA (JPL) has supported the development of HEMT
devices by GE and Cornell University for use in cryogenically-cooled
amplifiers. Since these developments are relatively recent, the full
impact is not clear yet; however, the NASA/JPL DSN (Deep Space Network)
is evaluating the use of these amplifiers to replace masers which are
difficult to maintain in the field. There are also early indications
that there is interest by a company involved in defense work in a
technology transfer from NRAO. These amplifiers are currently being
Installed on the Very Large Array (VIA) in order to obtain higher
sensitivity far the reception of signals from Voyager II during the
Neptune encounter during August 1989.

Schottky Mixers

Cooling reduces the noise of solid-state amplifiers. Weinreb and
Kerr" pioneered the application of cryogenic cooling of GaAs Schottky
mixers in order to improve their performance for radio astronomy.
Although the cooling of mixers has not found wide commercial use, the
engineering that has gone into the fabrication of cooled mixers has.
The IEEE papers of Kerr and Archer have attracted world-wide interest
from commercial and defense organizations. Kerr and Held were awarded
the IEEE Microwave Prize for their papers covering conversion-loss and
noise of microwave and millimeter-wave mixers1". Millitech was formed
by a few talented radio astronomers and is now a major support firm for
millimeter and submillineeter wave technology. The success of this
company comes from having the right background at a time *den the defense
industry needs moved up into the millimeter range (battlefield radar
systems, etc.).

Ouperconductiu-Insulatina4uperconducting (SIS) Kixerti

Most major tadio astronomy observatories making millimeter-wave
observations are currently developing. SIS mixers for low-noise receivers.
Several observatories are successfully using these devices in receivers.
Despite the few years that these devices have been in use, there is

12 S. Weinreb and A. R. Kerr, "Cryogenic Cooling of Mixers for
Millimeter and Centimeter Wavelengths," IEEE Journal of Solid-Statc
pircuitti, vol. SC-0, February 1983.

13A. R. Kerr end n. Held, "Conversion-Loss and Noise of Microwave and
Millimeter-Wave Mixers: I - Theory," lEEE_Transon_iticromaie Theory...end

Tech., vol. MTT-26, p. 49, 1978.

1 A. R. Kerr and D. Held, "Conversion-Loss and Noise of Microwave and
Millimeter-Wave Mixers: II - Experiment," IEEE Trans. onMierowave_lluery
and Tech., vol. MTT-26, p. 55, 1978.

Lr
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already a technology interchange in progress between NRAO and severalcommercial and government organizations (Hypress, NRL, NSA. etc.).

Solid- ,State Oscillators and Multipliers

Phase-locked, millimeter-wave sources for use as broadly tunable
local oscillators for radio astronomy are not readily availablecommercially. Consequently, the radio astronomy community has madesubstantial progress in the development of varactor multipliers"
(Archer) and voltage-tunable Gunn oscillators")

(Carlatrom, Plambeck, andThornton). There has been considerable commercial interesg in thesedevices and follow-up work at Millitech Inc. has led to their successfulmarketing.

Cryogenics

The low-noise amplifiers used on radio astronomy antennas aregenerally operated at cryogenic temperatures - 15K or 4K are commonly
used. The closed-cycle refrigerators used are usually Gifford- McMahon
refrigerators built by CT1 (Cryogenics Technology, Inc.). The 4K system
uses the same refrigerator type with an add-on Joule - Thompson circuit.
Reliability of these cryogenic systems has always been important to the
radio astronomy community, and radio engineers have worked closely withthe manufacturer (CTI) to improve system performance and reliability.Some improvements to the compressors that were developed and evaluated
by NRAO have been incorporated by the manufacturer. These systems have
also had beneficial use in the semicone'ctor industry as the central
component of low temperature vacuum pumping units.

15 J. 1.7 Archer, "An Efficient 200-290 Gliz Frequency Tripler
Incorporating a Novel Stripling- Structure," IEEE Trans. on jlicrowave Theory
Apd Tech, vol. 32, p. 416, 1984.

15 J. E. Carlstrom, R. L. Plambeck, and D. D. Thornton, 'A Continuously
Tunable 65-115 GHe Gunn Oscillator," IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory uldBch., vol. MTT-33, p. 610, 1985.
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II. DATA CORRELATION AND RECORDING TECHNOLOGY

pisital C=orrelation Techaigwa for

Many radio astronomical obmervatione involve the spectral analysts

of a broadband signal, the most common example being observations of an

atomic or molecular spectral line. The frequency bandwidths that the

astronomer need" to analyze, 10-1000 NHz, are extremely large for

traditional technique' such as analog filters. Instead, radio

astronomers have developed digital techniques involving coarse

quantization (1-3 bits) and autocorrelacion of wideband signals. The
advantages of digital correlation are greater flexibility, reliability,
and stability, with inexpensive components. The seminal work on digital

techniques for spectral analysis in radio astronomy is that done by

Welnrebil and Cooper".

Digital correlation is now used extensively in remote sensing
applications (from earth satellites), oceanography, and oil exploration.

A contemporary digital spectrometer which provides the flexibility

needed in radio astronomy to analyze signals of vastly different
bandwidths (from 1.25 to 320 MHz) Is described by W. Orry et al."

Digital techniques employing coarsely quantized data also permit

one to cross-correlate data rapidly from many separate signals. For

example, the VIA radio telescope requires data to be correlated at

rate of 2x10" multiplications per second. If this was to be performed
with floating point numbers in a large computer then the power of 100

CRAY supercomputers would be needed. However. by using 3-level

arithmetic, a special purpose digital correlator was built for this task

at a cost of only 2 million dollars.

17S. Veinreb, *A Digital Spectral Analysis Technique and Its
Application to Radio Astronomy," H.I.T. Research Laboratory of Electronics,

Tech. Report 412, 1963.

18 B.F.C. cooper, "Autocorrolation Spectrometers," nothods of
Uperiment&I Physic', vol. 128, p. 280, 1976.

19 W. L. Urry. D. D. Thornton, and J. A. Hudson, "Hat Creek Millimeter-
wave Hybrid Spectrometer for Interferometry," Amtron. Soc. Pacific,

vol. 97, p. 745, 1985.
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S. Wideban0 Tam Recording

The radio astronomical technique of Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VIZI) requires very videband tape recording.
Simultaneous observations are made at radio telescopes separated by tens
to thousands of miles, and the tape recorded data are played back and
cross-correlated at a latter time at a common location. Initially, radio
astronomers used video cassette recorders, readily available in the
consumer market at l'w cost, to record digital data. In addition,
Instrumentation recorders have been improved by more than an order of
magnitude for high VLSI data rates. VLSI observations are recorded at
a density of one million bits of information on each square inch of
instrumentation tape." The technique for doing so has attracted
commercial interest.

C. ILLGIILY.81111180--attaBgt

The enormous data storage requirements of radio astronomical
observations made conventional magnetic storage techniques uneconomical.
To meet these requirements, astronomers have developed low-cost
instrumentation recorders by using analog recorders to record digital
data. One system in operation uses a Video Cassette Recorder for this
purpose.

The NRAO has investigated whether the performance of these devices
could be improved so that they might also be employed to store archive
data. In the process of investiLating the feasibility of using such a
recorder for VIA archive data, the NRAO developed a prototype recorder
suitable for high performance recording.

The new recorder resembles a streaming magnetic tape drive. It
has a capacity of 2.5 gigabytes of user data and a data rate of 120
kilobytes per second. It employs read after write, error correction
circuitry. and spatial multiplexing to achieve a rate low enough for
high-performance recording.

The ability to place 2.5 gigabytes of data on a $4 cassette tape
in an essentially error-free environment makes such a recorder very
attractive for a number of fields. Disk backup, archiving of both
scientific and business data, and medical electronics are but a few.

Ray Sacoffier, the inventor and an AUI employee, has applied to
-anent the recording system and to provide for a life-long royalty free
incense to the United States Government. The first patent (Serial No.

K. I. Kellermann and A. R. Thompson, The Very Long Baseline Array,
clenco, vol. 229, p. 123, 1985.
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870,305) in currently pending. Digi Data, an OER manufacturer of

magnetic tape equipment located in Maryland, has been licensed to

manufacture the recorder. The company has further developed the

recorder, taking it from a demonstration of feasibility to a marketed

product in latv 1956.

4 94 1
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III. MACE RESTORATION ALCORITHNS

A. gaextureLnithesinTeelnagues

The angular resolution of radio telescope is proportional to
the diameter of the dish antennas measured in wavelengths. Larger
telescopes can more easily see fine scale details in cosmic sources.
but, there is a limit to the size of an individual telescope that onecan construct. To achieve still higher angular resolution, it ispossible to synthesize single telescope from an array of spatially
separate antennas Which simultaneously observe a position in the sky.
The basic technique of aperture synthesis samples an electromagnetic
wave front at many widely separated locations and then uses the Fourier
transform of these data to stimulate the response that would have been
obtained with a such larger, single antenna. The radio astronomer Sir
Martin Ryle received the Nobel Prize in Physics for the conception and
demonstration of this technique.

The principles of the aperture synthe: is technique are directly
incorporated in many mil-astronomical image construction endeavors which
are widely available commercially, such as the following,

R.

- synthetic aperture radar
- X-ray tomography of human tissues'

Distortion of en image by the atmosphere is a problem common to
both ratio and optical telescopes. This problem restricts synthesis
array radio telescopes such as the VLA. The distortion manifests itself
through collimation errors resulting from spatially and titsporally
varying refractivity of the atmosphere above the array. Years ago the
radio astronomer Roger Jennison derived phase closure mathematical
relations that could be applied to observations with telescope arrays in
order to circumvent theme effects and sharpen the radio imaget.23 This
technique, suitably refined and known as self-calibration, is now
routinely employed in radio setronomy."

21 R. N. Bracewell and A. C. Riddle, AD. J., !SO, 427, 1967.

23 R. C. Jennison, "Fourier Transforms of Spatial Brightness
Distributions of Small Angular Extent," Kon,tigtgpx,ggryactri, vol. 118,p. 276, 1958.

33 P. R. Schwab, "Adaptive Calibration of Radio Interferometer Data,"
2Xop. Sipe, of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engrs., vol. 231, p. IC 1980.

4 0
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To an optical telescope, the effect of` the atmosphere is easily
seen in, for example, the twinkling of stars. Atmeaoheric turbulence
generates an irregular distortion of the wevefronr across the telescope
aperture. If it were possible to distort the shape of the telescope
mirror in the OMSK. way, than one could, cancel the atmospheric distortion
and sharpen the image. This is precisely what is done. Kith an
articulating mirror driven by pistons, the shape of the mirror is
continuously deformed in real-time until the image sharpens. Such a
technique for optical telescopes is called "adaptive optics,' but it is
in all ways analogous to the radio astronomical technique of self-
calibration. Adaptive optics is also used in satellite cameras to
improve their photographic capabilities."

C. Magimumjatroov Aleorithm

Syntheas arra telescopes do not fully sample the incoming
electromagnetic wavaont, and it is necessary to'interpolate from the
measured points so as to fill in the "missing" date. Such image
16.-ocessing by means of the maximum entropy algorithm. a technique first
developed for the analysis of seismic data, has been greatly refined for
application to radio astronomical problems.2'

So successful has been this improvement that the astronomical
software algorithm* developed by radio astronomers are now used for
problems of blurred photographic images in non-astronomical contexts
(e.g., sharpening images for police work). Several commercial firms now
rarket the maximum entropy algorithms for diverse applications. Maximum
Entropy Data Com.ultants Ltd. is one such firm.

D.

AIPS is an extensive integrated software package for manipulation
of multi-dimensional images. Developed by the 101h0. Ain is distributed
without charge for use by hundreds of scientists worldwide. Designed to
be machine independent, it runs on all classes and makes of computers,
from minicomputers to supercomputers; it is routinely used in
nonastronomical image analysis applications. Several hardware vendors
advertise and promote the suitability of their equipment for RIPS
support. Among these are the following:

CONVEX Computer Corporation, Inc.
International Imaging Systems, Inc.

se R. Muller and A. Buffington, "Real-time Correction of
Atmospherically Degraded Telescope Images Through Image Sharpening," L.
Oetical Soc. of Ampricq, vol. 64, p. 1200, 1974.

21 S. Cull and G. Daniell, "Image Reconstruction from Incomplete and
Noisy Data," Nature, vol. 272, p. 686, 1978.

4 2 ti
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IV. TINE AND FREQUENCY STANDARDS

A. KeskegenlaseLlzgeoenexnendard

The technique of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), in which
tape-recorded data taken by telescopes thousands of miles apart are
brought together and cross correlated, requires that each telescope
maintain exceptional frequency stability. Specifically, the frequency
at each station must be stable to better than one part in 10" over a
period of several hours. At the present time only active hydrogen masers
can provide the required stability."

Hydrogen masers, which produce the 1420-MHz hyperfine transition
of atomic hydrogen as their fundamental output, were developed as an
experimental time standard by the NHS. Prior to the needs of VLRI there
was no commercial maker for this laboratory device. Reliable field-ready
hydrogen masers were subsequently developed by the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory and at NASA/Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory in order to supply each individual Viii antenna with its own
hydrogen maser frequency standard. These designs have been developed
into a commercial product by Oscilloquartz S. A. in Switzerland and Sigma
Tau Standards Corporation in Alabama, among others. The present market
for hydrogen maser frequency standards is dominated by space
communications and DOD needs. Finally, Hughes Research Laboratories is
developing a space-qualified hydrogen maser for use on the NAVSTAR Global
Positioning Satellites.

R. Time Standards and Time Transfer

A standard of time may h ore than one appropriate defiuition.
For a laboratory experiment able time standard may be an atomic
clock. For an astronoeict. servetion, on the other hand, or a
determination of the position (orbit) of an earth satellite "time* refers
to the rotation of the earth on its axis. This rotation is not constant.
Not all earth days are of the same duration owing to subtle wobbles of
rotation of the earth.

The USNO relies heavily on the radio astronomical data for their
daily determination of the earth's rotation periods. Using a worldwide
network of optical telescopes augmented in an important way by radio
astronomical observations with the NRAO interferometer in Green Rank,
WV, the USNO constantly monitors the rotation of the earth relative to

" A. Rogers and J. Moran, "Coherence Limits for Very Long Baseline
Interferometry," IZELlienk.,.21110ILLE1L8111USSIVAI.... vol. 1M-30, p. 283.
1981.
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an astrometric grid of very constant radio sources (quasars). Unlike
the optical determinations, the radio astronomical observations can be
made day and night, and they are affected by clouds or the weather to a
relatively small degree. The USWO radio technique and its application
Is discussed by Winkler" and Matsakis et al."

In order to transfer a single laboratory reference time to distant
clocks with high accuracy, one must develop a synchronization method.
The VLSI technique is routinely used in radio astronomy to synchronize
telescope clocks to nanosecond accuracy worldwide. This method also has
applications for very precise navigation and in other non-astronomical
contexts.

27o. Winkler, "Time Keeping and Its Applications " Advances in Elect.
And Electron Phys. vol. 44, p. 33, 1977.

"D. Matsakis et dl. The Green Bank Interferometer as a Tool for the
Measurement of Earth Orientation Parameters," Wren. J., vol. 91, p. 1463,
1956.

42i
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V. REMOTE SENSING. NAVIGATION, AND GEODESY

A.
Hicrowave Thermoeraehv of the Human Body

Observations of cosmic sources of radio radiation made with a radiotelescope are fundamentally
measurements of the temperature of thoseobjects. Instead of looking at the sky, one can use the same techniqueto scan the human body and, in so doing, measure precisely thedistribution of temperature across the body. Since malignant tumors andregions of vascular insufficiency are thermally

anomalous, these featuresare readily apparent
on microwave scans of the human body.

Radio astronomers have adapted this technique for non-invasivemeasurement of the temperature of subcutaneous human tissur.29 Althoughmicrowave radiometry has coarser spatial resolution than Infraredthermography, it has a greater sensitivity to deep tissue temperature.Flesh is transparent at microwave frequencies. Clinically. inapplication to the detection of breast cancer, the combination ofmicrowave and infrared thermographic data provides a true-positivedetection rate of 96 percent."
Microwave thermography does not exposepatients to harmful radiation.

B. atmospheric Ozone_ Monitoriqg

The depletion of the protective layer of ozone (03) in thestratosphere is a matter of utmost current concern since potentiallyincreased levels of solar UV radiation on the surface af the earth willresult from a diminished 03 concentration. For several years scientistshave known that chlorin* monoxide (00) is a key tracer of thestratospheric ozone depletion cycle arising from natural and man-madeinjection of chlorine-containing
compounds, particularly halocarbooseinto the atmosphere. The reactions

03 ce0 + 02
C10 0 - CI 4. 0,

constitute the catalytic cycle by which chlorine atoms convert ozone todiatomic oxygen.

" A. H. Barrett and P. Myers. "Subcutaneous
Temperatures: A Method ofNoninvasive Sensing,' science, vol. 190, p. 669. 1975.

"A. H. Barrett, P. C. Myers, and N. L. Sadowsky, "MicrowaveThermography of Normal and Cancerous Breast Tissue," rroc_ 3rd Intern. Symp.en Detection and Prevention of Cancer (Decker: New York), 1978.
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Radio telescopes can directly measure and monitor the stratospheric

abundance of CIO, and its diurnal and long-term variation. Radio

astronomers demonstrated the efficacy of this technique by means of

observations of the .1 11/2 9/2 and J 15/2 - 13/2 rotational

transitions of CRO at 204 and 278 Mx, respectively. Such ground-based

observations provide a cost-effective way of monitoring potential damage

to the ozone layer asing existing radio astronomical instruments and

techniques.31

G. Remote Sensing Satellites

One of the most economically significant applications of radio

astronomy techniques has been to remote sensing satellites which carry

passive imaging microwave spectrometers operating at wavelengths ranging

from several centimeters to a few millimeters. Early successes in

mapping atmospheric temperature and humidity fields, polar ice

distributions, and other geophysical parameters, even in the presence

of clouds, have led to the steady use of passive microwave temperature

sounders on the operational NOAA and DOD weather satellites, and the

anticipated primery use of a 20-channel imaging microwave spectrometer

on operational NOAA satellites beginning in 1990. The following types

of investigations are under way:

Operational Weather Monitoring - temperature profiles, water vapor

distribution, and rain bands
Atmospheric Research - stratospheric and mesospheric temperature

profiles, water vapor profiles, trace constituent profiles,

and winds
Polar Ice Studies - ice pack evolution and navigability

Land and Ocean - sea surface temperature, sea surface wind, oil

spill observations, soil moisture, and snow cover

Several references describe these applications .32.33' 34 ' 33

31 P. K. Solomon, R. de Zaire, A. Parrish, and J. W. Barrett, "Diurnal

Variation of Stratospheric Chlorine Monoxide: A Critical Test of Chlorine

Chemistry in the Ozone Layer,' Science, vol. 224, p. 1210, 1984.

31 D. Steelin et "Microwave Spectroscopic Imagery of the Earth,"

Science, vol. 197, p. 991, 1977.

33 D. Staelin, "Passive Microwave
Techniques for Geophysical Sensing of

the Earth from Satellites," IEEE Trans. Ant. & Pron., AP-29, p. 683, 1981.

" Applications, Review Panel Report, 'High Resolution Passive

Microwave Satellites," D. H. Staelin and P. W. Rosenkranz, eds., Final

Report, Contract NABS- 23677, Research Laboratory of Elee'ronics, M.I.T.,

April 1978. Available from NTIS as NASA Accession No. N81-71117.

/1
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II. EarthAssillitticalLiwitLansliucking
To determine the precise positions of artificial earth satellites.

one needs not only a means of measuring the position but also a fixed
reference frame to which one can refer those positions. The astrometric
grid of cosmic radio sources, established over the whole sky by radio
astronomers, provides the only truly "fixed" reference system, to which
other moving objects may be referred.

The location of those artificial satellites which transmit a radio
signal can be established to exceptionally high precision by the radio
astronomical technique of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLSI). The
technique has been verified on the Global Positioning System (GPS)
satellites, which are the primary position reference beacons for the
next-generation of military, commercial, navigational and geodetic
applications.

E. Spacecraft Navigation

Earth-based radio Jaterferometry, precisely as practiced by radio
astronomers, has provided a straightforward means of "triangulation" for
spacecraft navigation.

To monitor the position of the Apollo astronauts on the moon
during their explorations aboard the Lunar Rover.

To precisely locate sounding balloons released into the
Venusian atmosphere by the Soviet Vega spacecraft mission.

To establish the relative position of the Vega pathfinder
flyby of Comet Halley with respect to the radio astronomical
reference system of cosmic radio sources. (Necessary for
course corrections during the Giotto spacecraft's close
nuclear approach.)

F. Geodetic Studies and Crustal Ilynamics

Radio astronomical VLSI observations have become a valuable tool
for geophysicists in their study of the motion of the poles of the earth,
changes in the rotation of the earth, and the nature of lunar-induced
tides in the solid earth.

35 P. Gloersen ot al., "A Summary of Results from the First NIMBUS 7
SM1 Observations," J. cetiohvs._ Res., vol. 89, p. 5335, 1984.

Ommal of &mote Sensing, vol. 1, R. N. Caldwell, ed. (2nd ed.),
American Society of Programmetry, 1984.
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Geophysical studies of the earth's crustal dynamics depend on high
precision measurements spread over several years. The positional
accuracy obtained with radio astronomical V131 observations is used to
smite:. the separation between geodetic radio telescopes to a few
centimeters. Regional terrestrial deformations and global plate motions
are thus measurable where the two telescopes span known fault lines and

tectonic plates. The technique allows geophysicists to study pre- and
post-earthquake seismic activity with the aim of earthquake prediction
and a basic understanding of worldwide tectonic motions."

" A.E.E. Rogers ft al., "Very Long Baseline Interferometry: The Mark

III System for Geodesy, Astrometry, and Aperture Synthesis §cience, vol.

219, p. 51, 1983.
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A BRIEF PROFILE OF THE
NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY

Since its founding in 1957, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory

(NAO) has been a major force in the development of radio astronomy. This

field, pioneered in the United States, has blossomed to become central

element of modern astronomy throughout the world.

At the present time, the NRAO manages the operation of three major

observing sites from its headquarters in Charlottesville, Virginia. The

largest of these is the Very Large Array (ILA), &mobile array of twenty-seven

25-meter antennas. It is located on the Plains of San Agustin, near Socorro,

Maw Mexico. NRAO is constructing a new telescope, the Very Long Baseline

Array (VLart). The VLBA, like the VIA, is a synthesis telescope simulating an

extremely large single antenna by a distribution of smaller antennas operating

in concert. In the case of the VLBA, the ten individual antennas will be

spaced from Hawaii to the Virgin Islands and controlled from an operations

center in Socorro, New Mexico.

The single-antenna radio telescopes of NRAO include the 140-foot diameter

fully *tearable telescope located at the original Green Bank, West Virginia

site, and the 12-meter illimeter-wave telescope located an Kitt Peak near

Tucson, Arizona. (Operation of the three-element Interferometer, also located

in Green Bank, test Virginia, was discontinued for astronomical observing in

1978 when the VIA became operational; it is now operated by the NRAO
exclusively for the U.S. Naval Observatory for purposes of time-keeping.

Operation of the 300-foot diameter meridian transit telescope ceased with its

catastrophic collapse on November 15, 1988.)

The KIM, is operated by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI), an

independent, not-for-profit research management corporation, under the terms

of a Cooperative Agreement between the National Science Foundation (NSF) and

AUI. The following responsibilities for AUI are included in the Scope of Work

of this Cooperative Agreement:

Staff, manage, operate, and maintain the facilities ....;

Provide scientific, managerial, and logistic support in the conduct of

research programs in radio astronomy and related fields. The research

shall be carried out by visiting scientific investigators and the staff

of the Observatory. The scientific merit of research proposed by

visiting scientific investigators and by the Observatory staff shall be

given the same consideration. The major criteria for the utilization of

Observatory facilities shall be the scientific merit of the proposal, the

competence of the individual or individuals, and the suitability of the

Observatory facilities.

Maintain a broad bass research program at the Observatory in order to

promote advances in and the utilisation of knowledge in astronomy.

431
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Provide facility and logistic support to university and NRAO research
programs in radio astronomy and related fields.

Engage in education programs in radio astronomy and related fields as may
be appropriate to the operation of the Observatory and as is consistent
with the Program Plan.

These requirements have characterized the role of the NRAO since it was
founded.

The concept of a national observatory was unique when it was iroposed in
1954--NRAO was the first national astronomical observatory. There were some
who doubted that an open, visitor-oriented, national facility could
efficiently serve its user community and at the same time provide research
environment that would be conducive to competitive research. The fact that
NRAO has established and maintained the world standard in radio
instrumentation and user service, together with the remarkable flood of
scientific results from its users, is ample justification for the wisdom of
providing such facilities.

USERS

The principal responsibility of the Observatory is to provide the
astronomy community access to forefront research capabilities through the
development of major national facilities.

Figure 1 shows the annual growth in the user group over the history of
the Observatory, from the modest beginnings, before the first major telescopes
were built, to over 650 long and short-term visitors today. The largest
increase in the number of visitor-users occurred as the VL entered full
operation in 1981. The Observatory staff, both permanent scientists and
postdoctorals (Research Associates). can be seen to represent about 7 percent
of all NRAO users.

The number of institutions using NRAO telescopes has also grown
dramatically over the years, with a 50 percent increase attributable to the
VIA. niversities represent 64 percent of the institutions, other
Observatories and government laboratories 33 percent. and private industries
the remaining 3 percent.

The overwhelming majority of these institutions lack the resources to
design, build, maintain, and operate telescopes comparable to those at NRAO.
Nevertheless, many of these institutions actually participate with NRAO in
the design and fabrication of sub-elements of advanced systems. This includes
not only individual university groups who bring their own observing equipment
to NRAO telescopes but also working teams operating out of universities and
government laboratories who assist in the design and, in some cases, actual
construction of new instrumentation. Maintenance of such capabilities in
these institutions is important to the future of NRAO as a national
observatory.

4 '7)
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It is also important to note that in keeping with a growing

interdependence of all areas of astronomy, the MAO user coaastnity is rapidly

growing to accommodate new observers from optical, infrared, X -ray, and

related are's.

The MIA0 Student Program is illustrated in Figure 2, She vast majority

of the student users are graduate students from universities having Ph.D.

programs in astronomy. A large increase in graduate student users occurred

when the VIA began operations. As with the other categories of users, this

increase is due not only to the research opportunities the VLA presents but

also to the operational convenience of this instrument which has been

facilitated by the efforts of the Observatory staff.

43
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NRAO Student Program

this figure shoo for each catervior Year the umber 0 Ph.D. awards (including those

few salaried et MR40), MAO strop studende, and Mae knew etudente tundergroduoto
end gradate) mho ahmerimed err morbid at the IMO &rte. that year.

The Summer Student and Co-op Programs are a such smaller component of
student usage of NRAO facilities, but these are important in the national
programs. Both serve to introduce senior undergraduate and beginning graduate
students to radio astronomy. The Summer Student Program focuses on
astronomical research; the Co-op Program is conducted with university groups
of engineers, applied physicists, and computer scientists. Roth are important
mechanisms for acquainting skilled scientists with issues of importance to the
field of radio astronomy.

The extent to which NRAO is dedicated to its user community can be seen
by examining Figures 3 and 4. Approximately 35,000 observing hours exist in
principle in one year for all four of NRAO's telescopes taken together
(4x24x165). The actual hours scheduled for observing with these telescopes
are shown in Figure 3, where the recent totals are approximately 31,000, or
88 percent. The remaining 12 percent is scheduled for tests, calibration,
preventative maintenance, installation of new equipment, and repairs.

43.;
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The only periods when less than about 85 percent of the available time
was scheduled for observing was in A1979-80 after the three-element
Interferometer was closed and before theaLA began full operation, and in
1982-83 when the 36-foot millimeter-difave telescope was re-surfaced and re-
christened as the 12-meter telescope. The telescopes, which operate 24 hours
a day, are efficiently scheduled to produce, es such observing as possible.

How is the Observing time allocated to staff and visitor users?
Different projects require differing amounts of time, but all grants of
Observing time are made on the basis of scientific merit. All propos Is, from
staff and visitors alike, are refereed and graded for merit by -Anonymous
referees selected from the community. The detailed scheduling is done by the
site directors, with the assistance of a special committee in the case of the
VLA. The rule that Observatory staff compete for time on the same footing as
visitors is fundamental and has contributed a great deal to the excellent
relationshi between the Observatory and its user community.

Figure 4 shows the actual observing time distribution among NRAO
scientific staff, visitors, and calibration and test time. Over time, the
NRAO staff has qualified to utilize about 15 percent of tim observing time,
with some variation from telescope to telescope. This level of use is judged
to be adequate to enable the Observatory staff to maintain a competitive
research program of its own, which is necessary if the Observatory is to
continue to provide effective leadership within the U.S. radio astronomy
community.

STAFF AND OPERATIONS

The growth of NRAO's permanent full-time staff over the history of the
Observatory is shown in Figure 5. The steady, smooth growth up to 1970

4:J
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accompanied the construction of the 300-foot, 140-foot, millimeter-wave, and
three-lement Interferometer. The site of the operations staff was constant
throughout most of the VIA construction period and increased in response to
major new user requirements as operation of that instrument began in 1979.
The recent decline in staff reflects the unbroken 5-year decline in budget
levels. Personnel levels throughout the VIDA construction period are expected
to follow the VIA pattern. Additional operations staff will certainly be
required if this major new facility is to be operated efficiently at its
completion. Many, but not all of these new operations staff are expected to
be drawn from the construction staff.

It should be noted that following full operation of the VIA the number
of DIA0 users doubled (1006) and is still increasing as is the number of
student users, but the staff to serve these users is now only equal to that
of 1979, the year that marked the half -way point in assembling the VLA staff.

The composition of the scientific staff at NRAO is given In Table 1,
where the scientific staff is defined as all professional employees holding
a Ph.D degree. The total Ph.D. staff is 69 employees. 20 percent of all full -

tire permanent employees. Of these 69. 24 form the basic research staff, or
7 p.,rcent of all full-time permanent employees. Twenty-four of the 69 members
of the Ph.D. staff hold tenured positions, or 7 percent of the staff. These
mothers are consistent with the original intention that the Observatory have
a small, dedicated research and development staff.

4 3 'it
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Table ,1

Ph.D. Staff Classification/Distribution

ligals_Ausiichatiff

Postdoctoral' 4

Associate Scientists
Scientists
Senior Scientists

T 1.41

5

1

15

Total (17 tenured) 25

alutx_MILASALL

Operationsfitanagement 16
Electronics 8

Cogspist ins 11

VLBA 'Construction _2

Total (7 tenured) 44
Total Ph.D. Staff (24 tenured) 69

Lo Staff

Operations 287
Construction: VIM 55

Voyager

Total Staff 351

Fraction of staff with Ph.D. degree - 69/351 202
Fr.ction of Ph.D. staff with tenure - 24/69 - 352
Fraction of total staff with tenure 24/351 - 72

"
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IOW RANGE PLANS

MAO has been engaged for some time in planning for two new major
facilities: the Millimeter Array arid a large-aperture. fully-steerable radio
telescope that would replace both the 300:foot and 140-foot telescopee. Until
recently the Millimeter Array received more time and attention; 011 loss of
the 300-foot telescope has switched the priority.

Following the collapse of the 300-foot telescope on November 15, 1988,
the Observatory staff and user community worked to define the scientific
requirements and technical specifications of a replacement telescope. It is
clear that there is a compelling scientific case for a fully steerable, high
performance, large aperture radio telescope and that new technology makes it
possible to build such a telescope, superior to any existing fully steerable
antenna. at reasonable cost. The estimated budget for the entire project is
75 M$ (1919). The telescope could begin operations in late 1994 /early 1995.

The scientific program for the telescope and the implied technical
requirements were discussed in a workshop held in Green Sank, December 2-3,
1988, and subsequently refined by the Observatory staff. The telescope will
make major contributions to the study of the structure of the universe, the
gaseous content of galaxies, solar/stellar phenomena, molecular clouds and
star formation, evolution of galaxies, the solar system, the nature of radio
galaxies and quasars. fundaments" catalogs, as well as applications to space

Inspired by the diversity of scientific needs, a telescope design has
been specified which offers major advances over existing instruments to every
relevant area of research.

The Millimeter Array (RNA) is a synthesis telescope like the VLA,
designed to provide detailed images of those regions of space in which stars
form. Pioneered in the United States, astronomy at millimeter wavelengths has
been extraordinarily fruitful in refining our understanding of the physical
and chemical processes which lead to the formation of stars such as the sun,
planets and, Indeed, life itself. The scientific need now is for high
resolution images that will permit a more precise view of these phenomena.
The RMA is astronomy's response to this need.

The Millimeter Array will consist of approximately 40 antennas, each
7.5 meters in diameter; the antennas will be distributed over an area nearly
3 km in extent. Since 'cosmic radiation at millimeter wavelengths is absorbed
in the earth's atmosphoo-e, and this effect is detrimental to millimeter
astronomy, the UNA will be located at a high altitude site probably in the
southwestern portion of the U.S. The simultaneous need for precision NM*
antennas that will permit sensitive observations at short millimeter
wavelengths and the need for the antennas to survive and operate in the harsh
environment characteristic of high altitude sites present a unique
technological challenge for the MRAO. The Millimeter Array is estimated to
cost 75-90 MS.
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Mr. WALGRICN. Thank you, Dr. Vanden Bout.
We will turn to Dr. Wolff.

STATEMENT OF DR. SIDNEY C. WOLFF, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES

Dr. Wow. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the opportu-
nity to appear here today.

In my presentation, I would like to focus on the issues related to
optical astronomy, and in my written testimony I presented a
graph that summarizes the history of funding for astronomy within
the NSF.

As everyone has pointed out, the funding for NSF as a whole has
increased since 1984 to 1990 in inflation-corrected dollars by about
35 percent. Funding for the National Optical Astronomy Observa-
tories has declined by about 10 permnt over that period of time.
And again, as people have pointed out, if you allow for construction
projects, the funding for operation of the facilities has actually de-
clined by about 20 rcent.

In terms of purchasing power, the budget for the National Opti-
cal Astronomy Observatories now is what it was in the early 1960s
when we operated only a few telescopes on a single site, Kitt Peak,
rather than the three observatories that we operate now, including
observatories in New Mexico and Chile.

This decrease in funding for optical astronomy within the NSF is
y at variance with the increase in funding that is being pro-
by agencies both here and abroad. During the next 10 years,

NAS:_, for example, plans to launch four space observatories
which, in combination with ground-based facilities, will make it
possible for the first time to observe at all wavelengths of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum from gamma rays to radiowaves.

The European Space Agency and Japan are also planning major
initiatives in space. Both of these groups explicitly the re-
quirement for a major enhancement in ground-based o ming ca-
pabilities for optical astronomy in order to support their spew mis-
sions.

The European Community, through the European Southern Ob-
servatory, has already firmly committed $240 million toward the
construction of four 8-meter ground-based telescopes. The collecting
area of these telescopesthat is, the area of glass mirror in these
telescopeswill exceed the total collecting area of all the tele-
scopes now in operation through the world.

Japan is pbmning to seek funding for a 7.5-meter telescope,
which they will build in Hawaii.

The only funded large telescope in the United States at the

amt time is the 10-meter Keck telescope, which is also being
Hawaii. This is a privately funded telescope and will have

a 10-meter diameter and will be open for use only by astronomers
at Caltech, the University of California, and the University of
Hawaii.

In order to provide new optical facilities for the remainder of the
U.S. astronomical community, the National Observatories do plan
to propose the construction of two 8-meter telescopes, and again in
the written testimony, there is a sketch of what those telescopes
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would look like. We plan to place one of those telescopes in Chile
and the other on Mauna Kea. In order to help provide funding for
these telescopes, we are currently seeking international partners.

Now, why should the funding for astronomy increase? There are
three reasons: The scientific payoff will be very great; the applica-
tion of new technologies will revolutionize the types of observations
that can be made; and the investment must be made in a timely
fashion to achieve the maximum benefit.

With respect to scientific payoff, you have only to read the news-
papers to realize so aboutabout the remarkable discoveries that
are being made almost "ly in astronomy. I am sure most of you
are familiar with the work on the supernova that exploded in 1987,
and analysis of the data on that supernova has confirmed a great
mar y of our theoretical ideas about what happens when stars die.

With new infrared techniques, we can peer into dark clouds
where star formation is going on and see the process of star forma-
tion. We can also, we believe now, begin to study the process of the
formation of planetary systems around other stars as well.

The universe even offers us a time machine so we can observe it
the way it used to be. This photograph shows the most distant
galaxy tha.t we know of right now. This galaxy is so far away that
it takes light 10 billion years to travel from this galaxy to us. That
means we are seeing it as it was 10 billion years ago. And you have
to remember that we think the universe itself is only 13 billion
years old, so we are seeing things as they were when the universe
was only about 20 percent as old as it is now.

One of the primary goals of the next generation of large tele-
scopes is to study very young galaxies like the one I showed you so
that we can tell what they are made of, what kinds of stars they
have in them, how old those stars are, and therefore, something
about how old the universe itself truly is.

Technology is also playing an increasingly important role in as-
tronomy. Technology breakthroughs are what make it possible to
build telescopes larger than any now in operation. For example,
work at the University of Arizona has succeeded in casting large,
light-weighted but relatively stiff mirrors, and these mirrors will be
the key to constructing the next generation of telescopes. This
work, as I said, is partly supported by the NSF.

In other areas as well, including especially infrared and optical
detectors, flberoptics, computers, image enhancement techniques,
technology is revolutionizing astronomy, and astronomy in turn is
driving the development of new technologies.

Timeliness is another compelling argument for increasing the in-
vestment is ground-based astronomy. Some observations simply
cannot wait. We are heading toward what may prove to be the
most intense maximum in solar activity on record. Large flares are
becoming increasingly common. Flares and other forms of solar ac-
tivity can disrupt communications on Earth, cause auroral dis-
plays, as they did this week, and speed the reentry of spacecraft
into the Earth's atmosphere, and even pose a danger to astronauts
in Earth orbit. The possibility exists that we can learn to predict
flares, but only if we have the resources to study the sun in detail,
during the period of maximum activity, which is expected to occur
in 1991.
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One of the primary missions of NSF when it was founded in the
late 1950s was the construction of National Observatories, specifi-
cally the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Kitt Peak. I
have been told, although I have not verified it, that in the late
1950s one-quarter of the NSF budget was devoted to astronomy.

The U.S. National Observatories that were built then have been
enormously successful in that they have made possible the develop-
ment of strong astronomy programs at universities throughout the
country. Astronomers from 39 States and the District of Columbia
used the optical facilities last year. The U.S. approach of providing
National Observatories has been followed as a model throughout
the world.

The NSF funding priorities now place the U.S. National Observa-
tories at risk. The collapse of the 300-foot telescope stands as a
symbol of what has happened to NSF-funded programs in astrono-
my. U.S. astronomers must rely on aging facilities that, while still
productive, simply cannot match the capabilities of the modern fa-
cilities now under construction in other countries.

Attention has been focused on the issue of whether or not the
Green Bank telescope should be replaced. The scientific case for
doing so is strong, but the scientific case is at least equally strong
for a number of other projects, including the national 8-meter tele-
scopes which have previously been endorsed by various planning
efforts by the astronomy community.

What is required is not merely replacement of the Green Bank
facility but a revitalization of the whole field of ground-based as-
tronomy. This revitalization could be achieved if astronomy were to
share from now on in the growth of fundingthat is, a doubling of
the budget over a 5-year periodwhich has been planned for the
NSF.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wolff follows;]
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Mr. Chairmar Honorable Members of Ccmgress:

I wish to thank you for this opportunity to present my views on the proposed NSF
research program in astronomy for fiscal year 1990. The adequacy of the su
requested for urxinoray by the NSF .aust be evaluated in terms of the I research
goals and opoonunities identified by astronomy programs both in the United States
and abroad, wad in terms of plans for facility construction in space and on the ground.
In my presentation I will focus on issues relased to optical astronomy, but first I will
describe how groundbased astronomy fits into the funire directions of astrophysical
research.

Remarkable new techniques are soon to become available that will revolutionize our
knowledge of the universe in which we live. In order to exploit the full scientific
capabilities of these new techniques, which include the ability to observe ultra-high
energy radiation from space, it is necessary to build powerful new groundbased
telescopes, and I will describe the plans both here and abroad for

Groundbased astronomy in the national observatories, which are the only observatories
that are open to the entire U.S. ccanmunity on a competitive basis, toxins its
almost entirely from the NSF. The history of that funding will be reviewer% far
sharing in mem increases in funding for NSF, the operations budgets of the national
centers have declined in real terms. Spec is proposals will be offered far revitalizing-may

I a

./A

IhoilmAfillitnninits

We stand on the threshold of a new CM in astronomical research. Over the next
decade it will for the first time become possible to observe in all the wavelength
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. NASA will launch long-lived space
observatmici designed to make observations of gamma rays (Gamma-Ray
Observatory) and uluaviokt radiation (Hubble Space Telescope), has begun work on
the Advanced X-Ray Facility, and will impress funds for infrared airborne and orbiting
observatories., European countries, which work together through the European Space
Agency, and Japan hive ambitious plans of their own for astrophysical observatories
in space.

There will be additional astronomical initiatives in areas that have previously been
rgiarded as the domain of physics. Indeed, because the physical conditions reached in
certain astronomical sources, such as neutron stars, and at certain times in the
evolution of the universe, including the high -temperature, phase that
characterized the first mond after the big bang, cannot be in earth-bound
laboratories, astronomical observations offer the only way of testing certain
fimdamental theories of the elementary particles that make up our material world.

Specific projects now being explored include more watt on the measurement of solar
neutrinos; a search for gravitational wave radiation, weak perturbations which the

1
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theory of general relativity predicts should be produced by such events as supernova
explosions; and the search for ultra-high-energy gamma rays and cosmic rays.

the most challenging tmoblem in astrys::'s and physics alike is the
identification of the so-called dark matter." Observations of the motions of stars
within galaxies and of galaxies within clusters of galaxies suggest that the force of
gravity is at least ten times, and perhaps as much as 100 times, stronger than one
would predict by simply calculating the gravitational force productd by all of the
matter that we can actually see-- stars, dust, and gas. It is believed that 90 percent of
the observed gravitational effect is due to invisible matter. There are theories of the
formation and evolution of matter in the universe that suggest that this invisible matter
is diffuse, that it is to be found throughout space, and that it is formed of a hitherto
unknown type of elementary particle. If this hypothesis is true, then it may be
possible to detect dark matter particles in physics laboratories, and a variety of
experimental techniques are being devised to attack this problem.

Ontical Astronomy in the Era of the New Astronomies

Far from reducing the need for groundbased optical telescopes, observations in new
wavelength regions very often require optical data for their successful interpretation.
Because of the temperatures that are tj pical of most astrophysical objects and because
of basic properties of the structure of atoms, the optical region of the spectrum is rich
in diagnostic information about the composition, motions, dynamics, temperatures, and
densities of astronomical sources.

Even identifications of sources of x-rays, gamma rays, or infrared radiation usually
depend on optical imaging and spectroscopy. For example, it is very often impossible
to distinguish stars from galaxies and quasars on the basis of x-ray observations alone.
Already more than one-quarter of the observing time of the telescopes of the national
observatories is devoted to follow-up of space observations, and this demand can only
increase with the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and other orbiting
observatories.

Astronomical sources that are suor.g emitters of x rays. gamma rays. or infrared
radiation am of faint in the optical region and can be detected only with the largest
telescopes. The difficulties of optical studies are compounded by the fact that what is
most useful is spectroscopy of faint sources, which is required to determine their
compositions and motions. Spacecraft experiments to date have emphasized imaging
in a broad range of energy. For optical observations from the ground, what is usually
done is to disperse the light into a spectrum, a procedure equivalent to observing only
in a very narrow energy range. Greater sensitivity is required for spectroscopy than
for broad-band imaging.

2
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Fortunately, technical advances have made it possible for optical astronomy to respond
to these new demands. Rapidly improving detectors are becoming so sensitive that
they are able to measure nearly every photon that reaches them. The areas of these
detectors are increasing as well, so that it has become possible to observe either larger
areas of the sky or broader spectral regions with a single exposure.
For infrared astronomy, the improvements in sensitivity and areal coverage have
increased the efficiency of existing telescopes by factors of as much as 10.000 in the
last three years. The National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) have worked
closely with commercial manufacturers to test, characterize, and modify products
developed for other purposes, including defense applications, for use in astronomy.

Astronomers are, however, rapidly approaching the limits of what can be achieved by
improving detectors. There are practical limitations to the size of detectors, and once
all the photons are detected no further gains in sensitivity are possible. The only way
to observe still fainter sources is to build larger telescopes.

Urge Optical Tekscopek-Feasibility and Justification

Just as technology has led to remarkable improvements in detectors, so too it now
makes possible the construction of telescopes that are both larger in terms of aperture
and better in terms of image quality than any now in use. Furthermore. the use of
new technologies, which palm the manufacture and mounting of much thinner, and
therefore lighter weight, minors than were used in older telescopes, makes it possible
to .Lower significantly the cost of construction.

For only twice the cost, corrected for inflation, of the existing 4-ni telescopes, we can
now build telescopes that will be 16 times more sensitive for certain types of limiting
observations. A gain of a factor of 4 is achieved through increased collecting area:
these telescopes will be 8 meters in diameter. Another factor of 4 is due to the
improved image quality that can be achieved with modem mirror-polishing and testing
techniques.

One research program that can only be tackled by these lame telescopes is the
observational study of the foamation and evolution of galaxies. With existing
telescopes, astronomers can detect galaxies that are so far away that light takes about
10 billion years to reach us, We are observing those galaxies as they were when the
universe was only about 20 percent as old as it is now. The measurements show that
much of the important evolution of galaxies takes place during the time that the
universe was between 20 percent and 50 percent of its present age.

To understand how galaxies form and evolve, however, we must know MOM. We
must detect galaxies even earlier in the history of the universe by imaging still more
distant, and therefore, fainter galaxies. We must also dissect the light (a technique

3
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known as spectroscopy). of the very distant galaxies already discovered so that we can
determine their Worts, masses, stellar populations, dust and gas content, and
internal dynamics. is also evide' that collisions with other galaxies play a
dominant role in shaping galaxy mombology, and spectroscopy holds the key to
understanding the eff=ts of galaxy interactions.

Space telescopes will play a key role in imaging and identifying young galaxies.
Large groundbased telescopes, however, will be required for detailed analysis of the
optical light of these very distant and very faint galaxies. An 8-m telescope has
nearly nine times the collecting area of the Hubble Space Telescope and therefore nine
times the sensitivity for faint object spectroscopy. Further gains can be achieved
because groundbased telescopes can more readily be equipped with state-of-the-an
instrumentation since the lead time for building and comoussioning gmundbased
instrumentation is much shorter. Furthermore, costs on the ground are very much
lower than in space. A fully instrumented 8-m telescope will cost no more than 5
percent of what the Hubble Space Telescope cost: eroivalently, the cost of an 8-m
telescope on the ground is about the same as the COO of a single instrument for HST.
What can be done from the ground should be rime from the ground.

Large Optical. Telescopes. - Plant

Providing for access to the next generation of 8-m 'lass telescopes is seen as the
central issue for groundbased astronomy throughout tile %%odd during the next decade.
Most of the countries with substantial astronomy communities have already made
provision for the construction of nationally accessible 8-m class telescopes or are
actively attempting to initiate such projects.

Two projects in this category are already funded. The European Southern Obsen atory
has mewed a commitment from its timber nations to provide $20 million over the
next ten years to build four 8-m telescopes in Chile. In the Unitesi States. Caltech and
the University of California have committed nearly $100 million tr ward the
construction and instrumentation a private 10-m telescope or. 1..launa Kea on the
Island of Hawaii. The bulk of the construction funds have been provided by the Keck
Foundation.

This early and firm commitment by ESO to the construction of four 8-m telescopes
continues a trend to greatly increased emphasis in Europe on gmundbased astronomy.
a trend which has not been matched in the United States. Table I lists the telescopes
now in operation with apertures of 3.0-m and greater available to European and United
States &snowmen. The total collecting area is comparable. but only two of the U.S.
telescopes were completed in the past fifteen years. Six of the seven European
telescopes were completed in the past decade.

4
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TABLE I

EXISTING TELESCOPES WITH APERTURES 3 METERS

OWNER NAME/LOCATION APERTURE. AREA
(Meters) (Square Meters)

U of Cal. Shane/Lick Obs. 3.0 7.1
NASA
NOAO

IRTE/Mauna Kea
cr10

3.0
4.0

7.1
12.6

NOAO Maya 11/1Citt Peak 4.0 12.6
Smithsonian MMT/Mt. Hopkins 4.5 15.9
Ca !tech Elate/Palomar 5.1 20.4

Total Area (US) 75.7

ESO N'IT/La Silts 1.5 9.6
ERG German-Spanish/ 3.5 9.6

Calar Alto

Canada/France/ CFHT/Mauna Kea 3.6 10.2
Hawaii
ESO 3.6-rn/La Silla 3.6 10.2
UK UKIRT/Mauna Kea 3.8 11,3
UK/Australia AAT/Siding Spring 3.9 11.9
UK lierschci/La Palma 4.2 13.9

Total Area (European) 76.7

Russia SAO/Zelenchtik 6.0 28.0

Other 8-rn class projects are seekitig funding. Japanese astronomers are planning to
request funding for a 7.5-m national telescope on Mauna Kea. The United Kingdom
and Canada each have developed long range plans that call for funding one-half of the
cost of an 8-m telescope, with the intention of finding partners to complete the
projects. The Universities of Arizona and Ohio State have signed a memorandum of
understanding with Italy that calls for construction of a private telescope with two S -rn

5
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minors on a single mount; this telescope will be placed on Mourn Graham in southern
Arizona. The Carnegie Institution of Washington, in conjunction with Arizona and
possibly Johns Hopkins University, has indicated an intention to seek funding for an 8-
m private telescope in Chre.

NOAO saves the majority of the U.S astronomical research community, which is ni%
represented by the private projects mentioned above and will not have open access to
the completed facilities. NOAO therefore plans to propose the construction of two
national 8-m telescopes, One would be placed on Mauna Kea; the other would go to
Chile what NOAO cunently operates the Ceno Toledo Inter-American Observatory.
This initiative, if fully funded and if all of the private fund raising efforts in the U.S.
are successful, would restore the existing parity with Europe in terms of groundbased
observing facilities.

NOAO's plan for two 8-m telescopes represents a considerable scaling back of the
plan put forth nearly a decade ago by the most recent National Academy of Sciences
Astronomy Decade Study, chaired by Dr. George Field (Astronomy and Astrophysics
for the 19/40s, Volume 1, National Academy Press, 1982). This study called for the
construction of a 16-m equivalent aperture telescope, the so- called National New
Technology Telescope. The scaling back has come about fry two reasons. First, WC
now know that the atmosphese over groundbased sites of the caliber of Mauna Kea
can produce much better image quality than was realized at the time of the decade
survey; to realize the full advantage of these sites it is necessary to produce telescopes
of much better optical quality than those now in use, and it seems prudent to resolve
these = difficult technical issues at the 8-m size first. Second, given the history of
NSF for astronomy over the past decade and the need to resolve the problem
of the federal budget deficit, it seems unrealistic to expect to receive funding in the
near future for a 16-m national telescope.

We have been encouraged by the NSF to seek partners for the 8-m projects so that
NSF funds would need to be provided for no more than one telescope. We hope to
establish a joint program with the United Kingdom or Canada or both. Success in this
effort is no means assured, but the scientific goals and technical requirements

Independently by all three countries are mutually ct,'sistent We believe
that such internmional coopazaino can be mutually beneficial, can serve broader
national policy olkiectives, and can help us get started with at least part of the national

telaeope program.
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A drawing of the NOAO 8-m telescope design is included as Figure l. The structure
is obviously different from existing telescopes, and fiese snuctural changes arc only
one of many design innovations.

Figure 1. A drawing of the 8-m telescope, for which NOAO is seeking funding.
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Table 2 lists the large telescopes that are in advanced stages of planning both in this
country and abroad. If all were built, then the combination of privately funded and
nationally accessible facilities in this country would maintain a competitive position
for the U.S. The national facilities for the U.S. will be placed on sites both in Chile
and in Hawaii where large telescopes have been, or soon will be, built by other

When techniques for optical and infrared interfemmetry are developed, the
NOAO telescopes, like the ESO 8-rn telescopes, could become components of
telescope arrays with unprecedented power.

TABLE 2

FUNDED TELESCOPES WITH APERTURES > 6.0 METERS

OWNER NAME/LOCATION APERTURE AREA
(Meters) (Square Meters)

UC/Caltech Keck/Mauna Kea 10.0 78
Snit/so:an MMT Upgrade/ 6.5 33

Mt. Hopkins
ESO VLT/Chile 4x8 200

PROPOSED TELESCOPES WITH APERTURES > 6.0 METERS

NOAO/UK? NOAO/Mauna Kea 8.0 50
NOAO/Canada? NOAO/Chile 8.0 50
,AZ/OH/Italy Columbus/Mt Graham 2x8 100
Carnegie Magellan/Las Campanas 8.0 50
AZ/Hopkins/ .INLT/Mauna Kea 7.5 44
Japan

TOTtil FA OF ALL PLANNED AND FUNDED LARGE TELESCOPES

286
er Countries 319

To serve the sharply demand for observations that do not require the largest
gioundbased telescopes, NOAO also plans to participate with universities in the
construction and operation of at least two additional 33-m telescopes. Most of the
construction funds will be provided by the universities at no cost to the Federal
Treasury. NOAO will then operate the telescopes for a fixed period of time, probably
15 to 20 years, and observing time will be shared between the universities and the

8
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national community in ...!. to the financial commitments The telescopes will
be designed to meet c scientific requirements, such as the support of space
missions, and will be designed from the outset to have low maintenance costs. T..e
incremental costs of operating such telescopes on existing sites is small. If NOAO s
budget does not improve during the four years required for construction, tiro the
operating funds would be obtained by closing existing small telescopes.

Another example of powerful collaborations in the development of plans for new,
large optical telescopes is the Large Earthbased Solar Telescope, or LEST. A
consortium of ten nations is designing the world's largest solar telescope to probe the
finest details of the atmosphere of the nearest star our Sun. The Sun provides us
with an unparalleled plasma physics laboratory, to probe processes of tremendous
importance for astrophysics, as well as the entire solar-terrestrial ervironrnent, and the
solar physicists of the world are joining focus to cooperatively explore this important
area of research.

In short, NOAO is aggressively seeking partial funding for the projects that it is
pr,posing through the formation of consortia with other countries and with U.S.
universities. Only that portion of each project that is funded by the NSF will result in
facilities that are open to the entire U.S. community.

AdsausxmLIMEAmszaludia=my

The adequacy of NSF support for astronomy iaust be measured against the
opportunities presented by the field itself, by available technology, by our
understanding of elementary particle physics, and by the very real challenge to U.S.
leade rship that is being mounted abroad With respect to this standard, funding over
the past decade has been wholly inadequate. In his testimony before this committee
last year, Dr. Arthur Walker, who is here again today, said, "The situation, especially
in astronomy, has now reached the point that the basic infrastructure of the national
obstrvatories, and of university based research groups has begun to crumble, and may,
if the situation is not addressed immdiately, suffer damage that will require years to
repair. If this occurs, the competitive situation in which we find ourselves, with loss
of leadership having already occurred in a few fields, about to occur in others, and
with our leadership being Wrongly challenged almost everywhere, may deteriorate very
rapidly. I urge you :tr., address the question of the low priority accorded the physical
sciences in the NSF budget, over the past four years especially, immediately in the FY
1989 authorization."

A floor was subsequently placed under the astronomy budget by the Congress, and
that action was certainly helpful. The budget request for FY 1990, however,
perpetuates the funding problems faced by astronomy.

9
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Figure 2 shows the funding received by NOAO and by the Astronomy Division within
NSF. since 1984 and corrected for inflation to FY 1988. compared to the funding for
NSF as a whole. The figure includes the funds requested for FY 1990 in the
President's budget submission to Congress. If this request is accepted, then in tenns
of purchasing power, the budget for NOAO from FY 1984 through FY 1990 will have
declined by 10 percent while the budget overall of the NSF has increased by 35
percent.

+40

+35

+30

+25

+20

PEFCENTAGE CHANGE SINCE 1984

(1988 DOLLARS)

TOTAL NSF

NSF ASTRONOMY

NOAO

+5

-10

-15'--

-20
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

YEAR

Figure 2. The budgets for NSF, the astronomy division within NSF, and NOAO from
1984 to 1990. All figures have been corrected to FY 1988 dollars. For FY 1990 an
inflation rate of 6 percent was assumed.
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The FY 1990 request, therefore, does nothing to reverse the funding trends for
astronomy during the past six years. In fact, in terms of purchasing power, the budget
will be at its lowest level since the early 1960s, before construction of the 4-in
telescope on Kitt Peak and of telescopes at CTIO had begun and prior to NSF
assumption of ir.:.ponsibility for the solar facilities at Sacramento 'leak in New
Mexico. NOAO, which has already rant its staff by 12 percent since 1984 and by 150
people since 1979, will have to reduce staff by about ten more positions. At least one
telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory will be permanently closed; we are still
deternuning whether or not other telescopes will be closed or additional programs
terminated. The facilities will continue to deteriorate for lack of adequate
maintenance. Instrumentation and computers will continue to be used long after they
should be replaced with better technologies. Salaries in selected areas, including
senior engineers, software personnel, and scientific staff will remain uncompetitive
with the universities with whom we compete for personnel. There is no funding to
carry out the equivalent of NASA Phase A design studies of the telescope structure
and enclosure for the 8-m telescopes.

Even with all of our telescopes in full operation, we are already forced to reject nearly
two thirds of the requests we receive for observing time 1)ft:tine we do not have
enough facilities to meet the needs of the nation's asuonor.iers.

Furthermore, we risk not even having the resources to observe and study the solar
storms that are beginning to occur more and more frequently as we approach the
maximum of solar activity, which is predicted to occur in 1991. These violent
explosions and ejec of matter are not only of major significance for our
u of stars and other plasmas unoughout the universe, they directly impact
our terrestrial environment with major ces for the earth's ionosphere and
upper atmosphere. We cannot afford .3 opportunity to study what appears
likely to be one of the largest solar 14 .a reorded history. New work is
essential during this maximum since ti.. ...41aboration lczween plasma physics and
solar physics holds bright promise for developing the capahav 'Jr of predicting solar
strums.

The ix n t problems of NOAO ate even more severe than Figure 2 implies since we
have u a major new program to measure the interior structure of the Sun.
The experiment is known as the GONG (Global Oscillations Network Group) project.
and its goal is to place six instruments around the globe to monitor the Sun
continuously. The Sun is actually a pulsating star. Small regions on the Sun move
alternately toward and away from us (Figure 3). These surface oscillations are
generated deep in the interior of the Sun. By the amplitudes (a few
centimeters per second in velocity) and periods ( a few minutes with 5
minutes being the most common) of the oscillations, it is possible to deduce what the
interior gructure of the Sun must be like, just as geologists infer the interior structure
of the Earth by analyzing earthquakes.

This project, which involves more than 100 researchers throughout the United States
and other countries, was the subject of a separate proposal that was submitted to the
NSF, with an NOAO staff member as principal investigator. This proposal was very
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highly rated and was accepted, but it is obvious from Figure 2 that NOAO's budget
has not been increased to support the GONG program. During FY 1989, $1,200,000
has been budgeted for the GONG project, and the remainder of the NOAO program
has been cut to make room for this initiative.

Figure 3. The surface of the Sun oscillates, moving alternately outward and inward.
The dark areas in this diagram are moving toward the center of the Sun; the light
areas are moving away from it. After about five minutes. the motions reverse. By
analysing these motions, astronomers can determine the tempaature, density,
composition, rotation rate, and other characteristics of the interior of the Sun.

NSF has requested that we increase the funding for the GONG effort in FY 1990 to a
total of 81,900,0e0. Since the total increase requested for NOAO for FY 1990 is only
$1,000,000, and 8700,000 of that increase must be committed to the GONG project,
funding for the core program will once again fail to meet increases in costs due to
inflation. If the GONG commitments are taken into account, the funding for operation
of facilities has fallen by close to 20 percent ova the seven year interval 1984-1990.

The problems faced by NOAO are not unique. Other national astronomy observatories
have comparable problems and many excellent proposals for individual research gams
to university faculty must be rejected solely because funding is not available.

It should be understood that the national observatories have no significant source of
funding other than the NSF. As a matter of policy. NASA does not support

12
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gmundbased follow-up observations in connection with astrophysics programs,
although it does support some groundbased work in both solar and planetary research.
This policy applies to private and university-based observatories as well as to the
national centers.

kt.ilidiaittiftiLa-GEOU11611faXLASIUMCM

The collapse of the 300-foot dish at Green Bank stands as a symbol of the state of
groundbased astronomy in the United States. While the collapse was apparently not
directly caused by lack of funding for adequate maintenance, it does illustrate the fact
that American astronomers must rely for their work on aging facilities that, while still
hi ply poductive, need to be upgraded er replaced in order for the U.S. to maintain
scien leadership in this field through the year 2000 and beyond Only in radio
iinerferometry, with the Very Large Array (VLA) and the Very Long Baseline Array
(VLBA), which is now under construction, does the U.S. community have access to
facilities that are clearly superior to those available elsewhere,

There has been much discussion about the desirability of replacing the 300-foot dish
with a modern fully steerable antenna of comparable aperture. While I am not an
expert in this field. I understand that the scientific justification for such a facility is
very stmng.

The scientific justification is at least comparably strong, in my view, for several other
groundbased projects. These is a pressing need for larger optical telescopes, and there
have been no new nationally accessible optical telescop ; built in nearly 15 years.
The VLBA should be finished as quickly as possible. The GONG project needs
additional funding so that it can be completed in a timay and cost effective way.
Upgrading the Arecibo radio telescope would greatly enhance its sensitivity.

There are plans to double funding for science through the NSF over the course of the
next five years. If astronomy support were o increase at thin same rate, then the
funds maid be available to cony out all of the profess mentioned here and would
lead t o a revitalization of several armor fields of research.

linii2uaLancrauldaladicicinEduratkm

Although astronomy is often thought of as the most basic of the sciences, astronomers
receive broad training that permits them to contribute to research and development in
many areas. Scientists with advanced degrees in astronomy are to be found in
industry. where their contributions in such areas as detector development and image
analysis draw directly on their astronomical training. Most astronomers develop
substantial skills in developing complex software and often work for commercial firms
that de computer services to government and industry. Scientists who have

the expertise in hydrodynamics and radiative processes to model
astrophysical plasnras are making major contributions to the work of government
weapons labccatories. The challenge of meeting the teclai:=1 requirements of complex
astronomical experiments has led to innovations in optics, detector technology,
modelling the effects of the atmosphere on the imaging of distant sources, computer
enhancement of images, and a host of other areas that have led to commercial
applicalkins.
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The quality of science education in the United States has become a matter of
increasing concern. Astronomy can make important contributions in this area. Many
scientists in all fields trace their first interest in science to astronomy.
Introductory astronomy is one of the most popular courses on college campuses and is
often the only science course taken by non-science majors.

Most impose. y in terms of education, the national observatories make available
observing .nes that are open to ail astrononas. Observing time is granted on the
basis of pk, review of proposals. It is therefore possible for any university prepared
to invest in a small number of high quality faculty to have an excellent astrommy
program. Many universities have taken advantage of this 'ty and have
expanded their astronomy programs dining the past decade. are many campuses
on which the astronomy program is the strongest of the physical sciences as measured
by the quality of research. The existence of strong astronomy programs in turn raises
the quality of the scientific programs in other sciences, particularly in physics, with
which astronomy is often closely allied.

The stational observatories also play an essential role in graduate education.
Approximately one quarter of the astronomy Ph.D. dissertations in this country include
data obtained at Kin Peak, Caro Total°, or at the solar facilities operated by NOAO
at Sacramento Peak in New Mexico. If wink at the two national radio astronomy
observatories is included, it is likely that more than half of the doctoral
granted in the U.S. in astronomy me based at least in part on data ohtairatesnational
comm.

The impact of the national centers is very widespread. In FY 1988, asnonomers from
39 states and the District of Columbia made use of the facilities as NOAO (Table 3).
Astronomy has succeeded in building strong programs of research and graduate stoical
training throughout the nation because of past investments in national centers.

TABLE 3

HOME STATES OF NOAO VISITING OBSERVERS

Alabama Kentucky Ohio
Minns Louisiana Oklahoma
Arkansas Maryland Pennsylvania
California Massachusetts Tames; ere
Colorado Michigan Texas
Connecticut Minnesota Yemeni

Florida
Nrs'sosiriffpi VirginiaDelaware

Washington
Georgia New Hampshire W
Hawaii New Jersey West
Illinois New Mexico Wisconsin
Indiana New York Wyoming
Iowa North Carolina
Kansas Oregon

14
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Astronomy has been marked historically by major advances, often as a result of
developments in theoretical physics or advances in technology, followed by periods of
consolidation. Galileo's development of the astronomical telescope coupled with
Newton's law of gravity. led to a complete description of the mechanics of the solar
system. The development of the quantum theory and the construction of large
reflecting telescopes in the early part of this century made it possible to obtain and
unapt% the spectra of stars and galaxies and determine their compositions and model
their evolution.

The pace of discovery that characterized the fast half of this century will accelerate
during the next several decades. The opening up of the space windows, developments
in particle physics, and the construction of a new generation of giant optical and
infrared telescopes will permit astronomers to observe directly phenomena related to
the evolutionary processes of stars, other solar systems, galaxies, and the universe
itself.

The COMM opportunities in astrophysical research have been recognized by
increased investments in space astronomy by NASA, the European Space Agency, and
Japan, by expansion of university programs in astronomy throughout the U.S., and by
an accelerated pace of cons tructicm of new groundbased facilities by the European
nations and Japan. The recent pattern of t ontraction of funcfin for NSF -au
groundhased astronomy stands to stark cor.trast to the enhanced activity in
countries. If we in the U.S. are to continue to reap the full benefits of our investment
in space astronomy, it is essential to revitalize the NSF groundbased astronomy
program. The needs of grouncibased astronomy could be met if the astronomy budget
were to share proportionately from now on in the increase in the overall NSF budget
that has been proposed for the next five years.

15
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BIOGRAPHY

Sidney Came Wolff

Sidney C. Wolff received her B.A. degree in Astronomy magna cum laude from
Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota in 1962 and her Ph.D. degree from the
University of California at Berkeley in 1966. She also received an honorary D.Sc.
from Carleton College in 1985.

After spending nine months in a post doctoral position at Lick Observatory at the
Univeraity of California, Santa Cruz, Dr. Wolff joined the faculty of the Institute for
Astronomy at the University of Hawaii in -4i 1967. Hawaii was at that time
beginning the development of an astronomi- observatory at the summit of Mauna
Kea, which at an altitude of nearly 13,700 feet is the highest mountain in the
Hawaiian islands. Although there was considerable doubt at the time about the
feasibility of operating complex observatories at so high an altitude (Mauna Kea
remains the highest permanem astronomical observatory in the world), the pioneering
work by University of Hawaii astronomers clearly established this site as the best in
the world for optical and infrared astronomy. Mauna Kea now hosts more large
telescopes than any other site.

After s wing as Associate Director and as Acting Director of the Institute for
Astronomy, Dr. Wolff accepted the position of Director of Kin Peak National
Observatory and Associate Director of the National Optical Astronomy Observatories
in September, 1984. She thus became the first woman to head a major astronomical
observatory in the United States. In August 1987 she was appointed Director of the
National Optical Astronomy Obsavatories (MAO), the organinaion "ble for
operating the National Solar Observatory, Cerro Tololo Inter-American awry,
and Kin Peak National Observatory. Funds for operating these three observatories are
provided by the National Science Founded= through a contract with the Association
of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), which also operates the Space
Telescope Selene. institute for NASA.

Dr. Wolff is best known for her research on stellar evolution, composition, activity,
and atmospheric structure, and has published more than 70 technical papers and k,ne
book in her areas of specialization. She is also co-author of two of the textbooks
most widely used in introductory astronomy courses at the college level and has
recently completed the manuscript for a third text, which is designed to make the
results of modem astronomy accessible to the non-scientist.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Wolff.
Dr. Hagfors?

STATEMENT OF DR. TOR RAGFORS, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASTRONOMY AAD IONOSPHERE CENTER

Dr. Hitoross. Mr. Chairman, honorable Members of Congress, I
am very grateful for this opportunity to testify on the questions
posed by the subcommittee chairman in his letter of invitation of
February 16.

The opportunity is particularly welcome in view of the crisis
which has developed due to the current lean funding of astronomy.
This crisis has been allowed to develop at a time when the rate of
new discoveries and insights in astronomy is at a peak and the po-
tential opportunities for further advancement in the field are
brighter than ever.

Before proceeding tf., answering the questions, Mr. Chairman, I
wish to caution you that the Arecibo Observatory, which we oper-
ate 41 Puerto Rico and which I represent, is different from our
sister observatories. Although radio astronomy is our major pro-
gram, we also do radar research. Such radar techniques are used
both in solar system exploration and investigation o; our atmos-
phere.

Whereas our radio astronomy activity is supported by the NSF
Astronomy Division, the solar system radar program receives some
support from NASA, and the atmospheric program, from the NSF
Atmospheric Science Division. My personal research experience is
primarily in the radar astronomy and the atmospheric sciences
Program.

Let me first address the first question you proposed, Mr. Chair-
man, objectives of the proposed NSF fiscal year 1990 astroi -my re-
search program. The objectives of the NSF astronomy program
appear to be to continue as in the past with the funding of the
three National Observatories and the grants program. For the
grants program, there is a request for an increase above the level
of the division, and for the three National Observatories, there is a
request for an increase of only 3 percent, which amounts to a net
decrease in operational funds.

This is a reflection of the overall funds available to the Astrono-
my Division, which, incidentally, is doing worse than the social sci-
ences, as we heard earlier today. The increase for the Astronomy
Division has been significantly slower than the allocation increase
for the Foundation as a whole.

This continues a downward detrimental trend which has been
going on for several years. I welcome the increase in the grants
program above the level of the division. The research conducted at
universities with student participation under this program is done
better in this country than elsewhere, and is one of the most valua-
ble assets of U.S. science. The lack of funds for the National Ob-
oervatories, however, feeds back negatively into the university pro-
umms when the Observatories are unable to provide the observing
1:acilities required by the grants recipients.

Let me now turn to the adequacy of support in the light of na-
tional and international effort. It is, in my opinion, unlikely that
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the United States can continue to play a leading role in every field
of astronomy. I believe those fields should be pursued where the
country can make a truly uniqi-.0 contribution. This is clearly the
case with the Hubble telescope, with the VIA, the VLBA, and with
the radio and radar astronomy programs in Arecibo.

In all of these cases, there is no serious international competi-
tion, not even on the horizon. It is quite clear all of th..ae facilities
will be in increasingly heavy demand with the ambitious plans for
NASA to support one to two astrophysics missions per year and
with the plans of the Japanese and the Europeans for accelerated
activity in astronomy both in space and from the ground.

I am not sufficiently familiar with the situation in the optical
wavelength region. There appear to me to be very good arguments
for a new 8-meter telescope in the United States, but the case is
somewhat clouded to an outsider when it is realized that 8-meter
telescopes are being built or planned, one by the Japanese, four by
the Europeans, in addition to privately financed telescopes of the
same class in the United States, such as the Keck, and those of sev-
eral university consortia. Means should be sought whereby NSF
supporta these efforts in return for some form of general access to
the facilities by the astronomy community.

I believe there are good reasons for continuing technology devel-
opment in radio and optical telescope design, and for pursuing such
alternatives as optical interferometry with sophisticated image cor-
rection techniques. Failing such development, the United States
will no longer be able to collaborate on the same level as our poten-
tial partners.

Let me now turn to the contribution of astronomy to the ad-
vancement of other fields.

My colleague from NRAO has produced in his deposition a splen-
did list of the impact of radio astronomy on the design of receiving
systems, data recording, image restoration, et cetera. His comments
apply equally well to the N AIL contribution.

I have also in my deposition made a fairly lengthy list of addi-
tional contributions, primarily in the radar field, that our astro-
nomical activity has brought about.

I would, however, like to turn to the maybe most important con-
tribution, in my opinion, of astronomy to other fields, and that
comes from its educational role. There is a critical shortage of well-
qualified young U.S. students in engineering, mathematics, and the
physical sciences. In part, I believe this stems from a perception
among young students that these fields are boring, uninspiring,
and unexciting.

Astronomy has very high visibilitynew astronomical discover-
ies appear m the press nearly every dayand has considerable
public appeal. The Arecibo Observatory, for instance, receives as
many as 60,000 public visitors per year. Astronomy does not a

pto have the same stigma as engineering and the other physic sci-
ences to students and may play a crucial role in enticing youiig stu-
dents into engineering and the physical sciences fields.

Let me turn to the priorities for new astronomical research fa-
cilities. The question is rather broad in scope and will eventually, I
believe, be answered by another of the decennium surveys conduct-
ed by the field of astronomy, which is corning up. The list of
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projmW, has been given, both by Dr. Vanden Bout and by Dr.
Walker.

In my personal opinionand it is probably somewhat tainted be-
cause I am part of the competition in this case for NSF funds for a
particular programbut I believe that the highest priority must be
attached to the completion and the placing into operation of the
VLBA. This important program has been progressing much too
slowly, making it more expensive than necessary, wasting the in-
vestment by keeping idle the partly completed facility.

I also believe that the GONG project ought to be given very high
priority because it seems to me to be of extreme interest to astrono-
my, to study close-by stars the way it is being done.

NRAO has developed plans for a large-millimeter array. From an
astronomical point of view, there is much to be recommended by
such an enterprise, and I think that in the more distant future con-
siderable weight should be given to that.

The Arecibo upgrade will provide very significant improvements
in the performance of an already unique facility. There is no com-
petition in sensitivity, and there is no evidence of any plan for a
duplication of even the present performance of the telescope any-
where. There is enough interest in NASA, incidentally, in the plan-
etary program and in the SETI community, for the upgraded Areci-
bo telescope for NASA to offer to pay half of the $20 million re-
quired to complete the upgrades.

For an investment by NSF of $10 million, it could ensure that a
truly unique astronomical facility would remain so, at least
through the end of this century. At the risk of sounding biased, I
consider this the best bargain of all the facilities under consider-
ation.

The 300-foot replacement is important to the community. U.S. as-
tronomy has suffered a loss in observing opportunity as a result of
the collapse. The full declination covered by the 300-foot cannot be
observed by Arecibo, upgraded or not, and the loss of the 300-foot
telescope leaves a void.

The planned 100-meter antenna will replace these capabilities
and add many more, all worthwhile. My main concern is the cost
of this telescope, which could have very important implications on
the astronomy program.

Finally, a comment on the NSF research and educational pro-
gram in astronomy. The NSF astronomy program is highly produc-
tive and effective, and the rate of new discoveries and realizations
are steadily increasing as a result of new instrumentation, comput-
ers, and the hard work of astronomers. As a scientific discipline,
astronomy has been highly successful, possibly more so than any
other one.

The public's image of and interest in astronomy are very positive
and vivid. Astronomy provides one of the most fertile fields for the
education of students of engineering and the natural sciences,
whether the student aims for a career in astronomy or not.

Yet, in spite of this success, the NSF astronomy budget has de-
clined significantly in real terms over the last several years, and
this in spite of a general increase in funding of the Foundation as a
whole. Astronomers must consider themselves pariahs within the
Foundation, and undeservedly so.
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I end my deposition to this subcommittee by pleading for positive
su4 . for astronomy, which it deserves and needs.

ks again for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hagfors follows:]
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Statement by Tor Hagfors
Director. National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center

Mr Chairman, Honorable Members of the House

I am grateful for this opportunity to testify on the questions posed by
Subcommittee Chairman Walgren in his letter of invitation of February 16.
The opportunity is particularly welcome in view of the crisis which has
developed due to the current lean funding of astronomy. This crisis has
been allowed to develop at a time when the rate of new discoveries and
insights in astronomy is at a peak and the potential opportunities for
further advancement in the field are brighter than ever.

Before proceeding to answering the questions, Mr Chairman, I wish to
caution you that the Arecibo Observatory, which we operate in Puerto Rico.
and which I represent. is different from our sister observatories.
Although radio astronomy is our major program, we are not always content to
wait for photons created by nature to arrive, but create our own, send them
toward bodies in our solar system, and watch for their return. Such radar
techniques are used both in solar system exploration and in investigation
of our own atmosphere. Whereas our radio astronomy activity is supported
by the NSF Astronomy division, the solar system radar program receives some
support from NASA, and the atmospheric program from the NSF Atmospheric
Science Division. My personal research experience is primarily in the
radar astronomy and the atmospheric sciences programs.

Meetives of the Pxoposed NSF FY 1990 Agraonomylassaeciaregrom

The objectives of the NSF astronomy program appears to be to continua as
t the past with the funding of the three national observatories and the
Ants program. For the grants program there is a request for an increase

move the level for the Division, and for the three national observatories
there is a request for an increase of three percent, which amounts to a net
decrease in operational funds. This is a reflection of the overall funds
available to the Astronomy division, which have been increasing at a
significantly slower rats than the allocation increase for the Foundation
as a whole. This continues a licwnward detrimental trend which has been
going on for swami years. I welcome the increase in the grants program.
The research conducted at universities with student participation under
this program is done better in this country than elsewhere, and is one of
the most valuable assets of US science. The lack of funds for the Minimal
Observatories. however, feeds back negatively into the university pl.t.Irtz0

when the observatories are unsble to provide the observing facilities
required by the grants recipients.

This scarcity of funds camas at a time when the opportunities for
exciting research to astronomy are abundant. The search for th,se remnants
of supernova explosions, pulsars continues, and objects whose pcaperties
were never anticipated are being found. Pulsars promise to provide tools
for investigation of fundamental gravitational theories in physics, to
provide time references and make available emitting sources allowing for
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new, unheerd of investigations of the interstellar medium. It comes at a
time when serious doubts have arisen about the mechanism of solar neutrino
emissions. It comes at a time when there is a need to determine what rakes
up the 90 to 99% missing or invisible mass of the universe. It comes et a
time when supercluatering of galaxies are being observed and needs to be
explained.

New instrumentation such as CCD detectors is becoming available, the
Hubble telescope is about to be launched, the Magellan mission to Venus
will be on the way soon, there will be infrared and X-ray telescopes
available, and the Europeans, the Japanese and the Soviets are launching
antennas for Very Long Baseline Interferometry from space, providing ever
increasing angular resolution. The Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) is
slowly being completed, and the lack of operating funds for this wonderful
and unique instrument is threatening its existence. The GONG project,
which can have such consequences for our understanding of solar physics, is
being completed at a snail's pace. The objectives for the Division should
he to support a group of programs which are truly unique on a national and
international scale.

The high activity in astronomy within NASA, with private US funding and
abroad under government auspices will create a demand for astronomers to
take advantage of the opportunities. NSF as the primary source of funding
for the education of astronomers needs to be able to increase its support
of astronomy. Now is not the time to decrease funding in this field.

gequacy of Suepert in the Light of National and International Effort

It is unlikely that the US can continue to play a leading role in every
field of astronomy. I tlieve those fields should be pursued Where the
country can make a truly unique contribution. This is clearly the case
with the Hubble telescope, with the VLA and the VLBA and with the radio and
radar astronomy programs in Arecibo. In all of these cases there is no
serious international competition, not even on the horizon. It is quite
clear that all of these facilities will be in increasingly heavy demand
with the ambitious plans for NASA to support one to two astrophysics
missions per year, and with the plans of the Japanese and the Europeans for
accelerated activity in astronomy both in space and from the ground.
I am not sufficiently familiar with the situation in the optical wavelength
region. There appears to be very good arguments for a new 8 m national
telescope in the US, but the case is clouded to an outsider when it is
realized that 8 m telescopes are being built or planned, one by the
Japanese, four by the Europeans, in addition to privately financed tele-
scopes of the same class in the US, such as the Keck, and those of several
university consortia. Means should be sought whereby NSF support these
efforts in return for some form of general access to the facilities by the
astronomy community. I believe there are good reasons for continuing
technology development in radio and optical telescope design, and for
pursuing such alternatives as optical interferometry with sophisticated
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imp correction techniques. Failing such development the US will no
longer be able to collaborate on the same level as our potential partners.

There may be advantages to much closer international cooperation in the
construction of large and expensive astronomy facilities. The Europeans
have taken the cossequences of this, whereas the US, by and large, has
shunned international cooperation for the construction of ground-based
facilities. I believe that such cooperation should be vigorously en-
couraged in order to reduce the cost of meaningfully staying in the
astronomy game. Some mechanism should also be sought for US participation
in developing programs such as apace ma.

D:4n with the savings that might accrue from international cooperative
programs it is necessary to have realistic budgets which climb at least at
the rate of inflation. If not, the US will not even be an attractive
partner in international cooperation in astronomy.

NAIC has, together with the other observatories, experienced a steady
decline in operating funds since 1984. see the Appendix for details. We
have lost 15 of the staff, and have had to abandon activities such as the
development of fast digital data-taking devices, and reduce to nearly zero
the new development work on low noise receivers and antennas in order to be
able to continue the day-to-day operation of the Observatory. This is
extremely unfortunate, because it is under conditions of an immediate need
for new technological development, such as is always the case in astronomy,
that the necessary incentives exist for true innovation. The funds
available for renewal of equipment have been so scarce in MAX that some of
the equipment in daily use is more than 25 years old, causing mirth in
visitors from abroad, and melancholy in us who must live with it.

Contribution of Astronomy tp the Advancement other Fields

My colleague from WRAO has produced a splendid list of the impact of
radio astronomy on the design of receiving systems, data recording, image
restoration, time and frequency standards and remote sensing, and it serves
little purpose to repeat any of his discussion. His coements certainly
cover most of the HAIG coctributions, and more.

I shall interpret astronomy, as it is practiced in Arecibo, in a wider
sense to also include the radar investigations both of distant solar system
bodies and of our own planet. A nonexhaustive list of contributions from
this work, unique to Arecibo, to other fields follows:

* Teats of general relativity predictions from the rate of orbital
slowdown in binary millisecond pulsars.

* Improvement in understanding of the properties, the geology and
history of planetary surfaces, surfaces of satellites, asteroids
and comets.
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Radar measurements of the absolute distances to the nearby planets
enabled the successful targeting of the early planetary spacecraft.

Radar mapping techniques developed for satellites and planets are
identical to techniques used in sidelooking synthetic aperture
radars.

Techniques used in tomography were developed for the mapping of the
lunar surface.

Detection schemes developed in radar astronomy find application to
ultrasonic measurements of flow patterns in blood vessels

Radar observations of the moon and Mars were used in the selection
of spacecraft landing sites.

Observation of small scale space debris is being made in support of
the Space Station Project.

Radar observations of small earth-approaching asteroids provide the
best means of precisely determining their orbits and assessing
whether they pose any threat to our planet.

Radar observations give data on the bulk composition of asteroids
and is of importance in determining the feasibility of mining on
asteroids.

Radar observations of the dynamics of the troposphere and strato-
sphere helps determine diffusion rates and hence the speed of
distribution of pollutants.

Radar studies of induced ionospheric instabilities help us under-
stand related instabilities in inertially confined laser fusion.

Maybe the most important contribution of astronomy to other fields I
feel comes from its educational role. There is a critical shortage of
well qualified young US students in engineering, mathematics and the
physical sciences. In part I believe this stems from a perception among
young students that these fields are boring, uninspiring and unexciting.
Astronomy has a very high visibility, new astronomical data appear in the
press nearly every day, and has considerable public appeal. The Arecibo
Observatory, for instance, receives as many as 60,00. public visitors per
year. Astronomy does not appear to have the same stigma as engineering and
the other physical sciences, and may play a crucial role in enticing
students into engineering and the physical sciences field.
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This question is rather broad in scope, and will eventually be answered
by another of the surveys conducted by the field of astronomy every ten
years. Among the projects which have been planned, proposed or are
underway with the support of NSF are the 8 a optical telescope, the NRAO
large mm array, the GONG, the Arecibo upgrades, the VLBA construction, and
lately the 300' replacement. As I an clearly personally directly involved
in the ranking of these projects, I must warn the committee members that my
views may be tainted. This having been said, here are my personal views:

I believe the highest priority mamba attached to the completion and the
placing into operation of the VLBA. This important program has been
progressing much too slowly making it more expensive than necessary,
wasting the investment by keeping idle the partly completed facility. The
question of operating funds for this facility looms and must be resolved by
an increase in the Division funding. The VISA, as currently conceived,
will be a truly unique instrumeet. During the next 10 years similar
instruments will probably be developed elsewhere as well.

Although the project is outside oy field of competence, I believe that the
GONG project is of extreme interest to astron,my, and that every effort
should be pride to complete it expeditiously.

I an a little more in doubt on the 8 m optical telescope, simply because
such a national telescope will not be unique, in the US or internationally.
I fail to see that it is impossible for NSF to buy into some privet- or
foreign telescope consortium in order to acquire the partial use of _ate
of the art telescope in that class for the community. I also feel that
NOM should strive for a truly unique optical telescope at the cutting edge
of technology, and that technical development to achieve this goal should
be supported.

MAC has developed plans for a large mm array. From an astronomical point
of view there is such to recommend such an enterprise. There are two small
mm arrays in existence already at Cal Tech and Berkeley, The Center for
Astrophysics is building a mm array. The Japanese are expanding their ma
array in Nobeyama, and IRAN is building such an array in Europe. If such a
mm array is to be built, it is my belief that there ought to be consolida-
tion in effort to ensure that there is little or no duplication and to make
it possible to build a truly outstanding and unique facility, possibly with
international cooperation.

The Arecibo upgrade will provide very significant improvements in the
performance of an already unique facility. There is no competition in
sensitivity, and there is no evidence of any plan for a duplication of even
the present performance of the telescope anywhere. Thera is enough
interest in the NASA iaanotary program and in the SETT community for the
upgradee Arecibo for NASA to offer to pay half of the $20M required to
complete the upgrades. For an investment by NSF of SION it could ensure
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that a truly unique astronomical facility would remain so at least through
the end of this century. At the risk of sounding biased I consider this
the best bargain of all the facilities under comideration.

The 300' replacement is important to the community. US astronomy has
suffered a loss in observing opportunities as a result of the collapse.
The full declination range covered by the 300' cannot be observed by
Arecibo, upgraded or not, and the loss of the 300' leaves a void. The
planned 100 m antenna will replace these capabilities, and add many more,
all well worthwhile. The cost of the replacement. 6758. is my main
concern. If the funds required to construct, and to operate this telescope
effectively came out of the NSF astronomy budget to the detriment of other
programs, many of which will have to be killed, the priorities in astronomy
will be set not by careful and considered discussions among astronomers,
but by the freak accidental collapse of a telescope, and I would not be in
favor. If, on the other hand, the funds for the 100 m are true add-ons to
the astronomy program, then I wholeheartedly support the project.

Comment on the NSF Research and Educational Program in Astronomy

The NSF astronomy program is highly productive and effective, and the
rata of new discoveries and realizations are steadily increasing as a
result of new instrurrntation, computers and the hard work of astronomers.
As a scientific die.ipline astronomy has been highly successful, possibly
more so than any ozher one. The public's image of and interest in astron-
omy are very positive and vivid. Astronomy provides one of the most
fertile fields for the education of students of engineering and the natural
sciences, whether the student aims for a career in astronomy or not. Yet,

in spite of this success the NSF astronomy budgets have declined sig-
nificantly in real terms over the last several years, and this in spite of
a general increase in funding of the Foundation as a whole. Astronomers
must consider themselves pariahs within the Foundation, and utterly
=deservedly so.

I and my deposition to this subcoemitte by pleading for the positive
support for astronomy which it deserves and needs.

Thanks again for this opportunity to testify on behalf of the astronomy
program.

4 71
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Page 7.

Appendix

THE NATIONAL ASTRONOMY AND IONOSPHERE CENTER (NAIC)

THE A,RECI110 OBSERVATORY, A PROFILE.

The Arecibo Observatory was completed 25 years ago. Originally con-
ceived as an ionospheric observatory based on incoherent scatter technique
it was soon realized that the Observatory also had great potential both as
a radio and radar astronomy facility, and the necessary flexibility for
astronomy observations was built into the telescope system from the
beginning.

In 1970 the support of the Observatory was transferred from DOD to NSF
and the current mode of operation as a National Observatory (NAIC) was
established. At that time the original mesh reflector surface was replaced
by 38,000 solid panels with nominal rms deviation from a sphere of 3.2 mm.
An S -band 450 kW transmitter suitable for solar system radar astronomy yap
installed, and established the Observatory as preeminent in that field.
The increased frequency coverage allowed for observations of neutral
hydrogen and OH in our galaxy and in distant galaxies. The unrivalled
sensitivity of the Observatory made it the major instrument in the world in
many studies of hydrogen, OR and pulsars. The nearly explosive increase in
users of the Observatory following the surface upgrading reflects the
enormous increase it observational opportunities brought about by the
increased frequency coverage. The observatory, used by 150 to 200 scien-
tist annually, representing about 70 US and foreign institutions, operates
24 hours a day, 363 days per year. The typical distribution between the
three research fields is 80% radio astronomy, 51) radar astronomy and 15%
atmospheric science. A summer student program with 5 to 10 participants
per year has been in operation since 1972. Typically five PhD's are
awarded each year on the basis of observations made at Arecibo.

The telescope operates at 8 8/Jansky, six times the sensitivity of the
now defunct NRAO 300' telescope. The system temperature is presently about
30 K. The beam can be steered to 200 from the zenith, permitting the
tracking of celestial sources between declinations 04) and 40 for up to 2.5
hours. Sophisticated, but somewhat outdated, receiving and data taking
equipment is available.

The users of Arecibo and the users of the NRAO 300' telescope come from
the same scientific community. Although Arecibo does not cover the same
declination range as the 300', we expect many of the past users of that
telescope to redirect their research into projects which can be studied at
Arecibo. It is, therefore, expected that the pressure for observing time
at Arecibo will increase as a result of the demise of the 300'.
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SOME CURRENT OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS.

The available operating funds have been in decline since 1984 (by 6% in
current year currency). A large fraction of the operating costs are tied
to relatively fired operating costs, such as maintenance, power and
communications, pe.ionnel and incremental costs. Hence, in spite of a
staff reduction since 1984 of 1511, which has had serious detrimental impact
on the support of visiting scientists, the funds for equipment and con-
struction have been reduced to 3% of the operating budget. This does not
allow NAIC to keep the equipment up to date, and the Observatory can no
longer provide the instrumentation required to stay in the forefront of
astronomy and atmospheric research and the situation is particularly
embarrassing when European and Japanese scientists visit. Investment in
equipment and construction should be at least 10% to keep the Observatory
healthy. The scientific staff which was once as high as 20, has now been
reduced to 13, and a much larger fraction of its time is now devoted to
administrative tasks than ever before.

UPGRADING PLANS.

Encouraged by the 1984 funding increase NAIC began to develop plans for
a major upgrading of the Observatory. A shield around the periphery of the
main reflector was designed and a proposal was submitted to NSF. The net
effect of this shield will be to substantially reduce the system noise of
the telescope. A reflecting feed was also designed to replace the present
"leaky waveguide" aberration correcting line feeds. The net effect of this
new feed will be to increase the sensitivity from 8 to 12 K/Jansky, reduce
the system noise from 30 to 20 K, increase instantaneous bandwidth from 50
MHz to several hundred and move the upper frequency limit from 3 Gliz to 8
GDS. The increase in sensitivity of the solar system radar would be by a
factor more than 50; (including a transmitter power doubling)

Proposals for the two projects have been submitted to NSF and have been
pending for one to two years. NASA is sufficiently interested in both the
radar astronomy and the SETT targeted search capability to have offered to
supply SO% of the WM required. No matching commitment has been made from
NSF to proceed to the construction phase, and there Is danger that this
opportunity for a significant NASA infusion of funds into radio astronomy
may be lost.

"s
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TOR HAGFORS

Biographical Notes.

/or Raiders was born in Oslo, Norway on December 18, 1930 and received a
M. Eng. degree in Applied rhysics with distinction from the Technical
University of Norway in 1955. He received his Ph.D. in Physics from the

University of Oslo in 1959.

Fzom 1955 to 1959 and from 1961 to 1963 he was a scientist at the NDRE
(Norwegian Defence Research Establishment). During the period 1959 to 1960

he was a Research kssociate at Stanford University, California. From 1963

to 1967 and from :169 to 1971 he was a staff member at the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, Massachusetts.

During 1967 to 1969 he was the Director of the Jicamarca Radio Obser-
vatory, Lima, Peru and during 1971 to 1973 he was the Director of the
Arecibo Observatory, Arecibo, Puerto Rico. From 1973 to 1982 he was

Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of Trondheim. From

1976 he was also the first Director of the European Incoherent Scatter
Association (EISCAT), an organization created by six European research
councils for the purpose of conducting auroral research by radar in
northern Scandinavia. During the 1980-1981 academic year he was at the
Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy in the Federal Republic of Germany.

In 1982 he was appointed Director of the National Astronomy and Iono-
sphere Center and joined the faculty of the School of Electrical Engineer-
ing and the Department of Astronomy of Cornell University.

Dr Hectors has published nearly 80 scientific papers on plasma physics,
communication theory, antenna engineering, ionospheric physics, radar
astronomy and radio astronomy and is the coauthor of two books.

He is a member of the American Astronomical Union, the American Geo-
physical Union, a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, a member of the International Union for Radio Science, and a
number of European professional societies. He was awarded the van der Pol
Gold Medal by the URSI General Assembly in July 1987 for his major con-
tributions to radar engineering and the theory and experimental development
of the incoherent scatter technique, and for his work as director of some
of the world's largest facilities used for incoherent rcatter observations.
In 1989 he received the von Ifuholdt award from the von Humboldt Foundation.
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Hagfors.
I guess what is going through my mind is, it seems to be a nice

case study of how construction projects can occupy more and more
of a field, and that point has been raised with respect to the larger
science programs that we engage in. To see astronomers feel like
they are pariahs within the NSF may be a forerunner of what the
rest of science will have to feel like when it comes up and butts
heads with the superconductor, supercollider, and other large con-
struction budgets.

Let me ask for comments on the international-American coopera-
tion potential. Dr. Wolff, you are advocating the priority of new do-
mestic optical systems, as I understand it, and one of the reasons
you do that is because they are doing " lot of that in Europe and
elsewhere. And yet you contrast that with the areas where they
may not be doing things elsewhere that perhaps we can.

How should we approach that? Should we be saying, because
they are doing that, we want to join them, or because they are
doing it, we want to do more of it ourselves? What is the right re-
sponse?

Dr. WoiF. Well, I think that there are certain facilities that are
such basic tools that American astronomers must have access,
whether they are unique or not. The next frontier for ground-based
optical astronomy is 8-meter telescopes. For technical reasons, that
is probably the maximum limiting size for single telescopes.

The efforts that NASA is making in space will realize the full
potential only if we have access to ground-based telescopes to
follow up on those observations. From observations in x-rays, for
example, alone, you cannot even tell whether you are looking at a
star or a galaxy. And so, in order to understand and interpret the
x-ray measurements that NASA will make, we must be able to ob-
serve very faint sources, and that implies a need for very large op-
tical telescopes.

Therefore, I think we must have access to them. On the other
hand, given the funding history for astronomy over the last 7
years, I cannot be very optimistic that the NSF is going to make an
investment in optical telescopes that is comparable to what has
been made in Europe.

We have, however, been encouraged by Mr. Bloch to seek inter-
national partners for at least partial funding of a project involving
two 8-meter telescopes, one in the northern hemisphere and one in
the southern hemisphere. That would given us an advantage over
the European efforts, where there is access to only a single hemi-
sphere. He is working with us to try to bring about such a partner-
ship with the United Kingdom and with Canada. I cannot tell, ulti-
mately, whether we will be successful or not, but I think it is an
important way to get started, with the United States providing
only part of the funding.

I think that the growth path for optical astronomy is to use mul-
tiple telescopes together on a single site. So if we get started this

w
way, and if it turns out that we can build optical and infrared in-
,erometers, as we have already built radio interferometers, then

there would be the possibility of expanding to an array of optical
telescopes. But this seems to me an effective way to get started on
building an essential tool.
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Mr. WALGRE:14. So there is no down side to the international coop-
oration and joint effort in that area?

Dr. Wow. I think that there is a certain amount of administra-
tive overhead in terms of working with another country, but at this
point I see it as the best solution.

Mr. Wazoium. I see.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Nagle.
Mr. NAGLE. I want to do something that is patently unfair, and I

apologize for it, but I am trying to get a link because, as I was com-
menting to staff, I sometimes feel like Thomas More on his way
into the court when he was the King's conscience. He was the
equity judge for the King, and people would hand him gifts as he
tried to get into the King's court so as to get dispensation for their
particular son or daughter.

I sit up here and I hear, frankly, group after group come in and
ask for more money for funding and research, and I appreciate
that, and I have been historically generally supportive. I am not
antagonistic to what you are saying.

But let me take you back a week ago, if I can, and cite for you
the testimony of Ernest L Boyer, who is the president of the Car-
negie Foundation. In just a small quote from him, he says, "The
harsh truth is that science and mathematics education in the Na-
tion's schools is in sad shape."

From a second witness at that hearing, a Dr. Bell, Professor of
Chemistry at Simons College, he said, "'Why has college-level sci-
ence education tended to be overlooked instead of neglected, ac-
cording to several major studies, including the University of Cali-
fornia study in 1987? The reason is that undergraduate education
comes in second on almost everyone's list of concerns."

Now, I could cite you from the Carnegie study report after report
titer report that says that if we are looking to the future of astron-
omy and research in astronomy, you are not going to have the stu-
dents or the mathematicians or the scientists in 2000 if we build
every facility that we should.

I am kind of curious about your response to the concerns that we
are hearing consistently from most panels about undergraduate
and pre-K-to-12 science/math education in this country, and how
does your request for funding address what has to be an overriding
national concern on your specific projects?

Dr. WALKER. I think astronomers are particularly active in un-
dergraduate education. Almost all of us who are at universities
tt. ich courses to undergraduates, in particular to undergraduates
who are just introducing themselves to science.

I think, also, most of the National Observatories have research
programs oriented toward young people. Several years ago, I par-
ticipated in a program at Kitt Peak National Observatory. It was a
program oriented toward students from disadvantaged minority
groups, introducing them to science. One of the young men in that

eventually applied to our program in applied physics at
Stanford and is about to get his Ph.D. in quantum electronics.

So I think that astronomy really has an important role to play in
attracting young people into science and introducing them to sci-
ence, and this is something which is very important to astrono-
mers. Many astronomers are involved in the development of facili-

477
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ties for undergraduate use. We have an undergraduate observatory
at Stanford which allows students to carry out astronomical re-
search projects as part of their course work.

Mr. NAGIX. Dr. Walker, I don't mean to be unfair, but let me
quote your own testimony back to you, if I can, from page 10: "The
research supported by the Division of Astronomical Sciences at the
National Centers and at the universities is very closely linked to
graduate education. Support for graduate students, especially in
the final years of study, comes mainly from NSF or NSF' grants. It
is
broad

important to realize that graduate astronomy training is very
and highly technical. Astronomy Ph.D.'s work in a variety of

situations," et cetera, et cetera.
It seems to me the focus of your testimony was on graduate edu-

cation, and again, I don't mean to be harsh, but I am concerned
about this becauseare the reports that we are getting right, that
there is an absence of competent future scientists coming forward
to address the field of astronomy?

Dr. WALKER. Well, I think, in the case of astronomy, we still
have more students who are applying to our programs in graduate
education than we can handle. I the problem is more serious
in engineering, where so many of our graduate students are actual-
ly foreign students, and now many of those students are returning
to their own countries to seek opportunities there.

So we are really running into a great deficit of manpower. It is
not so much a problem in astronomy, I think, as it is in engineer-
ing and other areas of physical science, but I do maintain, although
I did not necessarily emphasise it in my prepared remarks, that as-
tronomy has a very important role to play in undergraduate educa-
tion, and I think most astronomers take that role very seriously.

Mr. NAGLE. Most people tell us, if you talk to undergraduate col-
lege professors and we have had a number of them here in years
past before the panelthat they feel that one of the reasons that
we are not moving people through undergraduate to Ph.D. level of
achievement in the course of their study is that most of the re-
search is done, frankly, at the graduate level, that there is a lack
of research opportunities among undergraduates. Is that true in
the field of astronomy?

Dr. WALKER. Well, again, we do have some opportunities for un-
dergraduates to do research in astronomy. Astronomy is very nice
in that regard because we can in fact have students whu are not
necessarily highly technically trained do experimental research in
astronomy with small telescopes, and we have taken advantage of
that at Stanford, and many other institutions have a similar pro-
gram that provides students with an opportunity to do undergradu-
ate research.

I recently visited Princeton for the review of a Science Founda-
tion proposal there, and they also, at Princeton, have a very active
program of involvement of undergraduates in astronomical re-
search. The same thing is true at Caltech. So many of the research
projects which are supported by the Foundati' do employ under-
graduates as research assistants as well as graduate students.

Mr. NAGLE. So you would say that, in your judgment, NSF's
grantsundergraduate versus graduateare in proper proportion
at the present time?
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Dr. WALKER. Well, man of the grants to support undergraduate
education are channeled h other areas of the Foundation, al-
though they are reviewed, I think, within the astronomy program.
I would say there is a good balance between undergraduate and
graduate emphasis in most astronomy programs in the country.

Mr. NAGLE. And if there is an adequate balance, is there ade-
quate funding for the number of grants that are being sought in
both fields?

Dr. WALKER. I cannot say that I have any hard data on the rate
at which grants are funded to contrast undergraduate-focused
grants and graduates. I cannot answer your question directly. But I
do think that it is important to have available more funding to sup-
port undergraduate education in astronomy. There is not enough, I
think, in terms of supporting development of facilities at universi-
ties, and I think that is an area which could indeed be improved.

Mr. NAGIX. Does anybody else want to comment?
Dr. Wolff and then Dr. Vanden Bout.
Dr. Wotvi. If I could make a few comments, in this country,

every year, there are 180,000 students in junior colleges and col-
leges that take an introductory astronomy course. Now, most of
those people, of course, do not go on to be professional astronomers.
I think many of them de go on to be professional scientists.

I have a letter here from Ken Wilcox, who writesand you will
find out who he is

As president of the Astronomical League. I represent over 10,300 amateur as-
tronomers throughout the U.S., and as a research chemist for Phillips Petroleum
Company, I owe my career in polymer chemistry to astronomy. There is no branch
of science that offers greater appeal to young Americans to pursue a technical or
scientific career.

[A copy of the letter mentioned above follows:]

4 ,9
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Dear Congressman Walpren,

March 2, 1989

Doug Waitron
2241 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515.3818

As President et the Astronomical League. I represent over 10,300 amateur astronomers
throughout Me U. S., and as a research chemist tor maps Petroleum Company, I owe my career In
PoNmer chemistry to astronomy. There is no branch of science that offers greater appeal to young
Americans to pursue a ledmical or scientific career. Having had the °wort witty to discover the
universe at an early age, I realized that there were many areas of science that interested me. This
experience is shared by many of my fellow amateur astronomers and illustrates that astronomy's
Impact reaches tar beyond the traditional astronomical community. We share observational results
with them, and we consider ourselves pan of !he broader community of astronomers It is our
desire that you consider the outstanding and unusual breadth, depth, and effectiveness of
aseonomys impact on education and science in your cletax. Ations on the future of NSF support for
gromdbased astronomy at our national centers and universities. Without adequate financial support
for observational astronomy, the emphasis we so desperately need for science education in our
country wit suffer further defeat.

Reaps Petroleum Company sponsors an annual science teachers workshop for over 300
elementary and secondary science leachers that addresses every area of science. Each year, the one
subject more teachers slew interest m than any other is astronomy. They intuitively know that by
understanding this subject better, they can attract the students that would most likely choose a
career in science. Most high school students and many callerje students do not know what they want
to be because they have not had the opportunity to discover the fascination of the universe. By
lenseng summit to astronomical research, our government will provide the necessary four-Won on
which our country can wow technologic*.

The greatest benefit is without doubt b our nation's young people who, right WTI. more than
ever before in the history of our nation, need something to focus their attention on rather than
&Kis and TV. None of us can save the world singiehandedly, but by catering alternatives to our
young people such as astronomy, which has such an appeal, I intend to save as many as the good Lord
will allow me.

Sincerely.
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I think that many scientists will say that the first science that
attracted them was astronomy.

I would also like to underscore what Art says, and that is that
many of us do take undergraduate education very seriously. As di-
rector of a National Observatory, I do not teach, but 40,000 of those
students in the last 2 years have used a textbook that I co-au-
thored, and so I think we really do try to make astronomy attrac-
tive to undergraduates.

Dr. VANDEN Botrr. I can answer the specific question with re-
spect to NRAO on undergraduate involvement in research opportu-
nities. We, along with the other National Centers, run a summer
program that brings undergraduates to the observatory for a re-
search experience. We have typically 200 to 250 applicants, and we
have funds to support 20.

If we had more money, we could handle more, but there is a
limit to that That is, if that program alone were funded so, say, 50
students could come to the Observatory, the Observatory as it is
presently staffed would have difficulty coping with that many stu-
dents and giving them a meeningful summer research program ex-
perience. It comes together.

On the other subject you mentioned earlier, I would say that the
reports are correct, that the demographics indicate that in 10, 15
years there will be a shortage of scientists and engineers in the
country, and we should be working on correcting that, I think. But
the correction has to come at many levels.

Mr. NAGLE. 1 guess I am curious, then. If there is a consensus of
the panel that, yes, there is going to be this crisis in math, science,
and engineering people within the country, but, because of the at-
tractiveness of astronomy, you will be exempt from that crisis?

Dr. VANDEN Botrr. No, I don't think we will. I don't think we
will.

Mr. NAGLE. Then what recommendations, if this group were
going to look beyond the specific project requests that we get from
every group, legitimate project requests

Dr. VANDEN Boar. Sure.
Mr. NAGLE. I don't mean to diminish it. But if a member of this

panel were interested in trying to see that you had an astronomer,
say, in the year 2000 that was qualified, what recommendations
would you make in terms of our funding and our allocations?

Dr. VANDEN BOUT. I think that in the year 2000, those students
are sort of entering college now; that is, if they are going to emerge
with a doctorate in astronomy in 2000, these are sort of senior high
school students now.

I think what they have to see is that there is opportunity in as-
tronomy. There is certainly interest in the field. They can see that
just from casual reading. Programs that emphasize and make avail-
able opportunities for undergraduates to get involved are impor-
tant, I think. But I believe, when they get serious about picking a
discipline and deciding if they are going to go to graduate school,
and so forth, they want to know that when they emerge from that
there is an opportunity to do something.

I don't think that, at least in ground-based astronomy right now,
they see that opportunity. They see instead, when they read Sky
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and Telescope, they see stories about troubles at the observatory,
and it is discouraging to them.

I think the undergraduates that come to NRAO for the summer
have a good research experience. They find out a lot about what
doing astronomy is really like, and that is positive. At the same
time, they cannot help but see that there are problems at the ob-
servatory, and that is not going to be encouraging in the long run.

So I would urge that focus not be placed just in one part of the
program. It is a long process to bring students from, say, their high
school years to their careers, and it requires a sustained effort over
a long period of time to do that. I think the fact that the Founda-
tion has put funds into undergraduate research opportunities is
good, but it is not enough.

Mr. NAGLE. Anybody else? Yes?
Dr. HAGYORS. I can support Paul Vanden Bout's statements

about the success of the undergraduate programssummer pro-
§-ramswe run. In Arecibo we have a similar situation. We have
runds for about eight undergraduates. We have about 100 appli-
cants for these sloth.

Now, I am not completely certain that we could accommodate all
that many more in the program simply because the staff is very
depleted at Arecibo, and we cannot ask the staff to take care of
more than one or two students and educate them. So, really, if we
were to do more in educating undergraduates, we would really
have to have a somewhat larger staff and be set up for it in a
better way.

Now, this program, it turns out, does, of course, emphasize as-
tronomy, and it entices people. young students, to go into natural
sciences, and it turns out, if you look at these students a few years
down the road, you will fmd that maybe as much as 50 percent of
them have gone into other fields, usually in natural sciences. I
know one example of one of the students who went into law, but
that is very exceptional.

So I do think that undergraduate programs like the programs we
run do serve a very useful purpose in encouraging students to go
into science and engineering.

Mr. NAGLE. I know the Chairman wants to move on, but let me
just say, if 1 canand when I talk undergraduate, in deference to
the Chairman, I also mean community colleges and junior colleges
and 2-year institutions, which are, of course, the lifeblood of the
educational system in this country.

But to me this country is like a deer in the deep of winter living
off the fat of the fall. We have tried in the fifties and the sixties,
and as we move forward into the year 2000, the group that we edu-
cated is aging, and we are not replacing them. Every study that we
have indicates that we are not competing adequately or training
adequately compared to our foreign competitors.

I think that, whether your field is astronomy or whether your
field is physics or whether your field is chemistry or engineering, it
is almost a duty of the current profession of scientists to push this
Congress and push this administration to see that we start correct-
ing the deficiencies that we have in the educational system in this
country in these fields.

4643
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Again, I did not mean my questions to be hostile, but I am con-
cerned about it.

I thank the indulgence of the chairman.
Mr. WaLcmaN. Thank you very much, Mr. Nagle, for that focus

in the record.
How do you feel about the hearing that you get at NSF? Dr.

Walker, you are the Chairman of the Advisory Board. Do they
have a comprehensive approach that you have confidence in that
would relate these operations cutbacks to new construction in-
creases and in some way that rou have confidence in their conclu-
sions?

Dr. WAIXER. Well, I am afraid that I will have to say that we
simply have a diRagreement with the highest levels of the NSF
management on this issue. We believe that the basic funding that
astronomy is getting is insufficient. We have made that point, and
I think that we have had a fair hearing. I am afraid, unfortunately,
that our point of view has not prevailed, and I do not understand
the mechanisms in detail of how these allocations are made, and I

e that the National Science Board is the ultimate authority
Cir:etiamaking these- -

Mr. WALGREN. Have they been involved in this at this point?
Dr. WALKER. Well, I believe there have been presentations to the

National Science Board, but it is my impression that the Science
Board has not chosen to suggest alterations in the basic allocation
of resources up until this point. i believe that Dr. Wolff recently
made a presentation, so she may be in a position to comment on
their role in this process.

But I think that we have been able to make our views clear to
the advisory committee, and we do meet with Mr. Bloch and Dr.
Nicholson from time to time to discuss the priorities, and I think
we have made our point very clear that the current level of fund-
ing for the ongoing research and basic support programs of the di-
vision is simply inadequate.

Mr. WALGREN. But, to the best of your knowledge, they have not
responded with a comprehensive plan or approach or set of princi-
ples that they are using to allocate their investment?

Dr. WALKER. No. Well, I think the response has been that there
are many very high priorities within the Foundation, and that as-
tronomy may have to reconsider its priorities. But I believe that as-
tronomyand I think Mr. Bloch would probably agree with this
has done at least as good a job, and perhaps a better job, than any
of the other disciplines in ordering its priorities.

We do have the annual decade surveys, as Dr. Vanden Bout has
pointed out. We have closed down older facilities. In fact, recently
there was a report evaluating the priorities of radio observatories
in the country, and as part of that, the committee looked at facili-
ties which have been shut down. There have been about a dozen
radiotelescopes, some at the National Observatories, some at uni-
versities, shut down over the last decade-and-a-half.

Mr. WALGREN. So has NSF followed the general structure of pri-
ority-setting that the discipline has internally pursued?

Dr. WALKER. Well, as I tried to make clear in my remarks, there
were two areas of priorities that the Field Committee identified.
One was the construction of new facilities, and in that regard, the
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Foundation has followed those recommendations as far as the fund-
ing available will go, but the funding has been insufficient, so that
two of the important priorities, particularly the construction of a
large optical telescope, have simply not been possible because of
the limited funds.

In the second area, the area f the basic prerequisites to carry
out research, including supporr, of young investigators, develop-
ment of new technologies, and so forth, maintenance of facilities,
the funding has simply been inadequate because of the very large
decrease in the effective amount of funds available. We have made
this point to the Foundation, and there is no other solution except
to either shat down one of our absolutely indispensable facilities or
to have more funds available.

I think we are getting close to the point where a vary fundamen-
tal decision will have to be made, because I think each of these Di-
rectorsand I must confess my admiration for the difficult task
they have had to deal witheach of them, I think, has cut back his
or her operations to the bone, and there is no room, literally, for
any further reductions without major closures of facilities which
are absolutely indispensable to us.

Mr. WALGREN. Are there other comments? Would anyone else
like to respond to that area?

Dr. Vanden Bout?
Dr. VANDEN BOUT. I am unaware of any formulated, articulated

plan that would explain why the budgets in astronomy have been
so low over the last 5 years. On the other hand, the pattern is
there, so one assumes that there is some rationale for this, but I
have not been able to uncover it.

In asking for an explanation of a new year's budget, each year
there is a different reason. The first year there is a problem with
this, and the next year, well, somebody has to be last; not every-
body wins. The next year, there is some reorganization and the
budget was overlooked, and so forth.

But I have found really no rationale that could be articulated for
this, and after 5 years, one assumes that there must be one.

Mr. WALGREN. Is there feeling that it is because of the commer-
cial thrust of NSF under Mr. Bloch's direction, which is responsive
to many of the directions that Members of Congress and, I am sure,
people in the administration would like him to persue but it is
away from basic research and certainly away from non-applicable
research in a commercial sense?

Dr. VANDEN Bolin It is possible; that is, our situation is shared
by physics, chemistry, the sort of core basic sciences in the Founda-
tion. We are not unique in this, although I think we have been
near the bottom more often than the others.

The explanation may be just as simple as the Foundation wants
to e. some things, and the budget can only accommodate them if
other things suffer.

Mr. WALDEN:N. All right.
Dr. Hagfors, you said at some point that the United States has

been reluctant to enter into international arrangements with re-
spect to ground-based facilities. Is there a pattern there that stands
out? And what is the basis of that reluctance on our part?
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Dr. HAGYOBB. It is very difficult for me to say exactly what the
reason for that is, but I am actually speaking as one with very con-
siderable experience in international cooperation in research
Project&

I actually started a research project in Europe with six national
science foundations involved as funding agencies involved, and it
was relatively successful as a scientific enterprise.

I quite agree that the overhead in international cooperation is
somewhat higher than it would be in P. national program. But, on
the other hand, if this is the only way you can get such a venture
funded, then I feel that that is the way to go.

I feel that in some cases there may have been lost opportunities
in some of the enterprises which are now on the way, like the
VLBA. I personally feel that U.S. scientists should have worked
harder in order to get Canada involved to build a few of the tele-
scopes. It did not happen for various reasons that I have been told,
but, nevertheless, I think that there was an opportunity there that
could have saved the project some funds.

I am sure there are other opportunities, like in the millimeter
array venture that will come up. We see that the Japanese are
building an array at a site where they probably should not build a
millimeter array because the climatic conditions are not right for
it.

The United States has many such sites that could be used, and
maybe we could get a few antennas from Mitsubishi or somewhere
in order to reduce the cost somewhat and still get a top-notch array
that way. It is .ny perception that this has not been pursued vigor-

enough.
. WALGREN. I see.

Dr. Vanden Bout?
Dr. VANDIIN BOUT. If I could respond to that, I will say that we

are interested in international cooperation with respect to the mil-
limeter array, and Tor is quite right about the Japanese project
being at an unsuitable site. They are not willing, however, to dis-
cuss this until their optical project is well in order and under way,
and they proceed at a very deliberate pace. So I see that as a
future opportunity.

With r ect to IBA, there was an opportunity to do something
with which did not work out, mainly because the Canadian
astronomers wanted to build an array of their own. When that
failed, it produced a sort of vacuum of opportunity. It could not be
picked up as a joint thing again. So it did not work out. If we had
worked harder, maybe earlier, to convince them that a joint array
was the way to go rather than an independent array, we might
have made some progress there.

VLBIthat is, very long baseline interferometry scienceis very
international, and we expect that the VLBA will be used about
one-third of the time in combination with antennas all around the
world. The Italians Ltre building an array. There are important an-
tennas in Europe and in Japan and Australia. And so the observ-
ing program will, for a significant amount of the time, be a joint
effort.

There are also space ventures in very long baseline interfero-
metry science. The Soviet Union has a mission called Quasat, and
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the Japanese have one called VSOP. We expect to participate in
both of those missions if things work out.

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Let me, on behalf of the committee, express our appreciation to

Let me ask one other thiw. How is it again that you know the
light is 10 billion years old? Mrhat are the mechanics of that again?

Dr. Wow. Well, what happens is that you have to measure the
distance to this galaxy.

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Dr. WOLFF. It is complicated how you do that, since it is so faint.

But, basically, the whole universe is expanding, and by measuring
the velocity of the expansion, you can tell how far away the object
is. So we know that it is so far away, it takes 10 billion years for
the light to get from there to here.

Mr. WALGREN. And you get the distance by measuring the shift
in the light rays?

Dr. WOLFF. The rate at which it is moving away from us.
Mr. WALGREN. And that gives you the rate at which it is moving

away, and you can extrapolate from it.
Dr. WOLFF. It turns out that the rate at which an object moves

away from us is proportional to its distance from us, and so by
measuring that rate, that velocity, we canand it is moving at
about 93 percent the speed of light.

Mr. WALGREN. And why is it proportional to the rate that it is
moving? Why is it moving faster out there than the ones closer?

Dr. WOLFF. That is complicated, and it helps to have a picture, or
I could send you my textbook. [Laughter.]

But the universe is expanding at a uniform rate, and so that
turns out that every distance will double in the same period of
time. So the things that are further away, for that distance to
double, they have to be moving faster than the ones that are
nearby, because you can double that distance by moving not so
fast

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Dr. WOLFF. It turns out that if you work it all out, it comes out

that the distanct is proportional to the speed with which things
move away. And, of course, we think that things are moving away
because, in the beginning, everything was concentrated at a very
tiny volume, and then it began to expand, the so-called "big bang,"
and it has been expanding uniformly ever since for about 13 billion
years. And so we date the beginning of that expansion as the begin-
ning of the universe. But we are trying to get a good handle on
rally what the number is.

Mr. WALGREN. What do you think the chances are of any view of
the universe discrediting the original big bang at this point? Is it
possible that there are phenomena out there that would tell us
that, well, that is right, they are moving away from the center, but
there is another reason for that other than they all originated at
one point 13 billion years ago?

Dr. WOLF1e. People are starting to explore some alternatives, be-
cause there are a few observations that cannot be explained by the
standard big bang model. But those people are in the minority
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right now, and almost everything we see can be explained by this
standard version.

Mr. %twiner. I see.
Dr. Wain?. And so, at lei'st after the first second or so. if you can

believe this, of the universe, I think that tine explanation is going
to hold. But the details of what happened in that first second may
actually change profoundly.

And then, of course, there are things we do not understand, and
they may hold vital clues that we are now missing. You know, it is
when you think you understand a science that you are probably in
the biggest trouble.

Mr. WALGRICN. Well, all right.
Thank you all very much. We appreciate your spending this time

with us this morning, and we hope we can encourage support for
your interests in our process,.

Let's then turn to the last two witnesses, Robert Craig from Key-
stone Center and Bruce Manheim from the Environmental Defense
Fund, talking about the Antarctic.

I would invite our former Congressman McCormick to join us if
he wants to. How are you, Mike? Nice to see you. If you have any
special interestwell, I don't want to say it that way. If you have
particular interest, come join us sometime up here.

Mr. Mc Comics. Thank you. I will.
Mr. Wattiunit. All right, great.
Your written statements will be reproduced in the record, so

please feel free, particularly at this time of the day, to focus on
points you would like to make that would then stand out from the
re uction of your written comments in the record.

we go in the order in which I introduced you to the record
and start with Mr. Craig, or would you rather a different order?
Suit yourself.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. CRAIG, PRESIDENT, THE KEYSTONE
CENTER

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for provid-
ing me with this opportunity to comment.

I should say, as I tried to in my written remarks, that it was a
great opportunity and privilege to serve on the Antarctic Safety
Review Panel. I hope that some of the work that we did in that
relatively short period of time has proved useful in terms of focus-

ing): things that need to be done in Antarctica.
work of the panel was basically to assess the overall safety

problems that we undertook to examine in Antarctica. What we
found was a clear degree of connectedness between a great many
safety issues and sound environmental protection. We also discov-
ered that much of what has happened in the past was due to the
earlier conflicting character of joint civilian and quasi-military op-
erations by the United States on the continent.

I say this not as a criticism but really as just an observation of
what in fact ha nod. It is probably in the nature of the events
that took place down in Antarctica at that time. I don't think that
a civilian enterprise probably would have successfully gone forward
in the way that the initial research was undertaken without the
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kind of support provided by the Naval Air Squadron, BILE -6, work-
ing in cooperation with the National Science Foundation. But the
lines of responsibility and communication were not clearly defined,
and as a consequence, many things literally fell between the
cracks.

It was the Safety Panel's impression that the basic problems of
command and control in Antarctica are being addressed and that
the new definitions of authority and responsibility will allow for
and ensure not only that the overall safety goals set by the panel
but the needs of environmental cleanup and agement will be
fulfilled, providing certain other steps are taken. I would like to
comment on a few of those elements more specifically.

I found the National Science Foundation Department of Polar
Programs Initiative to be generally a very positive step forward. It
nos a number of areas which must be more specifically defined. A
number of recommendations for actions must be prioritized. Among
tbase, I believe, is a clearly stated critical path approach for the
removal and elimination of hazardous and solid waste. This must
be undertaken in a systematic fashion rather than piecemeal

To a certain degree, the retrograding of hazardous and solid
waste from Antarctica has already begun, but it must become an
annual commitment, and I believe my colleague, Dr. Manheim, has
referred to that in his report.

I am concerned about waste water discharges and the proposed
remediation as outlined in the initiative. I believe what will be un-
dertaken will prove to be inadequate. The numbers of rersonnel
and the concentration of discharge into the waters adjacent to
McMurdo base and the need to fulfill our NEPA requirements
simply require a more state-of the-art approach. This will cost more
to install, and it will require more to maintain and operate.

I believe that hazardous waste must be managed in Antarctica
on a systematic basis and that a waste management plan must be
developed at the earliest possible moment. Similarly, incineration
technology should be selected and put in place at the earliest
moment.

Atmospheric emissions must also be controlled. The long-term
implications for doing good science, not to mention fundamental
environmental and moral responsibility for the preservation of the
pristine character of Antarctica, requires this. It, too, will cost
more, but it can be done.

Withespect to Antarctica, I am in complete agreement with Dr.
Bruce Manheim. I am troubled by the growing impact of tourism
on the Antarctic environment. It may well be that ifwe truly
with the framework of international agreements on wildlife in Ant-
arctica, an effective discipline for tourism is already in place. It
may not receive favor from the tour groups and tourists them-
selves, but it could ensure boundary conditions that ail nct be ex-
ceeded.

Overall, as I have hinted in my prepared remarks, I am pleased
that NSF has undertaken the initiative in what I hope is a reaction
to our Safety Review Panel report, but I am also concerned that
what needs to be done and can be done with the proposed funding
may fall short. Perhaps only time, 2 or 3 years out, will tell what
we can get done, and a reassessment at that time may give us a
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more valid sense of what, for the long run, will be needed to fulfill
our environmental and safety obligations in Antarctica.

Thank you again for letting me make this presentation.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Craig follows:1
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The following is my formal statement to the
Subcommittee on Science. Rosenrch & Technology in
preparation for my testimony as a witness before the
Subcommittee.

I am Robert Craig. I as President or the Keystone

Center in Keystone. Colorado. The renter is a not-

for-profit science and public policy institution

which works on a wide variety of national

environmental. health, natural resource and technical

regulatory issues.

t was privileged to be a member of the National

Science Foundation Panel on Safety in Antarctica in

1087 and 1988. The chomp to the Panel was to

examine all aspects of safety involving U.S.

personnel in Antarctica and to make recommendaticns

on any and all aspects of U.S. operetions in

Antarctica. The Panel was represented by a wide

diversity of experience in a variety of hostile

environments, by extensive management responsibility.

and by considerable environmental protection

experience.
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One panel meeker was at the time the Admiral in charge of Air

Safety for the United States Navy; another had headed one of thn

nation's leading research institutions and had previously been a

general in the U.S. Arm); a female member of the panel was a

senior Vice President o' General Motors, a physicist and an

expert in environmental protectIon; the Dean of Graduate Studio,

of a prestigious Agricult4re end Science University was also a

panel member, an was the former Dean of the Harvard University's

School of Public Health. The Chairman of the panel was a former

astronaut and chairman of the California Energy Commission.

have sometimes reflected in the face of the diatinguished

aforementioned assemblage how I was made n member of the Panel.

My own background includes over 50 years of mountaineering on

several continent*, including a number of expeditions to the

Himalayas and experience in the Arctic. The Center I head and of

which I an the founder, is deeply involved In national,

environmental and science and technoloiti issues, particularly

involving hazardous waste, clean sir ono clean water issues and

biotechnology regulation policy (including AIDS vaccine

liability.) My own training has been in biology and philosophy

of science and the better part of my life has been spent in

getting thoughtful people to work townrd consensus an difficult

policy issues.

4
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My experience of the extremes of discomfort, deprivation, and

cold at high altitude and in the Arctic and the due, ads and

difficulties of technical mountaineering in n variety of places

notwithstanding; the character and magnitude of the Antarctic

environment, its extreme variations in temperature and wind, its

vastness, its inhospitality and its constant thr,u of danger and

its staggering, lonely beauty make it unique of all places on

the earth. I offer this expression of respect for the Antarctic

environment as I endeavor to comment on the Safety,

Environment/Health Initiative.

Chairman Walgren of the Committee has asked for my comments for

the NSF's environment/health/aafety initiative as presented in

the fiscal year 1990 budget. I have read the Initiative

carefully and I believe, overall, it is vonsstent with the

findings and recommendations of the Vnited States Antarctic Panel

tUSAP).

With respect to the 47hairman's quretion, "Is the NSF plan

consistent . with proposed international guidelines for the

environmental protection of Antarctica?", it is my impression

49 4;
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that the NSF approach outlined in the initiative is consistent

with the Waste Disposal Code put forth by the Scientific

Committee on Antarctic Research last fall in Hobart, Australia.

So far as time and resource application are concerned, it is my

impression that five years and 4100 million to get the Job done

will place very considerable demands on the agency and will

require real ingenuity it NSF is to also fulfill it* scientific

missions, not to mention the adequate maintenance of the U.S.

presence in Antarctica. Nevertheless, I believe this is a

significant beginning and one that I, as a Panel member, am

surprised and plensrd to find is being given such serious

consideration.

When considering operations, the conduct of scientific

investigation and research and issues of safety, environment and

health in the Antarctic one must constantly keep in mind the

uniqueness I refeired to above. To achieve sate and healthful

operations in that extreme and harsh place the issues of safety

and health are inseparable from sound environmental management.

It may sound simplistic, but I would like to assure the Committee

that a safe environment is clean environment. From that axiom

flows the recommendations contained in the Safety Review Panel
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Report. I believe th. Panel agreed unanimously that attitude of

mind applies broadly to a variety of safety and health issues

from aircraft maintenance and procedures to base operations in

McMurdo, Palmer and South Pole Stations and from remote campsites

in the interior to the maintenance and operations of vessels in

waters of the Antarctic. It applies as well to the morale of

personnel in every corner of every V.S. facility in Antarctica.

By cleanliness is not meant an excessive concern for neatness or

fastidiousness, but a sense of knowing where everything one needs

and uses is, and a recognition that hostile environments,

especially Antarctica, require a sense of healthful respect and

self discipline if one is to function effectively and safely.

With respect to specific elements of the Initiative pertaining to

environmental clean-up and waste management I believe NSF has

prop-teed creative and achievable targets and taken careful

cognizan:e of the recommendations of the Safety Review Panel. I

wound lima to stress that plans foe land filling the hinter

Quertere layDenweite should nou be considered as a final

solution until an environmental engineering assessment is

concluded AO to the stability of the hazardous wastes in the

site. This assessment could take the monitoring data the Agency

inttnds to generate over time along with whatever best nvnllAble
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technology can be brought to bear on evaluating the site over a

five, ten and fifieen year period. It may e determined that

while total removal will never be attempted, that routine and

thorough monitoring of the site and its wastes will be necesoRry

into the forceable future.

I strongly recommend the NSF consider the implications of the

U.S. Navy's new management and disposal of inmates at sea

agreement made with a number of environmental organizations in

19118. The question of plastics in the environment of Antarctica

is a serious and complicated issue and not one that will

necessarily be solved by total avoidance, though a policy of

minimization should be pursued. One of the most essential morale

factors of personnel operating in Antarctica is the quality of

diet and variety and character of food prepared in the stationary

bases and for those who must operate remotely in the field. The

use of plastics must weigh against fulfilling sustaining and

pleasing diets and the retrograde and/or destruction of plastics

must be assured for those which are determined to to. necessary.

4 a 5
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SAFETY AND

I believe NSF has responded well to the rccommeniatione

concerning safety and health in Antarctica. Much needs to be

done and 4.t is hoped that all of the elements outlined in the

Initiative will be pursued on parallel and concurrent critical

Paths under the oversight of the Director of Polar programs.

Virtually all of the recommendations of the Safety Review Panel

assume that the NSF will obtain the service* of a Safety

Envir.,nment and Health Officer (SEHO). This high level.

enormously responsible position will require a person of rare

talent, but the success of the SafetY/Hcalth/Environsont

Initiative simply requires a commitment to finding the best

possible man or woman for the Job. IT any criticism might be

made of the otherwise thorough and responsive Initiative it is

that this vital position is not clearly cited and the role of the

SEHO) is not strongly nrticulat'd.

To assure that the role of the Safety Environment end Health

Officer is made part of the record 1 offer the following from the

Safety Review Panel Report:

4 t)
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As the Panel conducted its review of USAP activities in which

safety is a direct issue, it was impressed by both the diversity
of concerns and their interaction with the related topics of

environment and health. This imprssion subsequently led the
Panel to utilize a broad definition of safety including related

environment and health issues in conducting its investigations
end preparing its recommendations.

It should be understood that while the Panel was favorably
impressed by virtually everyone's genuine concern for safety, the
existing institutional design does not reflect this concern.

Managing the Responsibility

To effectively manage overall responsibility for safety in the

USAP, dedicated attention oust be given to this issue. The

current division of responsibility for safety between the USN and
NS! (via its support contractor) does not place adequate
attention on the assurance of a comprehensive safety program. If

n9 nne is in charge, then no eget. is held accountable to see that

all safety issues are aidressed. When an issue "falls between

the cracks" there is a tendency to either point in the other
direction or to simply let it lie there. It is difficult to

apply the MOA's intention to any specific unaddressed or
ambiguous issue unless it is currently causing immediate and

urgent concern.

Moreover, DPP has not designated (invent with the responsibility
and authority to develop, implement and enforce a comprehensive
set of policies, guidelines and regulations for program-wide
safety.

Mindful of this urgent need, the Panel recommends that the

Division of Polar Programs establish a full-time Safety,
Environment and Health Officer (SEW) who reports directly to the
Director, Division of Polar Programs (HOT-4).

We also recommend that the SENO establish and the Division of
Polar Programs adopt a comprehensive set of safety, environment
and health (WM standards for use by and within the U.S.
Antarctic Program. Mess standards should mimic and adopt by

reference, to the extent feasible in the U.S. Antarctic Program
environment, existing national standards and practices (NOT-5).

The Panel also considered the inherent difficulty in assuring the
effectiveness of SIR standards in a high pressure operational
environment. There is such a wide diversity of USAP activity

4 9
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during the austral simmer and the pressure to squeeze just a bit
more out of everyone and everything before the season closes is
so high that effective enforcement of the SEH standards is
necessary in order t assure compliance. Therefore, the Panel
race mends that the S550 be empowered to issue citations for
violations of the safety, environment and health standards.
Administrative hearings and sanctions are recommended as tools
for enforcing ..he adopted safety, environment and health
standards. All citations and subsequent actions should require
the attention of the Director, Division of Polar Programs and the
National Science Foundation Director (NOT-0).

Finally, recognizing the extremely important, eve dominant role
played by the prise support contractor and its employee*, the
Panel recommends that the National Science Foundation should
incorporate an incentive clause for safety, environment and
health performance into the prime support contract for the V.B.
Antarctic Program. Annual goal* should be negotiated between the
National Science Founchition and the contractor to serve as the
basis for rewards or penalties. (NOT-7).

SENO Support'

As the Panel began formulating formal recommendations, it became
clear that a large portion of the work involved in implenenting
thee would fall to the SEHO. We also realized that much of the
work required is "front end loaded", i.e., there will be an
intensive initial effort required to formulate and adopt the
necessary guidelines, standards and work required once the
standards are in place should demand a lower level of effort.
Recognizing this high initial workload La establish the
standards, we recommend that the seHO he provided contractor
support to accomplish his or her assigned tanks. Contractor
support of these tasks must be totally separate from the U.S.
Antarctic Program prime support contractor in order to avoid real
and/or perceived conflict of interest (NOT-S).

Interface with CNSFA and the Operations Support Contractor

While top level responsibility for safety resalne with NSF, the
day-to-day implementation of safe practices and procedures will
be the responsibility of the sajor supporting organizations,
i.e., the NSFA and the 3perations support contractor (currently
ITT/ANS). The Panel assumes that the HMO will establish a close
working relationship with the safety officers of these two
organizations. Such a relationship could include the formation
of a standing safety cimenittes or the equivalent. It is
essential that the SENO establish clear lines of responsibility
and delegate operational authorit7 for :safety within the areas of
program responsibility assigned to these two organisations.
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To assure there is no confusion as the expectation for
responsiveness on the part of the civilian work force to SEN
standards the Panel recommends that the operations support
contractor be obliged within the terse of its contract to comply
with the adopted safety environment and health standards and any
subsequent revision* thereto (M0M-9).

Since the current contract with ITT/ANS is terminating and the
contract is open for bids, the Panel feels it to essential that
NSF Amend the contract Request For Proposal (11FP) to specify
apprise potential bidders of obligations they would b. expected
to meet regarding the SEW standards.

U.S. Navy Interface

It is clear that the USN interface needs to be carefully worked
out, respecting the legitimacy of both NSF oversight and the
existing USN safety mtgs. The Panel realizes that the USN
safety process, especially the flight safety foretells is well
established ana integrates decades of operational experience.
Nevertheless, there are adaptations necessary for the antarctic
and the customization of procedures should be coordinated with
the SENO. Additionally, there are many interfaces between NSFA
and the support contractor where boundary conditions need
matching and negotiation. Environmental, construction.
electrical and their codes and standards may differ slightly and
create unnecessary conflict it not coordinated.

Regarding the general topic of flight safety, the Panel does not
specify how NSF and the USN should provide SERO oversight, but it
emphasizes that oversight must be provided. This recommendation
should not be interpreted as supporting in any way an intrusion
into the USN flying safety procedures per so. The Panel does not
support or advise direct management of the A= 0 day-to-day
operational decision process. The Panel supports assigning to
the operational level both the authority and responsibility for
safe operations while maintaining top level oversight to see that
this delegation is properly executed according to established
procedures.

Therefore, the Panel recommends that the National Science
Foundation should negotiate with the U,S. Navy and incorporate
within a revised memorendum of agreement the means whereby the
'IOW environment and health standards and their enforcement
will be affected within U.S. Antarctic Program responsibilities
assigned to the U.S. Navy. If otherwise applicable U.S. Navy
regulations, practices or standards are less stringent than those
adopted for the U.S, Antarctic Program, the U.S. Antarctic
Program safety, environment and health standards should apply in
practice (MOT-10).
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Individual Responsibility

In practice, safety comes down t the individual. Many factors
contribute to safe performance on the part of individuals,
including training, skill, attention, attitude, judgment,
experience, and ether factors. Some of these factors are
addressed elsewhere in this report. However, in most cases, *
necessary prerequisite to good performance is knowledge of whet
is expected.

Therefore, the Panel recommends that a safety code of conduct
for U.S. Antarctic Program participants be coapiled and issued to
each individual in the program regardless of affiliation. This
code of conduct should be prepared under the direction of the
SENO and should reflect the adopted safety, environment ar0
health standards and policies of the USAP as they apply to the
individual (MOT-11).

With regard to the final comments on the Initiative with regard

to inCrtese To Base ...Midget, I an in strong agreement that those

items deserve support and that they justify an increase in the

operating costs of the USAP.

Finally, I would like to note that I em mindful of strong

criticism of NSF's operating procedures and scientific mission

activities by parsons and organizations concerned with the

preservation of Antarctica's pristine environment. That such

needs to be dons in Antarctica is evidenced by the Safety Review

Panel's fairly detailed and I believe carefully reasoned Report.
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I believe our recommendations provide NSF pith a baseline from

which the amine'', Riven time, funding and a firm commitment can

mach more effectively begin to assure environmental preservation

and management in Antarctica. Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert W. Craig
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Craig. I appreciate that very
much.

Mr. Manheim?

STATEMENT OF BRUCE S. MANHEIM, JR., ATTORNEY AND
SCIENTIST, ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND

Mr. MANHESki. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear today on the subject, a

very important subject, of environmental practices observed by the
National Science Foundation at U.S. research bases in Antarctica.

This hearing, indeed, marks the first time in more than a decade
that Congress has seriously considered this very important issue. It
has now become clear, in light of a number of reports, including
this very valuable Safety Panel report produced by NSF, that a
number of nations operating in the Antarctic, including the United
States, have failed to reduce pollution from research bases or to
minimize impacts to Antarctic wildlife.

Indeed, the environmental practices of the National Science
Foundation, the Federal agency responsible for U.S. scientific re-
search in Antarctica, we believe. would not be permitted anywhere
in the United States. For that reason, we welcome NSF's recent
initiative, which calls for $5 million over the course of fiscal year
1990 and $30 million for the next 5 years to address these environ-
mental problems.

However, as my fellow panelist, Mr. Craig, has pointed out, I
think quite correctly, the initiative falls short. And we believe it
should be revised, expanded, and expedited, so thit not only does it
meet its own stated objectives but it also addresses the full range of
environmental practices and impacts caused by U.S. activities in
Antarctica.

Specifically, NSF's initiative, I think, is important for at least
four reasons. First, scientific research is having an increasingly sig-
nificant impact on Antarctic wildlife. The loss of more than 50,000
Ade lie penguins at the Cape Hallett base, which was formerly
jointly operated by the United States and New Zealand, as a result
of scientific research, is simply one of many examples of that prob-
lem.

Secondly, sound environmental practices at U.S. research bases
and other bases in the Antarctic ultimately will protect important
scientific research that is taking place there. We had a very good
reminder of that axiom just in January with the shipwreck of the
Bahia Paraiso, the spillage of literally thousands of gallons of
diesel fuel, the loss of several sensitive breeding rookeries, and,
more importantly, the loss of perhaps up to 25 years of scientific
research at Palmer Station.

Third, these impacts on the environment and research are likely
to increase as the growing number of nations interested in Antarc-
tica's potentially vast resources turn their attention to the conti-
nent. Indeed, for a nation to have voting status under the various
agreements that govern Antarctica, it must first conduct a, "sub-
stantial scientific research activity" in Antarctica. That essentially
is translated into establishing a base there. There are now 16 na-
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thins that have acceded to the treaty, and several, if not many, of
then may soon develop bases in Antarctica.

Finally, the importance of the NSF initiative is heightened by
these very recent international efforts that are underway to
strengthen guidelines governing waste disposal and other environ-
mental imps"; in Antarctica. Indeed, if NSF were to adopt strict
controla on U.S. activities and their waste disposal problems, then
State Department diplomats will be in a much stronger position to
press for more comprehensive environmental protection controls
when the rather antiquated 1975 Antarctic Treaty Code of Conduct
on Waste Disposal comes up for revision in October in Paris later
this year.

As NSF pointed out in its 1980 programmatic environmental
impact statement, perhaps the most significant impact from the
U.S. Antarctic program in Antarctica is just sinaply the addition of
foreign materials to that pristine environment. More than 2,000
tons of cargo and up to 7 million gallons of petroleum products are
shipped there each year. Unfortunately, virtually all of these mate-

have been essentially left there as pollutants. For example,
untreated sanitary wastes, very likely containing toxic chemicals,
are discharged into Antarctic waters. Combustible solid wastes are
burned in open pits with no emissions controls whatsoever. Non-
combustible solid wastes have been bulldozed into an open refuse
pit or onto annual sea ice. Hazardous wastes are used to ignite
open-pit burns, and diesel fuel-powered generators release particu-
late emissions without any controls whatsoever.

Not only would those actions, were they to be undertaken in the
United States, violate U.S. laws such as the Clean Air Act or Clean
Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, but
indeed, they even contravene the much less rigid international
rules that have been set up to govern waste disposal in Antarctica.

For example, the 1964 Agreed Measures required all nations, in-
cluding the United States, to take all reasonable steps to reduce
pollution of waters adjacent to the coast. Yet, because U.S. disposal
practices, some of which were by the Navy, contributed to this
problem, bottom sediments in the waters near McMurdo Station, in
terms of PCB and heavy metal concentrations, are more polluted
than virtually any waterways in the United States.

Moreover, NSF has consistently failed to observe those laws that
do clearly apply to Antarctica. That includes a 1978 executive
order issued by President Carter, Executive Order 12088, that re-
quires the agency to comply at a minimum with the 1975 Antarctic
Treaty Code of Conduct on Waste Disposal. It also includes the
Antarctic Conservation Act, which also was passed in 1978, and
mandated NSF to establish a pollution control program. Unfortu-
nately, a decade later, that pollution control program still does not
exist-

To be brief, I would just like to endorse many of the remarks
that were made by Mr. C'raig. We, too, are disappointed that NSF's
initiative does not satisfactorily address waste water discharges.
There are a number of nations in Antarctica that will do a better
lob, even if NSF is successful in obtaining money and implement-
mg what it proposes to do as far as waste water discharges. These
include Poland and Brazil, which reportedly treat their sewage at
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research stations, and apparently reduce it to secondary treatment
levels.

The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research recently recom-
mended certain types of technology that U.S. research stations
should adopt in Antarctica to address that problem, and we believe
NSF should heed those admonitions.

As far as solid waste disposal goes, we have serious concerns
about NSFs continued plans, apparently, to maintain a landfill at
McMurdo base. That landfill has been there since 1980 despite a
1976 Code of Conduct international prohibition on landfills in Ant-
arctica. Indeed, NSF now apparently proposes to establish yet an-
other landfill at McMurdo with the burial or rather covering over
of possibly hazardous wastes at the Winter Quarters Base site.

We believe that solid wastes, particularly noncombustible solid
wastes, hazardous wastes, chemical wastes, combustion ash, and
even in some cases solid wastes that are combustible rime be re-
moved from Antarctica. This should certainly be the highest priori-
ty of the National Science Foundation.

It is not technologically impossible to do that. In fact, 50 percent
of the nations that currently operate in the Antarctic do undertake
these so-called retrograding activities, and in fact NSF successfully
took back more than 1.7 kilograms of materials last year. So this is
something that we believe should be pursued on an annual basis.

Atmospheric emissions are yet another problem. There are basi-
caty two sources, one from the diesel fuel generators that are used
to provide energy to research bases there. In fact, ironically
enough, the power generators that are used at McMurdo base are
required to control their emissions in the most heavily polluted
parts of the United States; yet there are no controls on these gen-
erators in perhaps the most pristine atmosphere in the world.

Moreover, open-pit burning of combustible wastes is another seri-
ous source of air pollution in the Antarctic. Not only does it threat-
en terrestrial lichens up to miles away but also has apparently
interfered with certain atmospheric studies that are taking place at
that station and other stations.

Australia, Brazil, Korea, and several other nations have installed
controlled incinerators; there is no reason that the United States
cannot, also.

The initiative does call for a design of an incinerator at
McMurdo, but that leaves open the notion that this open-pit burn-
ing will continue at Palmer base and also, to a lesser extent, South
Pole station. We cannot endorse that, nor can the National Science
Foundation.

And finally, just to be very brief, there are two other places that
NSF initiative should be expanded. One is in terms of essentially
establishing a more effective enforcement mechanism to protect
Antarctic wildlife in protected areas, and also to establish a mecha-
nism to monitor and assess environmental impacts from U.S. ac-
tivities in Antarctica.

Let me stop now because of time, and I would be happy to wel-
come any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Manheim follows:)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcomeittee:

Thank you for the invitation to appear before the

Subcommittee on the subject of environmental protection practices

!Piloted by the United States at its scientific research bases in

Antarctica. This hearing marks the first time in more than a

decade that Congress has seriously considered this important

issue. It has now become clear that a number of nations

operating in Antarctica, including the United States, have failed

to reduce pollution from research bases and to minimize impacts

to Antarctic wildlife. Indeed, the environmental practices of

the National Science Foundation (NSF) -- the federal agency

responsible for U.S. scientific research in Antarctica -- would

not be permitted anywhere in the United States. For that ieason,

we welcome NSF's recent initiative which calls for $5 million for

FY 1990 and $30 million for the next five years to address these

environmental problems. We believe, however, that NSF's proposal

must be revised, expanded and expedited so that it meets its

stated objectives and addresses the full range of environmental

impacts caused by U.S. activities in Antarctica.

I. BACKGROUND: IMPORTANCE OF THE NSF ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE

With the adoption of the Antarctic Treaty in 1959,

international scientific research in Antarctica has flourished.

Today, more than 50 bases operated by 22 nations have been

- 1 -
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established on the continent. Because Antarctica derives much of

its scientific value from its relatively uncontaminated

condition, it is rather ironic that the day-to-day operation of

these bases is currently the major source of pollution there.

Three recent reports have recently focused attention on

environmental impacts from the four balms that the U.S.

maintains in Antarctica: "On Thin Ice: The Failure of the

National Science Foundation to Protect Antarctica" by the

Environmental Defense Fund (EDF): NSF's "Environmental Protection

Agenda," and "Safety in Antarctica" by NSF's Safety Review Panel.

As a result of these efforts and the widespread publicity they

received, there is strong public support for improvement of

environmental practices at these installations (see attached

editorials). There are at least four reasons for these views.

7irst, scientific research bases in Antarctica are having an

increasingly significant impact on Antarctic wildlife. Although

the Antarctic ice sheet is virtually barren of terrestrial life,

small ice-free areas along the coast and nutrient rich waters

surrounding the continent provide essential habitat for myriad

penguins, seals and other marine species. It is within these

fragile areas, which only constitute 1-2% of the continent, that

scientific bases have been established. As a result, Antarctic

marina life must inevitably compete with research installations

for limited breeding areas. The loss of more than 50,000 Melia

penguins in just nine years from construction and operation of

- 2 -
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Cape Hallett base by the United States and New Zealand makes

clear that the fragile Antarctic environment generally is losing

the battle.

Second, sound environmental practices at research bases in

Antarctica will ultimately protect vitally important scientific

research taking place there. Indeed, retaining Antarctica's

pristine condition is critical if the continent is to serve as a

useful scientific laboratory and as a baseline standard for

monitoring global atmospheric processes such as stratospheric

ozone depletion and global climate change. Currently, untreated

sewage discharges and toxic wastes foul the waters of this

laboratory, while emissions from power generators and open pit

burns contaminate its atmosphere. The sinking of the Bahia

remise -- the Argentine research supply ship that spilled

thousands of gallons of oil near Palmer station in January --

demonstrates the importance of protecting the environment so that

scientific research can also be preserved.

Third, these impacts on the environment and research are

bound to increase as the global community turns its attention to

exploiting Antarctica's potentially vast living and non-living

resources. Indeed, nations will first look to small ice-free

areas along the Antarctic coastline to establish research bases.

That is because a nation must "conduct a substantial scientific

research activity" in Antarctica before it can achieve voting

- 3 -
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status under the Antarctic Treaty. Nations that have recently

developed bases and become voting members include China, Uruguay,

India, Brazil, Spain, and Sweden. Last year, Peru withdrew its

application for membership since it did not maintain a base.

This year, Peru established a research base but its supply ship,

the mgabadt, ran into rocks on departing from Antarctica. The

subsequent oil slick portends the serious impacts that may occur

when, and if, the 16 other nations that have acceded to the

Treaty eavelop bases in Antarctica.

Finally, this issue is significant because international

efforts are currently underway to strengthen guidelines governing

waste disposal and other environmental impacts in Antarctica. In

1987, the Antarctic Treaty parties adopted new procedures to

assess environmental impacts. Later this year, the parties will

consider a report by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic

Research (SCAR) that recommends revisions to the Code of Conduct

on Waste Disposal adopted by the Antarctic Treaty parties in

1975. Clearly, if NSF were to adopt strict controls that address

environmental pollution in Antarctica, then the United States

would be in a much stronger position to press for more

comprehensive environmental protection when the code of Conduct

comes up for revision. Indeed, this is particularly important

since McMurdo base with its 1500 ihhabi-ants accounts for almost

half of all Antarctic summer residents.

- 4 -
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The Foundation has declared that the purpose of its

initiative is to "clean up debris from past operations, and to

bring present operatiami into agreement with current regulations,

prevailing attitudes, and current technology." Unfortunately, NSF

has not sat out a detailed time scale for implementation of this

initiative nor has it ident:fied relative priorities or costs of

particular projects. As a result, we have analyzed NSF's

initiative in light of the requirements of domestic environmental

laws and the recommendations contained within SCAR's recent

report. At the same time, we have focused on other nations'

efforts in Antarctica to ascertain precisely what can be done.

These actions demonstrate that strict pollution control methods

are technologically possible in Antarctica and that the United

States shrAild follow their example. To that end, our testimony

evaluates the extent to which NSF's initiative will (1) reduce

pollution from research bases; (2) prevent impacts to Antarctic

wildlife and protected areas; and (3) include assessment and

monitoring of environmental impacts.

II. REDUCING POLLUTION FROM SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

As pointed out by NSF in 1900, perhaps, the greatest

environmental impact of the U.S. Antarctic Program is the

addition of foreign materials to a pristine environment. Each

year, more than 2000 tons of cargo and 7 million gallons of

petroleum products are shipped to U.S. bases in Antarctica.

- 5 -
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Until very recently, virtually all of these materials were

ultimately left behind as pollutants in Antarctica. Indeed,

although NSF has recently stepped up its efforts to remove

accrued wastes from the continent, its current practices still

result in significant pollution. For example, untreated sanitary

wastes that very likely contain toxic chemicals are discharged

into Antarctic waters; combustible solid wastes are burned in

open pits with no emission controls whatsoever; non-combustible

solid wastes are bull-dczed into an open refuse pit; hazardous

wastes are uaed to ignite open pit burns; and diesel-fueled power

generators release particulate emissions without any controls.

Unfortunately, certain of these actions have contravened

international rules governing waste disposal in Antarctica. For

example, the 1964 Agreed Measures for the Conservation of

Antarctic Fauna and Flora require all parties to "take all

reasonable steps towirds the alleviation of pollution of waters

adjacent to the coast and ice shelves. " Yet, until 1986, the

U.S. routinely bull-dozed garbage, possibly including hazardous

wastes, onto annual sea ice near McMurdo Station. As the ice

melted, this debris sank into and polluted waters near the

station. Indeed, a 1983 NSF study demonstrated tnat bottom

sediments in the waters near McMurdo are more heavily polluted in

terms of PC8 (polychlorinated biphenyl) and heavy metal (lead and

cadmium) concentrations than virtually all estuaries and bays in

the United States. The U.S. has also failed to observe the 1975

-
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Treaty Code of Conduct on Waste Disposal in at least three ways.

These violations include discharging untreated sanitary wastes

without maceration, maintaining a landfill at McMurdo base, and

discarding plastics into that landfill.

These practices are particularly troubling in light of

Executive Order 12088 and Section 6 of the Antarctic Conservation

Act. The former requires NSF to comply with "environmental

pollution control standards of general applicability" in

Antarctica. Although NSF concluded in the early 1980's that the

Cods of Conduct contained those standards, it has failed to

observe them. Moreover, NSF has ignored procedural requirements

under the Order, including periodic consultation with the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). As to compliance with the

Antarctic Conservation Act, NSF has been equally remiss. That

1978 statute directed NSF to issue regulations that identify

pollutants in Antarctica and to specify measures controlling such

discharges. Unfortunately, those regulations have never been

promulgated and the pollution control program that Congress

envisaged for Antarctica more than a decade ago has never been

realized.

The Foundation must strictly observe these requirements if

the U.S. is to have any hand in addressing the serious record of

non - compliance with the Code recently documented by SCAR's

special panel. of experts on waste disposal. Their draft report

- 7 -
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found that 60% of Antarctic bases burn chemical wastes in open

pits rather treating or removing them from the Treaty area.

Moreover, almost 75% of all bases maintain open burns with no

emissions monitoring or controls at all. Despite those findings,

the SCAR report also makes clear that a number of nations are

doing a better job of protecting Antarctica than the United

States. Drawing on the experience of these nations, the panel

recommended revisions that would significantly strengthen the

1975 Code of Conduct. Most significantly, it suggested that

national environmental standards should at a minimum be observed

in Antarctica. Unfortunately, NSF's initiative would neither

implement many of SCAR's important recommendations nor would it

satisfy national standards in controlling wastewater discharges,

solid wastes, hazardous wastes, and atmospheric emissions.

A. WASTEWATER DISCHARGES

For the past 30 years, both McMurdo and Palmer Stations --

the U.S. coastal stations in Antarctica -- have discharged

untreated raw sewage into Antarctic waters. In 1980, NSF

indicated that such discharges could impact local marine

ecosystems. Subsequently, a 1984 report prepared for NSF

recommended at least primary treatment in light of substantial

concentrations of fecal coliform, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide

detected in the waters off McMurdo base, More recently, a 1988

NSF contractor observed a "significant algal population" on the

-8 -
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open water near the McMurdo outfal3. Eswever, despite these

observations, NSF's new initiative fails to commit to any

treatment of wastewater discharges other than installing

submerged outfalls and macerators (which were required in 1975)

and continued monitoring.

Specifically, NSF's proposal to treat wastewater would not

satisfy national standards under the Clean Water Act nor would it

likely comply with a newly revised Code of Conduct on Waste

Disposal. Indeed, SCAR's panel of experts on waste disposal

recommended that sewage from bases with more than 30 people

should be treated witt rotating biological contactor systems

(RBC's). These units reportedly reduce biological oxygen demand

and suspended solids to secondary treatment levels. They are

currently used at a few coastal stations where they work quite

well even at relatively low temperatures. The approximates cost

of installation of RBC's is between $500,000 and a million

dollars. Like Poland and Brazil, which treat sewage at their

research stations, NSF should reduce wastewater discharges to

secondary treatment levels initially for McMurdo base and then

Palmer station.

Toxic chemicals may also be routinely discharged along with

untreated sanitary wastes at NSF's coastal installations.

Inasmuch as many of these chemicals appear on EPA's list of

"toxic priority pollutants,11 NSF would be required under the

-9 -
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Clean Water Act to adopt strict effluent limitations.

Unfortunately, heavies wastewater discharges have not been

monitored, it is uncertain as to specifically which toxic

substances actually enter Antarctic waters. Nevertheless, it is

evident that such chasmic. a pose a significant threat to the

environment and also, as the Safety Panel report recognized,

possibly to human health. Accordingly, we strongly support NSF's

proposal to undertake comprehensive monitoring of the NtSUrdo and

Palmer outfalls. However, if toxic chemicals are detected, NSF

must include in its initiative a commitment to eliminate the

source of this pollution immediately.

B. SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

The disposal of solid wastes at U.S. Antarctic research

bases over the past three decades also raises serious questions.

These wastes have either been discarded in open dumps that are

periodically burned, dumped at sea, or buried in a landfill.

While NSF has declared that ocean dumping has ceased and its

initiative suggests that open burning may be discontinued, it

apparently plans to continue operation of a landfill at the

Fortress Rock sits near NoMurdo bass. That action flatly

violates the 1975 Cods and contravenes SCAR's recommendations for

revisions to the new Code. It is particularly problematic in

light of the Safety Panel's finding that runoff from the fill is

polluting Antarctic waters. Rather than explicitly addressing

- 10 -
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this problem, however, NSF proposes to establish essentially

another landfill at the !corner Winter Quarters Way dumpsite.

There, NSF has slowly removed materials but now it is concerned

that hazardous wastes could be re-mobilized. While we appreciate

that concern, we cannot endorse these landfill.. NSF must clean

up these sites after taking the necessary actions to ensure that

wastes era not released.

Became+, solid wastes deposited in Antarctica will remain

there for decades if not forever, SCAR recommended that

non-combustible wastes and plastics should be removed from the

Treaty area. More than half of the research bases in Antarctica

remove all non-combustible wastes and at least 15% return

combustible wastes as well. Recently, NSF did return more than

1.7 million kilograms of materials to the United states. These

efforts, which should be applauded, demonstrate that NSF can

afford to remove wastes from Antarctica and that such actions

should be undertaken on an annual basis. Yet, rather than

committing to this method, the initiative calls for further

assessment of solid waste disposal systems to develop information

on alternative techniques. Inasmuch as a number of studies have

already been undertaken, and bath SCAR and the Safety Panel have

recommended removal of wastes, it is time for NSF to take

substantive actions that address these problems. Accordingly,

NSF's new initiative should commit to removal efforts of solid

wastes on an annual basis.
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C. HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Antarctic research bases typically ale, produce "hazardous

wastes" that mat be removed from Antarctica. Such wastes

include pant battery acid, industrial solvents, laboratory and

photographic chemicals, contaminated waste fuels, and combustion

alb. At least 18 research bases, including those operated by

Japan, Italy, and China, remove such wastes on an annual basis.

Only recently have U.S. installations also begun to remove

particular hazardous wastes from Antarctica. For example, during

the 1987-88 season, NSF finally returned hundreds of barrels of

waste oil that had awaited shipment out of Antarctica for years.

NSF's initAative, which is silent on the question of hazardous

waste management, must include a commitment to remove such wastes

each year. Like more than 50% of the bases operating in

Antarctica, NSF must promptly remove all chemical wastes and

combustion ash from the Treaty area.

Moreover, U.S. bases must be prepared to 4tontain and clean

up spills of hazardous waste, oil and fuel. The recent oil

spills involving the =WI Faraiso and Humboldt clearly

demonstrate the need for oil spill cleanup equipment on-site at

both McMurdo and Palmer stations. We strongly support NSF's

proposal to locate this equipment in Antarctica. At the same

time, it must be emphasized that those shipwrecks were not the

only incidents involving fuel spills in Antarctica this season.

- 12 -
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Indeed, in November 1988, almost 24,000 gallons of jet fuel

spilled at Williams Field near McMurdo basal apparently from an

aged rubber storage tank. Unfortunately, immediate cleanup

operations could not be undertaken because of insufficient

storage capacity for the spine,: fuel. We therefore also endorse

NSF's proposal to build protective containment structures around

storage tanks and suggest that NSF include storage facilities for

spilled fuel.

D. ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS

In addition, NSF must take actions to reduce pollution of

the pristine Antarctic atmosphere. More than 300 tonnes of

particulate emissions enter the Antarctic atmosphere each year

from generators used to supply power to various Antarctic bases.

Ironically, emissions from the generators used at McMurdo base

are controlled in the most heavily polluted parts of the United

States, but not in Antarctica. This is particularly troubling

since emissions from McMurdo station threaten unique terrestrial

plants miles away. Italy recognised these problems when it

installed emission controls at its Terra Nova Say station. Yet,

NSF' initiative does not follow that example. Inasmuch as the

Clean Air Act calls for protection of air quality near

"international parks* and national wilderness areas (so-called

class I areas), the initiative must include strict controls on

emissions from power generators.

- 13 -
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The second major source of air pollution in Antarctica --

open burning of combustible wastes -- produces at leai.t 20 tonnes

of particulate emissions each year. At U.S. bases, combustible

wastes are typically bull-domed into an open pit and ignited with

contaminated waste fuels (an illegal practice under U.S. law)

Other nations, including Australia, Brazil and Korea, have been

sore responsible and reportedly installed controlled

incinerators. Both SCAR and the Safety Review Panel recommended

that mean burning should be quickly eliminated and replaced by

incineration with emission controls, And that waste* should be

removed from Antarctica. However, NSF41 initiative only calls

for a design study of an incinerator at McMurdo base and

apparently not Palmer Station. Moreover, it again places

virtually no *aphasia on removing wastes from Antarctica.

Clearly, $SF must attach a such higher priority to removing

wastes fros Antarctica and should immediately cease open pit

burning at all U.S. stations in Antarctica.

III. PREVENTING S To ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE AND PROTECTED AREAS

To address the potential impacts of increased h.man activity

in Antarctica on wildlife, the Treaty parties adopted the Agreed

Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora in

1964. Those measures prohibit any person from taking native

Antarctic mammals and birds, and authorize the parties to protect

special areas. With passage of the Antarctic Conservation Act in

- 14 -
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1970, Congress empowered NSF to enforce these provisions against

t.S. nationals. Yet, over the past decade, NSF has failed to

fulfill its obligations as a regulatory agency under the Act.

Indeed, NSF has consistently construed the Act's provisions in

ways that reduce environmental protection and has not effectively

enforced regulatory requirements in Antarctica. While the former

problem is more one of perspective than money, the latter will

ultimately entail increased expenditures for on-site enforcement

actions. Recently, NSF did open a position for a "Safety,

Environment and Health Officer" presumably to address the latter

problem. While we support that action, we suggest that the

initiative specify particular actions for that official to

pursue.

A. PROTECTION OF ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE

When NSF issued regulations implementing the Antarctic

Conservation Act in 1979, it identified 43 bird species and 11

marine mammals for protection. Yet, as many as 77 seabirds and

15 marine mammals ictually occur within the Antarctic Treaty area

and therefore deserve protection. The Foundation's failure to

protect all native Antarctic species results from its very narrow

interpretation of the term "indigenous" used in the Agreed

Measures. While that term generally means "occurring or living

naturally in an area," NSF has taken the position that a species

must breed in Antarctica in order to be "indigenous" there. As a

- 15 -
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result, at least 34 seabird species and 4 marine mammals, which

frequently occur in Antarctica, are not afforded protection under

U.S. law. The new initiative should call for protection of these

species.

Moreover, for those species on the list of protected species

under the Act, NSF has failed to implement the principal purpose

of the Agreed Measures -- to "minimize harmful interference with

the normal living conditions of all native Antarctic mammals or

birds." Although Congress very broadly defined the term "take" in

the Antarctic Conservation Act to include "harass, molest, and

harm," and that term has been construed to include habitat

disruption, NSF has typically not scrutinized the effects of

dynamite blasting and construction activities on Antarctic

wildlife. At the same time, NSF has failed to exercise its

regulatory authority over U.S. tour groups that routinely visit

sensitive penguin rookeries and seabird nesting areas during the

breeding season. To address these problems, NSF's initiative

must include funding to support an effective enforcement program

in Antarctica.

B. PROTECTION OF SPECIAL AREAS

The Agreed Measures also make it unlawful for any U.S.

citizen to enter into any "specially protected area" ("SPA") or

"site of special scientific interest" ("SSSI") unless authorized

- 16 -
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by a permit granted by NSF. To enforce these provisions against

U.S. nationals, the Act requires NSF to identify by regulation

those SPA's and SSSI's that have been approved by the United

States at Antarctic Treaty meetings. Unfortunately, NSF has been

rather remiss in formally identifying and protecting these areas.

As a result, until late last year, U.S. citizens were free to

visit areas that had received international protection but not

national status. Clearly, the initiative should not only call

for increased protection of Antarctic wildlife but also prompt

designation of internationally protected areas.

Finally, for those international areas that have been so

designated, NSF has not strictly governed entry into them. For

example, U.S. citizenr may only enter SPA's if "there is a

cancelling scientific purpose for such entry which cannot be

served elsewhere." Yet, in 1988, the Foundation took an unusually

broad interpretation of that exception when it issued permits to

media personnel to enter these sites. For SSSI's, NSF has

generally failed to exercise its jurisdiction over U.S. citizens

outside of the U.S. Antarctic Program. Permits to enter these

areas may only be granted for activities "consistent" with

management plans prescribed for the site. Yet, U.S. tour grclps

this year visited at least one SSSI without obtaining NSF

permission. Although NSF recently issued regulations that will

allow it to enforce these provisions, the initiative fails to

call for funding that will allow it to detect actual violations.

- 17 -
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IV. ASSESSING AND MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

There is no doubt that effective assessment and monitoring

efforts will reduce environmental impacts from scientific

research and associated activities Antarctica. Indeed, where

potential impacts have not been thoroughly evaluated, these

activities have unnecessarily resulted in the loos of Antarctic

wildlife. Recently, the Treaty parties adopted guidelines that

require each nation to assess impacts before embarking on major

projects. Although these guidelines were adopted in 1987, NSF

has failed to comply fully over the past decade with similar

domestic procedures required under the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA). Moreover, NSF has still not established an

effective system for monitoring impacts and compliance with

applicable regulations. Although NSF's initiative does call for

increased baseline finding to support environmental assessments

and monitoring, it does not specifically commit to addressing the

these gaps.

A. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Following the issuance of Executive order 12114 more than a

decade ago, NSF has been required to prepare an environmental

impact statement (EIS) for each U.S. activity in Antarctica with

potentially significant environmental impacts. To date, NSF has

not issued mandatory guidelines governing NEPA compliance nor has

- 18 -
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it seriously evaluated the potential impacts of its

"sate-specific' actions in Antarctica. These actions include

dynamite blasting and construction activities. Recently, NSF

indicated that it plans to update its programmatic EIS. While

that effort does not relieve NSF of satisfying the requirements

outlined above, it certainly is a welcome step in the right

direction. Indeed, it has been almost a decade since the program

was last reviewed. Accordingly, increased funding of NSF's

annual operating budget should be used to prepare both

programmatic and site-specific environmental impact statements

for the U.S Antarctic program.

At the same time, it must be emphasized that NSF has still

not implemented many of the 'mitigating measures" it premised to

undertake in 1980 when it last evaluated the environmental

impacts of the U.S. Antarctic Program. These measures include

studies of its sanitary waste disposal system to determine

Whether toxic compounds are present in significant concentrations

in untreated raw sewage and if heavy metals are collecting in

benthic sediments or organisms. Although NSF did find in 1983

that PCB's and heavy metals occur in substantial concentrations

in bottom sediments near McMurdo Base, it still has not

determined the source of these taxies or whether they era, in

fact, accumulating in the Antarctic food chain. Clearly, the

initiative should include a specific request for funds to

investigate the causes and scope of this pollution problem.

- 19 -
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B. MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Moreover, NSF has not sought to monitor the environmental

effects of its activities and to ensure compliance with

applicable international authorities and domestic regulations.

To date, a number of federal agencies, including the Air Force,

Department of Energy, and National Institutes of Health, have

established formal "environmental auditing programs." In August

1988, the Environmental Defense Fund developed a detailed

"Antarctic Environmental Audit Protocol" that could be used by

NSF to evaluate environmental impacts at each U.S. base in

Antarctica. While it was too late to conduct this audit for the

1988-89 research season, it is particularly important for next

year in light of serious pollution problems and the requirements

of Executive Order 12088. Although NSF's environmental initiative

calls for a workshop to determine appropriate monitoring actions,

we believe that more specific and immediate measures must be

pursued including on-site audits at each research base next year.

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In sum, NSF's environmental initiative is a welcome first

step toward addressing environmental impacts from U.S. research

activities in Antarctica. However, in the final analysis, it

fails to meet its stated objectives -- to clean up past debris

and to bring present operations into compliance with current

- 20 -
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regulations and technology. Indeed, the initiative does not

satisfy international and domestic environmental standards and

fails to reflect a commitment to pursue more responsible

practices that other nations are already following in Antarctica.

To correct these problems, NSF should: (1) comply with Executive

Order 12088; (2) establish a pollution control program 'glider the

Antarctic Conservation Act; (3) commit to secondary treatment of

wastewater discharges; (4) eliminate all sources of toxic

Chemical pollution; (5) cease operation of its landfills in

Antarctica? (6) make removal of solid and hazardous wastes,

including combustion ash, its highest priority; (7) strictly

control emissions from power generators at each base; and (8)

immediately cease all open pit burning of solid wastes in

Antarctica.

At the same time, the initiative must be expanded to include

an effective enforcement scheme to protect Antarctic wildlife and

an assesamentimonitoring system to reduce all impacts. To

achieve the former objective, the initiative should call for

increased funding to suppoxL (1) protection of all native

Antarctic birds and marine mammals and internationally protected

areas; (2) careful analysis of all operational activities and

development of guidelines defining harmful interference with

Antarctic wildlife; and (3) strict regulation of U.S. .:our groups

that visit Antarctica. To ensure that significant environmental

impacts do not occur anywhere in Antarctica, the initiative

- 21 -
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'Should include increased baseline funding so that NSF can (1)

immediately issue guidelines governing NEPA compliance; (2)

prepare environmental assessments for all actions with potential

impacts; (3) expeditiously complete a new programmatic EIS; (4)

implement the mitigating measures identified in the 1980 EXS,

including a study of PCB contamination; and (5) create an

independent environmental auditing program.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify on this

important subject. I would be pleased to respond to any

questions that the Subcommittee might have about my testimony.
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Taint Ourimar, Saw= Mow)*
Bien*. February 2S, 1989

scnoict COMMENTARY

Keeping Antarctica Clean
A RGEN TI NA's recent diesel hid spill is an

environmental shock for Antarctica. But
the poilittain. trash dumps. and °cantonal

deliberate destruction of wildlife habitat associ-
ated with the Antarctic research gams have
been a long-playing tragedy.

This could worsen when mining begins in the
next tenuity, unless the cleanup Arena some
nations have started an intermhed, emulated by
others. and reinforced by stricter environmental
control throughout the frozen continent. A scien-
tific committee of the Antarctic lively nations is
to consider better waste disposal
methods this October. Such methods
are urgently needed.

The National Science Founda-
tion. which administers the United
States Antarctic program, has often
expressed concern to protect the
Antarctic environment Yet it admits
its hands are not entirely clean.

The United States runs taut of
the 57 Antarctic research stations
inamtamed by 18 nations. Last Au-
gust, the Environmental Defense
Fund rn Washington kcused attention on the
pollution of those US stanona. It includes open
trash burmng, trash dumping in pits rather than
removal to the United States, trash dumping at
sea, and discharge of raw sewage directly into the
ocean at McMurdo Station. A recent report by
the Australian Greenman organization has re-
peeled these complaint'.

For its part, the National Science Foundation
explains that it has long been aware of the trouble
and has been trying to clean up the pollution. Its
critics recognize the foundation's good inten-
tions. But at the same time they complain that
remedial efforts have been too slow and have yet
to correct abuses that, in some instances. may

5 '2 ti

violate Antarctic 'Meaty provisions.
France. by its own ado asion. has most Oa-

grandy violated the treaty. It has callously blown
up penguin rookeries and sea bird breeding
grounds in building a new airport.

John lialmadge of the National Science Faun-
dation Polar Programa Division has outlined the
basic challenge. He notes that, when the research
stations were first established. inhabitants were
more concerned with sheer survival in a harsh
CTIVirennarna than with anything else. This cre-
ated a mind-set that has to be changed. New

environmental standards are needed.
If the United States is to provide

leadership in setting those standards.
it has to clean up its own act. The
foundation is asking for the money to
do what it has talked about for a
decade. Its 1990 budget request in-
cludes innial funding for a tour-year
$30 million Antarctic environmental
program. That would include proper
waste-water treatment. it would in-
volve cleaning up trash dumps and
other environmental blights. It

would bring trash home as Australia and New
Zealand already do.

Congress should examine this program care-
fully to make sure it is adequate. Then n should
give the foundation the funds to do the job right.

Antarctica is the last large pristine enemy*.
mem on our planet. Nations working there owe it
to themselves and to the rest of the world to
protect that environment. The committee on
waste disposal standards that meets in October
has an %twat task. And the United States should
be ready to lead in that work by example as well as
by precept.

A Tuesday column
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Dirtying the most
Antarctica remains the most pristioe place
on Earth. but it might not stay that way, Year
after year, visitors abuse the environment
and pollute the continent's polar expanses.

According to a report released this week
by an environmentalist group, the Ewing._
mental Defense Fund. one of the chief pollut-
ers is a government agency. The report says
U.S research bases dirty Antarctica's envi-
ronment in violation of US. laws and interns.
timid agreements.

It seem tbe National Science Founds.
tine, which supervises US. scientific reward
in Antarctica, has for decades permitted
ocean dumping of untreated sewage and tack
chemicals, burning of solid wastes in open
pits and the use of diesel generators with so
emission controls.

The results are apparent. Nchlurtio
Sound, adjacent to the largest U.S. Installa-
tion, is reportedly more polluted than virtual.
4 any waterway in the United States. Scrip
metal piles up in landfills. Wildlife is threat-
ened-Toxic heavy metals have been found in
penguins' tissue.

Not only is the polluting bad in itself: it
sets an ominous precedent. At a time when
oil, gas and mineral prospectors are prepar-
ing to descend on Antarctica, the Untied I

pristine place
States has failed to Mow it recognises basic
obligation to dean up after stack If gown-
ment-funded scientists can't follow the rules,
bow can developers be impeded to?

TM government says It is moving to im.
prove environmental controls to Antarctica.
But previously pmenbad ingwovecamds ban
hem slow la caning. As long ago as INN, Bs
maniple, the US Navy plated to Indkl a wa-
tar.trestment plant and an ficinemtor with
mansion controls. Neither has been built.

The NSF dm oaten that its Wren
aren't the only pollut ers. But the famdstion's
practices hardly pat N in a position to peas
for bettor panellists antral by km.reeponsi.
bit nations with Antarctica bnnot.

The U.S, government allows American
exporters to sell, to Third World nations, pa-
tickles that are banned in the United Stmts. It
allows firms to build plants overseas that
wouldn't most American safety standards. It
allows companim to et ip ,orb age to nations
that don't sham Americans' concern for prop
er disposal methods.

So perhaps it's not sorprisks that a U.S.

agency has been polluting Antarctica Meant
regard for what U.S laws allow. Ws doesn't
make the NSF's disdain for a wondrous and-
nei t any lees ontragoces.
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Mr. WALGREN. How is this on the waste disposal issue, which I
gather you focus on, Mr. Craig? There is a treaty code of conduct,.
Does that cover waste disposal.? Is that right?

Mr. CRAIG. There is a general framework that is recommended
within the treaty nations; in fact, I think Mr. Manheim is better
qualified to comment on that.

My function on the Safety Panel was largely in the area of look-
ing at ourwe did not really get into those issues, and I do not
consider myself that conversant, but I think basically

Mr. WALGREN. Well, let me address that to Mr. Manheim, then.
Could you outline the way thethere is a code of conduct on waste

Has the NSF addressed that specifically? How have they
f ed? Where have they failed to address that code?

Mr. MANHE1M. Yes, I would be happy to address that, Mr. Chair-
man.

In 1975 the Antarctic Treaty parties adopted what is now known
as the Code of Conduct on Waste Disposal. It established a number
of recommendations for research bases operating in the Antarctic
to observe to reduce their waste disposal problems.

Our research suggests that the National Science Foundation has
failed to observe those recommendations in at least three ways.
First, it still continues to operate this landfill that I referred to ear-
lier in my remarks, despite this 1975 code banning such operations.

Secondly, the 1975 code has required bases in the Antarctic to
macerate human wastes before they are ..ischarged. NSF is now, 13
years later, finally going to do that.

And, finally, the code also bans the disposal of plastics in Antarc-
tica, yet those plastics have been observed in the landfills at
McMurdo base.

I might note that that 1975 code is so flexible that many Antarc-
tic Treaty nations are ,low considering very serious and much
stronger revisions to it. In fact, this Scientific Committee on Ant-
arctic Research recently convened a panel of experts on waste dis-
posal, and they have recently issued a draft report that suggests a
number of much stronger changes to this 1975 code. Our concern is
that the NSF initiative not only will necessarily meet the 1975 code
but the new revisions that are adopted to this much stronger code
that may be in place as early as October of this year.

Mr. WALGREN. Perhaps you could outline, with a little submis-
sion, what seem to be the major proposals by the new group, or the
new proposals being made, and how the NSF initiative sort of con-
forms to that, or where it is not responsive.

Mr. MANHEIM. I would be happy to do that, Mr. Chairman, al-
though my testimony does to some extent go into specifically that
question. But just briefly here, I can mention that open-pit burning
has essentially been recommended to be phased out by this special
panel, yet NSF only calls for the design of an incinerator at
McMurdo base, not Palmer station or South Pole.

In fact, perhaps the most important recommendation of the
SCAR panel that I suspect will be adopted later this year in Octo-
ber is that the countries operating in the Antarctic, at a minimum,
observe national environmental standards for protection of the en-
vironment. In our testimony, we have essentially evaluated NSF's
initiative in that context. Does it meet standards established under
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the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, our hazardous waste laws?
And, unfortunately, the answer is no. But I would be h *ippy to in-
clude an additional submission, if you like.

Mr. WALGREN. All right. Well, I would invite you to do that in
some short, focused form.

[Material to be supplied follows:]
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ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND
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Washington, DC 200%
1202)387.3500
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March 29, 1989

The Honorable Doug Walgren
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science,

Research and Technology
Rayburn House Office Building
Suite 2321
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Walgren:

This letter responds to your request for a
specific description of the extent to which the
recent environmental initiative of the National
Science Foundation (NSF) would implement
recommendations of the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research (SCAR) for improved
environmental practices in Antarctica. Those
recommendations (appended to this letter) are
contained in a report by SCAR's panel of experts
on waste disposal, and were based on a survey of
existing waste disposal practices in Antarctica.
Although that report is still undergoing minor
grammatical changes, its recommendations will
form the basis for revisions to the 1975 "Code
of Conduct on Waste Disposal" by the Antarctic
Treaty parties in October 1989. As the
description below makes clear, NSF's initiative
conforms to certain SCAR measures but falls
short of fully implementing SCAR's most
important recommendations.

Waste Manaaement Planning

SCAR's first major proposal calls for
waste management planning to reduce the amount
of waste produced or discarded in Antarctica.
To that end, parties must develop annual plans
for waste management (Rec. 2), create a waste
disposal classification scheme (Rec. 3),
annually exchange information (Rec. 5), nominate
a "waste management official" (Rec. 6), and meet
periodically to consider waste disposal problems
(Rec. 7). NSF's plans to assess its current
solid waste system and to develop a new
approach, and its intention to hire a Safety,
Environment and Health Officer, apparently
respond to these recommendations.
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Unfortunately, NSF's initiative does not explicitly commit
to implementing SCAR's most significant recommendation governing
waste management planning -- Recommendation 4. That
recommendation urges Antarctic operators to take into account
national environmental standards when developing waste management
plans and to apply those standards where they are higher than
those contained in the new Code of Conduct. It is clear that
U.S. environmental standards established under various federal
environmental laws will almost certainly exceed whatever
revisions are made to the Code later this year. NSF's General
Counsel's Office is currently studying these environmental laws
and will issue an opinion on their applicability to U.S.
activities in Antarctica later this spring.

ReMeMinS WaRtee frOM ADterctica

Another set of SCAR's recommendations concerns removal of
wastes from Antarctica. Generally, research stations must remove
excess fuel and fuel drums (Rec. 9); abandoned fuel drums (Rec.
10); cultures of micro-organisms and introduced avian products
(Rec. 15); combustible wastes, including polyvinyl chloride and
polystyrene foam, which are not effectively incinerated (Rec.
16); plastic wastes of unknown composition (Rec. 17);
non- combustible solid wastes and liquid wastes other than sewage
discharges (Rec. 19); and radioactive materials, batteries, and
wastes containing heavy metals or harmful compounds (SDI- 24).
Although NSF removed many of these types of wastes from U.S.
bases last year, the initiative calls for further assessment and
does not commit to removing such wastes from Antarctica on an
annual basis.

Eliminating Qom Elt =Ming

The SCAR recommendations also seek to eliminate open pit
burning throughout Antarctica. All combustible wastes not
removed from the continwnt must be burned in incinerators that
reduce harmful emissions to the maximum extent practicable (Rec.
16). Where it is "necessary" to burn wastes in open pits,
operators must limit particulate deposition on land and avoid
deposition over sensitive areas (Rec. 18). In response to these
measures, NSF's initiative calls for a study of an incinerator at
McMurdo base and suggests that Palmer Station's much smaller size
raises the question of need for an incinerator there. The
initiative, therefore, again calls for further studies and does
not necessarily reflect a commitment to eliminate open pit
burning at all U.S. bases. Moreover, in the event that open
burning occurs during these studies, the initiative does not call
for immedia,:e monitoring or deposition controls.
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Controlling Wastewater pischarges

The SCAR report also evaluated the problem of untreated
human and liquid wastes being discharged at sea. Specifically,
Recommendation 22 calls for at least primary treatment, such as
maceration, of large quantities of these wastes (i.e., from more
than 30 people) before disposal at sea. At the same time, SCAR
indicated that it would be "advantageous" to treat very large
quantities through Rotating Biological Contactor Systems, or
their equivalent, to reduce further biological oxygen demand and
suspended solids. NSF's initiative inr.ludes plans for macerators
(required by the 1975 Code) and submerged outfalls at both Palmer
and McMurdo bases. However, other than calling for continued
monitoring and assessment, the initiative does not necessarily
follow through on sCAR'.4 recommendation that discharges from
McMurdo base with itr 1300 summertime residents receive secondary
treatment.

Ceasing Operation pf Lana/Ills

Another problematic issue considered by SCAR concerns the
burial of wastes at coastal stations in Antarctica. Although the
1975 Code of Conduct flatly banned such operations, NSF has
maintained a landfill at the Fortress Rock site near McMurdo base
since the early 1980's. Uncontrolled runoff from that landfill
is reportedly polluting Antarctic waters. The SCAR report
highlighted the long term impacts of such leaching on soils and
benthic organisms, and did not propose to remove the 1975
prohibition. Indeed, it further recommended against the disposal
of all chemical wastes to land (Rec. 25). Nevertheless, NSF's
initiative apparently contemplates continued operation of the
Fortress Rock operation.

Moreover, NSF proposes to establish essentially another
landfill at the former Winter Quarters Bay dumpsite near McMurdo
base. NSF has indicated that, prior to the late 1970's, wastes
generated at that base were dumped and burned at this dumpsite.
Hazardous wastes may be buried at this site and could be leaching
into Antarctic waters. Although NSF has slowly removed these
wastes over the recent past, it now proposes to cover the area
with fill material and conduct periodic monitoring. That
proposal contravenes the 1975 ban on landfills and SCAR'S
recommendation that, "where practicable," waste disposal sites
should be cleaned up (Rec. 14). Hence, NSF should determine
whether it is possible to remove such wastes before deciding to
cover this area with fill.
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The Honorable Doug Walgren
March 29, 1989
Page 4

Niscellaneouli Matterl

Finally, there are several miscellaneous SCAR
recommendations that NSF's initiative would implement and others
where it fails to follow through. For example, the initiative
would address SCAR's recommendations limiting the importation of
plastics into Antarctica (Rec. 8), assessing wastewater pita at
certain inland sites (Rec. 11), informing all expedition staff of
required environmental practices (Rec. 13), cleaning up certain
abandoned work sites such as Cape Hallett station (Rec. 14), and
establishing storage facilities to prevent dispersal of wastes by
wind or scavengers (Rec. 20). On the other hand, NSF's
initiative does not fully implement scAR's recommendations
calling for removal of all wastes trom inland stations (Rec. 26)
and field camps (Rec. 27), or development of storage and
incineration facilities on board ships operating in Antarctic
waters (Recs. 12 and 28).

In sum, NSF's initiative does not fully implement the most
significant SCAR recommendations concerning removal of wastes
from Antarctica, open pit burning, discharges of untreated liquid
wastes, and continued operation of landfills. Instead, it
generally calls for further studies to assess the situation.
Moreover, NSF's initiative does not reflect SCAR's concern that
U.S. environmental practices in Antarctica at least achieve the
.same level of protection required in the United States. It
remains to be seen whether NSF's forthcoming legal opinion on
this issue will alter that position. As EDF indicated in its
recent report evaluating NSF's actions in Antarctica, U.S.
activities in Antarctica should conform not only to international
requirements but also to sound U.S. environmental policy.

Thank you for your attention to this issue.

Attachment

Sincerely,

Bruce S. Manbeim, Jr.
Attorney and Scientist
Wildlife Program
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6.2 Proposed code of conduct for Antarctic expeditions and station
activities

The following clauses, describing objectives and practices which are logistically feasible, are

recommemla

Waste management planning

- 1 It is rauxinnended than the maximum extent possible, National Antarctic

Operators should endeavour to reduce the amount of waste produced, or disposed

of, in Antarctica, so as to minimise the impact of waste on the Antarctic cnvironrnem and

to minimise interference with scientific research.

2 National Antarctic Operators should prepare, and annually update:
.

(i) plans for waste management (including waste reduction, storage, and disposal),

showing for each fixed site, for field camps generally, and for each vessel (other

than small boats, which for this purpose should be regarded as part of the

operations of fixed sites or of vessels);

programs for clean up of existing waste disposal sites and abandoned work

sites

current and intended waste management arrangements;

current and intended arrangements for the analysis of the environmental effects

of Antarctic waste and waste management systems; and

efforts to minimize any environmental effects of waste and waste management

(ii) An inventory of locations of past activities (such as traverses, fuel depots, field

bases, crashed aircraft), as far as is practicable, before the information is lost, so

that they can be taken into account in planning future scientific programs (e.g.

snow chemistry, poi: tants in lichens, ice core dulling etc.).

3 National Antarctic Operators should establish a waste disposal classification as a basis

for recording wastes and to facilitate studies air zed at evaluating the environmental

impacts of operational and scientific activity. Wastes produced may be classified as

sewage and domestic liquid wastes (Group 1); other liquid wastes and .chemicals,

including fuels and lubricants (Group 2); solids to be combusted (Group 3); other solid

wastes (Group 41X and radioactive materials (Group 5). Source classification codes,

which represent individual processes or functions logically associated with points of

waste mention, may be used in auditing studies.

34
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4 Ic the development of Itchr waste management plans, National Antarctic Operators

should, where appropriate, take into account their respective national environmental

standards. Where national environmental stands arc higher than those recommended

in this Code of Conduct, those national standards should apply.

5 National Antamic Operators' waste management plans should be included in annual

exchanges of infornation in accord with the Antarctic Meaty and recommendations of the

Consultative Panics. The formats used for these plans can , initially, be at the discretion
of each National Operator.

6. National Antarctic Operators should nominate a person within their organisation, as a

waste management official, who would develop and monitor waste management plans.

Implementation in the field should be delegated to an appropriate person at each site.

7 The Managers of National Antarctic Programs should meet together from time to time to

consider problems, prospects, and opportunities for cooperation in Antarctic waste

management and to advise their governments on appropriate steps, in this area, which

may be taken by the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties.*

National Antarctic Operators should not send to the Antarctic, pesticides, polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCB's), non-sterile soil or polystyrene beads, chips or similar forms of

packaging. Additionally, they should discourage the use of polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

products in packaging and should advise their expeditions of PVC products being
provided.

The removal of fuel drums, both full and empty, should be seen as a legitimate cost

on projects and when a program is completed, or for some other reason the fuel dump is

no longer necessary, all remaining fuel and drums should be removed.

10 National Antarctic Operators should establish a long term program to remove already

abandoned fuel drums, where such removal is practicable; where the transport equipment

which delivered the drums is no longer available in the same arca, the drum sites should

be recorded for clean up at the first opportunity.

11 When planning the location of inland stations where it is intended to concentrate waste in

deep ice pits, sites on ice flow lines which terminate at ice free areas or areas of high

ablation should be avoided where possible.
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12 National Antarctic Operators should incorporate on-board waste compaction, stomp and
incineration futilities in the design and construction of ships.

13 National Antarctic Operators should arrange for all expedition staff to receive training

designed to limit the impact of their operations on the Antarctic envirorunent and to
inform them of required practices.

Waste disposal measures

14 Where practicable, National Antarctic Operators should clean-up their waste disposal

sites and their abandoned weak sites.

15 The following should be removed or else incinerated, autoclaved or otherwise treated to
make sterile:

residues of introduced animal carcasses;

cultures of micro-organisms; and

introduced avian products.

16 All combustible waste, which is not removed hem the Antarctic, should be burnt in

incinerators designed to reduce harmful emissions to the maximum extent practicable.

PVC, polyurethane foam, polystyrene foam or lubricating oils which contain additives

which arc widely recognised as products which would produce harmful emissions,

should not be burnt unless equipment is installed which neutralises the harmful

emissions produced. While burning of wastes is carried out in basic incinerators, no
plastics should be burnt and operators should limit particulate emissions as much as
practicable.

-17 All plastic wastes of unknown composition should be removed fr un the Antart Se Treaty

Area, unless incinerated in circumstances where equipment is installed whict- neutralises

the harmful emissions which may be produced.

111 National Antarctic Operators should work toward eliminating open burning and should

not bum any plastics or rubber other than in incinerators designed to reduce harmful

emissions to the maximum extent practicable. If it is necessary to dispose of waste by

open burning, operators should take care with the wind, and the type of waste to be

burnt, to limit, as far as practicable, particulate deposition on land and to avoid

deposition over sensitive areas.
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19 Wherever practicable, solid, noncombustible waste should be removed fromthe
Antarctic They Arms; lib cannot be transported to land sites outside the Anuuctk, it

should not be disposed of in inshore locations but in deep water at selected dumping
sites, or outside the Antarctic Treaty Area, and in accordance with appropriate

international agreements.

20 Waste to be burnt, or removed, should be stored in such a way as to prevent it
being dispersed by wind or scavengers.

21 Any waste &wiping at sea should be carried out in accordance with the International

Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by the Dumping of Wastes and Other

Matter, otherwise known as the London Dumping Convention (LDC).

22 Sewage and, where practicable, domestic liquid wastes, should not be disposed of onto
ice-free land but may be disposed of direct to the ocean, preferably what conditions

exist for rapid dispersal, with large quantities (from, say, over 30 people) first receiving
at least primary treatment, sac as maceration. Is may be advantageous to treat very large
quantities through Rotating Biological Contactor Systems, or equivalent, to reduce BOD
and suspended solids.

23 Other liquid wastes, solid non-combustible waste, PVC, polyurethane foam and

polystyrene foam should, generally, be removed from the Antarctic Treaty Area.

24 Radio-active materials, batteries and wastes containing high levels of heavy metalsor

harmful, persistent compounds should be removed from the Antarctic Treaty Area.

25 Disposal of chemical waste to land should not occur.

26 At inland stations, National Antarctic Operators should make every possible effort to

remove waste from the area, where this is not practicable, it must be concentrated in
ice pits,

27 Wherever practicable, wastes generated at field camps should be removed to /heir
supporting stations, bases or ships for proper disposal or subsequent removal from the
Antsuctic Treaty Arra.

28 Where ships are not fitted with incinerator facilities, Antarctic ship operators should,
whenever practicable, stockpile wastes, excluding unmated sewage and domestic

effluents, for appropriate disposal at stations, bases, or in deep water at selected sites or
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outside the Antarctic Treaty Area. The incinaation of shipbtand wastes should be
conducted at sea, preferably outside the Antarctic Treaty Area, unless the incinerators are
of the type which are designed to reduce harmful emissions to the maximum extent
practicable.

2 9 Nothing in the preceding clauses should take precedence over safety.

30 The preceding clauses should be followed by any non government operator in the
Antarctic.
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Mr. WALGREN. I do not have a great background in this area, and
I wanted to ask Mr. Craig, you are focused predominantly on safety
concerns, is that correct?

Mr. CRAIG. Yes, Mr. Chairman, but as I said in my remarks,
safety and the environment become in certain respects inter-
changeable down there, and I think that good environmental proce-
dures are fundamental to safe management and safe operation. So
the lines blur and they overcross, and I think that what is interest-
ing is that a good environmental policy in Antarctica, I think, will
also make for much safer operation on the part of U.S. personnel.

Mr. WALGRRN. What is it that got us focused on safety in our op-
erations down there? I can understand the environmental side, but
the safety side is something that is striking to see about $10 mil-
lion and then $30 million being directed toward a project which in-
cludes, as a large part, safe operations.

Mr. CRAIG. Well, I think the safety aspect of the operations in
Antarctica was dramatized by an incident which occurred approxi-
mately 3 years ago in which two civilian workers strayed of the
marked path near the New Zealand base at the Scott base, which is
on the other side of the peninsula on which McMurdo base is also
situated, and they wandered from the path and dropped down
through some crevassesthat is, walking downand first one fell
in and the other fell in, and they were both subsequently taken
from the crevasse by a rescue group of New Zealanders and Ameri-
cans, but they both died from exposure and their injuries.

That dramatized the need, at least in the eyes, I think, of the
leadership in the NSF, and I think also with regard to the operator
down there, ITT, that something had to be done to ensure better
safety procedures. I think this was in some ways not the most dra-
matic safety need that we are going to see over the years in operat-
ing in Antarctica that civilian workers are going to, in their free
time, wander of and fall in crevasses.

I think there are many more worrisome things, and also things
which will be occasioned by the impact of tourism down there, with
people now doing cross-country ski trips to the South Pole, flying
into the Vincent Masif to climb in that area, and things of that
sort. The potential for accidents, for real accidents of some magni-
tude, and the employment of American resources to rescue is going
to be a much bigger problem in the long run.

But, in any case, that was one of the things that triggered it. I
think there have been a total of something like 46 fatalities in Ant-
arctica over a period of some 40 years of operation down there, and
I think that, actually, in terms of numbers of lives lost, there has
not been as high an attrition rate as one might expect given the
real danger that goes with that environment.

And that in turn, I should add, Mr. Chairman, brought us to look
at environmental issues and health issues as part of the same ball
of wax, that safety, environment, and health were seen to be some-
what inseparable.

Mr. WALoasag. And, among others, your recommendation is that
someone be in charge?

Mr. CRAIG. Yes. I made specific comment on the office of Safety
Environment and Health Officer. We strongly recommended that
in the panel's report, and I believe that the agency is now looking
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for such an officer. I just urge that that person be found at the ear-
liest possible moment. I think that person also would begin to
make effective some of the recommendations my colleague, Mr.
Manheim, and I are both making as to implementation and getting
on with this whole environmental operation.

Mr. WALGREN. Mrs. Morella?
Mrs. MORELIA. Gentlemen, do you think that there is a need for

more
tic?

legislation to help to clean up in that movement in the Ant-
a

Mr. MANREIM. It is a good question. I think, to some extent,
much of the legislation is already there. The Antarctic Conserva-
tion Act was adopted in 1978 and does give NSF plenary authority
to address many of these problems.

However, the problem has been that the agency has been reluc-
tant to, in fact, aggressively enforce these provisions, For example,
in 1978 Congress directed NSF to identify pollutants and to identify
measures for the control of the discharge of those pollutants. Yet,
10 years later, that has not been done. Moreover, NSF has author-
ity to issue permits to U.S. citizens who take or harass wildlife or
even, for that matter, enter specially protected areas; yet the
agency has not aggressively enforced those provisions, either.

In fairness, it is quite difficult because you have tour groups op-
erating down there as well as just simply private expeditions who
are difficult to follow. You have to actually be at these areas, ob-
serve them, to enforce these provisions.

But, nonetheless, my view is that maybe less discretion and more
of a mandate from a Congress in this issue would be very helpful.

Mr. CRAM. Congressman Schneider
Mrs. Mom. Does it say Schneider? She is in the next room. I

am Morella.
Mr. CRAIG. I am sorry; I beg your pardon. I did not think I recog-

nizedI met your colleague earlier, and I was thinking my mind
was going, which it probably is.

But I would like to comment that I think that the regulatory
framework is adequate. I think that I should comment that my im-
pression in Antarcticaand it has been my impression wherever
we operate in remote areas, in the Arctic or in Antarctica or places
like that, or even, for that matter, in military operations overseas,
which I experienced during World War IIdifferent things happen,
and I think that one of the problems with operating in Antarctica
is the need and the feeling within the administrative group manag-
ing and operating in Antarctica to put as much money into the sci-
ence operation as possible.

I could not help reflecting, as the astronomers were commenting
on their shortage of funds and their sense of neglect, and so on, the
Antarctic operation really has been driven toward getting more re-
search, trying to get more people in the field, trying to fulfill those
obligations, and I think, in a sense, it has caused a certain amount
of neglect, But I think, also, there has not been the mandate, a
strong enough mandate, and that would be, I think, more impor-
tant, that Congress says you will and you need to, and we will try
to help you get it done.

But the resources have been rather limited for the importance of
what Antarctica is all about, and we really have not talked about
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the presence issue. So I think that given the need for proper envi-
ronmental management and the presence issue and the conduct of
science, the whole thing makes it a very compelling kind of overall
mission, and you cannot neglect the environment in the process.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you. I think what you are saying, both of
you, is that despite the obstacles the monetary ones, the terrain
itself, the tour operationsit would help significantly if we more
specifically spelled out a mandate.

Mr. MAMMAL I think that is certainly my view, yes. Over the
past decade or so, despite the presence of a number of require-
ments, they have simply not been observed, and I do think that ad-
ditional congressional oversight in this respect would be very help-
ful.

Mrs. Moaxu.A. Thank you.
Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALOREN. Thank you, Mrs. Morella.
Let me, on behalf of all of us, thank you for participating in our

process, and we appreciate your being a resource to the committee.
Thank you very much.
Mr. MANHEIM. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. That concludes today's hearing, and we are on for

Thursday next at 9:30 in the morning with more on the National
Science Foundation, including the director and other officials
thereof.

Thank you very much. The subcommittee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:02 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, March 16, 1989.]
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OVERSIGHT OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:40 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. WALGREN. Let me welcome you all to our hearing this morn-
ing on the National Science Foundation. This is the third hearing
of our subcommittee in oversight of the National Science Founda-
tion.

We are happy to have with us this morning Erich Bloch, the
Foundation's director, accompanied by Dr. James Powell, who rep-
resents the National Science Board, to talk about plans and prior-
ities in the proposed fiscal year 1990 budget and to talk about other
aspects of the Foundation's emphases and focuses.

In a hearing on March 9 we had the opportunity for non- govern.
ment witnesses to comment on NSF's programs, particularly in sci-
ence education and pre-college science and math, and on March 14
we had a hearing in which we heard a number of individuals fo-
cused on the behavioral and the social sciences, as well as astrono-
my and the Antarctic program that the NSF carries out.

The NSF Authorization Act of 1988 authorizes appropriations for
five years, a first step for us in multi-year authorizations, and pro-
vides for doubling the Science Foundation's budget over a five-year
budget. We all certainly welcomed the allocation and the emphasis
that President Bush gave and his prominent support for achieving
this goal in the Joint Session of Congress address last month.

The research and education programs of the National Science
Foundation represent to all of us, I think it is fair to say, an invest-
ment in the Nation's future that we would be really penny wise
and pound foolish not to make.

This morning we are pleased to have the opportunity to hear
how the NSF plans to allocate proposed budget increases in fiscal
year 1990. Even with the anticipated budget growth, it is clear that
there are many more opportunities that exist in research and edu-
cation than we can actually fund, and that certainly raises directly
the question about the process that NSF uses in establishing its
priorities within its operations, especially the difficult problem of
applying priorities across different fields of science. And how do
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you decide how much should go in one area and how much in an-
other when the areas are really quite different. We look forward to
talking to Director Bloch and Dr. Powell about that this morning,
among other things.

Science and engineering education continues to be, I think, per-
haps the greatest focus of concern to this subcommittee. We note
the proposed increase of 63 percent or thereabouts in one view of
the undergraduate programs, when you take all the programs
across the Foundation. But it is also true that the focused pro-
grams within the Science and Engineering Education Directorate
reflect very little change whatsoever from year to year for under-
graduate programs.

At the same time, we know that pie-college programs are of dom-
inant importance, and they are more directly funded through the
SEE. And yet their actual growth is less than the percentage
growth of other aspects of the Foundation, and certainly we all em-
phasize the priority that they should have. We would like to raise
that when we get to testimony and discussion.

Let me recognize other Members for opening statements, and
then I want to recognize our colleague from Michigan, Howard
Wolpe, for particular introductions. But I will turn now to the
Ranking Minority Member of the committee for opening comments
he would like to make.

[The prepared opening statement of Mr. Walgren follows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF THE
HONORABLE DOUG WALGREN (D-PA)

ON
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION OVERSIGHT HEARING

March 16, 1989

THIS IS THE THIRD HEARING ON OVERSIGHT OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE

FOUNDATION. WE ARE PLEASED TO HAVE WITH US THIS MORNING MR.

ERICH BLOCH, THE FOUNDATION'S DIRECTOR, AND DR. JAMES POWELL,

REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD, TO PRESENT PLANS AND

PRIORITIES IN THE PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1990 BUDGET AND TO DISCUSS

VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE FOUNDATION'S CURRENT ACTIVITIES. A

HEARING ON MARCH 9 PROVIDED AN OPPORTUNITY FOR NON-GOVERNMENT

WITNESSES TO COMMENT ON NSF'S PROGRAMS FOR PRECOLLEGE SCIENCE

AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION, AND A HEARING ON MARCH 14 OBTAINED

TESTIMONY ON NSF RESEARCH PROGRAMS IN THE BEHAVIORAL AND

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND IN ASTRONOMY, AS WELL AS NSF ACTIVITIES IN

SUPPORT OF THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM.

THi 'SF AUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1988, WHICH AUTHORIZES

AP ! 'PONS THROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1993, PROVIDES FOR DOUBLING

THE 42 -F BUDGET OVER THE 5-YEAR PERIOD. WE WERE PLEASED THAT

PRESIDENT BUSH PROMINENTLY SUPPORTED ACHIEVING THIS GOAL IN HIS

ADDRESS TO A JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS LAST MONTH. THE

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF NSF REPRESENT AN

INVESTMENT IN OUR NATION'S FUTURE WHICH WE CANNOT AFFORD NOT

TO MAKE.

THIS MORNING WE ARE PLEASED TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR

1
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HOW NSF PLANS TO ALLOCATE PROPOSED BUDGET INCREASES IN FISCAL

YEAR 1990. EVEN WITH ANTICIPATED BUDGET GROWTH, WE ARE, OF

COURSE, AWARE THAT MANY MORE OPPORTUNITIES EXIST IN RESEARCH

AND EDUCATION THAN CAN BE SUPPORTED. WE ARE THEREFORE

PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT THE PROCESS

USED AT NSF TO ESTABLISH FUNDING PRIORITIES, ESPECIALLY PRIORITIES

ACROSS DIFFERENT FIELDS OF SCIENCE. WE HOPE DIRECTOR BLOCH AND

DR. POWELL WILL ADDRESS THIS SUBJECT IN THEIR TESTIMONY.

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION CONTINUES TO BE A FOCUS OF

PARTICULAR INTEREST AND CONCERN TO THIS SUBCOMMITTEE. WE ARE

PLEASED TO SEE A PROPOSED INCREASE OF 63 PERCENT FOR

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS ACROSS THE FOUNDATION IN THE FISCAL

YEAR 1990 BUDGET. HOWEVER, WE NOTE THAT THE PROPOSED INCREASE

FOR PRECOLLEGE PROGRAMS IS ALMOST 6 PERCENT LESS THAN THE

PERCENTAGE INCREASE SOUGHT FOR THE TOTAL NSF BUDGET. WE

QUESTION THE WISDOM OF ANY FLAGGING IN SUPPORT FOR PRECOLLEGE

PROGRAMS, WHICH ARE CRITICAL FOR MAINTAINING THE PIPELINE OF NEW

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS AND FOR RAISING THE SCIENCE LITERACY OF

THE GENERAL POPULATION. WE INVITE DISCUSSION ON THE BALANCE OF

NSF PROGRAMS IN SUPPORT OF PRECOLLEGE, UNDERGRADUATE, AND

GRADUATE LEVEL EDUCATION.

MR. BLOCH AND DR, POWELL, WE WELCOME YOU BOTH HERE THIS

MORNING AND LOOK FORWARD TO OUR DISCUSSION OF NSF PROGRAMS AND

PRIORITIES.

2
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Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to be here this morning to review once again the

outstanding work of the National Science Foundation. I have the
latest admiration for the Foundation and for Erich Bloch,
Indeed, I would not be disappointed if Mr. Bloch were elevatedif
that is the right wordto the position of White House Science and
Technology Advisor, a job we should probably rename "science
czar" to keep it in accord with the current nomenclature. [Laugh-
ter.]

Also, I should point out that history has taught us that czar is
not the kind of position one can keep unfilled for long periods with-
out untoward consequences.

In all seriousness, though, we need that position filled because
the Nation's scientific and technological enterprise is in a more
perilous state than we generally like to admit. To put it starkly,
while the National Science Foundation, in capital letters, is hitting
new heights, the national science foundation, in small letters, is
crumbling.

I don't think I have to rehearse the distressing statistics here,
many of which come from NSF itself But even more distressing
than the statistics themselves is the realization that the NSF
budget in no way reflects these harsh facts. Teacher training pro-
grams, for example, which are a proven, time-tested means of im-
proving pre-college education, are slated for less than an eight per-
cent increase. No matter what the individuals who make up the
NSF say about education, the budget expresses an attitude of;
Don't worry; be happy.

Dr. Thomas Pollard, a noted cell biologist who testified at our
hearing on setting science priorities, put the matter well. He said:

No matter how many dollars are available for the elite to do their research at the
university level, the country will fail to compete economically and militarily if our
basic educational system is rotten.

Those were Dr. Pollard's words.
You have my pledge to continue to get you those important

funds for what Dr. Pord terms "the university elite." I think we
need a reciprocal pledge from NSF to help the next generation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGRZN. Thank you, Mr. Boehlert.
Are there other opening comments?
The gentleman from California?
Mr. BROWN. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALOREN. The gentlelady from Rhode Island?
Ms. SCHNEIDER. No comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Well, let me at this point turn to our special guest

for this morning, for the next hour.
Mr. BOEHISET. Before that, Mr. Chairman, if I could indulge you

for one moment, Congressman Ritter, who is a very active member
of this subcommittee and is vitally interested in the National Sci-
ence Foundation, has a conflicting hearing, but he does have an
opening statement which I ask permission to have inserted in the
record at this point.

I would point out that, hopefully, Mr. Ritter will be able to share
some of this morning with us.
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Mr. WALGREN. Without objection, Congressman Ritter's opening
statement will be inserted into the record at this point.

[The prepared opening statement of Mr. Ritter follows:1
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HON. DON RITTER (R-PA)

OPENING STATEMENT

NSF OVERSIGHT HEARING

MARCH 16, 1989

MR. CHAIRMAN, I'M PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY

TO DISCUSS FY 1990 PROGRAMS AT THE NATIONAL

SCIENCE FOUNDATION WITH DR. BLOCH AND DR.

POWELL. THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

PLAYS A CRITICAL ROLE ON THE FRONT LINES OF

AMERICA'S BASIC SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

RESEARCH EFFORT. WE MAY BE COMPETING WITH

INTERNATIONAL POWERS IN TERMS OF CONVERTING

BASIC RESEARCH INTO MARKETABLE PRODUCTS, BUT

WE ARE UNRIVALED IN BASIC RESEARCH, IN LARGE

PART DUE TO THE SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP OF THE

NSF.

I HOPE THAT THE INCREASE IN NSF FUNDING
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WHICH WE PROVIDED IN LAST YEAR'S BILL, AND

CONTINUE TO SEE HERE, WILL HELP TO STRENGTHEN

AMERICA'S BASIC RESEARCH EFFORTS IN

"CUTTING -EDGE" FIELDS SUCH AS HIGH

TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, PHOTONICS

AND FIBER OPTICS, BIOTECHNOLOGY, ADVANCED

MANUFACTURING SCIENCES, AND MORE.

BUT AS WE'VE SEEN SO FAR IN THESE

OVERSIGHT HEARINGS, THE NSF HAS ANOTHER

MAJOR FUNCTION: INVESTING IN THE NEXT

GENERATION OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS. I AM

CONCERNED THAT THE SUPPORT FOR VITAL SCIENCE

AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION PROGRAMS IS NOT AS

STRONG AS THAT FOR OTHER PROGRAMS, AND I

HOPE THAT OUR WITNESSES WILL ADDRESS THAT

TODAY.

I AM ALSO CONCERNED THAT WE MAINTAIN A
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PROPER BALANCE BETWEEN THE CENTERS

PROGRAMS AND THE EFFORTS OF INDIVIDUAL

INVESTIGATORS. I WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR

WITNESSES' COMMENTS ON THAT.

ON THE WHOLE, THE NSF BUDGET FOR FY 90 IS

A STRONG ONE, REFLECTING NSF'S IMPORTANT ROLE

IN OUR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE. I AM

PLEASED TO SUPPORT NSF'S EFFORTS, AND I HOPE

THAT WE CONTINUE TO STRIVE TOWARD THE GOAL

OF DOUBLING NSF'S BUDGET, THANK YOU, MR.

CHAIRMAN.
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Mr. WALoaxx. We will also insert into the record at this point,
without objection, an opening statement by Congressman Terry
Bruce.

[The prepared opening statement of Mr. Bruce follows:)
Thank you Mr. Chairman. In the era of t budgets and little room for program

increases, I am pleased to be a part of this reexamining the direction that
the National S. Foundation is heading. This agency is responsible more than
any other for emphasising the important progress we need to continue in order that
our Nation may enjoy further scientific discovery and in an increasingly competitive
global environment

My vision of America's future is one of renewed competitiveness. It is a future in
once there was a smoke stack industry, now there is a new renovated indus-

try that can provide the world innovative and quality product& To achieve this
elation, America must make a systematic investment to secure its prosperityedu-
cating and retraining our people, developing and implementing new technologies,
and building the productive capacity from which we will reap rewards in years to
COM.

Congress and the new administration are both vitally aware of the importance of
international competition. We must be willing to make the long-term commitments
that are necessary that will allow industry and the scientific communities to grow
and -4 4 enriching one another.

I .4 forward to the testimony of our witnesses today before this subcommittee.
=t the testimony presented here I hope we can come away with a more

look at the priorities of NSF. In the past several funding for science
and engineering education has it creased. I am though, concerned with the lim-
ited increase in the pre-college eience ram. I firmly believe the crisis we have
in scientific education has to 'ie address in a balanced approach from the begin-
ning of one's education throughout all stages.

The aging of our science infrastructure, the increased cost of doing scientific re-
search and the levels of support required for adequate instrumentation plaque every
research university today. In a recent survey at the University of Illinois, only 30
percent of the existing researeh and development facilities is suitable for use in the
most highly developed, scientific research and over 25 percent of that space has been
determined to be in need of major repair or renovation. This has become common
among our premier research universities today. These concerns need to be evaluated
and included in any list of essential items for our long term scientific competitive-
ness

I am pleased that Mr. Bloch and Dr. Powell are before this subcommittee today to
discuss the important issues before us. Thank you.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, let me recognize the gentleman from Michi-
gan, Mr. Wolpe. He has a special interest in the panel today, but
he is somebody that we all look to because of his role on our full
committee in years past and his role in the Budget Committee, in
particular, a strong voice for science.

The gentleman from Michigan?
Mr. WOLPE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your providing me this opportunity to introduce one

of our panelists this morning, Dr. James Powell, a very distin-
guished scientist and academician. He has been a member of the
National Science Board since 1986.

The reason that I had wanted to make the introduction this
morning is that he also happens to be currently president of my
alma mater, Reed College, a small liberal arts college in Portland,
Oregon, where I had the pleasure of doing my undergraduate work
back in the early sixties.

Although small in size, Reed is very large in stature. Among lib-
eral arts colleges, it is number one for producing Rhodes Scholars.
In the past 50 years, there are some 29 graduates of Reed that have
won that Rhodes Scholarship. I happen to have defied that tradi-
tion. The year that I was a senior, I was the nominee. It was the
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first year in 17 we did not get the Rhodes Scholarship, something
that was difficult to live with in that environment [Laughter.]

Reed is also ranked third among liberal arts colleges for graduat-
ing students who go on to get Ph.D.'s, and it is also the third rank-
ing among such colleges in those who go on to get Ph.D.'s in the
sciences, a very unusually strong science program in a small liberal
arts environment.

Dr. Powell is a graduate of Berea College in Appalachia. He went
on to get his doctorate in geochemistry at my other alma mater,
MIT. He chaired the department of geology at Oberlin College,
where he spent some 21 years as a teacher and later as acting
president. He was president of Pennsylvania's Franklin and Mar-
shall Colley for some eight years and has been a visiting scientist
at Oxford University.

Given that very long list of credentials, it is no surprise that Dr.
Powell is a well recognized authority in science education. It was a
deli?ht for me this morning to have the opportunity to become ac-
quainted with Dr. Powell and also to catch up on the lore of the
last lot of years. I graduated from Reed back in 1960.

But it is a pleasure to have him with us today, and I thank you
for the opportunity to make this introduction.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Wolpe.
We appreciate your role in all this area over the past years and

look forward to having you with us on the subcommittee as well.
Let's turn, then, to our primary witness, I gather, this morning,

Mr. Bloch, the Director of the National Science Foundation. I don't
know whether the others will have statements, but we will get to
that.

As you know, Mr. Bloch, your written statements and anything
you .ould like to submit in writing will be reproduced in full, and
you can feel free to emphasize and underscore points in whatever
way you would like to make them most effectively.

So welcome to the committee. We appreciate your wing here.
STATEMENT OF ERICH BLOCH, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE

FOUNDATION
Mr. &oaf. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Powell has been duly introduced, so I don't have to do that,

but he represents here the Board itself, the National Science Board
itself, and he has a few comments after I have completed. Also, Dr.
John Moore, deputy of NSF, is at the table.

appreciate all the comments from you, Mr. Chairman, as well
as from Mr. Boehlert. I thought Mr. Boehlert was a friend of mine.
I am not sure any more after hearing his opening comments.
[Laughter.]

Mr. WALOREN. Well, you know how it is in this town. If you want
a friend, get a dog. [Laughter.]

Mr. Blom. Good advice.
Mr. Chairman, for the first time ever, NSF is operating under a

five-year authorization. You mentioned that yourself a minute ago.
In combination with the commitment to double the NSF budget by
1992,1 which was made by the Reagan Administration and af-

Mr. Bloch indicated that correct date is 1993.
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firmed by President Bush in his State of the Union address, this
authorization has provided a degree of stability in planning that is
new to us and is very helpful. I appreciate the leadership of this
committee and its chairman in milking this possible.

NSF is here to serve the needs of the Nation in the science and
technology area, not the needs of scientists and engineers but the
needs of the Nation. That is fundamental, and it underpins the
changes that we have made at NSF in recent years. We see NSF as
a catalyst for change, seeking better ways to respond to national
issues and goals.

In past years there was a tendency for both Congress and the
academic world to see NSF as a passive agency, just waiting for
proposals to come in the door, concerned only with science and the

mic community. That image, if it ever was true, is out of date.
NSF today is deeply concerned with engineering as well as sci-

ence. We stress education and human resource development, the
fastest growing part, by the way, of the Foundation's budget, and I
have more to say on that in a minute.

We are committed to b universities and industries more
closely together, so that knowl moves smoothly from university
laboratories to economic payoff.

The budget request for fiscal year 1990 is $2.149 billion, or about
a 14 percent increase over this year's appropriation. It is about five
percent less than the authorized level without facilities. We all
wish the number could have been higher, but we all also know
about our budget problems.

In this situation, the budget request is a very strong response to
the needs of the Nation and reflects the difficult choices we have
had to make.

There are differenrcs between the authorization levels and the
budget request for specific activities. But, overall, the request is
very close to the distribution suggested in your authorization, as
you will see when you examine the details.

We continue the emphasis of the past few years on three major
themes: a very strong effort in education and human resources, a
strong disciplinary research base, and an expanding program of
group and centers research. I will discuss each of these and high-
light the differences between request and authorization.

Let me talk first about education and human resources. It is our
top priority. We all are aware of our educational lems, and you
have ppoointed that out a minute ago, and so has . Boehlert. The
President has proclaimed his intention to do something about
them, and so have many governors and other State and local offi-
cial& It is time to take effective action.

Nothing will do more in the long run to assure our economic suc-
cess in a competitive world, our natural security in a dangerous
world, and the living standards of our people than focus on educa-
tion and human resources.

Our effort at NSF will rise by about 22 percent, the largest in-
crease among the three strategic themes. Part of this increase will
support efforts to broaden the human resources base on which the
Nation Mal draw, seeking to enlist larger numbers of women, mi-
norities, and other groups that have not historically contributed
large numbers of scientists and engineers.
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We have to find ways to reach these students, because the
Nation needs far more scientists and engineers than we an recruit
without them, By the end of this century, about 85 percent of the
net new entrants to the labor force will be women, minorities, or
new immigrants. There is no way we can do without the contribu-
tions of these people to our scientific and technological future.

About 55 percent of the human rexturc,s effort is in the pro-
grams that we specifically label "science and engineering educa-
tion." Those programs include such ace,' ices as materials develop-
ment, pre-college teacher programs, and undergraduate instruc-
tional equipment.

But many other programs are administered through other parts
of the Foundation. Special programs for undergraduate students,
for women and minorities, for undergraduate faculty, and special
curriculum development efforts in chemistry, biology, and comput-
er sciences are included in these efforts.

Taken together, the education and human resources effort will
amount to $347 million in 1990. That is an increase of 462 million
from last year. It continues a long trend that has seen spending for
this category rise ten-fold since 1982. NSF has a real commitment
to this area.

In 1982, the low point of science education at NSF, we spent $3.8
million on pre-collcge programs. Next year we will spend $129 mil-
lion for teacher programs, materials development, informal educa-
tion, and the Young Scholars program.

In 1982, there were no undergraduate programs at all. Next year
our undergraduate efforts will total $105 million. Part of this will
be administered by the Science and Engineering Directornte,2 but
the majority is provided by the research directorates to support
student research, special undergraduate faculty programs, curricu-
lum development, and other areas.

Graduate education has always been a part. of NSF's programs,
but here, too, there has been important growth. The number of
graduate fellows will nearly double between 1987 and 1992, with
special emphasis on minority stidents and for women in engineer-
ing.

The disciplinary research base will increase about 11 percent, or
$131 million. This second thrust area remains the largest part of
NSF's effort, accounting for about 60 percent of the total. In fiscal
year 1990, it will support about 20,000 persons in 1,500 institutions,
working in every area of science.

High priority areas next year will include genetics, superconduc-
tivity, microscale chemical processing, software engineering, and
many others. There will be special emphasis on materials research
and high performance computing and in three environmental
areas: global change, Antarctica, and biodiversity.

The global change initiative is especially interesting as an exam-
ple of the interagency cooperative approach we are encouraging.
You have copies of the report of the Committee on Earth Sciences,
"Our Changing Planet," that describes the activities.

WNW. and Engineering Education Directorate.
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In short, we will cooperate with NASA, DOE, the Geological
Survey, and many of the other agencies in this effort, which
amounts to about $190 million in 1990. Our part of that one is
about 25 percent

A second major environmental effort, and one that causes the
most apparent change in the budget, is in the Antarctic program.
The request for the Antarctic program is $156 million, about six
percent above the authorized level.

Following a fatal accident in 1986 in Antarctica, I initiated a
thorough review of health, environment, and safety issues by a spe-
cial panel chaired by former astronaut Russell Schweickart.

We have now begun a =Or effort to act on the panel's recom-
mendations. This year the request includes $10 million to start on
the most urgent problems, including waste management, environ-
mental monitoring, and improved air traffic control and communi-
cations.

Our concern with environmental problems in the Antarctic is
evidenced most recently by our response to the shipwreck and oil
spill from an Argentine naval vessel tourists to Palmer
station. Our scientists rescued more than persons from the ship
and minimized the oil spillage to the limit of their abilities.

Biodiversity is the third research area that is important to the
environment. The world has a serious problem in the loss of genet-
ic diversity, which can have an adverse effect on economic develop-
ment We propose to start this effort with $11 million in 1990.

The third strategic theme is centers and groups, an expanding
area that reflects the need to tie universities and industries more
A :41 tly topther. It is a continuation of a direction we took in 1983
w en we planning the Engineering Research Centers.

This theme emphasizes a way of organizing research rather than
particular research areas. The research in canters and groups is
just as basic and shows the same diversity as work supported in the
disciplinary programs. The difference is that organizing on a larger
scale allows more interdisciplinary work, and getting industry, and
sometimes national laboratories, involved helps to make sure that
new knowledge actually gets used.

Centers have also been a very good way to leverage scarce Feder-
al research dollars with industry money, as well, on more than a
dollar-for-dollar basis in the engineering centers program. And we
are expecting the same in the science and technology center arena.

Overall, this area will grow by almost 18 percent., although the
actual dollar increase, about $57 million, is obviously smaller than
the increase for basic disciplinary programs or the education and
human resources area I discussed before.

With part of this increase, we will establish eight to ten new Sci-
ence and Technology Centers in addition to the eleven which were
started this &cal year. This continues the direction we began to
take in 1983, when the first report recommending establishing the

ee;irResearch
Centers was received.

iltt this growth, however, centers of all aortathe ERCs,
the STCs, the minority centers, plant science and biology centers,
earthquake centers and materials research laboratoriesremain a
small part of the Foundation. I do not expect it to grow beyond
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about 10 percent of the total, even as the Foundation budget dou-
bles in the next few years.

In the budget request, the figure for science and technology cen-
ters is well below the level authorized. As you will recognize, how-
ever, this difference is the result of factors that we can discuss
later on.

Let me spend another minute on the differrnces between author-
ization and request I mentioned already some of the differences.
There are minor variations between the authorization and the
actual 1990 request.

Overall, the requests is about 5.6 percent below the authorized
level. This is reflected in most activities. The major directorates
show reductions of up to about eight percent from the authorized
levels. The slight variations between the directorates reflect specif-
ic program priorities.

The Computer and Information Science Directorate is an excep-
tion to this general statement. It shows about a two percent in-
crease. The special emphasis on this relatively new directorate re-
flects the overwhelming importance of computers, semiconductors,
and related industries to our economy and our international com-
petitiveness. It will also allow greater effort to develop our human
resource base in these disciplines with special programs for under-
graduates and minorities.

The authorization bill provides a large amount, $125 million, to
start a facilities program this year. As you know, however, no
money was appropriated for this purpose, and none is requested in
the current budget. We are proceeding instead, as instructed, to
plan an effort for possible future implementation.

To accomplish this, I have established a Research Facilities
Office, and we have developed a schedule to produce the requested
study and plan by June 15, 1989. I am confident that we will meet
this schedule,

Mr. Chairman, you mentioned before, and I know that your com-
mittee is interested, as we all should be, in the problem of setting
priorities among science and technology programs. I have spoken

uently of the need to do this; so have many others.
SF takes priority setting seriously. It goes on all during the

year, in a careful process of budget planning that is based on stra-
tegic considerations and an explicit long-range plan.

Priorities are set at many different levels. It is easiest at the
level of the individual discipline, where committees of experts
make judgments on the basis of common points of view. We could
liken this to comparing apples with apples.

Judgments between disciplines are more difficult, more a matter
of comparing apples and oranges, if you will. We rely on groups
with broader perspectives, and especially the National Science
Board, to help in this matter. The criteria for deciding are more
varied: the effwt on human resources, on industrial competitive-
ness, on the development of disciplines, on geographic distribution,
and many more.

Request for Research and Related Activities.
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We do this as systematically as we can, and usually in incre-
ments. Large changes are almost never made all at once, but
rather over a number of years, so that the effects can be monitored
and corrections can be made when necessary.

Science and Technology Centers are a good example of this. The
effort grew out of our report in 1983, as I already mentioned. Expe-
rience with these centers led eventually to the Science and Tech-
nology Centers that we began last year. But it has been a gradual,
incremental process, spanning more than six years to date.

In all of this it is important that we keep the national interest
clearly in mind, that our program choices are made so that the tax
dollars we spend are best used to secure the long-range benefit of
our Nation.

Mr. Chairman, the Foundation's programs are designed to be
both responsive to the Nation's needs and also to provide the stable
support that research programs must have. Our three strategic
themes which I outlined over the last few minutes give us a way to
balance the need for stability with the need for change, and to bal-
ance the need for new knowledge today with the need to invest in
the people who will provide tomorrow's new knowledge.

I believe these programs are a wise investment for the American
people and that they justify the confidence you indicated when you
enacted our authorization bill last year.

I would be pleased to respond to your questions, but I think Dr.
Powell would make a few additional remarks.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bloch follows:)
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TESTIMONY OF

MR. ERICH BLOCH

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 16, 1989

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I would like to take this opportunity to discuss the Foundation's
FY 1990 programs. These activities continue to emphasize the
people, knowledge, and partnerships that are essential to
scientific discovery, technological innovation, and national
economic and social progress.

CHANGES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

In the past several years there has been a significant change in
the way the Administration, Congress, and the country view the
role of science and technology in national and global affairs.
Congress and this Committee have been instrumental in drawing
attention to the connection between our nation's science and
technology investment and it general well-being. The
Foundation has played a major part in re- shaping the federal role
to meet cor changing environment.

As a nation, we recognize that in many areas we can no longer
take our world leadership for granted. That is equally true with
regard to product competition in the world marketplace and also
in research and technology. The world is highly competitive, and
our ability to meet this competition is being seriously
challenged in many areas. Where American technology was the best
in the world In nearly every field, now other nations are closing
the gap, becoming our equal, or -- in certain fields -- drawing
ahead of us.

We also recognize that knowledge has become a significant
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economic resource -- perhaps surpassing in importance traditional
natural resources and labor oasts.

A consequence of these changes in global and economic dynamics
has been an increased awareness of the importance of
technological innovation in making the country internationally
competitive, and the long-term effect of investments in education
end research on our economic and general welfare.

NSF has changed in recognition of these developments. Where we
once could operate with little regard to issues of national
concern, we now focus our efforts and our role with those issues
in mind. Where we were once more passive, responding primarily
to the needs of science as expressed by scientists, we are now
catalysts for change -- instigating scientific effort; and
cooperation needed for broader progress. Where our relationships
at one time were primarily with the scientific academic
community, they new include the engineering community, industry,
and the teaching profession, as well.

Due to Congress' and the Administration's focus on NSF and the
resulting increases in our budget, NSF is now a more important
participant in federal science and technology efforts. Our
programs focus on strategic areas that are directly related to
long-term scientific achievement. These efforts have resulted in
significant changes and accomplishments.

NSF funding enables scientific and engineering research at the
frontier of knowledge through our support of university basic
research and its associated infrastructure, which are our primary
source of research knowledge and trained personnel. For example,
an explosion of research results in high temperature
superconductivity followed important breakthroughs made by NSF
supported research teams. Another example is supercomputers. NSF
established the first program providing widespread academic
access to supercomputing capacity through its national
supercomputer centers. That access has led to significant
achievements such as the first mapping of the common cold virus
and major progress in computer visualization techniques, for
example. Today there are numerous other acaeizze supercomputer
facilities that followed on the heels of NSF's program, and that
augment the availability of this important new resource.

NSF has placed human resources development at the top of its list
of priorities. Our programs are designed strategica7ly to
increase the numbers of young people concentrating on science and
engineering and to improve the quality of the education they
receive. Well trained scientists and engineers are indispensable
to our national efforts; but American students have not been
pursuing careers in science and engineering in sufficient numbers
to meet future needs. To educate our students in the sciences,
our teacher population needs a better educational base, more

2
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recognition of its critical mission, and new entrants to fill
future needs. Unlees we do a such better job at attracting
students and giving them the best possible training, we cannot
meet the challenges we face in international competition.

We have established programs throughout NSF that address
education and the human resource issue in many different ways.
There have been dramatic increases in support for education at
all levels and efforts to broaden participation of
underrepresented groups, such as women and minorities: and
underrepresented institutions, such as undergraduate colleges and
others. Support for education and human resources has grown from
about 3% of the NSF budget in 1982 to over 15% in 1989. Another
tangible result of those efforts is that the numbers of people --
students at all levels, teachers anal research faculty, and

investigators -- supported under NSF programs, have more than
doubled over that period.

The Foundation has also challenged the traditional ways research
is organized and carried out in en effort to stimulate the
transfer of knowledge and promote cooperation of the
participants. Our emphasis on centers and groups -- together
with supporting individual investigators -- has stressed
multidisciplinary research and topics important for the sciences
and engineering and relevant to economic growth and development.

The center concept, which encourages strong industry
participation and interaction, has created an entirely new
research culture at universities. In fact, a number of centers
have been established by academic institutions with the help of
state and industry funding, as a result of relationships
developed in developing unsuccessful but otherwise viable
proposals for NSF support.

New Relationships

As NSF's role in education, science, and engineering changes, new
relationships need to be forged.

Industrial participation in many of our programs is important not
only for the monetary support that participation provides, but
because it improves communication between important sectors of
our society. Initiatives such as the Engineering Research
Centers aid Science and Technology Centers, the Industry -
University Cooperative Research Centers, and the Presidential
Young Investigators program serve to facilitate knowledge
transfer and establish new working relationships that hasten
progress and improve focus on common interests.

We have had conversations with the National Governors
Association, individual Governors and state administrators to
encourage increased coupling between NSF and state financed

3
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programs for a more synergistic relationship.

International relationships are increasingly important. The
rising cost of research, budget realities, and the increasing
strength of our trading partners in the research arena have made
it vital to gain access to their research competence and pursue
joint efforts in areas of mutual interest. Areas such as
astronomy, physics, cosmology, earthquake research, and global
environment are particularly important for such relationships.

)'!any of our programs also involve cooperation with other
agencies. The U.S. Global Change Research Program is an
especially interesting example of the interagency cooperative
approach we are encouraging. Education is another example. We
are pursuing cooperation in this area with the Department of
Education as we look for ways to make the President's commitment
to education more effective within probable budget constraints.
For example, we have jointly supported children's television
programming, such as "3-2-1 Contact "; and various national
education assessment efforts, such as the National Assessment of
Educational Progress.

Continuity and Future Planning Environment

Change is a necessary condition for progress and growth. Changes
in our perspective on the role of science and technology and
changes in the way NSF carries out its traditional role in
promoting the health of science have provided 'a fresh focus, set
the stage for a series of new initiatives, and invigorated
existing programs.

In addition to change, continuity, stability, and a predictable
planning environment are important. Research results are not
usually achieved in short periods, and many research p: 0,1ems
have very long horizons. Soci' and economic problems a many
years in the making and rewire sustained efforts to correct. New
challenges continually arise, and we need to be prepared to
respond to them.

The commitment by the Administration in the 1989 and 1990
Budgets, and the Congress' commitment in the 1989 Authorization
Act, to double the Foundation's budget by 1993 go a long way
toward providing that stable planning environment. It will allow
us to focus on building the research infrastructure and
emphasizing those areas most related to national challenges and
opportunities.

Challenges and Opportunities

The Federal research support effort for FY 1990 again emphasizes
as one of our highest priorities, wne need to strengthen U.S.
technology and competitiveness through research.

4
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Global Saaviromment. As important as our response to the
technological challenges of a global economy may be, so too is
our understanding of the global environment and the effects of
man-made influences on it. The issue of global change is of
obvious critical concern. It illustrates - perhaps better than
any other example - the enormous scale, complexity, end multi-
disciplinary nature of many research areas. The NSF part of the
overall FT 1990 U.S. Global Change Research Program is 299 of the
total. Our program supports the geosciences and other efforts
that seek to understand how the earth functions as an
interconnected system.

Research in the Antarctic area, uniquely important to our
understanding of several phenomena related to climatic C. nge, in
one example. A m4jor initiative in Biodiversity, focus.* on
understendirg the extent and environmental implications of the
loss of species and habitats, in another. These activities
require not only direct support for research, but large-scale
operations and logistics.

Materials. A rapidly expanding scientific knowledge base is
providing significant opportunities to advance the state of the
art in materials processing. Everyone is aware of the rapid
developments in superoundUntivity that premise important
technological advances and economic benefits. Materials research
is also having great impact on the development of applications
involving semiconductors, sutoicron circuitry, microelectronic
tedhnologiaDR, surface technology, composite materials, and other
areas.

New Research Mole. The exploitation of opportunities for new
research discoveries with important economic potential is often
paced by the availability of special tools that extend trio limits
of computational capacity, experimental conditions, and
measurement.

For example, forefront research in a number of physical and
biological science ex. depends on scientific access to high
magnetic fields.

Research efforts in high performance computing and communication
will advance computer and information science and engineering, as
well as serving the broader needs of investigators across all
disciplines.

The pace of technological development depends on the knowledge
generated by research. Breakthroughs in critical areas are
requiring an increasingly expensive multidisciplinary and capital
intensive awrroach. We must make the necessary resources
available for basic research, or face the negative consequences
for productivity, competitiveness, and °commie progress.
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Aorities

A few words about priority setting should be said. Within NSF
there is a continuing need to set priorities across fields of
science and engineering and among many competing initiatives of
importance and high merit. This is no different in principle
from the problem faced by Congress in considering programs across
all areas of national responsibility. We cannot accomplish
everything within available resources, and choices must be made.

At NSF, overall priority setting is accomplished through a broad
framework of information gathering and strategic planning. The
Foundation's Long Range Plan for FY 1989-1993 was published last
summer, and we have already begun re-examining the assumptions
and environment upon which it was based. Our programs for FY
1990 were developed in the context of that long range plan, and
Our priorities flow from its broad objectives and themes.

Our planning and priorities involve information, advice, and
expertise from a large range of people and organizations from all
sectors. The process involves disciplinary advisory cam ittens,
academic and National Research Council task groups and
committees, academic and industry associations and committees,
our own professional staff, and the National Science Board.
Planning, priority setting, and budgeting are done within the
context of, and take into account, national goals, the health of
science and education, scientific needs and opportunities, and
many other factors.

Within our directorates, hard choices are made among highly
meritorious projects. These choices are also made within the
context of overall Foundation priorities and objectives, and
involve an extensive merit review process. Each directorate also
engages in a broadly based advisory process that assists in
overall priority setting within disciplines.

There are no easy choices, and priorities must be continually
reassessed in light of new developments and opportunities. In the
long run, however, the Foundation's first priority has been
people, both in developing human resources and in research
support. Our second priority has been the instrumentation needed
for education and research. Our third priority remains the
larger, shared facilities that provide access to advanced
instrumentation and computational capabilities.

Our priority setting is guided, as well, by national objectives
as articulated by the federal authorization and budgeting
process, in which these oversight hearing*, play a significant
role. The Foundation's programs for FY 1990 are consistent with
the framework provided in our recently enacted five year
authorization. It should be noted that, pursuant to Title II of
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the NSF Authorizetion Act, we established a Research Facilities
Office (RFO) in December 1989. The Office is responsible for
Managing the development of the Academic Research Facilities
Modernization Program, as directed in the act. An assessment of
Current facility capacity and future needs is being conducted as
part of determining a detailed program plan.

NSF FY 1990 BUDGET

The FY 1990 budget request for the National Science Foundation is
02.149 billion, an increase of 14% above FY 1989.

As previously noted, this request is consistent with NSF's
doubling strategy as articulated in the President's Budget
Message and reflected in the Foundation's current authorization.
The budgeted programs support needed growth in the nation's
science and engineering research and education efforts. We
believe it also reflects the growing awareness of the importance
of U. S. science and technology in responding to national and
global challenges and opportunities.

Our FY 1990 programs again emphasize three thrust areas:

Education and People -- There is an urgent need to
address the human resources issue across all parts af
the educational pipeline

o Knowledge generation -- We need to strengthen the
traditional disciplinary research base and the
facilities that support it.

o Multidisciplinary Cooperation -- Our group and centers
research programs promote new partnerships in attacking
problems and exploiting new knowledge.

PEOPLE: EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES

In FY 1990 we plan over $347 million for support of education and
human resource development. This is an increase of almost 22%
over FY 1989.

Education and Technical Personnel

Support for education and human resources continues to be one of
our highest priorities. The nation's science and technology
efforts ultimately depend on an adequate supply of highly trained
and educated people.

Last year I presented some striking facts that bear repeating:

7
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o Less than 204 of high school sophomores are interested
in careers in natural sciences or engineering.

o Only 1 in 20 students who go on to college receive
baccalaureate degrees in science or engineering.

o Leas than a third of them continue training; and only a
quarter of those who do, eventually receive doctorates.

Thus, from a population of 4 mil..ion high school students, we can
expect only about 200,000 baccalaureate scientists and 10,000
doctorates. (Figure 1) Past trends suggest that demand for
scientists and engineers will increase for years to come. (Figure
2) With the number of college age students dropping steadily, we
face a potentially serious shortage of technical personnel unless
a greater proportion of the student population is attracted to
science and engineering.

Our approach in supporting education and human resources has
been wide-ranging, ani involves efforts by all parts of the
Foundation.

Our emphasis on this issue has resulted in significant increases
in the support of education, especially in pre-college and
undergraduate areas. NSF support of individuals throughout its
programs has increased substantially, as well. (Figure 3)

The Foundation's precollege programs are the largest component of
our education and human resources effort. Pre-college activities
will again emphasize teacher preparation and instructional
material development, especially in middle school mathematics.

NSF Pre-college support has increased dramatically since 1983.
Nevertheless, the NSF role in pre-college education is very small
in relation to federal and state support for education, and
focuses only on science and mathematics. We can lead and
stimulate others to lead and to innovate. The States - which
bear the principal responsibility for education - must step
forward with renewed efforts in this area. We need to continue
to encourage partnerships among the state, local, and private
players concerned with responsibilities in these areas.

Pre-college science and mathematics education has e potentially
large impact on the long-term prospects for the recruitment and
retention of scientists and engineers. While today's efforta in
this area pay off sometime in the next century, we also need to
attract more university and college students from today's
cohorts.

One way of encouraging more students to pursue scientific and
engineering careers is through the improvement of undergraduate
education. Such programs are another area of NSF emphasis. The
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Foundation has developed a comprehensive range of undergraduate
programs that, in FY 1990, would increase by over 628 to almost
13105 million. These efforts involve programs across NSF and
include support for student research, faculty enhancement, course
curriculum development, and instructional instrumentation.
We have also focused significant efforts on broadening
participation of groups and performers now underrepresented in
science and engineering.

Attracting and retaining minorities and women in science and
engineering means overcoming special and longstanding problems.
Yet, changing demographics indicate that underrepresented
minorities and women will make up a much larger proportion of
student populations and new workforce entrants in the next twenty
years than today. It essential to look to all segments of our
population for the scientists and engineers we need. NSF has
increased and added new programs in this area, such as Research
Careers for Minority Scholars; Career Access Opportunities for
Women, Minorities, and Disabled; Minority Research Centers of
Excellence; and other targeted programs.

NSF POSITION ON SCHOLARSHIP BILLS

I want to comment on several bills proposed to establish
undergraduate scholarship programs. I commend Members of this
Subcommittee for their initiatives in this important effort to
provide financial support and increased prestige to attract young
people, who are considering science, mathemaacs, and engineering
careers.

Within NSF's undergraduate science education activities, which I

mentioned earlier, we have designed programs to have the broadest
possible impact on students in all disciplinary science fields.
In this way, we believe that NSF is increasing support for, and
achieving a balance in funding of, undergraduate science
education activities.

The Administration soon will submit its science scholarship
proposal to Congress, which has similar objectives as the
legislation introduced by Members of this Subcommittee. I
support this Presidential initiative to create a "National
Science Scholars Program" within the Department of Education and
hope the Congress will move expeditiously to enact it.

KNOWLEDGE GENERATION: DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH AND FACILITIES

A primary focus of both federal investment in R&D and NSF support
is university-based basic research and capacity. Our FY 1990
plane would include more than $1.3 billion for disciplinary
research and the facilities that support it, an increase of 11%
over FY 1989.

9
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U.S. universities and colleges are the major performers of basic
research and the primary source of our technical workforce. The
knowledge produced by the university-based research system is the
primary fuel for innovation and, ultimately, economic strength.
However, the need to re-emphasize the role of university-based
research is increasingly apparent.

Trends in Support

I have noted before that the NSF research and related
appropriation in constant dollars has been almost level for
several years. (Figure 4) Related trends in the overall federal
budget are significant:

o Federal support for belie research, in constant
dollars, has increased little over the past twenty-five
years, in relation to total R&D spending. (Figure 5)

o Within civilian RbD, the share of federal support going
to universities and colleges has been falling, even
though the dollar amount has increased since 1980.
(Figure 6)

These trends are significant because it is basic research
performed at universities and colleges, including the various
physical science and engineering programs included in the NSF
appropriation, that is of primary importance in fueling
industrial competitiveness and understanding the global
environment. We must invigorate those programs and fields of
support where the challenges and opportunities are greatest.

We previously highlighted broadly-based efforts in multi-
disciplinary research focusing on global change, hiodiversity,
materials, and high performance computing. Continued growth is
also requested in other high priority areas such as genetics,
mathematics, microscale chemical processing, and software
engineering.

It is also important that we address the need to increase the
size of NSF project grants, including the need to boost funding
for small-scale instrumentation.

The FY 1990 Budget includes renewals and major upgrades for
hardware and supporting systems at the five supercomputer centers
and expansion and improvements of NSFNET operations and service.

The need for better access to high magnetic fields for research
in many areas of the physical sciences is vital. Higher magnetic
fields than are currently available would significantly enhance
progress in several areas, including superconductivity. Many
other nations have upgraded their magnetic field capabilities.
Our 1990 program calls for a new facility -- the National High

10
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Magnetic Field Laboratory -- to meet the needs of U.S.
researchers.

The character of U.S. activity in Antarctica has changed from
expeditionary to permanent scientific presence. With this change
has come a recognition that safety, health, and environmental
concerns must be addressed in a serious way. Our request
includes a major, multi-year initiative to improve those
conditions in the region.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY COOPERATION: CENTERS AND GROUPS

We have stressed the importance of cooperation among the various
players in the research enterprise and the economy as a necessary
element in promoting technological innovation. Progress in many
areas of science depends on collaboration between investigators
from different fields and between industry and universities.

NSF has been a leader in developing new ways to encourage this
cooperation. Our group and centers research programs have
promoted new partnerships and cooperation among the players. They
have encouraged multidisciplinary cooperation among individual
investigators and the sharing of costly research tools in
addressing large and complex research problems. They have
provided a setting that forges linkages between universities and
industry, and between federal and state government. They have
created unique educational opportunities for many undergraduate,
graduate, and postdoctoral students.

The university-industry cooperation fostered by the centers
concept has included significant industrial participation in NSF
supported programs. This has meant more resources focused on
university research in the form of industrial participation. We
estimate that over $300 million in industry contributions was
generated in direct support of all NSF programs in FY 1988, about
a third of which was cost participation in centers and group
research.

Support for research centers and groups would total $376 million
in FY 1990. Tnis includes funding for 8-10 new Science and
Technology Centers, and additional new centers in several other
established areas, including Engineering Research Centers,
Comprehensive Regional Centers for Minorities, and the
Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers.

I want to address the continuing concern of those who feel that
support for centers has been at the expense of support for
individual investigators.

Through the centers programs we have encouraged multidisciplinary
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and organizational linkages that provide new approaches to
research and using research knowledge. We believe these linkages
provide a healthy diversity and 'serve to complement traditional,
single-investigator initiated research. They often crests
opportunities for investigators to work in ways that can enhance
individual creativity. They do not and will not replace
individual research projects as the primary mechanism of NSF
support. The number of individual investigators supported by NSF
grants continues to increase and will be a continuing priority.
Focusing on the organization of research should not down-play a
fundamental objective of NSF: to support the best research
performed by the best people. This has always been our primary
concern, be it by individuals, in groups, or centers.

Salaries

Finally, I want to comment on one aspect of the human resources
issue that hits close to home. A growing problem exists across
government in attracting high caliber scientists and engineers to
the fedevt1 workforce. Government salaries are no longer
competitive with private sector and university salaries for
senior people in many fields of science and engineering.

In order to carry out our programs, it is essential that NSF be
able to attract senior researchers to manage them. Salaries for
full professors at major private research universities now
average 890 - 100 thousand in the natural sciences and
engineering. Public universities are not far behind at S7f - 90
thousand.

Some individuals are willing to take a pay cut in order to
fulfill what they consider to be a public service objective. But
we cannot depend on individual philanthropy to run major federal
programs; nor should we have to. We believe that in order to
remain an organization of excellence, a new mechanism must be
fcund to solve the basic problem of adequate compensation, We
mutt be able to compete on a level field for talented scientists
and engineers.

SUMMARY

The National Science Foundation programs for FY 1990 will
contribute in important ways to strengthening U.S. technology:

o Through the efforts of highly trained and educated
people from all segments of our population;

o Through the knowledge generated by university-based
research in all fields of science and engineering;
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o Through a diverse research environment, emphasizing
multidisciplinary cooperation and participation of all
research sectors.

Our nation's continued conaltsent to significant long -tern
investment in these essential elements of our research efforts
will ultimately determine our success in exploiting
technological opportunities, maintaining economic
competitivsness, and meeting environmental and other challenges.

Congress and this cosaittes has been instrumental in promotiug
the importance of education and research to our national
interests. I know we can count on your continuing support.
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Mr. WALGREN. We will turn to Dr. Powell.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES L. POWELL, MEMBER, NATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD

Dr. POWELL. Thank you, Mr. Walgren, and I would like to thank
Wolpe, a "Feedie," for his warm introduction. And I certainly

enjoyed meeting him and having breakfast with him this morning.
I will do my best to make sure that his alma mater maintains its
traditions.

I do not have a prepared state vent this morning. I would merely
like to share a few observations with you. First, a little bit of per-
ser.11. history. I first appeared before this committee in 1975, when
Mr. Mosher was sitting up there, a giant of a man who has left
some very big shoes to be filled in this area. Mr. Walgren has cer-
tainly filled them admirably, but I think all of us interested in sci-
ence education owe a real debt of gratitude to Mr. Masher.

The next time I appeared was in the early 1980s, at a time when
Director Bloch was speaking of, when the science education budget
was headed for zero, and at a rather rapid pace. As we know,
things look much, much better today.

In those days, only seven or eight years ago, we were not so
aware as we 'ire today of the impending crisis in science education.
Today, one can hardly pick up a national newspaper without being
reminded of it again. Just this week there was a conference put on
by the American Medical Association where Dr. Shakhashiri and I
both spoke.

The AAAS has come out with an exciting new program. The sci-
entific societies are getting involved. Of course, NSF has been con-
cerned about this for years and is, as I see it, really at the center of
this most important effort.

As Mr. Boehlert suggested, it is not necessary to remind this
committev of all the depressing statistics that we read about. I
would just like to mention two that make a particular impression
on me.

One is that, as we know, science and engineering expertise and
education is important, crucial, to competitiveness today. We know
that the Japanese and, increasingly, the Koreans have been taking
our ideas and doing better with them than we have been able to do.

Now we also know that Japanese and Korean children are out-
scoring our children on these international science and mathemat-
ics tests, and I am worrying that we are going to get to a point
where they will have their own ideas better than our ideas. Then
where will we be? That is a concern.

Another concern is, in a way, I think, an advantage, and again,
Director Bloch spoke about this. We have a great increase coming
in our work force in women and minorities. NVe have an untapped
poo1. You can think of it as the glass half full, I think, as well as
half empty.. If we could find a way to bring more women and more
minorities into menet and into engineering, we would be able to
recognize a considerable benefit that we have over the countries I
was just mentioning, where we are decades ahead in opportunities
for women and where minorities are not even present in most
cases.
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These kinds of concerns are what have led the Science Founda-
tion and the education and human resources portion of the budget
to grow the most of any of the three areas that the director men-
tioned, by 22 percent in the budget we are talking about. Thin in-
crease involves all levels, from elevnentary through graduate.

I was on the Neal Committee,' which focused on undergraduate
education and how the country was doing, The fact that that com-
mittee existed reflected the concern of the director and of the Na-
tional Science Board with undergraduate education, and the recog-
nition that something was wrong and we needed to take a good
look at it.

There was a recognition that, at the undergraduate level, the
people who are not going to be scientists but are going to be college
graduates take their last science coursethat is, their last chance
m a formal way to receive science educationand it is also, in a
way, the first opportunity for people who are going to become sci-
entists to take a serious, high-level rigorous course in science.

So, at the undergraduate level, you are really seeing an opportu-
nity to educate citizens and also to get our future scientists and
technologists started out on the right track. So it is quite critical.

That is the reason the Neal Committee was formed. It found, as
you know, some serious problems in all areas: quality of teaching,
quality of the curriculum, quality of equipment. And here, three
years later, the Science Foundation has programs in science and
engineering education in each of those areas funded at what I
regard as a good level. It could always be more but it is adequate, I
think, and far better than it was just a few years ago.

The proportions are roughly those that were recommended in the
Neal Committee report. I think the overall level is reasonable,
given that for one year we had very little overall growth in the Sci-
ence Foundation budget.

Let me mention a specific point that has come up before this
morning, and that is the relationship between education activities
conducted in that directorate and ones conducted in the research
directorates. I can assure you that the Education and Human Re-
sources Committees discusses this subject, this balance, several
times a year, and we recognize that, in an ideal sense, research is
teaching. It is certainly teaching the researchers, but we think it
also is teaching the si udents who are wc -king in the :aboratories.

This is most clear, I think, at the graduate level; no one would
argue with it there. It may not be always understood that research
is also a form of teaching at the undergraduate institutions.

One statistic from Mr. Wolpe's institution: Over the last decade
or so, there have been several hundred papers written by faculty
members at Reed College, and one-third of those papers have had
student co-authors. One-third of the papers written by the faculty
have had student co-authors, undergraduate co-authors, and I
think that makes that point quite vividly. The statistic may be dif-
ferent but the general point is the same, I think, at undergraduate
institutions across the country.

Nations) Science Board t'olinnilit e I ,iergraduate Science, Muinenniti
ing Education.
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There is always a question of the extent to which we want sci-
ence and engineering education activities in that directorate, to
what extent we want them in the research directorates. On the one
hand, we do not want to "ghettoize" that whole activity by putting
it in one directorate. If you believe that research is teaching, then
you must want the research directorates to have some responsibil-
ity.

So it really comes down, it seems to me, to a matter of balance. I
personally think that it is reasonable to, in effect, farm out some of
the science education activities into the research directorates, as
we are now doing. Though, given the pressures that are on the re-
search directorates, I believe that we need to have a monitoring
device to make sure that due attention is being paid to education,
and we have such a device in the form of a committee in the Foun-
dation.

I thought I might close by bringing up and ending with a new
subject, in case the committee has some interest in the progress we
have been making toward establishing the Office of Inspector Gen-
eral of the National Science Foundation. Could I just make a few
remarks about that?

We are at least on track if not really, I think, somewhat ahead of
schedule. We will certainly meet the statutory date next month. In
fact, it would not surprise me if we have an '..r,:pector general ap-
pointed sometime next week.

We have already transferred the functions of the Office of Audit
and Oversight of the Foundation into the Office of Inspector Gener-
al, and we appointed the head of that office acting inspector gener-
al.

This whole area has already been functioning well at the Scie.gce
Foundation. We have had an Office of Audit and Oversight for sev-
eral years, so it is not something new.

The Board will be the supervisory agent for the inspector gener-
al. The chair of the Audit and Oversight Committee, which hap-
pens to be me right now, will be, in effect, the supervisor of the
inspector general. The director will have day-to-day supervision,
since people on the Science Board are obviously not there on a day-
to-day basis.

We have some outstanding candidates for the job. I believe that
our attitude on the Board and at the Foundation is that we see this
as an opportunity to further sharpen an already very sharp organi-
zation.

Thaak you, Mr. Walgren.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Powell.
Dr. Moore, would you like to comment at this point?

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN MOORE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NSF
Dr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I really have no lengthy prepared statement, but perhaps I could

make a remark.
Dr. Powell referred to the question of balance with respect to the

umi: rgradeate programs. I just wanted to broaden Cut a little bit
tt s,- ak about the education and b 'amen resources activities that
wt' .*; r undertaking.
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Our general strategy is to try to develop a balanced approach to
all of the objectives that we see in that arena, and that means bal-
ancing our programs along the educational pipeline, balancing
them with respect to certain objectivesfor example, broadening
participation in science and engineeringand, in general, trying to

rtion our resources within that particular theme in the most
ve way possible.

We also, I want to say, have to achieve the balance between the
educational and human resources thrusts in general and the other
objectives, the other responsibilities, that the Foundation has. This
committee is very familiar with those other responsibilities that
the Foundation has.

That balance is obtained, or we at least seek to obtain that bal-
ence, through the process of priority setting that the director de-
scribed a few minutes ago and that the Board and the staff and a
lot of outside advisory groups participate in.

I just wanted to focus for a second on this general problem of bal-
ance and how it relates to priority setting.

Mr. WALGREN. All right.
Well, thank you very much for those statements, and I can cer-

tainly appreciate the need for balance and the difficulties within
the administration and that you are coming up with a proposal for
the amount of spending that you would support.

In the Congress, of course, we have some separated functions,
and it seems important to me, when we talk about an authoriza-
tionand Members take different approaches to thisbut when I
look at my own personal responsibility, I would like to not see me
and other authorizing Members standing in the way of what should
be.

We have budget committees and appropriations committees, and
they are particularly focused, because of the range of their jurisdic-
tion, on balancing. But an authorizing committee is focused quite
solely just on a relatively finite area. Like the jurist who said that
it was important to remember that it was a Constitution they were
interpreting, so I like to think that we ought to remember that it is
an authorization that we are trying to develop in our committee,
and I would argue very strongly that our committee should develop
that authorization in a way that we are not standing and prevent-
ing things that should be able to happen from happening.

Consequently, when I think of science education, in particular, I
would hope to see us authorizing what should be able to happen,
and other parts in the system will have the responsibility to actual-
ly limit the dollars that might go into that range. But our role
would be to point to the number that should be, so that we do not
prevent something from happening that should happen.

Along that line, I wanted to ask particularly about in-service
training for teachers. The National Science Board in 1983 had a
report, "Educating America for the Twenty-First Century," and
they recommended particularly for in-service training institutes for
teachers $350 million a year.

Now, the total this year in the Science and Engineering Educa-
tion Directorate, you are recommending $190 million of total effort,
curriculum development and everything, the Science Board,
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now eight sears ago, recommei tied $360 million in in-service train-
ing alone. How much are we ',pending on in-service training now?

Mr. Let me give you the answer to that question, but
then I would like to make some other comments.

What we are asking for in 1990 is about $46 million for in-service
training. Let me mak.: a commbnt on that. You should also look at
the apprvfich that we are taking. The teachers, themselves, that we
are bringing into thew. activities are then utilized to form a net-
work with other teachers which have not had that experience, for
whatever reason.

So I think there is a secondary kind of fallout from it, and I
think that is '...7ae about many of our programs, not only in the edu-
cation area but certainly in the education area, that we are trying
to be a catalyst for something else to happen and not just the end-
all of a particular activity.

Especially in an area like this where the responsibility for educa-
tionand pre-college education, in particularis diffused in the
country, in the localities, 'n the States, as well as in the Federal
Government, I think the catalytic role of the Foundation is a very
important one because under no circumstames can we do the total
job, whatever that total job really means.

That is the first point I wanted to make in direct answer to your
question. Butt would like to make a more general

Mr. WALGREN. Well, perhaps you mightjust one thought and
thenwell, if you would like to make a general comment, I don't
mean to interrupt.

Mr. BLOCH. Well, go ahead.
Mr. Wswrim. What I would like to ask for is help at under-

eanding what the total job really is because I think we should be
,inabling the society to protee itself and to act in its best national
interest. I admit that the actual spending levels will be lower, but
at some point in this committee process, I want us to ask ourselves
what should the authority of the government to spend in this area
be. So when you say it is not the total job, how do we decide what
the total should be, which I am sure, at some point in your process,
you start with and then try to measure back and balance back?

Mr. BLOCH. What I tried to say was essentially that in order to
address that issue, like many other :slues, where the responsibility
is diffuse and where it belongs to the localities and where it be-
longs to the Federal Government and to the States, I think we
have to understand the totality of that particular effort, the State
effort and the locality effort, so that we can measure how far we
should go or how far we have gone.

What I meant to say was, we had better have the total job in
front of us, and that is more than just what the Federal Govern-
ment can do or should do.

Mr. WALGHEN. Maybe we can come back to what the total job of
the Federal Government ought to be. As a footnote, I am struck by
the fact that, as a measure of effort, we made a much greater spe-
cific effort in this area in the past. In 1967 we were, in that par-
ticular directorate, spending something in the range of 300 million
or so present dollarsmeasured in terms of prisent effort, and of
course, this year we are not.
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But we will come back to that, and I want to turn to other Mem-
bers. We have a lot of interest in this subject and a lot of people
who would like to raise areas with you. I will bite my tongue and
hope others will stay within seven-plus minutes or so, and then we
%ill came back for another round if that will be the will of the
committee.

Let me turn to the gentleman from New York, who I thought
was my friend, too, and then I decided I had better get a dog.
[Laughter.]

We got a stendard poodle, by the way, which is very large. It fills
in where Sherry falls short. [Laughter.]

Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Bloch knows that I am indeed his friend, and
my comments perhaps should have b !en more directly geared to
OMB. But I hope you are not offeneed that I suggest you be the
science czar. I think it would be a wise move on the part of the
President.

Mr. BLOCH. That is what I meant about friendship. [Laughter.]
Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Bloch, let's look at supercomputers for a

minute. That is an area in which I have a particular interest and
have had for a long time.

The Science Board is going to vote on the future of the supercom-
puter centers in May. Is it a question of continuing the centers, or
is it one ofwhich ones we will upgrade?

Mr. Blom Well, the review that you mentioned that the Nation-
al Science Board will have in May is essentially a review of the
performance of the supercomputer centers that have been now in
existence for over three yea: s.

With it goes obviously the question of where should these centers
go. Should they continue the way they are? Should they be upgrad-
ed, as you mentioned? Should they be discontinued?

I think it is very important, in the center activitiesand the su-
percomputer centers are a little bit different than the other cen-
ters, I must say, because they provide a service to the rest of the
scientific community, not just doing research within their own four
walls, so they are a little bit differentbut, nevertheless, it is very
important that we keep in front of us at all times the performance
of these centers, and that is the first order of business.

The second order of business, all centers hove been asked to
submit their propoaal of how they see their future, what they
would like to do, and so forth, and we have taken these proposals,
obviously, very seriously, and they will be discussed with the
Board. We have a set of recommendations that we are preparing
are in the process of preparing, that we are putting in front of the
Board, and the Board has to rule on that.

Mr. BOMLERT. How many will get upgrades in the fiscal year
1990 budget?

Mr. BLOCH. Pardon?
Mr. BOEHLERT. How many will get upgrades in the fiscalyear
Mr. BLOM In the fiscal year 1989 budget?
Mr. BOEHLERT. No, the 1990 budget.
Mr. BLOCH. Oh, the fiscal year 1990 budget. Well. that depends,

obviously. We have about $20 million allocated for upgrade, rough-
ly speaking, and how far that will go depends what the upgrade in-
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volves. It will not be enough money to upgrade all of them to the
latest level; that is clear. So the upgrade question is in front of us.

Obviously, the proposals which these five supercomputer centers
submitted exceed the dollars that we have in our budget, which is
always the case.

Mr. BoinusaT. I am trying to figure out, would you go ahead
with one or two and then the others eventually?

Mr. &am. Well, maybe three.
Mr. Bomar. And what about the other two?
Mr. I3LocH. Well, you cannot do everything it once.
Mr. Bomar. I understand that, but
Mr. BLOCH. We will look again
Mr. BOEHM'''. This is not the beginning of the end for the other

two is it?
Mr. BLoini. Definitely, the centers that survive, that will exist in

the future, will need to be upgraded. We cannot let these centers
fall back to a status quo that exists today, because the technology
is moving on, has moved on, continues to move on. The require-
ments on the centers are increasing. By the way, the dependence
on the centers is increasing. Once you are hooked on peanuts, you
cannot let loose, and that is the same with supercomputing or com-
puting in general. [Laughter.]

So we know that, and we are dedicated to make that happen.
But, like in many other areas, and you mentioned a few before, we
would like to do more, but within the present resources, within the
balance that we have to bring to everything we are doing, that is
about what we thought we could afford.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Let me just switch areas for a minute, if I may.
Mr. Bloch, you are a member of a number of interagency groups

that are reviewing U.S. policy in areas like High-Definition Televi-
sion, What steps do you think the U.S. Government should be
taking in these areas? I mean, should we be funding civilian con-
sortia, for example?

Mr. &am Well, yes, I am a member of a number of these com-
mittees, some of them put in place by the Administration, some of
them put in place by Congress. Let me comment in a generic way
first.

These are all different problems. I am on a committee for semi-
conductors. Semiconductors are a different problem from HDTV,
very clearly. Therefore, there is not one solution, and you have to
look at each one.

In the semiconductor area, the Government funded through De-
fense last year SEMATECH to the tune of about $200 million,
about an equal amount coming out of industry. Probably, in my
opinion, that was the right thing to do for that area.

HDTV is in a little bit of a different kind of situation. There the
question is, the next round of consumer products will be something
HDTV, no doubt about it, and we are out of the electronic con-
sumer market completely. We are not producing it. We are putting
labels on boxes that somebody else produces and then selling it in
the country. And here is our last chance for a long time, not for-
ever but for a long time, to gain a foothold in this new area.

It requires some technology, but technology is not the most im-
portant ingredient, It requires manufacturing know-how capabili-
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ties, marketing, and so forth. I don't know what the answer is, to
be very honest. But I think, first of all, the companies themselves,
industry itself, has to be the main actor in that activity. You
cannot design an HDTV set in Congress; it doesn't work.

Mr. Mizerm. Would my colleague yield on that point?
Mr. BOEMXRT. I would be gla to, sure.
Mr. Mpirrat. But aren't we falling into the same trap as we are

maybe with SEMATECH, because we turned to the Department of
Defense for funding of SEMATECH? Aren't we falling into the
same trap now with HDTV, with DARPA now beginn. , at least
for the time being, a very major part of the funding for

It seems to me that we are going down the wrong track, that
that really ought to be a civil pursuit, and it ought to be, really, in
termsand going back to these on R&D, I think the problem that
we are facing is that we a e putting too much money into basic sci-
ences that others mice advantage of, and we are not putting enough
money into R&D in two areas. One is manufacturing, and the
second part is in terms of commercialization of product.

We do a good job on basic sciences, but it seems to meand I am
not saying this to fault you, Mr. Bloch, really, believe methe
problem is that, in the case of HDTV now, it seems to me that
maybe what we have to do is sort of draw a curtain around it so
that we let our own industries get a toehold before foreign competi-
tors really move out ofahead of us and then we really lose a very
significant marli et of a consumer product in the future.

Mr. BLocx. Well, Mr. Mineta, I agree v ith 50 rercent of what
you are saying, but the other 50 percent I have got to take issue
with. But let me stay with the agreement first.

Mr. MusrcrA. Mr. Bloch, could I ask which 50 percent? [Laughter.]
Mr. BLOcH. It will become very apparent in one minute.
Your first point was, why do we go to Defense to support SEMA-

TECh or support HDTV like DARPA is doing right now? I only
have one answer: that is where the money is. And that is a fact.

lEtylithe way, there is a rationale for Defense supporting SEMA-
, because they are depending on that technology more prob-

ably than on many of the other technologies. So they have a stake
in it.

I would be also more satisfied if that were admiristered by a civil
organization instead of a defense organization to make sure that
the focus is on commercial fallout and commercial development. So
I agree with you on that part.

But, rather than not doing anything, I like the support that I see
corn' out of Defense and DARPA for these two activities.

Mr. Mm rA. E ut the problem with the rationale of saying, "well,
Defense has the money to fund these things," is that then we start
giving away things to be funded by Defense. We do not then get
because of compartmentalization and security requirementswe do
not get technology transfer into the civil sector. It just seems to me
that we keep doing that.

Even in another p as it is related to the whole science and
math education, acconAritiTto your testimony, you are supporting a
program that is over at the Department of Education. Again, it
seems to me that that ought to be in the bailiwick of the Natioral
Science Foundation instead of being given away.
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Well I appreciate the time yielded.
Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. MINIMA. Thank you very much.
Mr. WALGREN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michi-

gan, Mr. Wolpe.
Mr. WOLPL Thank you.
Mr. BLocit. Mr. Chairman, I never had a chance of saying what I

disagree with. [Laughter.]
But it has to do with basic research. I agree with you; we should

put more money into the applied research area. But let's not shut
one off because we have a problem in the other area, and then
create another new problem for us. Let's look at the balaw.,e be-
tween the two, and try to do both of these things. That was my
point.

Mr. WAIX;REN. Mr. Wolpe?
Mr. WOLPE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to follow up on the question that Mr. Mineta was

rati2. I happen to concur wholeheartedly with the basic point.
in 1980, as I recall the numbers, of every dollar that was

being invested in R&D in this country, 50 cents was going to the
Pentagon and 50 cents was going into civilian R&D. The numbers
that I saw about a year d I am not sure what they are
todayit was 72 cents of D that was Pentagon -based and no
more than 28 cents was being targeted for civilian research.

Are those numbers still basically applicable?
Mr. BLOCH. No, not quite. Yt ur 72 cents today, if you look at the

1990 Imp ,ftet, is about $5 cents.
Mr. WOLPE. If that budget is approved in the way it has been

framed?
Mr. BLOCH. Right, but it is more than it was in the time period

that you indicated, where it was more 50-50.
By the way, I don't believe that necessarily tells the story. There

is another part to it that makes a more important argument. If you
look within whatever the defense R&D budget is, if you look at the
distribution of that to basic research and educationyou define
education for a minuteyou will find that that part of the defense
budget has decreased on a percentage basis, spending less than $1
billion today on basic research.

Mr. WOLPE. The argument has always been made that there are
always these spinoffs from the defense research, and therefore one
ought not be concerned about the source of allocation.

Mr. BLocii. Well, the spinoff is also in the other direction.
Mr. WOLPE. But I recall that last yearand you did a hearing,

Mr. Chairmanwe received testimony from the industrial sector
that just laid out in -,erygraphic terms the lack of spinoff and the
extraordinarily weal !r. kind of return on R&D investment that is
the product of that kind of disproportionate emphasis on the Penta-
6011.

Then you raised a moment ago, as you got into this question of
don't cut basic but just simply at id onto what is needed in *'le other
areas, that obviously raises t wie of priorities.

One of the b. est concerns, i think, that the scientific communi-
ty nationally is beginning to expressand I think we in the Con-
gress haveis the competition for scarce dollars as it relates to the
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big- ticke' items such as the supercollider venture, and the impact
that something like that might have over the next several years on
basic R&D.

The question that I would like to hear some discussion of from
you is how would you, sitting here in the Congress, approach that
question? I mean, what are the proper criteria to employ as we try
to assess the relativeassuming we have got to make some choices
herethe relative merits of something likelet's take the super-
collider specifically in contrast to other areas of funding?

Well, I am absolutely delighted by the kinds of increases that
have occurred in your budget the last couple of years and that are
now projected into the future. I am also much less sanguine that
those increases are going to be sustainable. I think that the possi-
bility of sequestration is a real one this year, or next year, iA we do
not get a different kind of approach to bucl,Feting from the Admin-
istration. I think that is a very real possibility. And not only would
you not have any of the projected increases, if that were to occur;
you would actually have somewhere in the neighborhood this year
of a nine percent reduction across the board in your program activ-
ity.

That is the budgetary reality that we are dealing with. I think
there are going to be some hard choices to be made, and I am
searching for a way in which to make them rationally. What are
the criteria that we ought to be applying, the questions we t. Jght to
be asking in making that determination?

Mr. BLOCTI. Well, I need to say, first of all, that the administra-
tion supports the SSC. I think that is a wise decision because we
need continuation in that disciplinary area in terms of the equip-
ment and instrumentation that moves the field forward.

Mr. WOLFS. Let me say that, conceptually, I have also embraced
that. I think I have never heard a critical, negative remark about
the wisdom of doing that, but my question is a different one. What
if you have got to choose between that--

Mr. Swot I am getting to that question. The question now be-
comes one of priorities, and I must say I have been very heartened
by the fact that the same administration, and the previous admin-
istration, also, have put the Science Foundation's doubling budget
on the table together with the SSC. And I interpreted that that has
a higher priority. For me, it certainly has a higher priority.

I think Congress has to ask itself the question, out of the limited
resources that we havewe don't have enough resources to pay for
all of itwhich are the most important aspects? In my opinion, the
most important aspects are the infrastructure, addressing the in-
frastructure. and that means people, education, basic research. If
you don't have that, then these big programs are not very useful.

We have got to generate the people that can use these tools. We
have to have the underlying basic understanding and t. Isic knowl-
edge that are required to operate these tools and get the benefits
from them.

So, to me, the National Science Foundation doubling has priority
over everything else; and, if that means stretching out the sched-
ules on the other programs, I will say, so be it.

11,t. . WOLPE. That is a useful response. It does lead into one other
question as it relates to the priorities within the NSF's own budget,
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and that is, the increase for pre-college programs is only eight per-
cent in the year in which the total NSF budget is increasing by 14
percent. The total science education activity is increasing by some
28 penent.

We receive a lot of testimony that affirms that there is a major
crisis in science and math education in the primary and secondary
schools. I will not read through the litany of those reports. But I
am just wondering, how would one rationalize that small an in-
crease in an area that I think is sort of the starting point for re-
storing our science base in this country?

Mr. BLOCH. Well, I am glad you are bringing this up. That was
really my general remark which I never have oeen able to make
before when the chairman talked about it.

It almost sounds that we are or the defensive here on this very
important area, and I wonder why because, if you look at the
record, with your help and with the Appropriations Committee's
help, we have increased the budget of the Science and Engineering
Education Directorate in which these pre-college programs reside
significantly over the last few years. For instance, since 1985 it has
doubled; that budget has doubled.

The area that you are talking aboutsince 1988 we have had in-
creases in the teacher program of about 50 percent and in the ma-
terials development program of about 30 percent. What has hap-
pened this year, and why you only see a 10 6 percent increase
versus a 14 percent increase for that whole directoratefor the
Foundation, is the fact that at the same time the Department of
Education has gotten a major allocation of dollars and program re-
quests from the Administration. Many of these programs intersect
essentially the ones that we have. So I think we should look really
together at both the Department of Education allocation, as well as
ours to make a judgment where we are today.

Mr. WOLFE. Well, I appreciate that, but I also think there has
been a greatly overstated characterization of the Administration's
education request this year, which is $100 million, as I understand
it, below President Reagan's outgoing budget for education. And
within that total, it calls for 40 to 50 percent reductions in a whole
series of segments of that education budget. So I am not so sure
that that is cause for great optimism.

Mr. BLOCH. But it shows, also, a $400 million increase in some of
the programs that intersect with ours. By the way, we want to take
advantage of those. We have been with Secretary Cavazos a couple
of times now, both Dr. Moore, Dr. Shakhashiri, and myself. And we
are determined to work with them to make these programs jointly
function so that we know that we are covering the right bases and
there is no unnecessary kind of overlap between the two, because
some programs lean directly on the programs that we have.

Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Bitowx. Tharp you, Mr. Chairman.

The FY 1990 budget request for the NSF Science and Engineering Education Directorate is
11 percent above the FY 1989 appropriation and the total NSF FY 1990 budget request is 14
percent above the FY 1989 appropriation.
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Dr. Bloch, I should begin by indicating my own feeling of satis-
faction with the general course which the Foundation is taking and
with your own leadership. I think it hEs been admirable. But, nev-
ertheless, no product of the political process is perfect; and, as you
lu.e heard here, we have marginal criticisms in a number of
areas.

The criteri.m of balance which has been enunciated here is
useful, but one has to keep in mind that balance is in the eye of
the beholder. Going back before 1980, the amount devoted to educa-
tion in the Foundation's budget was far larger than it is today, and
yet it was the feeling of some people, at least in the previous Ad-
ministration, that that was an improper balance and that educa-
tion was not a proper role for the Federal Government, which led
to that fast decrease that occurred at that time.

Now we are restoring balance. We are up to half of what we
were doing 15 years ago. I am not being critical about that. I think
we have a better program today. I was disappointed that what we
spent back in the sixties and the seventies did not produce a per-
manent, long-term improvement in the teaching of science and en-
gineering and technology. And my fundamental question is, why?

You have focused a program in this area now which is modest
enough in terms of dollars, but you say that it is based on encour-
aging partnerships and sharing in the responsibility for these im-
provements, which works in many areas. It ought to work in educa-
tion.

One of the most impressive pieces of testimony we heard was
from a professor at University of California at San Diego, I think,
who testified on what they were doing, what he was doing, on an
NSF grant to improve education in the local schools there in a
partnership arrangement. I was deeply touched by what he was
doing.

But I want to raise this question, and I don't want to make too
many speeches in doing it. Part of the problem is that we do not
encourage a concept of the importance of science and technology in
our teacher training institutions. We discourage in many subtle
ways. One is that we do not provide any encouragement to re-
search activities per se in these teacher training or multipurpose
universities. We think most of the research money ought to go to
fly-- great centers of excellence, the research universities.

I you know what this does? It creates very good science, but it
ma} the other people in the other universities feel that they are
second-class citizens. And they have many very good people who
might not produce world-class research but need to be inspired to
conduct whatever research because that is a part of the learning
process.

We need to focus on that; and, if we do not, no matter how many
dollars we spend, we probably will not be able to create the climate
which encourages students at the elementary and secondary level
to get into science, which encourages teachers to become good sci-
ence teachers, if we engage in subtle forms of discriminating
against them through the institutional structure.

Would you comment on that, so that I can stop? [Laughter.]
Mr. Btocn. I would be glad to comment on a number of things

which you mentioned. Let me start with the last one.
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I agree with you that teachers need to be encouraged to work
and have some experiences in doing research in the sciences and
the mathematical areas. I think we are doing that in a direct as
well as an indirect way by some of the programs that we have put
in place of undergraduate activities.

We have a program called Research Experience for Undergradu-
ate Students, a relatively new program. It is now in its second
year. I think that could touch a lot of the people that you are talk-
ing about, a lot of the students that later on become teachers. By
the way, these programs are open for four-year colleges as well. In
fact, many of the four-year colleges participate in the program.

We focused on the question of undergraduate research. We have
a program primarily aimed at four-year colleges to do undergradu-
ate research in the four-year colleges. That point was driven home
very hard a few years ago by the group of colleges that were called
the Oberlin group, and Jim Powell was a member of that. We fo-
cused on their requirements, and I think we have acted according-
ly.

In the end, you might say that we are not spending enough
money on it, and that is true about a lot of things. But at least we
have put that plan in place, and we have activities in glace, and I
think they are being used. And I think today there is a different
kind of relationship that the Foundation has with four-year col-
leges as well as with undergraduate research than what existed in
the past.

I want to comment further on your long-term improvement and
the lack thereof in the sixties, and that is of great concern. These
on-again, off-again situations, I think, are deadly. They give the
wrong signals, and it takes a long time to recover from them. I
hope that by having a more cautious approach that we are pursu-
ing today in the education program, by the tact that we are linking
them to the research universitiesand you gave one example; we
can give you other examplesthat we are linking them to industry
where we can, hopefullywill provide a more stable kind of plat-
form for the future. And it will not be this on-again, off-again situ-
ation.

For every program that we are putting in place, we are putting
some kind of measurement program in place so that we know after
a few yearsyou will tot know overnight, but after a few years
what these programs can accomplish, what they have accom-
plished, and through that method, hopefully, get more support for
these programs into place.

But I would caution that we do not go overboard and dump
money in there and then indiscriminately spend it, but that we are
selective on the programs that we spend.

Just one word of correction. It is not quite as bad as people make
it out to be. In the 1960s, we had about $500 million constant
988' dollars in the various activities that had to do with educa-

tion. By the way, a numl'er of these programs were graduate pro-
grams, postdoctoral programs, and so forth.

7 NSF has ndicated that this should be "1989 dollars."
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If you compare that to today, we have about $500 million in
these programs. Today they are more distributed. Many of them
are in the research areas. And, by the way, there is a good reason
for that. It is very important for what I just said a minute ago and
what you indicated before, Mr. Brown, that the research director-
ates have a responsibility for the education of their researchers
that is extremely importantand not look at education as some-
thing which is a corner of the Foundation and they have nothing to
do with it. That is why we are distributing some of these programs.

But the difference between the two is not that great. In some
areas, the difference is more than in other areas. But these $500
million in the sixties included many of the programs that exist
today, including an undergraduate component which fell by the
wayside, also, by the way, in the eighties.

Mr, WALGREN. The gentleman's time has expired.
The Chair would recognize the gentleman from New Jersey and

ask our colleagues to join with me in extending this courtesy to
him. He has a time commitment and got here bright and early to
get at something, and he wants to get to it.

Mr. Tomuczua. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief, but I appreciate the opportunity.
I have a specific question to ask Mr. Bloch. Before I do, I would

just like to identify myself, if I could, with Mr. Mineta's remarks. I
could not agree with hiro more strongly. And if this morning is to
serve some purpose to you and your work in understanding our
sentiments about the struggle to have America begin in the fight of
the future electronics industry, I hope you will leave here today
with an understanding of how much he spoke for many of us.

Some day, frankly, Mr. Bloch, a book will be written about how
America perhapsI hope notlost the fight for high- definition tel-
evision and hence, perhaps, the future of the electronics industry.
And your comment that television will not be designed in the U.S.
Congress will be a fitting title for one of the chapters. [Laughter.]

Because I can assure you that the hands of the Diet and the Bun-
destag and apparently now the Central Committee are going to be
all over their nroducts. The age when an individual company could
invest funds of that scale, with that level of competition, with that
level of risk, without some national plan of coordination or shared
or subsidized resources, in my judgment, is over.

I think Mr. Mineta spoke to reality, and I hope that his com-
ments remain with you when you leave today.

I wanted to ask more specifically a question relating to the au-
thorization of last year. There was in that authorization a very spe-
cific provision with regard to intentions to construct and purchase
an icebreaker for scientific research. This committee and the Con-
gress as a whole made clear in that authorization its views on that
procurement: that it be from a domestic yard, unless a certain dra-
matic distinction was made in the bid prices.

There are some who believe that it is the intention of the Foun-
dation today to circumvent that restriction by entering into a
series of leases during the construction period, which is permitted,
but then perhaps bey nd it so as to avoid the intentions of this
committee.
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I wanted to make clear my view, as the author of that amend-
ment, that to do so would clearly violate the intention of the com-
mittee and the Congress as a whole. And if you would, I would ask
you to respond to the procurement process today, your intentions
with regard to the icebreaker, and to please set my fears at ease
with regard to any efforts to circumvent it.

Mr. &oar. I don't know where you got the impression that we
are trying to circumvent Congress' will in this particular area, be-
cause we are in the middle of the process of doing exactly what
Congress said we should be doing.

'We issued an RFP on February 6, 1989. The proposals are due in
May. We have had interest, a large interest, in this RFP. There are
about 75 potential bidders. I don't expect 75 bidders, by the way,
but just by the number of bidders, we probably will get a large
number of them. What these bids will show I do not know.

Mr. TORRICELLI. Do you intend to enter into a rental agreement
in the interim?

Mr. BLocx. In the interim, we have to do something, yes. And I
would hope, by the way, that out of this bidding process will come
some indication of what that is, because we are not only asking, if I
am correct, for purchase prices, but we are also asking for rental
prices.

Mr. TORRICELLI. But it is your intention, and you understand the
intention of this Congress to be, th t you enter into, as you are
doing, and accept a proposal for cons ruction, have a rental during
the construction period, but a rental agreement is not a substitute
for the construction? That was our intention, and I simply want to
clarify whether it is yours at the moment.

Mr. BLocir. Well, maybe we are quibbling about words, but let

me say one thing. T have seen many capital acquisition structures,
and we have a fe.. right now in the supercomputer area, that was
talked about before, where we have entered into a long-term rental
agreement in preference over a purchase agreement. By the way,
from the manufacturer's viewpoint, that was acceptable, and I
think you should leave it up to the process to make that decision in
the end.

Mr. TORRICELLI. Mr. Bloch, I am pleased to leave it up to the
process. My purpose in raising this is, there are those of us who are
on this committee because we believe in science but also strongly
believe that the funds and the drive that make our scientific
strength possible are because of an active industrial base, and we
felt deeply offended at the notion that the United States Govern-
ment was going to go offshore for ship construction. That is prohib-
ited for all of our agencies of defense; it should not be allowed in
other parts of our civilian government agencies as well.

We designed a structure to clearly steer in that directioa, and I
simply wanted to raise it today in the hope that you would recog-
nize that spirit and our intentions in the amendment. It appears to
me that you do, and I appreciate your answers today.
Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. BLocs. If I just could say one more word about that, look, we

are with you, and we are seeing our mission not only to sv7port
research but also to support the economic competitiveness of the
country. And we have in the past shown that. If you look at our
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supercomputer centers, for instance, the same conversation I had
with you, we had with Congress a couple of rare ago on that when
it came to the fact that foreign manufacturers were trying to enter
into the bidding contest. If you look at our supercomputer centers
today, it is all made in America.

Mr. Tomucaut. Thank you.
Mr. WALGIUDI. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Colorado, Mr. Skaggs.
Mr. Swims. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Bloch. I have a couple of questions I would

like to pursue with you.
My office received some budgeting data that I believe originated

at NSF concerning the resources going into global change research,
and they give some conflicting impressions.

On the one hand, the proposed increase in your budget from
about $39 million to $53.5 million for next year is obviously signifi-
cant and would account for over a quarter of the government's
overall work in the area.

On the other hand, other agencies such as USGS and NOAA are
making significantly 'neater proportional increases in their budg-
ets, and I am just wondering if you could comment on that and
give us an idea of the relative importance that NSF will be giving
to global change research over the long haul.

Mr. BLocii. Your numbers that you are citing on the global
change activity itself are correct. We are going from $39 million to
$53 million. By the way, that represents over 25 percent of the
total that the government spends on this coordinated activity, co-
ordinated across the various departments.

You can cull that focused research on the global geosciences. But
you should alro know that there are other activities in the Founda-
tion, not only in the Geosciences Directorate but also in the Biolog-
ical Sciences Directorate, that essentially provide the underpin-
nings to many of these activities.

If you look at our total budget, the global change and the global
geosciences together, it is about $173 million in total, which is not
an insignificant portion of the total research budget of the Founda-
tion. You should look at us as a contributor to the particular global
change program, but you should also look at us as providing the
basic research in many of the other areas that are needed in order
to move forward in a real sense in addressing this problem.

Mr. SKAGGS. Thank you.
Last week, I guess, the committee received the report that you

prepared pursuant to one of the comments in our report on the au-
thorization bill last year on technology transfer. One option that
was discussed in your report on potential for improving NSF's tech-
nology transfer activities was the idea of funding research into the
technology transfer itself.

In the work I have tried to do in my home area to bring govern-
ment laboratories and industry and universities together, I am
finding that it is a difficult pathfinding exercise to figure out what
really is involved in this.

I would like to encourage youand perhaps, Mr. Chairman, we
could pursue this further at another tune to look at that, and I
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would also ask your comments this morning as to whether this is
something that we m*ht nudge you forward on a bit.

Mr. Bwcu. I don't know if any nudging is necessary. It is obvi-
ously a subject that comes up time and time again. It is a difficult
area because the best technology transfer is between people, if
people work together, obviously. But there are other ways of doing
it, and we are going to pursue that area in one form or another.

Also, as we gain more experience with some of the projects in the
Foundation that are more geared to technology transfer, like the
center projects, for instance, I think we are going to apply what we
learn there to other projects in the Foundation, Let me assure that
we have a focus on that issue, As you said yourself, it is a complex
issue.

Mr. SKAGGS. Well, I would appreciate it if perhaps, for the
record, you could supplement exactly how you do intend to pursue
what is identified as option C in your report.

Mr. Blom. All right..
[The information follows :]
The report on technology transfer outlined many programs at the Foundation

which seek to emphasize a relationship between industry and the university re-
search community. From evaluations we know that 50% of SBIR projects entail uni-
varsity participation in some form. Ind /University Cooperative Research Cen-
tars t another program which has beers in operation at the Foundation for
some . Data from this program can also be evaluated to assess factors which
best promote technology transfer from the university to industry.

It is our intent to systematically assess: (1) our experiences with these programs
to obtain valuable information about the effectivenees of various technology transfer
mechanisms in stimulating the movement of knowledge and technology between
university-based research and the private sector; and (2) the degree to which these
projects have stimulated industrial cooperation with university research or utilized
the from university research in the development of private sector products.

The tion is also considering the design of a study that would assess the
U.& science and technology information system. The flow of such information, en
important aspect of technology transfer, is undergoing very rapid technological and
organizational change and, thus, the study and analysis of this system is expected to
contribute significantly to our understanding of technology transfer.

Mr. SKAGGS. Finally, I think we are all aware that the peer
review process for evaluating grant proposals is a critical cross-cut
process issue for the Foundation, I represent an area in which
many of my constituents are at your mercy, if you will, in that
process, and I am curious what appellate review there is for deci-
sions coming out of the grant application peer review process
whether you find that that appellate review, such as it might be, is
adequate; and, if not, what you might be dying in that area.

Mr. BLOCH. Dr. Moore should answer that question.
Dr. MOORE. Mr. Skaggs, there is a procedure that is set down in

our regulations for appeal of decisions made under the merit
review process. This is followed. We deal with perhaps, I would say,
25 or 30 appeals a year. I happen to be the last stop on that par-
ticular road, and I occasionally have to deal with one that is not
resolved earlier in that particular process.

We do occasionally, not very frequently but occasionally, reverse
a decision that is made in the peer review process, So it exists. If
you would Like, we can provide you with the details of exactly how
that works.

Mr. SKAGGS. I would appreciate that.
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[The information follows:]
Award of NSF assistance is discretionary. Nonetheless, it is the policy of the

Foundation that an applicant whale proposal has been declined may receive at ex-
planation and reconsideration.

A Principal Investiptor MD whose proposal has been declined may obtain an ex-
planation of the declination from the responsible Program °Meer. If this explana-
tion does not satisfy the PI that the pproposal was fairly handled and reasonably
evaluated, the PI may request rederation of the declination by the responsible
Assistant Director. If the applicant institution is still not satisfied Mier reconsider-
ation by the responsible Assistant Director, it may obtain further reconsideration by
the Deputy Director of NSF. However, if a proposal has been declined after review
by the National Science Board, only an explanation will be available.

Mr. SKAnos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you.
Earlier, Mr. Brown was speaking to some issues that I would like

to parallel, first by thanking you for your recent visit to my alma
mater, Tulane University, and later on going over to Louisiana
State and Southern.

I was very interested in the EPSCOR award which you an-
nounced. It received certainly very favorable press. I played an in-
strumental role in that by not interfering with Mrs. Boggs. [Laugh-
ter.]

But what I would like to ask this morning as a companion, per-
haps, to the earlier question was tell me a bit, if you would, about
the long-range plans for EPSCOR and also the other similar NSF
initiatives that you have announced and touched upon very briefly
at other occasions.

Mr. BLOCH. Well, let me talk about EPSCOR first. M you know,
that is a program of long standing in the Foundation. This is about
our third group of States that we are looking at and that we are
considering and have already awarded, Louisiana being the one
that we have already awarded.

It is a program that requires the States themselves to do a lot of
the work, as you know very well. They -ive to prepare their own
plan. They have to contribute materially to the cost of the pro-
gram, matching ours, essentially, and then make sure that they are
following through over the grant period, which goes over years.

We have found one of five States that are now being looked at.
We have a continuation of eight States that we are considering
over three years, and we have around three or four States that
have their initial awards this year. So it is a moving kind of proc-
ess,

The point that was made in the past about it is, the original plan
was really for three yearswas it three or five years?

Dr. MOORE. Five.
Mr. Bpi. Five yearsI am sorry, I stand correcteda period of

five years, and then we were done with those States. The input
that we got from the individual participants, as well as from Con-
gress, was that that was too short a period of time and that we
should continue working with these States after the five-year com-
pletion of the first round. We are looking at how we can do that
best for future considerations.
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So we are taking the pro' seriously. I think it has resulted in
very fundamental and good changes in many of the States, not in
all the States.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Hayes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from North Carolina, Mr.

Price.
Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bloch, I would like to thank you for a very interesting, very

articulate statement, very helpful statement about the evolving
role of the National Science Foundation. I appreciate your com-
ments about how the NSF is now tied more closely to national
policy concerns in the way it operates; also the more active role
you have assumed in instigating scientific efforts and instigating
interaction with business and industry. It is a very helpful state-
ment.

I would like to focus on the behavioral and social sciences in the
time that I have, following up on a hearing that we had earlier this
week. We heard from a distinguished panel of social scientists who
provided many examples of the ways in which research in their
fields has significantly benefited the public policy decision process.

The evidence would suggest that there are many research oppor-
tunities and that the research has in the past resulted in identifia-
ble social payoffs.

Still, the NSF seems, in the overall scheme of things, to assign a
relatively low priority to the behavioral and social sciences in its
budget allocations. As you know, the social science budgets were
cut significantly in the early 1980s and are only now reaching the
level that they had in 1980 in current dollars, and that represents
a 30 percent decline in constant dollars.

The fiscal year 1990 request, like all recent requests, proposes
smaller increases, in the seven to ten percent range, in all conpo-
nents of the social science programs, smaller increases than the 14
percent average increase proposed for the National Science Foun-
dation as a whole.

What is the reasoning behind these budget proposals?
Mr. BLOCH. Well, Mr. Price, whenever you listen toand I do it

probably every day and at least three or four times a weekif you
listen to groups that come in, that represent a certain discipline.
nobody has ever said that we allocated too much of a budget to
them. So it does not surprise me that you hear the same comrneats
out of the behavioral social science community.

Mr. PRICE. But you do not dispute the figures that I gave as accu-
rate reflections--

Mr. BLOCH. Well, let me put it in perspective. I certainly do not
dispute the figure that you gave where we are today. But you
should know that, over the last five years, we have been rebuilding
this particular area. You said very correctly that the area got
somewhat decimated, not completely but somewhat decimated, in
the early 1980s. We have reshaped the programs and we have re-
built that area

Let me give you just one interesting accounting. If you look at
the increases since 1982 which the Foundation got in total and you
look and plot against it the behavioral and social sciences areas,
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the behavioral and social sciences area got more of an increase in
that time period than the National Science Foundation got in total.

There is no doubt in my mind, and there is no doubt in the
record, that certain disciplines, certain areas, certain initiatives got
more of an increase than the Foundation got. But the behavioral
and social science area got, I will say, a 20 percent greater increase
than the Foundation as a whole s starting from 1982 over the last
seven or eight years.

You should realizeand, by the way, this is in a ratio basis, so
the constant-dollar argument does not come into play. But let me
just remind you that except in the last three or four years, three
years, since 1985, the National Science Foundation budget was a
constant, in constant dollars, over about a 20-year kind of time
period. And we are forgetting that.

Look, I believe very strongly that the behavioral and social sci-
ences have a lot to offer, and they do a lot for all of us, and they
are part of the science picture. So it is not discrimination at all,
and I think they have been well treated. They have not been as
well treated as they would like to be, and I understand that. And I
hear the same complaint from other areas.

The other p int I want to make, and it is a strong point that I
make to everyoody, the behavioral and social sciences community
can not only look to NSF as its (under. There are also agencies in
the Federal Government that have an interest in their research, in
furthering their research, and they need also to be concerned, like
many of the other disciplines are, with the contributions from the
rest of the government. So you cannot just look at the National Sci-
ence Foundation as the sole provider for this particular discipline,
just like we do not do it for other disciplines.

Mr. Paws. I know that is true; but, when you do look at those
overall figures, they are not terribly encouraging. The behavioral
and social science percentage of overall Federal research efforts
has dropped over 15 years by something like a factor of half, from
something like eight percent to four and a half percent.

Let me go back to your comment about the more assertive, the
more act;ve role that NSF is taking in marking directions for re-
search. What do those priorities look like in the social and behav-
ioral science area? What kinds of areas have you identified that
you want to instigate and encourage?

Mr. BLocir. As an example, I just was with a group that con-
cerned itself with next year's programs for decision management
research. I urged them very strongly that they align themselves
with industrythey had some industry people on their panel
with industry in this particular effort, and get foundation funding
and get matching funding from induct y.

By the way, we are doing that in many other areas, and I do not
think that is such an outrageous idea. By the way, I also think it
would be a very successful attempt. So there is one example, and I
think it is a very good example.

Let me just give you a number. We have in 1988, out of approxi-
mately a $1.5 billion or $1.6 billion research budget, we have had

NSF pointed out that the consparipon should be stated as "20 percent greater increase than
the Foundation's research budget.
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matching funding from industry and the States to the tune of
about $300 million.

Mr. PRICE. How do priorities of that sort get communicated to
the research community?

Mr. BLOCH. Well, in many ways. First of all, in the Engineering
Research Centers, which is one of the main activities, it is in our
solicitation. So the academic community has to go out to industry
and get participation.

In the Presidential Young Investigator program, it is the individ-
ual researcher who has to make a connection with industry and get
funding from industry before he can get additional funding from
the Foundation. So many times i t is in our solicitation.

Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman's time has expired; and, if we can
stay with it, we are getting to the point where you will get another
opportunity very quickly.

Mr. PRICE. Fine. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman from Missouri, Mr. Buechner.
Mr. BIMMHNIER. Thank 'ou, Mr. Chairman, and I thank my col-

league from California for yielding a little bit here.
Dr. Bloch, it is nice to see you, as always. I was honored to be

able to go with a few other Members down to the Antarctic to visit
our research facilities down there. I know you touched on it briefly
in your opening remarks.

I would ask, perhaps, that you talk a little more in detail about
it, primarily two things. Number one, what are we going to get out
of this five-year p!an with the significant increase that you have
requested for the Antarctic?

And, number two, maybe to explain a little bit to the Members
just what extra responsibilities the United States seems to have in
the Antarctic. By that I mean emergency response, the fact that
although there are many other crurtries down there, that many of
them depend upon us for medical care of a wore, I guess, sophisti-
cated measure other than, say, paramedic treatment, so that some
of the by -den that we share goes beyond just taking care of United
States interests, but is more of an international basis.

Thirdly, obviously, you are aware of the criticism of the Environ-
mental Defense Fund. They think that tne United States is a par-
ticipant in the rape of Antarctica, I guess would be maybe a little
bit cf a dramatic phrase. But if you could kind of, with some specif-
ics, tell is what the National Science Foundation, as the overseer
of our Antarctic expeditions, what you are doing to ensure that not
only are existing problems cleaned up, but that other problems are
not going to occur.

Mr. &Doi. Yes, I will be glad to talk about that. Let me make
some general comments and then ask Dr. Wilkniss, who is in the
audience, to step forward and give you a more detailed report. As
you know, Dr. Wilkniss is in charge, among other things, of t he
Antarctic program.

But let me make a general comment. You have seen the condi-
tions in Antarctica. It is a very difficult environment, at best. We
are operating, and have been operating over 30 years, the major in-
stallations in Antarctica of any country. Over the 30 years, a lot of
things have changed. Attitudes have changed, obviously. la-
tions have changed. Legal requirements have changed, as we I as
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the technology has changed that allows us to do things differently
today than they were done 30 years. And that is true in this coun-
try, and it is certainly true in Antarctica, also.

So I think the problem that we have in Antarctica is that we
have to essentially rmme to grips with our past. And we have to
clean up what is theta, first of all, and then make sure that what
we are doing in the future is commensurate with the way we
should handle that particular environment and behave in that par-
ticular environment.

We had a commission in place last year that looked at safety,
that looked at environment, and that looked at health. By the way,
these three areas are intertwined; you cannot separate the two.
One feeds on the other. It became very clear that we had a major
kind of problem that we needed to address.

That got us into conversations with OMB, and between OMB and
the Foundation we agreed on a five-year program. Again, it is not
something which you can clear up overnight or rectify overnight.
It takes a longer period of time.

We are scheduling about $1509 million for that particular effort.
The first installment against this $150 million is in this year's
budget to the tune of about $10 million.

With the chairman's permission, I would ask Peter Wilkniss to
come forward and discuss the details that Mr. Buechner asked for.

Dr. WILKNISS. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Buechner, the initia-
tive that Director Bloch described in general is focused on three
areas: number one, safety. We have had some major problems, acci-
dents, and we believe we have to attain year-round operations with

-fern technology, with acceptable risks, number one.
Number two, in the environmental area, we believe we have to

clean up past problems. We have to bring our operations in conso-
nance with changing attitudes, changing regulations, laws, and
changing technology.

Last, not least, in this area, I believe, we have to look forward,
create new approaches and new technologies to improve on what
we are doing and maintain the leadership that the United States
has had in Antarctic operations.

Finally, the health area. We are wanting in medical facilities.
The field teams that spend sometimes months in very remote areas
of the Antarctic need to be equipped with experts that have medi-
cal training to assure their safe, if not comfortable, operation.

The program that is in the President's budget has three parts.
Number one, the safety part: We envision a total of about $30 mil-
lion over a period of five years. It concerns itself with improvement
in our air traffic control, our ship operations, the general conduct
of our work in the stationsfor instance, McMurdo is wanting in a
sewage treatment system and fire suppression system. South Pole
has major problems in the housing we are providing, again in fire
suppression. The station itself is in need of repair; the same we
have to say for Palmer station.

As far as the environment is concerned, you have seen for your-
self that we have a major backlog of cleanup in the McMurdo area

9 NSF indicates that the correct number is $170 million.
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that will cost millions of dollars. We are working on bringing our
waste water treatments and the burning of wastes into agreement
with the new regulations that were accepted by the Antarctic coun-
tries in Hobart in September of last year. Also, we have to come
into the spirit of the law, if not the letter of the law, in our domes-
tic laws and regulations, of which approximately 101 statutes po-
tentially apply to what we are doing.

And finally, you have seen the problems that we have in the
health area. We had a major accident involving 1- people, nine in-
juries and two killed. And all we can do in the Antarctic with what
we have now is stabilize those people, and then get them out as
fast as we can to New Zealand.

Mr. SKAGGS [assuming chair]. The ge:..ueman's time has expired.
Mr. BUKCHNER. If I could, Mr. Chairman, I don't want to ask an-

other questioi , but there were a number of complaints that were
presented to this committee earlier, and they were from the Envi-
ronmental Defense Fund. There were, I think, eight specific com-
plaints that they had.

I would like to give a copy of those complaints to the NSF and
ask them to give this committee some response to those particular
complaints, because I think, when you line them out, they look
pretty accusative. And I think there are some legitimate responses
that explain why some things have not been done, and certainly,
Mr. Chairman, a lot of it depends on the money that is made avail-
able to NSF, because it is one thing to say, in an unlimited budget,
you can do all those things, but with a limited budget, you have to
set priorities, and I think you have done a good job of it.

But I would like to have you take the time and give you the op-
portunity to respond to those allegations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SKAGGS. Mr. Bloch, if you could provide that for the record,

we would appreciate it.
Mr. Blom. Yes, we will be glad to respond to that. Let me just

say in general that there are some things in that document that
are appropriate; there arc some things in there which are wrong;
and there are some things in there that would be appropriate
under a very unlimited kind of budget. So we have to bring all
these things together, and we will be glad to give you that answer
in detail.

Mr. BUECHNEB. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent
that those replies be inserted in the record.

Mr. SKAGGS. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
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The Environmental Defense Fund testimony contains a number of
inaccuracies. For example, EDF's testimony charges that the
waters off McMurdo Station are more heavily polluted in terms of
PCB levels than virtually all estuaries and bays in the United
States. This is not correct.

In fact, as environmental awareness in the United States and
within the Antarctic Treaty System has increased, NSF has taken a
number of steps to improve environmental practices at its
antarctic stations.

o In the early 1980s at McMurdo Station, dumping of trash and
scrap at the edge of Winter Quarters Bay was stopped and in
recent years significant effort has been devoted to cleanup
of that area and the station as a whole.

o In October, 1988 an announcement and summery, "Environmental
Protection Agenda: U.S. Antarctic Program' was published in
the Federal Register for comment. It covered the following
topics:

planning for environmental management,
legal review of responsibilities,
environmental assessments and impact studies,
environmental awareness, and an
update of facilities and logistics plan with an
emphasis on environmental consideration.

o Significant actions in Antarctica this past season, in
addition to the Winter Quarter Bay clean up included:

cessation of ocean dumping,
extensive retrograde of metal scrap, old vehicles,
construction material, batteries, tires, and other
waste products to the U.S.;
general site cleanup facilitated by introduction of
strategically placed dumpsters, and an
underwater survey and sampling of Mcmurdo's marine
environs results of which are expected shortly.

The FY 190 Budget included $10 million for the first year
of a five-year Safety, Environment and Health (SEH)
initiative, Of this amount about 85 million is earmarked
for environmental activities for which about $30 million is
planned, mainly in the first three years of the initiative.
These funds will used for studies, procurement,
construction, etc. related to the following topics:

wastewater treatment and outfalle,
solid waste minimization and disposition,
incinerators,
environmental monitoring, and
other activities determined to be of high priority.

o The Foundations's Division of Polar Programs plans to hire
shortly a Safety Environmental and Health Officer, who will
have environmental oversight as a key responsibility.
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o On February 7, 1989 the NSF Director and staff met with
representatives of environmental groups concerning the
environmental part of the SEN initiative and means for
implementing it. There was unanimous support for the
initiative, though some thought additional actions were
needed too.

o During the next year, NSF will participate in the
development of a new waste handling code for Consultative
Parties to Antarctic Treaty, continue to work on pollution
control at United States Stations, complete its review of
NSF's compliance with environmental legal standards, and
revise its Environmental Protection Agenda in response to
what has been learned through these and other efforts.
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Mr. SKAGGS. The gentleman from California, Mr. Mineta.
Mr. MprierA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me follow up on Mr. Buechner's question about the Antarcti-

ca . Given your current fleet of aircraft there, is that fleet
t to meet your current, immediate requirements?

Mr. Buics. No, the fleet is not sufficient to meet our require-
ments. In fact, many times we probably could not undertake pro-

that we would have liked to undertake because of the
limit --not necessarily because of total dollar limitationsbecause

of limitations of aircraft availability.
Mr. MINETA. Now, given the fact that you are going to be doing

increased research in the Antarctica with the near doubling of the
NSF budget by 1993, what, then, kinds of plans are you incorporat-
ing into that aspect of it in terms of the future aircraft require-
ments to support the increased research activities there in Antarc-
tica?

Mr. BU:CH. Well, for the immediate future, the next few years,
we have an ongoing program to upgrade and improve the existing
fleet. As you know probably, we rescued one of the LC-130s that
was stranded in Antarctica for years. It is being rebuilt right now
in New Zealand.

Mr. MINETA. But that will not be ready until 1992, as I under-
stand it.

Mr. BLocii. Well, I understand, but that is part of looking at the
immediate future.

We have had access to some intermediate aircraft, small-size air-
craft, which we can use in certain amps, but for the long haul, we
are trying to develop a strategic plan to tell us what kinds of re-
quirements we have from the 1994-1995 time frame on. And we
have to deal with that one in future appropriations.

Mr. MINETA. In your NSF budget submission, there is a state-
ment on USAP-2 say, "Upgrades of the LC-130 aircraft and
construction activities will continue but at a slower rate." So, given
the programmatic efforts being doubled by 1993, I just was a little
concerned about whether or not this part of it was going to be stay-

in pace with it; that is all.
Mr. &Dm. Mr. Mineta, as was pointed out this morning, you

know, requests are one thing; appropriations are something else.
Mr. MmisrA. Oh, absolutely, and being a member of an authoriz-

ing committee, we don't appreciate but we recognize the distinc-
tion. [Laughter.)

Thank you very much, Mr. Bloch. I really want to commend you
and the job you are doing at NSF, as well as to those on the Na-
tional Science Board.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SKAGGS. Thank you.
The gentleman from Illinois?
Mr. Baucz. I thank the chairman.
Your 1990 budget doubles the number of Science and Tech Cen-

ters in the second year of the program. This committee has been
reluctant to approve new centers. What is the rationale for the
doubling of the number of Science and Tech Centers this quickly,
and how does that fit into your being able to adequately fund exist-
ing centers and other national facilities?
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Mr. Baca. Well, the rationale behind increasing th;-.1 centers in
the 1.990 budget, as we described, is the same rationale that we had
in establishing the centers in the first place. It is a way of operat-
ing in the research environment where large problems beyond the
capability of a single investigator are at issue. It is a way of operat-
ing and doing research in sophisticated areas where you need
major equipment.

It is a way of operating on a reset-avh problem, in a research
area where you need interdisciplinary involvement, where it is not
a question of mathematics or of ph*cs or of chemistry or of biol-
ogy but all of the above combintd. Thin is the rationale for it.

Our total expenditure in the Four aation on all center activities,
not just the ones you mentioned but the Engineering Research
Centers, the Materials Research Laboratories, which have been in
existence for 10 or 15 years, for instance, is less than 10 percentit
is about 6.5 percent right nowof the total budget of the Founda-
tion.

So it is againyou know, the word "balance" has been men-
tioned too many times this morning; I will mention it once more.
The balanco between individual researchers and centers and group
activities is what we are after.

That we want to increase the Science and Technology Centers
this year, you are saying, so fast? I don't think it is so fast. Let me
give you some numbers. When we went out with our solicitation
last year, we got over 300 replies, 350 1° replies. When we went
through all of the replies, went through peer review with them,
there were 48 centers that were judged to be of outstanding quality
and pertinent to the issues of the day.

Out of the 48, we only could fund 11. So that is how far our
money went. So 11 out of 350 is a very small number. The yield is
very low, and we think we should follow through in 1990 on the
second round because of this high demand that we have and the
good science that we saw and the good activities that we saw
coming out of the first solicitation.

Maybe Dr. Moore wants to add something to that.
Dr. Moos, I was going to make essentially the same point, that

the decision process this time around was exceedingly difficult.
And the reason it was so difficult was the very high quality and
exciting science opportunities that were represented in the propos-
als that we received.

The other point that you mentioned is whether we will be fully
funding the ones that we establish this year. And to that, the
answer is that the budget submission as we have presented it
indeed does provide for full funding for cach one of those centers.

Mr. BRUCE. Did you make a management decision as to what
happens if you do not get full funding?

Dr. Moms, Well, if we do not, we will have to decide what to do
at that point.

Mr. BRUCE. But there is no present management decision as to
where you go with new centers versus maintaining existing cen-
ters?

'° NSF indicates the correct number is 320 replies.
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Dr. Moose. We clearly have a responsibility to maintain those
that we have established; there is no question about that.

Mr. Baum. Well, then, let's delve deeper into your decisionmak-
ing process. Under the facilities management modernization pro-
gram," in your fiscal year 1990 budget, did you request any funds
to OMB for that new program, facilities modernization?

Mr. Btocat. On the facilities modernization, we had a number of
discussions on that, and there is no funding provided in the 1990
budget for that.

Mr. Baucx, Right. Did you ask OMB for money?
Mr. BLOCH. No, we did not.
Mr. BRUCE. So that was a management decision not to fund the

facilities modernization program?
Mr. BLOCH. Well, let me tell you why.
Mr. BRUCE. All right.
Mr. BLOCH. We were asked by Congress to put a report together

on the facilities that elicits many of the issues that need to be re-
solved. We are in the process of doing that. That will be completed
in the June time frame as requested.

We established a facilities office, with senior people in it in the
Foundation, to get a move on on this particular problem. So I think
we are on the track of establishing not only what the requirements
arewe know the requirementsbut how to deal with that par-
ticular issue, because the authorization bill is very precise in some
areas and very prescriptive in some areas. And we have to see
what that really means in practical terms, and we are in the proc-
ess of doing that.

Mr. BRUCE. Does it concern you at all that at one part of your
budget you are expanding programs, like in the Science and Tech
Centers, and in another program you are studying whether or not
you ought to modernize existing facilities, and maybe the program
ought to be studied whether you start new facilities and updating
and modernizing the existing facilities? We are launching off onto
new programs but studying whether or not we ought to keep exist-
in$ Programs.

mr. BLocii. No, it doesn't bother me at all because you should
understand what we have told Congress over and over again, and
Congress has agreed with us on that. Our priorities are people,
equipment, and instrumentation, and then facilities. That was a de-
liberate policy decision. The National Science Board agreed with it
I think that is in line with the need of the country.

Yesterday, in an appropriation committee meeting, we had exact-
ly the same discussion, and the opposite view from yours was pre-
sented.

Mr. BRUCE. To start new centers and don't modernize old ones?
Mr. Btocu. No. Go focus on people and equipment before you

focus on facilities.
Mr. BRUCE. How does that fit into your astronomy program

where, over the last several years, there have been significant con-
stant-dollar declines in assistance to astronomy; yet you are fund-
ing a major new project, the Very Long Baseline Array? If you pro-

' Academic Research Facihtias Modernization Program.
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pose new construction, is there a plan for closing down existing fa-
cilities at all?

Mr. BliccH. I think we have a semantics problem. The authoriza-
tion bill, when it talks about facilities, it means the maintenance
and upgrade of brick-and-mortar facilities, the way I understand it.

What you are citing is construction of new equipment. It hap-
pens to be a big piece of gear, obviously, and it involves some brick
and mortar, obviously, somewhere. But that is in a different catego-
ry, and when I gave you the answer I did, I put that one into the
second priority category of instrumentation and equipment. So the
two are not the same.

Mr. BRUCE. But your dollars going toward astronomy have not
increased and have been in decline if you take constant dollars. Is
that not correct, over the past several years?

Mr. BLOCH. I don't have the numbers in front of me, but I will be
glad to look it up. It has not increased very much, but we have put
a large effort into it. We are spending on the 'VLBA that you are
citing close to about $80 million to $90 million in total. We have
been spending it since 1984. We would have liked to spend it at a
faster rate so that that piece of instrumentation would be complete
by now. We had to stretch it out because of fiscal constraints that
we had.

Dr. Moons. Could I make one comment, two comments, actually?
Mr. Baum. Surely.
Dr. Moons. First, on the astronomy, you have to bear in mind

that VLBA was the number one priority of the astronomy commu-
nity. As part of our decision process, we took that recommendation
seriously, and we have been putting more money into that particu-
lar arena, or that particular project, in line with that setting of pri-
orities.

The second point on what Mr. Bloch just said on semantics, the
S&T Centers are not facilities. At least we do not fund facilities at
the S&T Centers. Those are research activities, and most of the
funding goes for people, investigators in those centers, and then a
smaller but significant factor for instrumentation and equipment
that those people use.

Facilities, in the sense of this committee's authorization, have
been provided in a number of cases to especially the Engineering
Research Centers by now. and I am sure the same thing will
happen in the sirs, by other agencies, the States in particular, for
those. But I think it is important to understand that the centers
themselves are not facilities in the sense of the authorization bill.

Mr. WALGREN [resuming chair]. The gentleman's time has ex-
pired.

Mr. BRUCE. All right. I will come around the second round, then.
Mr. WALORRN. All right.
The gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Nagle.
Mr. NAGLE. We have had, Dr. Bloch, in all candor, some rather

disturbing testimony last week and the week before with regard to
the status of the science and mathematics and engineering achieve-
ment levels of students in this country.

Dr. Boyer, who is the president of the Carnegie Foundation,
came, and as succinctly as I can give you his testimony, he says,
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"The harsh truth is that science and mathematics education in the
Nation's schools is in bad shape."

He then recites a litany of shortcomings of America's high school
mathematics accomplishments, and then he says, and I am quoting
from his testimony, "In science, the crisis is equally disturbing.
Again, the most recent science report card, 'Trends and Achieve-
ments Based on the 1986 National Assessment,' reported that . . ."
and then again another litany of shortcomings of American high
school and undergraduate students' scientific achievement.

I guess I can surmise that the basic position of NSF is that this is
the responsibility of the States. I gather that from your own testi-
mony, if I may quote it to you:

NSF's precollege support has increased dramatically since 1983. Nevertheless, the
NSF role in pre-college education is very small in relation to Federal and State sup-
port for education and focuses only on science and mathematics. We can lead and
stimulate others to lead and to innovate. The States, which bear the principal re-
sponsibility for education, must step forward wit`, renewed efforts in this area

So, first of all, it is your position that this is a problem that the
States ought to address; it is not a national concern, predominant-
ly?

Mr. BLOCH, No, not at all. I think you are reading that statement
not the way it is meant. What we are saying essentially is that the
Federal Government or NSF, if you please, has a role, has a s'
cant role, but it does not have the total role for the solution o that
problem. And we are focusing in that statement essentially on the
States and the localities, as is the case. They are participants in it.

In fact, you were not here this morning when a conversation
along that line between Mr. Brown and myself came up, and his
focus was, how come in the 1960s the reforms that were put in
place, the programs that were put in place, did not have a perma-
nent kind of effect? In my opinion, it was the fact that these were
stand-alone . They were not cemented in with those of the
localities anirrirtates. There was no participation, or enough
participationI am sure there was someto make these programs
permanent and lasting.

We are not stepping away from this obligation; quite the con-
trary. But we are saying we are not the only ones that can solve
that particular problem. So I think our statement might not be a
very good expression of this, but what we mean by it essentially is
that we can be a catalyst. We have a role to play, but we are not
the only ones that have that role to play.

Mr. Mums. But your testimony seems to imply that it is the
principal responsibility of the States and not of the national gov-
ernment.

Mr. BLOCH. Well, the localities certainly have the principal re-
sponsibility. Every school board has a responsibility on teacher se-
lection, on teacher pay, on materials selection, and so forth. And
those are important aspects of the solution to the problem.

Mr. NAGLE. Well, would you concur with Dr. Boyer's--
Mr. BLOCH. WE got into trouble in the past, by the way, when it

was assumed or thought of that we were trying to impose a materi-
als development program on the country. We are not doing that
and never did that, but it was only looked at and the specter
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raised. We got into trouble on that. So there is an acknowledged
role of the localities.

Mr. NAGIB. But you would concede, or would you disagree, with
the testimony received from Dr. Boyer and the Carnegie Institute
that, whoever's responsibility it is, we are not getting the job done?

Mr. Biocu. I don't disagree at all. I don't disagree at all; quite
the contrary. I have made similar comments myself.

Mr. NAGLE. Then we had Dr. Bell and he talked about NSF's
role and the SEE program. I would like to read you a quote from
his testimony and ask you to respond. He said, and I am quoting:

Two years ego, there were definite signs that NSF was going to make a msjor
positive move to reaweert its leadership and concern for the health of undergraduate
education, such as it had in the middle sixties. Under the leadership of Homer Neal,
the National &lance Board used a report on undergraduate science, engineer-
ing, and mathematics educe ." that called for major initiatives at NSF.

Continuing the quote;
Last fir, we looked with hope as the Division of Undergraduate Education was

aedsblished within NSF, within SEE, and we were at first encouraged by the rheto-
ric announcing NSF's plans for undergraduate education. But a closer analysis has
turned the hope to disappointment and finally to dismay.

Is that an inaccurate assessment?
Mr. Loaf. Absolutely.
Mr. NAGIX. And why so?
Mr. &Jam. Well, I will be glad to answer, but let me ask Dr.

Powell to take the lead in answering that question. He is from the
National Science Board. The National Science Board has spent a
lot of time on this particular issue, and we are spending a lot of
money on it. But I will let Dr. Powell answer.

Dr. Powsu.. Good morning, Mr. Nagle.
Mr. NAGLE. Good morning.
Dr. Powsza.. I am a member of the Science Board, I was on the

Neal Committee, and I am at an undergraduate institution, so I
have a special interest in this particulat question.

I think that statement is overly harsh. We could always be
spending more money on any of the areas that we have identified
this morning. I think we have made significant progress in spend-
ing for undergraduate education.

We are following the broad outline of the Neal recommendations;
and, considering what has happened to the overall Science Founda-
tion budget since that report came out, I don't think we are doing
too badly. More growth is planned for the future, and I think it is
necessary.

But if you recallI don't know if Mr Boyer said this when he
was here last week, but he is fond of saying that education is a
seamless web, which is something I very much agree with, from

11 to graduate school. And so we can pick out individual
areas. We are probably not spending enough money on any of
them. But if we look at the whole and the pattern and the balance,
I think we are not doing badly.

Mr. WALGREN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. NAGLE. Certainly.
Mr. Blom. Could I just answer?
Mr. WALGREN. Sure, certainly.
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Mr. &am. Mr. Nagle, Dr. Powell was very polite when he called
that judgment of Mr. Bell's harsh. I think it is irresponsible, and I
will say that with thinking about the choice of my words because
we went, a two-year period, from zero, practically zero, to over
$100 millionon in our 1990 request for undergraduate education. And
I think that is a significant commitment of the Foundation, and I
don't know why that statement is being made the way you read it.

Mr. NAGLE. I didn't say it, you understand.
Mr. Bwiait. I know. I know, you are quoting. But I don't know

why the gentleman made that statement.
Mr. NAGLE. Let me yield to my chairman.
Mr. WALOREN. Well, perhaps you want to pursue that point by

point. My question was, if the gentleman would yield, certainly we
could spend more, but I don't Wnk that is the end of the question
because at some point the public has to see what we should spend,
as opposed to what we could spend. Because the truth is, we could
draw money from lots of other areas than you are confined to if we
knew what the "should" was.

Now, it is certainly true that this area has come back strongly,
and perhaps it is at a rate that is prudent. But that still does not
answer the question, what should the national investment be?

Now, take, for example, we had one measure of the "should" just
in in-service training from the National Science Board. Is that
right? Did it come from the National Science Board? In 1984, the
measure was $350 million a year. You might say, well, we were
spending zero in 1981, and we are spending $46 million there, and
we could spend more. Well, you are doggone right we could spend
more. And so what I am interested in is what is the "should"
number?

Now, S you took the idea that we should spendlet's say, as I
understand it, that $350 million was designed to accomplish what
should be done in in-service training in a period of five years. Let's
give us 10 years to accomplish that, and let's say we just spend half
of what they say we should spend. That would be $175 million a
year. And then if .5mu add that ;175 million, the hard number that
you have in SEE, in that particular education directorate, you
would come up with a budget of $319 million instead of your pro-
jected budget of $190 million.

What can you tell me about what the "should" number is for the
public? The public turns to us, and they say, "What should you be
vending?" And they would like us to have the ability to take from
the military and to take from agriculture subsidies and to take
from whatever else and meet what we should do.

Now, my question to you is, what is the advice? What should we
do?

Mr. Blom. The answer to that question is, you are going to get
as many answers as you are going to ask people. But in the under-
graduate area that we were just discussing with Mr. Nagle, the Na-
tional Science Board, with one answer, came up with a program,
with a strategic progr , that spelled out in fair detail on a year-
by-year basis what s ould be spent.

Let me recite it. In year one, the National Science Board said we
should spend $63 million; we spent $64.4 million. Let me tell you,
that is in year one that the National Science Board had in mhul. It
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was a year earlier than we started, but that v.._ because of
Gramm-Rudman and budgetary constraint.

In year two, the National Science Board talked about $113 mil-
lion; we are asking $105 million in the fiscal year 1990 budget. So
the two are petty much the same. That is one view of the world.
am sure, if you ask the gentleman who was quoted before, he has a
different number.

Mr. WALGAWN. No but I would like your view of the world, and I
would not like the view--

Mr. BLOCH. That was what the National Science Board was tell-
ing us, and we are going down that particular road.

Mr. WAwRj. All right.
Mr. BLocH. In fact, today there is a review of how we are spend-

ing that money because in certain areas we are deviating from the
National Science Board's view z!' -.here we should spend it, and
that is a fair discussion to have.

Mr. WALGRI24. But again, if the gentleman would continue to
yield, we go back to this point that I understand that the numbers
that you send up here are "could" numbers. They are numbers
that you can do, that you feel that, given the whole range of limita-
tions that you face in the system, those are numbers that you can
do.

But at some point, we have to measure what we can do against
what we should do. And I am just curious, what would you say we
should do in these years in the Science Education and Egineering
Directorate?

Mr. Blau. I will be ?lad to give you that input for the record.
But in the end, Mr. Chairman, we have to submit a budget that fits
in with the total priorities of the administration and the executive.
I know you understand that.

Mr. WALORM. Yes, and you can have a lower number. I mean, I
gather there would be a lower number in the budgetary sense, and
I can appreciate that.

Mr. &o at. But we have strategic plans for the education area,
certainly, for the undergraduate area, for many of the science
areas that talk about bigger spending than what we are achieving
in our budget rqn est or in our appropriation.

Mr. WALGREN. Whet are those strategic plans?
Mr. BLOCK. There is a gap between our request and the appro-

priation, as you know very well.
Mr. WALOREN. Yes. What are those strategic plans that would

set
budget

targets for spending, aside from the budget submission and the
r

Mr. B. What are the strategic plans? I don't understand the
question. What do you mean?

Mr. WALOREN. Well, you just said that you had strategic plans to
look at what you should be spending in science, if you could, that
have different numbers than can be suputorted in a budget request
document. And I can understand that. But what are those num-
bers?

Mr. BLOCK. I cannot quote them right now, but we will be glad to
make that available to you.

Mr. WALGREN. Can you give us a ballpark now? I mean, there
must be a threshold level here. We are at $190 million. Would you
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be comfortable with the $319 million, which is essentially one-half
of the National Science Board's estimate of what in-service teacher
training should be, plus the actual recommendations that you have
been able to support in a budgetary sense with the administration?

Mr. Bwca. Sure, I would be comfortable because that is exactly
the point we have made in the doubling reqvast of the National
Science Foundation's budget, that we would and, by the way, SEE
is doubling at a faster rate in that envelope than the rest of the
Foundation.

But I want to warn about one thing. Dumping money into areas
from one day to the next is not a good idea. We need to have pro-
grams in place. They have to be built up in a considered kind of
way, and just throwing money on the problem does not mean that
that is useful spending. That is why our cautionary approach to the
increases, and that is why we are not asking for doubling in one
year, by the way.

Mr. WAWR&4. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. NAGLE. Well, I am probably going to cost Mr. Bell future em-

ployment. [Laughter.]
But he also said that the problem at NSFand I am paraphras-

ing him because it was in response to a question rather than in his
written testimonyI said, "Wt's the problem in NSF, in your
judgment? Why aren't they more aggressive in the areas of educa-
tion?"

He said that, basically, NSF regards itself as a research agency.
They don't really think that this is a role that they ought to have
to undertake. And you would respond?

Mr. BLOCH. Yes, that is patently wrong.
Mr. NAGLE. Patently wrong?
Mr. BLOCH. Yes. And my statement addressed that problem, that

the role of NSF maybe at one timeand 1 am not even sure of
that, by the way; in feet, the numbers that the chairman just
quoted belie that statementmaybe at one time that was the role
of NSF. NSF's role is not science, and it is not research only. It is a
lot of things, and education is one of them. And we are taking that
role very seriously.

The development of human resources is another one, We are
taking that role very seriously. And if you look at our total budget,
you see that those areas have gotten the major increases, well
beyond what the research areas have gotten. So I reject that kind
of statement.

Mr. NAGLE. But I guess you would concur, in response to the
chairman's questions, that that is what we are spending, not what
we should be spending.

Mr. Blom. No, but what we are spending makes the point that
we are focusing on education. We are focusing on the development
of human resources. Yes, we are focusing on research, but not ex-
clusively. And I hope this Congress sees us in a different light than
in that very simplistic kind of approach that it is a science agency.
We are not a science agency only. We are looking at engineering,
we are looking at education in equal amounts.

M:. NAGLE. Well, doctor, I am, of course, a fan of .7n,ir- .'4.1 I
have been long supporth e 01 NSF, and my Voting Ci ^ a t 1 "t$
that. My voting record reflects my adherence to the pi-
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which I think is the best 1. But I do have to differ with you a
little bit on the ph' that this is a predominantly State re-
sponsibility.

I share, I guess, the chairman's concern about the fact that we
get numbers that say this is what we can do rather than this is
what we should be doing, and I share his interest in those figures.

Now let me ask you about the facilities bill, the Roe bill, because
in addition, of course, to having more investment in undergraduate
education. We also have to have facilities. And I noticed that the

does not request any money under the Roe bill to modernize
ties at junior colleges and colleges. Is that an example of the

commitment that NSF has to undergraduate education?
Mr. Boat. I addressed that question before. Let me address it

again.
Mr. NAGLE. In this context?
Mr. li.ocn. Yes, as much as I can.
Look, first of all, the facilities provision of the authorization bill

address research facilities, not instructional facilities. So I don't
quite know how that has a bearing on the undergraduate area, but
leave that aside.

Mr. NAGLE. Let me stop you right there and bring in the testimo-
ny from last year that indicates that you have got a better chance
of getting a Ph.D. in math, science, or engineering if you go to a
smaller college than if you go to the ones we see playing football on
Saturday afternoon, because students at smaller colleges get to
work with professors, and professors need research projects.

Mr. &oat. That is why we have programs that address the re-
search in undergraduate institutions.

Mr. NAG IX. But we do not addroiss the need for modernization of
those facilities by not asking f' money under the Roe bill.

Mr. BLOCH. I will get to U. odernization now. No, it is true;
there are no dollars in the 1990 request for facilities modernization.
We have, however, set in place what that authorization bill asked
Us to do, namely, to come up with a report by June 30 or June 15,
whatever the date is, that takes into consideration what the provi-
sions of that authorization act are. And we have set up that office,
and it is working very hard on that particular report And after we
see that report, we are going forward. We will see how we move
forward, and we will keep you informed on it.

But let me mention one thing. The request for facilities money is
on to of the doubling of the Foundation's budget, and that was ac-
knowledged by this committee when it put the numbers into this
year's authorization bill. I just want to remind ,you of that.

Our request that we have in front of you is in line with the dou-
blies of the Foundation's budget exclusive of the facilities area.

Mr. NAGLE. And let me remind you in closingand I thank the
chairman for his generosity in timethat I understand that you
are both an agency head and also a messenger of the administra-
tion's priorities, which may not be your own. But let me say, and
address my comments to the administration, that after eight years
of the decline of the technological capabilities and achievements of
American high school students and undergraduate students; the
fact that dapan will produce more Ph.D. candidates by a third on
halt the population than this country can with twice the popula-
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tion; the fact that half of our graduate students at Ph.D. levels are
now foreigr citizens; and the dismal, dismal record of achievement
of math, bjence, and engineering students, the high school stu-dents of the United Statesnot directei at you personally,
doctorbut I think the administration is failing to recognize that
there is a heck of a crisis in this area, and it has utterly failed with
this budget to respond to it.

Mr. BLOCH. Mr. Nagle, I have made similar comments.
Mr. NAGLE. See? I knew we would agree--
Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman's time has expired. [Laughter.]
The gentlelady from Maryland, Mrs. Morella.
Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you very much.
I have been very interested in the fact that we are putting

money into programs and NSF has increased its funding in other
areas, and yet we are not putting money into people. I have noticed
the difficulty that we have recruiting and retaining in, let's say,
the National institutes of Health, that lost like 41 people to a
cancer institute of a university because of the pay.

I know that NASA is having difficulties. Are you having any dif-
ficulties with NSF in recruiting and retaining, Dr. Bloch?

Mr. BLOCH. Yes, we do. Let me give youwe are in a slightly dif-
ferent situation, but nevertheless equally critical, than the Nation-
al Institutes of Health, for instance. They are running laboratories.
We are not running laboratories. But we depend on highly quali-
fied science and engineering researchers to come into the Founda-
tion and to be essentially our professional staff, and we have a
hard time attracting people of this sort because of the discrepancy
in pay between the academic sector and the government sector, not
even talking about the industrial sector and the government sector.

I deplore the fact that the salary increase that was contemplated
for the SES area did not go through, and I think that that is some-
thing that needs to be fixed and needs to be fixed very quickly be-
cause what you are winding up with in the future, if that is not
being addressed, is that you are not being able to fill the jobs with
the right people with the right background and that you are solely
then depending on people that either have already retired and
therefore do not need that as a first income, or you are depending
on junior kinds of people that don't have the experience and the
wisdom that is required, to fund our program. So you are spending
a lot of money, and we should have the best people to do the par-
ticular jobs.

Mrs. MORELLA. Can you give instancesif not specifically now,
could you submit to us some instances of areas where you have had
difficulty by virtue of the salary and the fact that these people
would be frozen in at a limit in recruiting or even retaining if they
can leave?

Mr. BLocii. We will gladly give you some examples of that.
Mrs. MORELLA. i think it is important that we compile some of

these things in order to do something more with increasing the
SES salaries, which have been held back.

[The information follows:]
The following examples demonstrate the difficulty encountered by NSF in at-

tracking and retaining senior scientist and engineers. The divisions of Chemistry
and Materials Research operated with acting division directors for several months.
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The previous incumbents of the positionsboth long-term NSF employees moved
to senior administrative positions at universities, with salaries well in excess of $100
thousand a year. The Assistant Director for Mathematical and Ph ical Sciences
has recently accepted the position of Executive Officer at the AAAS, and press re-
ports of his salary suggest that it exceeds even the salary he would have received
had the proposed SES salary increases taken effect The prospect of replacing him is
an daunting one, made more difficult by the maximum salary level of S80,700.

Mrs. MORELIA. Right now, what are you doing? You said some-
thing about makeshift. How are you handling it now?

Mr. BLOC,. Well, we are handling it today by, first of all, where
the search for people takes more time, so in many areas we have
openings that we cannot fill for seven months or a year. And that
is not good either, by the way, because these are division directors'
jobs, for instance. And having an opening for a year is not very
helpful. We have had seven months and twelve months, respective-
ly, on two openings that we had, one in chemistry and one in mate-
rials sciences.

Secondly, we also cost-share many times on a rotating kind of
basis, bringing people into the Foundation; and, the sending insti-
tution, a university most of the time, is paying part of the cost of
the salary. You can only do that so often, and you can only do it
with certain universities. Or again, you have not equal access to all
the candidates that you should have.

That is one way of helping ourselves. Even there, we are limited,
by the way, In-:atm we have a cap of $95,000 on to of that, when
a lot of 0.4 salary out in the universities is $105,000, $110,000, and
$120,000. So we cannot even attract enough of the people because
of that cap limitation that we have on IRAs.

Mrs. MORELIA. Your suggestions, then, to Congress would be-- -
Mr. BLOCH. My suggestion is very simple. Go divorce congression-

al salaries from everything else and focus with the salaries on the
SES and non-SES categories. And make it more akin to what you
have to pay for in the marketplace. Today we are under, I will say,
by 50 percent. That is a big discrepancy.

Mrs. MORELLA. I think we have got to educate Members of Con-

=that we cannot live by the adage that government governs
that pays least. [Laughter.]

I think they have to know that. I am trying to do that, and I am
getting examples that frighten me in terms of the desperation of
the situation.

Mr. BLOCH, Look, we are spending close to $2 billion. Let me take
one example. In one directorate, we are spending $500 million. We
have a cap on the salary of the assistant director who runs that
directorate, which is $80,000, give or take a few dollars.

For something like that, a $500 million enterprise in industry,
you would get $200,000 on a going rate. That individual has to be a
good manager. He has to be a good scientist. He has to have knowl-
edge of scientific areas that span a broad range of topics from as-
tronomy to materials science, and so forth, and I don't think we
should run it with a junior engineer in there. Not that the individ-
ual is; I don't mean that. [Laughter.]

But that is the problem we are up against,
B the way, he is leaving and is going to greener fields. [Laugh-

ter.
rs. MORELLA. There you go,
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Mr. Chairman, is it all right, if Dr. Bloch wants to put anything
else into the record attendant to that, that he be allowed to do so?

Mr. NAGLE [assuming chair]. Without objection, it shall be so or-
dered.

Mrs. MORELLA. Great. Thank you.
[The information follows:]

r,01
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The following charts display the salaries at major research
universities and industry. The university figures represent full
year, full professor salaries at institutions with more the $30
million per year in Federal Research and Development funds. The
industry salaries represent Ph.D scientist and engineers by
field.

University Salaries

Public Private
Bioscience $ 75,107 $ 87,87
Computer Science 92,109 107,768
Mathematics 76,153 89,099
Engineering 87,065 101,866
Physical Science 78,000 91,260

Industry Salaries

90th
Average Percentile

Air, Earth, Marine $ 73,656 $ 98,736
Chemistry 81,180 101,376

Physics 81,048 104,016
Biological Science 81,972 118,800
Mathematics 76,164 92,928
Computer Science 81,444 116,028
Electrical Eng 82,500 104,544
Mechanical Eng 78,672 97,416

Despite this growing salary problem we have used a variety of
approaches to attract capable scientists and engineers.

o Senior individuals are available to us, fox example, when
they reach retirement age and their government salary is
a supplement to their retirement income.

o Senior individuals are also available to us by using the
IPA authority, though we are now restricted from con-
tributing more than $95,000 to their salary from govern-
ment funds.

o On rare occasions we can recruit senior people from in-
dustry on a totally volunteer basis.

o And individuals are available to us, as I mentioned, if
they are willing to take a pay cut in order to fulfill a
public service objective.
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Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman, i would like to ask Dr. Bloch just
one other thing if he has an answer at this point. How are your
p I know you have, I think, six new programs that deal
with excellence for minorities in science and engineering. I am
very concerned that we have not been attracting early enuug_h mi-
norities, and I put women into that category because I think there
is a real need for women to be involved.

I know you have a lot of programs. I looked through all this ma-
terial here. But I think those programs, whatever it is calledEx-
cellence in Education for MinoritiesI am wondering if you can
give us any whether any of these programs are working.
Do we have an g that shows that they are working?

Mr. BLOCH. ell, these p have been put in place over the
last 3, 4 years. They all are ing monitored very thoroughly. We
have evaluation criteria that go with these programs. We can show
you some and be glad to supply some statistics on it, how many
people participate and what has happened to the people after-
wards.

It is a limited time horizon, I want to say. We need a longer time
horizon. So we are very concerned not just to put programs in
place but also to put some evaluation criteria in place. All of our
pre-college programs that have been discussed this morning have
these evaluation criteria in place, and we would be glad to supply
you with some insights.

Mrs. MORELLA. I would very much like to see any of the evalua-
tion materials that you may have and, also, you were going to
expandany of your centers where you have the town, the busi-
ness community working with the school systems, working with the
universities, and you have some programs like that, are you going
to put any of them in other areas, like around the Washington,
D.C., area? [Laughter.]

Mr. BLOCH. Well, we have some there.
Mrs. MOREL A. You have one at Howard, I think. But do youhave anything
Mr. Bhocii. We have one in Howard, yes. We have an Engineer-

ing Research Center at University of Maryland in College Park.
Mr. NAGLE. I think what she is asking is, do you have any plans

to put one in a specific congressional district of Maryland? [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr. BLOCH. Mrs. Morella has to be more precise.
Mrs. MORELLA. We could supply that. But you are planning to

expand, though, in general?
Mr. BLOCH. Well, yes, we are going to expand a number of these

programs, The Science and Technology Centers program is expand-
ing; the Engineering Research Center program is expanding; the
Industry-University Center program is expanding, also. There are
about 50 of those right now going up, some of them falling out be-
cause their time frame has expired. But they are stand-alone, and
they are on their own, and they are doing pretty well. The answer
is yes.

Mrs. MORELIA I thank you. I want you to know that NSF has a
very high-quality reputation in the circles in which I travel, and I
appreciate what you have done to make that possible, and all of
the others who are here.
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Mr. Chairman, I want the record to show that you have been an
exemplary chairman. [Laughter.]

Thank you.
Mr. NAGLE. Mr. Bell dissents. [Laughter.]
Let me ask you a question for the record, if I can. This is not for

Mr. Bell.
The question the committee has asked me to ask is: Would you

review the NSF plans regarding replacement of the radiotelescope
at Green Bank, West Virginia? Where does replacement of this tel-
escope rank relative to the other proposed new facilities for astron-
omy?

Mr. BLOCH. Let me step back for a minute and give you the histo-
ry of what went on there.

We had a telescope in place in Green Bank, West Virginia.
Green Bank, West Virginia, is a site that was established many
years ago, 30 years ago or thereabouts. It is a very special kind of
site because the environment for it has been protected inasmuch as
it is a radio-free kind of zone, about the only one that probably
exists. I am not absolutely sure on that.

There were two radiotelescopes that were in place there. One of
them collapsed last December,12 completely destroyed. We don't
know the reason why yet; we are 1, oking at that.

The obvious question that came up right away was: What do we
do with this particular site, because it is a very important site? It
has very good infrastructure in terms of shops, in terms of people,
in terms of facilities in general. And with the collapse of that tele-
scope, the site is somewhat crippled. There is still the other tele-
scope there, and there is a Navy installation, also, there.

So we looked at potential replacement ideas. One that was dis-
cussed and has been in the meantime fleshed out is a radioteles-
cope of a different design than the one that collapsed, because 25
years have gone by and technology has moved on. And we have
looked at that particular approach and that particular design to
see what it could yield.

It is a good approach to life. It is a modern telescope. It improves
the sensitivity. It broadens the application range. It uses new mate-
rials, new panels, and so forth.

In the process of looking through the Green Bank issue, we also
found that it was a site that was considered a few weeks before
already before the collapse, for a gravity wave detector program,
which is not funded, I should tell you, in the 1990 program but
which has gone through a lot of peer reviewwhich has gone
through the review of the National Science Board and will be in
one of our budgets either in 1991 or in 1992.

And so we are lookingwe have been looking at both of these
approaches for the use of that particular site. That is about where
it stands right now. We have had a number of conversations with
interested parties from the State in it. Senator Byrd and Senator
Rockefeller have been involved in it, and we are continuing that
discussion, obviously.

12 The Green Bank telescope collapsed on November IS, 19/48.
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But both of these proposals have been looked at, but the funding
for either of the two is not in the 1990 budget.

Mr. NAGLE. Let me ask you just before we leave, because I have
been doing some work independent of this committee on the whole
question of Federal salaries, and I was struck by your comments on
page 12 of your testimony regarding the problems you are having
in retention of qualified personnel because of salary caps.

You may have already talked about this; but, if you have not,
could you address the question, have there been any recommenda-
tions within your agency for a reform program to address both the
question of salary equity but also salary reform to enable you to
compete in the private sector?

Mr. BLOCH. We have not had any specific proposals, no. We have
been working with other people in the government and with the
Volker Commission when the Volker Commission was active. We
gage them some of our information, some of our problem areas, but
we have not come forward, ourselves, with a reform proposal for
salaries.

Mr. NAGLE. Well, I would be interested, if you want to, I would
be interested personallyand I think the committee would be,
tooin any specific recommendations or areas of exploration
where we could get to the question of salaries and reform, because
I can appreciate the dilemma that the agency has in terms of re-
tention.

Mr. BLocm We will be glad to do that.
Mr. NAGLE. Now, I would like to ask you to submit for the record

the NSF initial budget request to OMB for fiscal year 1990.
Mr. BLocri. Our original request to OMB was $50 million higher

than what you see in front of you, the bottom line.
Mr. NAGLE. The committee would like to ask you to submit the

specific budget request to OMB for 1990, the specific document as
well as the divisions and subdivisions.

Mr. BLocx. We will submit to you the detail of the budget that
we requested.

Mr. NAGLE. I want to be very precise on this, Dr. Bloch. We want
the specific documents that you submitted to OMB, your budget re-
quest for 1990. Is there a problem in giving us that material?

Mr. BLOCH. Let me take that under advisement.
Mr. NAGLE. We normally request that from other agencies. I

mean, it is not--
Mr. BLOCH. Well, that is whyI have never been requested that.

We always have been asked that we supply the numbers, which we
have done.

Mr. NAGLE. I think I am going to the chairman's inquiry of not
what can we spend but what should we be spending, from your as-
sessment, unpurified by OMB and their budget constraints and
their different priorities. We would like the pure document. We
may be able to be of some help and we may not. But we cannot if
we don't have the numbers.

Mr. BLOCH. Well, I have no problem with supplying the numbers,
but let me take the rest under advisement.

[The information follows:]
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The following table submitted to OM displays the National
Science Foundatioa's budget request for FY 1990:
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Mr. NAGLIL Let me thank you for coming, for your testimony
again. It is good to see you again.

This hearinfnt111 stand adjourned.
Mr. Blom. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the subcommittee tecessed, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
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On behaXof the Subcommittee on Science. Reicarth and Technology. thank you for your
infonastive and forthright testimony on Mawr) 16. 1989 concerning NSF programa. During
the heating several members requested addutons1 information. In order to coospleic the
hearing mooed, we would appreciate =time your responses to the foliowinv

1. What is NSF's estimate. 2isUrning no budgetary moutons. for the optimum fending
levels to achieve the maim= effectiveness in each of the major activities of the
Science arid Engineering Education Directorate (SEEP Please indicate the dose scale
associated with achieving major goals in each activity, for rumple, for the in-service
teacher training institutes, the number of teachers who would participate in a fixed
period olden.

2. Mtn wens the budget request levels for each of NSF's programs that NSF ociginally
sent to OMB for the FY 1990 budget?

3. In nesponce to a question fmm Mr. Wolpe concerning the magnitude of the increase in
the FY 1990 budget for SEE precollege programs relative to other SEE prvgatsts you
stated that the decision to 111LITSIC the precollege programs by 8% tcok nto
consideistion the precollege science end math efforts in the Department of Education
Can you please elaborate on the proposed Department of Education programs in
precollege science and math education which overlap or complement the NSF
progrume
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Mr. Erich Bloch
March 21, 1989
Page 2

4. Please outline NSF's appellate review process for protests arising from the results of
the merit feView proce%%

3. Mr. fin= Manheim of ttie Environmental Defense Fund testified before our
Subcommittee that the NSF ". Safety. Envimnment and Health Initiative in Antarctica
fails to meet existing or proposed international standards for reducing pollution (mm
research bases, preventing impacts to Antarctic wildlife and protected areas, and

assessing and monitoring of environmental impacts. His testimony addressed eight
different =as in which 'SF's program was lacking. We would like to receive NSF's

se to his testimony. addressing the NSF initiative in each of the eight arras he
1:111E;lezl.

6. What data are available for evaluating the success of NSF's programs for attracting
women and minorities to ,:arects in science and engineering? To what extent is NSF
duplicating its successful mixtrl program% in other places?

I appreciate your attentior. to it,l tc4ioest Yoor Rply %sill he included in the printed
hearing record.

ly,

DOUG W GRF:N, Chairman
Subcommittee on Science.

Research and Technology

WIW 11
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Honorable Doug Walgren
Chairman
Subcommittee on Science, Reeparch

and Technology
Committee on Science. Space,

and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Walgren:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on NSF programs and
priorities on March 16. Enclosed please find responses to
the questions you sent me on March 21. I hope you find thin
material to be Informative. Should you desire any additional
Information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before your
Subcommittee to discuss our proposals for FY 1990.

Sincerely,

Erich Rlo h
Director

Enclosureq Responses to questions from Science, Neearch slid
Technology Hearing.

cc: Honorable Sherwood Hoehlext
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ggpsnows SUBMITTED TO MR. BLOCH FOR THE RECORD BY DOUG WALGREN
NATIONAL SCIENCE POUNDATION,ANSF1 AUTHORIZATION_HEARING

March 15_1989

Question: What is NSF's estimate, assuming no budgetary
restrictions, for the optimum funding levels to achieve the
maximum effectiveness in each of the major activities of the
Science and Engineering Education Directorate (SEE)? Please
indicate the time scale associated with achieving major goals in
each activity, for example, for the in-service teacher training
InE4itutes, the number of teachers who would participate in a
fired period of time.

Answer; Assuming no budgetary restrictions, an annual funding
level of about 8600 million would be adequate for SEE activities.
This amount would be divided among the major activities as
follows - 8300 million for precollege programs, 8200 million for
undergraduate activities, and 8100 million for graduate-level
support.

Precollerje programming, based in part on the recommendations
of the Congressionally-mandated SRI, International report, will
achieve:

curriculum development fox precollege science and
mathematics;
in-service teacher institutes;

o pre-service teacher preparation;
informal science education in the form of Jueational
television and radio, museums, aquariums, and other
non-school learning environments;

O effective use of advanced technology in education

Undergraduate programs, based in part on the 1986 National
Science Board report and on the 1988 Uraergraduate Planning
Workshops, will support:

o instrumentation
o laboratory devenipment
o faculty professional enhancement
o course S curriculum development
o comprehensive improvement projects
O undergraduate research participation
o minority institution programs to increase the

participation of minorities in science, math, and
engineering.

Graduate programming will achieve:

O doubling the number of NSF Graduate Fellows as provided
in the Fellowship Management Plan:

o implementation of a NSF Traineeship Program.
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Question: What were the budget request levels for each ,af NSF's
programs that NSF originally sent to OMB for the FY 1990 budget?

Answer: The following table submitted to OMB displays the NSF
budget request for FY 1990:
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Question: In response to a tilwation from Mr. Wolpe concerning
the magbitude of the increase in the FY 1990 budget for SEE
precollege nrograms relative to other SEE programs, you stated
that the decision to increase the precollege programs by 8% took
into consideration the precollege science and math efforts in the
Department of Education. Can you please elaborate on the
proposed Department of Education programs in precollege science
and math education which overlap or complement the NSF programs?

Answer: The primary source of Department of Education funding
for science and math education at the precollege level is through
the Eisenhower Act (ECIA Title II). The Department has requested
$142 million for this program in FY 1990; $132.8 million would
be direct grants to the states, and $9.2 million would be
discretionary funds for national programs. In FY 1989 the
Department plans to use $6 million of these discretionary funds
to support 'model secondary schools" and $3 million will be used
for open competition among programs for teacher training or
development.

The Department of Education supports several other programs
which have precollege science and mathematics components,
although the programs are not limited to nor earmarked for
Rcience and mathematics. These programs include:

Secretary's Fund for Innovation in Zducation
Fund for the Improvement and Reform of

Schools and Teaching
Magnet School Assistance

$15.7M

5.9M
114.6M

In addition, President Bush released his 'Educational
Excellence Act of 1989" on April 5, 1989, which proposed a number
of new initiatives in the Department of Education directed at
precollege education:

- Rewarding schools whose students demonstrate substantial
educational progress;
- Recognizing superior teachers by establishing a
President's Mu ' for Excellence in Education;
- Establishing '.Itional Science Scholars Program;
- Providing add_ ioaal funding for magnet schools;
- Making grants to states and school districts to develop
alternative certification systems;
- Making Drug Free Urban Emergency Grants to urban school
systems witn the most severe drug abuse problems.
- Expanding experimental programs in educational innovation
and data collection;
- Endowing Historically Black Colleges and Universities;
- Improving accountability in education.
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Question: Mr. Bruce Manheim of the Environmental Defense' Fund
testified before our Subcommittee that the NSF's Safety,
Environment and Health Initiative in Antarctica fails to meet
existing or proposed international standards for reducing
pollution from research bases, preventing impacts to Antarctica
wildlife and protected areas, and assessing and monitoring of
environmental impacts. His testimony addressed eight different
areas in which NSF's program was lacking. We would like to
receive NSF's response to his testimony, addressing the NSF
initiative in each of the eight areas he outlined.

Answer: The Environmental Defense Fund testimony contains anumber of inaccuracies. For example, EDF's testimony charges
that the waters off McMurdo Station are more heavily polluted in
terms of PCB levels than virtually all estuaries and bays in the
United States. This is not correct.

In fact, as environmental awareness in the United States and
within the Antarctic Treaty System has increased, NSF has taken a
number of steps to improve environmental practices at its
antarctic stations.

o In the early 1980s at McMurdo Station, dumping of trash and
scrap at the edge of Winter Quarters Bay was stopped and in
recent years significant effort has been devoted to cleanup
of that area and the station as a whole.

In October, 1988 an announcement and summary, "Environmental
Protection Agenda: U.S. Antarctic Program" was published in
the Federal Register for comment. It covered the following
topics:

planning for environmental management,
legal review of responsibilities,
environmental assessments and impact studies,
environmental awareness, and an
update of facilities and logistics plan with an
emphasis on environmental consideration.

o Significant actions in Antarctica this past season, in
addition to the Winter Quarter Bay clean up included:

cessation of ocean dumping,
extensive retrograde of metal scrap, old vehicles,
construction material, batteries, tires, and other
waste products to the U.S.;
ggneral site cleanup facilitated by introduction of
strategically placed dumpsters, and an
underwater survey and sampling of McMurdo's marine
environs results of which are expected shortly.

o The FY 1990 Budget included S10 million for the first year
of a five-year Safety, Environment and Health (SEH)
initiative. Of this amount about S5 million is earmarked
for environmental activities for which about $30 million is
planned, mainly in the first three years of the initiative.
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These funds will used for studies, procurement,
construction, etc. related to the following topics:

wastewater treatment and outfalla,
solid waste minimization and disposition,
incinerators,
environmental monitoring, and
other activities determined to be of high priority.

o The Foundations's Division of Polar Programs plans to hire
shortly a Safety Environmental and Health Officer, who will
have environmental oversight as a key responsibility.

o On February 7, 1989 the NSF Director and staff met with
representatives of environmental groups concerning the
environmental part of the SEH initiative and means for
implementing it. There was unanimous support for the
initiative, though some thought additional actions were
needed too.

o During the next year, NSF will participate in the
development of a new waste hwadling code for Consultative
Parties to Antarctic Tre.t7, continue to work on pollution
control at United States Stations, complete its review of
NSF's compliance with environmental legal standards, and
revise its Environmental Protection Agenda in response to
what has been learned through these and other efforts.
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Question: Please outline NSF's appellate review process for
protests arising from the results of the merit review process.

Answer: Award of NSF assistance is discretionary.
Nonetheless, it is the policy of the Foundation that an applicant
whose proposal has been declined may roceive an explanation and
reconsideration.

A Principal Investigator (PI) whose proposal has been declined
may obtain an explanation of the declination from the responsible
Program Officer. If this explanation does not satisfy the PI that
the proposal was fairly handled and reasonably evaluated, the PI
may request reconsideration of the declination by the responsible
Assistant Director. If the applicant institution is still not
satisfied after reconsideration by the responsible Assistant
Director, it may obtain further reconsideration by the Deputy
Director of NSF. However, if a proposal has been declined after
review by the National Science Hoard, only an explanation will be
available.
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Question: What data are available for evaluating the success of
NSF's programs for attracting women and minorities to careers in
science and engineering? To what extent is NSF duplicating its
successful model programs in other places?

Answer: Data on the success of NSF-supported programs for
attracting minorities and women into science and engineering
careers are limited, but the quantitative data that are available
indicate substantial success for a number of programs. For
example, the attached table and graph from the NSF-supported
National Association of Pre-College Directors (NAPD) shows that
its member organizations (listed by acronym) have a very
impressive record of sending their student participants on to
college (82% to 4 year colleges) and into engineering (47 %) and
other math-based subjects (25%). All the member organizations
are specificinlly involved in pre-college activities to prepare
minority students to enter engineering or science programs in
college.

The Young Scholars Program attempts to attract high ability and
high potential students of all types to careers in science and
engineering. Participation by women and minorities is strongly
encouraged, and in 1988, the first year of the program, about 508
of the participants were women, and over 30% were minorities.

Since these students were at the time finishing grades 7-11, it
is premature to determine the career impact of their experience.
we are intensively collecting data about all participants, and
plan in a few years to carry out a major evaluation of the
program's effectiveness.

SEE/USEME's Comprehensive Regional Centers for Minorities
projects each have formal evaluation components which include:
internal formative evaluation feedback for ongoing quality
control; two forms of outcome assessment involving data-based
systems for out year tracking of students as they become adults
entering careers; and national visiting committees to review and
assess projects. However, since this program was initiated only
in FY 1988, it will be a number of years before results affecting
career selections are known.

In addition, NSF has recently put in place programs designed to
attract women and minorities into the science and engineering
pipeline. These efforts include the Research Careers for
Minority Scholars, the Minority Research Centers of Excellence
(which have a strong educational component) and the proposed
woolen in engineering component of the Graduate Fellowship
Program. NSF is placing greater emphasis on the Minority
Graduate Fellowship Program increasing its pae.icipation from 10%
of the total effort to 15% in FY 1990.
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PROMOTING SUCCESS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE
VENTURES IN PRECOLLEGE SCIENCE AND MATHE-
MATICS is a product of the National Association of Precollege
Directors (NAPD), a coalition of nineteen precollege program
directors whose mission and program efforts are directed at
increasing the pool of minority students who pursue engineer-
ing and math based college study. Funding for the document
was made possible through a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation supplemented with funds from the National Ac-
tion Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME).

TO ALL OUR STUDENTS WHO STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE,
LABOR IN THEIR STUDIES AND SHARE THEIR

GIFTS OF LEARNING WITH C HERS.

Copyright CI 1985 by the National Association of Precollege Directors
No part of this document may be reproduced by any mechanical, photographic, or electronic
process, or in the form of a phonographic recordinia, nor may it be stored m a retrieval system,
transmitted, or otherwise copied for public or private use without written permission from the
National Association of Precollege Directors (NAPO), cifo NACME 3 West 35 Street, New Nbrk,
NY. 10001
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Table I. NAPD Program Summary Data

1984 Precollege
Participation

Students a Schools

Year of
First H.S.

Graduates

High School
Graduates

Since
Inception

BEAM 320 11 1983 33
CM EA 820 53 1983 84
CMSP 2,550 11 1975 1,650
DAPCEP 1,300 22 1981 503
FAME 250 b 1978 150

GEST 50 6 1977 150
IIT 450 1974 5,014
LEAP 238 8 1982 128
MASSPEP 300 6 1982 90
MESA/Cal. 3,820 138 1977 4,400

MESA/N.Mex. 310 10 1984 5
MESA/Wash. 2,200 11 1985
METCON 981 13 1982 84
PRIME 1,866 33 1976 1,695
PRISZM 603 6 1980 257

SECME 9,211 160 1979 6,216
TAME 15,000 120 1979 4,000
UCMEP 500 4 1984 45

NOTES:
a. These figures represent only minority students who are full program

participants. There are many additional minority and non-minority
students who benefit from individual program elements but are not
regular participants.

b. FAME and IIT both bring students from the schools to a central
location for program activities.
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25%
Study
Other
Math-
Based
Fields

47%
Study
Engineering
Fields
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NAIIMALASEQuALtusslESRELMLLEGLEIRECIORSAMED)
COMPOSITE SURVEY OF PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND STUDENT DATA

Air

The following survey data repro= responses from the the 21 preooRtge programs whose staff constitute
the membership at the National Association of Precollege Directors. The survey was conducted through
a questionnaire that was sent so NAPD Program Directors in June 1987. The data indicated represent
the NAPD Programs' best approximations of student enrollment and graduation from college.

JNETITUTIONIAt_ APR! &TAMS

1.) Number of Affiliated Universities 113

3.) Number of States
OPenting Program 35

2.) Number of Affiliated
Businesses 220

4.) Number of Program
Administrative Oftices 45

5.) Number of Full lime
Equivalent (FIE)Staff

7.) Number of Participant
Business Loan Persons

(7)
9.) Nundr-r of Employed

College Students

96

30

75

6.) Number of Participant
(I)

College Faculty 17S

Number of Participant
School Teachers

STUDENT DATA

10.) Number of Schools
Operating Program 997

12.) Total Number of Students
Enrolled Program

198in6/87

14.) Number and (%)
oaf Program Students
Enrolled LE

15.) Est. Number of
=5:Graduates

390
-Inentaing Non-Enpneermg

37,850

5,741) (47%)

Engineering

11.) Grade Levels
Served 6.12

13.) Number of
Sdents

at=Colleges 12,230

6,470 (53%)

Non-F.rigineering

16.) Est. Total Number
of College Graduates
Since Program Inception

423 2,930 1,420
Engineering Non-Engineering

17.) Number and (%) of Students Participating in NAPD Programs That Have 22 (67%)Won the 33 NACME Merit Scholarsip Awards Given in the Lan 5 Years.

99-306 o - 89 - 21
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20519

Mr. Erich Bloch
Director
National Science Foundation
1800 G. Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20S5U

Dear Mr. Bloch:
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I am writing to thank you for your testimony before the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology in March.
Even though I found your testis my quite interesting, and
helpful to the Committee, some important differences apparently
remain. 1 would like to take this opportunity to reiterate
some of my concerns.

One of these is the NSF's funding for the social and behavioral
sciences. I am dismayed over the apparent low regard in which
these disciplines are held at the NSF and the fact that they
have not enjoyed funding increases proportional to the test of
the Foundation. Even though the NSF - commissioned report
Behavioral and Social Sciences: Achievements and Opportunities
called for an increasing commitment to researain3edocation
within the social sciences, financial support for these
disciplines languishes and it appears the Foundation has done
little to implement the report's recommendations. I remain
unconvinced by the figures you cited before the committee as
evidence of substantial funding increases since you used 1982
--- a year of dkaconian cuts --- as your baseline. In fact,
all subsequent increases have served merely to return social
science funding to pre-1982 levels. I believe we must face
this tact and do what we can to bring current increases in the
social science budget up to the levels of other programs in NSF.

I am also concerned with the Foundation's reluctance to
establish a sephrate directorate for the social sciences and
the near-absence of social scientists from higher level
positions in the NSF. With the exception of John Moore, who as
deputy director for the entire Foundation cannot serve as an
advocate for the social sciences, there ate no social
scientists in the upper reaches of your administration. Given
what we know of organisational behavior, I believe that
creating a separate directorate and/or appointing more social
scientiate to existing administrative poet' would aid these
disciplines in securing a more equitable share of the budget

6 4
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and make them a full partner within the NSF.

I urge you to give these suggestions careful consideration and
hope you will not hesitate to call upon me should you wish to
discuss them in greater detail.

DEP/1mo

Sk4er 1 ,

IL'
DAVID PRICE
Member of Congress

64,
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Honorable David Price
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Price:

Juni, 5. 1959

Thank you for your letter or may 1, 1989. While I as glad
you think my testimony was helpful, I do want to address your
concerns regaroing funding for the social and behavioral
sciences.

First, with respect to the report, Behavioral and _Social
ficimmeitLAchigyasent,se I was frankly
disappointed because while it has many recommendations, they
did not help us in the difficult job of priority setting. In
fact, the report is presented as illustrative of opportunities.
While I understand the difficulties of the task, I continue to
be disappointed that some disciplines, including the behavioral
and social sciences, are not coming to. grips with this essential
challenge of setting their own priorities. Certainly the report
concludes that more resources are needed for the social and
behavioral sciences, but in four years as Director of NSF I have
not run across a scientific discipline that did not justifiably
advance the same view.

Nonetheless, the report has had an impact in that several of
the illustrative topics discussed are being supported or
otherwise have had special attention. For example, 'wards
have been made across several disciplines for research on job
segregation and the wage gap between men and women! an effort
is underway to stimulate use of supercomputers to develop a
new generation of forecasting and policy analysis tools: and
greater support is being provided for social and behavioral
science instrumentation within the Division of Instrumentation
and Resources. Also, it should be noted that other events have
overtaken the findings of the report, such as establishment of
the National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis and
the need to understand the human dimensions of global change.
This latter topic is emerging as a unique opportunity and
responsibility for NSF to ensure that social and behavioral
factors are considered in the science addressed to this major
concern.

6 ti
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Honorable David Fries 2

As you know, we proposed to emphasise the human dimensions of
global change in our FY 1990 budget. However, because of the
rapidly developing interest in this area, the Division of Social
and Ilecomic Science organised a solicitation for proposals for
this fiscal year open to all areas of Racial science. The
proposals received in response to this solicitation are being
reviewed by a multi-disciplinary panel this month. The human
dimensions of global change will continue to be an important
part of our total planning in support of U.S. science related
to global change.

Secondly, I chose 1982 as a year from which to make budget
coeparisons deliberately because (a) it was the low point of
the funding for the behavioral and social sciences, and
(b) it also is the beginning of the turn around for funding
of the Foundation'. budget.

Even with this expansion in funding for the National Science
Foundation, the resources are limited and the priorities are
many. The statistics I cited, however, reflect on a relative
basis to biology and the rest of the Foundation the fact that
we have addressed the cuts in the behavioral and social sciences
in an aggressive way. There is no reason to assume that any
discipline must always increase in funding or that prior levels
of funding reflect the priorities of today. Rather than focusing
on the level of funding of an individual discipline, the bottom
line for the Foundation needs to be increased, as I have pointed
out in my testimony over and over again, and through that action
all disciplines are helped.

Thirdly, I disagree that a separate directorate for the social
and behavioral sciences is what is required. I must say, in
general, that the -rganiration of an agency or department should
be left to the determination of those that are responsible for
its day to day operations and not be dictated by either Congress
or a community with its own narrow self-interests. On a sore
specific basis, let me give you the reasons why I em opposing a
separate directorate. I em for a streamlined organization that
has fewer and not more stand alone entities for the sake of
efficiency as well as for the fact that short communication
lines can be maintained. That applies to the social sciences and
many other disciplines.

Further, organizational changes usuaily do not correct problems,
either real ones or problems of perception, and I strongly
believe that the social and behavioral sciences should not be
isolated either organizationally or intellectually. They have
too many interfaces with other sciences and engineering that
represent real opportunities for scientific advances. It is
through this interplay that the social and behavioral sciences
can gain the recognition that they so amply deserve.
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Honorable David Price 3

I as sure that we will continue discussion of
I do want you to understand that I as as much
the behavioral and social sciences as I am of
disciplines for which NSF is responsible. To
does not reflect the facts.

Sincerely,

Erich !1:C
Director

64b

these topics.
a champion of
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APPENDIX 11

U.S. NOISE Of REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. SPACE.
AND TECHNOLOGY

$12711 2221 NM= MCI /IMMO
livaStu1/07011. OC Vita

0011 2/141571

The Hon. Betty Castor
Commissioner of Education
Department at Education
The Capitol PLOD
Tel FL 37399

Our Ms. Castors

March 26 1989
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On behalf of the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology, I would
like to express our appreciation for providing us with the benefit of your
experience and insight regarding science education in the public schools.

In your testimony at our recent hearing, you mentioned that the key to
successful implementation of new science or mathematics textbooks is
ensuring their adoption on approved textbook lists in the several large
states, such as Florida, which nave established these lists. in order to
augnmst our hearing record on this Important point, we would appreclete
your providing a description of how the process for textbook adoption works
along with any comments you might nave on how NSF could improve the chantec
Of new curricular materials being adopted. We will inciude this
Information in the printed hearing record.

Again, thank you for your willingness to be a resource to the Subcommittee.
We know you share our goal of Improving the standard "ar science and
mathematics instruction in our Notion's schools.

Sincerely,

DOUG MAL Chelrman
Subcommittee on Science,

Class:mob and Technology

01111111
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Betty Castor

Commissioner of &location

tv,: 1 3251,

May 11, 1989

Honorable Doug Wa !oven, Chairman
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
United States House of Representatives
Suite 2321, Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Representative Waigren:

Thank you for your letter requesting a description of Florida's process for textbook
adoption and for comments on how the NSF could improve the chances of new
curricular materials being adopted.

A brief description of Florida's instructional materials adoption program is enclosed.
As noted in the description, the various instructional materials councils adopt course
specifications and criteria statements for the evaluation and selection of materials.
These are then provided to interested publishers who to turn use them to decide
if their materials are appropriate. If appropriate, the materials are then submitted
for consideration by the various councils. Course specifications require that the
materials submitted for adoption consideration address course content as contained
in appropriate curriculum frameworks, describe the desired presentation of the
content, specify the kinds of related materials desired, and designate the grade
level for which the materials are to be designed.

The Florida Department of Education would welcome the opportunity to receive
current information from the NSF regarding developments in math, science and
computer education so that the instructional materials councils could be made aware
of technological advances, curriculum needs, the results of assessment efforts, and
successful innovative pilot programs. This information would then be used to develop
a "state -of -the -art" document to be used by instructional materials councils as they
develop course specifications.

The Capitol Tallahassee, Florida 32399 (904) 487-1785
tihnissest adiatVequffil opportuttec somplepe
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Honorable Doug Walgren
Page two
.lay 11, 1989

Since it takes a minimum of three years to develop and field test new textbooks,
publishers should promptly be provided with the same information. It should be
remembered that publishers respond to the demands of the marketplace. They will
respond to the requirements of the states, especially when several of the larger
states begin to ask for similar products.

Thank you for the oppo-tunity to share my concerns and suggestions with the
subcommittee. Please call on me if I may provide additional information or
suggestions.

Berns,

Enclosure

Copy: Donald S. Van Fleet
Laurey Stryker

4

Sinccr

Betty Ca
Comm ttbner

6 4 a
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FLORIDA'S INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

ADOPTION PROGRAM

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BUREAU OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES

NOVEMBER 1988
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FLORIDA'S INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ADOPTION PROGRAM

The State of Florida has an extensive state-adoption process involving the
Submission of instructional materials by publishers for review by state and district
instructional materials councils prior to recommendation for approval by the State
Board of Education.

The decision as to which subject areas are to be included in each year's adoption is
based on contract expirations as well as identified needs expressed by districts for
new subjects and courses to be added to the state-adopted list. After the specific
subjects and courses have been determined for an adoption, the Commissioner of
Education appoints persons to serve on the various state instructional materials
councils. The appointees are selected from nominations received from district
superintendcnts, professional and educational associations, and individuals.

Following the appointment of the councils, a training and organizational meeting is
called by the Commissioner of Education. The various councils meet in joint and
individual sessions, as appropriate, to receive specific training in the evaluation of
instructional materials; to establish and adopt policies and procedures for both
state and district instructional materials councils; to develop and adopt course
specifications and criteria statements for the evaluation and selection of materials;
and to establtsn and adopt guidelines for publishers to follow in reporting the use
of the Learner-Verification and Revision Process.

Shortly after the organizational meeting, the Department mails a notice to all
publishers on a perpetual mailing list advising them of the upcoming adoption and
outlining details for submitting bids. Publishers have until June 15 to submit their
bids.

About the same time, the Department extends a written invitation to tile school
districts to participate in the pre-adoption evaluation of the instructional materials
to be considered for adoption.

After all bids have been received from publishers, a list of the materials to be
evaluated in each subject and/or course is compiled The list, accompanied by other
necessary information, forms, etc., is sent to individual members of the state
councils and to the coordinators of the district councils

To aid districts in establishing and training evaluation councils and in carrying out
their responsibilities, the Departmen: conducts an annual workshop Two or three
representatives from each participating district are invited to attend These
representatives are then expected to assist their local district councils In addition,
members of district instructional materials councits receive training in the selection
of instructional materials through district summer inservice institutes or some other
inservice vehicle The training program is based on a formal program developed by
the Department of Education.

6 5 u
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Publishers furnish evaluation samples and pertinent written information regarding
their materials to individual members of the state councils and to the district
councils. The deadline for shipping the samples is established by the state councils
and is usually July 15.

When district evaluations are received by the Department, they are compiled into a
computerized i^cirt to be submitted to the appropriate state councils. The report
includes eat. District council's evaluation, ranking . comments, and
recommend .ins for each submission. Evaluations from professional
organisation. .say be included in the report, also.

The state councils meet individually in Tallahassee during the fall and early winter
months to determine which, if any, of the materials submitted to recommend for
adoption. In reaching that decision, the following are taken into consideration:
(1) the publishers' compliance with all legal requirements; (2) the district councils'
evaluations; (3) the publishers' presentations; (4). written and/or oral evaluations
and recommendations from individuals and ,pecial interest groups; ;5) individual
council members' evaluations; and (6) council discussion about each submission.
The councils' policies require a two-thirds vote of members present to reromrnend a
submission for adoption.

When all state councils have met and made their recommendations, a single report
is prepared and forwarded to the Commissioner of Education. The Commissioner, in
turn, submits the report to the State Board of Education, along with her
recommendations regarding it. The Board makes the final decision as to which of
the recommended materials are adopted. At the present time, materials are placed
on four-to-six-year contracts beginning on April 1 of the year in which they are
adopted. At the end of the third year of the contract, publishers have the option of
increasing their prices in accord with limitations set forth in Section 233.17, Florida
Statutes. With the agreement of the publishers, contracts may be extended for one
or two years.

Following action by the Board, the Department notifies the school districts that new
materials have been adopted and furnishes them with a list of the specified titles,
prices, etc. Purchasing may begin on April 1.

Being on the state-adopted list does not ensure that materials will be selected and
purchased by the schools. Each district has responsibility for evaluating, selecting,
and purchasing specific materials to be used in its classrooms. Districts vary in their
policies and procedures for selecting materials. Some districts have single basal
adoptions; some have multiple basal adoptions; and others permit their schools to
select from the entire state-adopted list, In some districts, evaluations and
selections are made at the district level, while in others the decisions are made at
the school level. State law does, however, require that materials must be evaluated
before they are used for the first time by a district. In addition to selecting from the
state-adopted list, districts may use up to fifty percent of their state categorical
funds to purchase materials not on the state list.
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The following is the statement of Greenpeace USA to the
Subcommittee on Science, Technology and Research of the United
States House of Representatives. The statement addresses
generally the U. S. Antarctica Program under the National Science
Foundation, and specifically the environmental aspects of the
proposed Safety, Environment and Health Initiative.

Susan Sabella, U.S Antarctica Campaign Coordinator

Greenpeace is an international environmental organization with
over 1.2 million supporters in "' United States. The
organization has been active in Antarctic issues for several
years, campaigning to have the continent protected as a World
Park. Since the austral summer of 1985/86, Greenpeace has
visited the Antarctic each year, exranding our monitoring of
human presence on the fragile Anti'.:ctic environment. During the
1986/87 season, we established a small, minimum-impact, year-
round station on Ross Island. Since then, Greenpeace expeditions
have conducted environmental monitoring and documented waste
disposal practices at 22 stations belonging to 16 nations.

Greenpeace inspections have revealed that most scientific
stations and support operations are seriously damaging the
environment, and do not meet environmental standards established
under the Antarctic Treaty. Visits to U.S. stations, Palmer and
McMurdo, have confirmed that the U.S. policy and practices for
disposal of waste do not comply with Treaty recommendations,
including the Code of Conduct and the Agreed Measures for the
Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora. Both stations
discharge raw sewage into the surrounding waters. McMurdo station
operates a land fill and burns its combustible waste, including
toxic materials, in open pits. Both open incineration and the
dumping of untreated sewage are prohibited in the United States.
Furthermore, mountains of scrap metal and defunct machinery.
dating back to the program's earliest days, have been left behind
by previous U.S. operations. Some of this rubbish has been in the
Antarctic for as long as thirty years. More than merely
unattractive, this trash has contributed heavily to the contamination
of the McMurdo Sound.

The AntarctA, is the last great wilderness on earth, and home to
rare plant Irid animal species including, penguins seals, and
whales. Base activities and irresponsible waste disposal
operations can significantly alter and even destroy the fragile
marine environment as well as the small amount of ice-free land
available to sustain the continent's wildlife. In addition,
scientists now know that the Antarctic plays a critical role in

f PAPt
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regulating climatological change. The continent provides a
unique laboratory in which to study such phenomena as
stratospheric ozone depletion and the greenhouse effect. The
value of this continent as a pristine wilderness and global
laboratory must not be threatened by the continued introduction
of local contaminants.

The National Science Foundation has repeatedly stated that it
lacks the funding necessary to address the environmental impacts
of its Adtarctic operations, and that to do so would be at the
expense of scientific research. Therefore, in order to avoid
further tradeoffs between the environment and science, Greenpeace
believes that Congress should appropriate the FY 1t.t40 $10 million
special fund requested by the NSF for environmental, health, and
safety purposes. This special funding must continue as long as
necessary. Furthermore, Greenpeace urges the Congress to take an
active role in ensuring that the National science Foundation
takes all necessary steps to swiftly and significantly decrease
the U.S. Antarctic Program's environmental impacts. The
successful implementation of a truly sound environmental
initiative and clean up effort by the U.S. would set an example
for other Treaty nations to follow.

While Greenpeace is in favor of the National Science Foundation
receiving additional resources to undertake an environmental
initiative, increased funding is not the total solution. The NSF
must devise a comprehensive plan that will fully implement the
Antarctic Conservation Act, eliminate the sources of land, air
and water pollution within their operations, and ensure full
compliance with all applicable U.S. and international
environmental laws. Greenpeace is not satisfied that the
proposed initiative will achieve these goals.

With regard to wastewater disposal, the initiative suggests
submerging the outfalls and installing macerators at both Palmer
and McMurdo beJes. While these measures may indeed aid in
dispersing the waste. they do nothing to address the actual
contents of these effluents. A chemical analysis of McMurdo's
outfall performed by Greenpeace scientists identified elevated
levels of heavy metals in the effluent. These metals, lead,
cadmium, zinc, copper, and silver, are toxic and can have serious
effects for the local marine environment. The proposed actions
also do nothing to reduce the biological oxygen demand (SOD) of
the effluent. Indeed, maceration may increase Ron. It is
essential for the Foundation to locate the sources of the heavy
metals contamination and install equipment such as rotators and
filters to reduce BOD.

Concerning disposal of solid wastes, the initiative actually
proposes very little. Recommendations include minimizing use of
plastics, investigating the possibility of installing an
incinerator at McMurdo, and filling in the Winter Quarters Bay
dump. Other than restricting the use of plastics, these
proposals do not amount to much in terms of improving
environmental standards of U.S. Antarctic operations.
Furthermore, the initiative fails to address McMurdo's Fortress
Rock landfill. This method of solid waste 'disposal' is wholely
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incompatible with the protection of the Antarctic environment,
and must be terminated.

An obvious source of land polktion, McMurdo's Fortress Rock
landfill receives at least 500 tons of combustible trash
annually. including packaging materials, paper, tin and aluminum
cans and plastics. In addition, the dump receives a variety of
non-conbuatible materials including scrap metal and old
machinery. The non-combustibles, plus whatever combustible
wastes aren't totally consumed in the burn, are bulldozed under
and covered with soil. This practice of landfilling will make it
almost .".dpossible to remove this waste in the future.

Landfills also contribute significantly to the contamination of
surface and ground water. At McMurdo, run-off from nearby
enowtielde drain through the landfill, coming in contact with
incineration ash. The leachate flowing from the landfill then
transports contaminants tc other areas of the station. Much of
the run-oft eventually ends up in McMUrdo Sound.

It should be noted that McMurdo's Fortress Rock landfill complies
with neither international nor domestic regulations. Fortress
'Rock does not meet landfill standards set by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The Code of Conduct prohibits
coastal stations from operating landfills altogether.

Although the initiative ignores the environmental impacts of the
Fortress Rock landfill, it acknowledges the need to phase out the
open burning of the dump. To do so, the initiative states that
the NSF will study the possibility of installing an incinerator
at Fortress Rock. However, it must be pointed out that the
Safety Panel report, upon which the initiative is based, suggests
either installing an incinerator or retrograding combustible
wastes as possible alternatives to open incineration. It is
unacceptable that the NSF has chosen to disregard the panel's
recommendation to retrograde combustible wastes. Indeed, nowhere
in the initiative is the option of retrograding combustible
materials even mentioned. From an environmental protection
perspective, the best alternative is to remove the wastes from
the continent.

Greenpeace Tonics Division has done extensive research into the
environmental impacts of incinerators and has concluded that
incineration, whether in a state-of-the-art incinerator or in
open pits is not appropriate technology for the fragile
Antarctic. Incinerator ash and emissions are sources of
polychlorinated dioxins, and furans - two groups of chemicals
that include the most toxic substances known to science. Many
modern products, ordinary cleaning Products. newspapers, cans,
personal care products and plastic packaging, contain numerous
toxic substances. ranging from heavy metals in inks and cans to
dioxins in paper. When the refuse is burned, volatilized metals
and organic chemicals are released into the air and concentrated
in the ash. The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency's
'National Dioxin Study" has pinpointed refuse incinerators as
major sources of dioxin and furans.
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It is for these reasons that Greenpeace calls for an end to
landfill/open incineration operat'-as and does not support the
installation of an incinerator at McMurdo or other U.S.
facilities.

One dumpsite that the initiative does address is the former dump
at Winter Quarters Bay. The Winter Quarters Bay dump is the
result of decades of discarding all manner of solid waste onto
the annual ice in McMurdo Sound. This mountain of meta' and
trash accumulated at the shoreline has contributed greatly to
the destruction of the marine environment of winter Quarters Bay.
The initiative states that the best way to deal with the Winter
Quarters Bay dump is to "landscape" the area by encasing the mass
of waste-under a layer of soil. While improving the site
aesthetically, burial does nothing to address environmental
impacts. On the contrary. burial ensures that the waste will
remain in Antarctica forever. Furthermore, there is no guarantee
that the wastes; once capped. will not continue to contaminate
the water and sediment of McMurdo Sound. Greenpeace believes the
more appropriate measure would be to monitor the dump and
Continue to remove the waste.

The successful implementation of the above recommendations will
rest heavily on increased environmental awareness among NSF. Navy
and contracted employees. strict enforcement of regulations, and
a comprehensive environmental monitoring program. The NSF's
Draft Environmental Protection Agenda thoroughly outlines whet is
needed in terms of environmental education. The Foundation is
presently conducting a search for a Safety. Environment and
Health Officer to initiate, oversee, and enforce the initiative's
new measures. What seems to be missing is the commitment to
develop an environmental monitoring program.

A comprehensive monitoring program that includes on-going
sampling and analysis of soil. sediments. effluent, leachates and
exhaust emissions must be instituted immediately. Without
accurate and regular monitoring, problem areas cannot be
identified or remedied. Most certainly, without environmental
monitoring, the Foundation cannot, in any meaningful way,
determine whether or not their operations are having a negative
impact on the environment. For example, an accurate and regular
sampling program would have alerted Foundation officials to the
metals contamination of McMurdo's effluent.

The above comments point out a number of areas where the NSF's
environmental initiative falls drastically short of adequately
improving environmental protection at U.S. stations. Greenpeace
urges the Foundation to reassess its proposal, and consider the
points raised here. Additionally, more information regarding the
initiative's priorities, the nuts and bolts of implementation and
time-frame for the projects must be made available to the
Congress and the public as soon as possible. Greenpeace
considers cleanup of the U.S. installations in Antarctica to be
of the utmost urgency. We respectfully request that Congress
provide the funding and the oversight to guarantee that this
cleanup effort proceeds in the most expedient and thorough manner
possible.

5
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Representative Sherwood Doehlert
Congress of the Limited Stated
Mouse of Representatives
Weeeington, D.C. 20S1S

Deer Representative Beehlart,

RHODE ISLAND

COLLEGE

Meech 6, 1969

Thenk you for allewing me tn.' opportunity to present my written
testimony concerning the actions needed to impruve mathematics
education in our nation. I have taught college mathematics, trained
preeervice undergraduate end graduete mathemetice studento for the
Pant fifteen year*. for the oast three years, I have been the Director
of the Excellence in Teaching Mathematics Project for the state of
Rhode Iolandi this project develops mathematics inaervice training
programs for grades kindergarten through twelve. Basted on these
experiences, I recommend your attention be focused on prenervice
teeceere, first year teachers, innervice trainine, Public awareness,
National Science Foundation grants, and conferences.

Providing programs for preservice teacher is addressed by H.R. 996,
and ODEHLE026. The bill. represent a positive initiative to got
students involved in the field of mathematics teaching but does not
necessarily attract the best end the brightest students. The pool of
pplicente should not he limited to women end minoritiee but to the
beet end the brightest of our nation's youth. It is imperative that
we attract students that are excelleat mathematicians to become the
Future mathematics educators that our country desperately needs. The
programs proposed represent a positive response to the need for ',good"
mathematics etudente who could not °thermic., afford a cr,ilege
education. The selection of theme future nnthrnetice tachers t,nuld
be made with the assistance of the local mathematics teacher
e seocietion. I agree that ecneemie merit nrould he an Important
criteria for selection, however, a commitment and affinity toward
teething nestle to be included.

Proadessr.Rhadratand029011

0013456111311
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RHODE ISLAND

COLLEGE
Depanmes MAW/wen 4nwycl
compote Seine

A eregram for first year tenchorn needs to he denigera. A crucial
atop 10 succeeding in nchoels in surviving the firet year of teachine.
Many ..rot your tenchers are given five preparetione, the lament level
cieeseo and the lenot motivated and motivating clnnuem, Thin situation
Oecemes emotinnally difficult for theme new tenchero. There are on
inoresaing mentor of first year teacmere that are "dropping out" of
t eaching during their firet year. ideally, firnt year tenchero should
have only three preparations in which one prep,ratian ineludro on
upper trick clone; they nred an in-erhool mentor or hooter teacher
that will provide them with the guidance nod oupport for leenor
planning, dieciplining, adjueting to teaching, end dealing with the
verlaud Lavin' icemen involved in educating our youth. Hy providiog
t heme new trechren with o mentor to net as guide, the new teacher daet4
not hove to nee-invent the wheel" And can concentrate on innovative
teaching.

An inservice trninine pronrom thet emphoolzen classroom support by n
teacher resource agent or mneter teacher is necessery for new teaching
Methodology to he implemented. A okili Lank of innovative teachers lo
nodes to monist the teaceer in clone to impleepnt and explore, new
teaching method's. Inservice training in needed to 'rein tear:here/ to
provide active learning environments for atudents. The teacher's role
t hen viii htrcome a consultant sand facilitator of learning net juot o
preeenter and authority of knowledge. The active learning approach
which mey involve group work, the use or manipuletive aids, or
computer lobo require experienced teachers in thou. methods to ftenifit
novice teachers. By wurking directly with the teacher In the
cleseroom, one ran demonstrate how to Implement thin type of trachin,3
Methodology

There needs to he a puplic awarunesc. of the importance of mathmhaticu
through libraries, nuweums, Ol,,playn, parent and 'Leather inmervice,
ohoPPIng mailn, and other public locations.

Although the Setif:7nel Science Foundation has n enliritation on Teacher
Enhancement, at present one needs to ho n prmfasienal grant erter to
attain these fang';. The current urncnc,t. I, to tire poncuming for a

Pmwdrxe Rh.* kaanr1(1.19011

0071 4* ROO
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RHODE ISLAND

COLLEGE
4keettwrwl of Kitt wrIat,,,and

Compute 4,Pfxr

no000" tenLher tWICP OdmitlimtrAtlyV "uVpmmt I. lavvInp. Te:,rner14 *lte
smed nrtaa a,pport nnat dinnut4on with writ-In..; and arvelrulno
prouotal:, The prolleinary (a-"un,al dovn not 1.ridnn tni 7n,
Notional Science Folandutinn nenion tr, mnke prorntln nnoln. A
.00,19OutiOn wou.ld Po to credto a ,ettwhre pneIrum tu f;,ciltate the
proponal writing proven;.

Other area, thht need attention ie,1or the ;.,1.ement oT otlas,
qrouun ,hat can efec.t ilmolle In thunlo: purent.,
enwn.firlarn, and IndalAry. NSF 1,h01.1 fMcW, Ottentytm t, thnt
floPporte ronferreve, that hrina qrok4., Icqrtt.er to thel
role In the improvement nt m Ithemht), nd,m;4fion.

t are ple:ihrd that Conoreno tahlnq a pro a+ti.e tita,a,c, toward
hethemetit, vacotion, lin, collectively, , n nrition need tk, fitris,r
for Exk:ollrnee in TedchIng Mothemnicti. Ttle hot4ur naql fluidir a

fprmionblm Pffhmt toward thin, 5va1 vino ehmild evert intlaenre to
e,a,a,re that r1,0" ant thn tna;nin,) In n,sthvnntlLfl r.0 that
tnry t,nn connete in our tfn.hnolp :cni uoe.inty.

zincffrOly.

irtiftroc,

VIvInn R, Morqnn

7tcr of thn furplIeneu in *Tvin.h nu NI,Ithn,,3t4f, nrcjn,t
.;twit Prnfp,,,Mm mf Mati,mmAtiVa

Pronfienct.Afmcithiand0,7AQS
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ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERStTIES FOR RESEARCH IN ASTRONOMY, INC.

SUITZ
1625 INIASSACIWBEITS Amur, rt.W.

wasanerros D.C. 20036
2024034101

Goetz K. 00101

Promident
March 14, 1.989

Chairman Doug Hai g=
2241 Reybarn House Office Buildirg
liashingters D.C. 20515-3818

Haar la. Chairman:

I am responding to a request from the committee's staff to submit
supple sentary infonmation for the Mereh 14, 1989 hearing on astronomy
suppmtby the National Science FtuntSation (NSF).

By the !middle of this century a few private US institutions had built the
world's premier telescopes. An elite of astronomers foam around the world
had joined these organizatiois and was using the telescopm. With the
entire universe to study and few premier telescopes available, little
el:weaving title was left for astronomers at other institutions.

In 1960, the Assoolationof Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), a
non-profit corporation, was formed to prorote astronomy and to establish
national observatories to which any astronomer with a geed idea could come
and use world class telescopes regardless of his or her institutional
affiliation. ltdey ALVA includes twenty premier US universities and
operates the National Cptioa) Astronomy Cbservatories paw* with sites in
Arizona, New alexia:), and Chile for the NSF, and the Space Telescope Science
Institute in Baltimore, Maryland for WASP. Guided by its Board of
Directors, AURA oversees these naticral centers and brings a university
perspectiaa to bear on their operation. AURA and its Directors are trustees
and advocates for the oentf,:s' missions The Chairman of the Beard is Dr.
Robert Noyes, Professes at harvard University, and the Vice Chairman is Mr.
Barry, Albers, General Manayerof San Mega State University.

NQ) and its groundhased observatories, like other national and university-
besed cbsereatories which depend won NSF funding, have experienced sharply
declining budgets (eaclosure 1) even as the mission and the quantity and
quality of demand for facilities have increased. Through austerity, NcAo
has kept its dews epers and through ingenuity it has maintained leadership
(enclosure 2). It has develcped a visionary yet realistic plan for its
future (enciceure 3). Yet, it is now so iderfunded that even small
further reductions in its budget would cause telescopes to be closed
(enclosure 4).

Enclosures 5-10 provide material shich demonstrates the value of astronomy
for seienme, technology, and education (5), and tibial indicates that this
value is revegnized and shared by many Americans (6). There are also
COMETsta althea relationship between grcurdbased and space astscricsay (7) and
an a cosaarisco of US and Furopram grounibased astronemy pal:exams (6).
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Pmgs 2 Chairman Doug Walgren IStrah 14, 1989

"America ignores astronomy at its peril" said Judge Wiidenthal in an
editorial in the rooster Chronicle earlier this year! Indoad, funding for
greundbased actroncey is not oommensirate with its rutstandirq merits for
science, tedhnmlogy, and culture. it now needs a strong restoration program
at the VSF.

AURA emaciates this 4gomtunity to tokast the ammittee in its evaluation
of NSF astronomy and urges the ocessittee to endorse NSF's support for
research in the physical sciences.

Very sinoerely yours,

C
Goetz °Ertel

jr

Enclosures: 1. NSF Budget--Astr000my FUnding for 1984-89
2. Seientxtftgazine Article
3. SummaryCkitline of the Plan for the Mum .1f the National

Optical Astronomy Observatories
4a. Report of NSF's Cosnittee on Optical Astronomy Crape

comedttee)
4b. 'ratter from Mr. Barry Albers to L. Warren Baker of the

National Science Board
5. Value of Astronomy for Science and Technology
6. Wide Recognition of Merits of Astronomy
7. Relationship between Ground:lased and Space Astronomy
8. ooh is on European and Us Programs in GroundbasedAs
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NSF BUDGET
Astronomy Funding 1984-89
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FEBRUARY 14, 1989

NSF Budget

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

NAIC 6.1 6.1 5.7 5.9 5.9 6.3 6.4

Optical 23.2 22.8 22.7 23.1 23.3 23.7 25.2

VLBA 2.5 9.0 8.6 11.4 11.6 12.0 12.4

Rad-VLBA 17.8 17.7 16.7 17.0 17.3 18.1 18.8

TOt.Radio 20.3 26.7 25.3 28.4 28.9 30.1 31.2
Tat. Ctr. 49.5 55.5 53.7 57.4 58.1 60.1 62.8
Grants: 27.6 27.2 26.5 27.7 27.9 29.2 31.2
Other: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

Astronomy: 77.3 92.8 80.2 85.0 86.0 89.3 94.0

NSF: 1320.3 1501.8 1523.9 1623.0 1717.0 1885.0 2149.0

In 1988 $s

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

NAIC 7.1 6.7 6.3 6.2 5.9 6.0 5.8

Optical 26.9 25.3 24.9 24.3 23.3 22.6 23.0
VLBA 2.9 10.0 9.4 12.0 11.6 11.5 11.3

Rad-VLBA 20.6 19.6 18.3 17.8 17.3 17.3 17.1

mat Radio 23.5 29.5 27.7 29.8 28.9 28.7 28.4
Mot. Ctr. 57.6 61.5 58.9 60.2 58.1 57.4 57.1

Grants: 32.3 30.2 29.0 29.0 27.9 27.9 28.4

Other:

Astronomy: 89.9 91.7 87.9 89.3 86.0 85.3 85.6

NSF: 1534.5 1664.3 1670.6 1704.0 1717.0 1800.2 1955.6

De/inflator: 16.2 10.8 9.6 5.0 0.0 -4.51 -9.01
(Peroent)

1 Assumed

1 Assumed

1
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FEBRUARY 14, 1989

Percent share in NSF budget

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

NATO 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
Optical 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2
VLBA 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6
Rad-VISA 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9
Tnt.Radio 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5
Tot. Ctr. 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.2 2.9
Grants: 2.1 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.5
Other:

Astronomy: 5.9 5.5 5.3 5.2 5.0 4.7 4.4

NSF: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Percent change versus prior year in 1988 $s

Year 1984 1985

NAM NA -5.6
Optical 10.9 -6.0
VIM NA 243.3
Rad-V1BA -17.8 -5.2
Ibt.Radio -6.3 25.4
Mot. Ctr. 16.', 6.9
Grants: 26.2 -6.6
Other:

Astronomy: 19.8 2.0

NSF: 16.9 8.5

1986 1987 1988 1989

-6.5 -1.6 -3.9 1.9
-1.6 -2.6 -3.9 -2.9
-6.0 27.7 -3.1 -1.2
-6.3 -2.6 -3.1 -0.1
-6.2 7.6 -3.1 -0.5
-4.3 2.3 -3.5 -1.2
-3.9 0.2 -4.0 0.0

-4.2 1.6 -3.7 -0.8

O., 2.0 0.8 4.8

2

1990

-4.4
1.4

-1.5
-1.0
-1.2
-0.5
1.9

0.3

8.6
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FEBRUARY 14, 1989

Percent change vs. 1984 in 1988 $s

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

NAIL 0.0 -5.6 -11.7 -13.1 -16.5 -14.9 -18.6
Optical 0.0 -6.0 -7.5 -9.9 -13.4 -15.9 -14.7
VISA 0.0 243.3 222.6 311.9 299.2 294.4 288.4
Rad-VLBA 0.0 -5.2 -11.2 -13.5 -16.2 -16.3 -17.1
Tbt.Radio 0.0 25.4 17.7 26.6 22.7 22.1 20.6
Wt. Ctr. 0.0 6.9 2.3 4.7 1.0 -0.2 -0.7
Grants: 0.0 -6.6 -10.3 -10.1 -13.7 -13.7 -12.0
Other:

Astrcncry: 0.0 2.0 -2.2 -0.7 -4.3 -5.1 -4.8

NSF: 0.0 8.5 8.9 11.0 11.9 17.3 27.4

3

6 (1
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Eno lceure 2

The lead article in Science Magazine (Eedeeher 2, 1986) features NOW
research. The article shows bow new detector tedhnolcgy led to a 10,000 to
100,000-fold increase in telescope efficiency for infrared light which can
penetrate the duet clouds in space mbidh obscure many parts of our universe.
This opened up new vistas such as unique views' of "star nurseries" within
dust cloud and of the center of our own milky way galaxy.

COpy of article fallow.
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Astronomical Imaging with Infrared
Array Detectors

IAN GAMEY, D. L. DEPOT, A. M. FOWLER

History shown that in agronomy often Acres
directly fen= innovation and that each

=of the clearentagnetic spectrtm offers cutiqut
into the nature of the wakens- Mors , the

widowed evailablity of infrated-sensitive tow dlodai-
tiossal has kd to &made hoprovanotts
in the of anwentional observe.
narks. inspect of this new on our under
standing of a whit variety of phnunnena ilhatrated
here by infrared pictures of star-forming maker, of
nebulae produced by the her sups of near evolution, of
the nudens of our own Rainy Milky Way), and of
activity in odwr plasks.

IN 11415 L'ENTVIIT WY NAVE IYAILNYTS SY YILPEILSBNCE THAT
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Summary Outline of the Plan for the Ftzthze of the
Maims' Optical Mtn:now Observatories

Overall: Devalcp, build, and cyerate world-class telescopes and facilities
for the benefit of all qualified US estrus:mere. Critically evaluate
iodating facilities, especially as new ernes ccee on line.

Night-time aetromey short term:

!Modernize telescopes through detectors and data processing. Permit US
universities to build =de= 4-meter tel at NOAD sites at no capital
at to the Federal Goverment, overate them as parts of the NSF-funded
budget, and share in the observing time in proportion to financial
contributions.

Night-time astrcnomy - intermediate term:

Construct modern 8 -ester aperture telesccpes, one each in the northern and
scuthern hemispheres, for optical and infrared astrunow at the best sites
(Mama Kea, Hawaii and Chile). Both will be world-class facilities with
yodern imitation which could become parts of futurr interferceetric
arrays (see below).

Night-time astronmey - long term:

Ftalcwdng the national program to evaluate the capabilities, limitations,
and technologies for interferceetric arrays of optical/infrared telescopes,
plan for suds arrays in both hemispheres for ur9recedenteci resolution
(clarity of view) of astrcemical objects.

Solar astrcncry - near term:

Complete the GCMG project which will provide first views of the inside
wadding of a Star, our Sun. Modernize telescopes through detectors and
data processing.

Solar astronomy - intermediate term;

Plan for a high resolution solar telescope at a prime site, pre ably with
active stabilization of the image and possibly in cooperation with other
countries.
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Enclosure 4a--Report of NSF's Committee on Optical Astronomy (Tape comaittee)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
wAsHiNGiolv. DC 20,50

September 7. 1988

Dr. Goetz Oertel, President
Association of Universities for

Research in Astronomy, Inc.
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 701
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Dr. Oertel:

nom

SEP E 98

AURA. M.

Enclosed are the report of the Advisory Committee for
Astronomical Sciences (ACAST) Subcommittee on the National
Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) and the response of the
ACAST.

We agree with the conclusion of the Subcommittee that the plan
proposed in your letter is an appropriate response given existing
conditions and fiscal constraints. We commend the Director of
NOAO for her rational approach to a most complex and difficult
situation and both of you for involving the communite through
your "Dear Colleagues" letters.

The National Science Foundation authorizes NOAO to proceed with
the necessary actions, as outlined in your letter of May 27,
1988, to adjust the FY 1989 proglams of the NOAO to the present
budget situation.

With respect to future actions, we note the heavy emphasis placed
on timely completion of the GONG project, and we encourage the
NOAO solar physics study to consider carefully the
recommendations expected from the National Academy of Sciences'
study "Solar Physics." Additionally, we note the high priority
generally accorded the mirror-casting effort at Steward
Observatory Mirror Laboratory and urge that care be taken to
assure a smooth transition. We will work with you on the details
as FY 1989 proceeds.

Again, let me thank you and the AURA Board, and Dr. Wolff and the
NOAO Staff, for your efforts in developing a most responsive plan
to cope with a difficult funding environment. We invite your
comments on the Committee's report.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Z/1121,C-7.5

"..."/".-"Laura P. Kautz, Direct
Division of Astronomicil Sciences
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RESPONSE OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ASTROADMICAL SCIENCES
TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES

The Advisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences (ACAST) deplores the
current level of funding for the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories (NOW, which seriously impacts its ability to fulfill
its mission. NOAO is being operated efficiently and is a vital element
of astronomy in the United States. In the face of somber economic
realities, we recognize that difficult decisions must be made to reduce
costs.

The cost-cutting measures proposed by the Director of NOAO and the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. (AURA)
Board, and recognized as an appropriate response by the Subcommittee,
have been carefully considered at all levels. Nevertheless, these cuts
will dramatically accelerate the erosion of American competitiveness in
the international astronomical community.

In particular, we recognize that:

1. the loss of the Advanced Development Program (ADP) and reduction
of NOAO support for the Steward Observatory Mirror Laboratory
(SOML) will imperil our long-term ability to pursue large-
telescope projects which are crucial to the future of U.S.
astronomy. unless alternative sources of support can be found;

2. the erosion of maintenance and lack of instrumentation funds will
lead to a degradation of services offered by HOBO: and,

3. the inability to provide adequate funding for GONG threatens a
unique project with profound implications for our understanding of
solar and stellar interiors.

Unfortunately, while we agree that the proposed cuts cannot be avoided
at this time, we cannot endorse this damaging action to U.S. astronomy.

,L)3,Itif,

1
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DERALD r. Timm
clOomintilmooT

71T TmL*P 641L4 44444
6TM011 MAII/Ti.AND .191

most ass.s
13101*

July 11, 1988

Dr. Laura P. Bautz, Director
Division of Astronomical Sciences
National Science Foundation
1800 0 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20550

Dear Dr.Beutz:

The Advisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences (ACAST)
Subcommittee on National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO)
was asked

to consider the program and options for restructuring
deve7oped by NOAO, and

to advise the National Science Foundation (NSF) on the
appropriateness of the plan proposed by Association of
Universities Err Research in Astronomy, Inc. (AURA) /NDAO.

The Subcommittee met on May 25-27, 1988, with representatives of
AURA/NOAO and of NSF. The basis for our review was the proposed
plan as described in Dr. Oertel's latter to you of May 27,2988,
augmented by briefings and discussions with AURA/NOAO. It is
important to note that the plan was strongly influenced by the
limited FY 1988 appropriations available for astronomy and the FY
1989 Presidential budget.

Our report is enclosed. The Subcommittee is unanimous that,
given the existing conditions and constraints, the program
proposed by AURA /WOAD is an appropriate response. At the same
time, the Subcommittee makes a number of points by way of
observations and advi's to AURA/NOAO and NSF, such as the
importance of support for the GONG project and continuing
viability of the Arizona Mirror Laboratory. We recognize and
regret that, even under the best of circumstances, total
scientific output will be reduced and NOAO's strength and
leadership in telescope technology development may be eroded.

The astronomy community's goal is a vigorous and internationally-
competitive national astronomical research program, including the
development of advanced instrumentation and facilities. NOAO is

.-r
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en important component of the U.S. ground-based optical program.
Its actions impact not only its observatories and staff but all
of U.S. astronomy. We deemed our Subcommittee to be
inappropriate for consideration of tiie larger national goals and
NOAO's role in achieving them. We urge NSF to address these
questions in formulating plans for FY 1990 and beyond.

The Subcommittee wishes to express its appreciation to AURA/NOAO
management and staff for its cooperation and responsiveness and
to the NSF staff for support.

Enclosure

Sincerely Yours,

ILA4.44 44..-
Gerald F. Tape
Subcommittee Chairman
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REPORT OF

SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES
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Oswald F. Tape, Chairman
R. Grant Athey
Roger A. Bell
George B. Field
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES

Pdvisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences

The Advisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences (ACAST)
Subcommittee on National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO)
was established by the National Science Foundation's (NSF's)
Division of Astronomical Sciences to advise it on certain aspects
of the NOAO program. The Charge to the Subcommittee is as
follows:

"The National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOM)),
operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy (AURA), is supported by the National Science
Foundation to provide a range of capabilities to the U.S.
astronomical community for research in astronomy. It has
become clear that NOAO must reduce the scope of its programs
in order to strengthen the most essential ones and to
provide flexibility to pursue opportunities, AURA/NOAO has
sought input from the astronomical community and considered
several options for restructuring.

The Subcommittee is asked:

to consider the program and options for restructuring
developed by NOAO, and

to advise NSF on the appropriateness of the plan
proposed by AURA/NOAD."

The Subcommittee met at NSF Headquarters on May 25, 26, and 27,
1988. The meeting agenda, a list of Subcommittee members, and a
list of principal participants are appended.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

Since FY 1984, new funds received each year from NSF by NOAO have
been essentially constant; no provision for inflation has been
provided. Purchasing power has declined. The Presidential plan
for doubling the NSF budget from FY 1988 to FY 1993 did not
materialize. Timing was such that significant program reductions
have had to be made in FY 1988. The FY 1989 Presidential budget
before Congress is also limiting. A reassessment of priorities
was culled for including planning for fulfillment of the NOAO
mission over the longer term.

NOAO PROPOSED PROGRAM PLAN

The NOAD mission statement adopted by the AURA Board is as
follows:

"The mission of NOAD is to conduct world-class scientific
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investigations in exploring the universe at optical and
infrared wavelengths. This includes building, operating,
and conducting research with world-class facilities of a
range of sizes and technical capabilities open to all U.S.
astronomers; coordinating, and participating in, and often
leading the technology development programs essential to all
optical/infrared efforts in the U.S.'

This Subcommittee endorses the NOAO mission statement. It
recognises the need for NOAO to be involved with world-class
facilities and advanced instrumentation, with emphasis on user
access.

The proposed NOAO plan (May 27, 1988, letter Oertel to Deutz
appended) recognizes the need for difficult program curtailments
to be made in FY 1988 and FY 1989 while preserving certain
capabilities for undertaking initiatives in later years.
Recognition is given to the advent of private funding for major
new telescopes and the role NOAO could play in advancing, through
cooperation and Government funding, the utilization of such
facilities on a national basis.

DELIBERATIONS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

The first half of the Subcommittee's meeting, chaired by Dr.
George B. Field, was devoted to receiving briefings by the NOAO
Director and principals of the ROAD staff. Extensive discussions
were held with the briefers as well as with the AURA President
and several Trustees. The last half of the meeting was devoted
almost entirely to deliberations by the Subcommittee with, at
times, some AURA/MO interactions to clarify positions. The
Subcommittee was pleased to have Dr. Arthur S. C. Walker, Jr.,
Advisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences Chairman. and Dr.
Norman C. Rasmussen, National Science Board member, participate
in the meeting.

The following constitutes the Subcommittee's views concerning the
AURA/NOAO recommendations for "restructuring its program."

A. General

The Subcommittee was very impressed by the extensive review and
analysis of the issues confronting NOAO under the present
budgetary constraints. The decisions, although painful, show a
thoughtful approach to coping with immediate problems while
striving to fulfill NOAO's long-term mission. The Subcommittee
Concludes that the proposed plan is reasonable and responsive. It
is essentially a "damage limiting' plan. Although some
individuals may differ in detail with some of the AURA/NOAO
decisions, it is not useful for this Subcommittee or NSF to
micromanage. Great strides have been made in NOM) management; it

2
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should be eocouraged.

O. Solence

KPNO and CTIO are producing good science, both qualitatively and
quantitatively. The continuing high number of research papers
based upon data obtained with night4-ime fac.lities demonstrates
that those facilities continue to be operated so that quality
data is routinely ootained and analyzed. Of key importance is
the ever-improving power of focal-plane instrumentation at
virtually all telescopes. Although this power benefits all
fields of astronomy from planetary to galactic researce, one
conspicuous example is found in extragalactic research where, for
the f :sit time, a number of groups have recently been successful
in obtaining images and spectra of galaxies with redshifts
greater than 1 (corresponding to look-back `.Mmes greater than
half the age of the Universe) and as large as 3.2. Such
observations demonstrate that at least some galaxies formed early
in the history of the Universe, and detailed studies indicate
that the morphology of some high-redshift galaxies is complex.
Astronomers now have hard data concerning the formation and early
evolution of gale.les, a subject which, until now, has been the
province of theoretical debate based on ve-lous cosmological
models. The instrument development programs of KPNO and CTIO
have thus opened a new era in cosmology.

Another example is the newly-developed capability for large-
former near-infrared imaging. This capability promises to find a
number of exciting applications, including the observation of
stars and galaxies through opaque clouds of interstellar dust.
and spectroscopy of interstellar molecules.

In addition to providing the U.S. ground and space science
communities, and the U.S. commercial and defense establishments,
synce.:ic date on the behavior of the Sun, the NSO serves as the
focus of U.S. efforts to develop state-of-the-art ground-based
instruments to observe the nearest star, the Sun. In this role,
the NSO has collaborated with Lockheed scientists in the
successful use of adaptive optics in studies of extremely
turbulent stratified fluids, and of turbulent miring and
diffusion of magnetic fields at very high Reynolds numbers; both
problems are fundamentally inaccessible to experimental study in
terrestrial laboratories. The NSO has been a leader in the
extension of magnetic field measurements to the near infrared,
allOwing direct, relatively model independent, observations of
magnetic field strength concentration on the Sun; these
measurements are essential to our understanding of the solar
magnetic field/fluid inter.,ctions ultimately responsible for the
space plasma environment of the Earth. The NSO also serves as
the focus of a national effort to study the interior of the Sun
to unprecedented levels of aceJracy by observing global solar
oscillations ('helioseismologys), thereby providing definitive
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tests of modern theories of stellar structure and evolution, as
well as possible tests of nuclear physics calculations of
neutrino production and transport in the solar interior.

C. Unioueneas

1. Nighttime A-tronomy

A major strength of the NOM) observing facilities is the broad
range of instruments available to the observer on the larger
telescopes and the availability of popular instruments on the
smaller telescopes. In general, a much smaller range of
facilities is available at university telescopes. and the NOAO
facilities are the only ones available for many users. These
instruments are well maintained and the down-time is
correspondingly low. Tales .opes are aallable in both
hemispheres, allowing full sky coverage. The CTIO 4-meter is
equipped with: an echelie spectrivreph (the only such instrument
currently available on a Southern Hemisphere telescope) for high-
dispersion observations of relative, faint (V 12) stars; an RC
spectrograph for low-dispersion observations of fainter objects;
infrared and visual photometers; an infrared spectrometer; an
imaging Fabry -Perot interferometer; and cameras for direct
imaging with Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) and infrared arrays.

The KPNO 4-meter is equipped with an even larger range of
instruments, including a unique Fourier Transform Spectrometer
for high-resolution spectroscopy at infrared wav-lengths. The 4-
meter optical spectrographs can be used for multiple-object
spectroscopy witN the possibility of observing up to SO otlects
simultaneously. In recent years numerous direct imaging projects
have been carried out CCP cameras, particularly on smaller
telescopes. A vary new issel exciting program of direct imaging
with infrared arrays is currently being performed. Prior to the
availability of these arrays, the only technique of infrared
imaging consisted of pointing the telescope in different
directions in the sky to make observations of the various
"pixels."

The availability of the IRAF(Image Reduction and Asalysis
Facility) programs and computers, both in domes and at the main
Offices, allows for very convenient reduction of the data.

2. Daytime Astronomy

The National Solar Observatory (NSO) operates several unique
facilities incl..14ng the McMath complex 'f telescopes, the
Fourier Transform Spectrometer and vacuum telescope at Kitt Peak
and the Vacuum Tsser Telestope at Sacramosts. Peak Observatory
(SPO). The three telescopes in the McMatT, complex are the three
largest solar telescopes in the world. Data obtained from these
telescopes have made a large, enduring isspact on solar physics.
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Although much of this impact occurred during the early years of
Kitt Peak's operation, the development of the Fourier Transform
Spectrometer has lad to a second wave of exciting new results
that continue to appear regularly.

The vacuum telescope at Kitt Peak provides the community with the
most readily available end most widely used solar magnetogra-s.
These daily magnetograms have been used in independent studies of
Magnetic field morphology and its cyclical variations over the
22-year magnetic cycle as well as providing reference data for a
great number of papers involving other observations. In
particular, solar observations from space, such as those carried
out by Solar Maximum Mission (SMM), rely heavily on the Kitt Peak
magnetograms as supporting data; and in particular the planned
joint NSF and NASA-sponsored observational campaign to observe
the next solar maximum will rely on these observations.

The McMeth solar telescope is equipped with a 1-meter Fourier
Transform Spectrometer. This instrument is used in solar,
laboratory astrophysics, and atmospheric sciences studies. In
the latter work, it has been used for the determination of
wavelengths, energy levels, and transition probabilities for both
atomic and molecular lines. Recently it has been utilized to
probe the solar vector magnetic fields with the 12-micrometer
magnesium lines. The McMeth is the only large solar telescope
capable of working in the thermal infrared.

The Vacuum Tower Telescope located at SPO is universally
recognized as the world's leading instrument for solar studies at
high angular resolution. Its uniqueness arises from a
combination of outstanding image quality and highly developed
focal plane instruments. The Tower attracts a steady stream of
visiting scientists from all parts of the world, and it is
finding important additional uses as s test site for new
instrumental concepts and developments, including adaptive
optics. The latter technology has lead to a real breakthrough in
our view of the structure of compressible convection in solar
surface layers, and of the interaction between highly conducting
fluids and magnetic ff.elds; the physics underlying 'these
processes is of wide interest to both astronomers and physicists.

A new Stokes Polarimeter currently under construction at the High
Altitude Observatory is designed for use on the Tower in
partnership with NSO. In addition to providing high-resolution
vector magnetic field data, the combination of the new
polarimeter and the Tower Telescope will be used to test concepts
and polarimeter design for magnetic-field measurements with the
Large Earth-based Solar Telescope (LEST) facility. While other
countries are working to develop facilities that will eventually
be competitive with the Tower Telescope and its focal plane
instruments, these new facilities will not be completed for
another year. Until that time, the Tower Telescope will remain
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unique as the world's outstanding high-resolution instrument.
However, early availability of observing time for U.S. scientists
on foreign solar telescopes remains in question.

D. GONG

The NOAO Director and AURA have proposed that the NSO budget,
including the GONG project, be given a fixed percentage of the
NOAO budget in FY 1989 and subsequent years. They have f!=ther
suggested that a committee be formed, under the leadership of Dr.
John Leibacher, to decide how to allocate these funds between the
GONG Project and SPO, Kitt Peak, and Tucson operations. It is
recognized by NOAO and AURA that the funds allocated by NSF are
insufficient to carry out the GONG Project if the SPO and Kitt
Peak facilities are operated at their current level. As the GONG
Project ramps up to its required level, facility support will
necessarily diminish unless NSF provides an appropriate
incremental fur.3ing wedge.

GONr, was planned and brought to funding level through the
Combined efforts of a broadly-based community of solar
astronomers plus a number of astrophysicists not traditionally
thought of as having mainly a solar orientation. Becaus4 of
these circumstances, the GONG Project is not seen by the
community as being either a strictly solar project or as a
strictly NSO project. It does not appear proper to the
Subcommittee, therefore, that tne GONG Project be jeopardized by
placing it in direct competition for funds with the SPO and Kitt
Peak facilities of NSO. Failure to complete the GONG Project
after enlistA..g the enthusiastic support of the community and
expenditure cc considerable effort wou.d reflect badly on the
entire NOAO. It is recommended that the GONG Project continue to
be funded at a level sufficient to ensure its continuation to a
successful and timely conclusion. In our opinion, this should be
the highest priority for the NSO during the next few years.

The question of how to beat use the remaining funds available to
NOA.., to support one or bkoth of the SPO and Kitt Peak sites is
properly left to an appropriate NSO committee. Membership of
such a committee, however, should include individuals external to
NOAO. Particular attention should be pail to the guidelines
established by the forthcoming report of the National Academy of
Sciences' Committee on Solar Physics.

E. Upgrading National Capabilities

The survey of the optical/infrared astronomy community by AURA
showed clearly that NOAO plays two important roles: provider of
a steady stream of astronomical data to its users; and a builder
of new facilities to open up new areas of astronomical research.
NOAO has proposed an imaginative scheme to 'lay both roles! the
new NOAO Program Description proposes "to unJertake the evolution
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of CTIO and KANO from smaller to larger telescopes through
collaborations with universities." The Subcommittee
wholeheartedly endorses this goal ar.d steps along this road, such
as the WIN 3.5-meter telescope project.

As NOAO has pointed out, and both the Greenstein and Field
Committees recommended, telescopes of the 4-meter class are
likely to become the workhorses of the future that 1-meter to 2-
meter telescopes are now. There are three main points here:

1. For some applications, 4-meter telescopes are as cost
effective as larger ones. Examples of such
applications are redshift surveys of galaxies and long-
slit spectroscopy.

2. Some large projects are impeded more by competition for
observing time then lack of aperture. Examples of such
projects are synoptic observations and targets of
opportunity.

3. Techniques such as multiple-object spectroscopy can use
sophisticated instrumentation to compete with large
telescopes provided the smaller telescope is also
operating in the background (sky) noise limited regime.

Participation by NOAO in university consortia makes for effective
cooperation because the universities have a unique ability to
raise private and state capital for new projects, while NDAO can
contribute operational efficiency, Stability, and a developed
site. All parties can contribute expertise necessary to make
advanced projects vieb/e. The Subcommittee enthusiastically
endorses the first such proposed joint venture ty NOAO with the
advice:

1. that it must insist on community access to the
telescope commensurable with NOAO's and NSF's
investment in the project;

2. that NOAO must seek to build a telescope with a
genuinely low maintenance cost in order to validate the
claim of replacing older, small telescopes with larger
ones without disenfranchising the greater user
community; and,

3. that NOAO must not lose sight of its, and NSF's, long-
term goal to provide community access to an
opticaliinfrared telescope as large as that of any
university or international consortium.

5
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F. A NOAO 8-Meter-Class Telescope

Although seriously constrained by budget, the proposed NOAO plan
presents a feasible path to the development of the large-aperture
telescopes that will be needed for it and the user-oriented
community to be scientifically competitive at the and of this
century. A thoughtful program to produce and evaluate a 3.5-
meter BSG (BoroSilicate Glass) mirror culminates in an observing
facility such as the WIN project. At the same time, it lays the
groundwork for an 8-meter-class instrument. This approach allows
NOAO to keep the future in sight while still satisfying most of
the current scientific needs of the user community. It is,
however, not without some risks to both NOAO and the next
generation of NOAO users who will have to compete scientifically
with astronomers worldwide and in the U.S. with access tc larger
telescopes. NOAO should not become so preoccupied with the
collaborative building of 4-meter-class facilities and
maintaining smaller telescopes, both at KPNO and at CTIO, so as
to lose momentum toward an 8-meter-class facility. The time
scale for the completion of the first 4-meter initiative (WIN)
coincides with the projected time scale for the first large ESO
and U.S. telescopes. In addition, at least one other U.S.
consortium should be well underway by then. In such a -limate,
it could well be difficult for NOAO to gather the support and
make the sacrifices required to secure funding and implement a
national 8-meter program.

Withdrawal of direct NOAO support of the Steward Observatory
Mirror Laboratory (SOML) carries with it the danger of leaving
the impression that NOAO is backing away from a commitment to
build a large telescope. The Subcommittee strongly endorses the
recommendation of the AURA Future Directions Committee that NOAO
should be "developing world-class optical and infrared facilities
and innovative instrumentation." As such, it urges NOAO to
aggressively pursue funding for an 8-meter telescope from both
public and private sources as well as maintain a highly-visible
role in the current mul developing large-telescope consortia.
NOAO should recruit as expeditiously as possible a Priocipal
Investigator for the 8-meter project.

It is unfortunate that the NDAO is put into such a situation that
it must withdraw support from the SOML literally on the eve of
its first large success. This program represents the best
possibility for significant U.S. national participation in large-
aperture telescopes. The possibility that private resources can
come to the rescue is recognized, but the failure of such
resources to materialize could rave severe impact on the future
of large-telescope development in the U.S. We strongly urge that
NOAO, NSF, and the community work with the SOML to see that the
resources are available to continue' expeditious progress toward
producing El-meter BSG mirrors. Indeed, without such a commitment,
it may well prove difficult to secure the private resources
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needed to proceed.

G. Advanced Development Program

The Advanced Development Program (ADP) was established as a
division of the NOAO charged with the exploration of new
technology and instrumentation having future applications
throughout the observatories. The ADP successfully recruited an
exceptionally talented staff that identified a number of areas
with strong near- and long -term payoffs far U.S. astronomy. The
Future Telescope Technology Program (ITT) has pursued problems
critical to the development and deployment of telescopes using fl-
oater mirrors, including the support of the borosilicate glass
honeycomb mirror pr-ject of the University of Arizona. The ADP
Advanced Concept Exploration Program (ACE) has developed an
adaptive optics system, defined a concept for a distributed
optical array for very-high-angular-resolution imaging and
developed certain hardware prototypes of key aspects of an array,
built an infrared speckle imaging system soon expected to be
user-qualified, and pursued other techniques with promising
future applications at the largest telescopes. The ADP has
accomplished a great deal since its inception in spite of the
inability of NOAO to provide it with a budget fully supportive of
its programmatic goals. A wall-funded ADP is clearly a basic
clement of a healthy national observatory.

NOAO and AURA now recommend the elimination of AuP as a division.
Accompanying the discontinuation of ADP is the closing of the
gratings laboratory, the elimination of the distributed array
project, and the halting of the adaptive optics effort at its
demonstration stage. The FTT effort will be scaled down with the
goal of working toward the completion of a proposal for 8-meter
telescopes to be submitted late this year, NOAO will attempt to
maintain the capability previously found within ADP to improve
and develop instrumentation for exim.ing telescopes.

The elimination of the ADP Division and the resulting drastic
curtailment of NOAO support of activities intended to benefit
future U.S. astronomy are considered by NOAO and AURA as
preferable to their continuation at a less-than-subsistence
level, or to the closing of most of the present night-time
telescope facilities. NOAO proposes that certain of the ADP
activities, such as adaptive optics, be incorporated into the 8-
meter telescope proposal and point out that other pre2rams, such
as the distributed array, are being pursued by some universities.
Nevertrieless, with the elimination of its Advanced Development
Program, NOAO is sacrificing much of its ability to provide
leadership to the future directions of ground-based optimal
astronomy. This is a substantial diminishment of the ability of
NOAO to fulfill its complete mission in support of U.S.
astronomy. NOAO is left with a "chicken-and-egg" problem.
Without a commitment to a major project, senior staffing is

9
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difficult and without project leadership, commitment is unlikely
to be forthcoming.

Seeing no alternative short of the closing of NOAO facilities
actively end extel.sively now in use by the astronomical
community, this Subcommittee supports with regret the NOAO/AURA
recommendations with respect to the Advanced Development Program.

SUMMARY

The ACAST Subcommittee on National Optical Astronomy
Observatories has considered the program and options for
restructuring in the light of NSF inte-pretation of fiscal
constraints imposed by the FY 1988 Congressional appropriation
and the FY 1989 proposed Presidential budget, and as developed in
response to these by NOAO. The implications of this restructuring
for the health of a national ground-based astronomy program and
for the role to be played by NOAO need to be addressed in a
larger context than was possible in this review. The
Subcommittee does, however, endorse the NOAO mission statement
that includes *. . world-class facilities of a range and of
sizes and technical capabilities open to all U.S. astronomers . .

The Subcommittee is unanimous in advising the NSF that the 1'2n
proposed by AURA/NOAO is an appropriate response, given existing
conditions and fiscal constraints. The Director of NOAO is to be
commended for her rational approach to a most complex problem.

The Subcommittee makes the following points by way of
observations and advice to AURA/NOAO and to the NSF Astronomy
Division Director:

1. Upgrading of ground-based observing facilities is needed.
The move toward upgrading with new 4-meter-class telescopes
is timely as is the possibility of private funding,
especially for construction. NOAO should continue to
explore joint projects that will combine private and
Government talent and funding to serve national astronomy
needs. The WIN Project is such an example. NOAO
participation in such arrangements should not be so
extensive as to interfere with its even-longer-term
objectives.

2. For the longer term, construction of at least one 8-meter-
class telescope should be a NOAO priority objective.
Participation in construction and operation of 4-meter-class
instruments will provide experience and staffing for
undertaking development of a larger instrument. An early
commitment to an 8-meter-class telescope is required of both
NOAO and NSF.

10
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3. To achieve the foregoing objectives, continuing operation of
the Steward Observatory Mirror Laboratory is necessary. A
coordinated commitment and plan involving NSF, NOAO,
interested private organizations, and the University of
Arizona are required.

4. The GONG Project was established through the combined
efforts of a broadly-based community of solar astronomers
and estrophyaicists. The Project should continue to be
funded at a level to insure its continuation to a successful
and timely conclusion.

5. The proposed NOAO Committee to develop a long-term program
for solar physics within the NSO should be br.-adly based and
include external members. Particular attentu:n should be
paid to the guidelines established by the forthcoming report
of the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Solar
Physics.

6. Successful and effective pursuit of a national ground-based
astronomy program requires cooperation and coordination by
all 2arties, private and public, in order to obtain the
maximum scientific return on the total national investment.
NSF has a major leadership role in establishment and support
of the federal component. NOAO is an important part of that
element.

7. The Subcommittee commends the AURA /NOAO management and staff
for its responsiveness and planning. The reductions are the
consequence of inadequate funds, not inferior science or
excessive support or overhead. AURA /NOAO management has been
attentive to community needs and effective operations.

11
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ASSOCIATION OF UN1VERSMES FOR RESEARCH IN ASTRONOMY, INC.

SUITE 701
wasmacsrrn: M ENUE N,W.
WASHINGTON. DZ. 20036

202483.2101
Goetz IL Oertel

Pandigerit

May 27, 1988

Dr. Laura P. Mute, Director
Astronomy Division, MPS
National Science Poundat,on
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20550

Dear Dr. Deutz:

This letter will serve to outline the process followed by NOW and AU Rh to
review the pregrems supported within the National Optical Astronomy
Ctaervatories and to reams the scope of activities to correspeed to the
funding level requested by the President in the budget submitted to Congress
fior FY 1989. Specific reommerslations for the program for FY 1989 and
beyond are also prchdded. A mission statement for NOAO is attached.

As you are aware, now !Uncle received from the NSF by NOAO have been
ammentially constant, with no adjustments for inflation, for the five fiscal
years 1984-1988. The increase in the CST index far Ttmson during this time
has been 204. Despite the effective overall decrease in suppert for the
observatory, all programs have been continued, and a major project (GONG)
has been initiated. The budget has been balanced each year through such
steps as salary freezes, reductions in staff, deferral of facilities
vaintenance, and red ding support for focal plane instrumentation.

Fear FY 1989 maintaining the current leNVII of effort, providing for increases
in coats of insurance, and ince-meeting the 0042 budget by SPAM, as called
for in the NSF plan, require 104 or $2.414 news than requested in the
President's budget,. Tt is the view of AURA and NOW management that it is
no longer possible to continue to operate all of the programs new in place
within SCPCI, and that acme programs soot be eliminated or greatly reduoed in
scope in eater to motet NOAO program requirements to the budget request.

The budget situation has teen outlined in more detail in two letters sent to
mamba= of the astral:mica camunity. These letters are attached, and
respormes from the eammamitywere one fact:r in determining the
nocemendations that are being made to you. In addition, the Associate
Directors of MAO far the AdIvenoml Dwaloprant Program, CTIO, ONO, and NSO
were asked to prepare an analysis of the programs within their divisions, to
evaluate their scientific productivity, and to sake ramenerdatials of

priorities in response to a budget cut of 10 percent. This material has
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Page 2 Dr. Leura P. Deutz May 27, 1988

been peemented to the Subcommittee of ACM' that was set up to review the
ALVA reormiesdatices. Its SUbooemittee, along with ambers of the AURA
Mosel also heard Orel priantations by the NOW Director and Aseociate

Directorm.

Following this joint meting, AURK accepted and endorsed POND's recommen-
dations for restructuring its program. The actions tabs taken and
correlqanding budget reductions are as follows:

1. General Budget Reactions $400,000 ($26.40M YUnding level)

Eliminate TO senior eciertificpaaitiors, eiminate support for page
charges and travel for visiting observers, eliminate support for the light
pollution program, reduce support far central administrative services aryl
for the Micecn headquarters building.

Travel support warldite provided only for thesis students working on
doctoral research and, at the Direcbar's discretien, for scientists who
cam* obtain other fuhling.

2. Eliminate the Advanced Development Program $459,009 (525.94m)

Gratirqs laboratory %mild be Feuamevaltlyclosed; support for the prototype
interferreastric array would stop; a scientific staff position in
intezlercanetry would be eliminated, as would an engineering position in the

PDT program.

3. Mirror Proorem Phase Cut $275,000, Ti 89; $1,100,000, FY 90
($25.67m, FY 89; $24.8415, FY 90)

Maintain ICAO support for the Steward Observatory Mirror Laboratory only
through June 1989. This will save $275,000 in FY 1989 and $1,100,000 in FY
1990. MMO still considers the Horeyocarb Mirror to be the primary option
for 8 -meter telescopes, but it currently has no approved 8-mater telescope

Pro Jima,.

4. Teeparary Pleasures in Fi 1989 $1,270,000 ($24.4M)

Defer facilities maintenance and computer purchases, freeze non-payrell
at Fi 1988 levels, and freers vacant positions. At this level the

bulget s reduoed to the President's request for ry 89.

5. Solar Program

Mark with Solar oommuhity to develop a long term VWC97BM for solar physics
within Mt:hat pecaddes for a viable 'Wunder various assumptions. The

scope of this study covers the 1190 facilities and the CCM This plan mould

be implemented in early calendar year 1989 tamest the level of denting
provided within the President's budget request Uri:Wigwams for FY 90.
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Page 3 Dr. Laura P. &luta, May 270 1988

S. 7slesoope closure

In the sumer of 1989, one 0.9-a telesocipe at KPND will be closed. Funds
saved, wrddh are estimated to be between $50,000 and $100,000 will be used
to improve U* optical inetrummtation prop-mat Kitt Peak.

7. Other Issues

Steps that ware considened and not recommended because of their severe
Impact on the science and on the user community were :locum of 4 telescopes
at MID, Which would save an additional $400,000 and immediate closure 4
telescopes at MD, which mouLd save $500,000; we also considered but do not
recommend holding 03En at its current funding level of $2,000,000: the
program plan for flu 1989 will nommerd increasing fMnding for this project
to $1,500,000. In spite of their oonsequomes for Science and the user
caminity, one =more of the as steps rotuld be necessary if the Mac
budget level falls significantly below the President's request level of
$24.4AL

The primary consideration in arriving at the rsommerdations was the
quality of the scienoe, Which was viewed es' beingsrm important than number
of publications, size of telescope, or uniqueness of a particular facility
or Instrument. It is also our view that whenever possible, NOAD should
yardmen, rather than develop, telescopes, instrumentation, and specific
tads elegies. It is also important to provide an orderly transition period
for themes programs for Which fending is to be reduced or phased cwt.

AURA further recomends that the balance babasersolar and nighttime
astronomy be maintained at the level of the FY 1989 program plan, which will
be sUbeitted to the It5F later this summer. limed on ND A's assessment of
the scientific opportunities and requirements of these two areas of
researih, additional relative increases in funding for solar programs are
mot menronie- d.

AIM feels that it is eseential that this budget reduction be (=vied with a
clear commitment by theMSF to stming national rbeervatories, including now
observing facilities and iratmarantal capabilities so that NOAD facilities
will !main ompatitive with the finest facilities in the world.
Accordingly, AUNA places high priority on the earlycompletionotaproposal
to cmatxuct two 8-s telescopes and on seeking partial fUnding for this
Rojo* throw") sources outside the I. In addition, AURA pleas to join
with universities to jointlymnstruct and operate at least one additional
4-s tilmospe at CTIO and MO. This effort will hircerried out within a
level of effort budget by using university fords for construction and by
closing mailer ROAD telescopes and reprogramirq Operating !Undo to new
facilities.

A nulber of hard choimshave Manmade in preparing them recomendations.
Ms Advanced tevolopeent Progr and especially the ADAD effort to develop
interfarmstric tachniwes have been eliminated. In deferring its fUrthar
funding for the mirror casting program to the 8-s size, AURA recognizes
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POSSUM STATEMENT OF MAD

2tie mission of NC AD is to con .t world-class scientific investigations in
exploring the universe at optical and infrared wavelengths. This includes
budiding, operating, and conducting rewards with world-class facilities of
a of sizes and tad-finical capabilities open to ell U.S. astronomers;

, and participating in, and often leading the technology
development programs essential to all optical/infrared efforts in the U.S.
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ADV.:NORY COMMITTEE F'0R ASTRONOMICAL SCIENCES (ACAST)

SVBCOMmITTEE ON THE NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES (NOAD)

TENTATIVE AGENDA

Wednesday, Nay 25, 1968

09:00 Introductory Remarks (Tape, Deutz)

09:15 Opening Remarks (Oertel)

09:30 Overview (Wolff)

10:00 Divisional Programs

ADP (Deckers)
CTIO
KPHO (DaYoung)
NSO (Leibacher'

12:00 Lunch

01:30 Science at NDA0

Quasars (Osmer)
Infrared (Gatley)

03:00 Budget details-Options-Implications

05:00 Adjourn

06:30 Dinner

Thursday, May 26

Closed Session

09:00 Proposed NOAO Plan (Wolff, Staff)

1:30 Committee Discussion

05:00 Adjourn

Friday. May 27, 1988

Closed Session

09:00 Committee Discussion

01:30 Committee Recommendations to NSF

05:00 Adjourn
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ASTORNomICAL SCIENCES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES
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NSB B. Peterson
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R. Rossi
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R. Angel
ACAST

A. B. C. Walker, Jr.
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nee: Goetz Oertel
Enclosure 4b-- Letter from Mr. Harry Albers to Dr. Warren Pahr of the' National

scic.lcs Board

San Diego State University

FOUI1DATIO11
San Dina, CA 92182-1900

January 24. 1989

IAN 3 C 19E3

Dr. Warren J. Baker, President
California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo
San Luis Obispo, California 93407

Dear President Baker:

WU. INC

Thank you for taking the time to discuss astronomy matters at the
recent meeting of Trustees. While I have not yet seen the agenda
materials for the Committee on Programs and Plans, I did want to
set down the thoughts regarding the NSF budget that are uppermost
on the minds of those involved with the management of the
nation's optical observatories. As Vice Chair of the AURA Board
I have been involved in extensive discussions on these matters
with Goetz Oertel, President of AURA and Sidney Wolff, Director
of NOAO.

Background

Discoveries in astronomy are changing our view of the universe at
a pace that has not been matched since the time that Galileo
first turned his telescope to the heavens. The key to the rapid
advance is the opening up of ew wavelength regions by building
space observatories. During the next decade the NASA great
observatories will provide capabilities in the gamma-ray, x-ray,
ultraviolet and infrared regions of the spectrum.

It is the nature of astrophysical processes, however, that much
of the significant information content about abundances, dynamics
and physical conditions is found in the ground-based optical
region of the spectrum. High energy processes are well studied
in the radio. Both of these areas are the traditional province
of the NSF, and progress in astronomy depends on having improved
capabilities in those wavelengths teat are observed from the
ground as well as from space.

The pace of discoveries, of new insights and of innovative
technology development continues to accelerate. Astronomy
attracts the very best scientists and engineers; astronomy is
uniquely effective in attracting young people into technical
careers; legions of Americans Ilia involved in astronomy as
amateurs, through the media and through planetariums; and
astronomy it deeply connected with human culture through

6 9
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philosophy and religion. Nevertheless, astronomy has fared
poorly at NSF where the budget for astronomy ass been level since
1984. No new telescopes have been built for 15 years except in
radio astronomy. Because of the increasing scope of astronomy,
individuals and observatories have fared even worse. For
example, the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) hays
seen their budget decline in real terms every year for the past
decade. Telescopes have been shut down and new developments
discouraged or curtailed. Grant funds are so scarce that NSF
must decline support for better and better proposals. From my
own experience as a board member of AURA and as a former director
of administration at NOAO (in significantly better budget times)
I can vouch for the fact that NOAO could not be running a more
competent or leaner organization. In fact, it is lean to the
point of being unhealthy.

The just released NSF budget for FY 1990 continues the trend. NSF
Funding is up by 141, astronomy funding barely covers inflation
at 44 and individuals and centers will get even less.
Mothballing and/or closing of facilities is a certainty at this
level.

Meanwhile, Europe's industry has convinced the governments of the
nine member countries of the European Southern Observatory
(ESD)to invest $225 million in four new optical telescopes, each
one with four times the collecting power of our largest national
telescope. One of their main arguments is that the project will
train people and make Europe's industry more competitive....
Incidentally, their facilities already eclipse the U.S.
facilities in numbers of telescopes and in funding per telescope.
American ingenuity has he.ped us keep up through significant
technology advances which make our smaller telescopes more
powerful, but ESO will soon use the same technology on even
larger and more modern telescopes.

What To Do

An aggressive rejuvenation initiative could be funded if the NSF
astronomy division's budget increases on the same time scale as
is projected for the overall Foundation budget. Such an
initiative could include at least one world-class optical and one
new radio telescope; it would strengthen the technology base for
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astronomy of the future and it would benefit U.S. astronomers
through grants and through access to modern telescopes. The
national program could regain the lead, or at least be
competitive internationally. Even then, astronomy's share in the
Foundation's budget would be less than it was a decade ago. The
NSF should *buy into" a revitalization; of ground-based astronomy
in general, and into a specific set of plans for the national
centers. While there will be fluctuations in the budget from
yeAr to year because of the political process, some statement of
commitment to a set of goals would be invaluable in AURA's /NOAO's
planning. With an annual budget cycle and no advance information
about funding status and priorities from NSF it is extremely
difficult to know whether to plan for increased funding, which
leads to one set of priorities, or to continued budget erosion,
which leads to another. If the organization guesses wrong, then
the programs are tar less effective than they sight be.

Specifically

A rejuvination initiative to revitalize the NSF astronomy program
should include:

At the top level of NSF, commit to the National Centers in
Aptronomy:
- to their missions, goals and objectives
- to keep them viable with stable base support
- to embrace their long range plans in principle

Follow through on projects such as the Global DeNllation
Network Group (GONG) program.

Start critical initiatives recommended in the last astronomy
Survey (commissioned by the NSF and NASA and operated by the
National Academy), such as two 8-2 optical telescopes for the
northern and southern hemispheres, ano fund such initiatives
separately as "add ons" to the base budget.

Develop critical technologies to explore and define options
for the Astronomy Survey, such as

interferometric arrays (of telescopes)
- single mode optical fibers (for arrays)
- arrays of detectors (CCDs)

3 01
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As "guardians" for the national optical astronomy canters and as
a leading voice for the nation's astronomers, AURA and WOAO are
determined to see that the., goals are accomplished and we plan
to continue to voice our concerns, exasperations and hopes. The
Committso on Programs and Plans can do such to help in this
matter.

Thank you for your interest and assistance.

Sincerely,

Harry R. Albers
General Manager

BRA: dg
cc: President Day

70
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Erclosure 5

Value of Astronomy far Science and TeChnology

Scierioe;

o Astray :my shows matter under extremes of temperature, density, magnetic
and electric fields, etc.

o Elementary particle physics and cosmology become intimately inter-related
in the study of the first instants of the universe.

o Explaining what we observe in the universe plasma the most challenging
demands an our understanding of the laws of nature.

o Astnsanny borders on virtually all or mathematical and physical
sciences and impacts them as they impact astroomy.

Tecnology:

Astronomy

o employs all careivable remote-sensisq detector technologies

o demands extreses of sensitivity, quality, effectiveness

o requires corbinatiens of detector and computer technologies

o pushes technologies better performance and higher quality

Education:

Mt:many

o attracts people into science and technologies

o illustrates the value of science in understarding nature

o captures the imagination of experts and laymen alike

o is intimately connected with history, culture, civilization

o relates to religion, philascphy, and our place in the universe

The follewing letter from I. Ken Ifillzor, President of the 10,000 member
Astronomical League, a federation of (amateur) astronomical societies,
documents the important* of astronomy in arming people into technical
CailPer5.

".4 I
LI 0
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Kan Wi hcoc President
228 S E 'envoy Place
13arliteetie, OK 74006

Dear Senator Byrd,

701

ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE
newtswee DP &SYNCIPMEICA4 gowns

a NOWIPOPT, 01161/SZA17011

To pan* 11* wawa anagoosny
* lows. anythoe NM** of molar .4******1 noofte.
* Iota*, cOmpne***1anat ammeMiline up* art astamiaMis uponwatas Its ito 411PINO OM* BOOPOOry
* To woe* owe." tor v~AN PPAIIIINIONI 111061:11,

March 2, 1039

macs emu RESSONS
WASSIMPTION ac IONS

Senator Robert C. Byrd
SH-311 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510-4001

As President of the Astronomical League, i represent over 10.300 amateur astronomers
throughout the U. S., and as a research chemist for Phillips Petroleum Company, f owe my career in
polymer chemistry to astronomy. There Is no branch of science that offers greater appeal to young
Americans to pursue a technical or scientific career. Having had the opportunity to discover tftst
universe at an early age, I realized that there were many areas of science that interested me. This
eepsdence is shared by Many of my fellow amateur astronomers and illustrates that astronomy's
impart reaches far beyond the traditional astronomical community. We share observational results
with them, and we consider ourselves pan of the broader community of astronomers, It is our
desire that you consider the outstanding and unusual breadth, depth, and effectiveness of
astronomy's impact on education end Wen%) in your deBbarations on be Mum of NSF support for
groundbased astronomy at our national centers and universities. Without adequate financial support
for observational astronomy. Me emphasis we so desperately need for science education In our
tOunfry will suffer further defeat.

Phillips Petroleum Company sponsors an annual science teachers workshop for over 300
elementary and secondary science teachers that addresses every area of science. Each year. the one

subject more teachers show Interest in than any other Is astronomy. They Intuitively know that by
understanding this subject better, they can attract the students that woc,..id most likely choose a
carer in science. Most high school students and many college students do not knOvo whim they want
to be because they have not had the opportunity to discover the fascination of the universe. By
fencing support to astronomical research, our government will provide the necessity foundation on
which our country can grow technologically.

The greatest benefit Is without doubt to ow nation's young people who, right now, more than
ever before in the history of our nation, need rametnbso to focus their attention on rather than
drugs and TV. None of us can save the world sInglehandedly, but by offering alternatives to our
young people such as astronomy, which has such an appeal, I intend to save as many as the good Lord

win 'Dow me.

99-306 0 - 89 - 23

Sincerely,
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Wide limorgnition of Merits of Astute:sly

o The widely read popular science literature atounde with astrmany
articles and T. So do newsmen ex* magazines.

o On the beeteeller list is am of the beat mignon Ware ever: "A brief
history of Times by Steven theicing, a victim of Icu Gehrig's disease, and
tcday's ocrwent of the profeesorship OM* held by Isaac Neetcm. The book
cows the most esoteric Oirrwts of =darn astrophysics and ommolow and
discusses their weaning.

a lentreds of thousands of Americans are =moor astronmers, organized in
several national societies and in :cantles astromew

o Antroncey is unique among the mien= in that eawiteurra can and

do oalltributo rwcolorlY, sly, and significantly to research
branding through abeervatians of variable Oars, and mare spectacularly
through the discomry of comets and of ow novae in distant galaxies
outside omr own.

o Every year, Americans attend esesicre at the 1,000 t planetarium
thrcughout the land. The met popular ray he the National Air and Space
Rum= planet:a:1am in Washington with 400,000 visitors annually.

o Astronomy is covered extensively by newspapers through:1:i the land. A
recent editorial. "America Ignores Miscricey at its nail" by Jahn
Wild 1, a Houston muticipal judge, in the January 9, 1989 Housten

decniale follows:
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Enclosure a

cement. an Samoan and 1$ Programs in Grourdbased Astronomy

1. lbw Eunmean Southern Ctservatory (ED)

ESO has established an observatory i.Chileutich

o operates twice as many telesomee as NOW's Cerro Teich) Inter-afferican
Obeervatory

o spembltwdoe as slab per teleacope as does NOM

o will be the site of fmar now ammeter tel the equivalent of a 1a-
meter telescope, called the Very Large Telescope (VIM.

The nine member nation. of ESO together have firmly mamdtted more than
$200Ntr build the I'm the world's largest telescope.

lnterert in cometitivemess in science end techralray has
i

in part
sotiwted ISO: its Direct hasGeneral stated that indestry n the rdne

,

morter netionsworked hard to =mime their respective rasemassents that the
VLT would help Berme become more comatitive in the world, and thrt the
project could not have been started without this support. ISO and EMrope
recognize that astnmeasy rushes an the limits of technology and that
scientists and engineers will grew as they xmet the challenge to build the
Via red thanks it work.

ISO has hired the loader of the telescope prowler away from NM. The
Direct- General of ISO has teen canted as crediting the Barman
observatories' emergence as a weld power in astronomy as due, in pert, to
America's neglect of its national damemdories.

2. ledtsrilebviae (UK)

Not a Exeter of /SO, the UK's Science and Engineering Research Council has
recently declared a UK share of at least 40% in an 8-meter telescope as one
of its four key projects for grammEwed ataaa*xmic and astnammicel
sciences.

The US plan closely parallels that of the DEAD. Both partners are therefore
coordinating their 8-meter telesccps plans and are emplacing a joint project
to share in the costs and benefits of building and operating such a
telesoope.

3. Japan

Japan has plans to build an S-meter naticnal telescope and has reserved a
site for it on Mune Kea, Hawaii.
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Suet 218
182511 Street N W
Wsesreten. DC 20008 -1202
M-785-3756

March 33, 1999

The Honorable Doug Walgren
Chairman
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
House Science, Sp, & Technology Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
2319 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman We !grew

On behalf of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Task Force on the
Fir 1990 National Science Foundation budget, i am pleased to enclose the Task
Forces statement on this very important topic.

We request that this statement be included in the official hearing record of your
recent NSF budget hearings.

If you have any questions, please contact Nancy Rob Jeski in the Washington
office.

Sincerely,

Alexander Dybbef, Ph.D
Chairman
Task Force on the NSF Budget

Enclosures
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Statement of the

Task Farce on the Notional Science Foundation

of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

on the National Science Foundation

FY 1990 Budget Request

The American Society of
Mechanical leftovers

Sole 211!
175 x Sine, N W

Wattninan DC 20006 1202
202 705 3756

SubmItted to

Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology

Committee on Science, Space and Technology

U.S, House of Representatives
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We appreciate the opportunity to submit our views on the proposed Fiscal Year (FY)
1990 budget request of the National Science Foundation. The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), is a non-profit educe aortal and technical society of
practicion mechanical engineers. ASME was fovoded over one hundred years ago, and
today in membership cRebeds 116,300 Professionals in mechanical engineering
including 19,200 students. Because of NSF's prominent role in mechanical

engineering research and education, ASME has a long and continuing history of
interest in both the immediate and long term direction of NSF. Our members practice
many roplications of engineering. Because of NSF's prominent role in mechanical
tagineerike rar.areh and education. ASME has a tone and continuing history of
interest in both the immediate and Iona term direction of NSF.

This statement was prepared by a task force of the Council on Education of ASME and
represents the contemn, of that group rather than so official position of ASME.

The task force strongly endorses the Administration's plan to double the NSF budget
by 1993 and we strongly urge the Congress to keep this plan on track. OUT comments
will focus primarily on the body' requests for the engineering programs of the
Foundation. We are particularly concerned with the balance of funds between the
basic and more applied areas of engineering research and the engineering education
programs.

Engineering plays a key role in maintaining and strengthening the technological
leadership of the United States. Engineering research provides the necessary link
between scientific advances and the introduction of new processes and products.

Without proper investment in this technological base, the ability of the U.S. to
continue as a leader in the development of new technologic, will be significantly
impaired.

OVERVIEW: NSF ENGINEERING BUDGET

The FY 1990 budget request for the NSF Engineering Directorate is $2112 million.
This request is an incrrsse of 523.9 million or ILI percent over the current FY
1919 plan of S)$7.1 million, Even if the request is approved in full, it is modest

1
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when one considers that there have not been significant increases in the NSF basic
engineering pro rams for the last four years. If, as has recently been the ease,
this budget pr'posal will eventually be trimmed below the 'vaunt, then the NSF
engineering program will run the risk of having inadequate budgets. This will mske
it even more difficult, if not impossible, for NSF to balance in support for
programs that foster economic vitality with those that ensure the long term health
of basic engineering research.

In FY 1915. NSF supported a larger fraction of engineering research at universities
than any other federal agency. Today, the Department of Defense is the largest
MAIM of funding for engineering research at universities. We do not wish so see
engineering research at U.S. universities" become mission oriented and DOD
dominated, Thus, it is important to provide significant growth in engineering
research at NSF.

Almost from its inception in FY 1979, the NSF Engineering Directorate's budget has
been about 10 percent of the total NSF budget. This despite growth in the NSF
budget over the last few years. Given engineering's importance to the U.S., and the
Engineering programs importance to engineering research and education, we believe
that the Engineering Directorate budget should be larger than 10 percent of the
total NSF budget. We urge Congress to provide additional funds to achieve this
goal.

BALANCING P1RITIES
The Engineering Directorate e, has programs in two broad areas, bask or
disciplinary research and more targeted or cross disciplinary engineering research.

A summary of the budget changes both for the basic or disciplinary engineering
programs and cross-disciplinary programs for the last three years are shown in the
appended Table 1.

The Table I figures reveal that over the last three years, the basic /disciplinary
programs have not kept up with inflation. These figures are typical of the funding
increases for the basic/disciplinary areas over the past decade.

7
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The prepsed increases for FY 1990 in these disciplinary programs are inadequate to

counter the previous lack of funding or to keep pace with inflation.

Under these circumstances, it is difficult to see how these programs can be expanded
or support additional investigator& if the same budgeting constraints prevail as
in the last three years, the total request will be reduced and those programs which
are fortunate enough to receive even modest increases will actually experience a

budget decrease after inflation.

Many external (non-NSF). and internal (NSF), R&D programssome of which are slated

for increased emphasis in FY 1990will suffer unless they are built upon a
satisfactory engineering science base. The nation's technological leadership and

industrial competitiveness have historically, and will continue to rely on
engineering research.

ENGINEERING EDUCATION

We endorse the proposal to increase the priority of Education and Human Resources
within NSF. The intent within engineering is to 'revitalize the engineering
undergraduate enterprise' by doubling the funding. This is an important first step.
NSF has the unique opportunity to work with educators and professional societies to
conceive, advise and demonstrate innovations in engineering education. We strongly

arse congressional support for this aspect of the NSF FY 1990 budget equest.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We support the proposed increas s for the FY 1990 NSF budget for the Engineering

Directorate and endorse the Foundation's commitment to developing and sustaining a

high level of federal support for both engineering research and education. Given

the impact that engineering can have on U.S. economic competitiveness and the

importance of NSF to many areas of basic and focused engineering research, it is

essential that Congress approve the proposed FY 1990 NSF budget.

Farther we urge Congress to increase the NSF funding level so that the Engineering

Directorate can grow to snore than 10 percent of the total NSF budget. The proposed

budget increases can help NSF balance its support for programs that foster economic
vitality with those that ensure the long-term health of basic research.

3
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It is our hope that the Subcommittee will view the budget u an important investment
in the nation's economic and industrial future. the rewards of which the nation will
reap many times over.

4
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National Science Foundation
Engineering Directorate

TABLE 1

gguraurammaximmil *
(millions of dollars)

Actual

EXUAZ
Actual

10:1211

Current

EMU_

Percent
89/87

$28.42 $28.90 $30.5 7.34

25.09 25.78 27.3 8.8%

23.38 24.15 ILO...22-21

$76.09 $78.06 $82.65 8.66

CROSS DISCIalaja2pEafin*
(millions of dollars)

* As conatiruted in FY 1987.

7 1 tJ

Percent
Actual Actual Current 89/87

IX121Z 8 10012_

$14.28 $15.38 07.4 21.84

15.74 16.59 18.45 17.2*

24.68 25.11 27.35 11.6%

32.29 36.33 41.75 22.111

$86.99 $93.41 $105.15 20.96
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One Bethlehem Plaza
Suite 911
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(215)865-7725

March 2, 1989

The Honorable Doug Vitriol, Chairman
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U. S. House of Representatives
Rayburn House Office Building, Room 2321
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Walgren:

In connection with the Subcommittee's early March hearing on the
National Science Eoundations's FY 1990 budget request, the Council
for Chemical Research offers some facts which we believe are
important and worth your consideration.

We recognize that a five-year authorization for NSF programs is in
place. We are also aware, however, that the necessity of reducing
the Federal budget deficit may bring new pressures to bear on the
NSF request. Therefore we wish to place in your hands these facts
for your use when appropriate.

The Council for Chemical Research was formed in 1979 to help
strengthen the U.S. economy, competitiveness and quality of life.
We do this chiefly in two ways: building more interactions between
academia and industry, and improving support for basic research in
chemistry and chemical engineering.

Our members represent the 157 universities where nearly all the U.S.
academic research in these fields is done, and the 55 major
companies which carry out most of the corresponding industrial
research.

All the data we can find show that our companies contribute a much
larger share of the expenditures of pertinent university departments
than do any other industries to their pertinent departments.

Necessarily, however, the major source of support for this nation's
scientific research in universities is the Federal Government. In
the case of chemistry dnd chemical engineering, the combination of
Public and private support is uniquely well repaid, by
positive trada.balance of ,over 110 billion. We believe thislieZ
to be unique among technological disciplines. It is among the
reasons why chemistry and chemical technology are referred to as
'the central science,' and why healthy support of basic research in
these fields is so important to everybody.
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Page two
The Honorable Doug Waigren
March 2, 1989

This discipline stands out among those which offer not merely scientific
prestige, but also many human benefits. It stands out in meeting the
practical considerations in the National Academ's recent report to the
Congress concerning priorities of science.

The spectrum of benefits to our society from chemical processes is
astonishing. All food production, nearly all of our energy, most medical
advances (including the premise of biotechnology), and modern materials of
all types (including the promise of superconductivity) are only a few
examples.

Other areas of science and engineering offer similar, though we believe
less sweepi , benefits. In any event. the vital role of science and

en_ k.

the Department o Enemy's basic energy sciences progjam are minimal in
tight of the need aqdshpet0 be fullyallinted by the Contest. The NSF
requests are $1.803 billion for research and related activities, and $120
million for science and engineering education.

There are two overriding reasons which lead to this conclusion: the
central importance of new knowledge on which to base technological
advances, and enlarging the pipeline of well prepared young people who can
discover and use that new knowledge.

We do have one concern with the NSF budget request. Within the Engineering
Directorate, the former Chemical, Biochemical and Thermal Engineering
Division has been changed to "Chemical and Thermal Systems." While there
is a Division of Biological and Critical Systems, bioprocess engineering
does not appear there or elsewhere. To de-emohasize blonrocesses

98918=109AILM2111/1L11.12111Leiidi119111111421119
be to forego some ineortent onoortunities to maintain U.S. leadershig.

It is no longer surprising to state that the United States will compete
seriously in trade and will have a satisfactory quality of life gnlv if,
among other things, we maintain strong support of research, greatly improve
the attracting of bright young people to preparing for careers in science,
engineering and mathematics, and assure high quality of such preparation.

itiL12.11118_1091dIsIge, here, briefly, are some examples of the research
opportunities in science and engineering which must be seized if the U.S.
is to stay ahead or abreast of competitor nations. Some of these examples
have been in the news, but others may surprise you. It takes sears t2
echieyethaselithras.

New materials having high ratios of strength to weight sometimes outperfone
steel. Others offer new capabilities in electronics, -ech as
extraordinarily highly packed circuitry on semiconductor chips. All such
new materials result from new combinations and manipulations of the
chemical elements. Chemists and physicists work together to achieve the
necessary new understanding.

7 1
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Supercoedectivity, at temperatures high enough to open many attractive
possibilities, depends on advanced chemical knowledge. both for
understanding toward further increases in critical temperature (below which
they are superconducting) and for producing them economically.

Biotechnology, often referred to as genetic engineering, is done mostly by
biochemists and biochemical engineers. They study the behavior of the
genetic molecules known as ONA. Their work involves discovery and use of
Chemical understanding to cause plants, microbes, etc. to make products
which will enhance agriculture, cure disease, and even catalyze industrial
processes.

Hydrogen is not only the cleanest of all fuels but one which would not
contribute to the greenhouse effect. The possibility of splitting water
with sunlight to form hydrogen will depend entirely on new knowledge of
photochemistry and catalysis.

Combustion, a chemical process, is our energy mainstay and will be for may
decades to come. As domestic oil dwindles, and when the oil cartel returns
to past pricing habits, improved energy conservation will be as vital to
the economy as will new energy sources. An important portion of that
conservation wiii rely on expanded understanding of the chemistry of
combustion processes, in order to raise their efficiency.

Other examples of research opportunities and frontiers are quickly
presented in the attached summary reprints of reports from the National
Academy Press: Frontiers in Chemical Engineering" (1988) and
'Opportunities in Chemistry" (1985).

As to the people eitieline, we read much about and are beginning to
experience the worsening shortfall in numbers of bright young people who
are capable of, and opting for, careers in mathematics, science and
engineering.

Coming needs for well prepared people, in the laboratories which must carry
out the research on which the nation's future will rely, number far beyond
the count of young people who will be emerging from the pipeline when
needed. A disaster threatens.

It taps at the very least a dozen veers to attract and train a young
scientist or engineer..

The NSF's education program encompasses a well-planned range of attacks onthe problem. They prepare teachers for the task of catching the
imagination of bright youngsters, starting them on roads which can lead to
rewarding lifetimes in science and engineering. They reinforce this with
television programs, museum exhibits and the modernizing of curricula.
They enable undergraduate students, and even high school students, to get
experience in real-world research. They enable college faculty to
strengthen their teaching by doing cutting-edge research. They financially

A
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The Honorable Doug Waigren
March 2, 1989

enable outstanding graduate students to complete advanced training. Very
!Importantly, funds are directed to attract and enable minorities and women,
and also disabled students, to move into careers in science and
engineering.

NSF's research program makes a related attack on the problem. University
research depends on faculty-guided efforts of graduate students and
postdoctoral people. In turn, these young people are experiencing the best
possible training in the many areas of science and engineering which will
be crucial to the economic health and quality of life in all parts of the
United States.

SUPPIARY

The Council for Chemical 'Research draws attention to the close ties among
research in science and engineering, education from early school years to
postdoctoral training, the health of the U.S. economy, the U.S. quality of
life, and the quality of our environment. We have n mind the long lead
times involved in bringing about the benefits of science and engineering.
We recognize the threats to our competitiveness, our economy, our energy
systems, our environment and the global climate. Science and engineering
alone cannot solve or avoid the problems, but they comprise an absolutely
essential part of the solution.

Pith these tbings in mind. we urge most seriously that; She Congress allow
the full FY 1990 budget regmests for the National Science Foundation's
research LLI.003 billion) and education (5190 eallionl provegi,eaLthe
allaAttIMILALLIZIMILLIIISUADIMILIaMiLitStarAILAWLILLUill

WI 'I/ i /t ,t
enoineerime. in order to avoi ...trious loss of ronortunity for U.S.
jeadershio in biotechnology.

Respectfully yours,

C. Judson King
Chairman
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Archaeology Facen National Crisis

Archaeological she looting is Increasing at an alarming and rapid rate. Federal agencies,
Congressional committees and professional organizations reports, incite:tine but not tanked to,
glittEgINESIEZEMIZMIMENSESASSABLelleillilicall by the
General arralaraina Gairal; 333/...TMSagliknkaffiVILMLNENiggiZe4..Rffs Oversight Hearing
by do Subcommittee on General Oversight and investigation. House Interior Committee;
MILISOIMIELCUSAIDff219IffEitagg-egffgalgilalligRealatBMSELE atonal to xis. Hearing of
Suboonenktee an Public Lands, Reserved Water and Resources Conservation, Senate Committee on
Energy and Resources; and kggagg "Argaikaalatagit" by the National Park Service.
docuMent an alarming and rapid increase in the looting of ekes on public, private and Indian lands.

Statistics from these reports the dramatic examples of a national crisis. For example, nearly
90% of known sites on federal tends in the Four Corners area ot the southwest (New Mexico,
Arizona. Utah and Colorado) have been looted or vandalized. The Fish and Wildlife Service
estimates that one ttard ei the 11100 known Indian archaeological sites on refuge lands in the area
have been damaged; most of this disturbance occurred in the last 10 to 15 years. The Forest
Service estimates that newly 100% of the Classic Mimbres saes in southwestern New Mexico have
been vandaNzed. According to National Park Service statistics, the number of reported Incidents of
looting and vandalism of sites on federal lands increased 42% from fiscal 1985 to fiscal 1986. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has experienced looting of underwater sites from
Key Largo In Florida to the Channel islands in California

On Indian lands, a 1000% increase of she looting and vandalism occurred between 1980 and
1987. Some experts, Including federal lend managers and low enforcement personnel, believe this
resulted from looters shifting their activities onto Mien lands because of Increased eraarcernent on
federal kinds Very Mee is known statistic* about the scent of looting on private lands or on state
or local pubic lands. Evidence from the sources cited above show that looting or archaeological
sites en private land is rampant throughout the country.

Our scientific database is being systematical* destroyed for personal gain. The NSF can
play a key role In the future of archaeology. With the documented loss of archaeological resources
reaching crisis proportion from looting and vandalism, it is more crucial than ever that sufficient funds
be eye8d:4e tor basic archaeological research. Archaeologists are not like other scientists who can
seek significant funding at the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Defense and other
federal agencies. NSF is the only major SOure0 01 funding for basic scienatic archaeological research.

Archaeology at the National Science Foundation

Archaeology at the National Science Foundation is funded through the anthropology program
In the Behavioral and Neural Sciences Division. Although the NSF has pleyed a critical role in the
development of scientific archaeology and has been high* cooperative with the archaeological
profession, It has relatively ranked funds which are getting tighter than ever before.

The Administration FY 1990 budget has budgeted $22 billion for the National Science
Founation's overall budget Of this the Behavioral and Neural Sciences Division's increase are
The Anthropology Program is slated for a 3,5% increase from $7.73 million in FY 89 to $8,0 mWlon in
fiscal 1990. This is only an increase of $270,000 of which archaeological research receives only a
part The program also supports other subdisciplines al anthropology. The other programs within
the Division received frilly substantial increases

2
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Summary ot Fisod 1990 Programs Ni Behavioral and Neural Sciences revision

Pr 69 FY 90 S change %

Andeopabgy 7.73 0.00 270 3.5

Language Cognkion 9.50 10.20 .700 7.4

Biology ot Behavior 11.52 12.95 1.133 11.4

Nei roscience 1596 17.13 1.170 7.3

The Society tor American Archaeology is requesting an Increase al $1 million to be
r-11;111Y. earmarked for the anevopology program. Accompanying report language Indicating the

intent d the Committee that these funds be used for archaeological research %mild be very useful.

The Society thanks the Committee for the opportunity to present this statement.

3
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AFFFND1X. W
NATrONAL SC0EINCE FOUNDATION

A/Act11%.11.ov I-1c 20550

January 5. 1989

OPPICT w Ili(
OtIREC/0111

The Memorable Hobert Roe
Chairmen
Science, Space, and Technology Committee
2321 Reyburn House Office Building
House of Hepresentatives
limihingbm, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Chairman:

JAN 2 7989

I am transmitting the Foundation report an the status of science education in
tworyear and conmunity colleges. The report is in response to H.R. 2330, the
House-pmmeadHNSF authcrization legislation requesting the Director of the
Foundation to submit "to the House Cbmmittee an Science, Space, and Tectrology
and the Senate Cemmittee on Labor and Anon Resources, a report an the etas of
science, technology, and ergirmeringrawreas in the nation's two-year and
community colleges."

The report provides a descriptive profile of two-year college science,
mathematics, technology, and engineering faculty, students, curriculum, and
laboratory programs. Specific areas of need are described for each of these
important comments.

Finally, the report describes the current and potential role of the Founistion
in responding to the needs of two - year colleges. These activities and
recamendaticres are cansistant with the FOundation's undergraduate science,
engineering, and mathematics education budget requests and strategic plan
required under the EdUcation for Eacnomic Seourityart (P.L. 99-159).

1 look forward to having further discussions with you regarding these
institutions.

Simerely,

Erich b1:7-
Director

Enclosures

cc: The Honorable Robert Walker
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lasulty

Faculty mama are not as well prepared as they need to be to keep their
courses and inatructional programs timely and engaging. Limited professional
develcemantoiportinitios, heavy teaching Iced', and the Lath of a scholarly
Ixedition keep mew two-year college fad ulty in isolation from the rainstrear
of their science. ratios. or anginal:wiry disciplines. since teaching is
the ache ion of two-year colleges, research is not a faculty responsibility;
homer, faculty often lack the time and collegial interaction to develop
other scholarly pursuits which keep them in tuns with events and discoveries
in their scientific or engineering fields of teething. This problem is more
acute today-with About half of the faculty in the last third of their careers
and distant from academic preparation in soignee and engineering.

Students

Students in two -year institutions shore COMUM1pEttaAMS with all higher
adicetion atidntsvia-a-vis science and engineering -- a lack of preparation
for college level science and mathematics, lads of activation to
pursue acierie and armOmeering, and a decrease in interest d longer they
stay in college. TWo-year colleges attract a larganuaber of mincrity and
lowincome students, many of Whom express an interest in science or
ergineering However, einowity students are lees likely than their majority
peers to actually transfer to a four-year institution, end even leas likely
to couplets a baccalaureate In science cur engineering.

Curricults, Cburee Content, Laboratories, and inetructuwal Nutmeat
The basic challenge for two-year colleges is to increase the quality of
learning for students in science, mathematics, and engineering. This must be
draw in a way that engages and retains students. Students who are not
prepared fOr college work need challenging, stimulating courses which provide
prerequisites and motivate them to continue such study.

The laboratory and equipment needs are in two important areas. TWo-year
colleges need to upgrade their instructional laboretories and ileums the
availability of modern instructional equipment.

line Federal 'tole

The Federal government plays an important role In the two-year college arena.
Fbr example, the Deperbnait of Edboation is largely responsible for student
assistance and plays a role in the improvement of adult and vocational
education. The Department of Labor plays a role in job training and basic
adult literacy areas,

The Stational Samoa Fooxistion - A Targeted Role

The appropriate role for the National Science Foundation is one of
intellectual and substantive leadership. The Foundation is able to draw upon
its position in the science and engineering communities to pmovide
leadership, developmental support, and intellectual resources to strengthen
two-year college science and engineering.
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=Wm, TICSINCLOGV, IND IIIMISEIWID IIDUCIEITCM
m-vias amo wean= CISLIese

"Ede report la presumed for the illited States Carignan in mem= to the
request, of the Milted States Muse of Reprmentostivee, IlS-2330 (yeesse by the
Stems Of Representatives, 100th (Ingress, 1987). Ms 0:n ens aekad the
itersidlson to amesse ties stators of =WWII 11111 engineering prcgrem, describe
their Moat significerst deficiencies, and provide reocemedecl salmis that the
litesdetim te)e to Wrens problems and deficiencies.

lbw report is beaked an the baciognand mitmrials and report of the Neticnal
Science loud Teak (fritter ea Larleft Science and Engineering
aikaosticn, Undergraduate Science, Matimentice and Engineering Mica.

lesehiregton, D.C., Muth 1986) and four reports ormaimicsed by the
ibtrelation in MS. A set of three reports was seemed by Sestat, inc. ofSocieille,

wrta CUrricultse: A Coding of narr-Year and Comanity College Catalog
Informatial" (Cahalan, et el, 19130:1);

'Pretest Survey of ltao-Yeer ma; Cumanity Colleges on Science and
Technolcgy Edkacation" (Cahslan, et al, 19886) n.b. The 20
institutions in the preteet are not a national ample; hamlets', their
responme represent a preliminary picture of current problem and lamas
facing oncemnity colleges);

"A Revise of Selected Data on 11n-Year and Ctrasnity College Science,
Matheretics, and lechrspiogy Pr:grams" (orniff, 1988)

A sumeary of research and analyses was prepared by the Cambia- for the Study
of Consmity Colleges, Ice Angeles, CA:

"A Preliminary Review of Natural Science, Metteretics, and Engineering
Bliboaticn in Cemmunity Colleges In 1988," (Cohen and Brewer, 1988).

Intro:Lotter%

1Woryeer colleges have several unique characteristics among institutions

of higher education. Because of their diversity in educational programs and

student populations, they provide access to higher education for millions of

students. Their locations in urban and rural OXIBSS sake them attractive for

lair - income and minority students who, if not for these institutions, would be

left out of higher education. For students who did not take sufficient

science or inathenatics courses in their pre- college years, two-year colleges

1
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offer a list limos to reaches a last cmcelanity to p.wsue a fennel higher

eikicatloss.

Iteco-yeer colleges offer a beginning partoscandery edUcetion step for army

potential saimitterts and engdneers. They offer the beginning two years of

college level courses in scientific and engineering fields. Deer half at the

students in theme courses intend to earn the beccalaurestm degree. in

addition, these institutions play an Important role in efforts to inicremme

minorities and women among the ranks of scientists and engineers because of

the large number of :minority students enrolled.

Of the total =Laws and engineering Ph.D.s in 1987, 104 attended

community colleges. Among minority Ph.D.'s, this percentage wee V0 percent

tar blinks, 13 pet for thslamdcat, and 25 percent for Native Americans

(Caton and Brewer, 1988) .

DIMCRUNFIVE FANTLE OF TWD-YEAR COL= BILINENTS,

CISISIOIL14, UNTRUCTICEIBL maaiveranicsi

Therm are 1336 two year colleges in the United States. While 70 percent

are public end 30 percent are private, 94 percent of two-year college

'Wentz attend public inetitutiorm. Item two-year colleges offer

ply @Moodie:in to students Who attend foram or moos at the

following five major purposes (CU riff. 1988; Cohen and Etrawer, 1988) because

they offer;

1 Ms data cited in this report are provided by the sic sal Center for
Edsostion Statietias (KIS 1988) teems cited otherwise.

2
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o the first two-yesze of a beocaleuresto program for shmlents who intend to

transfer to year colleges or urilveralt ies.

o a charm for the high school gredUste to pick up science aril methiestics

courses which serve as prerequisites for college level work.

o opportunities to pursue career or compational programs for entry level

knowledge end skills.

o continuing or adult eck.catican for personal interest, professional

development or oocupaticnal upgrading.

o economic development activities, ouch as retraining adult cr displaced

workers and custom training for new or changing busin46 and industry.

In addition to formal education, these institutions often provide

community service and personal interest experiences, such as seminars,

recreational and cultural learning, and otter Short tmonfmperiences.

TICULTY

Teo-year colleges in the United States employ 215,000 faculty members.

These faculty represent a significant portion of the higher education

community but, when surveyed, perceive them eeP as out of tomb with the

mainstream of their teaching disciplines (Lusk.n, 1987). Faculty are

inbenerbed in doing a better job, but are ccrxernad About U lack of

profeasbolal development cEportunities available to them ((Iran and Drawer,

3
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Me). Limbed below are seminal important, mem characteristics of too-

3ver and commit/ mallow, 'beechen,.

o Two-year collage faculty spend the reverwheleing majority of their time In

instructional activities and heavier teeching loads then faculty in

fax-peer institutions. Thai inetxucttcral =Mod contributes to the

perception among science faculty that they are isclated temacantect with

the mainstream of their academic fields. And, they have liedted ties our

opportunities to develop and improve themselves, their cease, and the

curricula.

o About as-fourth of the SCUMS and engineering faculty have the

doctorate; however, the degree is often not in science or engineering.

o Sixty percent of two -Year college science and engineering faculty are

eaployedcrs a full-time teas. This i.e compered to the 40 pennant of all

two-yeer college faculty who are full time. In contrast, about 80 percent

of four -year college and tedversity faculty are employed full time.

o hate -four the of all oonossity college faculties are white noise.

Eightsenpaccant of the faculty's= amen and 6 percent are ednoritiss.

About half of the can miry faculty are in the lest third of their

centers (NS2. 1922).

o Science, mathematics, and engineering are among the most difficult areas

of faculty recruitment in rase -year colleges. to -year collage faculty

4
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faculty recently prepared in science, mathematice. and engineering

o Floaltytemmorephics. Women and minorities make up smell papromntages of

tan faculty that teeth natural science and engineering in two-year and

community colleges. Two-year collemmitall need to develop specific

strategies to attract and retain women and minority science, nethenetios,

and engineering faculty.

ISTUDIEWIS

Half of all students who pursue postsecorderyeducation begin their collage

work in bio-year colleges. Those colleges enroll about 4.7 million students.

This is 37 percent of all college students and 47 percent of all ethnic

mirorities in higher education -- 43.1 percent of all black college students.

55.3 percent of all Hispanics, and 43 percent of all Asians.

The diverse purposes for whiCh 'students pursue postssoordary edUcation in

two-year colleges (see p. 2) accounts, in pert, for the fact that at two-

thirds of the students are part-timers. This is compared to the one-third

pert-time trdergradJate student population in all institutions of higher

education.

About half of all students entering community colleges have aspirations

which require the attainment of a baccalaureate; however, there are no

reliable national data on the propm-tion of oommnity college stuienbm who so

on to four-year inutituttorm.

6
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Several state or regional studies indicate that fewer minority students

complete the emeociate degree waxen than their mejority counterparts

(Cnniff, 1988).

MUMS Dr HAMM SCUNCtr iamegazak AND alrweauNG

Stufttes enrolled in two-year college science, mathematics, and

engineering programa differ frac the general two-year at ieleet population.

etre of the edam students enjoy full-time 'bet= and mote intend tom an

to year inutitutions. They have higher gneissic aspiration, thhn the

overall taro -yen college student copulation. They repmeeent a rich potential

human MeMMAnDe for the fields of edema. tedmology, and engineering.

Students enrolling in natural science are more likely than their peers in

"source - related" fields to be preparing for a transfer to a four-year

institution of higher education. Fifty-three percent of those taking

biological and physical sciences, and 52 percent of those sn matheretical

sciences plan to transfer to four-year ccaleges or universities.

Students, specializing in scihnoe related fields such as health, =cuter,
and emOassering are more likely to be preparing for a fled jab= upgrading

their job drips. Only, twaTty pet in, health (e.g., nursing, paramedical

preparaticn, and so an), 30 percent in =cuter =lame, and 24 percent in

enginearingpagn to transfer to fair-year institutimis.

Wo-year college science and engineering prcgraest, consistent with a

pattern in all of higher edecaticn, have difficulty retaining shad:lit
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Internet and participation. This A partiCulary acute problem among cincmity

Students. That is, many two-year college students who start in science and

anginsem-ing programs do not continue past two years. And, among those that

go an to four-year colleges. many decide not to earn their undergracilate

degrees in science, mathematics, or engineering Mbhon and Brewer, 1988:

CUnniff, 1988 -- see below).

o Over-all, only about 20 peroent of all cznetnity college students who

enroll a science, mathematics, or engineering course plan to pursue ti

hancalaureate in these fields,

o There is some drop in interest within the two-year (college experience.

Among t) 30 peroent of 1985 community college freshmen indicating an

int erest in science, engineering, or science related fields (including

engineering technology and health professions), about 86 percent retained

that interest t years later.

Ethnic and genderbelance,

o Access to highem edUcation for niimnity students is a major attribute of

comrunity colleges. Minorities - -Rlaok, Hispanic, Asian, and Native

American students-- comprise about 22 percent of all two-year 'college

students compered to the 15 percent minority enrollment in fair -y'

instituticns, Minorities earn 12 percent of all baccalaureate degrees;

however, minorities receive 16 percent of all associate (two-year)

degrees.

99-306 U - 89 -
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o Minorities mike up 25* of the science classes (slightly higher than their

overall representation in tmo-lear institutione); they enjoy a slightly

higher reprinsntaticn in methemetios and allied health ecurese, but are

umderrepresented (vis-a-vis their gwowation of student enrollment in two-

year colleges) in oomputer science and engineering.

o Engineering is ovemehelstingly dominated by male students (91) in

caimunity colleges. Males are also overrepresented in physical science,

computer science. mathematics. and engineering technologies. However, men

are mderrepresented in the life and social aciences.

Areas of Need Related to Students in TWo-Year_p011egps

Student problems in two-year college science and engineering are similar

to those in four-year institutions of higher education. They lack

preparation for college work in science and mathematics prior to entry. They

indicate limited interest in pursuing science and engineering fields of

study. And, they emhibit weak persistence in these fields when they do

enter.

o Students need challenging, stiaillating courses which provide prerequisites

and activate continued such study in science and related fields because

they represent a significant population in the pipeline of potential

scientists and engineers.

9
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o The lOw lima of boo-year college student intareet in naturea science

enema to diminish even further the longer those students remain in

cedlege.

o Me in all institutions of higher education, two-year colleges have a

difficult time recruiting and maintaining minority students in science and

engineering programs.

Cbmmunity colleges need to increase the quality of ti learning emperienoe

for students in scienoe, mathematics, and engineering courses. And. it

should be done in a way that engages and retains students. There is a

particularly ccmpelling cipincertundty to provide such an acaderdc peowem for

minority students.

CURRICULUM / COURSES

The nation's two-ynAr colleges face a formidable challenge in the science,

mathematics, and engineering curriculum areas. The diversity of student need

and interest require that they provide college-level, vocational/technical,

and remedial rouses.

These colleges offer a wide variety of courses including:

o the first two years of college courses appropriate for etudents who with

to transfer to four-year institutions;

10
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o a "last thence" curriculum for the Urge number of high sehocl greftwbes

Who Aimed (es never had) the opportunity to take the emoondery sehool

cousins required as pmveuquisitee f college work:

o a series of no-credit remedial courses. especially in mathematics:

o a large variety of technical courses related to medical, ocepatmr, and

technology fields; and

o courses preparatory for careers in tat is called the *allied health

professions" -- nursing, radiology. and peraneddcal services.

While two-year college course-taking in science and engineering declined

free the mid-1970's to the mid-1980's, the number of methematice and computer

scienoe courses increased in that period. in 1978 mathematics and computer

science amounted for 22 percent of all scienoe related classes: in 1986 that

peoportion rose to 41 percent.

The following national picture is derived from a study of course offerings

in public and private two-year cclleges (Cahalan, 1988s). The two-year

colleges not offering science and technology course are nearly all private.

o The percentage of two-year colleges offering science and technology

courses ranges free) 66 penoant for earth sciences to 92 percent for

mathematics. Over SO pervent of all two-year institutions offer courses

in biology, chemistry, physics, and engineering.

la
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o BiblOgy. 00qMiter science, and mathematics are offered by nearly all (9q%)

public twcayear ccilegas. The overwhelming majority of these irmtitutinn

offer ergineeringierginiering technology courses ( 984), chemistry (954i.

physics (94%) , tend allied health (92%). Fewer of these colleges offer

earth and space science (79%) and agriculture/natural niscuraw (614).

o Eighty-nine percent of public two-year colleges (50 I of private) offer

college level calculus (78% of all two-year colleges).

o Tnetmaiwineiber of science courses offered is 8 each for dentistry.

physics, and earth science; 13 for biology. and 17 each for mathsuatics

and =peter science.

Science and mathematics course offerings in two-year colleges include

those typical of the first two years of college level science. Dimples of

college level science and mathematics courses are listed below.

o COurses offered in biology include General Biology, Human Anatomy and

Physiolcry, Human Genetics, Zoology, Botany, and Microbiology.

o in Chemistry, °curves offered include General Chemistry, Quantitative

Analyses, Organic Ministry, and Chemical Therm dynamics.

o Physics offerings include General Physics, Atomic and Nuclear Physics.

12
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o The mothemettom offerings in tamp-year colleges include courses such es:

CbilaceAlgehns, Statistics, Probability, FintbsPetthematics, Calculus I,

II, and III, and Linear Algebra.

At of abed Related to Cbrriculum

Given the tea-year college stAdent population and the need to increme

student interest in science and engineering edication, the most pemsstng

problem in the curricular area is to develop an apprepriate balance of

effec+ive course offerings. These course offerings should include--

o a set of college level science, 'asthmatics and ergirmerirg courses that

articulate (facilitate the transfer of credits) well with the adVanoed

courses offered at the nation's four-year colleges.

o ecienoe, mathematics, and ergirseering programs that will attract and

retain students, particularly minorities and women.

o rem 0d441 especially in mathematics, that address deficiencies and

bring tI, s to the point needed to earn college-level credit in

science and xtheimatics.

o courses of study which will all students to gain fundamental scientific

and technical literacy, Whether they bacons employed in science and

engineering or mot,

13
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Although two-year college faculty have available and use a variety of

instructional technclogies such as television, transparencies, and models,

instnactars still rely on the chalk board as their primary teaching

instrument (Cohen and Brewer, 1988). lb properly teach science and

engineering courses, laboratory facilities and modern equipment are

essential.

Efforts to improve laboratory it dirtier raise two important cencerns:

dhe quality of facilities and orpiment and the effectiveness of

instructional methods and prcgrame using midi equipment. Capital

expenditures in facilities and equiment are largely the reepramdbility of

state and local taxing jurisdictions. Recently, codperertive ventures with

business and industry have been launched with community and technical two-

year institutions to gain aocees to modern equipment for instruction. Many

of these oocperative ventures are in the areas of engineering technology.

Jest as important, is the need to develop instructicnal programs using up-

to-date equipment and facilities. It is of little use to acquire new

equipment without creetive and innovative ways to engage student interest in

the leamingprocess. Properlydeveloped, laboratory instruction can be the

basis of student motivation to continue their science studies. Poorly

developed laboratory instruction can have just the opposite effect.

o In reoont interviews with 20 two-year colleges, over one in four of the

responding institutions believe that their laboratory facilities and

14
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equipment teed for Iseetzuction are inadequate. Engineering and

engineering technology facilities mere judged deficient by over a third of

the reeponiting be-year cammuses (Cahalan 1988b).

o When itemise to funds for the purchase of modern equipment for science

laboratories, over half of the resireding institutions find this to be a

serious problem: over 160 percent of the institutions believe the& this is

a serious problem in engineering.

o Q* in tour of the responding institutions indicate that adequate computer

sellities ere a serious problem in methematios instruction.

Are of Need Related to Laborabary Inetniction

1 issues related to laboratory equipment and facilities reach beyond

simple availability. TWo-year colleges must eiequately develop the

instructional laboratory component of science, engineering, and mathematics

programs. The greatest prOblems in this area are carom to all of higher

education, the need to renovate facilities or purchase large scale equipment.

NO single, source is able to update and renovate all the equipment and

facilities in two-year colleges Some of these institutionsheme developed

partnershipe with business and irdstry. Others have entered into consortia

with other iretitutztals of higher education. And, state and local revenues

have been used to develop the equipment and facilities of these institutions,

as pert of state or local economic develogeent programs.

15
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Amajor problem, of neglected, is the demelopment of U laboratory

inutructioval program. Some areas of science, mathematics, and angireering

have Esc but modest equipment needs; howemer, they lack the

dowelmproltal sources to assure high quality instructional programs that

make use of the available equipment and facilities.

11 SCSI OF 'ME NATIOSIL SCIENCE FEILINORTION

"The National Science Foundation should take bold 'Ana to establish

itself in a positio n. of leadership to advance arr. maintain the quality of

education in engineering, mathematics, and the acianoes." (National

Science Board, 1986)

With these wordt, the report of ti National Science Board Task COmmittee

on Undergradate Science and Enp' iducation, (the "Neal Report") made

it clear that the BoundWtion IL leviership role in all phases and

levels of undergredUate education. The Neal report calls for particular

emphasis on underremasented groups, such as minorities, women, and the

physically disablid. And, the ABB report called specific attention to

concerns of hoc-year institutions:

"The two-year colleges are part of higher adUcation. Their transfer

programs provide large numbers of upper division students to four-year

institutions. Articulation of this transfer point is difficult and

required serious and permanent collaborative efforts between the source

and aooeptor colleges." (NSB, 1986 p. 34).

16
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The National. Seisms Ibundeticn is in a Isaias position to draw together

scientific, engineering. and education cosanities b help etnegthen twi-

rler college scierre, mathematics, and ergineering erlacation. The Fianitation

is also in a position, through its programs, to stimulate iniovetive

Initiatives and collaboration along be-year and fear -year institutions.

The Neal Report outlines five "current areas of highest priority" for the

Fbundation vis-a-vis all of undergraduate sikazaticn. And, they recomaand a

specific two-year college strategy which entails collaboration among Ian and

fair-year institutions. Such collaborations waild assure high quality

in:gren and nurture efforts to increase the cambers of tio-year college

students who transfer to and cogalete four-year college a:cisme and

engineering programs. lie general strategies include:

o laboratrey development and instrusantatial

o faculty professimal developeant

o °aurae and curriculum lapiramment

o orWirmhensive improverent projects (which include several of these

priorities and/or consortia efforts earn; institutions)

o tridergrawliate research participation

In preparation for this report, the Foundation staff consulted with other

federal agswieswhich play a role in tie educational improvement of two-year

colleges and their students. For example, tie Department of EdUcation's

principal 'els is in the area of student assistance and in alit and

vocational education areas. The Department of Labor is playing an active

role in funding state and local programs for lob training, the retraining of

displaced adult workers, and basic adult: literacy programs.

17
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The ftondetion plays a acre targeted role. FUst, the flandaticn provides

lesdarshiperawring that the quality of any funded program is consistent with

sound scientific and engineering principles. This applies equally to any

twonmear allege awards. And, the FoundaUrnprculdes developmental support

ronsilltent with the NSF thiergracktate Scienoe, Engineering, and

Metheeetics Edkication (USE ME) programs and policies -- focused on faulty,

curriculum, and labcratcries, areas with the greatest potential for change in

bo-year college inetruction.

101111112111P

This analysis, the current programs and strategic five-year plan of NSF

USDIE, and the NSB report cn undergrattrate education make it clear that the

most aporcyriate pragmatistic efforts should be in the areas of faculty

emharcemert, course and curriculum lagrowamant, le =story instruction, and

censortia among two and four -der collages. TWonwar colleges are eligible

for all of the existing programs (faculty, laboratory, and curricular). And,

the NSF Science and Engineering Educaticn Strategic Plan calls fcr US ME to

initiate a program whichdenedcps =sortie among two and four-year

iratitutions of higher edUcation. Brief descriptinns follow:

Facelty.Enhancement. Faculty development efforts are directed both at the

professicral gmth of faculty th their science and engineering teadhing

disciplines and the pnefessional development of faculty 90 they are able to

18
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inetsucticnel programs (with eschasis cn oCet-ehering, and an
of peertmerehipe with privets sector orgnizations).

A major autprcerso rill prceride incentives far foaming ocroortia each
ireolving a lead tniversity far 4-yaer college) end a grow of 2-year
colleges to emit on articulation between these types of imetitutions
and to droelnp coordinated projects for imaceving lawar diviaianinstructicn SA mathematics, the sciares, and pre-erceinsering
technology. (The Mr Scams and Diginearthil Stkoaticei Strategic
Man r1190B-W1992, ear? ntsr 1967, p. 20)

Ther synargd.stic effect of collabcretive programs is possible under the

currant program of the Fbundaticn. Two-year colleges are eligible to

auterit proposals in UPS DE and all NSF programs and collaborative efforts
axe aocunieed in undergratote program announcenlants.

As the strategic plan of the FouiLlation suggests, US E, within the
context of its existing program, net support two and fcur-year

college/university collaborations frx faculty enharoemmt, causes or

curricula development, aryl improved articulation between tto and fur-year

colleges ^' and between secondary schools and tso-year institutions. These

would to funded on a twit, ccepetitive tests to txraortia consisting of a

central univemity or four-year college together with a network of area

two-year tDallagas.

As a consequence, the Ma-dation seeks to realize two major outoomes of

two and four-year college consternations. First they would play a major

sale in thee:emended contributionof two -year colleges in meeting the

national human capital needs demanded by an economy increasingly dmineted

by science and technology. And, they would also enceigk in activities

designed to significantly increase participation and persistence in

zo
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mimics end iwginearing bt ihe large meter of minority students Who Mart

their college sax:intim in two-year inetituticrs.

Pict:brains would focus on clearly laid plan to strengthen ad update the
two-year college faculty mai their courses. aphasia will be on workring
two-year college g: tee with high quality preparation in their lower
divisi.n sclera. an mathematics ccurees, who can continue at the upper

&visitors inatituticria Eamioessfully and with minims difficulty.

Faculty develgaent. 110 and four-year oonsortia, are in a position to
establish a variety of faculty enhancement prograrsa, such as faculty networks

to share scientific and ar);tneering )acwledge, joint scholarship mid
exploration, as institutes and year-Ung fame far faculty in their

teaching disciplines, mid experiences with laborutory program for students.

QMEree iscrovemant. Consortia can mike alum that two-year Dollop faculty

have an imdarstanding of the crux= demands of four-year insrtituticris end

will be in a etxbrg rceition to develop course and curricula in science and

engineering th.4; will reflect the latest thinking in undergraduate scientific
and Engineering tant development (with direct ties to science societitts,
the Foirsiatdon, and the Picackinise).

Student activation, particularly for minorities. Cbremortia efforts can

moist two-year colleges to develop aggressive outreach program, to =Wm sure

that minority students who start programs in science and engineering do not
leave because of neglect or disinterest. Closely coupled with program and

21
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course development efforts, theme oallabccations will be in a position to

bring s wide veziety of bean and material rescurcee otherwise not asthenia

to bo-year college faculty and administretors.

Suocessful student transfer flan two to four-year colleges - and - the

treneitian between secondary wheal end collage. Consortia can hale

eaccedary sdnoola, two-year colleges, and fair-year ireetituticne of higher

erkoetian develop programs which meet the artiouletiot needs far students,

particularly mirorities, with interest in science, mattemostics, and

engineering. Mr example, the '12+2+2" programa develcgai in awe states

nurture, guide, and provide engaging learning esperisaner in d last two

tleCondelY ebticci Years, the two -year cciliage experiences, and the transitinn

to and successful conpletton of the frur-year solar= or angiraerirg program.

7 17 and Two-Year Colleges - A Current Dialogue. In addition to these

programmatic cocalionities, the Pordaticro's Directccrate for Science end

Engineering Eduzaticn (SliE) hes eatablished a dialogue with two-year calms

presidents, faculty, and national associations. A workshop, ercraorect by

SEZ-USIVE, was held in Washiror Je, D.C. an C.ttcber 31-November I, 1988.

Nearly two -dorm loorkshop participants, representing a geographic and

iratituticral diversity in two-year colleges, shared issues and problems

related to boo-year collage science, mathemtics, and erriineering plecireire

The Itundation's current activities a u rola were discussed; future

activities and rotes were emplaced. 'Ace workshop Is expected to present

euteterY report to the Peurdation aid b*- oar (=new casarlity me CM

auterge Of the meeting.

22
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l'artisigsnts dimaimmed efforts to overcee the leoliddon of tmo-year

college faculty from their seisms and engineering callow= in bueinsee,

industrY, and universities. In recent sr ticis, Omega B. Vaughn, president

of Pisibrat Virginia CrmasnitY =lege, calls won caaanitv colleges to

actisely reamed a wide array of sOholerly pursuits. Na argues that remearOn

is not the 'Asian or gpmel of community colleges; however, timidly-de ined

artnienlhiP clearly must be included in the bo-yeer college professional

portfolio. Minh scholarehip In U fore of writing reviews of literature

specific to scientific or engineering disciplines. Lobes wad forum

reviews of zesseactk, andl other forms of inquiry and expreasion requires a

solid fOurdstion in the teaching discipline (Vaughn 1118).

The point is Isportent for the Noundation' a efforts to improve learning

opportunitiee and esperianoes tor students. Programs for faculty, course

development, and laboratory improvement in two-year colleges will only be

sustained When faculty member* are actively engaged in all phases of

improvement. And, faculty should have access to the moat timely and

important knowledge in order to make the appropriate choices in program

design, development, and implramantation.

CCHCLIEICII

Teo-year college, are devoted to instructional activities. may offer the

beet chance for continuing formal education for those who ere 111-prepared or

Who cannot afford to attend four-year colleges. Al unique attribute is that

23
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they provide scams to these etudents end, at the see time, offer =woes

whidh will amble students to pursue further edhoation and cormere in

science, mathesettoe, and engineering.

If two-veer college students are to leprous their chinas for future

learning ard euccese in an increasingly tootaxargiad economy, they Just

pandit In Unix scianne, methenetice, and/or engineering studies. Lens

*umbers of these students do rot. Progrens ilk scierne, eethemstice, and

eginsering at be develqmed that are acre attractive and engaging f two-

year college students.

This report provides a current understmnding of the statue of scierme,

eathsestice, and engineering edcation in two-yeer collages. There time been

fir primary areas of focus: faculty, students, ocuressicurrioulus. Ind

aquigmenti facilities. In each case an overview has bean followed by a brief

aunnary of the mast pressing problems or areas of c%ficiancy.

The most appropriate role for the Foundation lies within its leadership

And programmatic capacities. It is designed to provide =Kim= leverage of

nssoutves to immove the edicaticnof community college students in general

and for those who go con to four -year irstitutians in particular.
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NATIONAL SCIt Nt: FOUNDATION
VVo,teIN(,It

idnuory 5, 19J9

k c, 114E
DOUG-ION

The Honorable Doug Walgren
Chairman
Suboomnittee an Scienoe. Re, -01

and Technology
Clanaittee on Science, Space and Tticivology
U.S. House of Representative:
imiwatempon, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclmed is the Fbundation report an science and methematics teacher
recruitment and retention -- "salary and other factors affecting the quality of
the teaching workforce." The report is in response to H.R. 2330 requesting the
Direct= of the Foundation to submit to the Heuse Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology and the Senate Committee on Labor and Amen Reeources, a report
on the impact of salary levels an the recruitment and retentiond science and
mathematics teachers at pre-college levels."

The report provides a description of es critical factors affecting the
recruitment and :retention of science and mathematics teachers -- salaries.
professional conditioned schools and teaching carters, occiapetional status of
teachers, and professianal development opportunities. The report also
describes policy alternatives and activities ?mamma:tor in place at the state
end local levels, including -- as requested in the legislation -- brief cam
studies of several school syateme using salaries as incentives for recruitment
and retention. Policy areas include financial aseaistanoe for prospective
teachers, alternative certification programs, salary and other financial
incentives for retention. and recruitment and retention otrateglea focused on
professional conditions of schools and teaching.

The report includes policycptione and proaremetic incentives at the state and
local levels with a particular focus an urban science and asthmatics
education. Finally, the report concludes witch a descriptiond pro ales and

activities which the Foundation is doing cr plans to do with regard to
improvements in teaching, the conditioned teaching, and the careers of
teachers to increase the recruitment and redlantion of high quality science and
=emetics teachers.

I look forward to discussing these impsrtant issues with you and members of the
Committee.

Sincerely,

Eri
Director

Erelosuree

cc: The Honorable Sherwccdfacehlert
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'1.91CIIER RECRUMENT RETENTIC14

Salary and Othisr Factors affecting the Quality of the Teaching taprlaforroe

January 1989

A report to the Rouse Ctanittee on Science. Space, and Technology and the
Senate Ctemitbm an Labor and Haman Resources in response to mR233D (103th
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Rating salary into perwective vis-a-vis recruitment and retention rot only
requires a review of the wig:Woe related to actual salary 101018 (beginning
aid canes path), but also to cutaide (of teething) lames opportunities for
differs* types of teschers and mnreranereUve Incentives for entry and
retmtiat into anima and grathimatics teaching.

'No much Imps tent fact= As critical constraints on school swans' efforts
to recruit and retain mien= and mattesatics teachers. First, these teachers,
perticulerly asthmatics, physics, and chemistry teachers, have a viable vet of
alternative rant:aching =e ms in the public end private amotar. fleciond,
ascondary asthmatics and guttural science teachers ant stoongly oriented to the
cartiest of the aciente and asthmatics disciplines. These individuals seek
careers that offer the profeesioaal excitauent end parazial satisfaction
derived tram the scientific pewees which, if denied, at as 3 disincentive to
the teaching career choice.

PVITING (MARI= nrm PEasFECriVE

Salaries are a necateary and imps tent ingzediect in the re= Atment aM
reteatien of solace aml earthmatioe fathers. Moamar, they &lent are net
sufficient. Occupetional status, opportunities for professional developeent,
and the professional crrelitions of schools end careers are just as lapartant
(Darling-liamand, Hudson, and Kirby, 1988; Carnegie, 1986; halms, 1988;
Darlin2-Keronerl and Raison, 16F 1987; Rosenholtz mod Smylie, 1984; National
Governors' Association, 1986). Schools mot be professionally engaging places
to male and teaching careers must offer opportunities far ativarcalent if school
swam are able to attract and keen ompetat science and matheastios
teachers.

lb understand the effects of solarise an teacher recruiteer.t and retention,
"!endear shortages" mat be considered since in the aggregate such shortages
are a manifestation of inadequate recruitment and retention policy and practice
in these arum. Although the evidence WI teacher supply and deem! is weak and
fraught with definitional problem, school district reports and actions taken
to staff science and metheratica classes with 1ess than qualified teachers
indicate a persistent shortage of natural science and mathematics teachers over
the past 12 to 15 years.

2
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lise evidence indicates thet the intsraity and distribution of these shortages
very caw ties; homer. the pattern pereistm wain when there is a relative law
general ceased f teschere.

Teseter aviaries generally follow the aerlast, claim is tame of demerel sal
felling in times of surplus. Hasemr, the Imam alternatives outside of
taeching and the coutrainte on nasemmerative incentives met dra to mace
science end matlematics teechers recruitment and retention problems may
difficult than they are for emit other inetruationel areas. These difficulties
vary within the fields of aria= and sathimatioe, mug usricus levels of
teaching, ard in different locatices.

Tempts of Recruitment end Ratastiam - Ismael of Quality and Quantity

The targets of recruitment and retention are individuals motivated it only by
science awl mathematics but also by the cgporbasity in dare their excitement
and knowledge with students. Recruitment of wrier= teachers roust consider the
',dope needs of individuals with scientific intereebs.

Teachers highly activated by an appreciation for Bair= and asthmatics as
well as by working with students ere the we Individuals who expect
qopcsrbnities to eagrem students to laboratory it and who have attractive
alternative career ChMiCe19. They need the laboratory for pens:nal enjoyment
and professional developmert. In BUM, the Isrlividals we need met demand the
met of their tsar hing experience. If schools are 'sable to meet their needs,
they are likely to puma other amlopent that dom.

be Science end asthmatics Teacher_gualitv lame. Moans are many definitions
of teacher qualification. Par saumple, qualification and certification are not
neosaaarily syronymous. Tor pewees of this report, the definition of quality
is directly related to what t where km( (scier and mathemestice) and acre

able tv da (pedagogy, instructional pas:gram development, decision(' regarding
learning, end so co). These two harkemantal quality issues give rise to the
following questions:

a) Does the the individual have adequate disciplinary knowledge to explain
scientific and mathematical principals, concepts and phenomena in a
variety of ways?

3
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b) is the italivielial able to teach by drawing won a variety of learning

Strategies which engage student interest: and

a) I. the individual able to exigently =mond to students qusaidcos,

problems, and understandings (cm misundarstandumos)7

Thiele ornedderstices place central importer= an quality ISIRIBB with regard to
teacher =acuities* and retenticn. these lames owirshekw the quantity issue.

that is, are there enough teachers to staff science and esthrestice cleserocms?

Quantity Issues are important in threir can right. However, the core problem

far Um nation is the lacwledge and ability of teachers that fill =lance and
mathematics classrooms.

EVen if there is no stratage of individuals leho currently have the minim=

credentials to teach, there is a major shortage of well qualified soterce and
meatimmtlas tseciame. This prchlma is particularly acute at the elementary

school level and in tertian centers (Darling-Hmasond and Hudson, 1987).

This problem is related to school system rear panes, Limitations of supply, end

constraints al inducements to enter or stay in teaching. The history of

science and mathematics course staffing is riddled with amengency hiring, out-

field-teaching, the use of full -time subetitutes, and, in seccrelary schools,

canceled courses.

As mentioned, the problem differs for different fields, in different locations

(urban core, isolated naval areas) and at different levels. That is, physics

andlchamistry differ from biology and general science. Schools in the unmans

care and isolated rural areas have wuth norm severe recruitment and retention

yachters than aukurten and independent city districts. Upper level mathematics

t eachers are harder to recruit and retain than lower level and general

arathematics teachers.

Elementary "common branch" teachers (respcnsit'e for all core academic coax

in a single classroom) have, on average, the wsakest academic beckgnounds in

science and mathematics mom all teachers assigned to teach those subjects.

Recruiting scientifically and mathematically educated elementary teachers is a

mad= meta= for all school systems.

4
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NM= liar TO =NUM 1,10 MOON =I
TOMB CV SCIIICS C NITTIONETCS

thiccesieful recruitzent and retenticn of highly capable and activated ecien-.0
and estieestice teethe= mat addmias both salary and profeseicnel

EMU

Salary Structure. It has been argued (Rersiew aid Masan 19b2; Lavin 1985)
that ahartagra of eattematice and science teachere are as axpacbed and
pradictakde outcome of ttx+ salary et: rectums for teachers. That is, shortages
can be expected when different types of teachers are paid similar salaries, but
Mee have persistently higher alternate imam opportinities. Since the
1950'e, all teachers have been on similar salary schedilee that pay different
type, of teachers similar wages based cnly cm years of teaching and educational
attainment..

as indicated above, this =strained salary hypothesis fits the data which
dices persistent science and mathematics teacher shortages over the last 15
years. Web shortage° persist even dbring tires of general decline in teacher
demand. During tires of falling demand, all teacher salaries fell, assintaintm
the relative shortage of %asthmatics and science teachers.

There are atandent data to ckiament the higher Inc= cpportunities of
trained in the asthmatics, engineering and science areas.

{darling-Hanrcnd end Ralson 1987, Lewin 1985, P 1987, National Science Board
1987). Kamm t1987) provides ties series data which slaws that between 1971
and 1985 etarting salaries; for mathinatics, physics and chemistry students wane

40 to 60 percent higher then starting salaries far teachers, therms starting
salaries for biology majors were only 10-25 percent above teaching salaries.
Eta' the tareanities, the salary differential was Cabmen 5 aid 20 pewter*.

Warier+ Are Not Etrixiah. she piece of evidence that as not corroborate the
effect of higher outside inane cppartunities is the different attrition
effects among 8CatirCe and mathematics teachers. Science teachers leave their
jam at significentiy higher rotes than oda. Mama and Olsen,
1987; Mama aid Olsen, 1988; Grizeirssr and Kirby (1986); Haloes at el, 1988).

5
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However, the data show some important dietinctione between different types of

nelence end sethenstics teadhers.

Nolan teachers terdtohave both lower attrition mnd lower outside inane

cpportiesities then either derrietry or Orgies teachers. Biology teachers fit

into the framework of the theory. However, surprisingly, mathematics teachers

&once follow the expected pattern. Outside sage ceportunitise are as high for

iraidammatice majors as for chemistry and physioe Wore; however, their long

term attrition is significantly lower than that of scion°, =jars. Indeed, the

attrition rate for mathematics teachers in several etudes studied were equal or

law then that of the average esocndrey school tesdher.

This finding may he partially explained by the feet that mathematics teachers

any not be a havogererxel group, end may have higlaw or lower outside

opeortunities dependieg an whether they toads adeenssicremees cr =her level

Cameos. Another expleneticn is that teachim ocrditionszeculier to scisnoe

say amount for differences in leaving rates. One emerdiffemence is that

science tnedhmrs may be erne OlarlatiVe to the quality of labanetory equipsent,

and the essosisted respensibility for conducting labnratorycourses.

Therefore, the professicnel envircreent of schools may play an insurtant role

in explaining differences in mathematics and scienoe teacher ettriticn rates.

If differences in outside income cppculmsity were the sole reason for problems

in teacher recruitnent and retention, then one mould expect no shartag in

special ederation teachers, no differences in attrition among mehematics,

physics and ehemistryteachers, and no salary differentials in schoole with

different teaching conditions. These central features of teacher shortages

cannot be explained by cutuide wage ceccetunities.

Beth working aseitscns emlcxess 'eve opportunities play some role. The

alternative wage theory dace seem to explain a significant pert of the shartage

of physics end chemistry teachers, and the eamethat lees= shortages of biology

teachers. Ho4evpr, any overall theory that attepte to eaplain tescher

shortages needs to include waiting conditions as slow hypothesis along with

salary levels.

Higher Salary Levels. It is input tart to identify and measure, to the extent

possible, what is gained from teacher pay increases. Teacher pay increases are

6
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directed toward isproving the perfaceor os and productivity of the teaciiing

profesairn In specific Wye. Thee* affects are:

o ircaesaing the ragply of Iralivideele seeking teething jobs

wa retaining currant teethe=

tivetieg test hers to witlerteks activities wiiich leprove their

o
perfcremos

inormeing the turrover of teachers with sew final performance

retaining the stability of the teaching laskforos (e.g., avoiding

disruetkne)

Higher towbar salaries, with respect to alternate occupational Choices, will

of course increase the supply of individuals into teething. This suililaY

ircrease *411 occur at all levels of teacher quality. Studies of teething and

in another occupational areas generally provide evidence that higher fay brings

larger expernicn in lower quality occupational groups.

Higher salary alone will not result in a higher quality tescherwolicforoe. If

school districts cannot distinguish, at the point of hiring, differences in

higher and lower quality, tee:hers, then higher salary will not result in

improved quality being hired. Mover, if whoa districts are selective, then

the expere.o..! meter of higher quality teachers can be hired, and lower quality

teathers will be screened. This ability to screen out lower quality teachers

is an important consideretion in managing incneasedteachex surply.

Higher teacher galaxies also will increase retention of present teachers. An

iSpOrtan.queirtion is whether the retention increases are larger for higter or

lower quality teachers, and whether auhcoi *e1A.atricts take advantage of the

higher retwiticn to increase turnover of lower quality teache-e and/or :educe

the meter of lower quality new hires. If no pruning of lower quality teachers

oocur and if selectivity at entrance is poor, than the effects of pay

increases can be seriously weakened.

A final effect of pay increasers is to increase the performance of Current

teachers. There is no reseerth on the extent to which higher salary indices

teachers to improve their awn performance. It is unlikely that higher salaries

alms will have a major impact on day ,to-day teacher peelonmempe. However, to

the extent that higher salaries allow andmotivete investment in more

7
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Vie affecte srf increeese an teacher attrition scene research evidence.

The attrition rate for teacher* follows a U-ahmed petteen at the elate level
(Grimmer and Kitty, 1987) with attrition rates in the first few years being
between 10 mei 20 vetoer*, falling to well below 5 percent dining said-cateer
and rising again to 10-20 percent after rat eligibility. molly at age
55. Attrition among touchers is accounted for by them leaving the profession
and not returning, thole taking tmercery leave who teturn, and three leaving
to teach in ender stets. Althaugh the proportices in these grope can vary
aver time anti between states, apprreilmetely 1/3 or fewer of Bross leaving each
year will not return to teaching, strut 1/2 or wee will leave tim;icaarily, and
1/4 or fewer leave to teach in other etates.

Fay increases will differentially impact touchers at different points in their
career. Pay increases will have their legmet effect on heathers (bring their
first 5 to 10 years of teething experiame. This is bectama individuals at
this time of their career have the met ccapetitive outside cpcsatunities met
it is tha easiest time to witch careers. They also do not have such inveetment
in pensicn or retirees* systems, end fewer have made a coansitment to teaching.
Moe past 15 years of teaching, few teachers lime pertly became of optimum*
vesting, pertly because of a higher cuandtment to teachina, end partly because
switching careers is harder at this point in their career. This pay increases

will have ally mall effects an this wag).

Several studies indicate that teachers with strengecr academic bec:SkgZOOICIS tooted

to leave teaching at higher rates thsn those with week academic records
(lernene, 1987, terrnene, 1988. Schlechty and Wee, 1981). Saar of them
studies hem speculated that much individuals with strong miens and
asthmatics backwards have a higher comdtment to teaching than for those why
enter became of pay. The fact that they seem to leave fester then other
teathero is likely to be the to factors other then salary, e.g., professional
opportunities, icricing caditicris, opportunities to learn on the job, reed so

Arcot:ter inverter* question cancesnitsg pay increases is their relative
effectiveness In preventing *Mitten papered to otter policies. Esprelitures
'on improved working conditions, laboratories, ard staff *wart all cm aid in
lowering attrition. The key reezesce allocaticn question is the ester* to

9
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which, such expenditures are axe or lase cleat effective in preventing attritiat
as %pond to direct pay inoneese. An alternate question is the relative
eftentiveness of rasources allocated to fringe bermetts, =timer& benefits at
reduced miring scheisle ee cpposod to ply inoresses.

Oiso Studies. Theme hove been few attempt= to address the key questions
Involving tho effectivereem of pay in prevealting teed= attrition. UM wet
recent and sophisticated lexk to meadme the Meek pattern= of tool as and
the effects of pay an those MOW patterns is work that uses stets
longitudinal data files in Middgen anilltath Cesolins to Isecir entering
teener. Mows, Singer. Willet, 1988 Mamma, Oben, 1988 and PAnmene,
0341en, 1987).

nNpm. Survival and re-entry rates of cohorts of toectece entaritg teaching
in Mithigen during tan tine periods 1972-1974 and 1978-1980 were studied using
teaching speciaLty and dontgrathie characteristics as variables (ltromm and
Olean 1987).

loathers are wowed into abject - specific categories: elementary, erylish,
mathematics, social studies, biology and therdstzy/phriice. The "first spell'
of teaching length in yearn of continnus teaching before at least one
interruption vars. analyzed with the following results:

o Preliminary estimates .andicate that salary had a mall. tut statistically
sisnificant effect on survival rates for later, but rot for writer cohorts.
'."he earlier effect was wall -a 81000 salary increment would raise
probability of teaching to five years Li only 2.7 percent.

o 52 pmrcent of teachers begirodry in the stony 1970's were teaching in their
eleventh imam. approadreately ans-querter of this group still teaching had
at legit ass intenuption in teaching.

o Attrition of teachers is inch higher in smiler yea= then later years.
o Few " with career intrrnCrticri, MaxtxdottelY 2/3 ware abeent for only

a year. Surprisingly, the pattern of comer interruptions ware similar for
can and main. Career interrtstions mare of accompanied by district
changes, e.g., student population 'Mitts, with district changes more likely
ths layer the interruption.

o Cohort survival rates for uninterrupted teething was much low for coharts
entering in the late 70.0 compared to the early 70's. Only 45 percent in

10
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the later maple taught for five years cosperad to 61 permit for its
elitosch tame of the later awls zehararl.

o LaAreival rates depended ars abject taught with chemistry, physics and
foreign larsguige teachers having survival rates of 40 percent tiamigh slaves
years and elesentary, aisecial adzsation, astherstice, social ettdies and
ariglialn hawing survival setae of 50 permit.
Clumistry and ;bracts have such loser return rates given an internptiers in
teaching. ally 119 of chessistry and rival= teachers still present after 11
yews were returnees employed to abasst 25 percent for the entire temple.
Sees specialties lad aunts higher return rates. In entreat to the chemistry
and physics teachers, 40 portant of its foreign language teachers were
returnees.

o Differential savivel rates for different subject specialties had a such
larger spread for the later cohorts. This is primarily due to certain
groups like chenistry/physice hiving substartielly loser =vivid rates in
the later cohort.

o Teachers ante:rim the Michigan system were much sore likely to stay if they
entered at a later age. Teachers entering at 32 have a 7.5 percent higher
probability of staying five years than one entering at age 22.

The authors paint out that the tine period for he analysis, a period of
rapidly decliniag enrollment and involuntary teacher terminations, eery make any
results not generalizable to other states or time periods. In fact, the large
variation i>r survival rates by cohort shoes that teacher layoffs may hew had a
large impact an teacher survival rates. Thew result soy change Owing tines of
ascending ersollnersts. Debases 1975 and 1985, anrollmersts in Michigan dropped
by 18.5 pervert =spend to 11.8 percent naticn-wide. Michigan had strop
outsigreticn trance due to the poor wormy in the auto industry.

The Michigan results any reproved an extreme condition in a school system of
rapidly declining easollnents and pea "lecosmie corditicre. the effects of
salary en survival may be perticularly sensitive to the presence of these
ooditione. The declining enrollments put preemie for teacher lnyoffs, but

layoffs" would be side difficult by the poor soancey. Thus it is likely that
teacher reruns and petrol districts "add trade off ace security and salary
increases in this period. These trade-offs would reeks nessurenent of the
effects of salary extremely difficult.

11
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survival rebus in Michigan was Mang the highest. As pointed cut above, theme
differences on be ingslained only by a theory of teacher attrition that
Include. profeemicenl conditions of school* and nonrumnerstive max& maim
the pomeltdlity of differnmes within the go:Julia:1cm of asthmatics towhees
(e.g., imenalyzed differmme in low as upper umna aittaistios maim
teschene).

Mirth Carolina. The analysis of the Dearth Caiolins data (termme and Olson,
1909) le the nowt ambition and melevent attempt to emu= pay affect= for
eaddlifill, These results law be mare generalizable than !home true Michigan.
North Ceroline had neither Urge enzollsent thallium my a drastically changing
accrrait which affected tax illiVaraille domestically. Thee North Carolina my be
axe typical of other startse, sepecially than states with gracing mad...time
where shartegee are sore likely to occur. In addition. Naticnal Teecher
licaminatiara (ME) test score data were available, allcwirq for acme aseamment
of the effects far towbars with different levels of moon= in taking the
tart.

pat-terre tram mdsple survival data in North Carolina are similar to ewe
foural in Michigan. lsh particular. toothiest:ice teachers in North Carolina also
have significantly higher eurvival rates thin physics or chemistry twitchers.
Wing first teaching spell as the priariry variable, the remits dealing with
pay and ability classes traude the following:

o Pay lirceasee had a statistically significant affect on attrition and a
differential effect on those in the upper and lower quartiles. A $1000
raise in pay in constant 1967 &Were would increase median duration of the
initd el etay in teaching by 2 or 3 yens. Weimar, this effect measured far
=torts entering in the earlier 1970's declined for later cohorts.

o Pay effects were larger for lower ability teachers than far higher ability
teachwa. Pay efftcta were eipprrulmately 30 percent less for teachers in
tte wiper quartile then fns lower quartile terriers.

o Thus is was indirect evidence that hi,gtan ealexy is provided to oaspiersete
for poor wasidng ousliticrs.

o Phyorice and chemistry teacher. had the lomat survival setae of all types of
teachers, with biology and general edam. teachers having emewhat lour
stavival then average teachers, but asthmatics teachers had survival setae
at or above this average teacher.

13
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o Dant:rolling for other facture, teschsra in the upper quartile of mt sous
leer at 141111ollotilf NOW rates than thaw in the bait= three
quartilse. Predicted ardisaare IREViva: MIMS for biology teachers 10
yaws after &dry ware arpecaisetely 17 percent for upper quartile led 38
waft far ti* 'caw three cpartiles.

o Avid= end authenstice tee:hire hei 10 year survival rates Of apircarbastely
28 penned Compered to ward 40 percent for all high school teaches.

plerIMISLTNIL COIXT176111 OF SCHOOLS WO COMM

Ilaesdolta ad Saadi* (1984 review of researvh) found east tent= attrition is
lard related to the corditicre under Mich teacher' ask. Specifically bother
attrition is stargly affected by throe arditisthe that undermine the
tsechere's ability to 6) an effective job of teaching. Salaries were genera/1y

base to to a siSolflosot, but lase liepartant, factor contributing to the
attrition of than who hal airway entered teething (sae also Chipien, and
lastchman 1982; Bradman at a1., 1983; Litt and Turk, 1983). Thus, atiowito
to lab rows brobsr retention and at heat indirectly anther MilaitallInt--

mkt as bast targeted taani policies that improve teerbere' imddog crnditions,

mother than just wend ocapanmation in sasses.

Th. professional cordillera twirler which tenchers' work aro IMIONO in any ways.
They have peculiar rewinds (e.g.. waking with wary people, arms vacaticra,
and nine-earth =tracts), dratecke, and disadvantages. Teachers' reports of
their asking conditions, apacifically on the ram= they have left (or have
orarldered leaving) teaching, suggest that tractor nolantion could be improved
by dengirc certain features of the teacher workplace and/or teacher job
respraibilittes.

are scarce of data on the wcalcing conditicno that timbers find issatiefactory
cams tau the Naticrel Eashattrn Associaticn Mangy on ire Status of tho
Mari= Public School Tascher () 1987). *le quest/at an this mummy aka
teachers That in your meant position ass teedar birder, 7013 =et in
providing the best service of raid% you are agabler Om:parable data
oolleated in 1976, 1981, and 1986 reveal a nmarlably anslartarrt amt of
aslacted zespcness: innospetast and uncooperative adminatration, etude*
discipline ard attitudes, lark of satwiele oral reenross, bray workload aad

14
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Thus, adrit:tetrethe impart au. mates ar suintsdaes miry of the factors that
diaccurege leachers (pepereek, natteeching duties, discipline problem, lade

reeteriels). It also eephosizee and enocuragee those conditions that
Iodine find moat retarding in their efforts to reach studeite (adeguate
7+01Perldice tiara, clerical effort, gybed UM., Clear
inettircticral grails, etc.).

A collegial work entdrcrsaant. =leagues am mar peradved ss an iniboemmt
to lame teadting, bit they WO usuelly viewed es a positive feature of the
ye:skim invi,:seent. In fact, other resserdhers note that collegial
reletionetdpe also chaacterim effective school* (Little, 1982), ad
onstrihrbe to teacher efficacy, a prim datmairent of teec her satiefaction
(limenholtz and irsyLia, 1984).

In collegial settings, espe-ienced teachers profit tram ocgortunitiere to mune
new clansmen ad leadenahip roles, while less swerianoed teaches profit
from the technical maietanoe provided by their veteran collegian (ircerwholtz
ad *wits, 1984; Melberg and Clara, 1982; Aehton at al., 1983). Theme

ono runnier far leadership and profeeeknet =watt= mem to he= the
ratenticn of effactive, eeperierced teschers (limenhaltr and &wile, 1984;
Maven and )0ublueon. 1982: Stark at al., 1980).

Sedicing extraneous ncnteschirclartiee. leathers obviously enjoy Meadow
=et of U. 'ectiveticn far entering and remaining in teadhing corm frau the
intrinsic satiated: Um they find (Amerholtz and 8mylte, 1984). thus, teachers
are discouraged by working conditions that medooe the time for teaddrg, redboa
their ability to "reach" students, or increase the amount of nontemhing

Plembeiming the time thet teachers can spend teething tail* minimizing the his
Oat they wend in =teaching tasks is therefore a likely my to anocuroge
teacher* to remain in the field. Soma ways of increasing teachers'
wpm-bedtime to function as teachers Arcludc: the hirIng of mars amt **Jiff
(twechsrs' aides, clerical and secretarial staff) to mast teachers, naming
class sits and mom kale, and alimirhatirh& extrema" over-bunloneome
=meltability require ants.
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Such prunes tared to be me of fees twee:
seemilerships, lass, forgive hle loans, and retraining Ands (e.g., any of the
gas mid tones of aid, or tuition relaburament). San iambic progress exist
to arzeuregis ciallaga stergralueles to enter tasher trairdzy gammen often
these schatershige are reserved far the wet wralaracally-abla students, or for
stadints entering Mocking in atextegm arms. Of the 12 states list offer
taider training scholarship, six ham separate octolarshipe to arnourage
etmehnts to enter mathematics ard =Lance (or atortage area) taschirg.

Student loans me also cossnly mad to encourage entry to teacher training
procamm. Pargivsble bens are a particularly pyular cy. se thew
ancourep teacher ardidatee to obtain oartificattcn and enter teaching for at
beast laded pried cd ties. Ilmerrty-eight states have forgivable iCeli
program; four have regular Iciw ;megrims in additdom to forgivable loan
program.

Stegimiebla lama owe in a variety of frame, the mot general of ditch involves
tins forgiving of a certain Percentage (usually 20 percent) or amount (usually
me year) of the 1cien for each yew In which the recipisit teaches within the
aterte. Mast state forgivable loan pregreras era oily for stortage areas.
Slevan stelae have forgivable loan programs targeted for methamatim and
smienme teachers, and an additional tan motets, forgive leers given to teachers
In waticetsge areas ". Three states forgive loans to teachers who weak In
districts that tend to house atorteges: Alaska ma South Carolina forgive loam
of Stoma who teach in rural districts, while Florida forgives loans of those
slid'ent rural or urban districts.

Amain; far retraining in samthematice and science may oleo be given to retrain
preatieing teachers. Eleven states offer maw form of amithesestice and science
ratredning funding, and an additional three states offer retraining tads for
siortaga areas.

ahtmeket steam have alternative forme of oartificsatban, i ids tertian as a
ecilgebid batman full certificiatIcn ad emergenoy cenificat icn. limecroency
cartificaticm allows a teacher to enter the claserom idthout the ncnnally
repidow training. Usally, such certificates are tempraszy and me allowed
ally in alicvrtage areas.
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Altemetive clatifiretion orourewe. Such progress fly require MIS
minima des" .'r end/or abject-area itendard (a subject-sale me$or, adnissua
CPA, Wain; Stem an =rancid:Sat teats, etc. ). Its ihafilteent of specified
counsel* far certiflostion awing the asset few were of telecNng is
required; the specific reguinmeds, tamer, vary widely gran state to Mate.
Itemy gareirelly Include eradermic and/or testing repiremints to aceive the
initial provisional certificate, and caramemort and inteouthip requirements In
ardor to maintain the certificate ad molly maim' a mu permenent
certificate.

A meter of universities haw launched nontraditional towbar creceretian
iinam, defined here as arsedenic progress to prepare college gradates for
teething Ito did not major in education ar laird tine necessexy camels far
certifiCatinn Se 114011FelaileeS. VIM graduate level programa are designed to

eleerkill the pdPI,Asical t and other) coursework necessary far ("allege gradates
to obtain full certification. Fzcgreme tend to be targeted tamed ram*
baccalaureates, mid-career transfers, arid reticule (Carey, Mittens, and
Darling-ilemord, 1988).

Teacher training has traditionally not bawl a estate responsibility; therefore,
developront of nontraditional teacher preparation program have honied too be
more of a local imiversity/oollego initiative thin a state initiative.
Nonetheless, at lee* balms states have collaborebel with state higher
iodization institutions to develop each program. First, too stelae (Arizona
and Cleractiout) have developed wecia teedier training progress for rem*
calms graduates idth a baccaleirsate degree in as awcpriala subject area
field.

A recant national survey of ocntraditional teacher training programs (Carey,
Mixers and Dsrling-Hemeed, 1988) located 61 muds pogroms raticzkidde
(inaltading the twelve serstioned atoo m). ram tut not all, of them grogram
restrict entry to those training in specified &adage areee. Mot of the
non-etate programa are run through the education deperbeent of an institution
of hiller education, but finding source far the program are highly varied,
mith wee receiving federal funds, woe state fade, sons corporate fssrsds, and
some funded mostly by tidtias.

21
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lieccuttmestilbstentian Policia. at tam State Isla. (See Table 1)

Salary Policies. State activity in the ass of teacher easy increase is
limited by the mature of .cal financing. That is, seat s aid to
local districts is either general easistanne or limited so categorical
programs. Utile specific salaries are desist mostly at the local level, (3142111

lean: ugh collective bargaining, imeseess in general student aid has an indirect
effect on lersreased salaries. That is in ocessed smocennitted funds can be used
to inseam the salaries and benefits of teachers.

In spite of limitation an stets panders vis-a-vis local policies and
collective bargaining agreements, an increasirq tarter of states have set
statewide minims starting salaries for teathera. Sane have instituted a
statewide salary schaduie Thirty abates have statewide minimum salaries
(them are milistary in the state), and 19 states have a statewide salary
aciattle (Darling-lismand & Derry, 1988). Some of the largest salary increases
have been in sclutheastern states, idlers teachers have historically been the
least wall-paid: Texas, North Caroline, Driehaus, Georgia, Alabama, and South
Carolina have increased teacher salaries by aver 20 pecroant between 1983 and
1985 (Darling-Hammond r Harry, 1988).

Policies related to the professional conditions of stools. Inclicticn
prcgraw, while not as prolific as bone initial recruitment incentives, can
provide a calculable change in the teacher supply, particularly in lenge, urban
school systems. Dade County, up until recent reform efforts, lost nearly 50.
pervent of their beginning teachers. Similar or some stories have bean
described in otter urban districts.

an increwing ember of states; have or are oaredderire implementing same fore
of induction program The usual much wages is an intern or mentor teacher
pm:gran, involving rime oxperation batsmen the new "teacher and a carefully
selected emperieved teacher, vhe provides support and apervielcn. Scentless
the sinter evaluates the beginning teather.

In some progress, the new teacher cannot be fully certified without peering an
evaluation ter aeries of evaluations) during the initial year of teething. In
clines' pregrzess, the avaluatidge) marvels only as a means for the nadaa+ to
recognize and address deficiencies. In 25 states and the District of Columbia,
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indetion program are in ogaration or being piloted. Six additional agates
are cansidering laplesanting sons ft= of Induction program. Plata that an
additional tam Maims have mentor header program ea pert of a °maw ladder

Ezolinws-

par-for-perfosamice. The use of performs= standards ea brie Stir
ocepeneation hos tam a popular activity tering the MO, (Derling-frame rd G
ilany, 1988). Sham plena have talon many Same, including merit pey,
inaantiva psy and salary incentive asmoisted uith career ladder or
iiimdaritantzr bomber program for mew coablnation of thaw). Statism that
have an induction program typically have save scat of two-timed anew ladder,
as mentor teachers are usually paid arta" filar their services in sasiatirg the
asiiinning teacher.

Program that raise the financial marls for *free if darnstrate 10111109141117

teaching enhance the quality of the teaching fmoe by miring teaching a arms
appealing long-term calmer choice for well-walified teeciars. Earlier
attarcts at instituting IPLECh plane, in the 192) and 1950s, ran into Rimy
pm:bless tolth laplemntation, particularly the isplassaistatian of teacher
evaluation plane (see Sterling -iimscrol & tarry, 1988).

as of '.9136, thirty-*lame ratites had at least ornaidered saw form of pay
ve or pay-for-perforaince plan; 21 of them haw a plain in effect, five

are piloting a plan, and the amaining seven have obtainsd initial Salting, or
are studying the lams. Pest of these Incentive pay plans are career ladder
plane; Nairn pay" wears to have Moore taboo, at lariat as so labelled.

Scams abate, have already aterwl:rad merit teacinar program, either ree to
financial constraints or court mese related to evaluation or seleetirn
procediree. Florida's =mar larkisrisarit ply ;mgr.& was thrown cut in state
court and a aubsequant career ',War paw= saw oriacted but mar folded.
Thaw steam abandoned similar program recomandat by "tat* task foams Wm.
they mars isplamnted Kansas, Plaine, and MiaMairpi. Now Jersey eliminated
a maw laddir/sarit pay program after initial expaulaientstion. Plans for
mew Udder program, or union of program, have been frown in six
abates. This pattern is pert of the history of arch efforts.
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It is intersetirg to rote also Vet eery states with a otendisteel pey incentive
plan allow dietricsts to develop their own plans. This allow diertricte some
flemibility in designing pay progrem that fit their nets roes and diztrict
prioritise. local plane also allow lasochers to Mae more it into the design
of dime proareee. A omen problem tdth past progreas two the lade of acts
Input.

analysts of viand tmeetilleteatica Stolicies: ablated airdene

Asooroachis to it emeasing teacher key. lascher araleries have
followed trends in the teacher lace- wariest. As aentioned previously, real pay
for tooechere nose in the 1960'e, fell emetically in the 1970% and Own to
rive again in eve mid 19tI0's. This looresse in the 1980'a moulted partly tam
20 states who reined pay for begirning teadure (i.e., the mintraum startirg
salary for teachers) end/or all teachers. An additional four elate* have
recommended or are omeidering raining tosecher pry. Pb r Mates reified blowiest
pay emcee the Ward aid in=osoott starting salaries. However, many states are
sossidrel to develop alternative pay policies that are not aleply at the
hosed pay MUMS.

Perfuonence and reesoresibility-besed compensation progrowas. In merry
tea, worker companestioro 3s be in +Mole or in part an the adequacy
of the teems' performance. Met typically, some combination of performance

and job resPonsitilittes detonate compensation. %aching does rot operetta in
this merrier.

Teaching has been described is a *flat" career. Typically, meet traders
perform the, same tasks and receive the MN pay, with increments in
oceeprestion being related ady to years of esperiemae aid educational
beckground. Teachers hays few orportenitime to :dm= in the field of
atoetgon without leaviro the clamor= Increased caceneation for erklitiael
ditties occurs for time teachers who work additional Tours as creches or
Clirriall%233 coontiretore, tart thaw are usually regarded is extra "Jobe rather
than as increased nommneibilitiee alloted as a reward for performance.

Teacher mime have historically been mond to piorformwre-besed pay piers
for a variety of reasons, difficulty in judging writ, a lack of commonly
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ecompted deitinitions of cutartanding picrfosumos, and line need to ircramee wages

dorm au mama.

rIgoccue evaluations of the effectiveness of molt ply plans do rot
adapt because merit Fey plow do not survive latg arough, or in a consistent

ennuph hank to be meaningfully evaluated. Thera is .acme neeetth aaaamsrhirnp

this history of merit goy plane, the somas far their diecontirmonco, and an
analysis of th:oe thet movie" by overarming the corblom that destroy other
plane.

A sanary of the soma literature an pay ocapeneetban plane

rotes that for emit Fey program to work, the performance criteria an which
Wary lecsauento are besot cwt be validly ocactotismalized Mamas and Man,
MO. This Is difficult far teaching, its the apecific behavior" that
corestituto Noce' teaching carrot be delineated. That is, offer `hoe teectdrig
awn& cn aircumstanoe and object scatter being taught. It cent be
charecterizal in term of universally applicable set of teechirg beheld -es or
percher (Mae at al., 1984; Darling-thearand and Mclean, 1986; 3ahnern, 1980.

As a moult, teachers otters view the avaltzatiam paraleibree wed in merit pay
plans se invalid. beaver, attempts to improve altars avatigation plots (e.g.,
hiring more evaluators, Incensing evaluator trainirq) involve aikV.tional
caste. Same analysis of the orate and affects of such plans have estimated
that the instructional baguets of =tool eyeballs would hem to inoneses 10 to
15 want to acaramodate a fair evaluetich system based strictly an
paxfoonve bears amy financial ,sneerer usne mule (Mao, 1086).

Won the beheviora that form the testis of the pay-for-policomce criteria
cannot be specified, the plan bocaase compromkeed. Na dhers' pea valve that
Julia:ante are not valid or reliable. Maw, they do rot toderartand has to

leprove emir perfacmenco. Ws, in turn, Node to Paratility, resentmont, and

loom! morale. Motility and d zonerstnint are tergenisred both ammo; teachers

end between teachers and adadnistrstors. Se* ccrditicne ore antithetical to

schools' efforts to berme arms affective by develming
lestmartional teams, a gaol of many reform efforts owl a means to overawe
cassfesicnal isolation, one of the major problame of teaching can (Moons

and Cchea, 1986) .

25
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Hat perhaps U east dmeaging svidsrme an the femeibLty of dewicping an
effective emit pew plen acme tram Rerisne ad Ozhen's (1986) analysis of
sail pay piers with wee longevity. These 111111111=1111/111 found that the plane

that survive teed to waive Into otter Amon of pay kmertive plane that cut
legit imetely be termed "merit pay" or mpsrforainos-besed" plane. Similar
findings ciame in other ocaupetiche (Crimp at al., 1904). Pay-for-
performs= plane fail far the following nieleras:

o Ihe formal prommaires used to evaluate teechers ace of debit:us validity as
of teaching effectiveness --a problems that increases tension

between teachers ad adainiatzetors and tsacher mpasitiore to the Warm.

Aar suisple, at beast one relatively Img-tens career ladder program le en
eivelwaticre anent (the Charlotte-Packlenimmg Flan) wee year review, and Me
recently adjusted that process to melee the sveluetim criteria lees
quantitative and mare qualitative (0aervet, 1988).

o The cospensaticre levels set by merit pay plans cla not usually match
distirquishable differences in teaching effectivereee.

The recently enacted Fairfax CCunty, W merit pay plan has just been modified
to reduce the plan's five compensation levels to only three levels.

o Finally, the exclusive focus an pantomime as the criterion far
oceeparsation in merit pay piens increases the importance of the perfcamarre
sveluittonprOOMSS, which in turn exacembetee feelings of frustration with
avaluaticra problems.

Carew leads:ridges. ghLike merit pay, career ladders are designed to reward
tesohere not ably far outstanding Lead ring, but elm for taking unman, job
reeponsibilitise end participating in professional devolopnent. Thus, career
ladder,: =courage teacher retention by increimaing bath the monetary end
mcrecradamy rewords of a teedhing career. In ma doing, these plane address
both the inadequate pay laeue, and the lack of career develoonent/advmmeent.

The development of career pethe for toddlers is, in fact, a reform espoused by
recent reports examining ways to improve teaching and teacher education (e.g.,
Holmes Report, 1986; Carnegie Forum, 1986). The Ausricars Fewlerstion of
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'radars hie amorted effixtm to maid mss, through data eit firma:Ad
differentiele, fCnr taking an additional professional nagoneibility.

Di veiny cerier ladder plea, teectdrig Is divided into three to five aaser
levale. In other plane, "ly called erter cc antra' teedlare plane, there
ex. only be leashrecular teachers ad seeteriteentor teachers Ito are
accorded axe pay in aschirce fcs (typically) moperviedng, eadating and
o velinting Met-year end other teacher.. Omer 1addar piano ars gradar in
popularity as en alternative Fey incentive plan to Emit pow plan. In saw
cease, merit pey piano lave been replaced by anew ladder pima (14aren and
Wen, 1986; Derliiig-ammard and aarry, 1968).

A of 1986, at Mast 18 statue had enacted cr tonne develcipirg career ladder
plans (Conertt, 1986). haluettan is usually the leant acceptable pert of the
plan to teachers, and the pert that ism oat difficult to laplament.
adeple, two of the earliest wbeteedde career ladder plane (in %aims end
Tissammes) are talking revised to Blame larblames in the eveluaticn systm and
with administrative arerloed (Darling-Memand and tiesxy, 1988). The avelueticn
=pone* of the Ti rwr plan am not immortal by the Mite's teechere; 85
percent did inot believe the career ladder aveluaticn apnea could and( fairly
or effectively (Olsen, 1967, in harling-liemond and terry, 1988). insiber9
(1987, p13. 51-52) reports that teachers hue thus he states report the
following cancer s:

o the fairness of th evaluation system and of the criteria for moving up the
career ladder; also flea tendency of the evalueticn to stifle creativity and
rim use ofewide range of teething styles;

o additional teacher time rewired after school and in sumer to mooch the top
rungs of the ladder;

o link of teether input into the devebppeent and implementation of the
program;

o emphasis an external evaluaticrs, radar then self-arisaiment, and the
rslated orchneis cn ccepstitial between tardier., rather than ccoperaticn
among teachers.

27
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The newer program turd to be locally developed which allows for some teecter
- into progrem *ate' mad leplementatIon. Thew programa admowlecVe the
need far s end wine sting- /aural ftwiirg, we multiple criteria for evaluation
purixesmo, end rewire that deems at even the top nave /pad at least
half-ties inetructing eturimets.

New states are proceeding more cautiously, wing pilot programs In ladd
district,. As Dar ling-iimmend sod Barry (1968, pp. 66-65) note: "Ins musvivai
ar ousser ladder Wei Ins will *pent in large pert, ors the irgermity snit
perseverence of these tart sites in deedoping credible and prectioshis
solutions to the imam of evaluation."

Differential Pest tenet on ehortmee; a whet of five districts.

In recent lemma, faced with persistent shortages in area terching specialty
area, psrtioularly soienoe erpd methematine, or in schools with poor wodeirg
aretitions, v asap ember of echxd district= have isplemented various foam
of differential pay in radar to attract taacheno into thew elpecialties (five
of "filch were studied for this Impart, see Grimmer, 1988). Wes structure of
these incentives varies sarong district. Sam sum structured to aid recruiting
net tsachoni only, while awe help both recruiting and retaining preeent
teachers. Itar incentives differ in their wet to district= and their
effectiveness at eliminating Moravec

The IldsPisst, sittsAgh pet 1y lent cult effective, form of specialty-
Ilrecifia pay is to raise the salary of all teachers within a specialty. A
second alternetive is to raise the pay of iroaning twofers only. This can lie
dye in severed ways. The wet =aeon faro is offering a higher initial pay
Vow, milthotap a cane -tars bawl is also wed.

A more sestrictive variant is to offer higher pay only to certain new him,
Par fie, a 'matching offer- program would filet designed' start:ago
epocsialtiee, tut then allot discretion as to which new recruits received higher
offer" -- often restricted only to those who have higher offers in had firm
other districts as indertry.

Several district'', identified for this report, have tried sane farm of
differential pay -- four in special t Bathing are and ono designed to altar
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its career paths of all traders. The five dtstricts are Heaton, Boston,
lartford, Ode Malty, and Itcharter (NT).

libuqtrres "der ad t 1. Plan" Is an aemple of a local district inentive
moped. It 1982-83 to 1986-87, the lemsettet TrdaparBunt School District
laplaranted several pay incentive props= demigod in increase taserhar
tturbros ad maturation in critical etratege MUM (bath subject erase and
actual locales). Rid-of-teas" stipeds were aid to taschara rho twat*

hardicmpped studints (stipend of $750), =gam nalontion
(1525), batlirqual adamrtdor, mathematics, ar mien= ($150 each). Its qualLty

toad= had to pees the district' teacher sesessaant ad asst attendance
regairamants. Trohare who sat the attamdarre requinams* of admiring no acre
than five days were oleo girin a home of $100 per day for each of the five
snood dart that they did not Elmo (Lg., perfect stbatiner resulted in a
haws stipend of 000). Mecham ware also given $2$0.41700 for MafilllatOrlia
developer* (paateaccralary roterearork), aad $2003 stipends were girt= for
toddling in a school designated as r.isgi priority.

The progrest's anrael oast ranged frost $7 idalicn to $11 million over the four
years of implementation. The state's (and district's) dwindling to ramie
because of oil price declines Eventually led to curtail sent of the program. In
the last year of the program, stipando tore out ad folding was eliminated
altogether in 1987. Distil ad Grin= (1984) =part that an evaluation of
dotatcrea plan after to years indicated isprovemante in teacher attention's ad
teacher turnover, and decreases in teach= vacancies.

Dcarton hes a "matchirso" salary weir= tchermby in designated teaching grew
nay tesoters may be placed high= on the pay goals than their =primal= scold
dictate. Weever, this is dose only if needed to =tots eictstirg salary offers
from litter other adtsmg diatricts or private intratry. Areas currently
daelpstati as eligible for this pogrom wsae bilingual arbostiol, spacial
admostion, mathematics, all adores and compter arts. the program also
clewed minority teachers. Appostisately one-half of rothamatica and eciahas
tellear$ WOMB conertly being hired odor this program with seemed pay. The

lam= of loshared pay oft= alcoseded =CO arraelly. program goo two an
Warr matching salary pogrom in later= for caw 10 years directed toward
tdring vocational schacetion teachers In certain spectialtias. Pb evaluation of
the pogrom has bean done.
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Hartford hie hod a Sa Mgrath in astattome for 10 years which allow higher

placement an the pay scale for new teachers in shortage areas. Stx* areas are
designated by the auperinbandant. Areas cissently designated as eloctege areas

we bilingual edimeticn aril special adreticn. The program allows discratial

an the part of the parsers's' director as to whit individuals are made such

offer.. In gonna's", Hartford end the stets of Clanectioat have had very few

teething shortages over the last 10 years, so the pareannel director stated

that la hoe used ouch offers only in as limited metier of came.

Lode °aunty, Florida has several initiatives aimed at attracting teachers to

specialty &cartage areas. They have a $1000 first year bona for new teachers

in shortage ernes. These areas include English, mathematics, all sciences,

eamptional edscation and certain vocational education areas. The payment is

given in the first year only, maxi no future miler/ is affected. This has been

in operation for three years.

In additian, Dade County provides additienal pay far lhiOlpricrity othoole

(school that ere difficult to staff due to location or student population).

Teachers are givenawnual salary incremental:if $500, $1000, 81500 and $2000 for

their first, award, third and fa firth years of teaching stabigh priority

actcca. After four years the incresant is kept peamenently at $2000. The

state also provides one full tuition scholarship for each state high sdrnl for

a student majoring in ednation. In addition $4000 acholarthips are pmcvided

for students in their June= and senior year in college if they prepare for

teaching in state shortage areas. Areas qualifying include mathematics,

science, exceptional education, Ehglish and Foreign Language.

Pb evaluation has been dons of these poograms, but the personnel officer in

Dada Quity stated that all programs are in their third year, and he thought

them effective. He stated that mathematics and science shortages that were

persistent aver the last 5 years, while pm:misting. are no larger a major

problem.

atelma&ber (NY) City School District's Career Teaching Plan, although not a

differential bey plan, establishes tour career levels for all teachers --

intern, resident, purfessional, and lead teacher. The program is designed to

work herd-in-hand with other teaching professicri and 'school reform efforts in

/
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Sochorter. fir ample, the career plat le designed bo Ircrems teacher
dedotareaking iii achcola, Wawa the teacher induction prow= for new
teachers, and auks the teaching career one of if sot the mat attractive
positions in the school swin e.

"Leer teachers will be paid nearly 1170,000 to share their time between
teaching reepznaibilittee and other isrofaessional activities assisting
begiredng taector interne, dosigning etiscatiorol programs in in city
schools, developing curriculua, and so an., ilhe programs hem Jost been
Initiated; howaver, it is inoludol hoe to provide en ample of a district
effort to anhence teeming statue, improve salaries over the proferamicrol life
of is teacher, and provide proftweicnal opporbritioe for taaahere without
forcing them to leave the profession.

Although no formal evaluation Ms been dais of much programa, we can
ronetheleas melee one inferences regarding their cost-effectivenees bawd on
their ertrucbsre, knomledae of teacher recruiting and attrition patterns, and
economic theory.

The programs that ere likely to be officio* and effective In eliminatim
shortages need to affect bath recruit rig and early retention. as cerceed to
those directed traord careen-oceraitted teachers. Pm"; the three options
reviewed hare --bonus, higher step, and permanent pay Inc:ream only the
higher entry :step prs:grem affects both recruiting and retention, and provides
higher pay only dn-ing the critical early years. It thus avoids paying large
ono me to teachers who are already career-committed. It would probably be the
=et cost-affective of the progress. If tha higher step program is used
*electively, its oast-effactiveness is anhanoed wen =Ere.

analysis of PersuitasestMetortionliolisawn
Options Belated to Taormina tine Profemelumel Conditions of Adhocie

Overview. Emerging teacher eh:a-taws have prompted attention to Mee
structural features of teaching which have made it relative)y teat active
compered to alternative careers. The problems of teaching are wall-knew lung
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address teacher ahem-togas and quality by isproving the preparation of teachers
and t h e p a r d e s i c r e l c o n d i t i o n s o f t eething.

Professions liming policies ere laces that seek to leprove the amply of well-
qualified teachers, enhanoe their preparettal, and encourage the producticn and
transmittal of Imedsing knewlidge. They include strategies to improve the
effective trainirq, recruitment arid =tenth= of talented teachers as well as
train:We to reduce teacher isolation, Increase teachers' input into
initrictional decision eking, and arccurage cchlleglal pnoblere-solving.

leproved Preparation and I Action. Like others *to enter teaching,
asthmatics AM science teacher recruits setplain their choice in terse of
service motives and personal values, such as a deed to work with children, to
cmitribute to society, and to floater learning (Darling-lagescrd, aldern, end
K i r b y , f o r t h o r m i n g ) . T h e p r i m a r y r e w o r d o f t eaching is a sense that the

toucher is ccntrikuting to the growth and develcrseent of his or her students.
This sense of efficacy is crucial for teacher isprovement (Darling-limernd at
el., 1983; liceenholtz and Sitylie, 1984), and it strongly affects student
learning outcries (Bonen and relauglirs, 1977; Armor at al.. 197h; Brccismar,

1977; Rutter at al., 2979).

Teacher attrition is related to thcemo teaching conditions that influence
teacher efficacy -- that is, the teacher's ability to do an effective job of
teeching (Aceenholtz and Siejlie, 1984). Thoes who are bettor prepared for the
challenge of the clasenoom and thmeetto are better sums-bpi in their initial
months of teething weenie efficacious. They are less likely to become

discouraged and join the large ranks of early leavese who cerise a third or
acre of tegUittng teachers.

New recruits to mathematics and solemn teaching affirm the importer* of
Adequate preparation and early wentoring. Those who receive geed creeervice
education and eurportive supervision as beginners appear much more Likely to
feel efficacious and successful than those who seder through special =uteri
that triscate preparation and early mantaring. Three who receive good
preeerrioe ectristion end supportive supervision as beginners appear nisch more
likely to feel efficacious and asocessful than those who enter through special
routes that truncate prepiraticn and fail to offer adequate indiction (Darling-
limmoni, Hudson, and Kirby, for
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New stable and districts are Lurching or conaidielima Indiction or internship
getgrene for begriming teachers. This is an lagorbant depertuve tree the
trsditicnal min* -or-sichs approach to begirming teaching for two equally
legarbint mean: (1) harems tear drig knowledge Is ample: erd requires
judges* in its igpliaaticn, it cemat be fully acquired in a teacher ieduclatim
ammo= and (2) bemuse a teaching profsesbon is first and bowel
acimittsd to the welfare of ortudente, inseciatencid prectitirrare carrot be
allowed to learn a its job without guidance. Sustained indictirn is neciernary
as wall to mama the high attrition rates of new testers and to provide equity
to students, since inemparienced teachers are not rerstedy distributed across
all types of schools and utudents.

Begirning teachers are typically placed in dispecgorttcrete mime in the
octcola and classrooms serving less advantaged students. Schools arrith high
turnover rates are those abandoned by eras ovarian:red teachers lato eeniority
allows them to receive transfers to more desirable la:et:Lone. They are also
the schools which, by necessity. hire the mast new teechecrs (Wise, Darling-

and Berry, 19137). Others have also affirmed this practice:
Hero teachers are often given those andante or courses with whoa aegrarierced
teachers do not wi-21 to deal. Instead of giving beglrning teachers a
maturing erwiecrarent in which to grow, we throw than into a war erne where
bail% the demands and the mortality rate are secessivaly high (ttLeughlin, at
al, 1986).

Increased Collegiality erd Authority. Me of the greatest impediments to
teachers' profess:Lane growth anti skill development is teacher isolatim
Meartolts wad 1984; nerlirg-lievirni at al., 1983: Lortie, 1975). As

schools are traditionally structured, teachers wend most of their time
physically isolated from colleagues, end there are often few cirgenizaticnal
incentives for teacher interactim about specific problem of erliartimal
practice. Thus, teachers are unable to share their ialOonedge aryl teaching
problems go unaddressed.

Effective echcols, however, are chsracterized by czallegial settings in which
taw:twee are able to assist each other and to solve problems collectively. As
in at professions unere peer assistarxe and review are carcnplace, these
onliegiai sohool eettirgo also enhance teacher satisfacticra and efficacy elm;
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with art uient learning outcones (lineenholtm end Steele, 1984; Italberg and

Genova, 1982; Ashtat at al, 1983). Esperienced teachers profit than
apportardtien to ammo new challenges and learlerstep alas. shile lees
amparienoed teachers profit friar) the technical assists= provided by their
ems even colleagues. Opportunities far leaderehip and profesalaml reoogniticn
sees to enhance the -rattan:len of effective, experienced teachers (Rasenhalts
and Serylle, 1984; Chemin and Hutcheson, 1982; Stark et al., 1980).

CUrrent efforts to reetructure schools no that they focus more preductively on
teaching and learning involve a variety of charges that ins ease time for
collective teacher ;gaming, preparation, and problem-solving as srell as
increasing the perecree attentiOn students men receive. Thaw charges range
flue ton teaching arrangements with joint planning time for teachers to core
curriculum errengemants latsidi reduce the absolute nutters of students each
teacher wet caw to know. then =heckles are ten kr the ccntro1 of teacher
teem, many more priockactive strategic° beams possible.

The benefits of increased faculty involoaeont in declaim making are omnfirmed

by the effective schools literature, which indicates that participatory echcca
management by teachers and principals prude:se both student learning gains and
izaMiNeeed teacher satisfaction and retention Realeemie, 1983; Nature, 1984).

Resume allocations and professicralization. Professicnalixing teaching
Eiuggests a reallocation of ad rational (Sollars as investments are made in

"front line" telmen capital more than saxiitoring and inspection system. If
teachers are more carefully x-epeasi and selected, expenditures for exinagernent
systans designed to acremol irumpetence can be reduced. If investments are
made in the front-end of the teaching cagey= for irsecticri support and pre-
tense evaluatico, the costa of continually recruiting art hiring new entrants
to replace the 30-50 perm* who leave in the first fret years will decline

The costs of tend-aid arproachss to staff eavelccuent fox three Who have not

learned to teach effectively will be reined. Similarly ti-e coats of
nemedierting or seeking to dismiss poor teachers as wen as co ;sweating fr.
the effects of their poor teaching an children will decrease its basic
nOtial of professionalization is that strategic investment in teacher

carpetence frees up xeecuross far innovation r learning (Darling-Herecrre

1988).
35
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tamer titans 2017s DORE?

Ilmitrality of the teaching force in science arid mattematios is a primary

=tern of the National Science FoLardatien. The quality of that human reassure

pool is directly rotated to hick' quality teacher preparation program, the

recruitment and retrertiar of science and =emetics teadhere, end their

=timing prafessicnal develcpment. Problem related to theme factors are

particularly severe as they concern minority teadhers and teachers in urban

.

The design of the American educational system requires that is provements in the

recruitment and retenticn of high quality mathematics and science teachers must

take place at the local and state levels. The magnitude and nature of teaching

quality parblees dictate that a cceprehensive and systemic approach needs to be

taken. Again, this is particularly important in large urban districts where

progrems can be fragmented withcut specific efforts to coordinate them.

States need to cersider the importers:ea salary and the professional

conditicre of schools and careers on science and mm athesatice teadher

recruitment and retention. Scientists, educators, state and local edUcetion

officials need to examine the effects of celeriac and professinnal condittens

an the quantity and quality of science end mathematic* teachers. Through

public reverts and analyses of policy and programmatic options the Foundeticn

is prepared to assist in this effort.

The Foundation, through its programs, is able to assist states and local

districts in their teacher recruitment and ratentien efforts. While the

Foundation is rot in a poeition to provide operating sepport or salary

resources. it provides support far efforts in teacher preparerticn, enhancement.

recognition, and profeesicrelization initiatives. These efforta are designed

to enhance the teaching profeasicn in the areas of science and mathematics.

In additicrs the U S. Department of Mention, through the Eiscreesser

Mathematics and Science &battier& Act (FLI00-297, formerly Title II of the

EdUcaticn for Economic Security Act) movidas financial assistance to State

adecatienal agencies, local educaticral agencies, and institutions of higher

education to strengthen the aconcmic =repetitiveness and naticrel irecurity of

the United States by improving the Skills of teachers and quality ,f

irsstructirm in mathematics and science.
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Although there is limited information an the use of them funds, state program

ditme-tore indicate that the primary fame is toad= training, including

sepport for teachers and curriculem specialists to attend NSF-spported

institutes and national and regional at 3s of profesnional organizationn

(Narks 1986).

It NSF' Directorate for Se-loam and Engineering Education, through its Division

of Teacher Preparation and Enhancement, currently supports activities that

include, tut are not limited to, the following:

o The development and evaluation of innovative undergraduate programs for the

preparation of future teachers of science sid/or mathematics in the

elementary, middle/junior high, or high =trots.

o The developnent and evaluaticn of courses, materials, or software that

strengthen the preservice preparaticn of 'heathers by addeessing areas of

WINOOVISS in current programs relative to basic knowledge in acienoe,

mathematics and tedamalcgy, end/or effective methods for teaching end

learning three subjects.

a The development and evaluation of innovative eepariences for preservioe or

beginning teaches that will improve their effectivenmes as teachers mad

will facilitate their induction into the profession.

o The development and evaluaticn of recruitment and retention strategies for

attracting and retaining talented students, particularly members of under-

repreeented populations, in teacher preparative pnograns.

o Research an of tractive strategies relative to the pr vice ph ratios of
teachers and their incksctlal into the profession,

o The development and evaluation of programs designed to address new or
emerging teacher certificeeicns in science or mathmestice.

Atte: These programmatic efforts, in each case, include specific initiatives

to explore and improve the successful participation of minorities end ether

undarrePreeented grave in science and enginewming. The strung equity concerns

of the Frundation make it :reparative that specific and ocreoreherssive efforts be
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foamed cm cities with losoie commentraticne of minority tobalette. ThA

Directorate hes taken sipeoLfic ewe to direct atic efforts at urban

areas and in al:tool systems with large prcoortions of minorities.

ftt_1_, khan Samoa and Nethemtlai allsetiom

The growing need for mathematics, science, and tedhnology education, end the

growing proportions of ednority groove incur notional deotogrephica, make it

urgent for the National Science Fordatkal to a&treee the needs of urban

schools wham large numbers of minority stodonte attend. Projects funded by

the Ptarketticn's teacart enhancement and materials development programa are

already active in city schools. Future projects ca tie together these

activities in a core cceplatestammer.

NSF will be responsive to creaselasmive, syetesic urban initiatives wish vet

iMProvenent seem likely, and wherever there is a clear intro reel on the pert of

the school wean to work with the science, metheestice, and related elicaticro

sties. An appropriate oomprehonsive project micht include groups of

scientists and matomatfr-Umeworking with efkreticn echolarsh, provide

teachers with technical assistance in the design and development of school-

based profeesicrel develcgment and training efforts. Simultaneously, education

edholars would collaborate with =tool-based faculty and staff in projects to

*Prove professicnal oanditime at the school, (e.g., now curriculum.

cooperative learning, per coaching, team teaching, special uteffing, new

etandards and review) schedules). Amusement experts could work to assure that

Student ameement and district mccuntability programs support desired stip:lent

learning. All of these compormIte, under a collaborative .Aebrella, would

constitute a pronising systemic reform.

Any systemic improvement effort wculd include elements of professicrel

development for teachers, subetartial changee in the role, status and training

of teachers, and significant evidence of larcroved system support. This might

include such devices as specialised teaching sndicr support staff in the

science and asthmatics areas, increased teacher preparaticn time, improved

laboratories, aka' many other techniques that have bean suggested by

ectication cteervers. Some current NSF programs address one oar more of these

issues; however, systemic efforts will need taimultaneCus action on all frmnts.
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Ultimataiy, however, improvement in science and mathematics education must take

pleas locally within adhools. There is increasing agreement that the critical

declaims regarding improvement in education prognme must involve the pawl°

who are cloesst to the learners -- teachers and school-baned adminizrtratore.

This is eevecially true in the case of the &ergo urban systems, which also have

the moat severe problems. Their atuSmabs tend to drop out early; avoid

science, mathematics, and engineering; and are aecng those who are least

suoceseful in science and methematics =urges.

Secceesdel systemic improvements ahould integrate science and surthernatioe

improvement with brood reform efforts stimulated by local, state, and natural

leadership caatUmbans involving edvatars, business leaders, and government

officials. NSF has initiated some of these activities through its Science? and

Engineering Educaticm pregmens. R example, tEX has comported the

Mathematical Science Education Board and the American Associatiorx for the

Advancement of Science efforts to define essential learning in science and

mathematics. Teacher wed:malls* projects have increased teadher leadership

capacities and tie contunt knowledge of classroom teachers. And, materials

development projects in elementary science are being pilot tested in tic direde

of schools.

Feture systemic efforts will be in a position to use mat has been supported

and tie the following disareteefforts together;

o redefine the learning outcomes essentia1 for a K -12 science end mathmatics

education;

o experiment with alternative approaches to steffing science and mathematics

teething;

o lux:rease teacher participation in designing the matheratice/science

curriculum and selecting materials;

o improve the content knowledge and skills of teachers; (professional

developrent)
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o aspexement with alternative teaching arrangements, organizational
structures, end declaim making procedures.

State &ii ice and lartheestice reboatias liproereent

State governments usee the principle responsibility fen. public eleation.
Governors, legielatxxrs and chief atate axial officers, seeking together with
eCientisise mettionstiolins. and *treaters, are in a strategic position to
develop and iriplearent a oceprehansive set of science and eatheartice educatim
iliproverrents. States will need to amass paLielea, regulatory Practices,
rewards, barriers, and incentives as they relate to ac.ienoa taxi mathematics
terwhire eel learning.

ernerehensive ...tate initiated policies and pnogran incattives Mar the
improvement of echool-based K-12 science and mathanatice edicaticn ern needed.
Such pergresre Ohould be designed to make teaching an attractive career for
inierldeals who have strong be Cow in science and setteseatice. Such
Imogene, consistent with cr in sepnort of local initiatives, should include
efforts to:

o isceseine and initiate epprepriate state policiee and practices related to the
recruitment and rat tics of science end mathematics teachers.

o isprove the preparatim sad inlet/en of new science and methernetica
teachers and to rectos needless barriers to entry into tic profession by
irelividualia with storing be curds in science and mathematics.

o experiment with new types of policies which provide incentives for school
districts to sepport school -breed improvements which whence the
esinfessienal ccanditions for teachers and their careers.

o reeleistate school regulaticne that impede the leplemeatatim of sound
curricular and teaching practices (e.g., irtnient hurting ar assessent
program in science and nethematicre eo that they are ansiebent with &wired
learning weds for ettsiente)-

o import srtaff develcprent and technical essietersoe to lead Weenie.
o devise incentives which prcente local school decision making cm the part of

the teachers and assure that three decisions are as fully infarpe3 as
posaibla with regard to sound content and teachirer knowleckje in science and
mathematics.
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APPENDIX V
I4PR 198sNATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

WASMNOTON DC 20,50

April 3. 1989

Honorable Doug Waigron
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science,
Research and Technology

Committee on Science, Space
and Technology

House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Walgren:

I am pleased to submit this report on the structure of a
"College/University Innovation Research" program. This report
is requested in Section 114 of.the 1989 National Science
Foundation Authorization Act.

The report addresses the design of a program to assist members
of the academic community in the pursuit of high quality
research leading to potential commercialization, with emphasis
on regional economic development. The program design is
patterned on the current Small Business Innovation Research
program. Implementation could come from any Federal agency, and
would be most appropriate for a "mission agency."

I trust the report will help you in assessing the potential for
regional economic development based upon university/business
interaction. Moreover, I hope that the report will serve as a
stimulus for your comments on the program's design and its
implementation.

Sincerely,

Erich Bloch
Director

Enclosure: A Report: College/University Innovation Research

cc: Honorable Sherwood Boehlert
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A REPORT: COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY INNOVATION
RESEARCH

I. INTRODUCTION

Section 114 of the National Science Foundation Authorization Act
of 1989 requires the preparation and submission of a report on
how to assist members of tw.% academic community to pursue high
quality research of economic potential. Such research would be
conducted at a wide range of colleges and universities, including
smaller institutions which do not traditionally receive Federal
research funds. The Act specifies that the report shall:

* describe the procedures, terms, and conditions necessary for
the establishment of a program patterned after the Small
Business Innovation Research Program to assist college and
university faculty to pursue research of economic potential;

* analyze the feasibility of establishing funding recoupment
mechanisms to offset the cost of such assistance; and

* state whether such a program is appropriate and feasible
and, if so, the steps which shall be taken to establish and
carry out such a program.

These three issues are addressed in the following sections of
this report.

1
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II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Many academic researchers have expressed interest in a program to
convert their research results into usable technology. Ten years
of successful Federal experience with the Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) program, which also strives for
technology transfer and regional economic devlopment, suggests
that a CUIR program patterned on the SBIR program has high
potential for success.

Program Design

The program design for CUIR follows the SBIR pattern. It starts
with a program solicitation calling for Phase I proposals for
work at a college or university, and follows through with a
Phase II research award to competitively selected Phase I
awardees. Phase II research would be carried out in both the
university and the private sector. Phase III comprises the
private-sector sponsored development and commercialization
effort. A more detailed description of the proposed program
follows.

Phase I (Feasibility): Performance Period and Funding

Because Phase I addresses only the feasibility of a research
Concept, the SBIR program experience ineicates that a short
research term is desirable. The underlying logic is that a
successful first phase serves to validate a research concept. It
is this phase which furnishes the data, in minimum time and
cost, that determine whether a major applied research thrust
should be initiated. Moreover, because this report considers a
five year pilot study, long Phase I projects would hamper the
evaluation of the program's merits. Thus, a six-month term for
Phase I seems appropriate. The timing of Phase I program awards
would be made so as to permit much of the project work to be
carried out during the summer when university researchers can
devote more attention to it.

With regard to the level of Phase I research support, it appears
that similar funding should be required in academia for
accomplishing the Phase I "validation" objective (i.e., showing
the potential of the proposed research) as is required by the
small business community under the SBIR program. Thus a $50K,
six-month period Phase I is recommended. Phase I research
objectives should thus be similar to those for SeIR, with one
addition: during the Phase I period, the academic researcher must
select a private sector "partner" with whom to collaborate in
later stages of the project,

This partner must participate in the Phase II research to
enhance commercialization potential of the project. This

2
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"partnership" is an essential component of the knowledge and
technology transfer process, as well as of economic development
resulting from such university/business coupling. This
partnership concept constitutes a major departure of the CUIR
approach from the SSIR model.

Phase II (Research Performance and Funding)

The Phase II program should be a two -year research effort at
*bout the $250-3005 level. The objectives of this phase are the
completion of the necessary research, the involvement of a
private sector research organization and, where appropriate, the
training of students. If the program is to serve a technology
transfer function to convert university research into
technology, then there must be significant private sector
research participation in this phase to insure the commercial
direction. Since the program strives for conversion of research
into commercially viable technology, some research during this
stage is likely to be "proprietary" in nature. This raises the
question of the impact of CUIR research on other research in the
university laboratory. To avoid the conduct of proprietary
research on campus, it is recommended that Phase II awards be
made to the smell business firm. with research performed jointly
in both the small business and university laboratory: non-
proprietary portions may be carried out by the college/university
partners in their laboratories. This arrangement will insure both
improved technology transfer and, at the same time, protection of
those proprietary aspects of the research. Therefore, jointly
prepared Phase II proposals would be submitted by the private
sector partner and would contain the commitment to proceed to
Phase III, provided the research is successful and a potential
market for the technology exists.

Phase III (Developmental Performance and Funding)

A developmental Phase III is provided by private-sector funding
to commercialize the technology. The performance period cannot
be clearly defined and depends upon the technology. Funding migtt
Come, as in the case of SBIR, from large industrial firms,
Federal technical agencies, venture capital firms, joint
ventures, R&D limited partnerships, advance purchase orders,
State development agencies. and other sources, including the
small firm itself, provided that its assets are sufficient.

Consideration for "Less Funded Research Institutions" (LFRI)

Review of Federal research awards indicates that among those 185
institutions normally considered as "research universities,"
approximately 80% of the support went to the top 55 institutions.
The Foundation's experience with the SBIR program shows similar
trends. In this instance eighteen of the fifty states received

3
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almost 871 of the awards. Consequently, there appears to be
Justification for a special consideration for awards to

Ulster. in LFRI's and in strces where technologically based
economic growth has not occurred, provided the research was
judged meritorious. In many instances, the LFRIPe may not have
sufficient facilities or instrumentation to carry out the work as
efficiently. Therefore, if the objectives of assuring
participation of lesser research institutions, minority
institutions, and intitutions located where regional devlopment
by promoting economic growth through technology are to be met,
some special criteria must be included in the evaluation process
that take account of the particular circumstances of these
participants.

The Poundati n already has special programs of this type; fan
example, the EPSCoR program. Based on this experience, regional
economic development potential must be accorded major importance
in the proposal review and evaluation process. Proposal
evaluation criteria can be developed which, while continuing to
insure high quality research, emphasize the innovative nature of
the project and the relative local economic benefits of high
technology business development. Grantee selection would
emphasize technical merit in conjunction with commercialization
potential. The proposal screening and review process would follow
the general procedures used in the SBIR program, except that
industrially based reviewers would be used extensively to screen
for commercial value.

Sole of Small Business

While it can be argued that private sector participation in
Phases II and III should be open to all firms, there are
arguments for restricting direct participation in CUIR to small
businesses as research partners. Most large firms are already
well coupled to the university research community and have other
avenues for cooperation, It would be counterproductive, for
example, if large, firma were to substitute CUIR program funds for
their ongoing university research commitments. Additionally, some
of the most effective technology transfer paths have been between
university research and small high-technology firms. Larger
firms often enter the process for technology licensing,
distribution, or even acquisition, when market pressures overtaND
technology development. In addition, the small business path
offers the university researcher the opportunity to participate
in the further development of a small firm. The partnership
portion of the progrAm uhould be limited to small business
participation, at 1,r;t during the pilot stage of the program.

4
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RECOUPIIENT

The concept underlying the "recoupment" of reviser& expenditures
is that profits stemming from "successful" project., constitute
input to a fund which supports new projects. In theory, this
would make the program self-sustaining. This provision entails
problems in its administration for the Government and the
university, and may tend to limit subsequent private sector
capital interest in the program. The recoupment concept was
considered when the Federal patent procedures for small
businesses and nonprofit institutions were revised in 1979.
Recoupment was dropped from the legislation at that time because
of anticipated implementation difficulties. Implementation of
recoupment is difficult because it requires specific definitions
of project success or failure, as well as the terms of repayment.
These questions are discussed briefly in the following
paragraphs.

The administrative problems relate to the filing of patents by
the university or the small business partner, and the subsequent
ownership of patents or rights by these parties, should these
become the basis for implementing recoupment. In this regard, it
is important to establish levels of license fees or royalties,
and how these are to be applied to recoupment. Another concern
relates to capital investment potential. One of the major
anticipated benefits of the program is enhanced economic growth
on a regional basis. This requires the influx of private sector
capital in the later stages of the program. Private investment
sources might view a recoupment provision as an "encumbrance" on
the technology. Thus, recoupment might well inhibit the influx ofprivate capital for Phase III and stifle the important objectives
of regional economic development and technology transfer.

Additionally, the requirement of "recoupment" or "forgivable
loans" raises several important questions of definition in its
implementation. The first is: who pays back the original *loan,'
the academic institution or the private sector business that
eventually commercializes the technology? Second, what is the
basis for the recoupment? Is the basis to be a royalty on units
produced, on sales volume, or on the profits of the
commercializing firm? If the basis for recoupment is to be a
university-owned patent obtained as a consequence of the grant,
academic institutions may not be too keen on accumulating present
"debt" in the hopes of a risky payoff later. A third and more
difficult issue is the question of and criteria for "success."
How is success to be measured and how is ownership to be
apportioned? Finally, "forgiveness" criteria must also be
developed to take care of the projects which are not successful.
Thus, the recoupment requirement envisioned in the legislative
proposal raises many questions of a legal and economic nature
which might well jeopardize the benefits of the program.

5
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Therm are possible organisational mechanisms which could be used
to overcome the above-listed problems. Among these are limited
RID partnership* in which the supporting agency, the academic
institution, venture capital, and the private sector Small
business become partners. Most Federal agencies and academic
institutions lack experience in the role of putting together
auch an organisational structure. Indeed, some academic
institutions may find such a role inappropriate for them as non-
profit educational entities- Thus, implementing such an approach
could become a Major administrative problem.

Since the program seeks to stimulate early innovative
development followed by larger firm interest or investment, the
ultimate aim is to create investment opportunity, stimulate new
product sales, and obtain profits and growth. If the program is
successful, it should stimulate and provide int.zrtives for
growth of the GNP. Since revenues from federal taxes amount to
about twenty cents of every GNP dollar, this type of eventual
payback represents recoupment in a very real, albeit indirect
sense.

Direct recoupment based upon license fees, or other complex
contractual procudses, provide investment disincentives and
inhibit economic development, thereby preventing accomplishment
of program objectives. Patent end license questions between
universities and the private sector remain their mutual
responsibility. The sponsoring agency should not be placed in the
position of becoming the focus of recovering costs of successful
government-funded research.

6
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IV. PROGRAM FEASIBILITY

Because of a decade of Federal experience of with the SBIR
program, it appears that a program structured as outlined abovecould be implemented, possibly o' en experimental basis. If theprogram were initiated, an evaluation component should beincluded in the program at the outset. For illustration, anexample of the cost of a five-year pilot CUIR program is givenin an appendix to this report.

Program Administration Needs

The administration and management costs are estimated at SI ofthe program costs. This figure provides for program staff,
administrative personnel casts, and proposal evaluation expenses.
Evaluation

An evaluation component should be incorporated in the programfrom the beginning, and that funding for this should be includedin any new program budget. At the outset of the program, it issuggested that "baseline data" on the technology transfer ofresearch, and the entrepreneurial attributes of the research
faculty be obtained to the extent possible. Budgeting I% of theprogram funds would provide significant evaluation data.

Program Implementation

As envisaged, the program would follow much the same process asthe SBIR program, with a solicitation issued annually, allowingtwo months proposal response. The topic areas in the solicitationwould be similar to,perhaps
even identical with, the SBIR topics.With regard to eligibility for submitting a proposal, all facultymembers at research institutions would be encouraged toparticipate.

While implementation of a CUIR program at the Foundation isfeasible, questions of purpose and priorities arise. Budgetconstraints dictate the ordering of the Foundation's objectivesand assigning prioities to them. The primary thrusts of theFoundation's programs are the support of leading-edge research atuniversities, with the consequent increase of the knowledge base.human resources development.and the support of education inscience and engineering. Thus, the ranking of a CUIR programamong the Foundation's priorities lies below those inititiatives
for supporting scientific and engineering research, with adequateprovisions for the enhancement of science education. While theeffort under Phase I of a CUIR program is an extension of theFmundetinn'e rngnarrh thtp"tn, thn pepc,a !I effort,m aromore applied 3n inelu 5wleiak;141a4ab asefforts are the Federal mission agencies and the private sector.
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Therefore, one approach to achieving the technology transfer and
economic growth objectives of a CUIR program is to turn the
support of Phase II projects over to the mission agencies or the
private sector.

8
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V. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Foundation believes that the outlined CUIR program can be
Succeasfully implemented on an experimental basis. Thu following
specific elements characterize the recommended experimental
program:

* the CUIR program solicitation would parallel the SBIR
solicitation topics,

* all faculty at research institutions would be encouraged to
participate,

* Phase I feasibility project would be for six months with a
maximum of SSOK,

* Phase II research program would be for two years at
$250-300K, performed jointly by a university/industry
partnership,

* industrial partnerships would be restricted to small
business with Phase III follow-on funding commitment
required,

* recoupment would be excluded because of implementation
problems, and

* en evaluation component would be included the outset.

Implementation of this program at the Foundation would require
specific additional budget authority to cover the estimated
program and staff costs. Evaluation is key to the assessment of
whether the program works in expanding high-technology economic
growth, and in promoting tha transfer of knowledge from the
university research base to industry.

However, there are some concerns surrounding the implementation
of the CUIR program, including:

* The impact of the CUIR research on other research in
university laboratories if proprietary research is
involved,

* 4f Phase II awards under a CUIR program are made to small
businesses to assure retention of proprietary data and to
promote commercial potential, there is then little
difference between the SBIR program and the CUIR program
outlined, except for the ownership of any patents resulting
from universit initiation of the project. While colleges
or universities cannot be awardees under the SSIR program,

9
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the SBIR statute does not restrict their parti:Jpation.
Although the Small Business Administration policy
restricts tenured faculty from serving as principal
investigators hecausc of their primary university
employment, roughly fifty percent of the Foundation's SBIR
grants presently have some college and university
participation.

* There is little chance that MIR could become self-
sustaining. Thus, implementation of this program could come
at the expense of higher priority research efforts.

Because mission agencies would tend to reap greater
benefits from the productn developed, these agencies would
he more appropriate for the program's implementation.

1 0
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APPENDIX

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF PILOT PROGRAM COSTS

One of he major '.1-.)e ztives of the pilot CUIR program is to
determine whether stimulating the academic research community to
interact with small business can reduce the time lag between
investment in academic research and the first introduction of a
commercial product. The average time lag for this process has
been estimated by several researchers to be seven years. The
success of a pilot CUIR program in addressing this objective
depends to a large extent on the academic community's response to
the program solicitation. This response, in turn, governs the
cost of the pilot program.

Estimated Program Costs

It is difficult to estimate the response of the university
research community ts.,, a CUIR program. However, it would not be
unusual for a new program to stimulate the receipt of 1,000
proposals. Using a 1[11 ratio of proposals to awards for Phase I
would result in snout 100 awards (each at 850K) during the first
year. This would require a first-year budget of approximately
65 million. In subsequent years, additional costs beyond the
annual Phase 1 budget of $5 million would be incurred. These
costs would result from the annual award of approximately 40
Phase II projects at 5250-300K, or about $12 million. This would
bring annual budgets in these out-years to about $17 million. in
the sixth and final year of a five-year pilot effort, another 40
Phase II projects, selected from among the fifth year Phase I
awards, would require a budget of about $12 million. Thus, the
complete pilot effort would require total program funds of
$85 million. Table 1 summarizes estimated cost elements by 50ar.

Program Cost
Administration
and Overhead
Cost*

Table 1 Summary of Estimated Costs

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

85.0M $17M S17M 817M $17M 812M

S400K $1.3M $1.3M $1.3M $1.3M $1.0M

* Administration and Overhead expenses were estimated at 8% Of
the program CO':,tfi and include staff, pronosal evaluation and
processing, a., well as program evaluation.

11
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OFFICE Of THE
DIRECTOR

NATIONAL SCIf NCE FOUNDATION
VVA51-11NC;1 C Zc)550

November 29, 1988

Honorable Robert A. Roe
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As the Committee requested in its report accompanying the
National Science Foundation Authorization Act for Fiscal Years
1989 and 1990 (H.R. 4418), I am pleased to enclose an FY 1988
list of awards for research involving acid rain.

Over the past three years research related to acid rain has
increased steadily from sixty active awards in FY 1986, to
sixty-three in FY 1987 and sixty-eight in FY 1988. Funding
levels ranged from $1.49 million in FY 1986, to $2.30 million
in FY 1987 and $1.97 million in FY 1988.

There is strong interest in this research area, as evidenced by
the increase in number of awards. The decrease in dollars
between FY 1987 and FY 1988 derives from awards initiating
large-scale experiments on the nitrogen cycle. After large
start-up investments in FY 1987, lower levels of funding are
providing the support necessary to continue these experiments
in FY 1988.

We will continue to monitor awards for fundamental research in
this environmentally and economically important area, and will
be happy to supply you with award lists in future fiscal years.

Sincerely,

Erich Bloch
Director

Enclosure

cc: Honorable Manuel Lujan, Jr. w/Enclosure

U 41
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PIfinstitution Title/Durationflttal
adihaliSLESLIA3

Percent Dallarellear.

C. Richirdeon A laboratory Maly of Sulfate 20% $ 10,200
IL Ukases and Nixed Boltats-Nitrate

Retie lee
12 ace. $51,000

W. Chimidee Sae Demelcimerst ard Validation 20% $ 10,000
Ourgia 'hart of a 3-0 Chemical Tranaport Nadel

for Osiantices Maw from North
barite
12 ace. $60,000

W. asersidea Tbs Wlaitlsy of Clout; mid its 201 $ 19.500
Margie a We in Pisompheric Chesicel

qvIes
12 sam. $94,400

T. Nreakav Cloud Cheter Maly of SD 20% $ 25,100
leause Berkeley Cuidation by Ccabsstice 2
laboratory Strakazte

12 U. $125,400

P. Davidovits Hataeogenoue Reaction Rates 201 $ 25,000
Beton 0211490 of Claud Joni Ito Etuplete

33 U. $125,000

I. Mb:rem Sinetice and Plectsethee of 10% Zero in FY 88
U. Oalcsado Zeportant Atecagherio Reaction
(Denver) 12 U. $56,000

B. Huebert nalcuheric Pc idity: The 20% $ 26,000
SRI Day-Doccsition of Nitric Acid

'Savor
12 mos. $129,999

R. Cher/eon Acid-Bame Ministry of Sarin, 20% $ 22,200
Moller Air
U. Ileidrqtcn 12 ace. $111,000

D. Davis A Macuartatraviolet 20% Zero in FY 88
R. Stickel TbatofragmentatioulLaser-lniuced
Geomia Tads Flouramome Senecir thr

Noeurament of Atm:boric Trace
Games
12 we. $164,900

F. Borland Ralioactive Truer 10% $ 9,000
U. Cal., Irvine Investigations of Sale Ms-Maw

Reactions of Potential
.Atmouheric ThErctance
12 U. $90,000
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PX/Mmitiboticet

P. Warm
U. Ithimmota

P. Hobbs
D. limn
L. Badice
U. of thehington

A. lizepson
Spawn College

G. Vali
U. Wyoming

P. Statelier
Marine Biological
Laboratory

D. last
Penn State

D. awnStan State

17. GaLloway
II. Virginia

P. Babe;
U. Washington

D. Jacobs
itarvand

824

Titls/Damtionelbtal

&pedimental Studies of
Gairlesaymol Meectiors
6 am $22,080

Studies of Claud Chemistry on
the Nemecials
12 um $19,999

The Chmdcal Cimprosition of
Precipitation at a Southeast=
&ben Site
12 am $37400

Field lamennement of
In-Clod Sulfur
Dicadde addation
12 we. $145,000

=sE4alfide and Qat=
Bodasione from

Timporate and Boreal &rests
Along an Acid-Bain Gradient
12 mos. $127,400

A Stably of Plicrophysical
Itcaesses Associated with the
Atinapberic Bemoval of Moisture
and Tome Chemicals by Precipitating
Clouds
12 mos. $100,000

Organic Adds aid Aldehydes in the
limbo Atmoophere
12 mos. $66,000

The cycling and Deposition of
Sulfur, Nitrogen and Organic Acids
Over the North Atlantic Oa=
12 woe. $87,000

Bulbar in Marina Atmospheres A
Ortinsetion to the Global
At icapberic Chemistry Program
12 nos. $200,000

MI: Transport and Chemistry of
Tracy Species in the Tropospewee
12 ens. $62,500

8 n4 1

Percent Dollaralitemr*

20% $ 8,800

20% $ 1,000

200 Zero in FY 88

20% $ 29,900

204 S 29,500

10% $ 10,000

204 $ 13,200

10% $ 8,700

10% $ 20,000

20% $ 12,500
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Titladkorationfiatal Pervert Dollars/Mari

C. Ridembon A Laboratory Stu of Sulfate 20% 6 10,200
U. Azicemas aid Mud pulls-Nitrats

Nortialas
12 nos. $51,000

V. CM/amides Ilis Dimelzpnent and Validation 20% $ 10,000
asorgis Medi of a 3-D Comical Tcarnizat Nola

for *abolition ikolfUr 032111 North
Monica
12 mos. $50,000

11. Opeabies Ms Chsedstmy of Clouds and its 20% $ 18,900
Oecagia Tech Nola in 1Usrapberio Chasioal

CYvial
32 mos. $94,400

T. Pcsodeme Cloud Comber Study of SO 20% $ 25,100
Loma= Ssdoiley Ceddation by Ontustion 2
laboratory Pot/duets

32 nos. $125,400

F. Davidowitz Iletarogancus Reaction It 20% $ 25,000
Boston College of came and fog Drcplets

12 nos. $125,000

1,. Alderson Kinetics end Nooloanism of 10% Zero in FY 88
U. Colorado Important Atmecharic Remotions
(Darner) 12 nos. $54,000

B. lambert Atmospheric Acidity: Ths 204 $ 26,000
SRI lay-Ceposition of Nitric Acid

Vapor
12 nos. $129,999

R. Charism kid -Baas Chemistry of Marine 20% $ 22,200
Rh Zoller Air
U. ilashirgton 12 moo. $111,000

D. Davis A Vactue-Ultaivialat 20% 2e n, in FY 88
N. Stickel Motattagandatianflaser-Induced
Caorgia Tech Flouranance Sena= far

Mesommont of Atmq:heric Trace
MAPCO

12 ma. $164,900

F. Medard Radioactive Tracer 10% $ 9,000
U. Cal., Irvine Investigations of Same Gas -Haase

Reactions of Ritailtial
Mmoschario Tsportanoe
12 mos. $90,000
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PI/Institution

R. Shivering
U. Mimes °

J. Weinsbahr-Lloyd
SOMY-Old Westbury

J. Willey
U. North Oirolina,
Wilmington

Jacob
Harvard

826

Titlefturationf Altai

Excess Sulfate in the brine
Etundary War
12 eca.. $45,000

Cbmietry of Itchegan Peroxide
in Cloudketer
12 ans. $42,400

Organic Acids in Coastal North
Carolina Rainweter
18 sos. $35,867

Three-Dimensional Sizadations
of Icrig-Range Pollutant Transpcmt
222 Rn and 210 142 as Tracers
12 ace. $67,300

SW-total Atinzefneric Sciences Grant Research

Acddquin Related Research at WCAR in FY 87

Division of Atmospheric Sciences 'Intel

ZialtEELi11.2112fdad
Percent Dollars/Yearl

104 $ 4,500

20% $ 8,500

20% $ 4,800

10% LA.724

$397,800

$200,000

$597 , 800
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IllyiailamtilicticiinftsoLancLikmauzam

Plangthalticia Title Lantiun

J.D. Aber
V New
Hampshire

F.H. Hannan
Yale

C.T. Drisooll
Syracuse U.

T.J. Fahey
Cornell

A. Giblin
Ecosystems
Certer, MEL

G.E. Likens
NY Botanical
Garden

J.J. Magnuson
U W1- Madison

S.R. Carpenter
U Notre Dame

D.A. Crossley
U Georgia

CilvV.iiC ...Mogen Additions to
Fo".est lkosyntems
12 mos. $119,501

Collakmative ROsearCh:
Hydrologio-flutrient Cycle Inter-
action in aa11 Undisturbed and
flan - Manipulated Ecosystem

12 nos. $183,687

C011aborntive Researdh:
Hydrologic Nutrient Cycle Inter-
action in Snail Undisturbed and
Man-Manipulated Ecosystems
12 nos. $104,000

long-term Research at
Hubbard Brodk
12 mos. $399,841

The Changing Sulfur
Cycle of lakes
12 mos. $206,765

Collaboiative Research:
Hydrologic - Nutrient Cycle Inter-
action in Small De disturbed and
Manipulated Ecosystems
12 NCO. $205,888

Comparative Studies of a Suite of
Lakes in Wisconsin
12 nos. $360,000

Collaborative Research: Cascading
Trephic Interactions and the
Variance of Lake Ecosp,tem
Prodectivity
12 nos. $109,000

hCkl Rain 13*44tcd
Priamt LPLINzbacs

704 $ 63,651

304 $ 55,106

704 $ 73,000

20% $ 80,000

SO4 $ 165,412

504 $ 102,900

104 S 36,500

20% $ 21,800

Comparative Studies of Forested 30% $ 109,500
WaterSheds at Coweeta Hydrologic
Laboratory, North Carolina
12 nos. $364,968



21Thrstitutice ZUJealitit4.1213

J.F. kitchen
U Wisconsin
Madison

A. Chalmers
U of GA

M. Davis
J. Paster
U of MN

C. acmes
NY Botanical
Garden

N.W. Paerl
U of NV

S.L. Ruse
0. Schimel
C.S. U

0.1.t. WI-AU:head

Indiana U

828

truicii3rdn_RfolatA
rezmat rcilivsagmr,

Collaborative Research: Cascading 20%
Trophdc Interactions aril the
Variance of Lake ECosysten
Productivity
12 nos. $97,910

Subtotal Ecosystem Staidies
grants Programs

Arsenic in 'Thermal Spring
Ecosystems: Distribution and
Cycling
12 mas. $41,986

Reconstxwting Forest Stand
Histories and Soil Development
From Paleoocologicaa Evidence
12 nos. $135,922

$ 747,469

10% $ 4,199

20% 27,184

REU: Multiple Stress Interactions 100%
on Cettonwood and 'Their Chemical
Mediation
12 res. $6,220

6,220

Physiological Ecology of Cyna- 20% $ 73,984
bacterial-mi=nbial Ommortia
Daring Uevolopnont of a Poliferation
of Nuisance Blooms
12 nos. $119,920

Below around C and N Exchanges
Between Plants Connwted by
Myoorrhizal Fungal Nyphae
12 am. $47,f50

10% $ 4,7!)5

Valeoecological Investigation of 100% $ 140,000
Recent Acidification Trends in
the Sierra Nevada
12 mos. $140,000

Utrtal lixdixTy Grd Its pi-LAp



nalutitutim 3Q' m3W

J. Titus
SUM-Binghamton

A.J. ORAO
itbOCA 03011eKle

J. Sperry
U VT

829

Submersed Macrophytes: Throe
Levels of Response to Lake
Acidification
12 nos. $53,000

Genetic Basis of Heavy Metal
Iblernnce in the Moos, 1?a3
bantalreta_0
12 mos. $55,044

PlEcheuliass of Xylem Embolism in
True Species
12 natl. $170,000

Re-tattcl

itfO1.71t12911i1tG/Xeslr

101 S 5,000

101 $ 6,000

5%

Ampalation Biology Grants Program

Wfal Division of Biotic System
and Resourres

99-j06 89

$ q`..,3,811



F.I./InstitUtiOn

R. Refries
NAS/NRC

H. HUllins
Syracuse U

S. Epstein

L.F. Noland
Mbrehouse
°allege

E. Barron
Fenn State

L. Kamp
PmnIStabe

S. Barker
NAS

J. Harsh
HUsh State U

830

DIVADigl41121dh.Egicrale-2

&JIMA reilArtglear*

Support for Scientific Committee 100% $ 5,000
on Problems of the Bavironment
(WPM

Raleolinnolcqy and Climatal egy S 11,616
of N York State Finger lakes

Oxygen, ROdrogen, carbon, Silicon 204 $ 36,506
and Nitrogen Isotope Studies of
Natural Occurring Riterials

An eliergradliatA! Research Program Certinuing Grant,
in Ehrth and Aterepherie Science No funds in FY BS

The Glotal Water CycTe: Fast,
Present, and FUture

Coupled Models of Ceschemical
Cycles and Clinate

cpl'ortialities in the Hydrological
Scimoes (Newt)

The Stability and Surface
Chemistry of Allophone and
imogolite

501 $ 1,675

30% 5 20,000

20% $ 5,000

30t $ 3px49:1

Total Division of Earth Sciences

LIt ;z

$ 131,422



Kamstivatios

G.J. McRae
Carnegie-
Mellon

E.L. Peck
Nydex Corp.

NRC/NAS

C. T. Driscedl
Syracune Univ.

P. S. Eagleson
Mann. Inst. of
Itxtmology

K. lal Gauri
Univ. of
Louisville

F. Christine=
D. W1-01ilurauki?

s.A. Botte.rinvi

Texan MM

831

Obdinial9L.Alsalangatal_
.1- it

Dmaranotali2mkmina2maxo

TitIginmotigniZotAl ltroot DPIlwrziamr!

WIAnalysis and CWadzatien 100% $ 62,500
Of Envirrnirntal Mbdels
12 ass. $62,500

SBIRThase II. Remete easurement 100% 2c4e in FY AR
of Naze Layers Over Lard
24 mos. $199,605

Suppcmt for the Scientific
Committee an Problems of the
Environment (SCOFF) (FUnded
jointly with other NSF-Pzuj amn
for a total of $70,000--entries
listed separately.)

100% $ 5,000

FYI-- Drainage Basin Ecesystem 100* $ 62,51i0

Response to Inputs of SulfUrio
and Nitric Acids in the
tku-theantem United Statel;
11' mos. $62,500

Equilibrium Models of Climitv- 100* Zciu in FY Bs
Soil-Vegetation Interaction
12 Z. W9,374 including $36,4-4,
from FY 1987

Effects of Air Fellutants en the 1001 Zero in FY 6R
Deterioration of Marble
24 mos. $133,540

Hill.orical Fluxes of Pollut.taltri 100* S 102,901
frnm Deconvolution of Sedimmtrry
Records
24 mos. $191,322

lino arch Initiation; Medeling
and Fttimation of Soil/Air
Centaminant Flux
24 mos. $59,923

loot .?9,.9.6c)

Total of avv irorrrnta I Etvg i neer Inc

tIr.ints Pmejnarn 5 2C2, U 1
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atkislistaglaAngUt

Agict2pinAplatod
Manotitytim 1114vamrPtigo iVrcimt rO1lonVW4r!

T.C. NWierding NarbleNthitharing and Mr i $ _26.9132
Pollution in Eantern bbrth Marko

'otal for Social end Ea:no:de Sciences __10.942

TOtal for the National Science FOundation $1,974,796

Rounded to maivst $100.

C.' .
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T'ATIONAL SOF NCE FOUNDATION
WASHUM6TON DC.. 205T10

December b. 1988

Honorable Robert A. Roe
Chairman, Committee on Science.

Space and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In the report accompanying H.R. 4418, the N5F Authorization Act, the
Committee requested a report on actions taken in response to the 15
recommendations in the National Science Board Report, "The Role of the
National Science Foundation in Polar Regions," The Committee requested,
further, that the report include a review of environmental protection
practices in the Antarctic. I am pleased to provide this report.

Sincerely,

s2.Af

Erich Bloch *
Director

Enclosure

Copy to:
Honorable Manuel J. Lujan/
Honorable Doug Walgren
Honorable Sherwood Boehlert

636
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KWIC OF NSF ACTIONS
Re al' 'DO "IliE NATIONAL Se1F2fC£ BOARD REI'

ON "J WU: OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE frAINDATION IN MAR RalIoNS"
AND ON ENVIRONMENTAL MATI'LW

IIIE

currTra ON Selina:, SPACE AND TFIIINolOGY
CINGREsS OF 711F. UNITED STATES

In the report acceepenying H.R. 4418, the NSF Authorization Act, the
Cemmittee regum3ted that "NSF provide a report by Dweilier I, 1988, on
actions taken in response to the 15 recemmendations in the report of
the National science Board, 'The Role of tae National Science
Feundation in POlar Regions.'" The COmmittee particularly requested
that the report inclu_le a review of the NSF environmental protection
practices in the Antarctic now in effect and proposed changes, if any.

This report lists the fifteen NSB mumnerdatiorm and the actions that
have been taken thus far on each of them. Environmental practices and
propoStri chenges are addressed in an "Erndronmental Proteetion Agenda,"
highligi.s and discussion of whdch are included in this a'port.

NSF Role in Polar Regions

The National Science Board accepted the Report of the NSB Task
COmmittee an NSF's Role in Polar Regions an June 19, 1987. At that
time, a request was mode to the Director to prepare a plan of action to
respond to the Report's motions. In June 1988, a staff
document was issued Which presented an Implementation Plan. This
report to the Cengress draws heavily on the Implementation Plan.

In intitaucing its recommendations, he NSB OOmmittee noted NSF's
lmtitutiwal responsibilities in the Polar Regions:

'c important science in the national intermit to be
dace 'le Arctic and the Antarctic. The NSF operates
th,.? tin 'Irctic Program and has been designated by the
Aavt.!, .rch and Policy Act to coordinate basic
ewer . : the Arctic; therefore, the agency has a
Prue. nsibility for polar science.

Reconterdatiow of the Board Cemmittee and actions in tt_ nse to them
follow:

1. In both polar regions, nesearth programs mast be
dictated by the science and engineering needs and
opportunities rather than available logistics.
The COmmittee rent:mends that logistics derive
from and support the scientific researth program
rather than dictate that program.

1
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Significant research that can only be done in the polar
regions includes for example, polar effects of global
paleoclimates, studies of arctic haze, relationship of
interannual variations of sea ice to climate, production
and circulation of deep water masses, study of the
tectonic role of Antarctica in the brekep of Gcmdwana,
studies of environmentally stressed (extreme cold)

organisms, evolution of biological species inhabiting
polar regions, and functioning of polar terrestrial and
marine ecosystems.

Significant improvements in logistics and facilities are sought,
including:

o planning for coordination of arctic logistics, including a
directory of Federal logistics capabilities Which is
currently being prepared,

o construction and upgrading of laboratory facilities at all
antarctic stations, and

o tailoring of ship and aircraft support to meet science
needs

More specifically:

na Science input for the replacement 'Amatory at MMUrdo
Station was obtained by the architect/engineering
omMtracter at several regional meetings with probaltiel
users.

o South Pole logistics have been revised to provide
increased support for astronomy and astrophysics.

o In preparing to Obtain the new research vessel with
icebreaking capability, NSF sought advice from the
University National Oceanographic Laboratory System
(IINOLS), the Polar Research Board, and the Vivision of
Polar Programs Advisory Ceamittee.

2. !11 Ccemlittee recomsends that the NSF establ4sh
and oversee the operation of a network of research
support centers for the polar regions. 'These

centers would be supported by the NSF and managed
by universities or private organizations.

2
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Stsamaleambeen taken to realize this objective:

o The new polar ice coring activity at the University of
Alakka, Fairbanks, is as potential center.

o A aansortius, the Arctic Researth ors ortlimm of the United
States, has been formed that has the potential to
coordinate support center activities.

o The recently issued RFP for an antarctic support
centractor specifically allows for the transfer of key
science support activities at MbHardo Station and
elsewhere to en aoadeadecmnsortium or instituticn.

3. The Omanittee recceeends that a logistics program
be established for the Arctic to support NSF
scientists and research projects conducted in the
northern polar' regions. All logistic support
facilities and equipment in both the arctic and
antaroticprograms should be clearly identified as
belonging to the um and part of the NSF program.
The NsF presence and leadership in research at
bath poles should be visible and recognizable,
thereby strengthening the research network thrcugh
identification with the NSF.

Unlike the Antarctic, the Arctic has an indigenous population with
aseociabai Infrastructure of transportation, shelter and the like.
Sow centralization of logistic support my result from the location of
the ice cc ring office at the University of Alaska as sell as frou
establishment of the new arctic consortium. MUch logistics, however,
is handled more efficiently thrcugh individual grants and existing
central arrenessents such as UNDLS, Which coordinates ship use in the
Arctic as mell as other areas, and the Department of Interior's office
for the coordination of leasing of aircraft.

The Runde-ion has been assigned as lead agency for coordination in the
Arctic, but it is cray cane of several agencies supporting substantial
research and monitoring efforts. In the Antarctic, where it manages
the U.S. program, the Fbundation can and is doing much more to increase
the visibility of its rale. However, in both regicns NSF places
emphasis on maximizing the effectiveness of U.S. research.

4. As mandated in the Arctic Research and Policy Act,
an assessment of research needs for the Arctic and
development of a plan to address those needs are
in progress. A similar effort should be
undertaken for the Antarctic.

3
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The Assistant Secretary's response indicated the readiness of the 11111

and other eaqxnents of the Public Health Service to cooperate and
designated a DHIRS contact point. Thus the groundwork for the medical
and health science effort has been laid. With respect to the social
sciences, the Interagency Arctic Researon Policy Caseates (IARIC) is
preparing a cocadimatedeeedal sciences implementation plan. NSF staff
ft DPP and BBB are participating. That initial plan should be
available shortly.

6. niftier, the Coanittee recceserands that reseerth an
the culture, history, linverUMUcm, archaeology,
and physical anthropology of arctic peoples be
established in the NSF as an identified and
mat lately staffed program within the Division
of Polar Programs.

No funds were budgeted for arctic social sciences in FY 1988 or FY 1989
within the Arctic Research Program administered by DPP. However, a
joint review procedure has been develcped by CEP and BaS to implement
this ream:rex:dation as funds booms available

The National Academy of Sciences/Polar Pnsearch Board's Committee on
Arctic Social Science is providing scientific guidance.

The TAM plan mentioned above in connection with reommendation 5 will
also be applicable here.

7. Dedicated polar research vessels are an urgent and
critical need. The scientific and strategic position
of the United States in the polar regions has been
seriously, if not dangerasly, eroded because the
country leeks modern ice-caeahle vessels dedicated to
polar researdh in the Antarctic and Arctic. Therefore,
the amsaittee recarnerds that a research vessel with
imbreakirq capability be acquired for the U.S.
Antarctic Propane, and that a research vessel capable
of scientific and engineering research in arctic seas
also ion squired.

As a first step in implementing this reommaixiation, the Feu ndation
scught to lease, via its antarctic support contractor, IllyAntarctic
Services Inc., a research vessel with iceonosking capability mom.
This procurement was coecealed just prior to making an award as a
result of "Puy American" language in the Foandationis Fl 1989
eppron-JUMicef. Reoompetition of the pram:resent is proceeding, and
obtaining the RVIB is a major step in responding to this
recoureniation.

5
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8. Major logistic =laments of the Antarctic Progremaneed
regrading, including the McMurdo science laboratories,
living quarters at South Pale Station, LC6-130s, and
helicopters. Private ortjanizatims operating on the
North Slope of Alaska have acquired expertise in the
oonnstrvction and maintenance of facilities in the polar

envircnaent. Cruedttee reammends that the
cooperation of private organizatims and industry be
sought in the construction of facilities and provisim
of logistic support: in the Arctic and Antarctic.

AST/DPP use of technology developed in the Arctic for antarctic
operations includes:

o She use of a clown -snit of the U.S. corporation whidh
helped build and reintain the DEW line in the Arctic as
the major civilian contractor for logistic support and
operations in Antarctica.

o The too of arctic-experienced architect and engineering
firms for antarctic facilities. For exaaple an Alaskan
Mows recently selected as the design contractor for an
air transportable field laboratory.

o The recent purchase of boa Naggiunis 8v206 tracked
vehicles develcped for arctic travel over snow.

9. The Cossittee roc sends that health, 'afety, and
envinsmertal protection practices or polar
research programs, especially the Antarctic
Program, be studied and upgraded where necessary.

The report of the U.S. Antarctic Safety Review Punel, "Safety in
Antarctica* Ohne 30, 1988) is a oarprehensive document dealing with
environmental practices as well as safety and health. Its 72
raccemeniations provide guidance for NSF's future actions in these
areas. Tao of these provide an indicatiterof the Report's content.

The Panel recciaaancied that:

the Safety, Envircreent and Health Officer rreociasenied in the
impart) should develop an enviransental clean-up raster plan
far all statims. Annual reports Should be submitted to the
Director, Division of Paler Progress and the National Science
Fourelatica Director on the status of safety, environment and
heelthcamgrams and their impact on Antarctica...

the National Science Foundation seek a one-time special
allocation to support an expedited environsental clean-up of

6
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This special fund should be budgeted to suppart the collecticn,
preparation, retrograding an proper disposal cf all non-
emsdaustibles.

Also, NSF has issued and received comments en an "Euvinmmaa*.al
Protection Agenda; United States Antarctic Program The comments are
now being ocremidared and revisions mode so that the agenda oan pxofideeffec" guidanoe for program actions. This agenda will be addressel
fUrthea . the environmental protection rortion of this report.

10. The Oammittee endorses plans for the use of
satellites in polar studies and their scientific
uee as proposed by other agencies. As the
recomandlad interagemy national polar plan is
de velcped the Committee reccemends that other
forms of remote and/or autxmated data collection
be tarried, and, once in place, fully utilized.

Satellites are used in the Antarctic Program for inter- and intra-
centinerstal ccomunicatiammsmicm, message and data. They are alsovital for operaticnal weather forecastin; in Antarctica and valuablefor sensing and am:vatic:ins far

ocean and atmosphere research in thepolar regions. Par exateole, the satellite-borne Motel Omonettnitoring
spectremeter (1IS) providem the overall omone depletion data, withwhiCh grou.md -and bellecnrbased ateervaticns of the first through thirdgird al Ozone Expeditions in the Antarctic are compered.

In response to the Safety Panel's report, Dearth and rescue satellitelinks are being used in Antarctica on a trial basis.

Remote and/or automated data collection systems and ozmxnents are invarious stages of development mime:
o Baciamatter radars for examination of upper atmosphere

phenocena are in use in both polar regics.

o Mastic weather stations are in use, with new air-
drop:able stations beimgdramloped.

Develoienent and procurement of automatic geophysical
observatories for surface-based daservat.tons of upper
atmosphere phenomena is wrier way.

o Procurement of Remotely Operated vehicles (ROV's) far
unmanned exploration and biological, glaciological, and
sedieentological studies of marine and freshwater
environment is being snide taken for both scientific and
safety reasons.

'7
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o Automated ultraviolet monitoring systems have been
installed at Scuth Pole, Weer, NONOrdo, and at Ushuaia,
Argentin.

11. The mitten commends the U.S. Nav's VNE-6
Squadron an the extraordinary job it is doing for
the U.S. Antarctic Program. The science award not
be accomplished withomd:the dedication, skill, and
willingemme to serve demonstrated by these fine
fliers and support crews. They should remain an
integral pert of the U.S. Antarctic Pirgress.
ammver, the Committee seamminds that the
reeedning support functions currently provided by
the U.S. Naval Support Force Antarctica be
reviewed by NSF management for possible transfer
to civilian contract= as suggested by the U.S.
Navy, if sudh transfer proves to be the most
efficient and oret-effective option.

Dy agreement of the Navy and NSF, and with Antarctic Policy Group
approval, the Naval Support }bocce is being reduced by 74 billets and
the associated funetions transferred to Antarctic Services, Inc. This
change will maim available billets to allot an increase in VXS-6
perscimel to restore flight hours to Ilse level of the early 1980s to
west sclera= progremneede.

12. The Ommittee recommerds that the NSF role in the
development of polar policy be increased. The NSF
shculd become more active in policy analysis and
decision making on arctic and antarctic issues.
Ebtential policy issues and problems ahead be
anticipated and options for dealing with them
&Winced.

NSF's Arctic and Antarctic Staffs contribute to policy issue and oFtion
analysis in the polar regions. In addition, with respect to the
Arctic:

o The Director of NSF is Chairmen of the Interagency Arctic
Reserrchallicy Committee and MP theirs staff and working
grew activities leading to implementation plans. The
Director was very influential in the formulation of the
AxoticsAmemardh Plan and in its suoossalla completion.

o The Director is also an ex-officio 'member of the Arctic
Famearch eccnissien and is an active participant in its
deliberations.

8
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Papec iffloclen perldrig materials turned in hot oil-fueled
firers at the amp, and ashes buried.

a Eicpaneion of Winter Quarters Say (WM clearsIP. with extricated
steel scrap being retrograded to the U.S. and remaining
materials being compacted and covenad Where passible. This
ocartinuing riming) bas bees advanoel by ceasing operation of
the b snow rasanal dump area.

a Omen ckmpirq of wrap metal ampended in August 1988.

Waste lubricants sealed in drums and retrograded to the United
States. Pliel Ibis regraded. New garage oil separator
installed to lamp oil from entering the sewer system.

o Sesear-system expended. Utility linos are being cassolidatal.
Liquid mete is to be diluted with smote brine from
distillation plant prior to flushing to sea; a macerator is
being installed.

o Crabined electrical generating plant and water- distillation
plant reduces total Aral requirement, fuel loss, and emissions.

Waste-management activities at Meer Statism include:

o As of August MS, all CCOD31 dumping sus aped, and material
formerly tamped re:rogracial.

o Small metal scraps crushed, and baled for retrograde.

o Waste glass broken into small chips and sealed in drum.

Garbage sealed in drums to be retrograded to South America for
sutesequent disposal.

Waste lubricants sealed in drums for retrograde.

o Scrap metal being removed film dui" sites.

o Parer replacing foam or other plastic reckaging idlers passible.

o Wood/paper predicts burned. Because station population is
about 5% that of Piztendo the volume of trash is such smaller.

Waste tires and batteries ret=graded.

Activities at Amatteen-SCOtt Salth Rae Station include:

o Waste bind in deep trenches.

12
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Activities at !garble Mint camp include:

etetents of huretreds of steel drums retrograded to WHUrdo or
burned on site; dross crushed and retrograded to Weirdo.

Darial pits covered.

Sanitary mats rettograded to Willartio.

o Solid waste retregraded to Nand° to the extent practicable.

Activities at Hallett Ststial include:

Joint U.S.-New Zealand cleanup and site-rehabilitation program
begun eight years ago following station closure approaching
comailatice.

Waste-management at field camps includes:

o Solid wastes transferred from field camps to coastal stations
for local dimpceal or, if practical, for retrograde to the U.S.

o Liquid wastes transferred from field camps to coastal stations
for local disposal if field conditions preclude safe diseceal
in damp snow trap ea.

The Environmental Protection Ageeda indicates areas Where the
FOundation recognizes that action is needed. An announcement printed
for comment in the Federal Begieter summarized these areas as follows:

PlafilHXLICK-DErk3=MUIMIHNNAlt

Biennial, Program-wide review is planned in
order to consider site planning and other
support requirements that might impinge on
science or impact the environment; to
consider the need far, adequacy, and
implications of, environmental mcnitoring
studies for thoughtful environmental
assessment and eanagement; and to update and
revise this Agenda. Environmental criteria
Obeli be made explicit in the ordinary
running of VEAL They are being incorporated
Where apprepriztto in work statements, and are
being reviewed and updated for adequacy.

13
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wa Land-amdmw

The mwirormantal responsibilities of all
parts of USAF are now being analyzed and
clarified thnaugh appropriate lege; guidanoe
from NSF's Office or the Geneoal Counsel
MSC). This will entail continued
examination of pertinent etwirmessittal laws
std repilatinna, related maritime law, and
USAF program plarming and policy. NSF has
begun effects here that include hearings an,
and possible revision of, tourism-related
regulation under the Antarctic Conservation
Act.

o lartinaNNSItALANCEMEGIEMLNIZUSINICt Udiee

Guidance fuze pregram management is ensuring
that environmental assessments and impact
studies are conducted as needed.
Environmental assesmemt guidelines tailored
to the context of MAP are in preparation.

USAF's 1980 Emarozental Upset Statement is
being reviewed for possible update. The
Division has invited Federal agencies and
other organizations to comaent an iseu ee.i. to
be addressed in the review of this
programmatic impact statement and it has
begtm analyzing the respsnees.

wa EadEDDEN3talieliMMD

Envinmomtal awareness efforts are being
increased both within USAF and outside.

Efforts now under way include production of
audio-visual briefing aids and develepment of
a reference guide. Program participants are
being made more familimrwith requirements of
antarctic environmental protectira and
ocinee-vatien through enhanomments to the USAF
Funsymel

Administrative measures to vastain
environmental awareness hould include
enviimmmeMn1 inspections at facilities,

environmental training, recogniticn and
awards for accceplishments in antanItic

14
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eavitormental protection, management, sad ocraer-vaticat, and ,tiva sanctions where necessary.

o
rildliaSILROCLICEdeciCI

lbe ectsting tecPtirdo Statism Long-Hange
Development Plan will be updated to reflect
d* curesat analysis of USP's facilities
requirements. Its updated doomaant inietended to include a Nester Plan far
development, an updated requirements plan,
aced an isplementaticn plan. The updated plan
will, if necemeary, include an environmental
impact asseeneast of PteUrdo's planned
development. The plmawill be subject to all
appropriate review peocesees and to periodic
updates as cbangee occur. Harsgement of
solid wastes at Nderedo includes importlimitation, litter =tool, on-site wastedi 1, ant retrograding. These functicemwill be remesassed through a formalized
systems approach to waste marragement.

aeoftheofof
enttihniasuesapte

p rcoyacch

le .
will take

Over the next feu years, attention will also
be given to management of NUOirdols liquid
bastes ad to pueblos of waste management at
other USAP stations.

The studies, facility impraverments, and administrative measures that
emerge as the noir:mental agenda are likely to be expensive and time
consuming. But these are necessary oasts of U.S. presence and researchin Arstarctica. The oats of fulfilling of the reap mendaticess in theATSA's "Dale of the National Science ecurdaticnis in Polar Regions"re am are also formidable. However, effective research in the polarregion is important An a :amber of fields. Not the least of these isthe understanding of past aid futons charges in global clisate. Reyoantributions can be made in both polar regions through the stilly ofthe climate record far the past 200,000 years available from ice CMS ,thrcugh investigation of air-sea-ice interactions and their effects onweather and climate, and through examination of the dynamics ofglaciers and ice sheets sal ilear p.itential effects on sea level.
The impact of climate changes such as the biological effects of theantarctic aeon hole is yet another important research topic that canhave implications outside the Antarctic.

Ildfilling the reameendatiors of the NM report is a formidable taskthat will require the cocperation of the Prundation, the Administrationand the Congress.

15
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON D C 20S SO

OMMEOTTM
WMMTIM

Honorable Robert Roe
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Rouse of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear 21r. chairman:

In the report accompanying H.R. 4418, the NSF Authorization Act for
Fiscal Years 1989 and 1990, the Committee requested a report by
January 1, 1989 listing NSF funding in Fiscal Years 1987 and 198a
for support of research at non-NSF sponsored supercomputer centers.
This information is contained in the report attached to this letter..

For FY 1989, SST has continued the program of providing access to
advanced computing capabilities not available at our national
centers. As in the past, the NSF scientific directorates will be
closely involved in the award process.

Sincerely,

frfel

Erich Bloch
Director

Enclosure

cc: Honorable Robert Walker
Honorable Doug Walgren s.

Honorable Sherwood Booblert
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REPORT ON OTHER SUPERCOMPUTER ACCESS

National Science Foundation
December 14,1988
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karoduction

In the legislative report accompanying the FY 1989 Authorization Bill for
the National Science Foundation, the House Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology requested a corroehensIve review of the Foundation's
support In FY87 and FY88 for research at non-NSF supercomputer centers.
The Committee requested aggregate funding levels, as well as a
breakdown of support by Directorate and by computer center.

FY87 Expenditures and Usage

In FY 1987 the Directorates for Biological, Behavioral and Social Sciences
(MS) and Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE)
purchased computer resources at non-NSF centers as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

NSF Colorado State Purdue University of
Di. tolerate University University Minnesota

Bio. Behay. & Soc. Sci. $239,000 $45,000
Con), Info. Sci. a Eng 62(111= SWUM si_000moo
Total $200,000 $439,000 $1,045,000

Total expenditures were $1,684,000. The FY87 funds from the CISE
Directorate supported ongoing projects from all NSF Directorates during
the completion of the NSF 'Phase r program of supercomputer access.
Table 11 contains an estimated breakdown of the relative percentages of
total NSF dollars as indicated in Table 1.

Table !!

Phase ! Center Usage by NSF Directorates - FY87

NSF Colorado State Purdue University of
Directorate University University Minnesota

Bio. Behay. & Soc. Sci. 11.1 59.3 4.6

Comp., Info. Sci. & Eng. 34.0 1.6 6.6
Engineering 4.1 6.5 10.4

Geoscienoes 1.4 0.8 2.5

Math, Physical Sol 49.5 31.9 74.3

International co
Total

_
1008%

_0.12
100.0% 100.0%

S 5 44
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FY88 Expenditures and Usage

In FY88, funds were allocated directly to the Directorates to purchase
computer resources as shown in the following Table

Table Ill

FY88 Expenditures by NSF Directorate

NSF
Directorate

Purdue
University

University of
Minnesota

Rio., Behay., & Soc. Sci. $551,000 $159,000
Comp. Info. Sd. & Eng. 97,500
Engineering 131,250
Geosciences 17,250
Math, Pleysical Sci. 1,095,000
10/9038fianal______
Subtotal . $551,000 81,500,000

Total support at non-NSF supercomputer centers in FY88 was thus
$2,051,000. With the S. .684,000 from 1987, the NSF support totals
$3,735,000 over the 1. eo Fiscal Years.

UUta
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
iti non Nt 1 ON

March .3, 19419

Honorable Robert Roe
Chairman, Committee on Science,

Space and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

rb1,4`i (..; ?gag

I au pleased to submit this report on the technology transfer
activities at the National Science Foundation. This report is
requested in House Report 100-649 which accompanies the 1989
NSF Authorization Act.

Since its inception in 1950, the Foundation has played an
important role in maintaining and strengthening the Nation's
scientific knowledge base. While the transfer of scientific
knowledge is a component of all of the Foundation's programs,
the report highlights those activities which focus on the
technology transfer process as it involves interaction between
industry and academia.

1 trust the report will help you in assessing our technology
transfer activities and serve as stimulus for suggestions.

Sincerely,

Erich Bi
Direr -tor

Enclosure: Technology Transfer: A Report
to the Congress

Copy to: Honorable Robert Walker
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: A REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

1.0 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

1.1 Introduction.

This is a report on the Technology Transfer activities at the
National Science Foundation, as requested in House Report 6491
which accompanies the 1989 NSF Authorization Act. The response
covers existing activities at the Foundation which seek to bring
new knowledge, gained through basic and applied research, to bear
on the development of new technology. It concludes with options
which, since they affect policy, are not recommendations until
they are reviewed and considered by the National Science Board.

1.2 Methodology.

NSF staff, to make the present response more informative,
followed a specific Congressional suggestion; it explored its own
role as well as the larger context for technology transfer with
selected institutional representatives. Organizations contacted
included the National Academy of Sciences, American Association
for the Advancement of Science, and a number of industrial and
trade associations. Their advice on existing activities, as wen
as proposals for new programs was valuable and useful. The
report further presents additional concepts an techniques for
transfer of existing knowledge from universities to industry.

1.3 Long Standing_Role.

As part of its charter, the National Science Foundation has,
since its inception in 1950, played an important role in Federal
efforts to maintain and strengthen the Nation's knowledgq base.
Because the transfer of knowledge between the academic and the
industrial sector is a vital ingredient in enhancing the
country's industrial competitiveness, NSF has sponsored programs
to enhance that transfer. Reflecting changing national
priorities, there has been a gradual shift so that NSF, while
increasing its support for basic research, has also assumed a
greater concern with technology and the transfer of knowledge,
without competing with other Federal agelcies which have explicit
applied research missions.

1 100th Congress, p.23.

1
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1.4 Basic Research.

Ths Foundation supports basic research, predominantly at
universities, and promotes science and engineering education. In
the context of the national research and development effort, the
Foundation's $1.7 billion 1988 budget is only slightly more than
one percent of the $132 billion= of the estimated national 1988
R&D effort. Given this relatively small direct role in the
overall funding picture, NSF seeks to leverage its resources to
affect the much larger national research effort, and to serve as
a facilitator in the technology transfer process. How the
Foundation works towards its objectives of training, leverage of
technology, and enhancement of university/industry relations is
detailed in later sections of this report.

1.5 Toward Commercial Products.

At NSF, technology transfer is a stimulating and facilitating
process to move research results and technological innovations
from the laboratory, from government or university sponsorship to
the private sector which then will produce commercially
successful products. Another, broader view of technology transfer
Is that of a continuum of interrelated events between academic,
business, and government partners. It is a dynamic process,
involving invention, translation to meet commercial needs, and
finally commercialization. It requires management and commercial
resources as well as the assessment of the market for the
potential product. Because the main activities of the Foundation
are devoted to the support of basic and applied scientific
research and science education, the role of the Foundation in
technology transfer has been limited to the transfer of knowledge
between the universities and industry.

Two Taxonomies. 1. In a recent paper, Dr. Ralph Gomory (a senior
vice president at IBM) and Dr. Roland Schmitt (president of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)3 described two types of
technology transfer. The first reflects the process of sequential
discovery as in the case of the semi-conductor. Here the
verification of quantum mechanics in solids, and the davelopments
in solid state physics are the rungs of the "ladder" of the
technology. The second is evolutionary technology transfer: small
incremental changes in an existing technology result over time in
what might be considered an essentially new product. NSF programs
address both processes.

-- - , ,_

"Highlights," Science Resources Studier, NSF 88 3C3,
Natioril Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. February 1988.

3 Gomory, R.E., Schmitt, R.W., "Science and Product,"
Science, Vol. 240, 27 May 1988, pp 1131,1132, pp 1203,1204.

2
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2. A different taxonomy considers technology transfer in terms
of Push or Pull. "Push" is exemplified by NSF which sponsors
basic research, then seeks, within limits, to "push" into the
industrial sector, i.e. facilitate the use of those results which

look useful. While "pull" has not been used to the same extent
by NSF because it is based on the expressed needs of those who

seek new solutions, the Presidential Young Investigator Awards

(PYI) program described in Section 2 is one example of this

approach.

1.6 NSF Programs.

Programs at the National Science Foundation, with technology
transfer as one of their components, range from the new Science
and Technology Centers and the SBIR program, to the Engineering
Research Centers and the Industry/University Cooperative Research
Centers which infuse industrial needs into the research goals. In

addition there are projects to improve the archiving and
distribution of information in the disciplinary. cross
disciplinary, and international programs. The snecific functions
of these activities with respect to technology transfer are

discussed next.

2.0 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVITIES AT NSF

Because of the Foundation's sole in the sponsorship of university
research and science education, technology transfer activities at

NSF try to build working relationships between research in
industry and at universities to leverage federally sponsored
research. These Foundation programs seek transfer of knowledge
from one researcher to another and from the research community to

industry. This approach to technology transfer is unique to the

Foundation among Federal agencies.

Technology transfer in other Federal agencies+ differs
significantly from the Foundation's activities. These agencies

deal In technology spin-off, common to NASA and DOD, and
technology utilization, characteristic of Energy and Agriculture.
Technology spin-off means that the technology is to be used in

the private sector for purposes other than those for which it was
originally intended. Technology utilization means the technology

usually is created specifically for private sector application;
the agency will not accomplish its principal mission unless the

technology transfer is effective.

The special character of technology transfer at the Foundation
derives from its specific focus and the network of individuals it

AM ' "Guidebook for Technology Transfer Managers," Meridian
Corporation, Alexandria, Va. June 1987.

3
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sponsors in basic research. NSF's commitment is to supporting
basic scientific research at universities. Technology transfer is
an important byproduct of this mission. Of the estimated 015
billions devoted nationally to basic research, the Foundation
accounts for just over ten percent. Then, to derive additional
benefits from this relatively small contribution to the national
basic research budget, the Foundation stimulates knowledge or
technology transfer.

While the purpose of this report is to explicate the Foundation's
more formal technology/information transfer activities, there are
many unforseen instances of technology or product development
steaming from basic research. For example, a super-computer aided
lasf,r flow visualization technique supported by the Foundation
has been adopted by General Motors for combustion research. Basic
research on lightning led to a lightnis, direction finder, now a
worldwide, multi-million dollar market. Yet another technology
transfer anecdote is the Foundation's research project on Doppler
radar which led to a downburst and windshear pilot warning
system. Bearing these technology transfer successes in mind, the
following sections outline the more structured processes at the
Foundation to achieve knowledge transfer and interaction between
the basic research and the industrial communities.

2.1 Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers.

To transfer technology, to capitalize on the broad spectrum of
research activity in the research university community, there
have been "couplings* of industry directly with a university in
those disciplines of mutual interest. This led to the NSF
program for industry /University Cooperative Research Centers, a
program aimed at technology transfer through the use of research
consortia. Goals of the program are:

o develop industry, state, and other support for
industry/university interaction on industrially
relevant science and engineering research topics;

o promote university research to provide a knowledge
base for industrial and technological advancement while
training students; and

o promote research centers which become self-sustaining
within a five year period, using industry, state and
other funding sources.

One of the most important factors in judgirg which projects are
appropriate for support is the likelihood of 'success,' i.e. that
successful research would have implications for technological

5 Op. Cit 1.

4
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advances. This enhances the potential for industrial support.
Centers provide several mechanisms for cost sharing by industry,
insuring that the research is fundamental and technologically
relevant. The nature of cooperative research is complex and
requires agreement on many issues, both technological and
administrative..

Success Ibiample. The Center for Ceramics Research, sponsored by
the National Science Foundation and the New Jersey Commission on
Science and Technology at Rutgers University in a successful
prototype. Twenty-three industrial firma participate; each
contributes 835,000 annually. Noteworthy is the role of the
State of New Jersey in the support of this and four other
research Centers. State government recognised the opportunity and
Petential of the NSF concept of Industry/University Cooperative
Centers, not just for technology transfer, but for regional
industrial development. New Jersey initiated a bond issue for $90
million for this kind of industrial development program and
vested authority for administration of the program in a New
Jersey COmmission for Science and Technology. Now there are five
centers in the state, each addressing different technologies. As
for the industrial firms participating in the center at Rutgers,
their contributions are matched by the Commission for operation,
with additional funding available for capital improvements. The
Rutgers center is now part of an experimental International
Industry/University/Government Research Initiative which is
funding a research linkage with center activities in Sweden,
broadening the knowledge base and technology transfer.

Indicators of Success. The Industry/University Cooperative
Research Centers program has been successful. In 1988 there were
40 operational centers, receiving $20 million in industrial
support, $17 million in state support, and S3 million in Federal
support. The program has the participation of over 300 industrial
firms.

2.2 Engineering_Research Centers.

In 1985 the Foundation initiated a program of cross-disciplinary
Engineering Research Centers to focus on research, education, and
industrial collaboration in areas critical to industrial
competitiveness. In 1988 there were eighteen centers. Some
examples of the research areas are manufacturing, materials
processing, optoelectronice, biotechnology and ocean engineering.
About 300 firms are involved with these centers providing
funding, equipment, and materials. In line with the "people to
people" requirement for technology transfer, the firms are

b "Higher Education in Partnership with Industry," D. R.
Powers, M.P. Powers, F. Betz, C.B. Aslanian, Jossey-Bass
Publishers, San Francisco, 1988.

5
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providing engineers to work for extended periods at the centers.
In all cases, industry benefits directly from the output of the
engineering centers through direct involvement, as illustrated by
the Engineering Research Center at Purdue University.

Illustration: The Engineering Research Center at Purdue
University is for "Intelligent Manufacturing Systems," something
more than the prevalent emphasis on computer integration and
flexibility. It goes beyond the manufacturing practices, where
changes in the manufacture of individual parts are effected
through changes in software commends. The Purdue Center deals
with the next evolutionary step where a larger manufacturing
system can respond promptly to changes in design, market, or
functional requirements. The key element is responsiveness in the
manufacturing process to input or output demands. The Purdue
center has seven industrial "partners," each of whom contributes
$200,000 annually to the Center. These firms, active participants
in the research process, include Alcoa, Chrysler and Cincinnati
Millicron. There are also sixteen affiliate firms: each
contributes $25,000 annually, receives reports and attends annual
meetings. This illustrates the concept of leverage for limited
Federal funds for technology transfer to industry to enhance
competitiveness.

2.3 Computer Centers.

Another major university /industry NSF research initiative
focuses on supercomputing. The Foundation has established five
National Supercomputer Centers. These are the:

o San Diego Supercomputer Center
San Diego, California

o John von Neumann National Supercomputing Center
Princeton, New Jersey

o Cornell National Supercomputing Facility
Ithaca, New York

o Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

o National Center for Supercomputing Applications
University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois

These facilities are available to academic, government,
individual, and industrial researchers. Allocation of use is
generally made on the basis of peer review of the proposed
project.

6
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These (and other) advanced computing and networking capabilities
permit massive calculations and the simulation of physics].
phenomena, thus adding another dimension to theoretical and
experimental research in the study of complex problems. As with
other centers, there is significant industrial participation,
usually cash grants for research, equipment donations, or
industry researchers who collaborate with researchers in the
National Supercomputer Centers. Major computer firms sponsor
about $9 million in research in the centers; Cray alone sponsors
82.25 million annually. Other major contributors include Kodak,
Amoco, Monsanto, FMC, and Eli Lilly. IBM has, for example,
donated a 622 million computer system to the center at Cornell.
Additional hardware and software donations and discounts to these
centers exceed $20 million in value. Research by industry
collaborators has reached the level of about ten percent of the
total research efforts of the centers.

Examples. Technological areas which benefit from the application
of this type of computational research and simulation are as
varied as materials development, communications, and combustion.
Examples with commercial applications illustrate the role of
these supercomputer centers in technology transfer. Combustion in
engines combines the problems of fluid flow with chemical
reaction kinetics, a problem which can be "solved' on large
computers. The result can be a 'visualization" of what happens in
the cylinder of internal combustion engine. This type of
research is a prerequisite for improvements in engine design
which in turn can result in reduced pollution and improved fuel
efficiency.

Computer simulations of bodies moving through air or water
furnish insight into the problems of "streamlining," Similar work
in aerodynamics has led to devices for truck drag reduction.
These two examples, which require supercomputers, coupled with
the high level of industrial participation in terms of equipment,
sponsorship and research use, indicate how these centers
facilitate the flow of research results from the universities to
industry.

2.4 Science and Technology Centers.

In response to the President's science and technology centers
initiative?. the Foundation established a new Science and
Technology Centers (STC) program. It reflects the reality that an
increasing number of important research activities cannot be
addressed by scientists working alone. These activities require
large investments in facilities and equipment, and researchers
with diverse disciplinary backgrounds and expertise. Further,
-------------

State et the union Message, January 27, 1987; Executive
Order No. 12591. April 1987.
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this program recognises the need to transfer knowledge from
discovery to application. The new centers wt11 be based in
academic institutions; they will involve scientists from industry
and Federal laboratories, in addition to students and academic
staff. This approach is designed to accelerate diffusion and
application of research findings to benefit all sectors of our
society. The goal is to help maintain U.S. preeminence in science
end technology and to provide en adequate pool of scientists and
engineers with the experience to meet the changing needs of our
r ciety, and to meet the challenges of international economic

petition.

StronkResponats. The response of the academic community to the
SIC initiative has been greater than anticipated. Of the 323
proposals submitted, 70 percent involve significant industry
participation, a result which augurs well for technology
transfer. The Foundation recently announced its support for
eleven centers with total funding of $24.7 million in FY 1989.

2.5 The Smell Business Innovation Research Program.

The Small Business Innovation Research program was designed and
implemented by the Foundation in 1977. It served as the model for
the Small Business Innovation Development Act c: 1982 and
eventually became the national SBIR program. Then as now, it
served to stimulate innovation and to facilitate access by smell
high technology firms to the basic research community. In the
decade since its inception, SBIR hag complemented the NSF basic
research programs by providing a linking mechanism with the
marketplace. While many studies may be cited, The Rand
Corporation study of 1984 supported by the Foundations showed
clearly that the results of basic research do not readily find
their way to the marketplace without the use of intermediate
mechanis ms. Just as with the centers programa, SBIR provides
another such mechanism. In addition, NSFle experience
demonstrates that buainessee which participate in the program
also create some of the new research instruments, sensors and
materials which in turn are highly useful to the basic research
community. Much of this success stems from the deliberate policy
to integrt.te SBIR with the foundations other research
sponsorship, a design feature whereby each NSF research division
formulates research topics for the SBIR solicitation.

The SBIR award history shows that the profile of technologies in
the funded projects has tracked the National Academy of Sciences

9 Tore K. Bikaon. Barbara E. Quint, Leland L. Johnson,
"Scientific and Technical Information Transfer," Rand
Corporation. Report to The National Science Foundation, N -2131-
NSF, March 1984.
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five year outlook' of 1981 and the OSTP report to the Congress of
1983" as to projected national technological needs. Still
another measure of relevance to national needs is the emphasis on
increased productivity and competitiveness. Of the SBIR research
projects funded through 1987, fully 40 percent were related to
improved manufacturing processes, productivity, or quality, many
of which are already in the marketplace.)

The program's success in technology transfer is best evidenced by
the extent of private sector participation. Major industrial
firms such as Dow, Eli Lilly. eaa Martin-Marietta Corporation
have supported the development of products or licenses from small
firms, either to produce or to use the product or process.
Another quantifiable measure of technology transfer is the
program's leverage. While the Foundation awarded $20.6 million
from 1977 through 1982, the firms participating in these awards
have since shown about $400 million of private investments as a
result of their SUR activities as a whole.

Two examples. Successful commercial research products on the
market today illustrate the results of SBIR. One is a process for
the deposition of silicon carbide used by General Electric for
turbine blades. The other is the development of ultra-high-
pressure water-jet abrasive machine tools for which cumulative
sales ruched S22 million in 1987.

2.6 EPSCoR Program.

The development and strengthening of research infrastructure at
the state and local level is another aspect of technology
transfer, A program that demonstrates just how effective Federal
start-up funds can be in creating and developing new science and
research infrastructure is the Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research ( EPSCoR). Established in 1978 in selected
States with NSF support, it is designed to improve the quality of
research in science and engineering. EPSCoR provides NSF grants
for five years, with the understanding that during th4a period
the research institutions must develop ways to raise their own

9 "Five Year Outlook on Science and Technology-1981,"
National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C., 1981.

1° "Annual Science and Technology Report to the Congress,"
Office of Science and Technology Policy. Washington, D.C., 1983.

11 cf. Letter from Director, NSF to U.S. General Accounting
Office, April 11, 1988, enclosing report "National Science
Foundation, Small Business Innovat,en Research One Decade Later."
Report is intended for inclusion in GAO governmentwide evaluation
of SB1k.
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funds for continuing research. The major thrusts of the program
are: to Improve regional economic competitiveness by
strengthening disciplinary research, to improve research
facilities, and to stimulate linkages between universities,
industry, and government. The program presently include_
institutions in twelve states and Puerto Rico, with each state
sharing in the cost.

2.7 International Pro rams.

The Foundation's International Programs have many elements ihich
relate to technology transfer, especially the transfer of
information and researchers. The goal is to know the strengths
and weaknesses of the world's research community, in order to
help the United States formulate better its own programs and
goals. In addition to staff at NSF in Washington. D.C., who
administer many bilateral and multilateral science agreements,
the Foundation maintains an office in Paris as an entry point to
Western Europe, and an office in Tokyo to help carry out the
cooperative agreements with Japan.

The Foundation selectively translates Japanese - language reports
on research advances. Because many more Japanese come to America
than Americans go to Japan, the Foundation is trying to narrow
the gap by facilitating the cooperative work of Americans in
Japanese research laboratories. NSF also has sought sc overcome
the language barrier through the development of a short course in
technical Japanese. While these are small steps on the
international scale, the Foundation recognizes the need to
improve technology transfer at the international level.

2.8 Educational Programs.

The Foundation maintains two educational programs with a
significant technology transfer component. The first of these is
the "Presidential Young Investigator Award." The objective of
these awards is to stimulate the retention of outstanding young
rtmeerchers in universities. It matches institutional and
industrial research support to get these researchers started on
an academic career, Industry support is matched up to 837,000 by
the Foundation, after a base grant of $25,000. Industry, by its
support, can get first access to the researcher's results.

The second program, "Private Sector Partnerships." is designed to
stimulate and support the involvement of individuals and
organizations from the private sector in joint activities with
educators and educational organizations to improve science,
mathematics, and technology education. The Foundation funds
partnership programs for using technical inputs from the
industrial world to improve the teaching of the technical and
mathematical subjects, This program gets the private sector to
share its expertise with educators to improve education.

10
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2.9 Information D:_stribution and Data Archiving.

Technology transfer is a process which depends heavily on the
dissemination of information, either through people directly, or
by mean* of other media. In this activity, it is carried out
largely by various disciplinary journals. Romever, in those
research areas which are most active, for example high
temperature superconductivity, knowledge or reports of discovery
is so "hot," so such in demand by potential industrial users and
researchers, that it travels outside the loop of formal
publication. NSF encourages and supports attendance at meetings
and symposia as an important p rt in the real time information
transfer process. Of equal importance is not just the technical
data, but also information on what laboratories are doing,
planning, and budgeting.

Insight, a publication of the NSF Division of international
Programs, fulfills this need, primarily at the international
scientific level. This new periodical also serves to disseminate
a broad range of scientific news to the domestic research
community. The countries covered range from the European
Community to new participants in international technological
development such as Brazil and Korea. The objective is to cover a
spectrum frofl policy issues to specific items of scientific
research interest. In addition to Insight, the Division of
International Programs maintains a computer bulletiu board on
international scientific developments.

STRIDE. Thin program, Science and Technology Reporting and
Information Dissemination Enhanceeent (STRIDE), is part of an
effort to developt a mechanise fc the efficient dissemination of
science and technology information obtained abroad to users inthe public and private sector. The current Foundation activity is
In conjunction with Departments of State and Commerce (NTIS).The yonndation has begun pro eicing a desktop-published monthly
publication distributed gratis, containing NSF international
staff-generated reports.

Meta Archivizg. Another innovation in information transfer wasstarted by the NSF Division of Social and Economic Science (SES).
a policy of data archiving to advance the social sciences by
encouraging data sharing among researchers. It requires
researchers who enjoy NSF/SES support to commit themselves to
placing their documented data sets in a data archive or library
within one year after the expiration of the award. In most cases
these data sets will be archived by the Inter-University
Consortium for Political and Social Nesearch (1CPSR) at the
University of Michigan.

11
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NSFNET. Internet. of which NSFnet is the backbone, includes
industrial as well as university users. NSFnet, with its
transmission rate of 1.5 million bite per second, %AS conceived
as a linkage for the supercomputer ceuters. Today, it serves a
much broader purpose, namely as a high-speed information transfer
mechanism which can link the university and the industrial
research communities.

3.0 INSTITUTiONaL VIEWS OF NSF'S TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ROLE

In preparing this response, the Foundation contacted
institutions concerned with technology transfer and the
application of new technological developments in our society. The
interests of these institutions ranged from the acadewic to the
industrial; a complete listing is in Appendix A to this report.
While the views were diverse, all of the institutional
representatives contacted expressed the belief that the
Foundation had taken positive steps to rroviee for "knowledge
transfer" and that some of the programs, like the Engineering
Research Centers, provided additional person-to-person technology
transfer mechanisms. In definitional terms, each of these
institutional representatives had a different view of technology
transfer and of the Foundation's role in it.

3.1 Technology Transfer Society.

One of the most-wide ranging of these discussions was with the
"Task Force on National Technology Transfer Policy" of the
Technology Transfer Society. This group emphasized that the
National Science Foundation maintains a vast network of
researchers and has access to a large store of research output.
It urged the Foundation to initiate a program to make industry
aware of NSF research activities and to form a stronger
connection between basic research and industry. This would enable
industry to judge the relevance or value to their needs. In
addition, this group said that the Foundation should conduct
research on the technology transfer process itself, to refine the
transfer mechanisms and thus to get more "bang" for the research
buck. This research would focus on the "science of converting
technology for application" and on training in the management of
innovation. Another of their suggestions called on NSF to require
the grantee to publish "a tutorial on the industrial potential"
of the eesearch, something similar to some of the publications of
the Agricultural Extension Service. In summery, the Technology
Transfer Society's Task Force believes that the Foundation should
have an active program beyond its existing activities.

3.2__IndustrialRsuppentatives,

Contacts with the institutions representing specific industries,
like the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the
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American Electronics Association (AEA), yielded a somewhat
different perspective of the Foundation's role in technology
transfer. EPRI has a memorandum of understanding with the
Foundation which provides for information flow on research
activities of interest to electric utilities. AEA is also
interested in obtaining more information for its memb,,r tirimi on
research which pertains to electronics and materials.

All of these explorations with institutional representatives
resulted in many suggestions for the Foundation on how to expand
and improve its technology transfer activities. Some of these
will be discussed in the next section.

4.0 NEW POTENTIAL TECENOLOGY TRANSFER INITIATIVES

The technology transfer activities of the Foundation outlined in
Section 2 of this report will continue to grow and improve. In
the case of the new Science and Technology Centers their
interaction with industry will 'ncrease, as will the knowledge
transfer, as more of these centers are funded. Activities in the
Engineering Research Centers and the Industry/University
Cooperative Centers already have had positive impact in
technology transfer and this will continue to grow. New
activities will be considered in the context of the Foundation's
role and budget restraint, always keeping in mind that NSF is the
only Federal agency with a primary mission in basic research, as
juxtaposed to other agencies which have research goals more in
line with their werall mission.

The discussions with institutional representatives and groups
concerned with technology transfer yielded many valuable
suggestions. With regard to these, consideration was given to the
requirement to restrain budget growth. Many suggestions
emphasized the "person-to-person contest" in new technology
transfer activities at the Foundation. Accordingly, this report
reflects the importance of "people" as part of the process of
knowledge transfer, i.e. the highly trained researchers and
industrial representatives who are part of an information
transfer process; if they are not, they should be encouraged and
helped 'o participate. Similarly, the potential budget impact of
each proposed activity calla for a range of options which
follow."

4.1. Knowledge Transfer.

The least costly initiatives, and among the most effective,
relate to the improy. 1 flow of knowledge and personal contact

22 Options have letters to facilitate identification and
referral, not to indicate priority.
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among university and industrial researchers. This transfer
process, which is included in the programs described earlier, can
range widely in complexity. Because the Foundation's programs
described in Section 2 are in place and will be expanded, there
will be a consequent enhancement of knowledge transfer. With the
advent of more "centers," there will be greater industrial
collaboration and people interaction. These centers inform the
academic research process of the research goals of industry,
enhancing the emergence of new products. The transfer of
knowledge inherent in the research process, and the publication
of results, stimulates industrial participation in the university
research process and the transfer of knowledge. Further, the
prototype STRIDE project which the Foundation is starting this
year will bring international technical data to users, including
industry, via a desktop monthly newsletter.

An additional facet of the Foundation's knowledge transfer
activity is the Foundation's senior management participation in
more interagency advisory panels with industrial participation.
Some recent examples of these panels are cited in the Appendix.
wtitional priorities dictate close university cooperation with
.noustry in ouch areas as superconductivity, semiconductors, and
advanced television technology.

4.2 Program Options.

Option A: Visiting Professorships to Industry. One of the often
cited mechanisms for technology transfer relys on the widely-
supported view that "people" are the real transfer agents. This
could be used to justify a program of *visiting professorships"
with industry sharing the costa. A principal investigator, upon
completing a research grant which appears to have technology
transfer potential, might submit a proposal for a technology
transfer grant; up to one half of his or her salary would stem
from the grant, and the remainder from the industrial firm
seeking to exploit the newly discovered knowledge. Approximate
budgetary impact for fiftyauch grants per year would be about
$2.5 million.

Option B: Campus-Based Research. The program outlined under
Section 114 of the National Science Foundation Authorization Act
of 1988, the College and University Innovation Research (CUIR)
program, is intended as a technology transfer program from
universities, large and small, to small business firms. This
program will be explored in a separate report to the Congress."

13 Report, due March 1, 1989, from Director of NSF to House
and Senate Committees, as required under Sec. 114 of Public Law
100-570; 102 Stet 2870.
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Option C: Research on Transfer Process. A program of research onthe techniques of technology transfer might offer be a meaningfulcontribution to American cilmpetitiveness. The annual cost isestimated to be approximately Si million but would be highlyconsonant with NSF's mission and yield potentially practicalresults.

4.3 Active Existing Transfer Mechanisms.

The Foundation, as this report explains especially in Section 2,now has in place many mechanisms for technology transfer. Resultsto date indicate that knowledge transfer in these programs isparticularly active and that significant industry participationand awareness have been achieved. More industrial participationin these activities is anticipated. Additional emphasis onadditional programs will enhance the knowledge transfer procesr.Adoption of any of the options, described very briefly above,would also certainly increase and accelerate the transfer ofresearch knowledge. The question of whether the program costs canbe justified under today's budgetary constraints remains open,especially in the larger context of NSF's overall mission inbasic research that need not have a specific application inview,
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Institutional Contacts

American Electronics Association

Electric Power Research Institute

National Academy of Science
University/Industry/Government
Roundtable

Congressional Research Service
Science Policy

American Association for the
Advancement of Science

Technology Transfer Society

APPENDIX

Richard Iverson

Gene Marinello

Donald Phillips

Chris Rill

Janes Rutherford
A' Teich

Task Force on
National Tectirology
Transfer Policy

interagency /IndustryLtLMX-E=Mat(222

National Advisory Committee on Semiconductor R&D

National Commission on Superconductivity

Competiveness Policy Counsel

Committee on Advanced Television (Commerce)

Industry/ Higher Education Counsel
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NATIONAL SOINCt FOLINLAT ION
WA.4141.44C,Tohl p r - aY:10

red

Otrfcr *NE
suPPICID4,4

Honorable Robert Roe
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space

and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

?Lire)) 9, 1989

MAR 2 0 1989

In the report acrompanying H.R. 4418, the NSF Authorization Act
for Fiscal Years 1989 and 1990, the Committee requestee that NSFprovide a report indicating the policy of the individual
scientific directorates on allowing research grants to cover
costs of using regional networks, and to review the success of
regional networks in obtaining operations support once NSF
withdraws funding. The enclosed report responds to the
Committee's information request.

Sincerely,

1
Frich 111 ch
Director

Enclosure: NSF Networking Rep,:trt to CongreFs

cc: Honorable Robert Walker
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NSF Networking Report to Congress

In.roduction

This report responds to the Mouse Science, Space and Technology
Committee's report of May 24, 1980 (M R. 4418), which requests
that NSF provide a report indicating the policy of the individual
scientific directorates on allowing research grants to cover
costs of using regional networks, and reviewing the success of
regional networks in obtaining operations support once NSF
withdraws funding.

Policies of the Research Directorates

If a proposal to the NSF contained a line item for networking
charges, it would be treated the same es any requested direct
cost in a proposal and evaluated in the context of the program to
which it was submitted. This treatment is identical to that
afforded proposed equipment or computing costs.

Practices among campuses are by no means uniform: some charge for
connecting coroaterstworkstations to the Campus network, but many
do not. When charges are made, those for the campus network
itself and those to defray levies from the regional (or, "mil-
level") network connecting the campus to the NSFNET Backbone are
of disaggregated.

Fending of Mid-level Networks

NSF uoen not have sufficient information to entimate the success
of mid-level networks in surviving without direct NSF support.
The program is now barely three years old, and the startup awards
will soon terminate. Two mid-level networks: have nearly completed
their initial grans: it is clear that neither is fully sell
r.dficient and that both will require an additional round of
funding. As other startup awards run out, the investigators'
final reports and their requests for continued funding will allow
NSF to assess their success in obtaining other funding.

Continued funding for mid-level networks will include:

* assisting tne startup of new mid-level networks,
* supporting new institutional connections to existing mid-
level networks, and
funding new network-based services.

Support of mid-level networks will continue to advance network
capability commensurate with scheduled improvements in the NSFNET
Backbone network, and t., continue efforts to introduce at least,
basic networking services to under-served institutions and
communities.

NSF policy is to reduce the level of funding over time.
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